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Preface

 

To be honest, I never thought I would write this book.

For one thing, I felt I was simply too busy for such an

extended project. Not only my preaching but my

responsibilities as chief executive officer of the Billy Graham

Evangelistic Association have always demanded a

tremendous amount of time and decision making. I have

always been focused on the future, rather than trying to

remember what happened half a lifetime ago. How could I

justify canceling a busy schedule to write about the past?

For another thing, I knew it would be beyond my ability to

write such a work alone. I would need the help of others, but

where would I ever find them? And how could we ever

encompass a lifetime of ministry in only one volume?

Most of all, if anything has been accomplished through my

life, it has been solely God’s doing, not mine, and He—not I

—must get the credit.

But a number of friends still urged me to undertake this

task. Not only was it important for the historical record, they

contended, but they felt there were lessons to be learned

from the ministry God had entrusted to us. I recalled how

much I had learned from reading the writings and studying

the lives of the great men and women of the past. At my

age, I thought of the next generation, who might be

encouraged by such a book to believe that God can do in

their generation what He did in ours. I came to see that in

its own way this book could be a ministry also.

As I say in more detail at the end of the book, I also found

the right people to assist me—although the shortcomings

are solely my responsibility, not theirs.



This book has taken ten years to write. My biggest

problem was always carving out the time to work on it.

During those years, not only have I continued to preach the

Gospel on every continent, both in person and on television,

but I have had to deal with numerous problems, including

several illnesses and accidents.

I soon realized it was impossible to include in this book

everything we have been involved in during more than half

a century of ministry, and one of the hardest parts has been

deciding what to leave out. As I look back over the hundreds

of Crusades we have been privileged to hold, they tend to

come together in my memory as one. Every one had its

unique character, of course; but time and space don’t allow

me to cover more than a few Crusades and a few other

events that were especially memorable.

Even as I write these words, I think of the many individuals

to whom I owe an enormous debt because of their help or

their friendship, and yet whose names are not mentioned in

these pages. I want them to know of my genuine gratitude

to them in any case.

I have tried to be as accurate as possible in summarizing

events and conversations, researching them thoroughly and

recounting them carefully. However, I have come to realize

how memories fade over the years. We have all heard the

illustration of the blind men who were asked to describe an

elephant, each coming up with a wildly different description

because they were all touching a different part of the

animal. I realize that my memory may differ occasionally

from that of others; the best I can do is record events as I

recall them.

Finally, I want to add a few words about my calling as an

evangelist. The word evangelist comes from a Greek word

meaning “one who announces Good News.” Its verb form

occurs over fifty times in the Greek New Testament. An

evangelist, then, is like a newscaster on television or a

journalist writing for a newspaper or magazine—except that



the evangelist’s mission is to tell the good news of the

Gospel. (The word Gospel actually means “Good News.”)

In the Bible, an evangelist is a person sent by God to

announce the Gospel, the Good News; he or she has a

spiritual gift that has never been withdrawn from the

Church. Methods differ, but the central truth remains: an

evangelist is a person who has been called and especially

equipped by God to declare the Good News to those who

have not yet accepted it, with the goal of challenging them

to turn to Christ in repentance and faith and to follow Him in

obedience to His will. The evangelist is not called to do

everything in the church or in the world that God wants

done. On the contrary, the calling of the evangelist is very

specific.

Nor is the evangelist free to change the message, any

more than a newscaster is free to change the news. The

main thrust of our message is centered in Christ and what

He has done for us by His death and resurrection, and the

need for us to respond by committing our lives to Him. It is

the message that Christ came to forgive us and give us new

life and hope as we turn to Him.

Through these pages, the reader will discover how I have

sought (however imperfectly) to follow Christ. But if through

these pages someone learns what it means to follow Christ,

or gains a new vision of God’s plan for this world, then the

effort has been worth it.

    BILLY GRAHAM

    JANUARY 1997



Preface to the Revised Edition

 

When the editors at HarperSanFrancisco (now HarperOne)

and their colleagues at Zondervan first approached me

about the possibility of doing a second edition of this book, I

was admittedly reluctant. Not only was I preoccupied with

other projects (and the inevitable burdens of old age), but I

wasn’t convinced that anything would be gained from a

second edition.

But the editors pointed out that ten years would have

passed since the book was first published—ten years in

which much had happened, both in the world and my own

life. They weren’t seeking a complete revision of the entire

book, they explained, but only an update covering the last

ten years. I am grateful for both their assistance and their

patience, and I hope the additional chapters I have added

covering this past decade will be of interest. The main

sections of the book remain as they were written ten years

ago (although some of the people in them now have died or

faded from public memory).

May God use these pages to point you not to Billy Graham

but to Jesus Christ, the One I have always sought to serve.

    BILLY GRAHAM

    APRIL 2007



Introduction: Between Two Presidents
Harry S. Truman 1950, Kim Il Sung 1992

 

It was July 14, 1950, and I was about to make a fool of

myself.

At the urging of my friends Congressman Joe Bryson of

South Carolina and Congressman Herbert C. Bonner of North

Carolina, John McCormack, who was the influential

representative from Massachusetts, had arranged an

appointment for me with President Truman. It had not been

easy for them, however.

In May 1950, Congressman Bryson had written

Congressman McCormack that I would be in Washington on

June 2, 3, and 6. He asked whether an appointment could be

made for me with the President on any of those days. The

President’s secretary wrote back to McCormack promptly,

saying that the schedule was full. “It will be quite some time

before we will be able to make any additions to the

President’s calendar,” the secretary added.

My friends persevered, however. I will never know exactly

what happened behind the scenes; perhaps Mr. McCormack

called the President’s attention to the Crusade we had held

in his hometown of Boston several months before.

Whatever the reason, less than three weeks later

Congressman McCormack received another letter from the

President’s secretary, suggesting “that you ask Dr. Graham

if it would be convenient for him to call here at the

Executive Office at 12:00 Noon on Friday, July 14th.”

And then, five days later, war broke out in Korea.

On June 25, 1950, troops from North Korea invaded South

Korea. Kim Il Sung, North Korea’s Communist president, was



determined to reunite the Korean Peninsula, which had been

divided (with U.S. approval) at the thirty-eighth parallel after

World War II.

When I heard the news, I sent President Truman a

telegram urging him to stand firm against President Kim Il

Sung’s military and ideological threat.

“MILLIONS OF CHRISTIANS PRAYING GOD GIVE YOU

WISDOM IN THIS CRISIS. STRONGLY URGE SHOWDOWN

WITH COMMUNISM NOW. MORE CHRISTIANS IN SOUTHERN

KOREA PER CAPITA THAN ANY PART OF WORLD. WE CANNOT

LET THEM DOWN.”

Three weeks later, I was on my way to meet the President.

Apart from the fact that Truman was a fellow Baptist and a

fellow Democrat—which meant practically the same thing in

the South, where I grew up—I did not know much about him.

Did he know much about us? It was doubtful, although I

had written him a couple of times since he came to office.

Several years earlier, I wrote to tell him about Youth for

Christ, the organization that had employed me as an

evangelist since 1945. I wanted him to help us start a

ministry in the American-occupied zone in Germany; his

approval would be necessary, or so some friends in

Congress had told me. In my mind’s eye I pictured the

President giving careful and prolonged personal attention to

my request. But that, of course, was not the case; he

probably never saw my letter.

In February 1949, shortly after his inauguration, I wrote to

the White House asking the President’s secretary to assure

President Truman “that over 1,100 students here at these

Northwestern Schools are praying daily that God will give

him wisdom and guidance in the strenuous days lying

ahead.”

The invitation to the White House was for me alone, but I

corralled my colleagues Grady Wilson, Cliff Barrows, and

Jerry Beavan into flying with me to Washington from the

Winona Lake, Indiana, Bible conference at which I had been



preaching. When we arrived at the capital, we checked in at

the Mayflower Hotel. We slept fitfully.

First thing the following morning, I telephoned our contact

to ask if I might bring along my three companions. After a

noticeable pause, which I thought was a prelude to the

answer no, the voice on the telephone agreed.

What should we wear? We had been praying about that

issue since receiving Congressman McCormack’s telegram

of July 11, but we did not have a great deal to choose from.

In the end, we went with what we had been wearing at the

Bible conference.

I was just a tanned, lanky thirty-one-year-old, crowned by

a heavy thatch of wavy blond hair, wearing what Time

magazine would later describe as a “pistachio-green” suit (I

remember it as cream-colored) with rust-colored socks and

a hand-painted tie. My three colleagues were similarly

attired. But was there something missing, we asked

ourselves.

We had seen a picture of the President on vacation in

Florida, wearing white buck shoes. That was it! Grady

already had a pair. I sent him to the nearest Florsheim store

to buy white bucks for Cliff and me. So how could we go

wrong? After all, the President was a haberdasher himself.

“What time is it?” I kept asking. “We don’t want to be

late.”

My watch was broken; fortunately, Cliff’s watch was

working.

Better early than late, we left the hotel. The White House

was too close to take a cab so we walked down Connecticut

Avenue and across Lafayette Square, turning a few heads, I

guess. People probably thought we were a barbershop

quartet out for a stroll.

When we arrived at the side gate of the White House, we

passed through the security guards and checkpoints easily

enough. The President’s secretary then took us in hand,



informing us that our visit would last exactly twenty

minutes.

Promptly at noon, we were ushered into the Oval Office.

From the look on President Truman’s face, the chief

executive of our nation must have thought he was receiving

a traveling vaudeville team. He welcomed us cordially

enough, though, with handshakes all around. Then he said

he had heard some good things about our meetings.

I told him about Los Angeles the previous fall, where we

preached in a huge tent but, initially, attracted virtually no

mention in the press. Then newspaper tycoon William

Randolph Hearst, for no apparent reason, had directed his

editors to focus on what was going on inside the tent.

Almost overnight we became nationally known. During the

fifty days of meetings there, attendance snowballed to a

total of 350,000, an unheard-of crowd for an evangelistic

gathering in those days.

Then I told him about Boston, where we had meetings at

the end of 1949, followed by an extensive New England tour

in the early months of 1950. By this time, the newspapers

were spotlighting us everywhere we went. After our rally on

Boston Common on Sun-day, April 23, officials had

estimated the crowd at 50,000. On that day, against the

backdrop of the revelation that the Soviet Union was

building a nuclear arsenal, I had publicly called on the

President of the United States to proclaim a day of national

repentance and prayer for peace.

Mr. Truman nodded as though he remembered the

incident.

Then I reaffirmed my support for his swift reaction to Kim Il

Sung’s invasion of South Korea, even though the recent

news from the battlefields had not been all that

encouraging.

Our allotted time was quickly running out, and what I

really wanted to talk to him about was faith. I did not know

how to begin.



“Mr. President,” I blurted out, “tell me about your religious

background and leanings.”

“Well,” he replied in his Missouri accent, “I try to live by

the Sermon on the Mount and the Golden Rule.”

“It takes more than that, Mr. President. It’s faith in Christ

and His death on the Cross that you need.”

The President stood up. Apparently, our twenty minutes

were up. We stood up too.

“Mr. President, could we have prayer?”

“It can’t do any harm,” he said—or something similar.

I put my arm around the shoulders of the President of the

United States of America and prayed.

“Amen,” Cliff exclaimed during the prayer. “Do it, Lord!”

When we left the Oval Office, I looked at the clock; my

prayer had taken another five minutes.

When we stepped outside the White House, reporters and

photographers from the press corps pounced on us.

“What did the President say?”

I told them everything I could remember.

“What did you say?”

Again I told them everything I could remember.

“Did you pray with the President?”

“Yes, we prayed with the President.”

“What did he think about that?” someone called out.

Before I could respond, an enterprising photographer

asked us to kneel on the lawn and reenact the prayer. The

press corps roared its approval.

I declined to repeat the words we had prayed in the Oval

Office, but I said that we had been planning to thank God for

our visit anyway, and now was as good a time as any. The

four of us bent one knee of our pastel summer suits, and I

led the prayer of thanksgiving as sincerely as I could,

impervious to the popping flashbulbs and scribbling pencils.

It began to dawn on me a few days later how we had

abused the privilege of seeing the President. National

coverage of our visit was definitely not to our advantage.



The President was offended that I had quoted him without

authorization, Drew Pearson observed in his syndicated

column, and now I was persona non grata at the White

House. And Pearson was right. Mr. Truman never asked me

to come back.

A White House staff memorandum in late 1951 stated it

bluntly: “At Key West the President said very decisively that

he did not wish to endorse Billy Graham’s Washington

revival meeting and particularly he said he did not want to

receive him at the White House. You remember what a show

of himself Billy Graham made the last time he was here. The

President does not want it repeated.”

I did visit Mr. Truman many years later at his home in Inde-

pendence, Missouri. I recalled the incident and apologized

profusely for our ignorance and naiveté.

“Don’t worry about it,” he replied graciously. “I realized

you hadn’t been properly briefed.”

After our gaffe, I vowed to myself it would never happen

again if I ever was given access to a person of rank or

influence.

Forty-two years later—April 2, 1992—I was, in the minds of

some, about to make a fool of myself again, this time in

another capital, Pyongyang.

North Korea was a place few people from the West had

ever visited. Politically and diplomatically, it was considered

one of the most isolated nations on earth. Technically, the

United States and North Korea were still at war, and there

was almost no contact between them. The Korean War had

ended some four decades before, but only with an armistice,

not a peace treaty. Now it was rumored that North Korea

was developing its own nuclear arms program.

Before leaving the United States, I had asked President

Bush if he thought it was wise for me to go. He and others

cautioned me about the risks we might be taking, including

the danger of being used for propaganda purposes. Yet he



encouraged me to go anyway. He even asked me to deliver

a brief message of greeting if I was received by President

Kim.

On the other hand, some felt it was foolish for me to

journey to a country so openly hostile to my own. And it

would be especially foolish to meet with President Kim,

others contended, given that millions of people—especially

in South Korea, where we had many friends—would draw

the conclusion that just by meeting with him, I would be

giving support to his political and social policies.

Furthermore, under President Kim—the same Communist

leader who had been President Truman’s adversary during

the Ko-rean War (and whom I had urged President Truman to

resist with all his power)—North Korea had become the most

nonreligious nation on earth. President Kim had even

proclaimed North Korea the first completely atheistic state

in the world, although recently two churches—where I would

preach—had been opened in Pyongyang.

As I recount in more detail later in these pages, we were

driven through the countryside to the President’s residence

about twenty miles outside the city. In the reception room,

President Kim greeted me with a warm embrace as cameras

clicked. Though just turning eighty, he had only a few

streaks of gray in his black hair. He wore spectacles, but his

intelligent eyes flashed behind them. In a dark business suit,

white shirt, and deep maroon tie, he looked like an

international business executive. He could not have been

more cordial.

Among my token gifts to him were a copy of my first book,

Peace with God, and a copy of the Bible, both of which I had

inscribed to him personally.

In return, President Kim gave me the first volumes of his

autobiography, the conclusion of which he was still working

on. In those volumes, I later learned about his boyhood,

including the fact that his mother was a Christian.



Before our private meeting began, President Kim

commented to the media that the warmth of early spring

stirred his hope that a new spring was coming in relations

between our two countries. Subsequent developments

would cast a temporary chill over our hopes for that, but I

am sure his kind reception of our little group was meant as a

friendly gesture politically as well as personally.

In our private meeting, I conveyed President Bush’s

greeting to him, and he in turn gave me a message to

convey back to the President. Subsequent events indicated

that our visit might have been a first step toward better

relations. When we went to Hong Kong, en route back to

America, reporters and cameramen—in-cluding a large

number from South Korea—jammed the press conference.

They clamored repeatedly for details about our private

conversation, demanding to know the message President

Kim had asked me to deliver to President Bush. I could not

help but recall the fiasco on the White House lawn four

decades before. I politely but firmly refused.

No two heads of state—President Harry Truman and

President Kim Il Sung—could have been further apart

ideologically and politically. Yet those two Presidents are like

bookends on my shelf of memories. Between them stand

volumes of varied contacts and conversations with my

fellow human beings—a few leaders like them, but mostly

very ordinary people like myself.



Part One

1918–1943
Foundations

 



1

Down on the Farm
Roaring Twenties and Depression Thirties

 

Day after day, the tall, spare farmer leaned on the board

fence and searched the sky for clouds. In front of him, rows

of corn were stunted, brown for lack of rain. He shoved his

hat back on his head, exposing a strip of white forehead

above a sun-browned face. No rain meant no crops. His

shoulders slumped. His feet shuffled up the hot, dusty path

back to the farmhouse, where I watched from the open door.

My heart sank as I read the concern in his weary face. That

man was my dad. . . .

When I was a boy growing up, Park Road outside

Charlotte, North Carolina, was little more than a rutted dirt

lane cutting across acres of farmland. Our white frame

house with green trim sat back from the road and

overlooked sprawling pastures dotted with our family’s dairy

herd, set against the tranquil backdrop of trees and low

hills. There I was born on November 7, 1918, four days

before the armistice that ended World War I and one year to

the day after the Bolshevik Revolution in Russia.

This was not the first house built on the site. A log cabin

on acreage bought after the Civil War in Sharon Township,

between the villages of Pineville and Matthews, was built by

my grandfather William Crook Graham, a hard-drinking,

hard-cursing veteran whose service with the Sixth South

Carolina Volunteers left him with a Yankee bullet in his leg

for the rest of his life.

My Aunt Eunice said the extent of her father’s religion was

to be an honest man. Fortunately, his wife, a God-fearing



Scotswoman named Maggie McCall, influenced the

character formation of their eight daughters and three sons

by teaching them precepts and principles from the

Scriptures. They all grew up to be deeply religious, and a

number of their grandchildren became preachers—I being

the first.

The first death in our immediate family was that of my

maternal grandmother, Lucinda Coffey. Grandmother talked

often about her husband, Ben Coffey, who had been badly

wounded while serving with the Eleventh North Carolina

Regiment, Pettigrew’s Bri-gade, which led the advance on

Gettysburg from the west on July 1, 1863. Shrapnel almost

severed his left leg. While he was lying on the battlefield, a

bullet grazed his right eye, blinding it forever. Doctors were

forced to amputate his wounded leg some time later. On

August 1, the company commander wrote a letter of

commendation: “Benny was such a good boy; . . . a better

soldier never lived.” His comrades testified to his concern

for spiritual values. I never knew him; he died in 1916 at the

ripe old age of seventy-four.

When Grandmother Coffey died, I was in elementary

school, and my sister Catherine and I were called out of

school. The manner of her dying became a legacy of faith

for our family. She sat up in bed and almost laughingly said,

“I see Jesus. He has His arms outstretched toward me. And

there’s Ben! He has both of his eyes and both of his legs.”

She was buried among many other members of our family in

the large Steele Creek Presbyterian churchyard.

For a child of the Roaring Twenties who reached

adolescence in the Depression of the early thirties, rural life

probably offered the best of all worlds. As Scottish

Presbyterians believing in strict observance of moral values,

we stayed relatively uncontaminated by the Great Gatsby

lifestyle of the flapper era, with its fast dancing and illegal

drinking. And being farmers, we could manage to live off the

land when the economy nose-dived in the 1929 stock



market crash, even though my father lost his savings—

$4,000—in the failed Farmers’ and Merchants’ Bank in

Charlotte.

Not that those were not anxious times. Yet it never

occurred to me or my parents to think of the rigors of dairy

farming as hardships. We all simply believed in hard work.

The fact was that the South had never fully recovered

economically from the Civil War and Reconstruction. It is

strange to realize now, in light of Charlotte’s present

prosperity, that the region of my boyhood only sixty years

ago was unbelievably poor.

In the Depression, our dairy farm barely survived when

milk got down to 5¢ a quart. After the stock market crash of

1929, and the bank holiday that President Franklin D.

Roosevelt ordered in 1933 under his National Industrial

Recovery Act, my father nearly went broke. At first he was

confident that his bank in Charlotte would reopen, but it did

not. He couldn’t even write a check to pay his bills. He had

to start over from scratch. It took him months to recover

from the blow.

Yet business reverses never stifled my father’s sense of

humor. While he had cause to be melancholy or depressed,

he was anything but that. There were down moments, of

course, when the rains did not come and the crops did not

grow, or when a prize cow died. But in spite of the

hardships, he found much to laugh about. People loved to

come to our place from all around the neighborhood just to

hear him tell his jokes. His dry sense of humor kept us

laughing by the hour.

Growing up in those years taught us the value of nickels

and dimes. My father early on illustrated for me the merits

of free enterprise. Once in a while when a calf was born on

the farm, he turned it over to my friend Albert McMakin and

me to raise. When it got to the veal stage, we marketed it

ourselves and split the proceeds.



We were not out of touch with what was going on

elsewhere, but our newspaper carried mostly local stories.

Radio was still in its infancy. Once my father made his first

crystal set, he tuned in pioneer station KDKA from

Pittsburgh. We gathered around the squawking receiver,

holding our breath. When, after Daddy had done a lot of

fiddling with the three tuning dials, something intelligible

broke through the static, we all shouted, “That’s it! We have

it!”

Later we were among the first in our neighborhood to

have a radio in our car. When my folks went into a store to

shop, I stretched out on the backseat and listened to those

mysterious sounds—distorted broadcasts marvelously

relayed by wireless from Europe. They had a hollow echo as

if coming to us through a magic seashell. I was particularly

fascinated by the oratorical style of speeches shouted in an

almost hypnotic voice by a man in Germany named Adolf

Hitler. He frightened me in some way, even though I did not

understand his language.

However, there were more important things to think about

in my boyhood North Carolina universe. It centered on the

three hundred acres inherited from my grandfather by my

father and his brother Clyde, where they ran Graham

Brothers Dairy. Father handled the business affairs and the

farm itself, with Mother doing the bookkeeping at our

kitchen table. Uncle Clyde looked after the milk-processing

house.

My father’s younger brother and dedicated business

partner, Uncle Clyde seemed to depend on Daddy for nearly

all the decisions having to do with the farm. The first few

years of my life, he lived with us. He always liked a good

laugh. He once placed an order with a traveling salesman

for a whole case of wonder tonic that was supposed to

restore his lost hair. He was only moderately disappointed

when it failed to live up to its promise.



Even though a bachelor, he never had any women friends

that we knew about. Yet when he decided to build a house

across the road from us, my mother jokingly said, “Maybe

he’s planning to get married!”

Little did we know! I’d had a teacher in the second grade

by the name of Jennie Patrick. She came from a prominent

family in South Carolina. I would never have dreamed that

Uncle Clyde was secretly courting her! One day when he

was pulling out of the driveway, all dressed up for a change,

my father stopped him.

“Where are you going, Clyde?” Daddy asked in

astonishment.

“I’m going to get married,” he stammered with a blush

and a smile.

That was the only announcement we had—and the only

preparation my mother had—that Uncle Clyde’s bride would

be arriving soon.

Aunt Jennie proved to be a marvelous cook, and of course

she had a special affection for me because I had been one

of her pupils. She and Uncle Clyde eventually had two sons

who grew up sharing the devout convictions of their

parents. One of them, Ed, became one of the finest pastors I

have ever known, with the largest Presbyterian

congregation in the western part of North Carolina. His older

brother, Clyde, worked at Ivey’s department store in

Charlotte, where he was promoted a number of times

through the years.

In the “Wild West” years, the eldest Graham brother, my

Uncle Tom, went off to Oklahoma, where he married a full-

blooded Cherokee woman. He did well for himself in cotton

gins. Each summer when they came back to North Carolina

for a two-week visit, driving the biggest car I had ever seen

(with every kind of gadget on it), they stayed at our house.

He was tall and heavyset, and how he and the equally

ample Aunt Belle could sleep in that three-quarter-size bed



in our guest room remained one of the unsolved mysteries

of my childhood.

Our barns had tin roofs. On rainy days, I liked to sneak

away into the hay barn and lie on a sweet-smelling and

slippery pile of straw, listening to the raindrops hit that tin

roof and dreaming. It was a sanctuary that helped shape my

character. Whenever I visit a bustling city anywhere in the

world now, I like to retreat from noisy boulevards into an

open church building and just meditate in the cool, dim

quietness. At our home in the Blue Ridge Mountains, my

favorite spot is a little path above the house where I walk

alone and talk with God.

We always had a collie—at least one—and what would any

farm be without plenty of cats? Not knowing any better, I

once took a cat and shut it in the doghouse with the dog.

They hated each other with some ancient instinct when they

went in, but after spending the night inside they came out

as friends forever. Maybe that is where the seeds of some of

my ecumenical convictions got planted, wanting to help

people at odds with each other find ways to get along

together.

When I was quite little, I kept pet goats. I had them pull

me and my sister Catherine (who was a couple of years

younger than I) around in my cart while we played dairy

farm and pretended to be helping Daddy haul hay. One long-

horned, red-haired goat named Billy Junior was a favorite of

mine, but he attacked Catherine several times. She was

quieter than the rest of us; maybe she seemed more

vulnerable to the goat.

We were fortunate to have Catherine with us. As an infant,

she swallowed an open safety pin. The unusual and

complicated surgical procedure that had to be performed to

close the pin inside her and remove it made medical news in

our part of the country. Since my parents were at the

hospital a lot of the time, I had to stay at my Aunt Lill’s



house in town. We just had to wait to see whether Catherine

would survive.

I had one narrow brush with death myself as a child. Once

when I was sick, Mother thought she was giving me cough

medicine, but she gave me iodine instead. If it had not been

for a quick phone call to Aunt Jennie, who suggested some

thick cream from the dairy to counteract the iodine, I might

have died.

When I got too big for the goat cart, I rode my bike down

the road, followed by a procession of goats and dogs (but

never the proud cats), to the amusement of our few

neighbors and the people who passed by in buggies and

cars. My father kept a riding horse, Mamie, for us children.

And as we got older, we rode the mules—Mag, Emma, and

Bessie—bareback, sometimes standing up on the backs of

the gentler mules.

It was a happy moment for me when, at almost six, I

discovered that my folks had gotten me a baby brother.

When Melvin got big enough to play with me, we bonded for

a lifetime. We moved from the clapboard house with outside

plumbing to a compact, two-story brick house with indoor

plumbing that my father built for $9,000 when I was about

nine. Melvin and I shared a room without much in it besides

our twin beds and a white dresser.

Every day Daddy and Uncle Clyde worked hard from

before dawn until after dark, with the help of several hired

hands. I, and later Melvin too, joined them as we each got

strong enough to be more of a help than a hindrance. Being

older, I got initiated into the barn and dairy routines before

Melvin did. My six-year seniority helped me stay in charge of

things at first, but then my reedy growth and his developing

bulk evened the score.

When I left home to attend college, Melvin inherited my

room for himself. At one stage, he got into weight-lifting,

and when he dropped those weights, the whole house

shook. My parents thought his exercise program was



tremendous, because he was getting so muscular. That

made him a strong candidate for world-class plowing and

other heavy farm duties. When I pumped my arms and

invited Catherine to feel my muscles, she could find only

little bumps. She giggled, but I already knew I was no Atlas.

Whether it was cows or horses or land, Daddy was a good

horse trader, as the expression went, even when he was

trading cows. He often took me along on his short trips

away from home for the regular ritual of trading with people

who wanted to buy one of our cows. On one such venture to

a farm perhaps five miles from our own, I broke in as my

father was telling the man all the good qualities of the

animal under discussion.

“Daddy, that cow really kicks when you’re milking her,” I

reminded him. “She’s very temperamental.”

He had some unforgettable instructions for me on the way

home about my not interrupting his future business

negotiations!

Family outings were few and far between, due to the lack

of both money and leisure time. The only luxuries my

parents allowed were indulged in on an occasional Saturday

night. We all piled into the car and drove to the nearby

country grocery store, or maybe even into Charlotte to

Niven’s Drugstore. On those glorious occasions, Daddy

bought us ice-cream cones or soft drinks—never both. We

sat in the car with Mother, enjoying our treat while he went

into the barbershop for his shave.

Mother and Daddy seldom went to “entertainments.”

About once a year, they attended a neighborly social at a

community hall a mile away, where there would be a

potluck picnic and plenty of music. My father’s favorite song

was “My Blue Heaven.” As for the movies, they went to see

Will Rogers, Marie Dressler, and Wallace Beery. For that

matter, so did we kids: we went as a whole family. This was

in the days before censorship restrictions, and there was a

surprising amount of nudity on the screen. Once the preview



of a coming attraction suddenly flashed a breathtaking shot

of a woman swimming nude. My mother reached over and

grabbed my hand, commanding, “Close your eyes!” I wasn’t

old enough to be shocked, but I was admittedly curious.

We always looked forward to spending two or three days

each year on what was called a vacation. Usually we went to

the beach. It took us from about four in the morning to two

in the afternoon to drive either to Wilmington or to Myrtle

Beach. After we got there, my father would inquire at

various boardinghouses to see which was the cheapest. He

usually was able to get board and room for about $1 a night

per person.

My mother also liked to go to the Magnolia Gardens near

Charleston, South Carolina. We saw the flowers, spent the

night, and headed home. For me the best part was that we

usually went along with Aunt Ida and her husband, Tom

Black, and their several kids, including cousin Laura, who

was more like a sister to us. They lived about four miles

down the road from us and ran a dairy of their own.

The first long trip I can remember taking was to

Washington, D.C., four hundred miles away. Cousin Frank

Black drove the car, but he did not want to spend much

time sight-seeing because he had to get back to his

girlfriend. I think we went through the entire Smithsonian

Institution—not the extensive complex it is today—in forty

minutes. We did take the time, though, to climb every one

of those steps up the Washington Monument.

One summer my father and Uncle Tom Black decided to

take us all—two carloads—to Oklahoma to visit Uncle Tom

Graham and Aunt Belle and the cousins out West in

Tahlequah, Oklahoma. It was a hair-raising trip. Most of the

roads we traveled weren’t paved; they were simply topped

with gravel. It took us two or three days to drive to

Oklahoma, and we had several tire blowouts on the way.

One night in Arkansas, we had to stop along a desolate

stretch of clay road to repair a tire. We had gotten



separated from the other car, which was being driven by

cousin Ervin Stafford; he had gone to school in Tahlequah

and knew the country.

While my father fixed the tire, we kids waited in the quiet

darkness, more than a little frightened. We thought we saw

strange creatures peering out at us from behind the trees. A

car came by and stopped.

“Where y’all from?” the driver asked.

“North Carolina,” Daddy answered.

“Y’all better be careful,” the stranger said. “This road

attracts robbers and cutthroats. You could get robbed or

even killed here.”

My father got that flat tire fixed in record time! But it was

still a hard trip for a twelve-year-old. Daddy insisted on not

paying more than $1 for a place to stay. Even in those days

that was cheap.

Finally we arrived in Oklahoma, headquarters of the

Cherokee Nation, home for those Cherokee who had

survived the terrible march of the “Trail of Tears.” We had a

wonderful two or three days with my uncle and his family in

Tahlequah.

The variety of adventures made those some of my

happiest years, even though when I grew big enough to help

with chores, the work was truly hard. To this day, I can

clearly remember the hours working in Mother’s garden,

guiding the plow, and following the hind end of a mule to

put the fertilizer on after the seeds had been sown. In the

spring, summer, and fall, we had many acres of corn, wheat,

rye, and barley, as well as the vegetable acreage, and

Melvin, the McMakins, and I all worked in those fields. When

that Big Ben alarm clock went off at two-thirty in the

morning, I wanted to slam it to the floor and burrow back

under the covers. But heavy footsteps thudded in the quiet

hallway outside my upstairs bedroom, where I had taken my

apple and the white tomcat to bed with me seemingly only

minutes before. That sound told me that my father was on



the move and expected me to hustle down the hill to rouse

Pedro, one of the hired hands. Besides that, I knew there

would be no breakfast until after we had finished the

milking. I rolled out in a hurry.

Joe McCall, another of our workers, would usually call the

cows in with his “Whooee, whooee, whooee!” Each one

headed instinctively for her own stall, where we would

fasten the stanchions around her neck and, if she was one

of the rambunctious ones, put kickers—restraining chains—

on her hind legs. I would then set my three-legged stool and

tin milk pail on the floor under her working end, press my

head against her warm belly, and get to work on the udder

“faucets,” trying not to get hit in the eyes with her switching

tail while I milked.

I repeated the process in twenty stalls each morning; and

each afternoon, as soon as I got home from school, I milked

the same twenty of our cows again. The job took my flexible

fingers about two hours—a very commendable rate of

around five minutes per cow.

That was followed by wielding a shovel to clean out the

fresh, warm manure, and by generally straightening things

up inside the cow barn. The other hands and I brought in

fresh hay from the hay barn next door, or silage from one of

our two silos, and refilled the feed troughs.

Carrying the five-gallon milk cans over to the milk-

processing house where my Uncle Clyde worked was a

favorite ritual for me. In the earliest years, before I was old

enough to help with the milking, I watched the muscular

men settle those huge, silvery cans down into the clear

water of the spring to get them cool before bottling the milk

for delivery to the homes in town.

I especially loved to watch Reese Brown work. He was the

foreman on our place for fifteen years, perhaps the highest-

paid farmhand in Mecklenburg County (at $3 to $4 a day),

which made a few other farmers critical of my father. Reese

was one of Daddy’s best personal friends. A black man who



had served with distinction as an Army sergeant during

World War I, he had great intelligence. Physically, he was

one of the strongest men I ever knew, with a tremendous

capacity for working hard. Everyone respected him, and I

thought there was nothing Reese did not know or could not

do. If I did something he thought was wrong, he did not

mind correcting me. He also taught me to respect my father

and was almost like another uncle to me. I used to play with

his children and eat his wife’s fabulous buttermilk biscuits in

the tenant house that was their home.

With the whole milking process finished about five-thirty,

it was time to eat in the warm and appetizing breakfast

room. While we worked in the barns, Mother chopped wood

for the stove, did household tasks, and cooked for the

hungry men. Now, with my sister Catherine and the maid

helping her, she ladled out grits and gravy, fresh eggs, ham

or bacon, and hot homemade rolls—a traditional farm

breakfast—with all the milk we non-coffee drinkers wanted.

Susie Nickolson, the black woman who worked for Mother

for twenty years, was like a second mother to us children. It

was a busy but easygoing time.

After all my heavy labor in the fresh air at daybreak,

followed by Mother’s good food, I was ready for almost

anything—except school. With only three or four hours of

sleep some nights, I often felt tired in my classes. I think

fatigue contributed to my course grades being as poor as

they were. I had made mostly A’s when I was in elementary

school, but in high school I was at the C level.

Maybe that was why I failed French in the tenth grade.

Every day the following summer, classmate Winston

Covington, whom I called Wint, and I had to drive over in his

car to spend two hours with a teacher who sat us down and

tutored us in French.

For that matter, the classroom was traumatic on my very

first day in elementary school. Mother had packed my lunch

and told me I was to eat it at recess. She did not say there



would be two recesses! The first came at ten in the morning

and lasted only ten minutes; by the time the bell rang for us

to return to class, I had finished my lunch. The second,

longer recess was the official lunchtime, and I had nothing

to eat. I was mighty hungry by dismissal time at three

o’clock and must have rushed out of the building. The

principal did not like my haste and yanked my ear in

reprimand.

At home, from my earliest years, Mother encouraged me

in the habit of reading. The exploits of Robin Hood in

Sherwood Forest entranced me. I read the whole Tom Swift

series, and the Rover Boys. Among my favorite adventure

reading were the Tarzan books; they came out every few

months. I could hardly wait for the next one to be issued,

and my mother would always buy it for me. In the woods in

back of our house, I tried to imitate Tarzan’s vine-swinging

antics and distinctive yell, much to the amusement of

Catherine.

Mother saw to it that there was more serious reading too.

Before I was ten, she had made me memorize the

Westminster (Presbyter-ian) Shorter Catechism. Once I was

visiting an aunt who ordered us to spend some time reading

the Bible. In about ten minutes, I went back to her and

boasted, “I just read a whole book in the Bible.” She thought

I was a remarkable boy. (I had discovered the Epistle of Jude,

the shortest book in the New Testament. One page!) Mother

also prodded me to read The Book of Knowledge, an

encyclopedia.

Dr. W. B. Lindsay, the minister in our church, was a sweet

and godly man. He reminded me of a mortician, though,

because as far as I knew, he never told a humorous story. I

found his sermons biblical but boring. Still, I shared our

family’s respect for him. He was what I supposed a saint

should be. Discouraging thought, since I felt so far from

sainthood! Dr. Lindsay’s wife . . . well, I could have given her



a cheer! She sat in the front pew and shook her watch at

her husband when it was time for him to quit preaching.

One day, though, in vacation Bible school, I threw a Bible

across the room to someone who wanted one. Mrs. Lindsay,

looming like a locomotive, steamed over to me and boomed,

“Don’t you ever do that again! That book is God’s Word.”

There was not much about Dr. Lindsay’s church to make it

lively for me, not even in the youth group. We sang only

metrical psalms—that is to say, only hymns taken from the

Book of Psalms—in the services on the Sabbath (we were

too strict to say “Sunday”). We did not always get back to

church for the evening meeting; it was about a ten-mile trip

in the Model A Ford over two parallel mud ruts. To make up

for that, Mother liked to gather us around her to listen to a

Bible story on Sunday afternoons before the milking.

One unpleasant complication about high school was a

change in the school system that required us country kids to

transfer from the Woodlawn School to the Sharon School at

the edge of town. We newcomers glared at the students

who were already there, and they glared back. It took at

least six months for us to get adjusted to each other. That

first year at Sharon, I got into more fistfights and wrestling

matches than in all the rest of my schooldays put together.

And a couple of times I got beaten.

Immediately after school each day, I returned home for

the afternoon milking, putting on my old clothes and

heading right out to the barn. My father usually had at least

two or three men helping us, and I would get to talk to them

and hear all the events of the day and swap stories with

them. Then, after chores, there was baseball practice, and

homework, and church activities, and get-togethers with my

friends.

During summer vacations, there was no more leisure. In

addition to the regular milking and other chores on the farm,

I had to help our deliveryman Tom Griffin on our dairy route

in Charlotte, which was then a city of more than 50,000. He



was always a lot of fun, entertaining me with tales of

incredible encounters with some of his customers; some of

those stories would be rated R or X today. I remember

delivering four quarts of milk every day to the home of

Randolph Scott. He would later become a famous film actor;

as adults, he and I occasionally played golf together, and I

preached at his funeral.

Life on our small dairy farm was far from a sheltered

existence. The natural cycles of birth and death were

commonplace and unavoidable. Dogs, cats, cows. One

morning we found a holstein lying dead and swollen on the

bank of Sugar Creek, which ran through the middle of our

place. A textile mill somewhere upstream was discharging

poisonous waste into the creek, making it useless for

swimming and deadly for drinking. We had to build a fence

to keep the cattle away from it.

Whenever a cow died, we hitched up the mules and

dragged the carcass to a far corner of the pasture, where we

buried it. The rest of the herd followed along with us,

mooing mournfully as if they could feel bereavement. At

least our cow burials lacked the flowery fuss I had observed

at the few human funerals I had already attended.

There was a graveyard not too far from where we lived.

One day—this was when I was a little boy—my father and I

walked by it when we were hunting. It was almost dark. I

had to reach up and hold tight to his hand. Even when I

grew older, I used to lie awake at night and wonder what

would happen to me if I died. It upset me to pray, “If I

should die before I wake, I pray the Lord my soul to take.” It

only strengthened my distaste for the possibility of ever

becoming an undertaker.

Driving cars was every boy’s obsession. I started as early

as eight, when Reese Brown coached me in driving our GMC

truck. By ten or twelve, I had graduated to our little Model T

Ford. We did not bother with a learner’s permit (or even a

driver’s license) back then in our part of the world.



When I was in the ninth grade, I started asking my father

for the car to go to a basketball game, or maybe out on an

evening date, thus launching a driving career that nearly

came to an abrupt end. One night out on Park Road, I was

showing off with some of my buddies. My closest

schoolfriends were Sam Paxton, Wint Covington, and Julian

Miller. Somehow I steered the car into heavy mud. In

minutes that goo came up over the fenders. I had gone into

a sinkhole. With considerable embarrassment, I went to a

nearby house to phone my father and ask him to bring a

team of mules to pull the car out. He made it perfectly clear

to me that he was upset.

I might have had some tendencies toward crowd-pleasing

wildness when I got behind a steering wheel. I sure tried to

make that car go as fast as possible, especially when I had a

girlfriend along with me. Certainly, that was the case more

than once with a particular girl—one who liked to stand up

in the bright yellow convertible, which I sometimes

borrowed from one of our relatives, and vigorously clang a

cowbell as I chugged merrily down some country lane.

What about girls? I especially liked Jeanne Elliott, whose

mother prepared lunches in the school cafeteria for the few

kids who could afford to eat there. She made a fruit punch

that was delicious! I went with Jeanne off and on through my

high school days, but we were only buddies and did not

have dates together in a formal sense.

I dated several girls and enjoyed holding hands and

kissing like the rest of the kids, but I never went further. At

times I entertained the same thoughts and desires as other

adolescents my age, but the Lord used my parents’ strong

love, faith, and discipline—as well as their teaching and

example—to keep me on the straight and narrow path. It

never really seemed right to me to have sex with anybody

but the woman I would marry.

Once in my senior year, when we were in a night rehearsal

of a school play at Sharon High, one of the girls in the cast



coaxed me aside into a dark classroom. She had a

reputation for “making out” with the boys. Before I realized

what was happening, she was begging me to make love to

her.

My hormones were as active as any other healthy young

male’s, and I had fantasized often enough about such a

moment. But when it came, I silently cried to God for

strength and darted from that classroom the way Joseph

fled the bedroom of Potiphar’s philandering wife in ancient

Egypt.

My sexual restraint could not be attributed to ignorance of

the facts of life. Naturally, all of us boys discussed those

appealing topics that our parents did not. I had an added

tutor in Pedro; he was a pretty rough character, though

really good-natured. He confided in me all his erotic

experiences with women, probably embellished for my wide-

eyed benefit.

It was Pedro who tried to teach me to chew tobacco. The

day my father caught me with a chaw in my cheek became

Pedro’s last day to work for us! And me—I got a thrashing to

remember. My experience with cigarettes was similarly

aborted by Daddy. He smoked only the proverbial “good 5¢

cigar.”

When it came to alcohol, though, he was an absolute

teetotaler. He came up with an unusual way to give

Catherine and me the cure before we even had a chance to

get the habit. At repeal of the Pro-hibition Amendment,

Daddy brought home some beer and took the two of us

children into the kitchen. He gave us each a bottle and

ordered us to drink it. All of it. I was around fifteen, I guess,

and assumed that there had to be a method to his madness.

Both of us instantly hated the taste of the brew and

registered our disgust in no uncertain terms.

“From now on,” Daddy said, “whenever any of your friends

try to get you to drink alcohol, just tell them you’ve already



tasted it and you don’t like it. That’s all the reason you need

to give.”

His approach was more pragmatic than pious, but it

worked. And it helped keep me fit for my favorite pastime,

baseball. I made the team only as a substitute, playing

sometimes when someone was sick. It turned out that I was

a fairly good fielder because of my long reach. I was not a

good hitter, though; I batted from the left side of the plate,

cross-handed somehow, the same way I later played golf.

I did not know if my father’s being chairman of the local

school board (though he never had but a third-grade

education himself) had anything to do with Coach Eudy’s

choice to put me at first base. I preferred to imagine that it

was determined only by my athletic merits. Maybe at some

point I even dreamed about a sports career, but the talent

for baseball obviously was not there. I did make it into the

Charlotte Observer once, though; playing basketball for

Sharon High School, I got into a game as a sub, and

somehow my name made it into a sports column.

The main game I played at home (along with occasionally

tossing horseshoes with my father in the shade of a big oak

tree) was pitching ball at lunchtime and in the evenings

after chores with the husky McMakin boys—Albert, Wilson,

and especially Bill. Although Bill was a couple of years older

than I, he became my closest friend on the farm. The two of

us did a lot of fishing and hunting together.

The McMakin family had a remarkable influence on my life

as far as morality and hard work were concerned.

Redheaded, fast-talking Mr. McMakin raised the most

beautiful tomatoes in the county, as well as other kinds of

vegetables, for sale in the markets in Charlotte. I worked for

him as much as for my father, and I enjoyed doing it. One

summer Albert helped me raise thirteen of those prize

tomato plants myself, in anticipation of earning the

proceeds.



Ironically, I was not much aware of a professional baseball-

player-turned-preacher who was then in the heyday of his

evangelistic ministry. His name was Billy Sunday. Daddy

took me to hear him in Charlotte when I was five years old. I

was overwhelmed by the huge crowd and properly subdued

by my father’s warning to keep quiet during the service lest

the preacher call out my name and have me arrested by a

policeman!

In about 1930, I gave my first speech. I portrayed Uncle

Sam in a pageant at Woodlawn School, with a long beard

and a tailcoat. My mother was a nervous wreck after

teaching me the speech and listening to me practice it until

I knew it word perfect. My knees shook, my hands perspired,

and I vowed to myself that I would never be a public

speaker! But Mrs. Boylston, the principal of Woodlawn, told

Mother I had a gift for it.

My sister Jean, the last of my siblings, was born in 1932.

She was still a child when I left for college, but I remember

she was a beautiful little girl. I vividly remember the alarm

that gripped our hearts when she contracted polio about the

time Ruth and I got married—and our gratitude to God when

she recovered.

My father and mother were strong-willed people. They had

to be, or they could not have endured the hardships and

setbacks of farming in the twenties and thirties. They

accepted hardship and discipline in their own lives, and they

never hesitated when necessary to administer physical

discipline to us. Sometimes I got it for teasing Catherine or

tricking Melvin into trouble, but usually it was for

misdemeanors of my own.

In all the strictness of my upbringing, there was no hint of

child abuse. While my parents were swift to punish when

punishment was deserved, they did not overload me with

arbitrary regulations that were impossible to respect. In fact,

they were very open. My parents never once told me to be

in at a certain time when I went out on a Friday or Saturday



night date. I knew that I had to be up by three in the

morning and that if I stayed out past midnight I would get

only a couple of hours of sleep.

I learned to obey without questioning. Lying, cheating,

stealing, and property destruction were foreign to me. I was

taught that laziness was one of the worst evils, and that

there was dignity and honor in labor. I could abandon myself

enthusiastically to milking the cows, cleaning out the

latrines, and shoveling manure, not because they were

pleasant jobs, certainly, but because sweaty labor held its

own satisfaction.

There had to have been tensions between Daddy and

Mother, from time to time, that we children were not

supposed to see. I suppose my parents occasionally

disappointed each other, and certainly they sometimes

disagreed about serious as well as trivial things. But in any

quarrels between them that I witnessed, I never heard

either of them use a word of profanity. My mother and father

(mostly my mother) could storm at each other once in a

while when provoked, but they weathered every tempest

and sailed on, together.

When they read the family Bible in our home, they were

not simply going through a pious ritual. Mother told us that

they had established a family altar with daily Bible reading

the very first day they were married. They accepted that

book as the very Word of God, seeking and getting heavenly

help to keep the family together.

Every time my mother prayed with one of us, and every

time my parents prayed for their sons and daughters, they

were declaring their dependence on God for the wisdom and

strength and courage to stay in control of life, no matter

what circumstances might bring. Beyond that, they prayed

for their children, that they might come into the kingdom of

God.



2

The 180-Degree Turn
Itinerant Evangelists and Traveling Salesmen

 

In 1934, Charlotte, North Carolina, had the reputation of

being one of the leading churchgoing cities in the United

States, but at the approach of Dr. Mordecai Fowler Ham, it

began to tremble.

A stately, balding man with a neatly trimmed white

mustache, wearing eyeglasses that made him look like a

dignified schoolteacher and sporting impeccable clothes,

Ham was in fact a strong, rugged evangelist. He had a great

knowledge of the Bible and had educated himself in a

number of other areas as well. He remained in the city for

eleven weeks, preaching every night and every morning,

except Mondays.

A few Charlotte ministers and several members of a group

called the Christian Men’s Club (which had been organized

by Billy Sunday at the close of his meetings in 1924) had

invited Dr. Ham to preach in a 5,000-seat tabernacle.

Actually, the tabernacle was a sprawling, ramshackle

building constructed of wood over a steel frame with a

sawdust groundcover, especially built for the occasion on

property at the edge of town, on Pecan Avenue, adjoining

the Cole Manufacturing Company.

Mordecai Ham had been pastor of the First Baptist Church

in Oklahoma City, a leading congregation in the Southern

Baptist Convention. He had once studied law and had been

a traveling salesman before his ordination to the ministry.

He arrived in Char-lotte under a considerable cloud of

controversy. One charge leveled against him was that he



was anti-Semitic, but I had no way of knowing if that was

true; I did not even know what that term meant then. Part of

the controversy was along denominational lines. The

Baptists in the South generally supported him, but

denominations like Methodists and Presbyterians did not

care much for either his message or his style.

He did not mince words about sin, either in the abstract or

in its specific expressions in the local community. His candid

denunciations of various evils got reported widely in the

newspapers. People were drawn to the meetings, maybe out

of curiosity to begin with. I did not attend, however, and

everything I heard or read about him made me feel

antagonistic toward the whole affair. It sounded like a

religious circus to me.

There were two newspapers in Charlotte at that time. My

best friend was Julian Miller, and his father, a churchgoing

man, was editor of the morning paper, the Charlotte

Observer. Julian’s dad generally treated Dr. Ham with more

respect, while the editor of the afternoon paper, the

Charlotte News, frequently had a negative article about him.

At first my mother and father did not take a position one

way or the other about Dr. Ham.

My father had been reared as a Methodist, in the best old

mourner’s-bench revivalist tradition. One of my earliest

recollections is Daddy’s attending the Dilworth Methodist

Church. As an eighteen-year-old in 1908, he had driven his

horse and buggy three miles one Sunday night to attend an

evangelistic meeting in the one-room Butt’s Chapel (where

the Dilworth Methodist Church met then) at the edge of

Charlotte. This was in spite of a friend’s warning him, “If you

don’t want to get religion, don’t go in there.”

The way my father told it, he had been out late to a dance

the night before and did not feel up to churchgoing on

Sunday morning. “I was under conviction from the time I hit

the door,” he remembered. “Well, when the preacher

dismissed the congregation, I sat on. A couple of members



came back to me and wanted to know if they could help me.

I said, ‘I don’t know what’s wrong with me. I’m in bad

shape.’ They said, ‘Come up and let us pray with you.’ They

did, but I went on for about ten days and nights, unable to

eat or sleep. I cared nothing for this world nor anything the

world had to offer. I wanted something that the world

couldn’t give, and I believed that I would know it when I got

it. That was what I was looking for.”

The spiritual struggle went on for days but finally came to

an end. As my father told it: “One night, just as I turned off

Park Road—the road I lived on—onto Worthington Avenue,

God saved me, and my eyes were opened and old things

passed away, and all things became new. I will never forget

that moonlit night.”

When he walked into the meeting house, the preacher saw

the change on his face, called him up front, put his arm

around my father’s shoulders, and announced, “Here is a

young man whom God has called to preach, I’m sure.”

Despite his strict moral code and rigidly ethical behavior,

churchgoing seemed to be more a part of my father’s self-

discipline than a joyful commitment. His Christian faith

became nominal, which I supposed was about the same as

minimal. My Uncle Simon Barker, Aunt Lill’s husband, who

had been soundly converted, used to spend hours talking to

him about religion. He listened patiently enough to Uncle

Simon’s exposition of various Scriptures while smoking his

big cigar. There were times when he seemed to be bored;

there were times when he seemed to be interested. I did not

understand everything they said, but it made a strong

impression on me.

About that time, just a few weeks after my sister Jean was

born in 1932, my father suffered a near-fatal accident.

Reese Brown was using a mechanical saw to cut wood for

the boiler down behind the milk-processing house when my

father came up to ask him a question. The racket from the

saw made it hard for Reese to hear, so he turned a little to



listen. In a split second, the saw caught a piece of wood and

flung it with terrific force right into my father’s mouth,

smashing his jaw and cutting his head almost back to his

brain. They rushed him, bleeding nearly to death, to the

hospital.

For days the outcome was uncertain. Mother summoned

her friends to intensive prayer. After he was stabilized,

surgeons rebuilt my father’s face, which left him looking a

bit different; but eventually his recovery was complete. Both

my parents ascribed the full recovery to God’s special

intervention in answer to prayer. After that episode, what

Uncle Simon said seemed to make more sense to my father.

He got much more serious about his spiritual life.

I have no doubt it was partly that experience that

prompted Father to support the Christian businessmen in

Charlotte who wanted to hold one of their all-day prayer

meetings in our pasture in May 1934. The group had held

three similar meetings since they started praying together

eighteen months earlier. My mother invited the ladies to the

farmhouse for their own prayer meeting.

That afternoon, when I came back from school and went to

pitch hay in the barn across the road with one of our hired

hands, we heard singing.

“Who are those men over there in the woods making all

that noise?” he asked me.

“I guess they’re some fanatics that have talked Daddy into

using the place,” I replied.

Years later my father recalled a prayer that Vernon

Patterson had prayed that day: that out of Charlotte the

Lord would raise up someone to preach the Gospel to the

ends of the earth.

At that time, in 1934, it certainly wasn’t obvious that that

someone might be me. My father knew that I went along

with the family to church every week only “grudgingly, or of

necessity,” to use a biblical phrase. I believe he sincerely

wanted me to experience what he had felt a quarter-century



earlier. In fact, he privately hoped and prayed that his

firstborn son might someday fulfill the old Methodist

evangelist’s prophecy by becoming a preacher in his stead.

The church outside Charlotte in which my mother had

been reared (and in which my grandfather had been an

elder) was Steele Creek Presbyterian, called the largest

country church in America at that time. My parents’ later

membership in the Associate Reformed Presbyterian Church

in Charlotte was a compromise between them, encouraged

by her sisters, who attended there. (The ARP, as it was

called, traced its roots back to a very strict group that had

seceded from the Church of Scotland in the eighteenth

century.) Later Mother also came into fellowship with some

Plymouth Brethren neighbors, and under their influence she

studied the Scriptures more deeply than before.

In addition, she read the writings of noted Bible teachers

Arno C. Gaebelein, Harry A. Ironside of the Moody Memorial

Church in Chicago, and Donald Grey Barnhouse, a renowned

preacher who pastored Tenth Presbyterian Church in

Philadelphia. I could see that she took their writings

seriously, but whenever she talked to me about the things

they said in their magazines, I thought it was nonsense.

A local minister told Mother she would go crazy reading

the Book of Revelation, the last book in the New Testament,

but it was while reading about the Second Coming of Christ

that a sense of her own religious conversion became

meaningful to her. All of this spiritual development was

going on quietly in her life for about two years before the

Ham meetings in Charlotte.

At the beginning of the Ham-Ramsay meetings, even my

mother was somewhat skeptical. Yet she sincerely desired to

hear the visiting evangelist for her own spiritual nurture,

and she wanted to encourage my father in his search for

certainty of salvation. They went, and both found what they

were seeking. “My experience,” Daddy said, “is that Dr.

Ham’s meetings opened my eyes to the truth.”



He commented on the dissatisfaction he had felt

previously in simply moving his membership from one

church to another. The Gospel had a new reality for him that

made a marked difference in his life from then on.

Mother, in her quietly pointed fashion, got to the nub of

the issue: “I feel that Dr. Ham’s meetings did more,

especially for the Christians, than any other meetings we’ve

had here.”

Despite my parents’ enthusiasm, I did not want anything

to do with anyone called an evangelist—and particularly

with such a colorful character as Dr. Ham. Just turning

sixteen, I told my parents that I would not go to hear him.

One day a few weeks into his campaign, I read in the

Charlotte News about his charge regarding immoral

conditions at Central High School in Charlotte. Apparently,

the evangelist knew what he was talking about. He claimed

to have affidavits from certain students that a house across

the street from the school, supposedly offering the boys and

girls lunch during noon recess, actually gave them some

additional pleasures.

When the scandalous story broke, rumors flew that a

number of angry students, on a night yet to be determined,

were going to march on the tabernacle and demonstrate

right in front of the platform. Maybe they would even do

some bodily harm to the preacher. That stirred up my

curiosity, and I wanted to go just to see what would happen.

But how could I save face after holding out for nearly a

month? That was when Albert McMakin stepped in.

“Why don’t you come out and hear our fighting preacher?”

he suggested.

“Is he a fighter? ” I asked. That put a little different slant

on things. “I like a fighter.”

Albert added the incentive of letting me drive his old

vegetable truck into town for the meeting, loaded with as

many folks, white and black, as he could get to go along. We

all sat in the rear of the auditorium to see the show, with a



few thousand other people—one of the largest crowds I had

ever been in.

As soon as the evangelist started his sermon, he opened

his Bible and talked straight from his text. He talked loudly,

even though there was an amplifying system. I have no

recollection of what he preached about, but I was

spellbound. In some indefinable way, he was getting

through to me. I was hearing another voice, as was often

said of Dwight L. Moody when he preached: the voice of the

Holy Spirit.

Bumping along in the truck on the way home, I was deep

in thought. Later, after I stretched out on my back in bed, I

stared out the window at a Carolina moon for a long time.

The next night, all my father’s mules and horses could not

have kept me from getting to that meeting. From then on, I

was a faithful attendant, night after night, week after week.

The tabernacle was well filled all the time. One reason for

the good attendance was Dr. Ham’s choice of lively topics,

like the Second Coming of Christ. Mother had read about the

Second Coming in the Book of Revelation, of course, but I

did not recall having heard of it. He also preached on

subjects such as money, infidelity, the Sabbath, and

drinking.

I had never heard a sermon on Hell, either, though I was

familiar with some people’s use of that term as a swear

word. Certainly our clergyman, Dr. Lindsay, never

mentioned that it was a real place, even though I know he

believed there was a Hell. But Dr. Ham left no doubt about it

in anybody’s mind!

That was not to say Dr. Ham neglected or minimized the

great love of God. He just put it against a background of sin

and judgment and Hell in a novel way that fascinated me.

His words, and his way with words, grabbed my mind,

gripped my heart. What startled me was that the same

preacher who warned us so dramatically about the horrible

fate of the lost in the everlasting lake of fire and brimstone



also had a tremendous sense of humor and could tell stories

almost as good as my father’s.

I became deeply convicted about my sinfulness and

rebellion. And confused. How could this evangelist be

talking to me, of all people? I had been baptized as a baby,

had learned the Shorter Catechism word perfect, and had

been confirmed in the Associate Reformed Presbyterian

Church with the full approval of the pastor and elders. I had

gotten into mischief once in a while, but I could hardly be

called wicked. I resisted temptations to break the moral

code my parents had so strictly instilled in me. I was a good

milker in the dairy barn and never complained about any of

the nasty work, such as shoveling manure. I was even the

vice president of my youth group in our church (although,

granted, it wasn’t a particularly vital organization).

So why would the evangelist always be pointing his bony

finger at me?

One thing that echoed in my mind was Dr. Ham’s singing,

right in the middle of his sermon, “The toils of the road will

seem nothing, when I get to the end of the way.”

He had an almost embarrassing way of describing sins and

shortcomings, and of demanding, on pain of divine

judgment, that we mend our ways. I was so sure he had

singled me out one night that I actually ducked behind the

wide-brimmed hat of the lady sitting in front of me. Yet, as

uncomfortable as I was getting to be, I simply could not stay

away.

At the meetings, I struck up an acquaintance with a likable

student from the notorious Central High School, Grady

Wilson. He was already a Christian, but he was having some

problems of his own under Dr. Ham’s preaching. He had an

older, unconverted brother, Thomas Walter, called T.W. by

everybody, a big fellow who could be pretty rough. I would

not call him a bully, at least not to his face, but I could

safely describe him as burly. T.W. could certainly have had a

job as a bouncer!



Grady and I had both decided on a strategy to avoid the

frontal attack by Dr. Ham. We had signed up for the choir,

which sat on the platform behind the preacher. Neither of us

could sing, but we could move our mouths or hold a

hymnbook in front of our faces for camouflage. As choir

members, we were safe from Dr. Ham’s accusatory stare.

Another person who was very important to me at the time

of the Ham meetings was my first cousin Crook Stafford. He

lived in town and had a job as an accountant. Some years

my senior, he always went out of his way to be kind and

thoughtful to me as we were growing up. He not only

encouraged me to go to the tabernacle in the evenings, but

he would drive out and get me if I had no one to take me.

He also was in the choir.

What was slowly dawning on me during those weeks was

the miserable realization that I did not know Jesus Christ for

myself. I could not depend on my parents’ faith. Christian

influence in the home could have a lasting impact on a

child’s life, but faith could not be passed on as an

inheritance, like the family silver. It had to be exercised by

each individual.

I could not depend on my church membership either.

Saying “I believe” in the Apostles’ Creed every Sunday, or

taking the bread and wine of Communion, could so easily

become nothing but rote and ritual, without power in

themselves to make me any different.

Nor could I depend on my own resolution to do better. I

constantly failed in my efforts at self-improvement. Nobody

needed to tell me that.

As a teenager, what I needed to know for certain was that

I was right with God. I could not help but admit to myself

that I was purposeless and empty-hearted. Our family Bible

reading, praying, psalm-singing, and churchgoing—all these

had left me restless and resentful. I had even tried, guiltily,

to think up ways of getting out of all those activities as

much as I could. In a word, I was spirit-ually dead.



And then it happened, sometime around my sixteenth

birthday. On that night, Dr. Ham finished preaching and

gave the Invitation to accept Christ. After all his tirades

against sin, he gave us a gentle reminder: “But God

commendeth his love toward us, in that, while we were yet

sinners, Christ died for us” (Romans 5:8, KJV). His song

leader, Mr. Ramsay, led us all in “Just As I Am”—four verses.

Then we started another song: “Almost Persuaded, Now to

Believe.”

On the last verse of that second song, I responded. I

walked down to the front, feeling as if I had lead weights

attached to my feet, and stood in the space before the

platform. That same night, perhaps three or four hundred

other people were there at the front making spiritual

commitments. The next night, my cousin Crook Stafford

made his decision for Christ.

My heart sank when I looked over at the lady standing

next to me with tears running down her cheeks. I was not

crying. I did not feel any special emotion of any kind just

then. Maybe, I thought, I was not supposed to be there.

Maybe my good intentions to be a real Christian wouldn’t

last. Wondering if I was just making a fool of myself, I almost

turned around and went back to my seat.

As I stood in front of the platform, a tailor named J. D.

Prevatt, who was a friend of our family with a deep love for

souls, stepped up beside me, weeping. Putting his arms

around me, he urged me to make my decision. At the same

time, in his heavy European accent, he explained God’s plan

for my salvation in a simple way. That explanation was

addressed to my own mental understanding. It did not

necessarily answer every question I had at the moment—

and it certainly did not anticipate every question that would

come to me in the months and years ahead—but it set forth

simply the facts I needed to know in order to become God’s

child.



My tailor friend helped me to understand what I had to do

to become a genuine Christian. The key word was do. Those

of us standing up front had to decide to do something about

what we knew before it could take effect.

He prayed for me and guided me to pray. I had heard the

message, and I had felt the inner compulsion to go forward.

Now came the moment to commit myself to Christ.

Intellectually, I accepted Christ to the extent that I

acknowledged what I knew about Him to be true. That was

mental assent. Emotionally, I felt that I wanted to love Him

in return for His loving me. But the final issue was whether I

would turn myself over to His rule in my life.

I checked “Recommitment” on the card I filled out. After

all, I had been brought up to regard my baptism and

confirmation as professions of faith too. The difference was

that this time I was doing it on purpose, doing it with

intention. For all my previous religious upbringing and

church activity, I believe that that was the moment I made

my real commitment to Jesus Christ.

No bells went off inside me. No signs flashed across the

tabernacle ceiling. No physical palpitations made me

tremble. I wondered again if I was a hypocrite, not to be

weeping or something. I simply felt at peace. Quiet, not

delirious. Happy and peaceful.

My father came to the front and put his arm around my

shoulders, telling me how thankful he was. Later, back

home, when we went to the kitchen, my mother put her arm

around me and said, “Billy Frank, I’m so glad you took the

stand you did tonight.”

That was all.

I went upstairs to my room. Standing at the window, I

looked out across one of the fields that was glowing in the

moonlight.

Then I went over to my bed and for the first time in my life

got down on my knees without being told to do so. I really

wanted to talk to God. “Lord, I don’t know what happened to



me tonight,” I prayed. “You know. And I thank You for the

privilege I’ve had tonight.”

It took a while to fall asleep. How could I face school

tomorrow? Would this action spoil my relationships with

friends who were not interested in spiritual matters? Might

Coach Eudy, who had publicly expressed his dislike of Dr.

Ham, make fun of me? Perhaps. I felt pretty sure, though,

that the school principal, Connor Hutchinson, whose history

lessons I enjoyed, would be sympathetic.

But the hardest question of all remained to be answered:

What, exactly, had happened to me?

All I knew was that the world looked different the next

morning when I got up to do the milking, eat breakfast, and

catch the schoolbus. There seemed to be a song in my

heart, but it was mixed with a kind of pounding fear as to

what might happen when I got to class.

The showdown at school was not too bad. For one thing,

most of the students had not heard about what I had done

at the Ham meeting the night before. Besides that, the

change I felt so strongly inside me did not make me look or

sound any different. I was still Billy Frank to them, and their

attitude did not change. Studies and ball games and dates

and chores on the farm—all these stayed pretty much the

same. I was still just a high-spirited schoolboy.

I invited Sam Paxton, Wint Covington, and some of my

other friends from high school to go with me to the Ham

meetings. They did go once or twice, but somehow they did

not respond as I had.

“I understand we have Preacher Graham with us today,”

one of my teachers said to the class some days later.

Everybody laughed. She was making fun of me, and I felt

some resentment. Then I remembered what Dr. Ham had

said: when we come to Christ, we’re going to suffer

persecution.

It would take some time before I understood what had

happened to me well enough to explain it to anybody else.



There were signs, though, that my thinking and direction

had changed, that I had truly been converted. To my own

surprise, church activities that had bored me before seemed

interesting all of a sudden—even Dr. Lindsay’s sermons

(which I took notes on!). The choir sounded better to me. I

actually wanted to go to church as often as possible.

The Bible, which had been familiar to me almost since

infancy, drew me now to find out what it said besides the

verses I had memorized through the years. I enjoyed the

few minutes I could take when I was by myself each

morning and evening for quiet talking to God in prayer. As

one of Mr. Ramsay’s former choir members, I was even

singing hymns while I milked the cows!

Before my conversion, I tended to be touchy,

oversensitive, envious of others, and irritable. Now I

deliberately tried to be courteous and kind to everybody

around me. I was experiencing what the Apostle Paul had

described: “The old has gone, the new has come!” (2

Corinthians 5:17). Mother especially, but other family

members too, thought there was a difference. Most

remarkable of all—to me at least—was an uncharacteristic

enthusiasm for my studies! (It was about this time that I

read Gibbon’s Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire.)

Looking back now, I’m sure I spent entirely too much time

working on the farm and playing baseball during my

boyhood, and not enough time with the books. But what

good would school do for me if I was going to be a farmer?

Purpose was still missing from my outlook on life in

general. Although I had been converted, I did not have

much of a concept of my life coming under some kind of

divine plan. In the remaining year and a half of high school, I

had no inkling of what my life work was to be. The future

was foggy at best. But I could tell from my changed

interests and new satisfactions that spiritual growth was

going on.



In the following year, other revivalists and evangelists

came through Charlotte. I went to hear most of them. Two or

three were invited to stay in our home. Jimmie Johnson was

one. Just out of college, he was young and handsome, and

his devotion to Christ flashed in his dark eyes as he

preached the Gospel in all of its power to the crowds that

came to hear him.

One weekend we drove Jimmie out to Monroe, North Caro-

lina, where he was to speak in a little jail. When preaching

to prisoners, he always liked to give young Christians a

chance to help out. This time, without warning, he picked on

me. “Here’s a fellow who’ll tell you what it’s like to be

converted,” he said, nodding at me with a smile of

encouragement.

I tried, with my knees knocking. The ten or so prisoners

looked off into the distance or picked their teeth for the two

or three minutes I spoke. Jimmie claimed that I did quite

well, once I got going. It was the first public utterance I had

given of my faith, but it reinforced my conviction that I

would never become a preacher.

Another time we went with a group to a home for wayward

girls, where I gave a brief testimony. After the service,

several of the girls made a profession of faith. I was

surprised to recognize one of them; she had lived for some

time with a tenant family on our farm. She promised to live

a Christian life. I had only $5 in my pocket, and I thought it

only right to give it to her.

Out of Jimmie Johnson’s youth revival in the Methodist

church in Charlotte there developed a Tuesday night Bible-

study group of young people, the Fellowship Club. Some 20

to 30 boys and girls from different Charlotte churches were

invited to the large home of “Mommy” Jones, wife of a

telephone company executive, who taught the Bible in her

own lovable and dynamic way. We studied outside on her

screened porch in the summer and in the living room in the

winter. Afterward we crowded into her old-fashioned kitchen



to eat wheat biscuits and jam and drink milk or coffee,

chattering about what we had learned and generally having

a good time. Grady, T.W., and I were nearly always there.

In my changing outlook, I did not feel entirely at home

with some of my friends, though I still liked them all. I’d had

several girlfriends over the years, sometimes two at once,

but I decided I had to quit going with my current one. She

had not accepted Christ and wasn’t in sympathy with me.

When Grady announced one day that he felt the Lord was

calling him to be a preacher, we all were as proud as could

be. He had gotten two or three sermons from Jimmie and

had practiced them. When he got a chance to speak at a

small mission church across the tracks in Charlotte, I took a

friend along to hear him. There were about 20 people in the

audience.

Grady did not have a watch, so he borrowed mine. He

announced his text and said that he was going to preach on

“Four Great Things God Wants You to Do.”

After nearly a half-hour of speaking, he said, “We now

come to the second thing.”

I sat there very proud that Grady knew so much of the

Bible. He never once looked at my watch—he talked for an

hour and a half—but all the while he was preaching, he kept

winding it until he had wound the stem right off. He claimed

it was because I had been holding hands with his girlfriend.

Jimmie and Fred Brown, another evangelist who stayed in

our home, were graduates of Bob Jones College in

Cleveland, Ten-nessee. They did a good job of convincing

me I should go on to college somewhere.

I vaguely supposed I would try to get into the University of

North Carolina, though I wondered whether that institution

would accept me in view of my mediocre high school

grades. But when the founder and president of Jimmie and

Fred’s college, Dr. Bob Jones himself, spoke at our high

school in my senior year, my folks decided it would be best

for me to go there. We did not know at the time that it was



not accredited. T.W. had already started there, and Grady

also decided to enroll.

Dr. Bob was an old-fashioned Methodist who had not only

been offered the appointment to become a bishop but also

often told us he could have been governor of Alabama if he

had wanted to. He was a very dramatic orator. Fiftyish and

over six feet tall, he charmed us students with his witty

stories and quick answers to our questions. It was obvious

that he loved young people. Earlier, as an evangelist

drawing large crowds, he had determined to found a college

where students could get a higher education in a vigorously

Christian setting. He received large love offerings from his

audiences, which was the way traveling evangelists were

supported in those days, and had saved them up until at

last he was able to found his college.

Influence from a totally different direction came through

Albert McMakin, who had first taken me to hear Mordecai

Ham. After years of working with his father and brothers on

our farm, he got himself a job with the Fuller Brush

Company. By our standards, he was making fairly good

money as a field manager in his South Carolina territory. Just

before I graduated from high school in 1936, he asked, in his

slow southern drawl, if I would be willing to join him in

selling brushes through the summer.

It seemed like a perfect way to make some money for

college. My father was in a financial position to help me

some, but I knew I would also have to work part-time.

Daddy didn’t think much of the plan, maybe because he

pictured losing a fast milker. Finally, though, he said, “If you

want to go, go.” He and Mother had a great deal of

confidence in Albert, both as a worker and as a strong

Christian. (Maybe more confidence in him than in me!)

As soon as I graduated with my twenty-five Sharon High

School classmates in May, Albert and I set out together. But

after my first week or two, I told him I was getting lonesome

way down there in South Carolina, so far from home. “How



about if we ask a couple of my friends to come with us?” I

suggested. He readily agreed.

With enthusiasm I spelled out my plan to my high school

buddies Wint Covington and Sam Paxton. They turned the

opportunity down because they had already made other

plans for the summer. Then I talked to my new friends Grady

and T.W. They both accepted, so the three of us joined

Albert on the road to sell brushes.

South Carolina had one of the lowest per-capita incomes

of any state back then. Staying in boardinghouses, where a

room and meals cost $1 a day, we ate at the same table

with a lot of coarse-talking, rough-living traveling salesmen.

I’m afraid some of their uncouth attitudes rubbed off on me.

One day in Lancaster, the boardinghouse biscuits were so

hard we could barely bite into them. I got upset and fast-

pitched a biscuit right back through the kitchen door at the

cook.

Justice had its day, though. At one house where I stopped

to sell, I rang and rang the bell. The lady did not come to

the door, but she did go to the upstairs window. She saw me

down there on the step, and next thing I knew, she had

dumped a whole pail of water right on top of me!

In Monroe, North Carolina, one night, T.W. and I were

sharing a room in a cheap little hotel; Grady and Albert were

in another room. I woke up with the sensation of something

crawling on me. “Turn on the light,” I called to T.W. “I got

him!”

We thought at first it was a big mosquito, but it was a

bedbug. Neither he nor I had ever seen one before. We went

downstairs and reported it to the desk clerk before checking

out with all our stuff, not caring to stay and get bedbug-

eaten all night.

It happened that our friend Jimmie Johnson was holding a

revival meeting in that same town in a specially built

wooden tabernacle, sawdust shavings and all. Newly

roomless, we headed for the revival. After the crowd left,



T.W. and I lay down, piling some shavings under our soiled

shirts to make a pillow. We did not sleep much, though—and

not at all after the flies started buzzing around us about five

in the morning.

The Fuller Brush Company’s sales strategy was sound, but

sometimes it backfired. The trainers told us always to try to

get our foot in the door and hold it there so that the

customer couldn’t close it. It was a good theory, maybe, but

I came the hard way to learn the meaning of “footsore.”

And then there was the matter of the giveaway item,

usually a bottle brush or a utility brush. We salesmen had to

pay 10¢ apiece for them, which was a lot of money in those

Depression days. We would give the lady a choice. She

could have whichever one she wanted, and it was absolutely

free. What the trainers did not tell us, and what infuriated

Grady especially, was that some women who answered the

door grabbed the free brush and then slammed the door

shut, foot or no foot!

T.W. gives me credit for being the best salesman of the

four of us. Perhaps it was that he and Grady liked to play a

lot on the side. They would make house calls for a while and

then take off to fish or swim for the rest of the day. Still, we

would get back to the boardinghouse about the same time

in the afternoon and compare notes on what local girls we

would try to get dates with that night. Albert did not date,

however; he was a married man going on twenty-five.

While the Wilson boys indulged in their recreation, I kept

plugging along with my sample case of Fuller brushes,

knocking on doors from sunrise to sunset in the little towns

and villages of eastern South Carolina. We would stay three

or four days in each town if necessary, covering all the

white homes and then all the black homes.

My approach was to say to the housewife, “Well, I haven’t

come here to sell you anything. I’ve come to give you a

brush.” She always wanted to see that. So I emptied my

case and laid out all of the brushes—I always kept the free



samples on the bottom. She saw that array, and maybe

pointed to one or another and said, “You know, I’ve never

seen a brush like that before. What is that one?” And a sale

was in the making.

One day, though, T.W. overdid it. He had studied the sales

manual backward and forward, and the idea got into his

mind that a certain bristle comb was made of bear hair that

had been bleached. At one house he launched into his usual

talk: “Now if you’ll just look at this. No wonder so many

movie stars use this particular bristle comb. Notice the

alternate rows of bristles. This brush is made out of the best

boar-bear bristles that money can buy.”

“Excuse me,” she interrupted. “Did you say ‘boar-bear’? I

thought a boar was a hog.”

“Oh, yes, there’s a boar-hog, but these bristles are boar-

bear, from Russia.”

To T.W.’s credit, he went to the local library later that

afternoon to look up boar-bear. Of course, he couldn’t find it.

When he went back to deliver the brush, he confessed to

the woman. “I was wrong. You don’t even have to buy that

brush you ordered. I don’t know what made me say what I

did, but you’re right: a boar is a hog. It must have been the

bleaching process that threw me off.”

Her reply taught him something that all of us tried to

remember after that. “Young man,” she said, “because

you’re honest, I want to buy a couple more of your bristle

combs.”

Every day we had to send our orders in to the company.

Then the brushes would come by mail, and we had to revisit

each town to make deliveries—and collect the money. That

was the catch! Some women ordered quite a lot of brushes

and then forgot that they had done so (or failed to tell their

husbands). I learned that the best time to make deliveries

was at suppertime or a little after. The people were

generally at home then, and the husband and wife could

work it out together.



Boar or bear or whatever, I was convinced that Fuller

brushes were the best product money could buy, and I was

dedicated to the proposition that every family ought to have

Fuller brushes as a matter of principle. But I was almost

eighteen, and the question was, Should I plan to be doing

this kind of thing for the rest of my life? I had gotten off the

farm and was headed for college. But why? What lay down

the road?

That summer’s experience selling Fuller brushes taught

me a lot about myself, about human nature, and about

communicating a message to people even if I had to talk my

way in and out of all kinds of situations. I did not win any

awards or honors from the company, but in the poorer areas

that I was assigned to (the company seemed to reserve the

best sections for their top people), I had done well enough

to earn sometimes as much as $50 or $75 in a week, almost

a fortune then for a teenager. And being away from my

parents, learning to make my own way, gave me self-

confidence.

I learned a lot about prayer too. I developed a practice of

praying about every call as I walked up to the door, asking

God to give me an opportunity to witness for Christ. At

times I was somewhat headstrong about this, and not really

sensitive to the leading of the Holy Spirit. Albert got

complaints from some of our customers that I was trying to

give them a hard sell about Christ as much as about Fuller

brushes. He rightly cautioned me to be more discerning.

Under Albert’s mature spiritual influence, we four used to

have prayer meetings in our shabby lodgings, reading the

Bible together as well. I’m sure that fellowship built into us a

kind of accountability to each other that helped us resist a

lot of the temptations that traveling salesmen regularly

face.

As summer faded into fall, I kept asking myself, What are

you going to be when you grow up?



I was looking forward to registration day at Bob Jones

College, but I still liked squatting on a milking stool in the

cow barn.

The first evangelist I had ever heard, Billy Sunday, had

been a ball player before he became a preacher. The second

one, Mordecai Ham, had been a traveling salesman before

he became a preacher. I had done both: played ball and sold

stuff on the road.

I had been converted for two years now, but surely the

Lord wouldn’t require me to follow in their steps and

become a preacher too! Hadn’t I ruled out that profession,

along with undertaker, a long time ago?
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Called to Preach
Bob Jones College 1936, Florida Bible Institute 1937–1940

 

GRIPING NOT TOLERATED!

That was the sign on the wall of the dormitory room

welcoming me to Bob Jones College. My father had driven

the Wilson boys and me across the Appalachians to

Cleveland in east Tennessee in September 1936. Every one

of the three hundred students there faced the same stark

warning on the wall of his or her room. Grady and I did not

know whether to believe it or not.

Dr. Bob Jones, Sr., the school’s founder, who had won our

hearts when he spoke at Sharon High School back home,

believed in Authority (his) and Discipline (ours), with capital

letters. A military academy could not have been more strict.

My father and mother had never been exactly lax in

enforcing their rules on us children, as I could vouch for

personally. But now I found myself in an environment so

rigidly regimented that it shocked me. Our social life was

restricted. Dating had to be scheduled and was governed by

the dean’s code book. When you did date, you could not sit

on the same sofa or chair as the girl. You were chaperoned

and watched like a hawk. Outside of approved dating times,

you could not stop to talk to your girlfriend. On certain

evenings, though, you were allowed to sit in the lobby and

talk (but only for fifteen minutes), and you could always

write notes.

Even our intellectual life was subject to regulation.

Teaching in every subject was dogmatic, and there was little

chance to raise questions. Dr. Bob’s interpretation of



doctrine, ethics, and academics was the only one allowed.

Very few students ever questioned his authority to his face.

But sometimes, stretched out on the double-decker bunks in

our tiny four-bedded rooms with the grim motto confronting

us, we did discuss it—though always with fear in our voices.

To make matters worse, we also loved Dr. Bob (as we often

called him). Sometimes as intimidating as a bull, he could

also be as tender as a child. We could not help but sense

that he had our best interests at heart in all the policies he

imposed. His religious convictions and genuine devotion to

the Lord kindled a deep respect in my heart.

“I’ve made all the mistakes in evangelism,” he often said.

“There are no more to be made.” That was memorable, but

he never elaborated on what they were. Almost every day

he spoke to us in the compulsory chapel service, and we

enjoyed his homespun philosophy tartly expressed.

“If the Devil is going your way, ride the Devil,” he would

say.

“If a hound dog is barking for Jesus Christ, I’m for the

hound dog.”

As I looked forward to a few days of Christmas vacation, I

tried to sort things out in my mind. I am not sure I could

have defined in detail just what was bothering me about

Bob Jones College. After all, I had nothing to compare it

with. But I disliked the overwhelming discipline, which often

seemed to have little rationale behind it. And I disliked being

told what to think without being given the opportunity to

reason issues through on my own or to look at other

viewpoints. Coming down with the flu did not help.

One of my roommates, Wendell Phillips, had become a

good friend in those early months. Frustrated with the rules

and faced with the possibility of being “shipped” (expelled)

by the college, Wendell quit and drove to Florida where he

had been reading about a school that was reported to have

excellent Bible teachers—although he had also considered

Moody Bible Institute in Chicago, where he had gone to



school the previous year. Knowing how unhappy I was at

Bob Jones, he now urged me, by letters and at least one

phone call, to join him.

I surely knew I was not fitting in where I was. I asked for

an interview with Dr. Bob in his office and told him about my

discontent and my thoughts of leaving. His voice booming,

he pronounced me a failure and predicted only more failure

ahead. I left his office disillusioned and dejected.

Naturally, I assumed the problem was more with me than

with the college. “I know I’ve been converted,” I wrote to

Mother. “I know that I know Jesus Christ, but I’ve lost my

feeling. I can’t seem to get anywhere in prayer. I don’t feel

anything.”

“Son, God is testing you,” she wrote back. “He tells us to

walk not by feeling but by faith, and when you don’t feel

anything, God may be closer to you than ever before.

Through the darkness and through the fog, put your hand

up by faith. You’ll sense the touch of God.”

And I did. But the deep struggle was to continue for

weeks.

The family’s Christmas plans all along had been to take

Catherine, Melvin, little Jean, and me on a trip to Florida,

where Mother’s older sister Sissy, along with Uncle Bo and

my cousin Mildred, had bought a large rooming house in the

heart of Orlando. They hoped I would get enough time off

from school to make the trip.

Still sick from the flu and confused in my thinking, I

headed south with them. By then my parents had heard

about Florida Bible Institute from a small ad in Moody

Monthly. I also talked with a Plymouth Brethren Bible

teacher named Chambers who was staying at our house just

then, and he counseled me to consider transferring there.

Once in Florida, I immediately acquired a taste for the

warmer climate and the palm trees. Raising oranges and

cattle appealed to a lifelong farmboy like myself. And



Orlando’s many lakes attracted me too. I made up my mind

to leave Bob Jones College when I returned there in January.

While we were in Orlando, Daddy did something unusual:

he encouraged little Jean (who was four) to get up on the

table in front of the guests and “preach” to them. She was

so cute, with her beautiful blond hair, that they stopped to

pay attention. I don’t know why Daddy put her up to it, but

Jean was serious about her message and told the guests

that they needed to come to Jesus. I guess you could say

she was the first preacher in our family.

Back in Charlotte, Mother wrote to the president of Florida

Bible Institute, asking him for information about the start of

the second semester, courses offered, costs, and so on. She

added a postscript asking him to send a copy to me at Bob

Jones College. Dr. Watson, the president, replied by return

mail: “In view of the fact that he is already in school at the

Bob Jones College, we do not feel like writing him to explain

our school to him as we do not wish to be misunderstood

and have it appear in any way whatsoever that we are even

suggesting that he make another change from another

school to ours.”

Mother wrote back to him that our interest in the Florida

school was prompted by friends of ours in Charlotte and by

its advertisement in Moody Monthly magazine, along with

the favorable impression Florida made on the family when

we visited at Christmas.

She also sent a letter from our family physician, which had

been copied to Dr. Jones, explaining my need for a less

strenuous environment. In a veiled allusion to Wendell

Phillips and myself, she told Dr. Watson that she would

“leave it entirely with you as well as other faculty members,

sincerely believing they will not be permitted to ‘run around’

except in the Lord’s work.”

Every day after lunch, I found out later, both Mother and

Daddy went upstairs to their bedroom, got down on their

knees, and prayed for me in line with Paul’s concern for his



young associate Timothy, using the beloved cadences of the

King James Version of the Bible: “Study to shew thyself

approved unto God, a workman that needeth not to be

ashamed, rightly dividing the word of truth” (2 Timothy

2:15). When I received the news from Florida that I had

been admitted, I was overjoyed.

Riding in my father’s 1937 green Plymouth, we arrived at

the campus of Florida Bible Institute one morning late in

January. It was located in Temple Terrace, fifteen miles east

of Tampa. After the damp and dismal autumn in the

mountains of east Tennessee, western Florida seemed like

Paradise to me. The Institute itself was housed in a Spanish-

style country-club hotel with several outbuildings. All had

creamy pink stucco and tiled roofs, with wrought-iron

railings along red-brick steps. Surrounded by a horseshoe-

shaped eighteen-hole golf course on the banks of the

Hillsborough River, the buildings were part of an exclusive

residential subdivision that went broke in 1929. The family

stayed for lunch before driving back to Charlotte.

The next day the lady who supervised the dining room

(“Gibby,” the students called her) hailed me from across the

room.

“Say, can you drive a car?” she asked hopefully.

“Yes, ma’am.”

“Well, I have a station wagon full of tourists who are

supposed to be taken on a tour of Tampa, and I’ve nobody

to drive them. Will you do it?”

“But I’ve never been to Tampa,” I protested. “How can I

take them on a tour of the city?”

It was the height of the annual Gasparilla celebration—

Gaspar was a pirate who had once captured Tampa—and

there would be extra traffic and lots of crowds.

“Well, tell them something,” she said in desperation.

When I brought them back to the campus late in the

afternoon, they all seemed happy. I did not know whether

they had seen the main attractions, but I had done my best



to explain the virtues of Tampa (as I was seeing them myself

for the first time). After all, anybody could point out a post

office when there was a big sign on the building. And I did

remember a few things from a Chamber of Commerce

brochure I had read before arriving in Tampa.

Only a few houses had been built in Temple Terrace by the

time of the stock market crash, and some of them had been

left deserted ever since. One of the men who lived there

was J. W. Van DeVenter, who wrote “I Surrender All” and a

number of other familiar Gospel songs. In another house

lived a doctor who came to see the students when they

were sick. Mainly, though, the broad, paved streets ran mile

after mile through barren blocks.

A former Christian and Missionary Alliance (CMA) minister

from North Carolina, Dr. W. T. Watson, had taken over the

bankrupt property and started Florida Bible Institute as a

nondenominational institution. It had forty women and thirty

men students when I arrived. We all lived and ate and had

our classes in the hotel complex. There was still plenty of

room left over for “paying customers”—ministers and

Christian laypeople (well-to-do Yankees, as I saw them) who

took advantage of the Institute’s comfortable quarters and

reasonable rates in winter months. It cost a lot less than

hotels and was far superior to tourist camps and trailer

parks. Perhaps as many as fifty people from the North would

spend the entire winter there; others came and went. Every

room had twin beds and a private bath, and some included

sitting areas—suites, really.

We students were the workforce that ran the place,

waiting on tables, cooking, washing dishes in the kitchen,

doing the housekeeping, and handling grounds maintenance

—all for 20¢ an hour. But those were good wages, because

Dr. Watson, who had come from a poor home, managed to

keep school fees down to $1 a day, all-inclusive. My father

was paying my expenses and providing my pocket money,

so I was affluent compared to some of the other students. I



worked like everybody else, though, mainly to be part of the

action and to expend some of my surplus nervous energy. I

became the school’s first “automatic dishwasher,” or so

they told me. My pace in the soapsuds races kept four girls

busy with their dish towels.

My achievements were not all glorious, however. One day I

was serving the head table. The Christian Church

denomination, having rented all the facilities at the Institute

for a time, was in the process of holding its summer

conference. As I was about to pour steaming hot coffee into

a cup, a man in a white suit raised his arm to make a point.

When that arm hit the coffee pot, he screamed! He knocked

it right out of my hand and into the lap of the lady in a white

dress sitting next to him—and she screamed! I snatched a

napkin and desperately tried to dry both people off.

“Get away!” he yelled. “Get away!”

I preferred the outdoor chores anyway—tasks like

hedgetrimming and lawn maintenance. A real bonus job for

many of us fellows was caddying on the golf course.

Legendary preachers whom I had only heard about

materialized right on the fairways and greens of our

campus, and I could walk beside them as they made their

rounds on the course, carrying their golf bags and spotting

where their balls landed.

Preachers got reduced rates in exchange for speaking in

our chapel and classes or at Dr. Watson’s independent

church in St. Petersburg, the Gospel Tabernacle. That church

had started in a ragged tent in the early twenties, but it now

occupied a building seating 4,000 people. Many of those

visiting preachers made a lasting impression on me in their

own individual ways.

World-renowned evangelist Gipsy Smith, probably in his

seventies by then, came and stayed for weeks at a time. I

asked him for his autograph, but he turned me down. I felt

hurt by the rebuff. Later, when we became good friends, I

did get his autograph, and I promised myself that if anyone



was ever kind enough to ask me for my autograph, I would

gladly give it if I possibly could.

William Evans, former director of the Bible department at

Moody Bible Institute, particularly impressed my schoolmate

Roy Gustafson, who would years later become a member of

our evangelistic Team. Roy copied many things Evans said

and did—his hand movements, his tone of voice. One day in

class, or so the story goes, Roy’s roommate, Charles

Massey, fell asleep beside Roy while Evans was lecturing.

“Wake that boy up there!” shouted Evans.

“Dr. Evans,” responded Roy, “you put him to sleep; you

wake him up.”

For carrying his golf clubs around the course, Dr. Evans

tipped me $1 and told me to apply myself to my studies so

that someday I would be in a position to give a tip too.

E. A. Marshall spent every winter there, fascinating all of

us with his maps and flannelgraphs of the Holy Land that

explained where everything in the Bible had happened.

W. B. Riley and his wife from First Baptist Church in

Minneapolis came down every year too; he was also founder

and president of Northwestern Schools. His wife took time to

help us students put together our yearbook, since she

supervised the excellent one put out at Northwestern

Schools. My previous Fuller Brush salesmanship won me a

place on the yearbook staff, drumming up advertising from

local businesses.

Another speaker was the highly intellectual A. B.

Winchester from Canada. He had a memorable phrase he

repeated frequently throughout his lectures and sermons:

“My Bible says. . . .”

This visiting faculty also included such men as W. R.

Newell, E. R. Neighbor, Theodore Elsner, A. C. Gaebelein,

Donald G. Barnhouse, Oswald J. Smith, E. J. Pace, Homer

Rodeheaver, and Harry Rimmer. They were not names in the

headlines, but in conservative Christian circles they were

the Who’s Who of evangelicals; they exerted a lot of good



influence. And they were colorful personalities with a highly

individual flair in their public speaking.

It was wonderful to be in the company of these men and

women, and with such others as the general

superintendents of the Christian and Missionary Alliance,

Methodist preachers, and a whole host of people from other

denominations. That exposure broadened my view of the

Church.

Wendell, my former roommate, and Woodrow Flynn, my

pres-ent roommate (who had also attended Bob Jones

College for a time), quickly introduced me all around to my

new classmates, and I soon had a sense of belonging to a

wonderful new family. I knew I was where I ought to be. This

was confirmed in an early letter home: “Mother, words can’t

express Florida Bible Institute. . . . I love it here. I’m working

a little every day so as to help a little on my way. I’m

stronger and feel so much better.”

The curriculum was largely Bible courses, or subjects

related to the Bible (for example, church history). It also

offered me the saturation I wanted in the study of God’s

Word. I came to believe with all my heart in the full

inspiration of the Bible.

One thing that thrilled me was the diversity of viewpoints

we were exposed to in the classroom, a wondrous blend of

ecumenical and evangelical thought that was really ahead

of its time. Our teachers came from different backgrounds

and denominations, exhibiting to us what harmony could be

present where Christ and His Word were loved and served.

In their teaching, they were not afraid to let us know about

other philosophies and even about views critical of

Christianity. Dr. Watson had actually dropped the word

Fundamentalist from the name of the school after its first

two years because it had come to connote such a negative

image in the public mind.

We were encouraged to think things through for ourselves,

but always with the unique authority of Scripture as our



guide. So many of the questions that I had to keep bottled

up previously could now be freely aired and wisely

answered. I could stretch my mind without feeling that I was

doing violence to my soul.

The faculty’s openness, and the diversity of visiting

lecturers, instilled in me a fresh enthusiasm for the Lord and

a burst of energy to get involved in His work. I still had no

clear plan of action for my life, however. I was as carefree

and happy-go-lucky as ever—maybe more so—in this

subtropical playground of the Lord’s.

The Institute was committed to equipping all of us for

Chris-tian witness in the world, even if not as preachers. So

students were sent out regularly, both as individuals and in

teams, to churches, missions, trailer parks, jails, street

corners, and just about any other place that would have

them. What we lacked in finesse we made up in youthful

exuberance. In the course of student assignments that

came my way, I spoke almost regularly at the well-

populated trailer parks in the winter months and at The

Stockade, Tampa’s jail.

The dean of men was the Reverend John Minder, a red-

haired giant. His mother, who was from Switzerland, lived

with him and inspired me a great deal. The fact that Minder

was a bachelor freed him to give a lot of time to each

student, as well as to his pastoral duties at the Tampa

Gospel Tabernacle (CMA), which he had founded—as Dr.

Watson had his St. Petersburg church—while in his early

twenties. He saw me for what I was—a spindly farmboy with

lots of nail-biting energy, a mediocre academic record, and

a zeal to serve the Lord that exceeded my knowledge and

skills.

I enthusiastically took his courses in pastoral theology and

hermeneutics (or Bible interpretation), and I responded

instinctively and positively to his gentle counseling

approach, so different from the authoritarian ways I had just

experienced in Tennessee. Instead of resenting his advice, I



wanted to hear everything he could tell me about life and

service. He did not dictate how to think and what to do;

rather, he opened my thinking to consider the perfect

trustworthiness of God, and to rest in that.

One day not long after I arrived, Dr. Watson called a

meeting of the whole school to tell us there was a financial

crisis and that he had nowhere to turn for funds. Under his

leadership, we spent almost the entire day in prayer. At the

end of the day, Dr. Watson stepped back into the prayer

meeting to make a special announcement. He had just

received a telegram from a man in the North named

Kellogg, who said he had been strangely burdened that day

to send a check to the school. That check was for $10,000!

We were convinced our prayers had been answered, as the

Scriptures promised, even above what we had dared to

expect.

In early spring of 1937, at Easter, Dr. Minder invited me to

accompany him on the 150-mile ride to his summer

conference grounds at Lake Swan in northern Florida, a 150-

acre property owned by his family. While there on a cold,

blustery Saturday, we got together in nearby Palatka with

his friend Cecil Underwood, a lay preacher who was

pastoring Peniel Baptist Church five miles to the west.

Out of the blue, Mr. Underwood asked Dean Minder if he

would mind preaching for him the following evening at a

small Baptist church in Bostwick, for which Mr. Underwood

had taken responsibility.

“No,” he answered, “Billy is going to preach.”

I was stunned. My repertoire at the time consisted of

about four borrowed sermons, which I had adapted and

practiced but never preached. This would be different from

the old Fellowship Club meetings in Charlotte. There I just

got up and “let them have it.” But in a strange church—a

Baptist one at that—what would I do?

When I told Mr. Underwood that I had never preached a

formal sermon in front of a church audience, he and Dean



Minder both laughed.

“We’ll pray for you,” said Mr. Underwood, “and God will

help you.”

“All right,” I agreed rather hesitantly.

What else could I say to the dean of my school? But I was

so frightened that I spent the night studying and praying

instead of sleeping. I did the same most of the next day,

practicing aloud. By evening I felt confident that any one of

my sermons should be good for at least twenty or thirty

minutes.

The meeting room was small, with a potbellied iron stove

near the front to take the chill off that cold, windy night. The

song leader, who chewed tobacco, had to go to the door

every so often to spit outside; he could have used the stove

just as conveniently. The congregation of about 40 included

ranchers and cowboys in overalls and their women in cotton

wash dresses.

When the moment came to walk to the pulpit in the tiny

Bostwick Baptist Church, my knees shook and perspiration

glistened on my hands. I launched into sermon number one.

It seemed to be over almost as soon as I got started, so I

added number two. And number three. And eventually

number four. Then I sat down.

Eight minutes—that was all it took to preach all four of my

sermons! Was this the stuff of which those marvelous

preachers at Florida Bible Institute were made?

Believe it or not, though, when I got back to campus I felt

that I had grown spiritually through the experience. But at

the same time I was concerned: I could not get away from a

nagging feeling in my heart that I was being called by God

to preach the Gospel. I did not welcome that call. Whatever

glimmer of talent Dr. Minder might have thought he saw in

me was certainly Raw, with a capital R.

I practiced for when the time would again come to preach

in public. My roommate, Woodrow Flynn, was a great

sermonizer and would preach his outlines to me in our cold



room in front of the little stove. I used outlines of sermons

borrowed from great published preachers like Dr. Lee

Scarborough of Texas. I would paddle a canoe across the

Hillsborough to a little island where I could address all

creatures great and small, from alligators to birds. If they

would not stop to listen, there was always a congregation of

cypress stumps that could neither slither nor fly away. The

loudness of my preaching was in direct proportion to their

unresponsiveness, so the trees got my voice at full blast.

Once some fishermen, wandering within earshot, paused

in amazement at this bellowing beanpole of a boy who

seemed to rise from the river. Too often a few of my fellow

students would line the opposite bank at my return to cheer

me on with comments like, “How many converts did you get

today, Billy?”

One day Dr. Watson was walking down a corridor of the

men’s residence building when he overheard a similar

practice session. Drawn toward the open door of my room,

he looked in to see me shouting a sermon at his four-year-

old son, Bobby, whom I had perched on top of the high

antique dresser, perhaps to prevent his escape.

Things were bound to get better, though. Woodrow

recalled one of my earliest speaking experiences in a rural

Methodist church where I was teamed with him as organist

and Wendell as song leader.

In full swing, physically and vocally, I was telling my

audience about the ancient world’s wait for Christ, as the

great Dwight L. Moody had presented it in a sermon.

“A thousand years went by, and no Christ!”

Dramatic pause.

“Two thousand years rolled by, and no Christ!”

Dramatic pause.

It was during just such a dramatic pause, after I had

gotten to “seven thousand years,” that Wendell, from his

seat on the platform behind me, hissed, “Shut up!”



Indignant, I asked him on the way home, “What did you

mean saying, ‘Shut up,’ when I was preaching?”

“Well,” he said, “according to Archbishop Ussher’s

chronology of Genesis, there have been but six thousand

years since Adam was created.”

“I was going to at least ten thousand years,” I replied,

“because that was good preaching!”

Despite my awkward debut in Bostwick at Easter, Dr.

Minder invited me to speak to his Sunday night youth group

at the Tampa Gospel Tabernacle. Then came the moment

when he asked me to preach at a regular service. I was

downright frightened. Woodrow was lying on his bunk in our

room when I told him about it. “And I haven’t even got a

sermon!” I concluded in despair.

He sat up and, then and there, commenced to preach me

one of his own on Belshazzar, the ancient pagan monarch in

Daniel 5. I liked it and told him I would use it. But I was not

counting on having to repeat to the congregation the

handwriting on the wall that made the king turn pale in

verse 25: “Mene, Mene, tekel, upharsin” was not the kind of

phraseology that came easily to a Carolina farmboy.

“Meany, meany, tickle, upjohn” was the way it came out of

my mouth. It sure tickled my buddies, but I didn’t think it

was all that funny.

When I returned to the Institute after summer vacation

that first year, I little guessed that I would face my severest

test before the school year was over, when a beautiful girl

complicated my life. Emily Cavanaugh—I had been smitten

with love at the first sight of her soon after arriving at

Florida Bible Institute, spending as much time with her as I

could that first year. And I was not the only fellow on

campus so afflicted. Wendell had been the first to alert me

to the jewel that was Emily. It was something about her dark

hair and sparkling eyes.

A chance to be near Emily happened every Sunday night.

The several of us who went to Dr. Minder’s youth group at



the Tampa Gospel Tabernacle converged on the

Cavanaughs’ nearby house for supper before the meeting. I

got in the habit of suggesting that we go back there

afterward for our dessert, my favorite being Jell-O with fruit

in it.

Sometimes Emily and others would go along on my

preaching assignments or to young people’s events, riding

in the used 1929 Chevrolet coupe I had picked up for $75

(or later in the 1931 Oldsmobile for which I went into debt

for $225, payable at $10 a month). But there was so much

to do on campus—canoeing, volleyball, Ping-Pong, tennis—

that we really never had to leave it for our social contacts.

Emily and I used to double on the tennis court with my good

friend Charles Massey and a girl from Michigan he went with

occasionally.

What I did not notice was the growing friendship between

Emily and Charles, who was a sophisticated senior with

plans to go on to Harvard. In my own infatuation, I was sure

she was the woman God meant for me to marry. So I

proposed to her . . . in writing . . . during the first summer

vacation! She told me she would have to think about it. I

could not imagine why.

During the fall semester of that second year, it seemed

she was growing more favorable to the idea, and my hopes

soared along with my assumptions. One night after we

attended a service together at a black church, she indicated

that she would say yes to my letter. From then on, I guess I

considered us engaged, even though I had not given her a

ring. After the turn of the year, though, she seemed to be

having second thoughts, and they apparently lingered

through the spring.

At the close of school each spring, we celebrated Class

Night, the social event of the year. On that May day in 1938,

Dr. Minder took several of us fellows to Larson’s Florist in

Tampa to get flowers for our dates. This was a real splurge



for most of us, with our limited finances. The going rate was

25¢ for a corsage, but I insisted on a 50¢ corsage for Emily!

When she did not wear my flowers to the party, I was

perplexed. During a break in the festivities, we walked down

to the river and sat in a swing hanging from a tree branch. I

asked her to explain. She did not hesitate to tell me, quite

gently but firmly, that she was in love with Charlie and

would not marry me.

Charles Massey was one of the best preachers I ever

heard as a student. In fact, on my very first weekend in

Florida, I listened to his superb preaching at a student street

meeting in Sulphur Springs—a meeting at which Roy

Gustafson played his trumpet. I used to look forward to any

chance of hearing Charles when I was not on an assignment

myself.

But Emily and Charles? Incredible!

That woeful night in the spring of 1938 when she called it

quits between us was Paradise Lost for me. In my

despondency, I looked up Dr. Minder after my fellow

students had gone back to their dorm rooms. I wept out my

misery to his understanding ears.

But my problem was deeper than losing a girlfriend, and in

my heart I admitted it. The issue was not trying to do

something to please her and win her back. Her new

boyfriend had wooed and won her fair and square. The issue

was doing what pleased the Lord. If I refused that, could I

expect the future to hold any happiness?

For some weeks, triggered by a profoundly searching

sermon in chapel, I paced those deserted, echoing streets of

Temple Terrace. In the moonlight, a soft southern breeze

stirred the wispy Spanish moss that draped the trees on the

golf course. I never felt so alone in my life—or so close to

God. I walked through the late-night hours, struggling with

the Holy Spirit over the call of God to be a minister. That

was the last thing I wanted to be, and I had used all kinds of



rationalizations to convince God to let me do something

else.

I had the same sense of uncertainty in Charlotte nearly

four years before, standing in the sawdust shavings of

Mordecai Ham’s tabernacle. There I did what I felt I should

do: commit my eternal destiny to the saving grace of God in

Jesus Christ. But was I now being asked to commit the rest

of my life on earth to serving Him in a way that I did not

particularly relish?

In the eighteen months since arriving at Florida Bible Insti-

tute, I exercised some gifts and began to develop some

skills that I did not know I had. I knew that I loved to tell

people the good news of God’s salvation in Jesus Christ. On

Sundays I often preached on the streets of Tampa,

sometimes as many as five or six times a day.

But in those days, the greatest ministry that God opened

up to me was the trailer parks. One of them, the largest (or

close to it) in the country, was known as Tin Can Trailer Park.

Two ladies there had gotten the concession to hold religious

services on Sunday nights, but they had no preacher; they

asked me if I would come. The crowds ran anywhere from

200 to 1,000. They would take up a collection, which I think

the ladies kept and used for some worthy project, and they

would give me $5—a tremendous help to my meager

budget.

Many people responded to my preaching by confessing

faith in Christ and being converted. My teachers and

classmates seemed to affirm that this ministry was good

and right for me. But did I want to preach for a lifetime? I

asked myself that question for the umpteenth time on one

of my nighttime walks around the golf course. The inner,

irresistible urge would not subside. Finally, one night, I got

down on my knees at the edge of one of the greens. Then I

prostrated myself on the dewy turf. “O God,” I sobbed, “if

you want me to serve you, I will.”



The moonlight, the moss, the breeze, the green, the golf

course—all the surroundings stayed the same. No sign in

the heavens. No voice from above. But in my spirit I knew I

had been called to the ministry. And I knew my answer was

yes.

From that night in 1938 on, my purpose and objectives in

life were set. I knew that I would be a preacher of the

Gospel. I did not yet know how or when, however.

My next preaching assignment seemed a long time in

coming. I so badly wanted to preach, but nobody asked me

to. The schoolyear was over. Students had left for the

summer. I decided to stay on in Tampa, hoping to help Dr.

Minder with the conferences at Lake Swan or to be kept

busy with pulpit engagements while I worked at odd jobs on

the campus. I applied to one church after another, but they

either did not have openings or did not want an

inexperienced student. A week went by, and I began to

wonder nervously whether I had been truly called to preach

or not.

Then, on one Saturday afternoon when I was down by the

river cutting grass, I saw Mr. Corwin wandering about the

campus. He operated the West Tampa Gospel Mission in the

Hispanic section and always used Institute people to assist

him. I had begun to think he would never ask me.

I dropped to my knees behind a bush and prayed, “Dear

Lord, please let me preach at his mission tomorrow.”

When I looked up, the kindly old man was coming right

toward me. “Mr. Graham, a student had to cancel his

appointment at the last minute,” he said. “Would you mind

coming to my mission to preach for me tomorrow?”

Having accepted Mr. Corwin’s invitation gladly, the next

day I spoke to a couple dozen Hispanic teenagers in Tampa,

talking as loudly as I could for them. Whether it was my

volume or my message I wasn’t sure, but Mr. Corwin was

impressed enough to ask me back the next Saturday, and

many times after that.



Talking to those young men had given me a full head of

steam. I asked Mr. Corwin after the mission service if I could

go out and preach on the street. That day I preached seven

sermons outdoors, and I continued to do that every

weekend for the next two schoolyears, usually in front of

saloons.

On Saturday nights, I would speak in the Tampa Gospel

Mis-sion off Franklin Street to whoever wandered in;

Brunette Brock, Dr. Watson’s secretary, and some other

musicians from school helped me out from time to time.

I was also invited to preach on a Sunday morning at a

small Methodist church some forty miles from Tampa, where

Roy Gustafson and a musical trio from school were

conducting a week of meetings. Then came the big break I

had been longing for.

Dr. Minder’s old friend Cecil Underwood arranged for me

to preach for a week of evenings at East Palatka Baptist

Church. And not only in the church but also over radio

station WFOY in nearby St. Augustine, live every morning.

By now I had prepared and practiced about fifteen sermons

—full-length ones—and I was ready to go!

During my stay in Palatka I lived in his home. I walked the

streets practicing my sermons. I found a nearby church that

was empty during the day and fine-tuned my sermons in

there. By the time evenings came around, I was worn out

from preaching to those empty pews.

Every night a congregation of 150 filled the church

building. I became irritated at some of the young people

who always sat in the back pews and cut up during the

services. I scolded them from the pulpit and even

threatened to go back there and throw them out bodily.

At that, the son of a leading member of the church jumped

up, shook his fist at me, and stalked out, slamming the

screen door behind him. I let the people know I could do

other things besides preach, threatening that if there was a

repeat performance of that behavior, I would give the boy a



whipping. I think he came back two nights later. Fortunately,

I wasn’t challenged to make good on my threat.

Despite my immaturity, the Lord graciously moved 80

people to profess conversion that week, and many of them

joined the church. I could not doubt that His hand was on

me, which made me practice my sermons all the harder

every day. I was so keyed up that I could hardly sleep at

night, and yet I had to drive on a rural road the twenty-eight

miles from Palatka to St. Augustine and back in the morning

in order to preach on the radio.

A by-product of my Palatka experience was my third

baptism! In accordance with their Presbyterian covenant

theology, my parents had presented their infant son for

baptism by sprinkling in 1919 at Chalmers Memorial Church

back home. I had never questioned the validity of that

solemn act of commitment on their part, born of a heart

desire to have their child identified with the household of

faith. Years later as a youngster, after studying the

catechism, I was “confirmed” in the faith by declaring my

personal allegiance to the Lord. That background

contributed to my checking “Recommitment” when I went

forward in the Mordecai Ham meetings; that, I feel, was the

moment when I truly put my trust in Christ as my Savior and

was born again.

In Florida I had become convinced that I should be

baptized by immersion and had arranged quietly for Dr.

Minder to do that. It was an adult act, following my

conscious conversion, and signified my dying to sin and

rising again to a new life in Christ, as Paul described it in

Romans 6.

But preaching in Southern Baptist churches raised a

problem for me. Cecil Underwood pointed out that for

Southern Baptists to invite preachers from other

denominations—especially Presbyte-rians—into their pulpits

was like defying a sacred tradition. Al-though he did not care

one way or the other, not being a strict denominationalist



himself, he thought that if I did not want to have a row with

the deacons, I would be wise to be immersed under

Southern Baptist auspices.

I pondered the question and prayed. It certainly seemed

redundant, if not superfluous, to be baptized a third time. I

did not believe there was anything magical or automatic

about another baptism, as far as changing my heart.

Baptism was only, to use the standard terminology, an

outward sign of an inward grace. I knew that God had

already made me a member of the Body of Christ, visibly

expressed on earth in the Church, and that human labels

could not affect my standing with Him one way or the other.

On the other hand, I did not want anything to be a

stumbling block or barrier in the minds of those I was

seeking to reach.

In late 1938, therefore, Cecil Underwood immersed me in

Silver Lake, with people from the church on the shore to wit-

ness the ordinance. I waded down into the water, where he

lowered me under and lifted me out in less than three

seconds. I waded ashore again and went into a little shanty

bathhouse to change into dry clothes.

Early in 1939, Woodrow came to me and said, “I think you

ought to be ordained. That would give you a standing in the

Baptist Association and be of great benefit to you in many

ways.”

Woodrow and I talked it over and prayed about it. We

agreed to get in touch with Cecil Underwood, who was still

pastor at Peniel Baptist Church near Palatka. Cecil was glad

to call together four or five neighboring pastors to form an

ordination council. On a Sunday in February after I preached

at one of the churches, we went to Peniel for the two o’clock

session.

The little white frame church, about four windows long,

was hot, and I was nervous. The handful of rural Southern

Baptist pastors took their responsibility seriously, and under



Cecil’s considerate direction commenced to question me in

a kindly way about my background and beliefs.

One brother took it on himself to probe a bit into my

theological views. After all, he must have reasoned, they

were dealing here with a youngster who only recently had

seen the light and converted from Presbyterian to Baptist. I

am afraid my patience ran short. “Brother,” I said, “you’ve

heard me preach around these parts, and you’ve seen how

the Lord has seen fit to bless. I’m not an expert on theology,

but you know what I believe and how I preach, and that

should be enough to satisfy you.”

He chuckled, along with the others, and reckoned it was

so. They approved me for ordination, and the service was

held that night in the Peniel church. Cecil presided, and

Woodrow preached the ordination sermon on the text, “Thou

therefore endure hardness, as a good soldier of Jesus Christ”

(2 Timothy 2:3, KJV).

I knelt on the little platform in front of a small

congregation and was encircled by a half-dozen country

preachers. I felt the light touch of their outstretched fingers

and calloused hands on my blond head and bony shoulders

as they prayed me into their distinguished fellowship. When

I stood up again, I was an ordained Southern Baptist

minister in the St. John’s River Association.

Being ordained meant lots of things. Now I had sanction to

perform weddings, conduct funerals, and officiate in church

activities not open to me before. Far more important,

though, by that simple act of ordination I was henceforth

“set apart” for the preaching of the Gospel. Ordination did

not elevate me to superiority over my fellow Christians who

sat in the pews and listened, even if I stood in a high pulpit.

On the contrary, it specially designated me to be their

servant, their shepherd, for Christ’s sake. It was meant to

nurture in me humility, not pride.

After another profitable schoolyear, the summer of 1939

brought me new and larger opportunities. I was promoted to



a two-week evangelistic series in Welaka Baptist Church,

surely the longest I would ever have been at one place.

Welaka was a fishing village on the St. John’s River, with a

reputation as a rough and tough place. Again the Lord was

generous in drawing nightly crowds, and several people

responded to the appeal to receive Christ. In the process, I

was developing the basics of my own preaching style and

my approach to giving the Invitation to come to Christ. For

all of these meetings in north Florida, I stayed in the home

of Cecil Underwood. While he was out working, painting

houses, I would walk the streets around his house practicing

my sermons and praying.

Then John Minder gave me an incredible opportunity. He

needed to spend some time away that summer and asked

me to be his summer replacement at the large Tampa

Gospel Tabernacle. For six weeks, I would have my own

church, preaching at all the regular services and carrying

out pastoral responsibilities.

The embarrassments of Bostwick and Belshazzar faded

into memory as I moved into the Tampa parsonage next

door to the church. The neighbors were largely Cuban

immigrants, most of them Roman Catholics in name if not in

practice. I visited faithfully in home after home, inviting

people to church. Surprisingly, many came, and listened,

and responded.

I went to the Tampa hospitals and prayed for the sick. I

held the hands of the dying and learned how much love and

compassion a pastor must have toward his people.

And I preached. And practiced. Every Saturday I went into

the empty sanctuary and rehearsed aloud the sermon I

would preach the next day. Sometimes I had an audience of

one, the janitor, who seemed to feel quite free to make

suggestions.

One night in the parsonage, I woke up suddenly. Someone

was breaking into the house. I was all alone, of course, and

tensely aware that someone was in the next room. In the



closet, I kept my old .22 rifle, left over from my hunting days

on the farm. I eased out of bed, got the gun, put a cartridge

in it, and shot it through the door into the ceiling of the next

room. That loud bang was followed almost instantly by the

bang of the back door as the intruder fled.

Apart from that, Dr. Minder found things pretty much in

one piece when he got back. To my amazement, he

appointed me to become his assistant pastor for the next

year, while I was completing my education.

I was vice president of the young people’s ministry for the

Christian and Missionary Alliance churches in the state of

Florida, and all the CMA churches had invited me, in that

role, to visit and speak to their young people. This had given

me many contacts all over Florida and southern Georgia. For

the balance of the summer, I did more preaching through

these contacts, including Dr. Watson’s huge church in St.

Petersburg. I went back to school for my final year, rejoicing

in the evidence that God’s call was valid.

Then came a blow, the kind that was most damaging to

the spirit of a young Christian. Dr. Watson was accused of

moral indiscretions—falsely accused, I was certain. He was a

man of God and one of my spiritual fathers. I did not believe

for one minute that the evidence supported the charges

against him. It was all circumstantial. Even the testimony of

the accusers was not unanimous. The chief accuser was an

employee of the school who himself had come under

suspicion on a separate matter and might have been

motivated by revenge. Dr. Minder and I were among the

majority who stood by Dr. Watson.

The whole affair seared my soul with sorrow, both for his

own pain and for the damage to the school. A few faculty

and maybe a fourth of the students left. The campus was

under a pall. As president of the senior class, I did what I

could—which was negligible—to improve morale. Dreadful

as the experience was, I was grateful that the dark cloud

passed over Florida Bible Institute while I was there. It was a



big learning experience for me in many ways, and it taught

me to be very careful myself.

In May 1940, I graduated from Florida Bible Institute. At

Class Night just before commencement that spring, one of

the girls, Vera Resue, read the traditional “prophecy”—a

passage that she had composed for the occasion: “Each

time God had a chosen human instrument to shine forth His

light in the darkness. Men like Luther, John and Charles

Wesley, Moody, and others were ordinary men, but men who

heard the voice of God. Their surrounding conditions were

as black as night, but they had God. ‘If God is for us, who

can be against us?’ (Romans 8:31). It has been said that

Luther revolutionized the world. It was not he, but Christ

working through him. The time is ripe for another Luther,

Wesley, Moody, ______. There is room for another name in

this list. There is a challenge facing us.”

I did not think my name was the one to be added to that

list, but I did know that I was a human instrument and that

God had chosen me to preach.

During that summer after graduation, classmate Ponzi

Pennington and I went north to York, Pennsylvania, where

pastor Ralph Boyer had invited me to preach in his church

for a week in July.

We did not dare drive that far in my decrepit 1931

Oldsmobile, whose tire blowouts, broken piston rods, and

exhausted spark plugs were enough to try the patience of

Job. So we left it in Charlotte and borrowed my father’s 1937

Plymouth.

The meetings in York went well. We were invited for one

week, and the series was extended for a second week. In

our room at the YMCA, I had to think up and pray through

more messages, since I had already preached all my

evangelistic sermons. There was a good response to the

Gospel, even though my heavy accent made it difficult for

some people to understand me. I tried speaking louder than

usual, but a few still did not get what I was saying. I wanted



to blame the poor communication on their spiritual

deafness, but it had to have been my dialect.

While in York, we drove up to New York and spent a day at

the World’s Fair. It was the first time I ever saw television.

They had a camera there, and as you walked by, you could

see yourself on a screen. We never thought it would amount

to anything, though. It seemed too incredible!

On our way back from York, on the Skyline Drive in

Virginia, a farmer in a pickup truck pulled out in front of us

without warning, forcing me off the road and into a ditch. He

towed us into Galax, where we waited six hours for the car

to be repaired. It took all my money, and as I was fishing the

bills out of my wallet, I heard faint echoes of my father

talking, telling me how many automobile mishaps I’d had

and how he’d had to come rescue me with the mules. When

I told him in person, however, he understood and mercifully

traded my old blue Oldsmobile in for a new car for himself;

the green Plymouth he gave to me.

As for me, the certainty about a call to preach motivated

me to desire further education. An accredited college of

liberal arts seemed to be the next step. I had a particular

one in mind because of two visitors to Temple Terrace in the

winter of my senior year.
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Northern Exposure
Wheaton College, the Tabernacle 1940–1943

 

While I was a student at Florida Bible Institute, a Chicago

attorney, Paul Fischer, stayed in the Institute’s hotel section

with a business friend, Elner Edman, and Mr. Edman’s

mother. Fischer’s brother Herman was chairman of the

board at Wheaton College, just west of Chicago, and

Edman’s brother Ray was a history professor and interim

president at the school. After hearing me preach, they

talked to me about getting further training at Wheaton

College.

I had heard of the school, of course, but Chicago and its

suburbs were in another world from the South. Would the

college even admit me from a Bible institute, and with the

kind of grades my high school transcript would show? Would

I ever survive in frigid Illinois?

Paul Fischer astonished me when he offered to pay my

tuition at Wheaton for the first year, and Elner Edman

volunteered to help with other expenses. As to being

admitted, I could hardly have had more influential

references. Things began to look hopeful.

Another force in my favor, which I really did not know

about at the time, was Mother’s prayers. Four years before,

she had heard Wheaton’s former president, Dr. James Oliver

Buswell, preach at a church in Charlotte. She was so

impressed that she prayed from then on that someday I

would go to Wheaton College. My parents also became

acquainted with Dr. Jim Graham, a former missionary to

China; he was then a professor of Bible at Wheaton.



With some misgivings and anxiety, I applied for admission

and was accepted. Thus it was that I drove to Wheaton in

September 1940 and began college. Many of my Florida

Bible Institute credits were not accepted; the few credits

that were accepted gave me second-semester freshman

rank.

Wheaton College had been founded in 1860 by a staunch

antislavery Congregationalist minister from New England,

Jonathan Blanchard. It was a fully accredited college of

liberal arts and sciences, with several substantial buildings

and a highly qualified faculty. Students, including the first

blacks I had ever gone to school with, came from Christian

homes in most of the forty-eight states and from many

foreign countries as well. The college had a strong four-year

Bible requirement, regardless of a student’s major, and that

was appealing to me.

Though it did not call itself fundamentalist, this venerable

institution at the time demanded rigid adherence to a code

of conduct that prohibited staff as well as students from

using tobacco or alcohol in any form, dancing, card playing,

or joining secret societies. The college also had scriptural

convictions, with a conservative theological statement of

faith that had been drafted in the mid-twenties. Trustees

and faculty had to sign it every year as a condition of

employment. All these requirements gave Wheaton a

reputation in the collegiate world of being rather narrow and

bluenose, but the integrity of instruction in all disciplines

was widely respected.

In the eighty years of its existence, only three men had

preceded V. Raymond Edman as president: the founder; his

son Charles Albert Blanchard; and a controversial

Presbyterian clergyman, James Oliver Buswell, who had

really put Wheaton on the academic map.

“Prexy” Edman won my heart at once. Crossing campus

one of my first days there, I was greeted by a person I did



not recognize. “Hi, Bill!” he said. “How’s everything in North

Carolina?”

I found out the next day he was the president of the

college. Perhaps his brother had told him about me after his

visit to Temple Terrace, but I was still amazed that he knew

my first name and what I looked like.

On Wheaton’s elm-shaded suburban campus twenty-five

miles due west of Chicago’s downtown Loop, I felt like a

hick. Born and bred on a farm in the South, I doubted there

was anybody in the entering class as green as I was. In the

first six weeks, missing the old friends in sunny Florida and

the recent exhilaration of preaching, I was so miserable that

I began to wonder if I had made a mistake.

The only student I knew when I first arrived at Wheaton

was Howard Van Buren, who had been a neighbor of ours in

Charlotte. He was a year or two ahead of me, a brilliant

student who later became a noted heart surgeon.

At twenty-one years of age, I was older than most of my

classmates, which did not help my self-image. I was sure

they were staring at my Li’l Abner appearance, what with

out-of-style clothes and brogan shoes. I decided to do

something about it. One day, tagging along with some other

students, I went to Chicago’s Maxwell Street, a kind of open-

air flea market. On Monday mornings, if you were the first

there and a sharp bargainer, you could talk the merchants

down to about a third of the asking price. For $4.95 I bought

a beautiful turquoise tweed suit and wore it proudly to a

football game in October. Then it started to rain. The pants

legs shrank up my ankles, and the seat of the pants became

so tight that I burst the seam. I couldn’t get home fast

enough!

When I talked at my customary rapid clip, people looked at

me curiously, as if my heavily accented drawl were a foreign

language. At six-foot-two, I was too tall to fade into the

background. When I went out for the wrestling team,

probably at about the 160-pound class, I looked like a



python on the mat. Two defeats in intercollegiate matches

ended that career. As colder weather came, I went along

with my new friends and tried to learn to ice-skate on the

frozen lagoon in North Side Park. Unable to keep my ankles

straight, I gave up after a number of falls.

I declared a major in anthropology, a subject I had barely

heard of before. Why did I not major in Bible or public

speaking, since I was committed to being a preacher? There

were three good reasons.

First, with such a full Bible background at Florida Bible

Insti-tute, I was able to take a validation exam and transfer

several hours of Bible credits. With that background, I now

wanted to get as broad a liberal arts education as I could

before going on to seminary for a professional degree. My

choice of courses at Wheaton reflected this, ranging from

classical Greek to economics to geology.

Second, I considered the remote possibility that I might

end up on the mission field. Anthropology would give me

empathy for people in social settings different from my own

and an understanding of social customs and primitive

religions. A focus on anthropology would give me a liberal

arts education in the best sense, obliterating any

condescending notions I might have toward people from

backgrounds other than my own. (There was one more

reason I took anthropology. I was told it was an easy course

and that the professor could not always read the students’

writing on the tests!)

Third, Alexander Grigolia. The head of the college’s new

anthropology department was popular among the students.

“Don’t leave Wheaton without a course in Grigolia” became

a favorite saying. Short and rotund, with flashing dark eyes

and an accent that hinted at his Russian birth, he had

received one Ph.D. in Germany and another at the

University of Pennsylvania; he had a medical degree tucked

in there somewhere too. In a corner of his crowded little

office, ever watchful, stood his faithful colleague Josephine,



with whom I was quick to make acquaintance; she was a

full-sized human skeleton.

Dr. Grigolia ardently convinced us that the origins of the

human race were not up from the ape but down from the

hand of God, as Genesis recorded. His humorous mistakes in

the King’s English were a continuous source of merriment.

Once when he was at the blackboard and a couple of

students were whispering to each other, he said, without

turning around, “Would someone please pipe down him?”

As for my initial homesickness, the Lane family soon came

to my rescue. Dr. Mortimer B. Lane taught courses in

government and economics at the college. Before that,

when he was in government service, he and his wife and

their seven children lived in Switzerland. Quite well-off, they

entertained students in their large, comfortable Victorian

home near the campus. They welcomed me as one of their

own. Early on Sunday mornings, as Plymouth Brethren, they

hosted a small local assembly in their house. I began to

attend that quiet communion service with students from

other churches.

One of the few students on campus to have a car of his

own, I was soon drafted by the Student Christian Council,

which sent student Gospel teams out to churches and

missions on weekends. They assigned me to go with a

singing quartet and preach at a church at Terre Haute in

southern Indiana. I leaped at the chance to give my first

sermon since arriving at Wheaton.

The quartet must have liked what they heard. Their report

back to the council director opened a flood of requests for

me to speak here and there. Lest my dismal academic

history repeat itself, I turned down most of the invitations,

at least at first. I had pledged myself to give priority to

studies, and my 87 percent average at the end of the first

semester proved that it had paid off.

Downtown, about a mile from the school, a church met on

Sundays in the Masonic Lodge hall on Wesley Street. Dr.



Edman had preached there when he was teaching history at

the college; but when he was named president in 1940, he

discontinued his ministry with the United Gospel Tabernacle,

known locally as “The Tab” or “The Tabernacle.” The

congregation was filling in with studentsupply preachers,

and I was invited to speak one Sunday. The $15 honorarium

they gave me was generous and much appreciated.

Repeat invitations to the Tab followed. In their Sunday

crowd of 300, packing that hall to capacity, were business

and professional people, college students, and (most

intimidating of all) professors—men such as philosopher

Gordon Clark, biologist Russell Mixter, and scientist Roger

Voskuyl, who would work on the Manhattan Project.

In the summer of 1941, the Tab called me to be their

regular pastor when I returned to college in the fall. Dr.

Edman, who by then had become my friend and counselor,

advised me to think it through carefully. After much prayer, I

decided to accept the position.

After my first year at Wheaton, I returned to Charlotte,

where I was honored by the home folks with an invitation to

preach for a week of meetings at the Sharon Presbyterian

Church. I was nervous at first. It surely was another case

where dependence on the Lord was my only hope. And it

was another case where He proved Himself faithful beyond

imagination. Good crowds turned out for the services, they

listened respectfully, and a number of people made

commitments to Christ that week.

When I returned to Wheaton for the fall semester, I

tackled my pastorate at the Tab with enthusiasm. I had to

prepare and preach two sermons every week and lead a

prayer meeting on Wednesday nights. What I lacked in

content I made up in volume.

My responsibilities at the Tab did, however, turn out to be

detrimental to my studies. To do more preaching, I had to do

less studying, and the dilemma really developed there. I

missed a great deal in the classroom.



On Sunday evening, December 7, 1941, someone told me

that Pearl Harbor had been attacked. I had no idea where

Pearl Harbor was—I had never heard of it. Then, on my way

from the Tab back to my room, I heard from a newsboy

hawking a special edition of the Chicago Tribune that the

United States was at war with Japan.

I got into my car and drove over to the Lane house.

Students and friends who gathered there on Sundays were

usually up on all the latest happenings in the world. As I

entered the front door, Howard Van Buren met me and told

me the grim story of Japan’s surprise attack on our naval

base.

The next morning, Dr. Edman called the whole student

body together for a special chapel service. Prexy had been a

soldier in the trenches in World War I. He knew, as General

Sherman had said, that war was hell; he also knew that

some of his students would die before it was over.

My first thought was to volunteer. Not that I felt I would

make a good fighting man. Indeed, as a cadet in the Army

training program on campus, I had nearly cut one fellow’s

head off with my bayonet when I made a sudden wrong turn

during a drill. But, as an ordained Baptist minister, I knew

there had to be a place in the Chaplains’ Corps for a person

like me.

I wrote immediately to the War Department to ask about

the possibility of becoming a chaplain. They said I would

have to finish college and then take a seminary course.

In the next three semesters, schoolwork took on a new

seriousness, and the pastoral ministry to members of the

Tab’s congregation deepened along with the preaching. Life

and death were not abstractions to us anymore, and the

Wheaton township of seven thousand shared with the rest

of the nation the anxiety and pain and grief of war.

Yes, Wheaton was both a spiritual and an intellectual

turning point in my life. It also became a turning point in

another significant way.



Part Two

1943–1949
A Ministry Begins
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Ruth
Courtship and Marriage, Pastorate at Western Springs, Youth for Christ

 

“Saturday nights I dedicate to prayer and study, in

preparation for the Lord’s day.”

What kind of a romance could a college man have with a

woman who said a thing like that? Dating Ruth Bell had to

be creative. And I did my best. For example, on one

occasion we took a long walk in the countryside surrounding

Wheaton to a graveyard, where we read tombstone

epitaphs! It was a far cry from careening through Charlotte

in a jalopy.

Ruth, born in China, had spent her first seventeen years in

Asia. Her father, Dr. L. Nelson Bell, was a medical missionary

in the eastern Chinese province of Northern Kiangsu, and

her family lived in the hospital compound. Theirs was a hard

existence, and certainly not a sheltered one. She

remembers it as a happy, interesting childhood with strict

but loving parents, among happy Christians, both fellow

missionaries and Christian Chinese friends and helpers. But

they were all exposed to everything from monsoons,

sandstorms, and epidemics to bandit attacks and civil war.

For high school, Ruth went to the Foreign School in

Pyongyang, Korea (now North Korea).

In more ways than one, she was one of the belles of

Wheaton campus. This I learned during my first term from a

fellow I met at the Lane home, Johnny Streater. To pay his

way through college, Johnny ran his own trucking service.

For a price, he would haul anything in his little yellow

pickup. I gladly accepted his offer of work at 50¢ an hour



and spent many afternoons at hard labor, moving furniture

and other items around the western Chicago suburbs.

Johnny was a little older than I and had been in the Navy

before coming to Wheaton. He had a vision for the mission

field and felt that God had called him to serve in China,

where he intended to go as soon as he graduated. He told

me about a girl in the junior class—one of the most beautiful

and dedicated Christian girls he had ever met. Sounded like

my type. I paid attention.

One day we were hanging around in our sweaty work

clothes in front of Williston Hall, the girls’ dorm, getting

ready to haul some furniture for a lady in Glen Ellyn, the

next town over, when Johnny let out a whoop. “Billy, here’s

the girl I was telling you about,” he said. “It’s Ruth Bell.”

I straightened up, and there she was. Standing there,

looking right at me, was a slender, hazel-eyed movie starlet!

I said something polite, but I was flustered and

embarrassed. It took me a month to muster the courage to

ask her out for a date.

The Christmas holidays were fast approaching, and the

combined glee clubs were presenting Handel’s Messiah. One

day in the library in Blanchard Hall, I saw Ruth studying at

one of the long tables. Johnny Streater and Howard Van

Buren urged me to make my pitch to her right there. The

expression of the librarian at the desk turned to a frown as

we whispered among ourselves. Undaunted, I sauntered

nonchalantly across to Ruth and scribbled my proposal for a

date to the concert. To my surprise and delight, she agreed

to go.

That Sunday afternoon was cold and snowy. With Ruth Bell

sitting beside me in Pierce Chapel, I did not pay much

attention to the music. Afterward we walked over to the

Lane house for a cup of tea, and we had a chance to talk. I

just could not believe that anyone could be so spiritual and

so beautiful at one and the same time.



Ruth went back to her room (she told me later), got on her

knees, and told the Lord that if she could spend the rest of

her life serving Him with me, she would consider it the

greatest privilege imaginable. So why did she make it so

hard for me to get her to say yes out loud?

If I had not been smitten with love at the first sight of Ruth

Bell, I would certainly have been the exception. Many of the

men at Wheaton thought she was stunning. Petite,

vivacious, smart, talented, witty, stylish, amiable, and

unattached. What more could a fellow ask for?

Add to that the fact that her Virginia-based parents and

their missionary companions were all in China under the

auspices of the Southern Presbyterian denomination. Not

the Associated Reformed Presbyterian Church I had grown

up in, but close enough.

“Billy, hold your horses!” I fell so head-over-heels in love

with her that Johnny had to caution me. “You’re going too

fast.”

And there was one minor problem that kept coming up.

She wanted me to go with her as a missionary to Tibet! My

mind was not closed to such a possibility. Not completely.

After all, I had chosen to major in anthropology with just

such a contingency in mind. But missionary work was a lot

more comfortable to consider in the global abstract than in

the Tibetan concrete.

In that list of good adjectives I just assigned to Ruth, I

omitted one: determined.

She felt that God had called her to be a missionary to the

remote borders of Tibet just as strongly as I felt that He had

called me to preach the Gospel. In my case, though, there

was not a geographical stipulation.

Ruth was deeply impressed by the life of Amy Carmichael,

that single—and indeed singular—woman whom God had

called to devote herself utterly to the children of Dohnavur,

in southern India.



She reinforced her case by telling me about Mildred Cable,

who had rejected the young man she loved because

marriage to him would have cut across her call from God to

do pioneer work in China.

Two things I felt sure of: first, that Ruth was bound to get

married someday; and second, that I was the man she

would marry. Beyond that, I did not try to pressure her or

persuade her—that is to say, not overly much. I let God do

my courting for me.

But as the months went by, I asked her to at least

consider me. It would not have been right to let her assume

that what seemed to be my heroic understanding of her

concerns was a lack of interest or expectation on my part.

We had lots of discussions about our relationship. I wouldn’t

call them arguments exactly, but we certainly did not see

eye to eye.

In the meantime, Ruth enjoyed the social life at Wheaton,

as I did, with many friends. One day she went canoeing on

the Fox River in St. Charles, about ten miles west of

Wheaton, with classmates Harold Lindsell, Carl Henry, and

Carl’s fiancée, Helga. Somehow the canoe capsized, and

Ruth went under. Since both men were staunch Baptists, I

suspected them of wanting to immerse the pretty

Presbyterian missionary kid from China!

Because I was already an ordained Baptist minister, our

divided denominational allegiance was another topic of

conversation between us. Ruth stuck to her convictions.

“We’ve both got such strong wills or minds or something, I

almost despaired of ever having things go peacefully

between us,” she wrote to her parents, “but I wouldn’t want

him any other way, and I can’t be any other way. But you

know, it’s remarkable how two strong minds (or wills) like

that can gradually begin to sort of fuse together. Or maybe

we’re learning to give in and don’t realize it.”

I was making some adjustments, certainly. At the Lane

house one evening, I was so busy talking at the supper table



that I ate three helpings of macaroni and cheese before I

woke up to the fact that I had told Ruth I hated macaroni

and cheese. That incident encouraged her to hope she could

feed me anything and get away with it!

One Sunday evening after church, I walked into the parlor

of the Gerstung home, where I was rooming, and collapsed

into a chair. That dear professor of German and his wife,

with three young boys of their own, were getting

accustomed to my moods and always listened patiently. This

time I bemoaned the fact that I did not stand a chance with

Ruth. She was so superior to me in culture and poise. She

did not talk as much as I did, so she seemed superior in her

intelligence too. “The reason I like Ruth so much,” I wrote

home to Mother, “is that she looks and reminds me of you.”

By now I had directly proposed marriage to Ruth, and she

was struggling with her decision. At the same time, she

encouraged me to keep an open mind about the alternative

of my going to the mission field. She was coming to realize,

though, that the Lord was not calling me in that direction.

One day I posed a question to Ruth point-blank: “Do you

believe that God brought us together?”

She thought so, without question.

“In that case,” I said, “God will lead me, and you’ll do the

following.”

She did not say yes to my proposal right then and there,

but I knew she was thinking it over.

A test of our bond came when her sister Rosa was

diagnosed as having tuberculosis. Ruth dropped out of

school in the middle of my second semester to care for her.

Rosa was placed in a hospital in New Mexico, and Ruth

stayed with her the next fall too.

That summer I returned home and preached in several

churches in the South. Ruth’s parents had returned from

China on a furlough—actually, the Japanese had invaded the

mainland, so the Bells were not sure if they could ever



return—and had settled temporarily in Virginia, their home

state.

While I was in Florida, preaching in Dr. Minder’s church, I

got a thick letter from Ruth postmarked July 6, 1941. One of

the first sentences made me ecstatic, and I took off running.

“I’ll marry you,” she wrote.

When I went back to my room, I read that letter over and

over until church time. On page after page, Ruth explained

how the Lord had worked in her heart and said she felt He

wanted her to marry me. That night I got up to the pulpit

and preached. When I finished and sat down, the pastor

turned to me.

“Do you know what you just said?” he asked.

“No,” I confessed.

“I’m not sure the people did either!”

After I went to bed, I switched my little lamp on and off all

night, rereading that letter probably another dozen times.

At the close of a preaching series just after that at Sharon

Presbyterian Church in Charlotte, those dear people gave

me, as I recall, an offering of $165. I raced right out and

spent almost all of it on an engagement ring with a diamond

so big you could almost see it with a magnifying glass! I

showed it off at home, announcing that I planned to present

it to Ruth over in Montreat in the middle of the day. But

daytime was not romantic enough, I was told.

Ruth was staying part of that summer at the cottage of

Buck Currie and his wife, whom she called uncle and aunt,

and their niece Gay. Buck was the brother of Ed Currie, one

of Ruth’s father’s fellow missionaries in China. Their house

on Cragmont Road in Black Mountain was built near a

stream and had swings that went out over the water.

As I turned off the main road and drove toward the house,

which was some distance off, I saw a strange creature

walking down the road. She had long, straight hair sticking

out all over, an awful-looking faded dress, bare feet, and

what looked to be very few teeth. I passed her by, but when



I suddenly realized it was Ruth playing a trick on me—her

teeth blacked out so that she looked toothless—I slammed

on the brakes. She got in and we went on to the Currie

house deep in the woods.

I had the ring with me.

We went up to what is now the Blue Ridge Parkway. The

sun was sinking on one side of us and the moon rising on

the other. I kissed Ruth on the lips for the first time. I

thought it was romantic, but she thought, or so she told me

later, that I was going to swallow her.

“I can’t wear the ring until I get permission from my

parents,” she said apologetically.

They were away, so she sent them a telegram: “Bill has

offered me a ring. May I wear it?”

“Yes,” they wired back, “if it fits.”

Later in that summer of 1941, Ruth decided to visit her

parents. She took a train to Waynesboro, Virginia, where I

was to join her. I had to go, of course, to meet them. No, to

do more than that—to pass inspection. I drove my Plymouth

from Charlotte through North Carolina, stopping on the way

to give a brief message on a Christian radio station. About

five miles out of Waynesboro, I stopped and changed into a

suit and tie. I finally found the small brick house; and when I

pulled up, Ruth rushed out to greet me. She had expected

me to hug and kiss her, but I was so nervous about meeting

her parents that I froze.

Dr. and Mrs. Bell came out right behind her. That night we

all had dinner together with Dr. Bell’s mother. I enjoyed it,

though I was still tense. Dr. Bell had booked a room for me

at the General Wayne Hotel, and I was surprised (and

relieved) in the morning to find that the $3 room charge had

been paid.

When I went to visit Ruth later in the morning, Dr. Bell

asked if we would like to follow him and Mrs. Bell to

Washington, D.C., where he had several appointments. We

did, and we enjoyed a memorable walk down by the



Potomac River. Only later did I learn that he had gone to

warn the State Department about the danger of the

Japanese and their increasing military power. Dr. Bell said he

could not get anyone in Washington to take him seriously,

though—except Congressman Walter Judd, who himself had

been a missionary to China.

Ruth was the woman of my dreams, but the delightful in-

laws I would gain in the process would make our eventual

marriage all the better.

Our relationship deepened in the next year. I was

studying, working on the truck with Johnny Streater, and

preaching regularly at the Tab. I began to listen to Torrey

Johnson’s Midwest Bible Hour on Sunday afternoons at five

o’clock, and to Songs in the Night, a forty-five-minute

program on WCFL, Chicago’s most powerful radio station, on

Sunday nights.

During this time, after Rosa got better and Ruth returned

to Wheaton, there came into Ruth’s mind a serious doubt

about me, centered on my uncertainty about my calling (if

any) to the mission field. She even reached the point of

feeling that we ought to quit dating and not see each other

for a while. I said I would appreciate having the ring back, in

that case. She could not accept that, though. She was

emotional about the ring and would not give it back to me.

And that was the end of her doubt.

But we did not move ahead with any haste. Although we

were engaged, we felt that it was right for us not to get

married until after our graduation.

During the next academic year, 1941–42, I changed where

I lived, now rooming with Ken Hansen and Lloyd Fesmire.

Ruth roomed with Helen Stam. Lloyd and I both admired the

other’s girl greatly, and Helen would later become Lloyd’s

wife.

The early months of 1943 found Ruth making trips to Oak

Park or to the downtown Chicago Loop to shop for her

trousseau. I could not get all that excited about the



shopping, but when her folks offered to give us silver

tableware as a wedding gift, I decided to go along with her

to Peacock’s Jewelry. And it was a good thing too. The

pattern she chose had knives and forks in two sizes, and I

talked her into getting one of each in the super size for me

to use; they cost 20¢ extra.

In addition to Ruth’s shopping and finishing up her senior

year at college (with an earnest plea to her parents to pray

that she would pass the comprehensive exams in the

spring), she joined me on Sunday mornings, first at the Lane

home for a Plymouth Brethren meeting, then later at the

Tab, where I preached.

But I too had schoolwork to finish, and I think she was

exasperated by the fact that I was on the road so often.

After telling her folks about my coming itinerary in Flint,

Michigan; Rockford, Illinois; and then “Wisconsin or

Pennsylvania or somewhere,” she wrote, “I can’t keep

control of him much less keep track of him.”

Already she sensed what kind of future we faced together.

“I’m a rotten sport when it comes to his leaving. It’s no fun. I

never thought about this side of it. What is it going to be like

after we’re married? I probably won’t see as much of him

then, as I do now. ”

Something loomed immediately ahead, though, that made

Ruth and me both expect me to stay put a little more.

One day a big Lincoln Continental pulled up in front of the

house where I was rooming. Out of it popped a young man

who bounded up the steps and asked to see me. He turned

out to be president of Hitchcock Publishing Company in

Chicago and treasurer of the National Gideon Association,

the group that distributed Bibles to hotels.

His name was Bob Van Kampen, and he wanted to sound

me out about becoming pastor of the church where he was

a deacon, Western Springs Baptist Church, about twenty

miles southeast of Wheaton. Since my work at the Tab had



been an extracurricular, part-time thing, I felt ready to

consider a change.

In January 1943, midway through my senior year, I began

to feel the responsibility of supporting a wife. I was also

attracted by the proximity of the University of Chicago, with

its strong anthropology department offering advanced-study

opportunities. Hence, I accepted the call to Western Springs;

I had already preached there as a student, and I could begin

work there after college commencement. In my enthusiasm,

however, I forgot to consult my bride-to-be! She let me

know in no uncertain terms that she did not appreciate such

insensitivity. And I could not blame her.

Both Ruth and I felt sure the pastorate would be a

temporary thing. For me, it was a possible stepping-stone to

qualifying for the Army chaplaincy. I made this priority clear

to the church in Western Springs, and they accepted the

condition. They even gave me the freedom to travel

occasionally to evangelistic meetings. In the next months, I

preached there several times, and Ruth was introduced to

people as “our pastor’s future wife.” She had her own

reasons for viewing the placement as temporary—“since

we’re planning on going to the mission field as soon as we

can,” she wrote home. For that reason, we asked the church

to find us a furnished apartment so that we would not get

encumbered with a lot of possessions.

In June 1943, Ruth and I graduated from Wheaton College

in the same class. (Although she was a junior when I

entered as a second-semester freshman, we ended up

graduating in the same class. She fell behind because of the

time she took out for Rosa’s illness, while I advanced

because the school later transferred some additional credits

from Florida Bible Institute.) During the ceremony, she sat in

front of me. When she received her diploma, I laughingly

whispered, “At long last!” She turned around, and I could

see that she was not amused. Even so, she made a cute

little face at me.



Ruth’s parents had moved from Virginia to a house on the

Presbyterian conference grounds at Montreat, North

Carolina, just east of Asheville. We were married there in

August, on the night of Friday the thirteenth, with a full

moon in the sky. In Gaither Chapel at eight-thirty in the

evening, amid candles and clematis, my be-loved Florida

mentor, Dr. John Minder, pronounced us husband and wife.

Dr. Kerr Taylor, close friend of the Bells and former

missionary to China, assisted him in the ceremony. Sophie

Graham (no relation), a missionary from Haichow, China,

played the piano and accompanied Roy Gustafson in two

solos before the ceremony. Andrew Yang from Chinkiang,

China, sang two solos during the service. All the details took

up two columns on the social-news page of the Asheville

paper; that was because Dr. Bell was well known in the area.

It was the most memorable day of my life.

For a wedding present, my father had already given me

$50. I had $25 of my own saved up. That meant I had $75 to

pay for a honeymoon and get us back to Chicago.

The first night we went to the Battery Park Hotel in

Asheville; that cost us $5 for the night. I had wanted Ruth to

have the best, but the Grove Park Inn would have cost $20. I

couldn’t sleep in the bed, so after Ruth fell asleep, I got up

quietly, lay down on the floor, and dropped right off. (I had

suffered from insomnia all through school, and Chief

Whitefeather, who had come through town once and given

his Christian testimony, had suggested that I sleep on the

floor. He promised that though it would take a couple of

weeks to get used to, it would help my problem, and he was

right.) The next morning, when Ruth woke up, I was gone . .

. or at least appeared to be gone. It took a few minutes for

her to find me on the floor, sleeping like a baby.

We then drove to Boone, where we went to a private home

that let out rooms; ours cost $1. To get to the bathroom at

night, we had to go through two other rooms where people



were sleeping. At the end of our stay, Ruth confided in the

lady of the house that we were on our honeymoon.

“Yes, I know,” she said. “I’ve been sweeping up the rice

every day.”

We ate out at little sandwich places and played golf. Ruth

knew nothing about the game, and I knew little more, in

spite of the caddying I had done in Florida. There were many

people behind us on the course each time, and we did not

know we were supposed to let them play through.

One time we decided to splurge. We ate a meal at

Mayview Manor, the place to eat in town. Lunch was $3. My

money was going fast. But we decided, just for one night, to

spend $2 at the Boone Hotel.

Then we went back to my family’s home in Charlotte, but

there was no room for us. My sister Catherine was getting

married; Jean had a room, and so did Melvin. So we slept on

the floor in what my mother called her sunroom.

Our trip back to Chicago, after our brief honeymoon in the

Blue Ridge Mountains near home, was uneventful. “Hit two

starlings, that was all,” Ruth recorded. “Everything else we

ran over had already been run over before.” Like most

travelers in those days, we had along a trusty thermos

bottle filled with Dr. Pepper and crushed ice, plus a supply of

cheese and crackers and raisin wafers.

We stopped at a hotel in Indianapolis and got a small, dirty

room. After the maid changed the soiled bed linens, we still

had to scrub the ring out of the tub ourselves. Then, in the

dimly lighted and thickly carpeted restaurant downstairs,

the host would not admit me without my jacket (packed in

the car) or Ruth with her pigtails. We were as disgusted as

could be at the management, and as happy as could be with

each other!

When we arrived at 214 South Clay Street, Hinsdale, Illi-

nois—the furnished apartment found for us by someone at

Western Springs—our landlady, Mrs. Pantke, had our four

upstairs rooms tidy, with a welcoming bouquet of flowers



from her own garden. We unloaded the car and stowed

everything away in less than an hour, including more than

two bushels of canned goods that the church people had

brought in. Ruth served us supper using all her lace, china,

crystal, and silver. Then I did dishes while she rushed

through a bath and pressed her travel suit so that we could

get to the church in time for our reception.

The small group in the Western Springs church—fewer

than a hundred members—had been able to construct only

the basement of what they hoped someday would become a

church building. It was not a very impressive place to meet.

Ruth thought of it, in those war days, as an air-raid shelter.

But the congregation really put themselves out to make us

feel welcome. After hearing various speeches, we were

handed an envelope with a gift of $48 in it. In addition, Ruth

received two dozen red roses and I was presented with a

huge bouquet made out of fresh vegetables. They even had

a wedding cake for us to cut.

The aftermath was anything but romantic. Soon Ruth

came down with a sore throat and a 101-degree fever. I

nursed her as well as I could, cooking my own meals and

eating them on the floor in the bedroom so I could be near

her. Her temperature was higher the next day. I put her in

the Seventh Day Adventist hospital because I had to go out

of town for the week; it was for a speaking engagement in

Ohio substituting for Dr. Edman that I felt I had to take. She

recovered quickly and was discharged. By the time I got

home at seven on Friday morning, she had the apartment

straightened up from my mess.

As newlyweds in a first pastorate, Ruth and I were pretty

typical lovebirds, I guess. We took hikes in the sunshine and

in the rain, especially enjoying the arboretum nearby. On

rare occasions, I went golfing and Ruth caddied for me. It

was a major excursion to go into Chicago to see movies at

Telenews, an all-newsreel theater on North State Street.



On the spur of the moment late one Monday, which was

my day off, I took Ruth out for supper at a restaurant in La

Grange. I was wearing my battered Li’l Abner brogans, and

Ruth was in her loafers and sport coat. While we waited for

an empty table, a lot of the people pouring in—and quite a

crowd it was—stopped and shook hands with us, saying how

glad they were to see us there. Then it dawned on me that

there was a youth banquet upstairs at which I had been

invited to speak—an invitation that I had declined. We

ducked out in a hurry.

Our old car was in bad shape and needed about $100

worth of repairs. But I got a good trade-in allowance from a

local dealer on a 1942 maroon Pontiac. Our budget was

given a big break by the fact that the church paid the $55 in

monthly rent directly to the Pantkes. That meant that by law

our dwelling was considered a church parsonage; therefore,

the money paid toward rent wasn’t chargeable to us for

income tax purposes. That kept our total income so low that

we did not even have to file a return. Ruth thought that put

us in a class with tramps, but we were the happier for it.

We lived in downtown Hinsdale, a block or two from the

Burlington railroad tracks. We enjoyed hamburgers and

Cokes when we stepped out for a newspaper, and hot

gingerbread and Postum when we stayed in. Sometimes we

listened to a murder mystery or Henry Aldrich or Truth or

Consequences on the radio while we ate supper by

candlelight. While I studied, Ruth looked up sermon

illustrations for me in old Reader’s Digest magazines.

I needed to do a lot of studying, as well as work on my

sermons. I was still blithely mixing my metaphors, as in this

letter I once wrote to Ruth’s parents after we returned from

vacationing down South: “Things were so piled up here in

my absence that I have had quite a time catching up, but at

last I can see daylight. It was hard to come back from a

month of do-nothing and get down to brass tacks, but I am

again in the rut.”



I had addressed them fondly for the first time as Mother

and Dad in that letter; for the rest of his life, though, I

generally referred to my father-in-law as Dr. Bell.

Occasionally Ruth’s sense of humor landed us in hot

water, even with her parents. One day she sent one of her

regular postcards home to her folks in North Carolina,

keeping them informed on developments with the

newlyweds. It was postmarked October 26, 1943, about ten

weeks into our marriage. At the very bottom and squeezed

up along the left side, she penned an apparent afterthought:

“Guess what? Bill and I are going to have an addition to our

family. He’s not so enthusiastic. Says it will be too much

trouble, but I think it will be fun. More later. Adoringly,

Ruth.”

The rejoicing in the Bell household down South

immediately prompted her doctor father to send us by

return mail a glowing letter of congratulations—a classic of

paternal pride, love, and fatherly advice. What second

thoughts they might have had about their son-in-law, I could

not imagine, but Dr. Bell assured us of their prayers.

For the three of us. For Ruth. For me. And for “Junior,” the

name Ruth gave the alley cat we had just adopted!

Instantly remorseful over her little joke, Ruth followed up

the postcard the next day with a letter of explanation. It

crossed her father’s in the mail. The damage was done.

I did not let her off easily. “Now they will never believe

you,” I scolded her. “You’ve forfeited the privilege of ever

getting another letter like that from your father when the

real thing comes!”

She promised her folks that the next time she announced

an addition to the family, it would not have whiskers and a

long tail.

I rubbed it in. “Just think of your mother and daddy

praying for a cat!”

Things could only get better after that.



In spite of my rough edges, the church people could not

have been nicer to us. Attendance began to grow steadily,

getting into the 90s by October and passing 100 two

months later—about double the previous average.

It was still a basement church with high windows that we

could not see out of. In the winter, visibility was obscured

because of snow; in the summer, the weeds interfered. The

“sort of junky” building, as Ruth described it, was

redecorated free of charge by a member who was in the

business, and the building committee met constantly to

discuss completion plans. I preached twice on Sundays and

attended youth meetings in members’ homes after the

evening service. In addition to a midweek prayer meeting,

Ruth and I both taught Child Evangelism classes on

Wednesday afternoons. She went with me on many pastoral

calls.

One day, as I was driving down the street, a man driving

in the opposite direction pulled up next to me.

“You’re Billy Graham?” he asked.

“Yes, sir.”

“I’m Torrey Johnson,” he said by way of introduction.

“Oh, yes,” I responded enthusiastically. “I’ve heard you

lots of times on the radio.”

“I’d like to talk with you,” he said.

“Certainly, any time,” I agreed.

He called on the phone a little later. “I’ve got too many

things on my plate, with a large, growing church and my

main radio program on Sunday afternoon,” he said. “I have

another radio program called Songs in the Night, and I’d like

to give that to you. I’ve prayed about it and thought about

it, and I think you’re the one who should have it.”

I said I would think and pray about it too, and I would have

a talk with the deacons at my church.

“Okay,” he said, “call me when you’ve made a decision.”

So I took it to the deacons at the church. It would cost

$150 a week for the radio time on WCFL in Chicago, a



station heard in the Midwest and into the South and East. A

big decision! Little did I realize that it was one of the turning

points of my life.

Ruth did not like the idea at first. Ministry at the Village

Church—I had suggested the change of name from Western

Springs Baptist Church because there were mainly

Lutherans and Congregationalists (but very few Baptists) in

the surrounding area—already was demanding more than

enough of my time and strength. She figured I would be in

the Army chaplaincy before long, and right after the war we

would be on the mission field.

Initially, the church board rejected the idea due to lack of

money. But when the needs for financing and staffing were

provided, God’s answer seemed clear to go ahead. Bob Van

Kampen agreed to provide the start-up funding. The quartet

from the Wheaton College women’s glee club who had sung

with me from time to time agreed to come on Sunday nights

and sing for the live forty-five-minute program.

The first thing I wanted to do was to get a marquee name

on the program. It was unlikely that listeners would have

heard of our church, or of me. But what about George

Beverly Shea, the handsome bass baritone who at that time

was a staff announcer at the Moody Bible Institute’s station,

WMBI?

In my bold fashion, I headed to Moody and went to the

radio station office located on the top floor of the main

building. There I asked for Mr. Shea. I could see him through

the glass door of his office, but a secretary said he was busy

in a meeting. Well, I did not want to waste a trip to Chicago,

and I believed as much in the importance of his being on

our program as I did in the Fuller brushes I had sold not so

many years before. So I waited until I saw his door open for

a moment, and then I brushed past his secretary.

“Mr. Shea,” I said, “I’m sorry to intrude, but I just have a

quick proposal for you.”

“Yes?”



“My name is Billy Graham, and I’m pastor of the Village

Church in Western Springs.”

“I’ve heard of you,” he offered.

“Torrey Johnson has asked us to take over his Sunday

night radio show,” I said, too frightened to be flattered by

Shea’s recognition of my name, “and I’m convinced that the

program would be most successful if you’d agree to appear

on it.”

“Well, I don’t know . . .”

I plunged on, outlining how I saw his singing fitting into

the forty-five-minute program. I think he agreed to give it a

try only because he could see that that was the only way he

was going to get rid of me.

We did not have a typewriter, let alone a secretary, so

Ruth helped me write the scripts. The program consisted of

vignettes about three minutes long, in which the preacher

would say a few things, and then there was a song. I

preached for the radio program for the first time in early

December, and several weeks later, following our Sunday

evening service, we started broadcasting live from our

basement church in Western Springs. We signed on with the

program’s same theme song, “Songs in the Night,” inspired

by Job 35:10, with lyrics by George Graves and music by

Wendell P. Loveless.

Our church, which sat only 125 at the most, was filled for

the first broadcast. Very few people except our own

congregation knew that Bev Shea would be there. But one

visitor was an emotionally troubled woman who had been

following him around obsessively for some months. He was

embarrassed by all her attention. At the end of the program,

Bev whispered to me and asked if I could sneak him out.

I knew of an exit through the furnace room in back. We

had to balance our way across a single plank in the dark to

make our way through. Bev fell off, but he made his escape.

I built my radio talks around the events of the day.

Keeping up with current events through newspapers and



radio news programs, I began each message with a

reference to something people would have been hearing

and talking about that very day. Then I moved into a biblical

message, showing that God and the Scriptures are relevant

to every problem.

That first broadcast really put our church on the map.

People started piling into our little building on Sunday nights

to watch the show, and we got letters from listeners all over

the Midwest. The Chicago Tribune sent a reporter out to

write a story about our radio ministry. My filling station

attendant in Hinsdale gave me $1 to support the program. A

poor woman sent us 10¢. A carload of people listening as

they rode took up a collection for us on the spot. When I

went over the books with the chairman of the radio

committee at the end of the first two months, our average

income from listeners had been $105.07 per week. The Lord

kept the budget in the black with other contributions.

To add to the excitement, station WMBI signed us up to

broadcast our regular Sunday morning service from the

church during March and April of 1944. One of our listeners

wrote in to request fifty copies of my latest sermon—mixed

metaphors and all. I was swamped by all the incoming mail,

which I had to handle personally. We asked for volunteers.

Only one showed up, a young woman from Knoxville,

Tennessee, whose husband had a defense job nearby.

The year-end flurry of activity kept us from going south at

Christmas, our first time away from our families at the

holiday season. It made us terribly homesick to hear our

landlords downstairs playing Christmas carols on their old

Victrola while they bustled around trimming the house and

wrapping packages. My cousin Steve Hunter, who was

stationed at nearby Great Lakes Naval Training Station,

came on Christmas Eve to spend the weekend with us; Ruth

made us both hang up our stockings. And the Lanes invited

us to Wheaton for Christmas dinner at their house.



By the middle of April, with an increasing number of

people not only attending the church but coming to faith in

Christ, Ruth and I began to feel that we might be there for

several years. But two factors were working to redirect our

lives.

First, there was discontent among a few of the deacons

about my going away for evangelistic meetings so

frequently. Of course, they had agreed to those meetings

when I accepted their call, and the church letterhead listed

me as “pastor/evangelist.” At the same time, they probably

were justified, because I was accepting a number of

invitations to speak in several surrounding states.

Second, from my standpoint, preaching throughout the

Mid-west made me restless with the pastorate. It seemed to

me, perhaps because of the war, that the whole world was

ripe for the Gospel. I wanted to be moving, traveling,

preaching, anywhere and everywhere. Ruth soon began to

realize, as she later told me, that her life was going to be

one of good-byes. Already it seemed I was gone as much as

I was home.

That pattern was made even worse when I got another call

from Torrey Johnson. He was heading a committee to start

what was to be called Chicagoland Youth for Christ. The plan

was to reach the flood of servicemen and young people who

hit Michigan Avenue in Chicago on Saturday nights. The first

meeting was to be held in Orchestra Hall, which sat about

3,000 and was internationally noted for its concerts. He

asked me to preach an evangelistic message that first night.

Many of Torrey’s friends and advisers were against my

participation because I was so little known. There were

many famous preachers from all over the country who might

have been more likely choices, but Torrey was interested in

only one thing—someone to preach the Gospel and invite

young people to receive Christ. He believed I was the one

for the task. I was honored and overwhelmed.



That first Saturday night—May 27, 1944—proclaiming the

Gospel live before a large crowd (the auditorium was nearly

full), I was tense, very tense, but I found I had great liberty

in speaking. When 40 came forward to receive Christ, it was

one of the most humbling and spiritually encouraging

moments of my life up to that time.

Other Saturday night Youth for Christ (YFC) rallies were

springing up in Indianapolis, Philadelphia, and Detroit, and I

was asked to go to each. When I filled in for Torrey Johnson

on short notice in Detroit, I took my first plane ride.

Nevertheless, my constant absences understandably

caused some concern in my Western Springs congregation.

Things came to a head when I got back from a week of

preaching services in Columbus, Ohio, in March 1944.

Good Presbyterian that she was, Ruth could not tolerate

those Baptists “running their preacher,” she wrote home.

“You can’t have a lot of respect for a pastor who is just a

button for everyone to push.”

Still, I was probably out of line. I got upset when someone

remarked that the church would have to cut my pay if I went

off much more. What pay? Thinking of my very modest

salary of $40 a week, I told them that I was their pastor, not

their employee, and that if they deducted 1¢, they could

start looking for another man. They were not used to that

kind of straight talk, and maybe it was good for them. But to

this day I am not sure it was right for me to say it.

Harder to take than that, though, was the superior attitude

some of them had toward the new believers and people

from other denominations who were coming our way. It was

a judgmental attitude based on different lifestyles and

associations. Take, for example, the concert pianist and

orchestra conductor who was married to a former chorus girl

—not the right type for our congregation, some thought. By

contrast, Ruth and I found such people refreshing; we

enjoyed their enthusiasm and earnestness in their newfound

Christian life. They helped us to believe more than ever in



the power of the Gospel to produce the more abundant life

the Bible described.

One Sunday night, I bluntly (and perhaps brashly) told the

people from the pulpit that some of them needed to confess

the sin of troublemaking. I told them I would get the job

done in Western Springs that God had brought me there for,

regardless of their attitudes and opposition. Nobody talked

back. But there remained an underlying tension that

contributed to my restlessness about staying.

There were plenty of opportunities to leave for greener

pastures. There was a big church in Fort Wayne, Indiana,

that wanted me to come as pastor. And one in Chicago with

an office staff, great music, a large salary, and a home for

the pastor. As I recall, even Wheaton College got into the

act, with a request for me to become one of their field

representatives. None of the opportunities, however,

seemed compelling enough for me to forsake our suburban

basement flock, nor did I sense that God was calling me to

do so.

But a couple of things happened to shorten the pastorate.

I was accepted into the Army’s chaplaincy program. I

would have passed my previous physical in Chicago and

joined up earlier but for the humiliating fact that I was three

pounds underweight. I had requested a couple more months

to fatten up. The Army granted the extension.

The second thing was completely beyond my control. Ruth

had just gotten home from a visit to Montreat in September

1944, and I had worked hard to get the apartment in order,

adding gladiolus in the dining room, carnations in the living

room, and rosebuds in the bedroom. That was enough

domestic activity to make any man sick! And I was. In bed.

It seemed like a toothache, but one worse than I had ever

experienced. Dr. Richard Matthies made a tentative

diagnosis that sounded ridiculous to a twenty-six-year-old

man and his wife.

Mumps?



Mumps it was. Ruth applied hot packs, but they did

nothing to alleviate the pain. She thought I looked funny,

but I felt frantic. That very night, attorney James Bennett

was to speak in our church. A funeral was scheduled for

Wednesday afternoon. The night of the funeral, I was to

begin two weeks of meetings at a church in Roseland, on

Chicago’s South Side. But mumps would keep me in bed for

at least two weeks, it was estimated.

That did it! I had put on the three pounds the Army

wanted, but now, because of the mumps, I could not go to

Harvard, where the chaplaincy school was located.

Ruth, daughter of a doctor, thought it was hilarious. “I

spent all morning telephoning, and others called, such as

Mrs. Armour,” she wrote to her folks. “She just howled when

I said Bill had the mumps. So did I. Everybody does when

you say mumps. ” Since I was bedridden, Ruth went on to

say, “I guess to be impressive I should say, ‘Graham’s maid

speaking.’”

She talked about our plans to be in Montreat for

Christmas: “The specialist said Bill’s throat has a form of

nervous paralysis,” she wrote to her parents. “It’s

improving. The mumps will help him forget it.” She updated

them a few days later, reporting that it was definitely

mumps, on both sides, and said “Ha, ha” when she told of

feeding me mainly liquids and strained baby foods, and

giving me a bath in bed.

Before long, however, no one was laughing. The fever

raged, and the two weeks stretched into two months as

mumps turned into orchitis. People prayed on my behalf,

and Dr. Matthies exerted his skills to keep me alive.

A radio listener who had heard of my plight sent Ruth and

me a check for $100 to finance a recovery vacation in

Florida. We gratefully accepted and left as soon as I was

able, which was in December. I had lost a lot more than the

three pounds I had gained for the Army (indeed, a lot more

than was healthy for my already slight frame), and my eyes



were dark and hollow. The doctors warned us that because

of the orchitis, we probably would not be able to have

children. I needed desperately to regain my strength, and

Florida seemed like Heaven to me.

We rented rooms in a small, inexpensive hotel on Seventy-

ninth Street in Miami, about a mile from the beach. Soon we

discovered that Torrey Johnson and his family were renting

on the same street, but closer to the beach. I looked him up

and thanked him for his confidence in me and for all the

opportunities he had sent my way. He invited me fishing. . . .
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At the end of 1944, when I was still recovering from the

aftereffects of mumps, Torrey Johnson took me fishing off

the Florida coast. I was looking forward to a relaxing day in

the sun, but once we were on the ocean, he launched into

an idea that had been boiling inside him for weeks. The

early success of Chicagoland Youth for Christ had awakened

in him a dream he could hardly contain.

During the war, he argued, servicemen and -women on

weekend leave from their bases often went for a fling in

nearby cities. Many Christians wanted to give them an

alternative to the taverns and honky-tonks. They organized

Saturday night youth rallies in several cities, quite

independent of each other, that drew large crowds. Snappy

Gospel music, interesting testimonies, and (most of all)

short, youth-oriented sermons combined to attract

thousands of lonely, insecure, and frightened teenagers and

young adults. While still at Western Springs, I had spoken at

several such youth rallies. From Torrey’s point of view, the

big one had been in Chicago, where I was the first speaker

in Orchestra Hall.

As we sat bobbing in the boat, Torrey began selling me on

his blueprint for evangelism—and my part in it. He wanted

to help organize youth rallies throughout the United States,

Canada, and eventually the world. He planned to call the

movement Youth for Christ International. He would get his

Midwest Bible Church in Chicago to let him work half-time;

the other half he would spend raising money to open a YFC



office downtown. I almost immediately agreed with him that

this plan was of God.

“But you’ll need more money than that,” I said.

“I’ll leave that to Bill Erny,” he replied confidently. “He’ll

get it done.”

Bill Erny was a businessman who knew about money. He

was also the only one who could talk straight to Torrey,

giving him advice and counsel and saying no to him when

necessary.

But how could I say yes to Torrey? In an informal way,

independent YFC groups were already flourishing. Roger

Malsbary had charge of the group in Indianapolis; Walter

Smyth was coordinating in Philadelphia; George Wilson was

responsible in Minneapolis; and Jack Wyrtzen handled New

York—you could hear him on the radio, opening with the

words, “From Times Square . . .”

But there was no real coordination among these groups,

said Torrey. They had sprung up independent of each other

and were only loosely connected. What he wanted to do was

bring them all together to form a national organization, with

perhaps twenty-five to fifty organizational components. “I

think you’re the man to be our first full-time employee,” he

said. “Would you pray about becoming our national—and

international—organizer?”

I was learning to trust God for every step of my life. I

generally prayed about everything, but it seemed

unnecessary to pray about this opportunity! My strength

was returning, and I was ready to travel, ready to preach,

ready to evangelize. I wouldn’t be much of an organizer or

paperwork man, I told Torrey, but I could not hide my

enthusiasm. It was all I talked about with Ruth for the next

several weeks. Finally, we decided that I should take the job.

But what would I do about my year-old pastorate? And

what about my pending chaplaincy? Having seen my

ministry expanding, the board of deacons at Western

Springs graciously (and a few of them joyfully) accepted my



resignation. The Army’s chief of chaplains granted me a

discharge, since the end of the war seemed in sight,

agreeing with my logic that I could make a far greater

contribution to the spiritual well-being of servicepeople by

organizing and preaching at youth rallies than I could

serving as a chaplain.

And so it was, in January of 1945, that I walked into the

first-ever office of YFC in Chicago, on Wells Street in the

Loop. I felt excited and exhilarated: this was where I

belonged, and I could not wait to get started. But the office

was a sorry excuse for corporate headquarters—a couple of

bare rooms alongside the elevated train tracks, furnished

with boxes. Maybe there was even a chair.

With me was Amy Anderson, Torrey’s longtime secretary.

One day early on she came to the door of my office. “There

are two people here from Jackson, Mississippi: Dr. and Mrs.

Overton,” she told me. In they came.

“We want to start a youth meeting in our town. Would you

come help us?” they asked.

I didn’t have to think twice, because it was the only

invitation I’d had. I said yes.

Of course, I felt no temptation to bask among those

comforts of the Wells Street office. When more invitations

came, as they soon did, I was glad to be out of town most of

the time. Torrey worked from his office at the church. I was a

traveling salesman again—not displaying a case of brushes

this time, just brandishing my Bible.

At the beginning of 1945, in addition to Atlanta and

Norfolk, I was preaching all over the Midwest. One day, as I

was boarding a train with Al Smith, who was leading my

singing, someone handed me a telegram from Chicago. I put

it in my pocket, got onto the train, and was well on my way

to Indianapolis before pulling it out. The doctor’s dire

warnings about my possible inability to become a father

were proved false: Ruth was expecting! I was elated at the



news! I could hardly wait to get there so that I could send

her a telegram and wire her some flowers.

Good as the news was, it meant we had to make some

major changes. We were more in love with each other than

ever, and the idea of living apart, even temporarily, caused

me a lot of heartache. But working full-time with Youth for

Christ would keep me on the road for more than half the

time. Ruth did not want to stay alone in Chicago while I was

away, especially now that she was pregnant, we agreed that

she would be much better off among friends and family in

familiar surroundings. We went back to North Carolina and

moved in with her parents in the little, close-knit mountain

community of Montreat. Her father was practicing medicine

in nearby Asheville, and we were grateful she could be with

them while I was on the road. Although we felt sure it was

what the Lord was prompting us to do, we knew it was only

a temporary, though happy, arrangement.

At that time, the military had priority on everything. To

civilians like us, planes were available only on a standby

basis. A very generous businessman, Mr. Walter Block of

Kenosha, Wisconsin, gave an Air Travel Card to Torrey and

one to me. As long as I was with YFC, I had that card and

could charge a ticket to his account.

Sometimes I traveled by air, but mostly I went by

Greyhound bus or by train. Because the railroads gave

clergy of all denominations half-price tickets, I could take

the Northwestern Railroad anywhere, have a bunk, and get

some sleep for half of what the others were paying. I

traveled across the country in those days, stopping in cities

of all sizes.

Typical of the earliest YFC meetings was one in Atlanta’s

City Auditorium on February 24, 1945, where I was

introduced to the crowd of 5,000 as “the director of the

Songs in the Night broadcast in Chicago.” I doubt if anyone

in Atlanta had ever heard of the program. But with me on

this night were a chalk artist, an Army major general,



several servicemen who gave their Christian testimonies,

and musicians galore—guitarist, pianist, soloist, sextet, trio,

and the Salvation Army band! The press reported that this

new movement, only a year old, was active in three hundred

American cities.

For several months, Ruth was able to join me in various

places. That made the traveling life more bearable. While

we were in Atlanta, Ruth noticed a change in me.

“Every time we pass a ‘kiddie shop,’” she wrote to her

parents, “Bill wants to stop and window-shop. He notices

every little baby in sight now, and he used to ignore them

completely. Guess I ought to write a book on Preacher Will

Be a Papa.” (She had recently read the book entitled Papa

Was a Preacher.)

As the months went by, Ruth grew bigger and bigger. She

enjoyed shopping for maternity clothes. By June she could

just squeeze into a size fourteen. From Pittsburgh, where I

was preaching, she wrote home. She called my being with

her “the nicest honeymoon we’ve had yet.”

“Bill has to speak only once a day, which makes it nice.” I

hoped she meant nice for us to have time together, not nice

that she had to listen to only one sermon a day!

In early July we were together in Ocean City, New Jersey,

where I was preaching. We enjoyed some time sunning

ourselves at the beach, but Ruth described her particular

problem in a letter to her sister Rosa in Montreat: “Have the

front of me toasted fairly nicely. But getting the other side is

something else. A hard flat beach and I don’t fit face to face.

Bill suggested I scoop out a hole for my tummy.”

That trip to Ocean City produced another amusing

incident, as Ruth described in a hastily written letter to her

parents: “When we first got there, we put some clothes in

the cleaners with the promise we could get them in three

days. The third day we were busy so we called for them the

fourth. Found the place locked up and the man off on a two

weeks’ vacation. So Monday morning before we left we



called on the police and after half an hour of pleading, got

them to go down and break in for us. There was much

ringing of burglar alarms and looks of amazement from the

shoppers (it being on the main street) and loss of dignity on

the part of the cops who had to climb ladders, open

transoms, shut off the alarm and glare at wisecrackers

who’d stick their necks in at the door and warn the cops if

they didn’t get out they’d have to call the police. But they

were good sports and seemed to enjoy it. Found Bill’s jacket

and my green mesh dress but no yellow coat anywhere. Left

money with the assistant pastor to have it mailed when the

wretched proprietor returns.”

On that same trip, we included a side excursion to New

York City over the Fourth of July. Ruth noted that the Statue

of Liberty looked as she expected, “only she was facing the

wrong direction.” Harry Emerson Fosdick’s Riverside Church,

a bastion of theological liberalism, was “impressive in a

pagan sort of way”; it was devoid of any Christian symbol,

even a cross.

Everywhere, through contact persons in various cities, I

met with local pastors and lay leaders to form committees

and plan rallies. In the first year, this took me from coast to

coast (with plenty of places in between) and to most of the

provinces of Canada, mostly by train. Additional preaching

opportunities ranged from Moody Church in Chicago to

Princeton Seminary in New Jersey.

Unfamiliar as I was with pregnancy timetables, I did not

take Ruth all that seriously as she walked with me to the car

on Septem-ber 21, 1945. She did not want me to make this

trip. She wanted desperately for me to be with her when the

baby came.

“Bill, the pains have already begun.”

“No, I don’t think so,” I replied confidently, as if I knew

anything about labor.

“Yes, they have. The baby will be here soon!”



But I predicted it might take another two or three weeks. I

kissed her good-bye and headed for a speaking engagement

in Mobile, Alabama.

That evening, Virginia Leftwich Graham was born into the

world, the daughter we would forever call Gigi and who

enriched our lives immeasurably.

When I arrived home from Alabama and looked down at

the baby in the bassinet that Ruth had trimmed with her

wedding veil, I could only repeat over and over, “Hello,

darling! Hello, precious!”

Proud parents that we were, we thought our daughter was

perfect, from her shapely head to her pudgy toes. Her eyes

were the largest Ruth had ever seen in a baby, and the way

Gigi stared wide-eyed at her mother made Ruth think, This

child has seen more, knows more, than I. If the poet

Wordsworth was right about our arriving in this world with

“intimations of immortality,” that was true in Gigi’s case.

When Gigi was a few months old, Ruth left her in the Bells’

care from time to time and came along with me to places

from Minnesota to Massachusetts. It was nice for both of us,

but it emotionally pulled Ruth in two directions at once.

EUROPE 1946–1947

In March and April of 1946, Torrey led a group of six men—

me among them—to Great Britain and the Continent to

launch YFC there. For most of us, it was our first trip abroad.

The trip over was something of a fiasco. The military-type

DC–4 plane with bucket seats left out of Chicago in the

morning. Hearst newspaperman Wesley Hartzell was with

us, as was Stratton Shufelt, music director of Moody Church

in Chicago. Charles Templeton—a Toronto YFC organizer and

pastor of Toronto’s Avenue Road Church, one of the largest

congregations in the city—was with us, and I remember how

sick he got on the trip.

We stopped in Toronto and Montreal, and we were

supposed to stop in Gander, Newfoundland. But as we



neared Gander, the pilot announced over the loudspeaker

system that because of a heavy snowstorm, we were going

instead to a small U.S. airfield nearby.

Apparently thinking that the plane’s passengers were a

vaudeville troupe, the social director at the military base

hastily scheduled a late-night performance. Torrey didn’t tell

him we were a Youth for Christ team! The audience in the

packed theater whistled and cheered during the first part of

the meeting as Chuck told stories. They roared at Strat

Shufelt’s rendition of “Shortnin’ Bread.” But when Torrey

appeared on the stage, they started to yell.

“Where are the girls?” I heard. “Show us the legs!”

When Strat sang again, they booed.

Backstage we had prayer, and then I had to go out and

face them. I apologized for not being the entertainment

they had expected and gave my testimony.

The base commander was furious and wanted to throw us

in jail, but eventually we were able to resume our trip.

Meantime, in London, Gavin Hamilton had organized a

group of evangelical pastors to greet us and listen to our

talk on Youth for Christ work in America. But our plane, after

being refueled at Shannon, Ireland, was diverted to Scotland

because of bad weather over London. As a result, we had to

travel down to London by train and arrived late for the

meeting.

The pastors seemed patient, though, and they asked each

one of us to give a talk. None of us had spoken to a British

audience before. I had some advantage because the

majority of them had some connection with the Plymouth

Brethren; I had met with Brethren in Wheaton and knew

their methods and terminology. So when I got up, I told

them that Dr. H. A. Ironside, pastor of Moody Church in

Chicago, had a saying: any real evangelical theologian

always milked the Plymouth Brethren cow!

Among evangelicals in England, Dr. Ironside was well

known as one of the great preachers in the world, though I



don’t think he was ever ordained. He had been a Brethren

and had been a missionary to the Native Americans in

Arizona and New Mexico, and he knew the Bible better than

anybody I think I ever met. I remember sitting beside him

once at the Moody Church, where he was to speak at a

Youth for Christ meeting. He went sound asleep and began

to snore, and when it was his time to speak, I just nudged

him with my elbow. He got up, opened the Bible, and spoke

from the passage he had opened to at random. It was

tremendous!

Alan Redpath, pastor of Duke Street Church in Richmond,

a suburb of London, was impressed with my words and

came up afterward to ask if I would preach for him on

Sunday. I said I was happy to do it.

To rest after the long plane ride, we spent several nights

at Hildenborough Hall, run by Tom Rees, Britain’s leading

evangelist. He and his wife, Jean, had developed the Hall as

a large conference building for young people. The speaker

that particular evening was Stephen Olford, and we were

invited to attend the meetings and to each give a word.

Chuck Templeton and I went around together all the time

on that trip; we roomed together and had a lot of fun,

becoming real pals. A Canadian, he impressed us all with his

knowledge of the history and culture of places like Ireland.

The travels of Odysseus held no more wonders than ours

for us, as we visited England, Scotland, Ireland, Sweden,

and Norway. Everywhere we traveled, we were joined by

local church leaders who contributed mightily not only to

our success but also to our survival.

The whole city of London looked to us as if it had been

destroyed. St. Paul’s Cathedral was still standing; so were

the Houses of Parliament, although they had been bombed.

The people were in a happy mood. The war was finished; no

longer did the sirens wail, sending people hustling into the

Underground. The British still ruled one-fifth of the world:



India, Canada, and Australia were still being run by the

Colonial Office.

We stayed mostly in homes and run-down hotels wherever

we went.

To cover all the territory, we split up into teams, and this

led to diverse adventures. We were there less than a year

after the end of World War II, and we encountered

shortages, hardships, and rationing everywhere. Food

especially preoccupied us, as it did most people there. There

was envy for the Dublin team, who enjoyed fruit juice and

real coffee for breakfast, along with ham and eggs. Wes

observed that the only eggs in London were in museums; in

Britain, he added, “everything edible has become extinct,

and cold plaster of paris has become an acceptable

substitute for ice cream.” He and Torrey reveled in the huge

smorgasbord featured on a Danish steamer.

The team visiting Stockholm and Oslo held sixteen

meetings in four days, with crowds of up to 4,500 and a

couple of thousand turned away. In Norway especially,

where people were still recovering from the oppressive Nazi

occupation, enthusiasm for YFC ran high.

During the first three weeks, I was in the group that toured

Great Britain from one end to the other, holding three and

four meetings a day, almost every one packed to capacity.

We might be in a public hall on a Saturday night, in a

fashionable church on a Sunday night, and in a moviehouse

on a weekday night after the film. The people, still reeling

from the war, were starved for hope and hungry for God.

After a whirlwind tour of Holland, Denmark, Belgium, and

France with Chuck Templeton during the next three weeks,

we finally headed home.

Right after we got back to the United States, we had a

board meeting of Youth for Christ at a hotel in Swampscott,

Mas-sachusetts. A scant two weeks after that, I preached at

the first of a half-dozen rallies spread over the summer from



Toronto to San Antonio, and from New Jersey to Oregon, as

well as at a couple of youth conferences.

Gavin Hamilton urged me to come and hold campaigns in

Great Britain. He would be glad to stay over there, he said,

and set up the meetings. I felt in my heart that my future

was in this type of evangelism. Torrey pointed out that it

would cost a lot of money, however, and said I would have

to raise it all myself.

I asked Ruth to leave our year-old daughter, Gigi, with the

extended family of grandparents, aunts, and uncles in

Montreat and join me as soon as she could. I asked Strat

Shufelt if he would come with me as song leader, since he

was well known in Britain. He was a handsome man with a

lot of charisma, and he loved the Lord with all his heart. He

and his wife, Marge, agreed to go with me; but two or three

weeks before we were to leave, he called to say they just

couldn’t leave their two little girls.

So I turned to Jack Shuler’s song leader, Cliff Barrows. He

and his wife, Billie, said they would be thrilled to go. From

time to time, Cliff and I had crossed paths; I had seen him

lead the singing at Winona Lake, for example, and thought

he had done a fine job. So Cliff and Billie Barrows came to

my rescue. During this summer of 1946, I recruited them to

form a team, with Cliff to lead the singing, Billie to play the

piano, me to do the preaching. Ruth would do the praying

while I preached. (Right from the start, Cliff, in order to

distinguish between me and his wife, called me Bill.)

We had no idea how long we would be gone.

We got on a ship in New York and sailed to Southampton,

where Gavin met us, along with a young Methodist

preacher, Joe Blinco, and a leading evangelical layman in

that part of England, Oliver Stott. They had already set up

meetings in Southampton’s Methodist Central Hall.

After arriving in England early in October, we conducted

rallies throughout England and Wales. In the early part of

the tour, we spent a weekend in Wales in the home of a non-



Christian couple who gave us the best they had, which

wasn’t much on the husband’s meager income of £3 or £4

per week. That visit gave us a real appreciation for the

hardships they endured. For breakfast we had a heated

tomato, along with a hot drink that was more chicory than

coffee. Later in the day, we had some chicken soup (though

I’m not sure a chicken had ever passed through it), along

with some bread. George Wilson was with us to handle the

arrangements and finances for YFC, and he and I had a

single bed to sleep in. So we took turns: halfway through the

night, we exchanged places, the one who had been sleeping

on the floor moving up to the bed. It was very cold,

especially for the one on the floor, because there was no

heat whatsoever.

Ruth did not feel free to join me until December 9. From

behind a fence at the London airport, as I waited for the

passengers to get through customs, I jokingly shouted to

Ruth that the customs inspector was going to put her in jail.

It did not seem funny to her at the time!

Although she got a warm, husbandly reception from me,

she got a damp, chilly one from England. At one of the first

meetings she attended, the fog inside the church was so

thick that it looked as if everyone were smoking. From the

platform, I could not even see the back of the church.

Despite the presence of a potbellied barrel with some hot

coals in it where the transept and main aisle crossed, it was

as bitter cold inside the church as outside.

And Ruth had difficulty adjusting to the food rationing

most British had to endure. When she first tasted the

powdered scrambled eggs, she thought she would choke;

these eggs had never seen a chicken, she managed to say.

And the sausages were made out of bread. But outside of

London, the people gave us eggs and bacon, probably their

whole week’s ration. And everybody still seemed to have

plenty of tea.



In Reading one evening, the building was packed with

people. Halfway through my sermon, I heard a voice of

protest coming from someone in the middle of the church.

The speaker was a minister wearing an ecclesiastical collar;

I could not tell his denomination, for all British ministers

wore such collars. “I don’t believe a word of it,” he shouted,

claiming that I was teaching heresy.

When a woman in the balcony stood up and got into a

public argument with the minister, his wife got hold of his

coat and tried to pull him down. He kept on shouting,

though, trying all the while to free himself from his wife’s

grasp. The ushers got hold of him finally and led him from

the church.

I knew that the Anglican Church was the state church, and

the most important church in Britain, but I had very little

knowledge of its history. What I did know I had learned in a

church history course taught by Dr. Minder at Florida Bible

Institute. This was one of my first times to preach in an

Anglican church.

It was at that church that I met John Cordle, who had

driven down from London in a car whose windows had been

broken in. When I rode back with him, the car’s interior was

ice cold. We had to hold pieces of cardboard in the window

spaces to keep from freezing to death.

At Bradford one evening, we held a meeting in the local

theater after the movie. The chairman of the meeting

happened to be a certain Mr. Bradford. When Ruth entered

the unlighted doorway, she itched to turn on bright

spotlights and to pass out handbills to the people passing

by; unfortunately, neither option was available to her. Taking

a seat as Billie began the piano prelude, Ruth counted an

audience of six grown people (including herself), four

youngsters, and a big black cat snoozing on the back of a

seat.

The stage curtain was not rolled up far enough to conceal

the advertisements painted on it:



LEG TROUBLES

VARICOSE VEINS

RHEUMATISM

SAY IT WITH FLOWERS

SNACK BAR

 
On the stage backdrop, in gaudy greens, yellows, and

reds, was painted a garden scene that looked to Ruth like

rows of green mausoleums leading to a central fountain.

But people steadily dribbled in until there was a

respectable attendance by the time Billie Barrows had

finished her prelude. Under Cliff’s direction, they sang the

lively old Charles Wesley hymn “And Can It Be?” When I

invited them to receive Christ after my sermon on the rich

young ruler, twenty-three came forward for counseling and

prayer with the four of us.

Ruth was somewhat more impressed at the local Baptist

church, which seated one thousand. Before the recently

hired minister had arrived, Sunday attendance had

averaged nine in the morning and twenty at night. Yet one

hundred showed up for our morning service. Ruth’s

enthusiasm for the whole enterprise grew as we saw people

respond to the Word of God.

With forty, perhaps fifty rallies behind us by mid-

December, we were very tired and ready for a break.

Somewhere Ruth saw an ad featuring a palm tree waving in

southern France. Since we were chilled to the bone, we

immediately made reservations. We took off from London

for the hour-and-a-half flight to Paris on December 16,

landing on an airstrip that was covered, where there had

been bomb craters, with heavy net wire over the soft brown

earth.

We were fortunate to get a taxi driver for our sight-seeing;

he was a Russian expatriate and could speak GI American.

He said, “Hokay, Jackson,” to everything, so we called him

Jackson. (His real name was something like Leon Poustilnik.)

He took us out to Versailles Palace, where Ruth thought the



guide looked as if he had been there since the days of Louis

XIV. At the old Roman amphitheater in Nîmes, south of Paris,

she wondered whether the structure might ever be used

again as a place for throwing Christians to the lions. In that

historic area where so many Huguenots had been slain, we

met with fellow believers and enjoyed eating with them and

smiling at them, but very little conversation; we did not

really know each other’s language. But we had a refreshing

time; we prayed together, they in French and we in English.

With tremendous anticipation, we headed for Nice to

spend Christmas. Our first glimpse of the beautiful

Mediterranean was through the train windows en route from

Marseilles. On the other side of the tracks, though, along the

coast, ruins of houses flattened by the war alternated with

pillboxes.

Our spirits really took a dive when we learned that the

hotel we had planned to stay in could not (or would not)

honor our reservations. Without a word of warning from our

travel agent, we had been bumped to the Balmoral Hotel in

Monte Carlo. We knew very little about the tiny principality

tucked along the shore between France and Italy, but we

knew enough to ask ourselves how an evangelistic team

could find rest in a gambling resort. Ruth and Billie were

especially appalled.

At the Balmoral’s front desk, I flinched when I found out

that the bill would run $5 per day for two persons, including

meals. We just could not afford that. But then I had an

inspiration. We were carrying with us a large quantity of

women’s nylon stockings. Why, I did not know, but Mr. Cole,

a hosiery manufacturer in North Carolina, knowing of the

shortages in Europe, had given them to me for whatever

eventuality. I gingerly inquired of the hotel manager if he

might just consider a payment under the barter system—my

contribution being something that not only would be of

interest to his wife but also was impossible to obtain

anywhere else in Europe.



His eyes were overjoyed when he heard my proposition,

but his voice was subdued. He just might consider it, he

said, if word did not get around to the other guests. As a

pastor, I told him, I knew the meaning of confidentiality.

Each morning, then, in the privacy of his office, I presented

him with a pair of nylons, and each morning he marked our

bill, which included not only our room but also three meals,

paid. Ten pairs for ten days. And ten more pairs for Cliff and

Billie’s room.

So began our life of “luxury” in Monte Carlo, overlooking

the Mediterranean, where rarities like fruit, butter, and eggs

were available. And there was wine in abundance, which

Ruth thought was the nastiest stuff she had ever tasted. She

was astonished to see children drinking it instead of milk.

For five or six days I walked past pineapples for sale,

wishing I could have one to eat. Billie, Cliff, Ruth, and I

joined in praying for that fruit, which was selling at the time

for the equivalent of $5 a pineapple. (We never did try one.)

That’s not the only flavor we craved: for a chocolate soda—

if we could have found such a treat along the Riviera—we

would gladly have traded two pairs of nylons. Then poor

Billie Barrows came down with the flu and couldn’t enjoy

food of any kind for a time.

The blissful quiet of Christmas Eve was shattered five

minutes before midnight with a cannon blast that nearly

blew us out of bed. Was it war all over again? No, it was just

some friendly fire—blast after blast every minute until

midnight, when the explosions were replaced by the ringing

of all the church bells, summoning the Monegasques to

Mass. After services, the people drank and danced in the

streets until dawn, but we slept through most of their

celebration.

On Christmas afternoon, Ruth and I took a horse and

buggy ride toward the Italian border. Everywhere along the

way we saw evidence of the war; building after building was

pockmarked with shell holes. It was a sobering reminder of



the suffering so many had experienced so recently. And

everywhere, because they had no money, girls were trying

to sell themselves, which grieved us both greatly. We were

deeply burdened and prayed daily for the people of Europe

who had suffered so much and now had so little.

Further meetings had been scheduled in Great Britain

early in the new year. A couple of days after Christmas, we

headed north, with stopovers in Geneva and elsewhere in

Switzerland. Coffee on the Swedish airliner was the genuine

article, and we were happy with a hotel room that

overlooked the Rhône River. It was nice to see Kleenex

again, and chewing gum. Ruth exclaimed with delight when

we were served bottled Cokes at lunch!

On January 3, 1947, we took the train to Paris for a day’s

sight-seeing before an evening flight to London. At the

station, the redcap responded rudely to Ruth. We four

Americans, and an Indian army major who had shared our

compartment, traded heated comments with the Frenchman

through two Dutch travelers who came to our rescue as

interpreters. Ruth thought it might be a good thing to meet

more such obnoxious people; it would be a way of getting

our blood pressure pumped up and thus getting warm

enough to fight off the damp and the cold in England!

Where was Jackson, our Russian taxi driver, when we

needed him? He finally appeared and showed us some more

sights. We were disappointed at not being able to see the

Bastille. It had been torn down 150 years earlier, he

informed us—but that was news to us. At Napoleon’s Tomb,

the guide told us men to take off our hats in respect to the

emperor’s memory. And we managed to stop in a shop

where Cliff and I bought inexpensive rabbit-fur coats for our

wives.

Due to fog in London, our plane flight was canceled. We

had to make reservations for the train to Calais the next

morning, where we would get the ferry to England. After

Jackson drove us to the station, he gave me some francs for



our breakfast on the train. I gave him a Gospel of John,

praying that he would read it (or at least use it to practice

his English).

Riding through northern France, we again saw more war

damage—buildings and bridges in ruins, and fields pitted

with shell holes, craters, foxholes, and machine-gun nests.

Crossing the English Channel, we saw the white cliffs of

Dover, made so famous in the popular wartime song.

The creature comforts we had been reintroduced to on the

Continent were still pretty much lacking in the English

Midlands that winter. There was no central heat in the

Westleigh Hotel, where we stayed. The common bath at the

end of the drafty hall was also unheated. The small gas

heater in our room ran only on the endless insertion of

penny coins. Ruth huddled beside it in her robe, getting

scorched on one side and frostbitten on the other. She

moved away a little when Billie Barrows came in to say that

Cliff had stuck his fountain pen too near their heater; it had

caught fire and burned up before he could put the flame

out.

Overcrowding in the hotel forced some rearrangements.

The manager shifted Ruth and me to his private sitting

room, which had a daybed with four thin blankets. Ruth had

to put on a sweater and two pairs of pants under her

pajamas, and she slept with her slippers on. She was still

cold, so she got up and added her wool robe and her rabbit-

fur coat. I had on long wool underwear, flannel pajamas,

wool socks, a heavy wool sweater, and a big overcoat. No

wonder so many Britons had such ruddy cheeks in those

days!

Gigi was just a year old and staying with the Bells in

Montreat. We never tired of getting reports about her, but

poor Ruth reached a point where she wrote in desperation to

her folks from Paris. “I closed my eyes yesterday just to

picture her, and you know, it was hard for me to remember



just how she looks even. In a way it does not seem like I

have a little girl at all.”

After two months, Ruth felt she had to return home to our

little daughter, Gigi, for whom she had longed every day. I

still had two more months of meetings scheduled in Great

Britain, so she would fly home alone on February 4. Our

meetings had already started in Ireland by the day of her

departure—we were staying in a tiny rooming house on the

coast about fifteen miles out of Dublin, and the icy wind

blew from morning to night. I had the flu and I had to kiss

her good-bye without being able to take her to the airport. I

was very lonely when she left and got a little homesick. But

Ruth’s letters cheered me up.

When she arrived back in Montreat, she was overjoyed

when Gigi greeted her with “Mama! Mama!” But Ruth

quickly found out that Gigi was calling any young woman

“Mama” and any young man “Daddy.”

I was very worried at that time about our finances: we

were down almost to our last dollar. I wrote a letter to

industrialist R. G. LeTourneau. He was the only wealthy man

I knew in America who might give us consideration. I told

him our predicament, adding that it would take $7,000 to

finish the job. Two weeks later, a letter came from him with

a cashier’s check for exactly that amount.

In Birmingham for a series of meetings, some of us stayed

at the home of the Eric Hutchings family. Cliff and Billie

Barrows were guests of Mr. and Mrs. A.G.B. Owen, wonderful

Christians. Mr. Owen was wealthy, best known for the fast

automobiles he built; the two couples became close friends.

R. G. LeTourneau himself came to one of our meetings. He

had built a factory near Newcastle to produce earth-moving

equipment for Britain’s postwar rebuilding process. He had

sent his brother-in-law, a preacher, to scout the initial

prospects. On that brother’s advice, the plant was built, and

apparently it wasn’t a success. LeTourneau had come to see

for himself.



By airmail Ruth sent some vitamin and mineral pills her

father had had specially prepared for me. “Now, darling,”

she admonished me, “please—for a change—do what the

doctor says.”

Ruth was bothered also by something not completely

unrelated to the illness I was battling when she left. She

thought I was unwise to push myself so hard in the Lord’s

service. “I think sometimes it is easier to drive ourselves to

actual death than it is to take ourselves firmly in hand and

make ourselves do the wise thing,” she wrote from home.

“Without sounding funny, it is better to rest awhile above

the earth than to rest forever beneath it.” Then her theology

came to her rescue. “While we do not expect to rest forever

beneath it, so far as your present usefulness would be

concerned, you may as well be.”

I wrote to her, of course, but before she received my

answering letter, she wrote me another. That one really

caught me off-guard. It was about our marriage. Her

intuition told her that I was feeling guilty and that I was

worried there might be an estrangement between us,

caused by my obsession with the ministry and my repeated

absences.

“In your thinking we have grown apart due to the wide

separation of our ways and interests,” she wrote. “But I feel

closer to you than ever before. . . . Wherever you are, I go

with you in mind and heart—praying for you continually. You,

with your broader sphere of service, your worldwide circle of

friends, your unlimited interests and responsibilities, would

find it more difficult to be with me in mind and heart and

prayers. . . . Don’t judge my heart-following of all your

goings and comings by your interest in and understanding

of my two-by-four world. And since my body was able to

follow my heart for two months, the world you travel will

seem much more personal and real to me. Your problems,

thrills, heartaches, and glorious victories—much more my

very own. . . . Take good care of your precious self. There is



so much yet to be done for God, and so much love yet

unexplored and unexperienced for us.” She was right—and

more than that, I marveled at her sensitivity and insight.

Ruth had been writing poetry since her girlhood in China. I

am not sure when she wrote this poem, but people can read

between the lines to understand how heartfelt were those

convictions she expressed to me in her letter.

Love

without clinging;

cry—

if you must—

but privately cry;

the heart will adjust

to the newness of loving

in practical ways:

cleaning

and cooking

and sorting out clothes,

all say, “I love you,”

when lovingly done.

 
So—

love

without clinging;

cry—

if you must—

but privately cry;

the heart will adjust

to the length of his stride,

the song he is singing,

the trail he must ride,

the tensions that make him

the man that he is,

the world he must face,

the life that is his.

 



So—

love

without clinging;

cry—

if you must—

but privately cry;

the heart will adjust

to being the heart,

not the forefront of life;

a part of himself,

not the object—

his wife.

 
So—

love!

 

I returned home from our European tour at the beginning

of April 1947, having been gone for six months, knowing

that Ruth and I had weathered the slight tension in our

relationship. Those months had also been a time of spiritual

challenge and growth. My contact with British evangelical

leaders during this and subsequent trips, especially with

Stephen Olford, deepened my personal spiritual life. I was

beginning to understand that Jesus Himself was our victory,

through the Holy Spirit’s power. I developed an even deeper

hunger for Bible study and new biblical insights for my

messages. I quoted the Bible more frequently than ever

before.

At a YFC rally in Minneapolis, Minnesota, back in February

1945—only a month after I had joined Torrey Johnson’s new

venture—a man heard me preach who was now about to

change my life radically. And that, incidentally, would lead

me into great confusion about a great many things.
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I had been with Youth for Christ for only a year or so when

the venerable evangelical leader and educator Dr. W. B.

Riley invited me to speak at a fundamentalist conference

sponsored by his Northwestern Schools in Minneapolis.

I enplaned in Seattle. In Vancouver I had to switch planes,

this time to a Lockheed Lodestar, in the pouring rain. Above

the clouds in the moonlight, we could see the beautiful

Canadian Rockies. After a few hours in the air, however,

somewhere over Alberta, the stewardess came back and

saw that I was the only one of the fourteen passengers who

was still awake.

“We’re having some difficulty,” she whispered.

“What is it?”

“All the airports within the range of our fuel are closed

because of snow,” she explained.

“So we’re going back to Vancouver?”

“We don’t have enough fuel.”

“What are we going to do?” I asked.

“That’s what the pilot is trying to figure out right now.”

I was, to say the least, nervous. Then the intercom

crackled loudly enough to wake everyone up. The pilot

announced that he had located a radio tower and was in

communication with the ground. He was being told to set

the plane down as soon as possible. The storm was

worsening. There was an open field somewhere below, he

understood. He found a hole in the clouds and dived through

it.



“It’s going to be bumpy,” he said. “We’re going to have to

use our own lights to see what we’re doing. It’s a plowed

field, but with the snow cover I won’t know which way the

furrows are running. I’ll leave the wheels up, and we’ll slide

in the snow.”

The stewardess told us to lean forward and bury our head

between our knees.

The pilot reassured us that we were so low on fuel that

there should be no fire.

When we landed, we bumped hard. People screamed and

hollered as we came to an abrupt stop. Several of the

passengers suffered severe bruises from the seatbelts, but

no one was killed or seriously injured. I too had some

bruises but was otherwise all right.

We spent what was left of the night in the plane. The

pilot’s radio must have been working; he was in touch with a

small town nearby. People there promised to send out a

wagon with a team of horses at first light. The wagon took

us to a waiting bus, and the bus took us the rest of the way

to town. There the airline put us up in a boardinghouse. I

was so shaken from the ordeal that I collapsed into bed and

went right to sleep, although it was late morning. About an

hour later, I was awakened by loud knocking. At the door

was a Canadian Mountie.

“I need you to come with me,” he said.

“Why?” I asked.

“A bank robber was registered in this room last night. Until

we can be sure who you are, you’ll have to remain at the

station with me.”

Fortunately, the pilot and the stewardess were able to

identify me as a fellow passenger.

I eventually made it to Minnesota and spoke as scheduled.

Dr. Riley startled me by saying privately that he believed I

was God’s man to replace him as president of Northwestern

Schools.



Dr. Riley had established Northwestern in 1902 as a

response to requests from young people in his congregation

to give them systematic, intensive Bible study. Later he

incorporated into his Bible school a liberal arts college and a

theological seminary.

He was now in his middle eighties, and I was in my late

twenties. I didn’t take his offer seriously.

This was not my first contact with Dr. Riley. Back in

February 1945, the venerable clergyman and educator had

sat on the platform in the old Minneapolis Auditorium as I

preached at a Youth for Christ rally. Some 44 people

responded to the Invitation that night, and he shared our

joy. Next morning, he phoned one of his personal assistants

at the school to ask who I was. Later he remembered that

he had met me at Florida Bible Institute in the late thirties;

he used to come south in the winter with Mrs. Riley and stay

on the campus both as tourist and guest lecturer.

For more than forty years, he had pastored First Baptist

Church, a large church in downtown Minneapolis, making it

one of the great preaching stations of the Midwest. He was

an intellectual, a deep student of the Bible, and a man who

spoke with authority and had the respect of liberals and

fundamentalists alike. In vigorous contention with his

denomination, then called the Northern Baptist Convention,

he battled theological liberalism on many fronts, including

the educational. William Jennings Bryan was reported to

have called him “the greatest Christian statesman in the

American pulpit.”

Dr. Riley had the persuasive charisma of an Old Testament

prophet: his figure was stately, his snow-white hair wavy, his

nose hawkish, his eyes burning. To that charisma was added

the formidable combination of his being both a scholar and

a renowned preacher. He was a graduate of Southern

Baptist Seminary and was looked upon as a national leader,

especially among theological conservatives.



In my more thoughtful and prayerful moments, I thought it

might be just possible to become president of Northwestern.

The lure was to lead an educational institution in a different

direction from most of the other Bible schools and Christian

colleges in the United States. The sort of school I envisioned

was one from which we might send young people on fire

with Jesus Christ and evangelism to the ends of the world.

What Dr. Riley wanted was a young man like he himself

had been sixty years before—someone who could instill

Northwestern students with a passion to win people to

Christ. He also wanted someone who had the potential for

nurturing student recruitment, prayer support, and fund-

raising among a broad constituency. With my nationwide

Youth for Christ contacts and my growing visibility as an

evangelist, it must have seemed to him that I met all his

qualifications. That there might be educational and

administrative deficiencies in me apparently did not bother

him; he felt that a properly equipped staff and faculty could

make up for those to a large extent. He also had a strong

board, with fifty directors.

The matter came to a head late in the summer of 1947. I

was speaking at the annual Northwestern Bible conference

at Medicine Lake, not far from Minneapolis. It was a rainy

afternoon when I got word that Dr. Riley wanted to see me. I

made the trip as quickly as I could to his suburban home in

Golden Valley. His wife, Marie, led me over to where he was

lying on a couch. Raising his head from the pillow, the

eighty-six-year-old man fixed his clear eyes on me and lifted

a frail hand in my direction. With great certainty in his voice,

he announced that I would wear his mantle as Elisha had

worn the Old Testament prophet Elijah’s.

His words seemed like a patriarchal blessing. When he

died, he seemed to be saying, I must succeed him as

president of the college he had founded four decades

before. He insisted on at least designating me as the

school’s vice president at large, whatever that meant.



“But Dr. Riley, I can’t accept this responsibility. God hasn’t

shown it to me. But if it’ll ease you, I’ll take it on an interim

basis until the board can find a permanent president.”

That seemed to satisfy him, and he relaxed. But I left his

side with a troubled heart and walked out into the rain to

think.

Stalin had already broken the agreements made at Yalta

and Potsdam; the Communists were attempting to take over

China; and we were well into the Atomic Age. Surely, I felt,

the Gospel of Christ was the answer to the predicament of

humanity, because it was authentic, adequate, and

available. It alone pointed the way to individual peace,

social harmony, life adjustment, and spiritual satisfaction.

I believed I was called to spread the Gospel. I also thought

that through Christian education we could train men and

women with a passion to present that Gospel. Did that mean

that through education I could multiply my ministry? I felt

so. My dilemma was deep and produced a feeling of

uncertainty.

Despite his declining health, Dr. Riley presided at a North-

western Schools board meeting on October 1, 1947. I was

present at his request, and he called on me to make a

statement.

“I have no clear indication from the Lord that I am to

succeed Dr. Riley,” I said in part. “God called me into

evangelism. I have a definite responsibility and commitment

to Youth for Christ for the present. However, if it would . . .

be . . . any help, I would be glad to become interim

president in case of an emergency until the board could

make some disposition of the office. . . . My position at the

moment is that I am only Vice President at large.”

I didn’t know how I could have made my position any

clearer.

At midnight on December 5, 1947, George Wilson called

me at a Youth for Christ meeting in Hattiesburg, Mississippi.

“Dr. Riley has died,” he informed me.



I was asked to preach at his funeral. Fortunately, my

British friend Stephen Olford was visiting with me. I asked

him to take over my speaking schedule. I traveled at once to

Minnesota, preparing the funeral sermon on the plane. I

decided to preach on the first eighty-six words of the first

Psalm; Dr. Riley had died at age eighty-six, and Psalm 1, on

the importance of God’s Word, so aptly described him.

A prominent local pastor who led a prayer at the service

later announced that he should have preached at the

funeral and that he was the obvious successor to the

presidency. Dr. Riley had had other ideas, he added

disdainfully, and had recruited this young man.

That pastor was probably right. My bachelor’s degree in

anthropology from Wheaton College hardly qualified me to

become a college president—the youngest one in the

nation, I later learned—only four years after graduating

myself. That was probably what a lot of the other board

members and faculty thought too. At the next board

meeting, however, the directors dutifully followed the

founder’s mandate and named me interim president. (The

board had fifty members, which I found too large for

efficiency, but it included a number of leading businessmen,

doctors, and other professionals.)

I walked into the middle of existing emergencies on

campus and created a few of my own. My second day on the

job, the librarian came into my office and said that she

couldn’t possibly make ends meet any longer on her small

monthly salary. I agreed wholeheartedly and wrote out a slip

for the treasurer, authorizing an immediate increase. Word

of my generosity spread like wildfire through faculty ranks!

Those underpaid folks had to do so much moonlighting

through speaking engagements and other work that they

were away from campus almost as much as I intended to

be. A pay raise was merited for everyone.

My enlightened generosity would have been a bold stroke,

winning me instant acceptance by the faculty, if the school



had had the money. But it didn’t. In fact, it needed a major

infusion of cash. After decades of operating in Jackson Hall,

the educational building belonging to First Baptist Church,

Dr. Riley had decided to build an administrative and

academic headquarters three blocks away, overlooking a

little lake in Loring Park. Most of the money he raised was

sunk into the excavation and the foundation pilings. At the

time of his death, the project lacked funds for completion.

The most urgent item on my presidential agenda was to

raise money to finish the building.

Settling into an executive office and running a school’s

daily routines neither appealed to me nor suited my

temperament. I was twenty-nine years old. My wife and two

young daughters—Anne Morrow Graham was born in May

1948, a few months after I joined Northwestern—were at

home in North Carolina. I myself was on the road at least

one-fourth of the time from coast to coast as an itinerant

evangelist holding youth rallies and organizing local Youth

for Christ groups. Ruth had no desire to move to

Minneapolis. I had the vision for Northwestern, but not the

stomach. It did not help any that Ruth kept reminding me

that I was called by God to be an evangelist, not an

educator.

To keep an eye on things while I was at the school, Marie

Riley, officially as the dean of women and unofficially as the

founder’s widow, understandably took a rather proprietary

stance; wonderfully qualified, she kept her managerial hand

on every aspect of the institution. She symbolized the

authority that in her late husband had been almost

absolute. If it had not been for her deep commitment to the

Lord, her great talent and ability, and the warmth with

which she always greeted me, I could not have handled the

job.

One of the great encouragements I had during this time

was inheriting Dr. Riley’s longtime secretary, Luverne

Gustavson. Be-cause she knew everything about the school,



had known Dr. Riley, and could find filed letters in which he

had outlined his thinking on policies and people, she was a

great help to me.

To keep an eye on things while I was away, I thought of my

old friend T.W. Wilson. I began pressuring him to leave his

own effective ministry with Youth for Christ to come help me

as vice president. His educational credentials were no more

impressive than mine. Physically, though, he was a big man

who was not afraid to speak up for his convictions. He had

been trained under Bob Jones and had been on his board

and in YFC. That, along with his spiritual warmth and

congenial sense of humor, rounded out the qualifications I

thought were necessary for an assistant. I had many friends

at the school and in Minnesota. But I had years of well-

founded confidence in T.W., not only as a friend but as a

watchdog when I was away.

So he and his wife, Mary Helen, moved from their

comfortable home in the South to the stern climate of

Minnesota. That was more than I was willing to do; I stayed

at an old hotel whenever I was in the city. But I was

traveling constantly. Mainly for our children’s sake, Ruth

wanted to stay near her parents in Montreat; I went there as

often as I could.

One night, as I was lying awake in North Carolina, I

realized that we needed a catchy slogan that would

illustrate what we wanted Northwestern to be. The Lord

gave me the words “Knowledge on fire.” I took them back

with me, and everybody seemed to feel they were exactly

the slogan we needed.

Absentee president though I was for much of the time

during the next few years, I was aware that good progress in

enrollment and finances at Northwestern camouflaged

lingering campus unrest. The board did not know what to

make of me. I had ideas, lots of them, and a few of them

might even have been good for the school. But I wanted

them to be put into practice immediately.



“I am finding that schools are not made overnight,” I wrote

to a minister friend in Michigan. “It takes much blood,

sweat, tears, and prayer to make an institution. The school

has been going through a great transitory period; it has

growing pains. New ideas, new horizons, new attitudes, and

new objectives are not always easy.” I went on to make

reference to “jealous hearts . . . hurling criticisms at

Northwestern that are totally unjustified.” I asked him for

ideas on how I could get out of this responsibility.

Another sore spot with some of the ultrafundamentalist

board members was the Council of Churches’ sponsorship of

my fall 1948 Crusade in Augusta, Georgia. It was the first

time an interdenominational ministerial organization had

given us all-out support. While some of the men on the

board did not like it, I saw great new possibilities for

evangelism in this development.

A crisis in the school’s building fund made me forever

skittish about wearing the two hats of evangelist and fund-

raiser. For the first six months of my tenure as president,

those two roles posed no conflict of interest for me. I felt

that I could raise money for the school’s programs and

departments while conducting youth rallies around the

country. During that time, I accepted no salary from

Northwestern; Youth for Christ was still paying my regular

salary. Nevertheless, public perception was just the

opposite, and that became a troublesome factor in ministry

financing.

I soon had to cut down my traveling schedule with Youth

for Christ. Board, faculty, and students became increasingly

close to my heart—especially the young people, as I listened

to their exuberant singing in chapel services, or heard

testimonies of the Lord’s blessing in their Christian outreach

assignments, or had a chance for spirited conversation with

individuals and small groups. I was a scant ten years older

than many of them, and I felt more like their brother than

their elder.



I already had two Wilsons in my life, the brothers T.W. and

Grady. At Northwestern I added a third, George—no relation

to the first two. He was a layman, the business manager at

Northwestern as well as the owner of a Christian bookstore

downtown. He also had been director of the Youth for Christ

rallies in Minneapolis, the largest YFC in America, averaging

perhaps 10,000 at each rally. He had a remarkable youth

ministry of his own, and his enthusiasm for Northwestern

was a gift of God to my work there. In addition, he had a

terrific personality and a lot of humor, as I had learned

during our travels together in England.

To those virtues was added a tremendous loyalty. “George

Wilson will devote himself completely to just one person,”

Dr. Riley had warned. “He’s been loyal that way to me.

When I’m gone, he’ll transfer that loyalty to you.” He never

spoke a truer word.

George always exercised a sharp sense of stewardship

over the funds God entrusted to us, meager as they might

be. That made him a terrific bargain-hunter on the school’s

behalf. He got twenty-three old pianos from historic Fort

Snelling, outside Minneapolis, for a few dollars each. The

majority weren’t worth fixing up as musical instruments; he

had them made into podiums for classrooms.

When I assumed the interim presidency, George Wilson

and his friend Loren Bridges, who was a sergeant in the

Marine Corps and a radio expert, had already looked into

the possibility of establishing a radio station at the school.

The Christian Businessmen’s Committee in Minneapolis was

in the process of establishing one of its own. Every time

George and Loren had approached Dr. Riley, however, he

had turned them down. I, on the other hand, was

enthusiastic and gave them permission to proceed as

quickly as possible.

Under the leadership of the dean of the school and T.W.,

the students were asked to give as much money as they

could toward the radio station. I went out to call on some



friends of the school to help raise the rest. George stayed

right in the middle of the project with his tremendous

enthusiasm. Not too long thereafter, radio station KTIS was

established, and I had the privilege of being the first voice

on the air; I spoke for fifteen minutes each day.

Funds for completing Memorial Hall were also successfully

raised. On moving day, a truly memorable day, students,

faculty, and staff carried all the books—each volume

numbered in sequence for its respective place on the

shelves—in a procession down Harmon Place to the library

in the new building. The new campus was in full operation.

Faculty salaries had been raised, and finances in general

were on a sound basis. To help meet expenses, we nearly

doubled the tuition charge, and still enrollment expanded.

But when I tried to cut expenses to stay within the budget, I

almost had a faculty rebellion on my hands. How we

wrestled in prayer over all our problems! We had prayer

meetings at every turn—something I had learned at Florida

Bible Institute. What we needed, God provided because of

His grace, not because we deserved it.

As you will see later, within the next few years much

happened to expand my evangelistic ministry, and I became

more convinced than ever that full-time evangelism was

God’s plan for me. Because of that conviction, in June 1950 I

resigned from the Northwestern presidency, but the board

of directors would not accept my resignation.

At Christmastime in 1951, I did an awful lot of soul-

searching back home in the solitude of the North Carolina

mountains. The board, faculty, and students at

Northwestern were as cooperative as anyone could ask, but

the school was suffering in several areas without a full-time

president on duty to make executive decisions. Back home

with Ruth and our three girls—Ruth Bell Graham, who was

nicknamed Bunny, had been born in December 1950—I

went off by myself almost every day for prayer and study. I

reread and pondered the great Bible passages that had



motivated me for years, in the Book of Acts and in prophets

like Daniel and Ezekiel. My decision was unavoidable.

In February 1952, I tried again. This time the board

accepted the resignation.

I sincerely felt that I was leaving the institution in much

better condition than I found it. Our difficult progress toward

accreditation was well under way. Enrollment had climbed

from 700 to 1,200—the highest level in its half-century of

existence; that total included several foreign students we

had invited to come tuition-free as we met them in our

overseas rallies. Most of them were students aflame for a

world on fire, just as our school’s slogan advocated.

Admittedly, I was never completely happy at Northwestern

or totally convinced that I was in the will of God. As I look

back, however, I can see that many good things came of my

time there, especially in the experience I gained in

management and finances and in working with a board. The

years there also gave me a greater understanding of young

people. All of this would be valuable to me in future years.

There was some understandable unhappiness with me

when I left the school. I took with me some of my friends

and staff into our new organization, the Billy Graham

Evangelistic Association. For example, I took George Wilson,

who had been Northwestern’s business manager; Luverne

Gustavson, who had been Dr. Riley’s and then my own

private secretary; Betty Lowry, an administrative whiz; and

Jerry Beavan, who had been registrar at the school.

During those years as president of Northwestern, was I, as

some critics were quick to report, thoughtless and

insensitive? Some of both, I had to admit. But the historic

Los Angeles and New England Crusades took place during

my tenure, and the world seemed to be opening up to

evangelism in an unprecedented way. Maybe some of my

decisions and actions would have been different if I had

reflected longer. But things were happening so fast that

there was hardly time to think. Three months after I



resigned, I wrote to a Baptist editor friend. “There is no

doubt that I made mistakes and I believe the Lord has

forgiven. However, there were many other elements that

entered in that the public probably will never know.”

The college’s new president told me that those of the old

faculty he had met did not agree with all of my self-

assessment. All I could say to him was, “Well, there are a lot

of things that I remember that they don’t remember!”

“I am feeling the best I’ve ever felt in my life,” I wrote to

my parents on June 23, 1952, in the middle of a memorable

Crusade in Jackson, Mississippi. “Getting the School off my

mind has been a tremendous relief.”
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A Growing Outreach
Augusta, Modesto, Miami, Baltimore, Altoona, Forest Home 1948–1949

 

Following our first citywide Campaign in September 1947, in

Grand Rapids, Michigan—back then we used the label

Campaign rather than Crusade —we held a number of

others; but Augusta, Modesto, and Altoona now stand out in

my mind for various reasons, and I recall Forest Home for

the most important reason of all.

AUGUSTA

 
It was October 1948, and we were in Augusta, Georgia,

about to conclude a fairly successful two-and-a-half-week

citywide Campaign. Though I had recently taken on the

presidency of Northwestern Schools, I was still on the road a

great deal, speaking at YFC rallies, conferences, and

evangelistic campaigns.

Our Augusta Campaign clearly was not having any impact

on the people in the hotel. An automobile dealers’

convention was in town that Saturday night, and around one

in the morning a wild party erupted in the next room,

awakening me from a deep sleep. Grady came to my room

to complain.

“I can’t sleep.”

“I can’t either, and tomorrow’s a big day,” I said to him.

“I’m going over there to put a stop to this.”

I wrapped my bathrobe around me and went out and

pounded on their door.

“Whad’ya want?” asked the drunken man who responded

to my knock.



“I want to speak to this crowd!”

I had intended just to tell my neighbors to stifle the noise,

but I guess the preacher in me took over. I yelled for silence

into the crowd of thirty or forty carousing men and women

behind him. Startled, they quieted down.

“I’m a minister of the Gospel,” I began.

Pin-drop silence. This was a bunch of South Carolina auto

dealers who knew a Bible Belt evangelist when they saw

one, even in his bathrobe.

“I’m holding a revival Campaign in this town. Some of you

may have read about it in the paper.”

Not a reasonable assumption.

“I daresay most of this crowd are church members. Some

of you are deacons and elders. Maybe even Sunday school

teachers. I know your pastors would be ashamed of you,

because you’re certainly not acting like Christians.”

I got bolder: “I know God is ashamed of you.”

“That’s right, preacher,” one of them piped up. “I’m a

deacon.”

“And I’m a Sunday school teacher,” a woman confessed.

Well, I stood there and preached an evangelist’s sermon to

that crowd. I don’t know what happened to the party after I

left, but there was no more noise for the rest of the night.

That was not my usual pattern, of course, although I have

endured more noisy hotel rooms than I care to remember.

But sometimes an evangelist has to be bold, and sometimes

he comes across as brash!

Those meetings in Augusta were part of a series of

Campaigns that marked a new departure for us. My first

years with Youth for Christ had been a whirlwind of activity: I

spoke at YFC rallies and churches all across North America

and Europe. In February of that year, for example, I spoke

forty-four times for YFC in several midwestern states, not

including various church services and other related events.

However, I was beginning to think and pray about new

opportunities for full-scale citywide Campaigns. Some of



these were youth-oriented and closely tied to YFC. Others

were invitations to hold citywide Campaigns separate from

YFC, targeting the whole community. The first of these not

related to YFC had been in late 1947 in my hometown of

Charlotte; Augusta was our second.

As it turned out, we followed several principles in Augusta

that would become the established pattern for our work in

later years.

The first was to work for as broad church involvement as

possible. Our citywide Campaign in Augusta was officially

sponsored by the city’s ministerial association—a sort of

council of churches. Such extensive sponsorship never

happened before; in all previous cities, a few churches, or in

some cases only one church invited us to hold meetings. In

Augusta we had all-out support from virtually the entire

Christian community, under the chairmanship of the pastor

of First Presbyterian Church, Dr. Cary Weisiger.

Perhaps an event that occurred a few months before that

Campaign, in late summer, had given me a greater desire to

work with as many churches as possible. I had attended the

founding session of the World Council of Churches in

Amsterdam. Christianity was taking on a new worldwide

dimension for me. Dr. Willem Visser ’t Hooft, who was the

secretary of the newly formed council, had invited me as an

observer from Youth for Christ and had treated me very

warmly.

Like many, I was concerned that some extreme theological

liberals—persons who would not hold all the tenets of the

Apostles’ Creed, which was my own basic creed—had been

given prominence. Nevertheless, I was impressed by the

spiritual depth and commitment of many of the participants.

Furthermore, at the local level in a city such as Augusta, I

could see a great advantage in a united effort that brought

all the churches together around the preaching of the

Gospel.



Second, we stressed that prayer was an indispensable

element in preparation for a Campaign, and we sought to

organize in advance as much prayer as possible. In the

months before we arrived, I was told, several hundred

prayer meetings brought people together in churches and

neighborhoods to ask God’s blessing.

Third, special care was taken to avoid problems with

finances. Money had to be raised to take care of Campaign

expenses, but it needed to be done in a way that did not

bring suspicion or hostility to the effort. Long before the

Campaign in Augusta ended, audiences contributed enough

to pay all the budgeted expenses. At that point, the

sponsors stopped taking an offering at the meetings. At the

last meeting, as was customary in those days, a love

offering was gathered for Cliff Barrows and me. (Bev Shea

we paid a weekly fee, and Grady Wilson did not come to

every Campaign, but he received a stipend when he was

able to come.)

Fourth, we learned the value of publicity and the

importance of being honest and careful in talking about our

efforts. The local committee had run ads in the newspaper,

letting the public know the facts of time and place. (Such

ads were essential, since our early Campaigns seldom rated

any coverage in the news section.) How-ever, some of the

ad copy concerned me, because it placed emphasis on

individuals rather than on the Gospel message. “Hear These

Famous Religious Workers,” one ad exhorted, greatly

exaggerating our importance. Bev Shea was the only one

who was famous; he had hordes of radio fans—in Des

Moines!

On the other hand, we saw that systematic advertising

clearly could increase interest in a Campaign. Ads

announcing our theme as “Christ for This Crisis” seemed to

stimulate media interest in the meetings. I wanted to let

people know that the Gospel had a uniquely dynamic

relevance to life as they experienced it here and now.



Newspapers began to report on the meetings daily, with

good summaries of the high points in my sermons. All of us

had opportunities to speak on local radio programs too.

One newspaper article said that in my next sermon I

would hold the Bible in one hand and a newspaper in the

other. I don’t know whether that was literally true, but it did

symbolize my constant effort to show the timeliness of

God’s eternal truths. In preaching the Gospel, I could also

comment on everything current—the Communist threat,

moral and social issues in the newspapers, Judgment Day.

MODESTO

 
Immediately after the Augusta Campaign, Cliff Barrows,

Grady Wilson, and I drove across the country toward

Modesto, Califor-nia, which was near Cliff’s boyhood home,

for another citywide Campaign scheduled to begin in late

October . . . and therein lay a tale.

Cliff and I had bought same-model Buicks. Cliff’s was

pulling a trailer called the “Bonnie B. Special,” named for his

baby daughter. Because I had a commitment in Augusta just

after the Campaign, I could not leave right away. Grady

decided to travel with me. We agreed to let Cliff go first,

promising to meet him at a prearranged spot in Texas,

where Grady would swap cars and share the rest of the

drive with Cliff.

But we never saw Cliff! After waiting for a time at our

scheduled meeting place, we gave up and went on without

him, stopping (it seemed) at every Buick place on the road

to inquire about a fellow driving a Buick pulling a trailer. At

some point, we learned that he was only about six hours

ahead of us, but we needed to stop for three or four hours’

sleep. Besides, the oil light on the dash told me that

something was wrong; I had to get the oil pump fixed. By

the time we stopped at the Buick place in Albuquerque, we

knew that Cliff had to be way ahead of us. When we finally

got to Cliff’s father’s home in Ceres, just outside of Modesto,



we found a smiling Cliff waiting for us; he had arrived an

hour before.

A large tent had been erected for the event. Right from

the first, we were encouraged by the response. Some nights

we had to turn hundreds of people away because of lack of

space. Some of the Modesto leaders even urged us to

stretch the original two weeks into three. I had to decide

against it, however, due to pressing responsibilities at

Northwestern.

But Modesto not only encouraged us to continue citywide

Campaigns, it also provided the foundation for much of our

future work in another way. From time to time Cliff, Bev,

Grady, and I talked among ourselves about the recurring

problems many evangelists seemed to have, and about the

poor image so-called mass evangelism had in the eyes of

many people. Sinclair Lewis’s fictional character Elmer

Gantry unquestionably had given traveling evangelists a

bad name. To our sorrow, we knew that some evangelists

were not much better than Lewis’s scornful caricature.

One afternoon during the Modesto meetings, I called the

Team together to discuss the problem. Then I asked them to

go to their rooms for an hour and list all the problems they

could think of that evangelists and evangelism encountered.

When they returned, the lists were remarkably similar, and

in a short amount of time, we made a series of resolutions

or commitments among ourselves that would guide us in

our future evangelistic work. In reality, it was more of an

informal understanding among ourselves—a shared

commitment to do all we could to uphold the Bible’s

standard of absolute integrity and purity for evangelists.

The first point on our combined list was money. Nearly all

evangelists at that time—including us—were supported by

love offerings taken at the meetings. The temptation to

wring as much money as possible out of an audience, often

with strong emotional appeals, was too great for some

evangelists. In addition, there was little or no accountability



for finances. It was a system that was easy to abuse—and

led to the charge that evangelists were in it only for the

money.

I had been drawing a salary from YFC and turning all

offerings from YFC meetings over to YFC committees, but

my new independent efforts in citywide Campaigns required

separate finances. In Modesto we determined to do all we

could to avoid financial abuses and to downplay the offering

and depend as much as possible on money raised by the

local committees in advance.

The second item on the list was the danger of sexual

immorality. We all knew of evangelists who had fallen into

immorality while separated from their families by travel. We

pledged among ourselves to avoid any situation that would

have even the appearance of compromise or suspicion.

From that day on, I did not travel, meet, or eat alone with a

woman other than my wife. We determined that the Apostle

Paul’s mandate to the young pastor Timothy would be ours

as well: “Flee . . . youthful lusts” (2 Timothy 2:22, KJV).

Our third concern was the tendency of many evangelists

to carry on their work apart from the local church, even to

criticize local pastors and churches openly and scathingly.

We were convinced, however, that this was not only

counterproductive but also wrong from the Bible’s

standpoint. We were determined to cooperate with all who

would cooperate with us in the public proclamation of the

Gospel, and to avoid an antichurch or anticlergy attitude.

The fourth and final issue was publicity. The tendency

among some evangelists was to exaggerate their successes

or to claim higher attendance numbers than they really had.

This likewise discredited evangelism and brought the whole

enterprise under suspicion. It often made the press so

suspicious of evangelists that they refused to take notice of

their work. In Modesto we committed ourselves to integrity

in our publicity and our reporting.



So much for the Modesto Manifesto, as Cliff called it in

later years. In reality, it did not mark a radical departure for

us; we had always held these principles. It did, however,

settle in our hearts and minds, once and for all, the

determination that integrity would be the hallmark of both

our lives and our ministry.

After the Campaign, Cliff, Grady, and I drove back east.

One night we stopped somewhere out in the desert for a

break. The stars seemed so close, it felt like we could reach

out and touch them. They were so beautiful that we lay on

our backs a long time, just talking and praying.

The next day, one of us said, “Let’s race to the top of this

mountain and back to see who can win.” That was our last

race; it frightened us too much when Grady collapsed and

began to spit up blood. Cliff was the strongest of the three

of us and would always win at any sport—except golf!

At the time, the transition to full-scale citywide Campaigns

didn’t seem to us to be a major break. It was instead a

natural development of our YFC work; in reality, most of our

YFC rallies were citywide and involved local committees.

The primary differences were that the YFC rallies were

limited mainly to youth, and they did not directly involve the

churches the way our regular evangelistic Campaigns

would.

MIAMI AND BALTIMORE

 
A series of meetings chaired by Ira Eshleman in Miami in

early 1949 gave us even greater encouragement to develop

more citywide Campaigns. Those meetings were a struggle

financially, but we were able to meet in the Municipal

Auditorium.

In this and every other citywide Campaign for some years

after that, we devoted one night to missions. My message

that night would be on missions and the need for

missionaries, and I would encourage the young people to

consider dedicating their lives to missionary service. To



support that message, we would give the entire offering

from that service to missions.

On mission night in Miami, Ira stepped into the elevator at

the Everglades Hotel and asked Grady and me a question:

“Can you explain why we’re giving an offering to missions?”

he asked with a smile. “I haven’t been paid a thing!”

“Well,” said Grady mockingly, “what about my salary?”

And the two teased each other for the rest of the night.

One day Ira took me to Fort Lauderdale, which was then

just a small village outside of Miami. “If I were you and could

get any money,” he said, “I would invest it in land all

through here. It’s going to become a great city one day.”

“Ira,” I said, “I don’t want to get into any business. I’ll just

rely on the Lord to pay my way.”

At the urging of the local leadership, we extended the

Campaign from two weeks to three. A thirteen-day series in

May in Baltimore’s old Lyric Theatre, which seated 3,000

people, gave us similar encouragement.

DEATH OF AN UNCLE

 
Uncle Tom Graham died in June 1949. I was in Kansas City

with Bev Shea and Al Metzker preparing for a Youth for

Christ rally to be held on June 11, which was a Saturday

night. Our Crusade in Altoona was scheduled to begin the

next day. When I learned that Uncle Tom had died, I asked

Grady to begin the Altoona meetings for me. The funeral

was to be the day after the rally, on Sunday, so we would

have to fly out in order to make it on time. Tahlequah,

Oklahoma, was well off the beaten path. I asked Al to see if

he could get us a private plane. The best he could do was a

singleengine Stinson Reliant. Early Sunday morning, Bev

and I set out.

When we arrived at the airport, we had a plane, but no

one to fly it. The best we could do was a student pilot.

After we took off, I asked the young man how long the trip

would take.



“Maybe an hour,” he answered. “Maybe an hour and a

half.”

We hadn’t been airborne all that long when the young

pilot made a casual observation. “I don’t know if we have

any fuel. The gauge isn’t working.”

He, Bev, and I began to look for a place to land.

Fortunately, we spotted a small runway in the middle of

nowhere. The young man brought the plane down ably

enough, but when we got out, there was nobody around.

“It’s Sunday,” said Bev. “Everybody must be in church.”

The young man went over to a parked car, siphoned the

gas right out of its tank, and transferred the fuel to our

airplane in one smooth sweep. I just stood there watching—

apparently, he had done this sort of thing before. Bev and

the pilot were clamoring for me to get on board and get out

of there. I reached into my pocket, pulled out some bills,

and ran to stick them under the car’s windshield wiper.

Then, without looking back, I ran for the plane, hoping that

what I had left would be enough to cover the gas and the

inconvenience.

Airborne again, I noticed that the engine seemed to be

asthmatic, wheezing when it should be whirring. I leaned

forward and asked the pilot a simple question. “Is car

gasoline good for a plane engine?”

“It can’t hurt,” came the reply.

“It can’t hurt,” repeated Bev with a nod.

We soon flew into a rainstorm. To cover my anxiety, I

talked to the pilot again.

“What do you do for a living?” I asked him.

“I lay carpet.”

“He lays carpet,” repeated Bev with another doubtful nod.

The worse the storm became, the more I talked.

“By the way, how long have you been flying?”

“Well, I’ve been working at it, off and on, for six months,”

he said proudly.

“I suppose you have your pilot’s license?”



“Oh, yes, sir, I have my pilot’s license,” he assured me.

“And you have your license to carry passengers?”

“Well, no, sir, I don’t have that yet,” he admitted.

“Don’t have that yet,” repeated Bev, nodding in my

direction.

“Have you ever flown this plane before?” I asked,

suspecting the answer.

“Not this plane,” he said.

“Not this plane,” repeated Bev, this time shaking his head.

Bev and I would have jumped if only we could have found

the chutes.

We landed two more times, each time to pick up more fuel

—real plane fuel, not gasoline—but we seemed to be getting

no nearer to Tahlequah. Bev and I resigned ourselves to the

inevitable; we were never going to get to the funeral. At the

same time, we decided that we were not going to board that

plane again. We walked down the road toward what we

hoped was a village or a town.

Our prayers were quickly answered. A man drove up in an

ancient Chevy. “I run this little airport,” he said. “When I

heard the plane, I decided to come back here to find out

what was wrong.” He drove us back to the airport, filled the

plane’s tank, and gave the pilot directions. Bev and I

decided to try again after all.

Our hopes rose when we spotted a runway that seemed to

match the description given by our airport rescuer. The pilot

buzzed the cattle off the strip and then made his descent

onto the grass—which was apparently higher than the pilot

had figured. We jolted down and then rolled to a quick stop.

I got out and walked around the plane. The propeller and

both the wheels were choked with thick clumps of green

strands.

As I looked at this problem, a word of warning was shouted

from the plane. I turned around and saw a heifer with horns

charging right at me. I made it over the barbed wire fence

just in time, but not without a couple of scratches. When I



turned around again, I noticed some farm folks who had

been watching our antics in the field. I knew the answer was

no, but I had to ask the question anyway.

“Is this the airport for Tahlequah?”

“No, sir, it’s over on the other side of town,” the man said.

It seemed that there were two airports in Tahlequah. Since

we were expected at the real airport and the bystanders

could offer us no ground transportation, we decided to fly

across town.

I went back over the fence to the field and explained the

situation. After we had cut away as much of the grass as we

could from the wheels and propeller, the pilot was able to

turn the plane around and take off.

Not many minutes later we saw the paved runway of the

other airport and noticed some cars screeching to a stop.

They had heard our plane and came to pick us up. As they

drove us to the church, they told us that the funeral service

had already started. The minister received us with great

excitement. And there was my uncle, lying in front, with the

casket open. Bev went to the piano, where he sat down and

readied himself to play. I sat down where the minister

indicated I should, opened my Bible, and got ready to speak.

“Do you know, ladies and gentlemen,” said the kindly old

preacher, “what a privilege it is to have George Beverly

Shea here with us today?!”

As I said, Bev was the celebrity!

“Instead of Mr. Shea’s singing just one song,” asked the

preacher, “why don’t we prevail upon him to sing two or

three?”

Bev sang three songs, I finally said a few words, and we

buried my uncle with dignity and love.

Back at the airport, Bev and I made a deal. If the prop did

not start at the first catch, we were going back on the train.

It caught, though, and we flew back, with barely a wheeze,

to Kansas City. We even had a beautiful sunset. It certainly



felt good to get on a full-size airliner—a DC–4, as I recall—to

fly to Altoona.

ALTOONA

 
There was more, much more, to learn about how to run a

successful Campaign, as we soon discovered. Some of it we

learned in Altoona, Pennsylvania.

We did not keep statistics systematically in those days.

Besides, numbers by themselves are never a true indication

of what God accomplishes. But if ever I felt I conducted a

Campaign that was a flop, humanly speaking, Altoona was

it!

The community itself seemed apathetic, competing

ministe-rial associations squabbled over trivia, and

organization for the Campaign was poor. There were other

problems that we had not encountered before to any extent.

Altoona was a center of extreme fundamentalism (and also

strong liberalism), and some people yelled out in the

meetings, not out of enthusiasm but to condemn me for

fellowshipping with Christians they considered too liberal

(and for other perceived faults). One unfortunate woman in

the choir had mental problems and shouted out repeatedly

in the middle of one sermon, disrupting the service. When

she refused to quiet down, Cliff and Grady finally had to

eject her, but she kept coming back. We could not help but

sense that Satan was on the attack.

Not surprisingly, the attendance was small when

compared to the turnout we had just had in Baltimore, and

the results were insignificant by my own measurement.

Altoona was an industrial town built on coal, and I left it

discouraged and with painful cinders in my eyes. In fact, I

pondered whether God had really called me to evangelism

after all. Maybe Altoona was sending me a signal that I had

better give full time to my job as president of Northwestern

Schools. At a minimum, it called into question our desire to

expand from youth-oriented rallies into citywide Campaigns.



It was not the first time I had considered leaving

evangelism for education. At the same time, I still was not

sure I was cut out to be a college president. I will never

forget one good-looking student who decided that he

wanted to go to Northwestern. Not long thereafter, I saw

him on the campus and greeted him. He put his arm around

me—I guess he felt he knew me because we had talked at

the meetings—and welcomed me home. “Billy, you old bag

of bones,” he said to me, “we’re so glad to have you back!”

That was the sort of respect I generated in some of the

students.

The Augusta experience at the outset of the 1948–49

academic year left no doubt in my heart that God was

blessing our work in evangelism. But back in Minneapolis,

when Northwestern Schools opened for the fall 1948 term,

we had the largest enrollment in the institution’s history. It

thrilled me to have a part in equipping so many promising

young people for ministry in church and society. Their

combined outreach with the Gospel in years to come would

far exceed anything I could ever envision for myself.

By the spring of 1949, I gave serious consideration to

taking a two-year leave of absence from Northwestern to

work toward a Ph.D. A bachelor of arts degree hardly

seemed adequate for a college president, and it did not help

Northwestern in its pursuit of accreditation. I wrote to

several universities to find out what would be involved in

graduate study in religion, anthropology, history, or

philosophy. Their answers were not encouraging. What with

residence requirements and all the study I would have to do

in foreign languages, it would take forever. Still, the

prospect attracted me. An advanced degree, I felt, would

not hurt wherever life took me, either as a college president

or as an itinerant evangelist.

To have or not to have an advanced degree was not my only

dilemma. My very faith was under siege. For one thing, my



friend and partner in preaching on that memorable trip to

the British Isles and Europe in 1946, Chuck Templeton, had

resigned from his church in Toronto to enroll at Princeton

Theological Seminary. I talked with him two or three times

that winter of 1948–49—his first year as a graduate student

—and discovered that he was undergoing serious

theological difficulties, particularly concerning the authority

of the Scriptures. My respect and affection for Chuck were

so great that whatever troubled him troubled me also.

I had similar questions arising from my own broadened

reading habits. I wanted to keep abreast of theological

thinking at midcentury, but brilliant writers such as Karl

Barth and Reinhold Niebuhr really made me struggle with

concepts that had been ingrained in me since childhood.

They were the pioneers in what came to be called neo-

orthodoxy. While they rejected old liberalism, the new

meanings they put into some of the old theological terms

confused me terribly. I never doubted the Gospel itself, or

the deity of Christ on which it depended, but other major

issues were called into question.

The particular intellectual problem I was wrestling with, for

the first time since my conversion as a teenager, was the

inspiration and authority of the Scriptures. Seeming

contradictions and problems with interpretation defied

intellectual solutions, or so I thought. Could the Bible be

trusted completely?

If this doubt had sprung up in my student days, as it did

for so many, it might have been taken as a normal

development. But neo-orthodoxy’s redefinition of inspiration

to allow for a Bible prone to mistakes and to subjective

interpretations certainly should not have been an option for

someone in my position. I was not a searching sophomore,

subject to characteristic skepticism. I was the president of a

liberal arts college, Bible school, and seminary—an

institution whose doctrinal statement was extremely strong

and clear on this point. I professed to believe in the full



inspiration of the Scriptures. But did I believe in the same

sense that my predecessor, Dr. Riley, had believed?

Feeling a little hypocritical, I began an intensive study of

this question. I read theologians and scholars on all sides of

the issue. I also turned to the Bible itself. Paul had written to

Timothy, “All scripture is given by inspiration of God” (2

Timothy 3:16, KJV). (I knew that the New Testament Greek

term that translates as “inspiration” literally meant “God-

breathed writings.”) There was an impenetrable mystery to

that concept, as with all things pertaining to God. Yet the

basic meaning was clear: the Bible was more than just

another human book.

The Apostle Peter said, “For the prophecy came not in old

time by the will of man: but holy men of God spake as they

were moved by the Holy Ghost” (2 Peter 1:21, KJV). Jesus

Himself said, “Heaven and earth shall pass away, but my

words shall not pass away” (Matthew 24:35, KJV). The

internal testimony of the Scriptures to their own inspiration

and authority was unequivocal. So was Jesus’ own view of

the Scriptures.

The disturbing conversations with Chuck Templeton, my

confused reaction to studying influential and sometimes

contradictory theologians, the quandary over a career in

education versus a ministry in evangelism, and most

recently the fiasco in Altoona—all these were the

intellectual, spiritual, and emotional baggage I was carrying

in the summer of 1949 as we began to prepare for Los

Angeles, the largest citywide Campaign to date.

FOREST HOME

 
One of God’s hidden stratagems to prepare me for Los

Angeles was an engagement I had made for late summer

that I was not enthusiastic about keeping. At the end of

August, the annual College Briefing Conference met at

Forest Home, a retreat center east of Los Angeles. In my

role as the then-youngest college president in America, I



had agreed to speak, but after Altoona I did not feel I had

much to say.

Head of the conference was Miss Henrietta Mears, director

of religious education at First Presbyterian Church of

Hollywood. From a wealthy background, she was always

dressed in the latest fashion, and she wore tasteful makeup

and fine jewelry. Always positive, she had a great love for

down-and-outs. She was a former high school chemistry

teacher in Minneapolis and had been a key worker in the

Sunday school at Dr. Riley’s First Baptist Church. Some

twenty years before, she accepted an invitation to serve at

the Hollywood church. Within three years of her arrival, she

had built a dynamic Christian education program, with the

Sunday school enrollment rising from a fairly respectable

Presbyterian 450 to an absolutely awesome 4,500; it was

the talk of the West Coast. In the class she herself taught for

college students, weekly attendance ran to 500 men and

women who were devoted to “Teacher,” as she was called.

Her enthusiasm for the Lord Jesus Christ was contagious.

Other speakers included her own pastor at Hollywood

Presbyterian, Dr. Louis Evans; my good friend and fellow

seeker Chuck Templeton, who had just finished his first year

at Princeton seminary; and evangelist-scholar J. Edwin Orr,

who had received his Ph.D. from Oxford University and was

an authority on religious revivals. As always, I felt

intimidated by so many bright and gifted leaders, which just

added to my generally low spirits at the time. I would just as

soon have been at Forest Lawn, the famous Los Angeles

cemetery, as at Forest Home.

During the week, I had times of prayer and private

discussion with Miss Mears at her cottage. Rarely had I

witnessed such Christian love and compassion as she had

for those students. She had faith in the integrity of the

Scriptures, and an understanding of Bible truth as well as

modern scholarship. I was desperate for every insight she

could give me.



By contrast, Chuck Templeton had a passion for

intellectualism that had been stimulated by his studies. He

made no attempt to hide his feelings about me. “Billy,

you’re fifty years out of date. People no longer accept the

Bible as being inspired the way you do. Your faith is too

simple. Your language is out of date. You’re going to have to

learn the new jargon if you’re going to be successful in your

ministry.”

My friend Bob Evans, who had been at Wheaton with me,

was also at Forest Home. He overheard Chuck say, “Poor

Billy, I feel sorry for him. He and I are taking two different

roads.”

This cut me to the quick; the friendship and fellowship we

had enjoyed meant a great deal to me. Ironically, the

Christian Business Men’s Committee of Greater Los Angeles

(which was taking a great step of faith in having an

unknown evangelist like me) had invited Chuck to speak in

July at a “booster dinner” for the Campaign.

I ached as if I were on the rack, with Miss Mears stretching

me one way and Chuck Templeton stretching me the other.

Alone in my room one evening, I read every verse of

Scripture I could think of that had to do with “thus saith the

Lord.” I recalled hearing someone say that the prophets had

used the phrase “the Word of the Lord said” (or similar

wording) more than two thousand times. I had no doubts

concerning the deity of Jesus Christ or the validity of the

Gospel, but was the Bible completely true? If I was not

exactly doubtful, I was certainly disturbed.

I pondered the attitude of Christ toward the Scriptures. He

loved those sacred writings and quoted from them

constantly. Never once did He intimate that they could be

wrong. In fact, He verified some of the stories in the Old

Testament that were the hardest to believe, such as those

concerning Noah and Jonah. With the Psalmist, He delighted

in the law of the Lord, the Scriptures.



As that night wore on, my heart became heavily burdened.

Could I trust the Bible? With the Los Angeles Campaign

galloping toward me, I had to have an answer. If I could not

trust the Bible, I could not go on. I would have to quit the

school presidency. I would have to leave pulpit evangelism. I

was only thirty years of age. It was not too late to become a

dairy farmer. But that night I believed with all my heart that

the God who had saved my soul would never let go of me.

I got up and took a walk. The moon was out. The shadows

were long in the San Bernardino Mountains surrounding the

retreat center. Dropping to my knees there in the woods, I

opened the Bible at random on a tree stump in front of me. I

could not read it in the shadowy moonlight, so I had no idea

what text lay before me. Back at Florida Bible Institute, that

kind of woodsy setting had given me a natural pulpit for

proclamation. Now it was an altar where I could only stutter

into prayer.

The exact wording of my prayer is beyond recall, but it

must have echoed my thoughts: “O God! There are many

things in this book I do not understand. There are many

problems with it for which I have no solution. There are

many seeming contradictions. There are some areas in it

that do not seem to correlate with modern science. I can’t

answer some of the philosophical and psychological

questions Chuck and others are raising.”

I was trying to be on the level with God, but something

remained unspoken. At last the Holy Spirit freed me to say

it. “Father, I am going to accept this as Thy Word—by faith!

I’m going to allow faith to go beyond my intellectual

questions and doubts, and I will believe this to be Your

inspired Word.”

When I got up from my knees at Forest Home that August

night, my eyes stung with tears. I sensed the presence and

power of God as I had not sensed it in months. Not all my

questions were answered, but a major bridge had been



crossed. In my heart and mind, I knew a spiritual battle in

my soul had been fought and won.

Despite all the negotiations and arrangements we had

already entered into with the Christian Business Men’s

Committee of Greater Los Angeles, I still had a frightening

lack of assurance that the Lord really was leading us to Los

Angeles.

I had been away from home so much that year that I

hated to be leaving again, even though Ruth was going to

attempt to join me later. The first week in September, she

and I took a short vacation drive up in the northwoods of

Minnesota.

We returned to Minneapolis in time for a weekend faculty

retreat at Northwestern Schools, where the fall semester

was about to begin. I knew that the faculty and students

had a right to expect me on campus. I also knew, though,

that T.W., Dean Ed Hartill, and Mrs. Riley could capably

handle everything for at least a while.

Some of my negative praying would have made even God

gloomy, I guessed, if He had not known ahead what He was

going to do for the glory of His name.
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If the amount of advance press coverage was any

indication, the Los Angeles Campaign was going to be a

failure. Not that the local organizing committee hadn’t tried.

They had employed Lloyd Doctor, public relations director

for the local Salvation Army, to drum up interest. One day

shortly before the meetings opened, he persuaded a handful

of reporters to attend the first press conference I had ever

conducted. Next day we eagerly scanned the newspapers to

see the stories those reporters had written.

Nothing.

As far as the media were concerned, the Los Angeles Cam-

paign—by far our most ambitious evangelistic effort to date

—was going to be a nonevent.

Later Lloyd got me a brief appointment with the mayor of

Los Angeles, and the Los Angeles Times carried a small

back-page picture and story of that meeting. Except for the

ads that the committee ran in the church section, that was

virtually the only press exposure we got for the first couple

of weeks.

The invitation to hold meetings in Los Angeles originally

came from a group of businessmen who called themselves

“Christ for Greater Los Angeles,” representing about two

hundred churches. They had already sponsored several such

Campaigns with other evangelists, all of which were

reasonably successful. Now they wanted me to preach and

to bring Cliff Barrows and George Beverly Shea. I agreed but

insisted on several stringent conditions.



First, they were to try to broaden church support to

include as many churches and denominations as possible.

Second, they were to raise their budget from $7,000 to

$25,000, in order to invest more in advertising and

promotion. Third, they were to erect a much larger tent than

they had planned; our limited experience in citywide

Campaigns had already taught us that the crowds seemed

to grow as the days went on.

The men from Los Angeles initially agreed to every point

except raising the budget. They were convinced it would be

impossible to come up with such a large amount.

They had a point. In those days, Campaigns were modest

efforts. Even at the biggest meetings, it was unusual to hear

of more than 50 people responding to the Invitation to

receive Christ. Any evangelist preaching before more than

2,000 people was considered highly successful. The Christ

for Greater Los Angeles committee undoubtedly felt that

their commitment to raise $7,000 was an ambitious step in

the right direction.

To many of those seasoned, older Christians, I came

across as brash. But I found myself drafting a Los Angeles

scenario bigger and bolder than anything I had imagined

before. Besides insisting on the budget increase, I set yet

another seemingly impossible condition: the committee had

to put the public leadership and the platform duties of the

Campaign entirely in the hands of local clergy. The

committee, I felt, represented too limited an evangelical

constituency to make an impact.

I consulted with Cliff, and he agreed. I wrote back to our

hosts and told them we would be forced to cancel if they

could not see their way clear to step out in faith and take

that financial risk.

“I stand upon the brink of absolute fear and trembling

when I think we might come to Los Angeles with only a

small handful of churches,” I wrote in February 1949. “The



city of Los Angeles will not be touched unless the majority of

the churches are actively back of this campaign.”

My limited experience had already shown me that without

the cooperation of the local churches and their pastors, not

only would attendance suffer but so would the follow-up of

new Christians.

One of my objectives was to build the church in the

community. I did not simply want the audience to come from

the churches. I wanted to leave something behind in the

very churches themselves.

Even as I imposed these conditions on the long-suffering

committee, I doubted that they could comply. Yet I burned

with a sense of urgency to move forward: “I’m convinced . .

. that if a revival could break out in the city of Los Angeles,”

I wrote to Mr. Claude Jenkins, secretary of the committee, “it

would have repercussions around the world. Let’s not stop

at anything to make this the meeting that God could use as

a spark to send a flame of revival through the nation. Your

responsibilities are tremendous. Let’s go forward by prayer.”

Initial reports from Los Angeles indicated that I was

stirring up a hornet’s nest. Some opponents circulated

distorted and false stories about my being a self-promoting

money-grabber. The kind of conditions I was insisting on

certainly might have fueled that fire. And getting the

committee’s agreement would take a miracle. I was soon

humbled when I found out what truly big men they were in

the depth of their devotion to evangelism: they agreed to do

what we had asked. The Campaign was set to begin in the

last week of September and run for three weeks.

Just before the Campaign began, Henrietta Mears invited

me to her home in Beverly Hills to speak to the Hollywood

Christian Group. That occasion gave me an opportunity for

lengthy discussions with well-known actors and actresses.

One man at the meeting, Stuart Hamblen, impressed me

tremendously. He was rough, strong, loud, and earthy. Every

inch of his six-foot-two frame was genuine cowboy, and his



220 pounds seemed all bone and muscle. His name was

legendary up and down the West Coast for his popular radio

show, heard every afternoon for two hours. He said he

would invite me on as a guest. I took an instant liking to him

and coveted him for Christ. Only half-jokingly, he said he

could fill the tent if he gave his endorsement.

In the months ahead, I would meet other Hollywood

celebrities of the time, especially in visits to Miss Mears’s

“out of this world” home, as Ruth described it—people such

as Tim Spencer (who wrote a number-one song on the hit

parade, “Room Full of Roses”), Mickey Finn, Jon Hall, Connie

Haines, and Jane Russell. Edwin Orr led these meetings, so

they were both intellectually stimulating and spiritually

stirring. Many of these stars were so earnest about learning

the Word of God and translating it into daily living that Ruth

felt they put to shame our Thursday afternoon prayer

meetings back home in the Bible Belt.

I was inspired especially by the testimony of actress

Colleen Townsend, who had a contract with Twentieth

Century–Fox and whose picture had just been on the cover

of Life magazine. She was one of the most dedicated

Christians I had met, and yet she was working in the film

industry—an industry that was anathema to many of the

supporters of the Crusade. She became engaged to Louis

Evans, Jr., whose father was pastor of Hollywood’s First

Presbyterian Church. They would actively participate in the

tent meetings. It was she who thoughtfully wrote a note to

Ruth after meeting me at Forest Home. “Billy mentioned

how much he’d like to have you here,” she said, “so I

thought I’d just drop you a note of added encouragement.”

Ruth did come, a month earlier than she intended. She

wanted to be with me for my birthday on November 7 but

got mixed up on the date and arrived on October 7 instead!

“I tell you, I have a brain tumor,” she wrote back to North

Carolina. “I’ve never felt so foolish in my life, and got ribbed

good and properly.” Gigi had been left in the care of



Grandmother Bell in Montreat, and Anne was staying with

her Aunt Rosa and Uncle Don Montgomery in Los Alamos,

New Mexico. (Bunny hadn’t yet been born, of course.)

I was overjoyed to have Ruth with me so soon. Having

gotten to California well ahead of the September 25 starting

date to allow time for getting acquainted with the leaders

and the special challenges of the area, I had been missing

her terribly.

The attendance at our early Los Angeles meetings

averaged about 3,000 each night and 4,000 on Sunday

afternoons, so the tent was never filled to capacity.

I sensed that interest was building, though, and the

crowds were getting larger. However, I found that I was

preaching mainly to Christians. As Ruth observed in a letter

home to her folks in October, “It isn’t easy to get

unconverted to a tent.”

Nevertheless, I was preaching with a new confidence and

fervor. I had always been loud and enthusiastic (and some

said authoritative). But since my pivotal experience in the

mountain woods at Forest Home, I was no longer struggling

internally. There was no gap between what I said and what I

knew I believed deep in my soul. It was no coincidence that

the centerpiece of the 150-foot platform in the tent, right in

front of the pulpit, was a replica of an open Bible—twenty

feet high and twenty feet wide.

Stuart Hamblen did indeed invite me to be a guest on his

radio show. I hesitated at first. Would the Campaign

committee want me on that kind of program, sponsored by

a tobacco company, even if Hamblen was the number-one

radio personality on the West Coast?

The more I thought about it, the more intriguing the idea

seemed. Hadn’t Christ Himself spent time with sinners?

Hadn’t He been criticized by the religious leaders of His day

for that very thing? Why should I not take the risk? I said

yes.



On his show, he surprised me by telling all his listeners, in

his own rough-and-ready manner, to “go on down to Billy

Graham’s tent and hear the preaching.” Even more

surprising, to his listeners as well as to me, was his next

remark: “I’ll be there too!”

The first night Stuart attended, we would find out later, he

became deeply convicted of his own sins and the need for

Christ to save him. Not understanding what was going on in

his soul, he became angry and stalked out. For two or three

nights he stayed away. Then he came back. Each time he

showed up, he had the same reaction, getting so mad once

that he actually shook his fist at me as he walked out of the

tent.

We were approaching the scheduled closing-night meeting

—Sunday, October 16—of our three-week Campaign. During

the week before that final meeting, since there was evident

blessing, some committee members advocated extending

the Campaign a short time. Others thought it should stop as

planned; the choir, the counselors, and other workers were

tired, and we might risk an anticlimax. The budget had been

met, and now the organizers just took love offerings for Cliff

and me. Everybody was confident the tent would be filled on

the closing Sunday to give us a truly grand finale to an

excellent series of meetings.

Should the Campaign be extended? It was not simply for

the committee to decide. We needed a clear sense of

direction from the Lord. Grady, Cliff, Bev, and I prayed

together over and over again as the last week wore on. At

last we decided to follow the example of Gideon in the Old

Testament and put out a fleece, asking God to give us a

decisive sign of His purpose.

It came at four-thirty the next morning.

I was awakened in my room at the Langham Hotel by the

jangling of the telephone. In a voice broken by tears, a man

begged to see me right away. It was Stuart Hamblen. I woke



up Grady and Wilma Wilson, and they went with Ruth into

another room to pray.

By the time I was up and dressed, Stuart and his praying,

godly wife, Suzy, were at my door. We talked together and

prayed, and the rugged cowboy gave his life to Christ in a

childlike act of faith. He came forward in the next service.

The first thing he did after he received Christ was to call his

father, who was an old-fashioned Methodist preacher in

west Texas. I could hear his father shout with joy over the

phone!

It would not be long before Stuart put his vibrant

experience into a song that was inspired by a conversation

he’d had with John Wayne: “It Is No Secret [What God Can

Do].” That still remains one of the favorites people like to

hear Bev Shea sing. Shortly after, he wrote another

testimony song, “This Ole House,” which I think was number

one for several weeks on the national radio show Your Hit

Parade.

Years later, when we were back in Los Angeles for a

Crusade at the Coliseum, Cliff, Grady, Bev, and I went to

Stuart’s home for breakfast. “Billy,” Stuart said at one point,

“it’s terrible that these planes come over the stadium while

you’re trying to preach. I’m a member of the President’s

Club of Western Airlines, and I think I’ll call the president. If

he won’t do anything about it, I think I’ll get my old longhorn

rifle out and see if I can’t stop those planes from here!”

That very night I was telling the crowd how Stuart was

willing to get his longhorn rifle out to bag a few of the low-

flying airplanes . . . when there was a terribly loud bang at

the other end of the stadium.

“Stuart, is that you?” I called out.

The crowd roared.

That night back in 1949, Cliff and I knew that we had our

answer about continuing the Campaign. Clearly, the Lord

had unfinished business to do in the lives of people who

were just beginning to hear about the meetings and think



about the Gospel. We told the committee that the Campaign

had to go on, and they agreed.

But for how long? During the next week—the first week of

our extension—we were thrilled to hear Stuart Hamblen give

his testimony over his radio program, telling listeners how

Christ had changed his life. People were talking about it all

along the West Coast. Did this justify another extension of

the Campaign?

Cliff and I had not experienced such mounting interest and

enthusiasm during our previous Campaigns. In our

uncertainty about what to do, we agreed that the best thing

was to put out the fleece again, as Gideon had done, and

ask the Lord for another sign. We were relatively

inexperienced young men with a lot to learn. (Cliff was four

and a half years younger than I.) Our wives were coping

with our unpredictable lifestyles, but we wanted to be

considerate of their feelings too. Would God give us another

clear indication what to do?

When I arrived at the tent for the next meeting, the scene

startled me. For the first time, the place was crawling with

reporters and photographers. They had taken almost no

notice of the meetings up until now, and very little had

appeared in the papers. I asked one of the journalists what

was happening.

“You’ve just been kissed by William Randolph Hearst,” he

responded.

I had no idea what the reporter was talking about,

although I knew the name. Hearst, of course, was the great

newspaper owner. I had never met the man, but like most

Americans I had read his papers. The next morning’s

headline story about the Campaign in the Los Angeles

Examiner, followed by an evening story in the Los Angeles

Herald Express— both owned by Hearst—stunned me. The

story was picked up by the Hearst papers in New York,

Chicago, Detroit, and San Francisco, and then by all their



competitors. Until then, I doubt if any newspaper editor

outside the area had heard of our Los Angeles Campaign.

Puzzled as I was, my curiosity was never satisfied. Hearst

and I did not meet, talk by phone, or correspond as long as

he lived. Supposedly, he had sent a message to his editors,

“Puff Graham,” but there were so many stories about how

we might have come to his notice and about why he might

have been interested in promoting us that I did not know

which, if any, was true. One of the more intriguing ones was

that Hearst and his controversial partner, Marion Davies,

disguised themselves and attended a tent meeting in

person. I doubted it.

Time magazine pulled out all the rhetorical stops in its No-

vember 14, 1949, issue: “Blond, trumpet-lunged North

Carolinian William Franklin Graham Jr., a Southern Baptist

minister who is also president of the Northwestern Schools

in Minneapolis, dominates his huge audience from the

moment he strides onstage to the strains of Send the Great

Revival in My Soul. His lapel microphone, which gives added

volume to his deep, cavernous voice, allows him to pace the

platform as he talks, rising to his toes to drive home a point,

clenching his fists, stabbing his finger at the sky and

straining to get his words to the furthermost corners of the

tent.”

The newspaper coverage was just the beginning of a

phenomenon. As more and more extraordinary conversion

stories caught the public’s attention, the meetings

continued night after night, drawing overflow crowds.

Something was happening that all the media coverage in

the world could not explain. And neither could I. God may

have used Mr. Hearst to promote the meetings, as Ruth said,

but the credit belonged solely to God. All I knew was that

before it was over, we were on a journey from which there

would be no looking back.

A veteran police officer in Medford, Oregon, who had

attended a Los Angeles meeting at the start of the third



week, wrote to me shortly after he got home: “I am glad you

have continued on. . . . and I pray God will continue to bless

you and your good work there.” He added a postscript

explaining the gift he had enclosed: “A small token to help

you—and keep spreading that tent out.”

That was exactly what we had to do. As November began

with a further extension of the Campaign, headlines as far

away as Indiana screamed, “old-time religion sweeps los

angeles.” Reporters were comparing me with Billy Sunday;

church leaders were quoted as saying that the Campaign

was “the greatest religious revival in the history of Southern

California.”

One evening when the Invitation was given, I noticed a

giant of a man, tears rolling down his cheeks, coming up

with his wife to receive Christ. I did not know who he was,

but I asked Cliff to have the audience sing one more verse

of the final song to give them time to reach the front.

Reporters recognized him, and the next day’s newspaper

made a big thing of it: “EVANGELIST CONVERTS VAUS,

SOUND ENGINEER IN VICE PROBE.” Jim Vaus was the

electronics wizard who had allegedly served as reputed

mobster Mickey Cohen’s personal wiretapper.

A few days after his conversion, Jim came to visit me.

“Billy, I told Mickey Cohen what happened to me. Instead

of his getting angry, he said, ‘Jim, I’m glad you did it. I hope

you stick to it.’”

There was a contract out on Jim’s life, but apparently it

was not from Cohen.

“Billy, would you be willing to talk to Mickey if I could

arrange it?” he asked.

“I’ll go anywhere to talk to anybody about Christ,” I shot

back without thinking.

By arrangement, then, we slipped out of the tent by a

back exit after the meeting one night, in order to avoid the

press, and got away undetected in Jim’s car. As he drove

toward Mickey Cohen’s home, I had mixed feelings—a little



uncertainty and hesitation, to be sure, yet a deep-down

boldness as well, because I knew I was going to witness to a

well-known mobster in the name of Jesus Christ.

As we drove up to an unimpressive house in the exclusive

Brentwood section of Los Angeles, I noticed a car parked

across the street with a man sitting in it.

When we got out of our car in the driveway, Cohen

opened the front door to greet us. I was surprised to see

how short he was. He reminded me of Zacchaeus in the New

Testament, the undersized tax collector who shinnied up a

tree in order to see Jesus over the heads of the crowd (see

Luke 19:1–10). Looking straight at me with curiosity in his

big brown eyes, he invited us in.

“What’ll you have to drink?” Cohen asked.

“I’ll have a Coca-Cola,” I replied.

“That’s fine,” he said. “I think I’ll have one too.”

He went to get the drinks himself. Apparently, there was

no one else in the house.

Jim told Mickey again how he had accepted Christ and

planned to change his entire life; he described the peace

and joy he now had.

Then I explained to Mickey, as simply and forthrightly as I

could, the Gospel from A to Z. As we talked, I prayed

inwardly (as I did when preaching to thousands in the tent)

that God would help me to find the right words.

Mickey responded with some items about his own life,

especially mentioning the charitable organizations he had

supported and the good works he had done. Although he

was of a different religious belief than I, he told me he

respected me and certainly respected what Jim Vaus had

done. Before we left, we had a prayer.

“WIRETAPPER IN CONFESSION AS EVANGELIST TRIES TO

SAVE COHEN.”

That was one paper’s headline the next day. Without my

knowledge or approval, the story of that visit had been

leaked to the press—perhaps by the man I had seen in the



car parked across the street, perhaps by a reporter who had

been tipped off by someone in the Campaign organization,

perhaps even by Cohen himself (who had a reputation for

promoting his own notoriety).

Cohen denied the story. “I think the whole thing is a

publicity stunt,” one newspaper reported him as saying,

“and that’s what I’m tryin’ to avoid—publicity. . . . I don’t

want to meet the guy. I haven’t got time.”

Lies of that magnitude were startlingly new to me, but I

could not be discouraged about them. Ruth’s mother wrote

to us about a prayer Gigi had offered on Cohen’s behalf:

“Dear Jesus, thank You for the meetings, and dear Jesus,

thank You for Mickey Cohen. Make him good and make him

let Jesus put His blood in his heart.”

As the Campaign went into its fifth week, we rearranged

the seating to accommodate 3,000 more chairs. When that

wasn’t enough, crowds overflowed into the street. We added

an extension, doubling the size of the 480-foot-long tent.

Reporters were on hand to cover every meeting, and press

accounts were positive.

The Associated Press put it on their priority “A” wire that

went throughout the world. Both Life and Time magazines

carried major stories. And the Los Angeles Times (the main

competitor to the Hearst-owned papers) picked up the

Campaign in a big way, of course.

People came to the meetings for all sorts of reasons, not

just religious ones. No doubt some were simply curious to

see what was going on. Others were skeptical and dropped

by just to confirm their prejudices. Many were desperate

over some crisis in their lives and hoped they might get a

last chance to set things right. A few, we learned, were even

sentenced to attend by a Los Angeles County judge, a

woman who strongly supported the ministry and thought a

night in the tent might do convicted offenders more good

than a night in jail.



A minister from Yucca Valley took a leave of absence from

his church so that he could be night watchman at the tent

after each meeting ended. “Johnny” was the name he

wanted us to call him by. He slept under the platform to

keep an eye on the place. One night he heard something

rattling the chain at the entrance.

“Who goes there?” he called out.

“Just me,” came the reply.

“What do you want?”

“I just want to find Jesus.”

Johnny led him to Christ right then and there.

As for Northwestern, I sent reports regularly to my

secretary, Luverne Gustavson, in Minneapolis. Sometimes,

forgetful of the two-hour time difference between California

and Minnesota, I phoned George Wilson at his home at two

in the morning, his time, to tell him what had happened at

that night’s meeting.

Back in Los Angeles, we asked the Lord for yet another

signal. Should we extend the meetings to a sixth week?

Attendance was still growing, but I did not want numerical

success to become our standard for discerning the will of

God. We did not dare go forward without His direction.

A fierce storm was heading toward Los Angeles from the

Pacific. If it hit the coast, it would wreak havoc on our huge

tent and the thousands of folding chairs. We prayed that if

God wanted us to continue, the storm would not reach Los

Angeles. The next morning the newspapers reported that

the storm had dissipated at sea, much to the surprise of the

meteorologists. We entered the sixth week with high hopes

and grateful hearts but with sagging shoulders. I had never

preached so much or so hard in all my life. I had run out of

sermons in my stockpile and was having to prepare a new

one every day. That took up to six or eight hours.

Increasingly, I forgot about illustrations and applications,

though I knew they were supposed to be necessary to good

sermon construction. In some of these later messages, I



used mostly Scripture references. I had two or three old

Bibles from which I clipped out passages to paste onto my

outline. Then, from the platform, I read these as part of my

sermon without having had to write them out longhand.

A movie star who was not a Christian offered me this word

of spiritual wisdom: “Billy, you can’t compete with us in

entertainment. We know all the ropes. If you get up there

and preach what’s in the Bible, I’ll be on hand every night.” I

tried to follow that advice.

On one or two nights at the height of the Campaign, we

had new believers give their testimonies of what Christ had

done for them. Their words made such an impression that

afterward I sensed the Holy Spirit was already speaking to

many, so I simply gave a brief explanation of the Gospel and

an Invitation to receive Christ, and people came forward.

One night a man took a taxi from a tavern to the tent and

ran down the aisle while I was preaching. I asked Grady to

take him into the auxiliary prayer tent and then invited

anyone who wanted to join them to come forward. Scores

did, even though the sermon wasn’t finished. The man put

his faith in Christ and began a new life by the grace of God.

Long after the crowds left, people drifted in singly or in

pairs. Some were simply wanderers in the night; others, too

troubled to sleep, were seeking something in that odd

sanctuary. Johnny, the pastor-watchman, seated them in a

row at the front and read Scripture to them, gave them the

Gospel, and prayed for them.

Occasionally, I invited others to preach for me. T.W. came

two or three times from Minneapolis. One night Bob Pierce,

founder of World Vision and Samaritan’s Purse, spoke for

me. I introduced them, and then I would come back to the

pulpit and give the Invitation.

Besides the sermon preparation, I desperately needed

time for prayer to unload my burdens to the Lord and to

seek His direction for the preaching and for other ministry

opportunities. Some mornings as early as five o’clock, I



would go to Grady’s room to ask him to pray with me. Some

time after the third week, he had to leave for a previous

Campaign commitment back in the Midwest, but Cliff and

Bev stayed with me to encourage me and do all they could

to ease the load.

Under the leadership of a Lutheran spiritual leader, Armin

Gesswein, organized prayer meetings were going on all over

South-ern California as well as in other parts of the country.

Students were praying in Christian colleges, businesspeople

were praying in offices, families were praying in their

homes, and congregations were gathering for special prayer

meetings. “The mightiest force in the world,” as Frank

Laubach called prayer, undergirded me and brought the

blessing of God from Heaven to Los Angeles. (Laubach was

a great advocate of teaching people how to read and write

in areas of the world where education could not be taken for

granted.)

Faithfully, day after day, 40 to 50 women prayed together

on our behalf and then attended the meetings, sitting just in

front of the platform each night with their faces full of

expectant faith that God was about to work again.

The increasing media exposure brought a never-ending

stream of requests for special appearances that often had

me speaking three or four additional times each day: civic

gatherings, churches, evangelism parties in the mansions of

the rich and famous, school assemblies, and one-on-one

interviews by the score.

When newsreels of the Campaign started appearing in

theaters, people began to recognize us on the street. Of

course, we had no staff to handle all the calls, letters, and

telegrams that overwhelmed us in a daily avalanche. The

word burnout was not in the popular vocabulary yet, but I

was getting perilously close to that condition.

Before the end of that sixth week, I did not need to put out

another fleece to find out whether I could continue the pace.

That colorful writer for Time magazine had described me



earlier as “trumpet-lunged” and having a “cavernous voice.”

In the final weeks, though, I often felt too weak to stand at

the pulpit, and some of my platform-pacing was necessary

to keep myself from toppling over when I stood still. I had

lost a lot of weight thus far in the Campaign; dark rings

circled my eyes. Cliff and Bev (who had to commute back to

Chicago one day each week for his radio broadcast) felt the

strain too, as did our long-suffering wives. Billie Barrows at

the piano worked as hard as any of us, and Lorin Whitney

tirelessly played the organ. Ruth herself stayed up long

hours each night counseling people. None of us would leave

the little counseling tent until every person had been

personally talked to.

Drained as I was, physically, mentally, and emotionally, I

experienced God’s unfailing grace in perpetual spiritual

renewal. I wanted the Campaign to close, but I was

convinced that God wanted it to continue. All my personal

reserves were used up; I had to put my entire dependence

on the Lord for the messages to preach and the strength to

preach them. “[God’s] strength is made perfect in

weakness,” Paul wrote, “for when I am weak, then am I

strong” (2 Corinthians 12:9, 10, KJV). It seemed that the

weaker my body became, the more powerfully God used my

simple words.

There was another concern. My job was to be president of

Northwestern Schools, and all of this Los Angeles ministry

coincided with the first term of the academic year. Back in

Minneapo-lis, students were wondering if their president

was ever going to come home. Newspaper clippings were

pasted up on a board to keep them informed, and they were

praying for the Campaign, of course, thrilled at each report

of what the Lord was accomplishing. Nevertheless, a few

board members were murmuring about the school’s

absentee president. Dr. Riley’s widow, Marie, had reason to

question her late husband’s wisdom in appointing me his

successor as president.



And there was still another concern: my family and the

personal price they were paying while I was in Los Angeles.

Ruth’s sister and brother-in-law, Rosa and Don Montgomery,

came from New Mexico to join us for the closing week,

bringing Anne, who had been staying with them. “Whose

baby is this?” I asked when I saw the child in Rosa’s arms,

not recognizing my own daughter. And the baby went to

sleep crying for her aunt, not her mother.

But as the eighth week approached in Los Angeles, we all

knew that the end had to come. Not that the blessings were

diminishing. It was then that Louis Zamperini was

converted. He was the U.S. track star who had pulled a flag

bearing the Nazi swastika down from the Reichstag during

the 1936 Berlin Olympic Games. Later, in the Second World

War, he was shot down in the Pacific and drifted on a liferaft

for forty-seven days. He survived attacks by Japanese pilots

who swooped down on him for target practice. Finally, the

Japanese captured him and put him in prison for two years.

Although he was a famous athlete and war hero, he came

home feeling unhappy, disillusioned, and broken in spirit.

One night he wandered into our tent in Los Angeles with his

wife and accepted Christ, and his life was transformed.

Finally, a closing day came for the 1949 Los Angeles Cam-

paign, a month late. In anticipation, a pastors’ breakfast on

Wednesday of the final week at the Alexandria Hotel drew

500 ministers and other Christian workers. They planned to

spend one hour together but stayed for four, listening to

testimonies by Hamblen, Vaus, Zamperini, and Harvey Fritts,

who starred in a popular television show as “Colonel Zack.”

In his report on the event, Claude Jenkins indicated that

some people thought the breakfast was the spiritual

highlight of the Campaign.

On Sunday afternoon, November 20, two hours before the

start of the final meeting, 11,000 people packed the tent to

standing room only. Thousands milled about in the streets,

unable to get in. Hundreds left because they couldn’t hear.



On the platform with me were 450 fellow ministers, to whom

now fell the awesome challenge of shepherding those who

had come forward through the weeks.

For that time, the statistics were overwhelming. In eight

weeks, hundreds of thousands had heard, and thousands

had responded to accept Christ as Savior; 82 percent of

them had never been church members. Thousands more,

already Christians, had come forward to register various

fresh commitments to the Lord. Someone calculated that we

had held seventy-two meetings. I had preached sixty-five

full sermons and given hundreds of evangelistic talks to

small groups, in addition to talks on the radio.

That evening, exhausted after the final meeting, T.W.,

Ruth, and I got on the Santa Fe Super Chief train, hoping to

get a couple of days of rest traveling back to Minneapolis.

We were greeted by the conductor and the porter as though

we were some kind of celebrities. A strange experience,

believe me.

As we knelt together to pray before climbing into our

berths, we were both grateful and afraid. We could hardly

find words to express to the Lord our thanks for His many

mercies to us personally, and for His blessing on the Los

Angeles Campaign. But we feared that we did not have the

capacity to live up to our responsibilities. People were

expecting so much from us now.

When the train stopped briefly in Kansas City, we were

met by a couple of reporters. When we got to Minneapolis,

the press was again there to interview us, along with some

Twin Cities pastors and faculty and students from

Northwestern Schools. Until then it had not fully registered

with me how far-reaching the impact of the Los Angeles

Campaign had been. I would learn over the next few weeks

that the phenomenon of that Los Angeles tent Campaign at

Washington and Hill Streets would forever change the face

of my ministry and my life. Overnight we had gone from

being a little evangelistic team, whose speaker also served



with Youth for Christ and Northwestern Schools, to what

appeared to many to be the hope for national and

international revival. Everywhere we turned, someone

wanted us to come and do for them what had been done in

Los Angeles. What they didn’t know, however, was that we

had not done it. I was still a country preacher with too much

on my plate. Whatever this could be called and whatever it

would become, it was God’s doing.

In the middle of all the press hoopla in Minneapolis, one of

George Wilson’s little girls ran up and handed me a rose.

“Uncle Billy,” she said, “we prayed for you.”

And of course I had my own two little daughters praying

for me every night. That put it all in perspective. That was

the whole secret of everything that had happened: God had

answered prayer.
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Whirlwind
Boston, Columbia, New England, the Team 1950

 

Was Los Angeles a flash in the pan, a quirk, a unique event

caused by better organization or greater advertising? Or

was it the symptom of something deeper, a new hunger for

spiritual reality? Boston, the next Campaign—scheduled to

begin less than six weeks after the close of the Los Angeles

meetings—would provide the answer.

Discussions about going to Boston had taken place long

before the Los Angeles meetings. The Evangelistic

Association of New England (a fellowship of evangelical

pastors) had asked me to hold a New Year’s Eve service in

Mechanics Hall, and Dr. Harold John Ockenga had invited me

to preach for a week afterward in the historic Park Street

Church in downtown Boston.

Though I was intimidated by Boston’s reputation as the

educational and cultural capital of the United States, I took

the opportunity to conduct a Campaign there as a gift from

God.

BOSTON

 
“EVANGELIST HERE TO VIE WITH NEW YEAR’S FUN,” read

the headline in the Boston Herald on December 30, 1949.

The accompanying story went on to say, somewhat

skeptically, that I was “a youthful evangelist who thinks he

can outrival the convivial lures of New Year’s Eve with a

Mechanic’s Building religious rally tomorrow night.”

Not everyone in Boston renounced traditional New Year’s

Eve observances, of course, but that first meeting of the



Campaign unexpectedly drew a capacity crowd.

“Although hotels, night clubs and bars in the city were

crowded last night,” reported the Boston Sunday Globe,

“the largest gathering in all of Greater Boston packed

Mechanics Building to hear Rev. Billy Graham, crusader for

Christ. . . .”

The announced sermon topics for the opening weekend

were phrased to catch interest: “Will God Spare America?”

“Must We Fight?” “The New Social Order.” But people soon

found out that my theme was always the same: God’s

redemptive love for sinners, and the need for personal

repentance and conversion. The topics were timely, but the

basic message was eternal. “I doubt that mankind will ever

see the year 2000,” the Boston Globe quoted me as saying.

“Our wild, sinful way of living in this country must be a

stench in the holy nostrils of God.”

I hadn’t expected our arrival to cause much controversy,

but it did. Many in Boston considered me a throwback to

Puritan times, hopelessly out of date. Some extreme liberal

and Unitarian clergy said I was setting back the cause of

religion a hundred years. I replied that I did indeed want to

set religion back—not just a hundred years but nineteen

hundred years, to the Book of Acts, where first-century

followers of Christ were accused of turning the Roman

Empire upside down.

Quite a lot of publicity was given to my taking issue

publicly with Harvard’s distinguished professor of

anthropology Dr. Earnest A. Hooton, for his defense of a

“mercy killing” and his attack on a God who would call such

an act murder. As a college major in his field, I had read his

famous book, Up from the Ape , and I respected his

scholarship. But his attitude toward religion and the Ten

Commandments struck me as intellectually arrogant.

As our support swelled, the meetings were extended. After

two nights with Dr. Ockenga, we left Park Street Church and

went back to Mechanics Hall for as long as it was available.



We then moved briefly to the Opera House and concluded at

the 13,000-seat Boston Garden on Monday, January 16.

Crowds were unprecedented; thousands had to be turned

away on some occasions. After more than doubling the

original schedule to seventeen days, we at last ran out of

available meeting spaces.

Response to the Invitation at each service overwhelmed

us physically. There had been no significant training of

counselors in advance of the meetings. Hence, all of us on

the Team—including Grady, Cliff, Bev, and myself—met with

individual inquirers, helped by volunteers who stepped

forward on the spur of the moment.

Heartening to us also was the response of the Roman

Catholic Church, remarkable especially in light of the fact

that the landmark decisions on ecumenism of the Second

Vatican Council were still years away. “BRAVO BILLY!” read

the editorial headline in the Pilot, the official newspaper of

the Boston Archdiocese. “We are ‘not amused’ by his critics,

some unfortunately among the Protestant cloth. . . . If, as

some people seem to think, the non-Catholic Christian

congregations of New England are disintegrating, we are not

such bigots as to rejoice therein.”

Should we leave Boston, or should we stay? That was the

question. After much thought and prayer, we decided to

leave. If we had stayed for six weeks or six months more,

might God have sent a sweeping revival to New England like

the Great Awakening in an earlier century? On the train

leaving the city of the baked bean and the cod, my

misgivings almost made me get off at the next stop. So

many doors of opportunity stood ajar all over the region,

even at the renowned New England universities, beckoning

us to walk in.

In the end, I continued on to Toronto to fulfill a scheduled

engagement. One thing was clear to me, though. We should

follow up as soon as possible with a Campaign that would go

beyond Boston into the rest of New England.



In my closing sermon of the Boston Campaign, I

mentioned having talked to an unnamed underworld figure.

When we arrived in Niagara Falls on our way to Toronto, the

police were waiting and the Boston newspapers were

calling. It seemed that the multimillion-dollar robbery of the

Brink’s Boston express office had occurred on January 17,

the day after the Campaign closed. The law officers thought

I knew something about it. But the underworld figure I had

in mind was Jim Vaus on the West Coast. Their interrogation

gave Grady and me some much-needed comic relief.

COLUMBIA, SOUTH CAROLINA

 
In late winter of 1950, we held our first major southern

Crusade in Columbia, South Carolina. Governor Strom

Thurmond invited Ruth and me to come and stay in the

governor’s mansion as his guests.

One day while there, we received a call from a Mr.

Howland, the head of the Atlanta office of Time and Life,

saying that the founding editor and publisher, Henry Luce,

wanted to come down and spend two or three days with us.

Mr. Luce, it seemed, had received a letter from his friend,

senior statesman and financier Bernard Baruch, who was

vacationing at Hobcaw Barony, his plantation near

Charleston. The morning newspaper in Columbia, the State,

was carrying my sermons each day, and Mr. Baruch had

been reading them. He had told Mr. Luce that this was

something he thought America needed and that he should

send some of his people to get acquainted with me. Henry

Luce decided to come himself.

We were meeting in the Township Auditorium, seating

about 3,800. Most of the ministers in the city were

supporting the Campaign. Helping us tremendously was

fellow Wheatonite Don Hoke, by then a professor at

Columbia Bible College.

The night Mr. Luce came, I was very tense because I had

announced I was going to preach on divine judgment. I



thought to myself, “Henry Luce will be turned off by my

sermon on judgment.” But the more I thought about it, the

more I felt certain that the Holy Spirit had led me to speak

on that subject, regardless of who would be in attendance.

As I preached it, I felt a tremendous sense of God’s power,

and a number of people responded to the Invitation. Mr.

Luce himself responded in a way. He decided that his

magazines would not only carry newsworthy articles about

our work but also support us editorially. It seemed his

parents had been missionaries in China, as Ruth’s had been,

and their spiritual legacy to him was evident in some of his

attitudes.

One of the most important developments from our South

Carolina meetings was the growth of our Team, a group of

dedicated people who would strengthen our work for years

to come.

Willis Haymaker first joined our Team in Columbia to help

us with organization. His credentials were impressive; a

former banker, he had worked for Billy Sunday, Gipsy Smith,

and Bob Jones (father and son). He arranged a variety of

small gatherings for us and reserved and dispensed blocks

of tickets for cooperating churches during the Campaign. It

was Willis, in his preliminary work in Columbia, who urged

us to drop the word Campaign in favor of Crusade. The word

Campaign, Willis pointed out, had been used for many years

by evangelists, and was associated in the public mind with

outmoded (or even sensationalist) ways of doing things. A

new word was needed, he felt, and we agreed on Crusade.

Willis’s wisdom and experience soon became

indispensable. Not only did he know how to organize a

Crusade, but he was also upbeat and enthusiastic. He would

go before us into a city to analyze the situation and see if

we should hold a Crusade there. Then, once we decided to

go, he would set up the office and enlist key people to

organize every detail. He would also call on the local

Catholic bishop or other clerics to acquaint them with



Crusade plans and invite them to the meetings; they would

usually appoint a priest to attend and report back. This was

years before Vatican II’s openness to Protestants, but we

were concerned to let the Catholic bishops see that my goal

was not to get people to leave their church; rather, I wanted

them to commit their lives to Christ.

At Columbia we were also joined for the first time by Tedd

Smith, a Canadian recently graduated from the Royal

Conservatory of Music in Toronto. He had been secretary

and pianist for Chuck Templeton both in his church and with

Youth for Christ. In the early days, when we traveled, he

would often act as my secretary as well as my pianist, and

he was a great typist. One of his vital but unrecognized

tasks was to make sure there was always a glass of warm

water for me at the pulpit when I got up to speak; ice water

only tightens the throat muscles.

For our closing meeting in Columbia, we booked the

Univer-sity of South Carolina stadium for a big open-air

meeting. With 40,000 in attendance, the meeting made

national news, and both Life and Time carried stories on it.

What had begun in Los Angeles and continued in Boston

now took the South by storm.

After the Crusade, Governor Strom Thurmond provided us

with a state police escort for a hastily prepared two-week

preaching tour of the state. That itinerary included a return

to Bob Jones University (relocated by then in Greenville,

South Carolina), where I was introduced to a crowded

auditorium by Bob Jones, Jr. My sermon, which was on

Belshazzar that day, was also carried live on the campus

radio station, WMUU (acronym of World’s Most Unusual

University).

The day after the end of our whirlwind tour, I flew back to

Boston, determined to pick up where we had left off a

couple of months before.

NEW ENGLAND



 
At the end of March 1950, a circulation war was raging

among Boston’s five daily newspapers. They chose to make

us a focal point of their competition, sending fifteen or

twenty reporters with us everywhere. In addition, Look

magazine sent senior reporter Lewis Gillenson to cover us,

and both the United Press International and the Associated

Press sent correspondents. It had been a long time since

religion had gotten such press attention in Boston, if it ever

had (although the city editor of the Boston Post wrote to

wool merchant Allan Emery, Jr., that the paper had covered

earlier evangelistic meetings by Billy Sunday, Gipsy Smith,

and J. Wilbur Chapman).

I did not know how to conduct myself in front of the

reporters. Sometimes in my innocence I made statements

on politics and foreign affairs that were outside my

jurisdiction as a preacher. But experience was gradually

teaching all of us to be more careful.

Once I sent Grady to preach for me in Fall River,

Massachusetts, because I had a touch of the flu. That

afternoon one of the Boston newspapers carried a headline

based on Grady’s effort to impress them that I really was

sick. “GRAHAM CARRIES GOSPEL DESPITE DEATH PERIL.”

Even though we got a good laugh out of it, we took the

lesson seriously. It was not necessary for us to exaggerate

anything.

An intensive twenty-day itinerary beginning on March 27

took us to about fifteen cities, with many one-night rallies.

In addition, Grady preached in a dozen places, and Cliff led

at least one Saturday afternoon children’s service. Grady

and Jack Wyrtzen substituted for me on two occasions when

I was sick, and I myself preached at least twenty times. In

addition, there were the constant automobile trips to new

destinations, and new committees to meet once we got

there. But what a work God did during this tour of New

England! Of the many thousands of people who attended



the meetings in churches, school and municipal

auditoriums, sports stadiums, and theaters (and even an

airplane hangar in Houlton, Maine), hundreds of them made

commitments to Jesus Christ. Everywhere, despite often

bitterly cold or rainy weather, overflow crowds packed

surrounding streets and waited until I came out and gave a

short sermon for them. Police escorts did a great job of

getting us through.

Although we held meetings during 1950 in a wide range of

settings in the Northeast, it was the opportunities at New

England universities—among them, MIT, Brown, Harvard,

Yale, Amherst, Vassar, Wellesley, and the University of

Massachusetts—that touched me most deeply. They had an

impact on me in at least two ways.

First, they demonstrated beyond doubt that in spite of

what often appeared to be a lack of seriousness, many

students were open to the Gospel and would give it a

respectful hearing. We were such celebrities all over this

area that the students were fascinated by and curious about

who we were and what we had to say. It was more than that,

however. I detected, in fact, a deep-seated spiritual hunger

on the part of many. The anxieties of the Atomic Age and

the moral decline and confusion evidenced by the recently

released first Kinsey report were causing many thoughtful

students to reevaluate their lives and give more thought to

their need for a spiritual foundation.

Second, my appetite for more opportunities to speak in

university settings had been sharpened. I always felt the

power of the Holy Spirit in these student meetings. I didn’t

claim to be an intellectual, nor did I have the academic

training to answer every philosophical question that might

be raised. But I had come to realize that there was

absolutely no need to apologize for the Gospel of Jesus

Christ in academic settings. The Gospel could more than

hold its own. It alone dealt with the deepest questions of the

human mind. It alone met the deepest yearnings of the



human heart. As someone once commented to me, the

Gospel wasn’t so much examined and rejected on most

university campuses as it was ignored.

In spite of my deep desire to give more time to

universities, however, I had relatively little opportunity to do

so during the next couple of years. Following our 1949 and

1950 meetings, there was an explosion in invitations to hold

citywide Crusades. In responding to those invitations, I was

kept in constant motion.

What could we do for the closing meeting in Boston in

order to accommodate those reportedly wanting to attend

from all over New England? The decision was made to use

the Boston Common. (We called it a Peace Rally because

war clouds were gathering in the Far East, and we felt the

word peace was something everyone could rally around.)

The prospect of preaching on the historic Boston Common

was numbing to me for a number of reasons.

A big open space in the heart of a city was a far cry from,

say, a junior high school auditorium in Portsmouth, New

Hampshire. Would enough people show up to make a

respectable crowd?

Staging the meeting outside posed a weather problem too.

I have never been quite sure who controls the weather.

Although we always prayed for clear skies, I had had to

preach in all kinds of storms.

Then there was the question of my own stamina. The Lord

tells us to be anxious for nothing (see Philippians 4:6), but

that’s always been a hard lesson for me to learn.

It was raining when I got up that Sunday morning.

Pouring! I gathered the Team in my hotel room. “Let’s pray

and ask God to clear the sky, if it’s His will,” I urged.

When we were finished, my anxiety lifted. I had complete

peace of heart, even when the newspapers phoned about

noon to ask if we were going to cancel the meeting because

of the bad weather.



“No,” I said. “The sun will be shining by the time the

meeting begins at three o’clock.” They laughed. So did my

friends.

At two o’clock, as the first hymn was being sung, the rain

stopped. One hour later, when I stepped to the pulpit to

preach, a sun-drenched crowd—reported by the Boston Post

to be 50,000 strong—smiled up at me.

I remembered reading that George Whitefield had

preached there in 1740 to many thousands of people

without benefit of an amplification system. What a voice he

must have had! Incidentally, I borrowed Whitefield’s topic

for my sermon that day: “Shall God Reign in New England?”

At that time, Protestantism in New England was weak, due

in part to theological differences within some

denominations, the influence of Unitarian ideas in other

denominations, and the strength of the Roman Catholic

Church. In spite of all that, a number of Roman Catholic

priests and Unitarian clergy, together with some of their

parishioners, came to the meetings along with those from

evangelical churches. With my limited evangelical

background, this was a further expansion of my own

ecumenical outlook. I now began to make friends among

people from many different backgrounds and to develop a

spiritual love for their clergy.

Three people from Boston brought a surge of gratitude to

my heart during those days.

The first was Harold Ockenga, who was, as I have said, the

distinguished minister of Park Street Church in Boston. He

intimidated me because of his intellectual caliber, with his

Ph.D. from the University of Pittsburgh; but his

intellectualism made him a perfect fit for ministry in that

academic citadel. I felt that I was no match for him in any

way; indeed, I worried that with my simple preaching I might

be an embarrassment to his sophistication and scholarship.

As we got to know each other, I came to realize that Harold



was a rare blend of intellectual ability and deep personal

piety.

Harold was looked on as the evangelical intellectual

leader, not only in New England but also in the United

States. He had just been elected the first president of the

new National Association of Evangelicals. One of his close

friends and colleagues at Park Street Church was Allan

Emery, Jr. (the wool merchant mentioned earlier); a

generation earlier, Allan’s father had been chairman of the

Billy Sunday meetings.

Stopping by Park Street Church one day during our April

meetings in 1950, I knocked on the door of Harold’s office.

There was no response, although I thought I heard a faint

sound inside. I opened the door and walked in. The sound I

had heard came again; it was someone sobbing. At first I

could not see anyone. Then, behind the desk, I found Harold

prostrate on the floor, praying brokenly with tears. Though

he was not an emotional type, the burden he had carried so

long for the spiritual and moral needs of New England had

wrung the weeping from him.

I vividly remember another incident with Harold during

those days. Rockwell Cage Gymnasium at the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology was filled with

students for our meeting. As the service began, some

waved beer and whiskey bottles in the air and generally let

it be known that they did not take kindly to an evangelist on

the campus. A few, we even heard, were planning a prank.

During the service, someone was going to hobble in on

crutches, shouting, “I’m healed! I’m healed!” and then

throw his crutches in the air.

Harold was scheduled to introduce me.

“Harold,” I hastily whispered to him, “give me the most

intellectual introduction you’ve ever given anybody. Maybe

that will calm them down.”

He responded to my plea with an extended introduction

that was nothing less than a masterpiece, not only drawing



on his awesome command of the English language but

touching on some of the major philosophical and intellectual

trends of the day, and then setting my address within the

context of MIT’s recent centennial and the school’s tradition

of objective scientific inquiry.

When I spoke, there were no disruptions, and I have

seldom had a more attentive audience.

“This has been an age in which we have humanized God

and deified man, and we have worshiped at the throne of

science. We thought that science could bring about Utopia,”

I declared. “We must have a spiritual awakening similar to

that which we had under Wesley and Whitefield,” I added,

as I urged them to commit their lives to Christ.

The second person God placed in my life in Boston was

John Bolten. He was a German industrialist who had

amassed his wealth after World War I. A cultured man and a

fine musician, John would sit at the piano with tears flowing

down his cheeks as he played Bach, Beethoven, and other

German composers, some of whom his family had been

personal friends with.

Along with many other industrialists and businessmen in

Ger-many during that period, John was acquainted with

Adolf Hitler. When Hitler’s anti-Jewish policies became open

and violent, however, a group of leading businessmen

decided to withdraw their support. John felt forced to leave

Germany in 1928, leaving behind his industrial empire.

In 1929 John emigrated to Boston, where he slowly but

steadily rebuilt his fortune. Harold Ockenga had a great

influence on John during those years. At one of our 1950

meetings, John recommitted his life to Christ, and in the

following years he became a firm friend and golfing partner

to me, as well as a supporter who paid a lot of our bills. His

knowledge of the Bible was encyclopedic, and we often

spent hours praying or talking about the meaning of certain

biblical passages. At my suggestion, he later became a

member of the board of Christianity Today magazine in its



early years, and I always valued his wise and thoughtful

counsel.

One day John said something that touched me where I was

most vulnerable. Despite the Los Angeles boost and the

current vigorous response to the Gospel in New England, I

still thought the recent nationwide interest in our ministry

was a meteoric flash across the religious sky that would

fizzle as fast as it had flared.

Indeed, secretly one side of me rather hoped it would. I

loved evangelism, and I felt at home in the pulpit ministry.

But the nationwide publicity was unnerving. I did not feel

equal to the responsibilities it demanded. I almost wanted to

escape to academe.

“Billy,” John said to me one day as we walked across the

Boston Common, “I can envision you preaching in the great

stadiums of the capital cities of the world. I believe the

world is ripe and ready to listen to a voice of authority like

yours. They are in need of the Gospel. You are the man to

give it to them.”

Incredible! This intellectual and business tycoon was

surely out of his element. But whether he was right about

me or not, he opened a new dimension for me to think and

pray about. And from that moment on, whenever John

spoke, I listened.

The third Bostonian who influenced me was Allan Emery,

Jr. I had met him in our student days at Wheaton, and during

the New England meetings I was able to pick up the

friendship again. He was the son of one of the world’s

largest wool merchants; his home in the heart of Boston was

a replica of Mount Vernon. The thing that made Allan special

to me was his deep love for Christ, his humility and sense of

humor, his business ability, and his experience as a ship

commander during World War II. Some years later, Allan

became chairman of the executive committee of the Billy

Graham Evangelistic Association. For many years now, he

has given of himself unstintingly for this ministry.



For many good reasons—some having to do with people

such as these; others dealing more directly with issues—it

was hard to leave New England the second time.

The California and New England experiences had shocked

us with undeniable proof that thousands of people in this

country were spiritual seekers, ready to listen to the Gospel

and willing to respond.

But what were people looking for that they didn’t already

have?

The euphoria of military victories in Europe and the Far

East should have left most of us feeling self-sufficient and

optimistic—hardly the ideal climate for a religious revival.

But instead, we were headed for anxiety and apathy. For

one thing, we worried about a mushroom cloud drifting on

the horizon of history over the ghost cities of Japan, and

about a red star rising in eastern Europe. Under this double

threat to our security and happiness, what purpose was left

in life? We didn’t seem to have either an exhilarating sense

of national destiny or a satisfying sense of personal identity.

Even the Korean War, with the kind of negative invigoration

of the spirit most international conflicts bring, let people

down on that point. Our American men and women in the

armed forces were losing their lives overseas again, and few

seemed to know why.

What we saw in 1950 were the early stirrings of a wide-

reaching spiritual search—stirrings that helped to create an

unaccustomed audience for the Gospel. Disillusioned and

disconnected people seemed willing to try anything. It was a

morally promising but exceedingly perilous time.

It was a trying time for me personally because I was not a

profound analyst by nature, nor could I claim a gift of

prophecy. All I knew how to do was to preach the essential

Gospel as revealed in the New Testament and experienced

by millions across the centuries. It was the “old, old story of

Jesus and His love,” as a hymn writer put it, but maybe it



caught fresh attention because it was such an unfamiliar

story to so many.

All of these social and religious currents swirled around us

as we headed from New England to Portland, Oregon.
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Almost half a century later it is impossible to re-create the

nonstop activity and excitement that engulfed us during

those months following our meetings in Los Angeles and

Boston. At times I felt almost as if we were standing in the

path of a roaring avalanche or a strong riptide, and all we

could do was hold on and trust God to help us. Not only

were we unaccustomed to the crowds and the publicity, but

unexpectedly we found ourselves facing a new (and happy)

problem: a flood of invitations urging us to hold Crusades in

many of the larger cities of the United States.

In response to these pleas, we committed ourselves to

extended Crusades in two cities during the second half of

1950: Portland, Oregon, and Atlanta, Georgia. Little did we

imagine the impact they would have on our future ministry.

PORTLAND

 
Three hundred churches and a number of Christian

laypeople had invited us to the Northwest’s beautiful City of

Roses, beginning in July 1950. Although the local council of

churches stayed aloof toward this largely unknown

evangelist from the South, the Lord greatly used Dr. Frank

Phillips to prepare the way for us. A veterinarian whom I had

spent a week with in 1948 and had talked into starting a

Youth for Christ rally in Portland, Frank proved to be so

effective for YFC that he was appointed executive vice

president of YFC International at its Chicago headquarters.



Health reasons sent him back to Portland to direct YFC

there, and to put together our Crusade.

A temporary wooden tabernacle seating 12,000 people,

constructed for $40,000 with lots of volunteer labor from

men, women, and children, turned out to be too small on

several occasions: a total of more than 500,000 people

attended the six-week Crusade. Some 9,000 inquirers

signed decision cards when they talked with counselors.

Frank saw to it that people with special needs were

thoughtfully considered. He made arrangements for a local

pastor, Willis Ethridge, to sign for the deaf; this was a first

for us. And Crusade participants added their own

contribution: newspaper reports said that three deaf and

mute participants used their fingertips to pass the songs

and sermon along to some blind folks by spelling out words

on their palms and cheeks, much as Anne Sullivan had done

for Helen Keller as a child.

Another first in Portland: we tried separate meetings for

men and women on the subject of problems in the American

home. Some 11,000 showed up for the first one, which was

for men; I told the audience not to tell the women what I

had told them. Out of curiosity, I think, 30,000 packed the

tabernacle and the surrounding circus lot for the women’s

session, listening via an outdoor public address system.

Such a massive turnout had some of the women sitting in

trees and even on the tabernacle roof. Police had to detour

traffic around the jammed streets.

So many parents were attending the Crusade meetings

that five satellite tents had to be set up. In those, volunteers

could care for up to 300 crib babies and young children.

Other volunteers helped 3,000 drivers find parking spaces

for their cars each night.

At noontime we held meetings in a small downtown park,

where hundreds of people gathered, huddling under their

umbrellas to listen when it poured rain.



Once, on a Saturday afternoon, Cliff filled the tabernacle

with 8,000 children, vividly dramatizing for them stories

from the Old Testament—Naaman the leper among them.

At the closing “Crusade for Freedom” rally in Multnomah

Stadium on Labor Day, September 4, the governors of

Washington and Oregon were present to bring greetings to a

crowd estimated at 22,000. (Governor Arthur Langlie of

Washington became one of my best political friends and one

of the links between me and Eisenhower in the years to

come.) At the Invitation, 1,200 came forward.

Statistics are never the full story of any Crusade. I have

mentioned these only because at that early stage in our

ministry, they verified for me a groundswell of public

responsiveness to the Gospel. With each new Crusade

experience, I was increasingly driven to the conclusion that

it was not a fluke. Instead, it was the Lord letting us in on a

special moving of the Holy Spirit in America. With that

conviction, I was open to three unforeseen developments.

MAKING FILMS

 
The first such development had to do with films in

evangelism.

While still a student at Wheaton College, I thought that

someone ought to make evangelistic motion pictures. The

one and only religious film I had seen was amateurish and

unlikely to appeal to unchurched people.

Our first effort in that direction came in connection with

the Portland Crusade in 1950. Bob Pierce had told me about

a filmmaker named Dick Ross, who had accompanied him

on a trip to China and prepared a documentary that was

well received in churches.

“You ought to have one of your Crusades filmed,” Bob

urged me.

After some discussion, the local committee in Portland

invited Dick to send a small crew to make a sixteen-

millimeter color film about the Crusade, which could be



shown in churches in the Northwest. Dick had a small

production company called Great Commission Films.

Eventually, his company merged with the company we

ourselves had already set up, Billy Graham Films. (We later

changed the name to World Wide Pictures. I felt that my

name might discourage some people from attending.) We

constructed a building in Burbank, just across from the Walt

Disney Studios. The Portland Story was the first of about two

hundred films we have done.

Soon after the Portland Crusade, Dick and I got to talking

about the use of films in evangelism. “Why,” I asked, “don’t

we do a fictional story that would be a dramatic picture,

totally Christian and evangelical and evangelistic, appealing

to young people?”

Our next Crusade was scheduled to be in Fort Worth in

early 1951, and we decided to make the film there. We

centered the film’s story around the conversion of a rodeo

rider in that Crusade. Redd Harper and Cindy Walker agreed

to star in Mr. Texas, which we made on a low budget. In a fit

of brashness, we rented the Holly-wood Bowl for the world

premiere. The outdoor arena seated 25,000 people; 5,000

more sat on the hillside. The audience included some of

Hollywood’s best-known film executives, among them Cecil

B. DeMille, Frank Freeman, and Walter Wanger.

A few months earlier, I had been invited to Paramount

Studios to have lunch with that company’s president, Frank

Freeman, whose wife was a deeply spiritual person. There I

met DeMille; he was in preproduction for the remake of his

1923 classic, The Ten Commandments. Also at the lunch

were Anthony Quinn, Barbara Stanwyck, Betty Hutton, and

Bob Hunter, a Paramount executive who was a committed

Christian and treasurer of Hollywood’s First Presbyterian

Church.

During the lunch, Frank made me a proposition: “Billy,

MGM has employed an evangelist by the name of Clifford to

act in one of their films. But we at Paramount think that



your name and ability would be far superior, and I’d like to

ask you to consider doing a film with us.”

I looked him straight in the eye, with the others listening,

and told him that God had called me to preach the Gospel

and that I would never do anything else as long as I lived.

And then I related my own experience with Christ for the

benefit of all those at the table.

At Jerry Beavan’s suggestion, we hired twenty-five

searchlights to crisscross the sky for the Mr. Texas premiere,

outdoing anything the film capital had seen before. As I look

back, I blush at our brazenness—not just in that lighting

effort but in the whole project—and at the extent to which

our youthful zeal sometimes outraced our knowledge. As

soon as the showing started, we realized that the

loudspeakers were too far away from some of the audience;

and the sound was not synchronized exactly between the

forty-foot screen and the top tier of seats a thousand feet

away. Then the projector broke down.

I wanted the earth to open up and swallow me, I was so

embarrassed! I hastily called some of our Team to one side.

We fervently prayed that God would help the technicians

get the projector started. After five minutes, the movie

came on again, and we were able to watch the remainder

without incident. To my utter amazement, when I gave the

Invitation at the end of the film, 500 people responded. The

whole incident impressed on us the risks of taking things for

granted, particularly when dealing with something as

complex as film.

Nevertheless, I was so excited about this new step in our

ministry that I took a copy of the film with me to London to

show to the great British filmmaker J. Arthur Rank, whom I

had met on a previous visit. He watched the screening

patiently and then spoke diplomatically. “Well, you know,

the thing you’re trying to get over comes across. It’s not

technically a good film, but the message comes across.”



He was right, of course—the movie left much to be desired

—and it irked me that we had not done a professionally

acceptable job. Arthur Rank’s comments made me

determined to do our future films to the highest standard

possible. And yet Mr. Texas is being shown in many parts of

the world still, and I continually come across people who

came to Christ as a result of seeing it.

RADIO— The Hour of Decision

 
The second development had much more immediate

consequences for us.

Some months before, in Boston, I heard over the radio

that Dr. Walter A. Maier, the great Lutheran theologian and

radio preacher from St. Louis, had died of a heart attack. I

was so jolted that I knelt in my hotel room and prayed that

God might raise up someone to take his place on the radio.

In those days, radio was still king; television’s impact was

just beginning to be felt. There were only a few evangelical

programs on national radio, and none seemed to have a

wide audience among nonbelievers. Dr. Maier and Charles

Fuller were virtually the only preachers on national radio at

the time.

Early that summer, while I was preaching at a conference

led by Walter Smyth in New Jersey, Cliff and I stopped for

lunch one day at a roadside diner and were greeted by a

big, smiling man whose eyes grew large as he studied me.

“Hallelujah!” he shouted, grabbing and pumping my hand.

“What an answer to prayer! I was just sitting here praying

that I might meet Billy Graham, and in you walk! I didn’t

even know you were on the East Coast.”

He introduced himself as Dr. Theodore Elsner, a preacher

from Philadelphia.

“I have a great burden on my heart,” he said. “It’s a

message that I believe is from the Lord. Billy, you must go



on national radio. You know Dr. Maier is dead, and you’re the

man God could use to touch America through radio.”

I did not know what to think.

Dr. Elsner urged me to contact Fred Dienert, his son-in-

law, and Walter Bennett, a Christian who was also a radio

agent. Im-pressed though I was by this abrupt meeting, I did

not look up either Mr. Dienert or Mr. Bennett; indeed, I pretty

much forgot the whole idea. I was so busy that I could not

imagine adding anything else to my plate.

A few weeks later I was speaking at a conference in

Michigan. Two well-dressed strangers approached and

introduced themselves as Fred Dienert and Walter Bennett. I

did not know whether Dr. Elsner had spoken with them since

he had met me, but their mission was to interest me in a

national radio program.

I was still president of Northwestern Schools, still active

with YFC, and spinning in a whirlwind of national interest in

our evangelistic Crusades. I told Fred and Walter that I

appreciated their interest but simply could not do a radio

program at the time. My closest advisers—Cliff, Bev, and

Grady—concurred: it was out of the question.

Now, in Portland, these two extremely persistent men

repeatedly lay in ambush to catch me. All they wanted, they

claimed, was five minutes of my time. I got so irritated with

their pestering that sometimes I took a back elevator to

avoid them. I finally told Grady to let them know I was not

interested in their scheme to get me into broadcasting.

Leave me alone was my message.

But as I came out of the hotel one night, there they were.

“We want to say good-bye,” one of them said. “We’re

leaving tonight for Chicago.”

“All right, fellows,” I said laughingly, “if before midnight

tonight I should get $25,000 for the purpose of a radio

broadcast, I’ll take that as an answer to prayer and be

willing to do a national broadcast.”



The thought was so incredible to them that they laughed

along with me before heading for the airport.

More than 17,000 people were at the meeting that night.

Just before introducing my friend Bob Pierce for a brief

report on his travels in the Far East, I told them about the

burden Walter and Fred had for broadcasting the Gospel,

and the $25,000 condition I had laid down. The audience

joined in my laugh. After Bob spoke, I preached and then

extended the Invitation to receive Christ. Afterward, in the

little room set aside for me in the tabernacle, a number of

people dropped by to greet me. Several of them said they

believed God had spoken to them during the service about

helping us go on national radio. They began to leave cash,

checks, and pledges. I couldn’t believe it!

“Billy,” said Frank Phillips when everybody had left,

“people have given us $24,000 tonight for radio!”

Their confidence and generosity were enough to make me

weep. But how could this be God’s answer? It was $1,000

short. I told Grady, Cliff, Ruth, and Frank that maybe the

Devil could give us that much to mislead us. We agreed to

say nothing to anyone else about the funds and went out to

eat.

It was our custom to have supper after the service. That

night we went to a little Japanese sukiyaki place across the

street. (Ruth continued to cultivate my taste for Oriental

food.) We got back to the hotel about eleven-thirty.

“There are two letters here for you, Mr. Graham,” said the

desk clerk.

Postmarked two days earlier, they were from people I

hardly knew—businessmen Howard Butt and Bill Mead. Both

said they believed we should go on the radio and that they

wanted to be the first to contribute. And each enclosed a

$500 check!

Stunned, I bowed my head and said a silent prayer.

Emotion so overcame me that I could not think straight.

Clearly, the funds had come from God. Then, when I turned



to go to the elevator, who should be standing in the lobby

but Walter and Fred! They had been at the airport, they

said, but something had told them not to get on the plane.

I put my hands on a shoulder of each man. “Sign us up for

radio for at least thirteen weeks,” I told them. “God has

answered prayer. We have the $25,000. We’ll take this as a

step of faith.”

I was not kidding about that, since the total estimated

cost, at $7,000 per week, would be $91,000—an

astronomical amount that was nowhere in sight. Not in my

sight, anyway.

Walter and Fred arrived in New York on a Saturday to

conclude the contract, and they found only one person in

the ABC offices, a junior executive. He informed them that

the ABC board had just made a decision not to allow any

more religious programming on the network.

Walter and Fred protested strenuously: “You promised it.

We’ve guaranteed this young man, Billy Graham, that he

has a network. To change your minds now is very unfair to

us. Get hold of the board.”

“That’s impossible,” he said. “They’re all playing golf.”

“Well, get them on the golf course.”

“I can’t do that,” he said, digging in his heels. “You’ll have

to wait till Monday.”

“We are not coming back on Monday,” they said firmly.

“We’ll sit here until this thing is resolved.”

Seeing their determination, the man finally reached one of

the board members on the eighteenth hole and explained

the situation. The board’s decision was reversed on the

spot, and The Hour of Decision was saved.

In mid-August we signed a contract for thirteen weeks

with the American Broadcasting Company to go on their

coast-to-coast network, with a target starting date during

our upcoming Atlanta Crusade.

That was the beginning of my lifelong friendship with

Walter and Fred. The Walter Bennett Agency handled



everything for us, both initially and through the years.

Walter had great business ability and was very skilled in

negotiating contracts for us. Fred was Walter’s partner, and

over the years he not only personally handled all of our

advertising and other related matters in radio and

television, but also became a liaison with my publishers. On

an even deeper and more personal level, he and his wife,

Millie, went on vacation with Ruth and me for many years.

He is in Heaven now, and I continue to miss him.

When we were considering going on radio, some people

suggested that we adopt a folksy or informal format. But I

analyzed the styles of those who had the highest ratings at

the time—newsmen such as Walter Winchell, Drew Pearson,

and Gabriel Heater, as well as the late Dr. Maier, whom I

admired greatly. All four were fast and intense speakers.

That fitted my own natural style.

From the first, I decided to use a lot of current illustrations

from national and international affairs as well as from social

issues. I wanted to bring the Bible to bear on those matters,

concentrating on a direct presentation of the Gospel with a

clear call to decision. For a while, I even had a news

Teletype machine in our house so I could keep abreast of the

latest events for these messages.

Listener response immediately confirmed that we were

meeting a need in people’s lives. Within two years, we were

receiving three to four thousand letters a week. This

correspondence was the beginning of our mailing list. The

programs quickly became self-sustaining with a minimum of

comment about finances. In 1954 we extended The Hour of

Decision to the NBC network as well, bringing the total to

eight hundred stations; that did not include foreign and

shortwave.

NBC had a policy against selling time for religious

broadcasting, but the network made an exception through

the personal interest of NBC’s founder and president,



General David Sarnoff. I met him, seemingly by accident, in

Hawaii.

When we were on the ship returning us from Japan and

Korea in early 1953, we met a Jewish businessman named

Jack Lewis. He invited us to a party he was giving, during

which a woman performed a hula dance. When she found

out who I was, she apologized, fearing that she had

offended me. I told her I had been to Hawaii before and

knew that the hula was part of their ancient culture. It

turned out that she was the wife of the owner of Honolulu’s

morning newspaper. After our arrival in the islands, she

invited me to a dinner party at their home. General Sarnoff

and his wife were there, and afterward they offered to take

me back to the hotel. On the way, the general asked, “Is

there anything I can do for you?”

“Yes, sir.” I could tell he was surprised at my quick answer.

“I’d like to go on NBC with my radio program.”

“I’ll see what I can do,” he said.

Apparently true to his word, we soon were on NBC every

Sunday evening.

Often we broadcast live from various places where we

were holding Crusades, from the front lines during the

Korean War to the Hollywood Bowl.

THE BILLY GRAHAM EVANGELISTIC ASSOCIATION

 
One final development during the Portland Crusade came

about as a direct result of the money we collected to start

our radio evangelism.

Grady Wilson and I had a problem.

Underneath his bed in the hotel in Portland, Oregon, was a

shoebox filled with $25,000 in cash, checks, and pledges.

But what could we do with the money?

Offerings for all of our Campaigns and Crusades had

always been collected by the local sponsoring committee

and placed in a bank account set up by that group. But the

money in the shoebox had been collected for a purpose that



had nothing to do with the 1950 Portland Crusade and

therefore could not be deposited in the local Crusade

account. As I told the crowd that evening, the collection

would go toward radio.

Needless to say, the money needed to be deposited in a

bank right away. Either one of us could open a local account

under his own name and deposit the money in it, of course,

but he would be subject to income tax on the full amount.

The larger problem, we had begun to realize, was that we

had no formal organization. We had simply been known as

the Graham-Barrows Campaigns, but we had never formed

a separate corporation or opened a bank account in that

name. For that matter, we did not even have a board of

directors. To make things worse, if we did go on the air

nationwide, people would probably send us contributions to

purchase more radio time. But then we would be dealing

with a larger number of donors and larger amounts of

money.

From time to time, we talked about establishing a

separate nonprofit organization for our work. George Wilson,

our business manager at Northwestern Schools, had even

made some preliminary inquiries with an attorney. I called

George from Portland and told him our desperate, if happy,

problem. He suggested that we go ahead with formal

incorporation, and almost immediately he filed documents

in St. Paul, the capital of Minnesota, establishing the Billy

Graham Evangelistic Association (often abbreviated BGEA).

George was the one who chose the name, although I

protested strongly. George protested just as strongly that

the new organization needed to be identified with my name,

since I was the major evangelist. Forty-seven years later, I

still wish my name were not so visible. It is God’s

organization, not mine, and if we ever lose sight of that fact,

God will withdraw His blessing from our work.

The incorporation papers required a statement of purpose.

George put it in simple and direct language: “To spread and



propagate the Gospel of the Lord Jesus Christ by any and all

. . . means.” That was our purpose up to that time, and

since that time it has continued to be our purpose.

The first directors were Cliff Barrows, Grady Wilson,

George Wilson, and myself; a few years later, Bev Shea was

also added. Across the street from Northwestern Schools,

George rented 620 square feet of office space, more than

enough for any imaginable needs the new corporation might

have. He hired accountant Mary Cook as our first employee;

she and her husband had come from Portland to work at

Northwestern.

I called Walter Bennett in Chicago and asked him to

become our agent to buy radio time. Then I asked if he and

Fred Dienert would go to Minneapolis to sit down with

George and help get us organized.

Almost immediately after the first broadcast from the

Atlanta Crusade on November 5, 1950, mail and donations

began to pour into the Minneapolis office—although in that

first program we did not even ask for donations. Within

weeks we were processing hundreds of letters every day,

each needing a thank-you letter and, if a gift was enclosed,

a receipt.

For our broadcast time, we chose Sunday afternoons at

three. In some towns, traffic at that hour was so light, we

were told, that police assumed everybody was inside

listening to Billy Graham.

Soon George resigned from Northwestern to become

BGEA’s full-time business manager. We also added our first

secretary, Lorrayne Edberg. Later, a former student at

Northwestern, Esther Hawley LaDow, began working for us

and served faithfully in the BGEA office as George’s

executive assistant and in other capacities until her

retirement four decades later. My own personal secretary at

Northwestern, Luverne Gustavson, had not only a good

business head but also a strong feel for Christian ethics; she

too would soon join BGEA.



As far as numbers went, Portland was a successful

Crusade. As the Lord said to ancient Israel, “I know the

plans I have for you” (Jeremiah 29:11), and “As the heavens

are higher than the earth, so are my ways higher than your

ways and my thoughts than your thoughts” (Isaiah 55:9).

That prophetic message related very specifically to Portland

in a special way. I spoke to the press club there at the close

of the Crusade.

“This may be God’s last revival in Portland,” I said to

them. “I’m going on the basis of the fact that very few great

citywide revivals ever come to a city over once a

generation. I seriously doubt if the old America is going to

exist another generation unless we have a turning to Christ.

If we don’t have a turning to religion in this country, I do not

believe that we can stand. And I would include, of course,

Portland in that.”

ATLANTA

 
From the cool climate of the great Northwest in the summer

of 1950, we headed to Minneapolis for some large rallies.

Then, in the late autumn, we headed for Atlanta, a city that

evangelist Dwight L. Moody had described as “harder to

break for God than hard-rock gravel.”

The first thing to go wrong took place on October 26. A

gunman fatally shot the general secretary of the central

YMCA on Luckie Street and then took refuge in our Crusade

office in that same building. He ordered our two young

secretaries to call the police and to keep everyone else

away from him or he would use his gun again. We were all

thankful that the incident ended without them being hurt.

“GUNMAN MENACES NEWSMAN AT GRAHAM CRUSADE

OFFICE” ran the next headline of the Atlanta Journal.

A misunderstanding spawned another problem. It was our

custom to hold a weekly private, closed meeting with the

clergy during our Crusades, during which I brought a brief

message to encourage them, reported on Crusade progress,



and made some off-the-record remarks about the local

religious scene as I observed it.

In November, as we approached the climax of the six-

week Crusade, at one of those meetings in St. Mark’s

Methodist Church I told 80 fellow preachers that worldliness

in the churches indicated a need for rededication on the

part of ministers. A retired minister present, who wrote

religious reports for the Atlanta Constitution, wrote up his

personal version of the meeting for the paper. One of that

paper’s columnists picked the topic up and created a mild

furor with the headline “BILLY GRAHAM’S ‘STINGING SLAP’

AT ATLANTA MINISTERS IS VIEWED AS REGRETTABLE.”

Although I was determined not to reply to criticisms, this

was something I had to address. After all, we had been

invited to Atlanta by 135 churches from many

denominations, both white and black—a group headed by

Dr. Paul James of the Baptist Tabernacle—and by numerous

Christian laypeople headed by Charles Outlaw. Further-

more, Methodist Bishop Arthur Moore was a staunch

supporter of the Crusade. In a letter to the editor of the

Constitution I reaffirmed my pledge never again to “preach”

at preachers in this way.

The day after the closing meeting on December 10, the

Atlanta Constitution, accompanying its wrap-up story of the

Crusade, printed two pictures side by side. In the first, I was

grinning broadly and waving good-bye as I stepped into a

car for my departure to South Carolina. In the next, two

Crusade ushers, with a uniformed police sergeant between

them, could barely wrap their arms around four bulging

money sacks. “GRAHAM ‘LOVE OFFERING’ COLLECTED AT

FINAL SERVICE,” read the caption.

I was horrified by the implication. Was I an Elmer Gantry

who had successfully fleeced another flock? Many might just

decide that I was.

We had already publicized one fiscal-policy safeguard.

News-paperman Morgan Blake, an active Crusade worker,



had published a detailed story on our audit procedures,

debunking the rumor that I had demanded a guarantee of

$100,000 as a condition of my coming to Atlanta. He

pointed out that all collections were transported

immediately to the Fulton National Bank, which counted the

money the next morning for deposit in the local Crusade

committee’s account.

Other Team members received an honorarium for their

work out of that, but Cliff and I received nothing personally

except for our living expenses while in Atlanta. Instead, as

was traditional in evangelistic work, love offerings were

designated for the two of us at the close of the Crusade. I

received 60 percent and Cliff 40 percent.

I was embarrassed to discover that this offering in Atlanta

was larger than the sum most clergy made in an entire year.

Ruth and I gave away about a third of our portion. With the

rest, we finished remodeling our mountain home and bought

a wooded tract of land up on the mountain, where we now

live.

Riding back to Montreat in the car, I promised myself that

such a misunderstanding would never happen again. We

had to find some other way to support ourselves than

through love offerings. Cliff agreed with me.

I got in touch with a wise older friend, Dr. Jesse M. Bader,

evangelism secretary for the former Federal Council of

Churches. “You’ve incorporated your ministry,” he said, “so

let the board put you on the payroll as a salaried

employee.” The salary, he urged, should compare favorably

with that of a typical minister in any average large-city

church. We put his recommendation into action, and that

has been our guideline ever since.

If one day of the Atlanta Crusade can be singled out as a

red-letter day, it would have to be November 5, 1950. That

Sunday afternoon, live from Ponce de Leon Park, we went on

the ABC radio network with our first nationwide broadcast of



The Hour of Decision. Cliff led a thousand-voice choir, Bev

sang, Grady read Scripture, and I preached. Tedd Smith was

at the piano, and Paul Mickelson from California took over at

the organ for Bill Berntsen, who’d been with us in Portland

but had had to return to his teaching duties at Northwestern

Schools, where he was head of the music department. Our

potential audience was 9 million listeners. For that first Hour

of Decision broadcast from Atlanta, a scheduling problem at

the station in Minneapolis, of all places, pitted our lineup

against truly awesome competition from a new NBC radio

program called The Big Show. Its initial broadcast was also

on November 5, originating at Radio City in New York and

featuring Tallulah Bankhead, Fred Allen and Portland Hoffa,

Jimmy Durante, José Ferrer, Frankie Laine, Ethel Merman,

Danny Thomas, Mindy Carson, and Meredith Willson’s

orchestra. Talk about a David and Goliath confrontation! Yet

our ratings turned out to be surprisingly strong.

The year 1950 ended as it had started, with a New Year’s

Eve rally at Mechanics Hall in Boston. On the whole, the

press was friendlier than they had been during our first visit

a year before. The Boston Post heralded our arrival on

December 29 with this headline on the first page: “billy

graham is in hopeful mood.” The subhead read, “Fiery

Preacher Here for Weekend Revival Encouraged by Trend of

Leaders to Prayer.”

The accompanying picture showed me standing with my

arm around Mother at the Bellevue Hotel; it was the first

time she had been with me at a citywide Crusade outside of

North Carolina. My father had refused to make the trip,

saying that Boston was too cold for his southern blood.

It was now a year since we had completed the Los Angeles

Crusade, which had thrust us into the national media

spotlight. So much had happened so fast. Clearly, it had

been the year of the whirlwind. Cumulative attendance at



the meetings had passed the 1.5 million mark, with nearly

50,000 recorded inquirers. It was the Lord’s doing, and it

was marvelous in our eyes. But if things went on at this

rate, where might they lead? I needed time to catch my

breath and my balance, both. Invitations flooded in, and

with eight Crusades scheduled, ranging from three days to

six weeks, we were booked every month in 1951. As our

calendar began to fill up even further ahead, 1952 was

starting to shape up much the same. Our main concern, of

course—whether at a Crusade or on the radio or at some

other speaking engagement—continued to be the souls of

people.

Clearly, the Lord was setting our course for the immediate

future. In the one year between Los Angeles and Atlanta, we

had developed an organization, a radio broadcast, a film

ministry, a financial policy, and a compatible Team. Now we

needed to find out if all these things would work.
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The General Who Became President
President Dwight D. Eisenhower

 

It was 1952, and I was on the most farfetched mission I

could imagine.

Some time before, I’d had dinner with a friend from Fort

Worth, Texas—oil baron Sid Richardson, whom I

affectionately called Mr. Sid—and we had discussed General

Dwight D. Eisenhower as a possible candidate in the 1952

election. Mr. Sid had urged me to contact Eisenhower and

encourage him to run. During Eisenhower’s short tenure as

president of Columbia University, his speeches had marked

him as a conservative, but nobody knew his party affiliation.

Rumors said Harry Truman hoped he would run as a

Democrat.

In spite of Mr. Sid’s confidence in me, I had no illusions

about being able to persuade Eisenhower to run. After all,

he had been telling both parties for years that he was not

interested. And I was not interested in being sidetracked by

politics! Though a registered Democrat (a sort of birthright

in the part of the South where I came from), I always voted

for the man and not the party.

I wrote the same thing in a letter to Mr. Sid, which he

forwarded to Eisenhower in France, where he was serving as

Com-mander at the Supreme Headquarters of the Allied

Powers in Europe (SHAPE). In it I stressed the need for a

man like the general to become president. “The American

people have come to the point where they want a man with

honesty, integrity, and spiritual power,” I wrote to Mr. Sid. “I



believe the General has it. I hope you can persuade him to

put his hat in the ring.”

On November 8, 1951, Eisenhower wrote to me, cordially

reacting to the case I had presented in my letter to Mr. Sid,

and reaffirming his refusal to make a partisan declaration. A

month later, I wrote directly to him for the first time. A

district judge, I told him, had “confided in me that if

Washington were not cleaned out in the next two or three

years, we were going to enter a period of chaos that could

bring about our downfall. Sometimes I wonder who is going

to win the battle first—the barbarians beating at our gates

from without, or the termites of immorality from within.” I

assured him of my prayers for God to “guide you in the

greatest decision of your life. Upon this decision could well

rest the destiny of the Western World.”

Nobody could accuse me of understatement. I even

brashly told him that I had “been in Europe six times since

the end of World War II, and I know something of your

dilemma.” Back then I was not averse to publicly criticizing

the U.S. State Department for its many blunders, but how

foolish and presumptuous that appears now!

I was told that Eisenhower said to Mr. Sid, “That was the

damnedest letter I ever got. Who is this young fellow?”

“I’ll send him over so you can meet him,” Mr. Sid replied.

Meanwhile, Eisenhower’s letter to me sharpened my

desire to see him become president under whatever label

he chose. I was heartened that he told me to “continue to

press and fight for the old-fashioned virtues of integrity,

decency, and straightforwardness in public life.” He

continued, “I applaud your efforts to support high moral

standards and to remind us of the priceless privileges of

freedom in our political, economic, and religious life.”

I felt that the country would be fortunate to have a

national leader who espoused such principles. I was

pleased, therefore, when Mr. Sid arranged for me to meet

General Eisenhower in Europe.



Shortly after the Washington Crusade in early 1952, I

traveled by ship to Europe, going by way of England—where

Ruth and I, Cliff and Billie, and T.W. stopped at the invitation

of the British Evangelical Alliance to hold discussions with

British clergy about a possible Crusade—and Germany, for

other Crusade explorations. Then on to Paris. By this time it

was March.

As our taxi pulled up in front of SHAPE, I was tense.

Leaving Cliff and our close friend Bob Evans to wait for me, I

was escorted by a military aide past various guardposts to

the office of the commander of the Allied forces.

General Eisenhower welcomed me warmly, with an

outstretched hand and a wide smile. He was younger

looking than I had expected, and more down-to-earth.

Although he was in uniform, his office looked like that of a

corporate executive, with walnutpaneled walls, a walnut

desk, and green carpeting to match his chair. (Columbia

University had sent both desk and chair from his office on

the New York City campus.)

We talked about our mutual friend, Sid Richardson. I

explained that Mr. Sid often introduced me to people he

thought I should know.

The General shared some of his religious experiences as a

boy. His parents had been River Brethren, a small but

devoutly pious group in the Mennonite tradition. They had

read the New Testa-ment in the original Greek and had

taught their sons to memorize Scripture, just as my parents

had taught me.

He asked me about the Washington Crusade in the

National Guard Armory and the message I was preaching. I

considered that an especially perceptive question. Most

people assumed they knew what preachers were all about,

but the General was interested enough to probe my basic

message. He listened intently and confessed that he and his

wife, Mamie, rarely attended military chapel services, even

during wartime.



We talked about the Korean War and about the gains Com-

munists were making around the world. And of course we

talked about the following November’s election.

“General Eisenhower,” I said, “I must tell you that no

matter how much I might be for you privately, I couldn’t

issue a public political statement.”

“I’m glad to hear you say that,” he said. “I wouldn’t expect

you to.”

In more than two hours together, at no time did he hint

that he would run. Still, I left feeling that I had met the next

president of the United States.

Four months later, in Chicago, the Republican Convention

nominated General Eisenhower, with Senator Richard Nixon

as his running mate. To my surprise, a call came from Frank

Carlson, a senator from Kansas whom I had gotten to know

during our Washington Crusade; he told me that General

Eisenhower wanted to see me. Mystified, I traveled

immediately to Chicago to meet with him at the Blackstone

Hotel. Apparently, Carlson had sold Eisenhower on the idea

that I could contribute a religious note to some of his

campaign speeches.

“Would you be willing?” Eisenhower asked.

“Of course I want to do anything I can for you,” I said, “but

as I told you last spring, I have to be careful not to publicly

disclose my preferences or become embroiled in partisan

politics.”

“I understand,” he said. “But would you be able to come

and see me in Denver next month? Plan on spending a few

days.”

In August we were together at the Brown Palace Hotel in

Denver for several sessions. During these, I gave him some

Scripture verses I thought he might find helpful. Once I

absentmindedly addressed him as “Congressman.” I quickly

recovered but said “Senator.” By the time I got around to

“General,” he was laughing and I was red-faced.



“Why don’t you just call me Ike,” he said, but I never

could. It was “Mr. President” when he was in office, and

“General” when he was not.

I respected his desire to inject a spiritual tone into his

campaign, and the moment came when I felt free to talk to

him about his own faith.

“General, do you still respect the religious teaching of your

father and mother?” I asked.

“Yes,” he said, adding softly, “but I’ve gotten a long way

from it.”

I also felt free to present the Gospel to him and to clarify

again the message that I preached. He told me that he had

become disillusioned with the church early on when some

preachers seemed to detour from spiritual essentials to

merely social or even secular matters.

“Frankly,” I said, “I don’t think the American people would

be happy with a president who didn’t belong to any church

or even attend one.”

“As soon as the election is over, I’ll join a church,” he said.

“But I’m not going to do it in order to get elected. I don’t

want to use the church politically.”

“What denomination do you have in mind?” I asked.

“I’ve thought about that,” he said. “I suppose

Presbyterian, because Mamie is Presbyterian. Do you know

any good Presbyterian churches in Washington?”

I recommended a couple, including National Presbyterian,

where the pastor had been a wartime chaplain on the

European front. He made a note of the name. In the course

of our meetings in Denver, I gave him a red-leather Bible,

which I inscribed to him on the flyleaf. In later years, some

articles mentioned that he kept a red Bible by his bedside

during his presidency.

When Eisenhower won the election in November, I was

asked by the press to pray for the President-elect in front of

newsreel cameras. It had been only two years since the

Truman fiasco, when photographers had asked me to pray



on the White House lawn. I agreed, but I took care not to

repeat what had taken place privately between Eisenhower

and me, but I gladly prayed that the new President be given

wisdom, confidence, strength, humility, and a deep

dependence on God. I urged Americans to close ranks

behind him and to pray for him.

Shortly after the election, an opportunity for ministry

arose that effectively removed me from any further direct

involvement with General Eisenhower before his

inauguration.

For months I had been receiving letters from missionaries,

chaplains, GIs, and Korean religious leaders asking if I could

come to Korea. Bob Pierce, the founder of World Vision, also

urged me to go. The war was in full swing, but as much as I

wanted to comply, going seemed impossible. Back then our

schedule was made up almost two years in advance, and I

hesitated to cancel anything already established.

The year 1952 had already proved the most strenuous in

my ministry. We had held more Crusades and scheduled

more meetings, and I had preached more sermons than

ever. We were involved in radio, television, and film, and I

was even writing a book.

My schedule for the months of November and December

included a Crusade in Albuquerque and a series of TV

programs in Hollywood. I hoped to take the last two weeks

of December off to relax with my family in the mountains of

North Carolina. How could I possibly squeeze in a Korean

tour?

Before the Albuquerque meetings, Ruth was able to join

me in Florida, and we had a couple of days to ourselves. As

she and I settled into a little hotel room for a couple of days,

I suddenly turned to her. “Darling, what would you think

about my going to Korea to spend Christmas with our

troops?” I asked.

Since Ruth had been born in China and had attended high

school in Korea, she knew and loved the land and its people.



“I think it would be wonderful,” she said without hesitation.

“It’s hard to think about a Christmas away from home,” I

said.

“We’ll manage,” she assured me.

Knowing that she was behind me, I asked Bob Pierce and

Grady Wilson to see how quickly they could make the

arrangements. We three would be the only ones going. We

would fly out of Albuquerque after the Crusade and rest a

few days in Honolulu before the long, grueling flight to the

Far East. Grady had told us that a doctor had prescribed

sleeping pills for him, to allow him to sleep on the plane.

Somehow Ruth—never one to turn down an opportunity

for a practical joke—got hold of those sleeping pills and

replaced them with empty capsules she had gotten at a

pharmacy and filled with hot mustard powder, sharing her

plan with Bob and me. Grady did not pull them out until he,

Bob, and I finally left Honolulu to head for our next stop,

Tokyo. We settled into the special beds on the Boeing

Stratocruiser. Grady asked Bob and me if we wanted one of

his sleeping pills. We both said yes and pretended to take

them.

About halfway through the night, I noticed that Grady was

still awake.

“Can’t you sleep?” I whispered.

“I’ve got terrible heartburn,” he said. “I just took another

sleeping pill. The first one didn’t work!”

Our first stop was Japan, and I will never forget seeing that

beautiful coastline from the air. This was part of the area my

wife knew so well and about which she had told me so

much. We were several hours late, but as we got off the

plane, we were greeted by well-wishers singing Christian

songs in English and carrying a sign that read, “WELCOME

BILLY GRAHAM TO JAPAN.”

The red tape of getting us into a war zone was

monumental. But once we got over there, we were delighted

to find that we had the support of the U.S. military. I hadn’t



been in Tokyo but two or three days when I got an invitation

to see General Mark Clark, commander of U.N. and U.S.

Army forces in the Far East. He was so warm and gracious

that I immediately felt at home. He said he had read about

our work and knew us by reputation.

“I want to give you the field rank of major general. When

you go to Korea, I want you to go to all the military sites you

have time for, and I’ll see to it that you have everything you

need.”

He rolled out the red carpet for us, providing

transportation, lodging, and entrée to every spot we wanted

to visit. That proved to be of great benefit, allowing us to

get around in a difficult area. While the missionaries set up

meetings for us, often it was the military who provided

sound systems or lighting or carpentry or transportation.

While in Japan, I heard a rumor that years earlier the

emperor had made an astounding statement to General

Douglas MacArthur. “I’ll make Japan a Christian nation,” he

said.

MacArthur thought about it for a day or two before he

responded. “No, then Japan wouldn’t be truly Christian. The

people must come to Christ voluntarily.”

So then, instead of the emperor proclaiming Christianity

as the official state religion, General MacArthur sent out an

appeal to the United States for ten thousand missionaries

and ten million Bibles. American churches responded with

perhaps a thousand missionaries and two or three million

Bibles.

Years later, when I was visiting General MacArthur in his

suite in New York’s Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, he confirmed the

story. Many people have wondered what would have

happened had MacArthur accepted the emperor’s offer.

At a banquet in Tokyo, Japan, I addressed 750 missionaries

in what some said was the largest meeting ever of

missionaries in the field. Never had I felt less worthy to

stand before an audience. These were the true warriors of



the Cross. They had left their homes and loved ones to

battle on the front lines for the Gospel. God spoke to me

through their example, and I would never be the same.

The missionaries were tired, discouraged, and in need of a

laugh. That night I shared with them the practical joke Ruth

had pulled on Grady with the sleeping pills. They loved it,

nearly falling off their chairs laughing. Grady, sitting at the

head table, was hearing this for the first time. He turned

several shades of red; for once his sense of humor

abandoned him. But when he saw Ruth again back in the

States, he had to laugh; it was the first time, he said, that

he had taken a mustard plaster internally.

My first opportunity to meet American GIs was in Tokyo

General Hospital. I was moved as I saw the wounded. We

talked to men whose spines had been crushed and who

were paralyzed for life. We talked to others who had had

their skulls split open. One boy had lost both eyes, an arm,

and a leg, yet he greeted me with a smile. I would never

forget those valiant men.

I preached in several meetings before leaving Japan. I felt

great liberty in speaking, and this confirmed in my heart

that God had indeed sent us. Then we left for Korea. It was

sunset as we approached the coastline. I could see why

Korea was called the Switzerland of the Far East; the

mountains were blanketed with snow. Little villages with

their thatched-roof houses reflected the rosy tint of the

setting sun. It was a picture of tranquillity. Only when we

were on the ground and could see all the armaments, the

devastation, and the poverty did we realize the enormity of

the war.

My first contact with the Korean people made me realize

why my wife loved them so. They smiled when there was

little to smile about, and they were deeply grateful for even

the smallest gift.

Over the next two weeks, I would travel under military

supervision and in military transportation, preaching all over



Korea, seeing how the Korean people existed in the towns

and villages, and meeting the American GIs who

represented us in the conflict. It seemed that everywhere

we went there was despair and fear and danger. And yet

every meeting, from gatherings at makeshift platforms near

the fighting areas to more formal meetings in various cities,

was packed with eager, enthusiastic audiences. Many

hundreds responded to the Invitation to receive Christ and

be converted.

We had not been in Korea long before we developed a real

affection for the children. Each night in our street meetings

in the city of Pusan, the southernmost city in Korea, three or

four hundred children sat right in front. From my seat on the

platform, I would wink and smile at them during the

preliminaries, causing them to cover their giggles with their

hands. In the children’s hospitals and foundling homes, we

saw babies sleeping on the floor.

One night we had to walk what seemed like several miles

in sticky, ankle-deep mud to reach “the Lighthouse,” a

home for blind children. I had the unforgettable experience

of hearing a little blind fellow stand and sing in English “The

Love of God”:

The love of God is greater far

Than tongue or pen can ever tell;

It goes beyond the highest star,

And reaches to the lowest hell;

The guilty pair, bowed down with care,

God gave His Son to win;

His erring child He reconciled,

And pardoned from his sin.

 
Oh love of God, how rich and pure!

How measureless and strong!

It shall forevermore endure

The saints’ and angels’ song. . . .

 



At the Oriental Missionary Society on the outskirts of

Pusan, seminary students huddled in frigid, unheated

classrooms, studying ten to twelve hours a day, eating and

sleeping in the same room they studied in. Prayer was a

hallmark of these believers.

Young and new to the international scene, I wrote more

than one unflattering entry in my diary: “I am certain that

some of our leaders are going to have to answer to Almighty

God for the terrible suffering and death of this land. Every

soldier we have lost, every civilian who has died or been

murdered is the result of the scandalous decision by the

men who sold us down the river in the secret agreements at

the peace tables.”

I had never been so weary. I slept through heavy gunfire

nearby, slept on a bumpy, noisy nighttime train passing

through ambush territory, and still felt as if I were living on

adrenaline all the time. On our way from Pusan to Seoul, we

were inside a train car that had an open flatcar ahead and

behind it, filled with soldiers. We were told to pile our

luggage around us because guerrillas would shoot at

anything that moved. Just a few days before, a

newspaperman traveling through that area had his fingers

shot off as he slept!

One highlight was preaching to 2,500 a night in the

unheated but huge and beautiful Young Nak Presbyterian

Church in Seoul, pastored by Han Kyung Chik. Many GIs got

special leave to come from the front lines. I can never forget

the sight of American soldiers alongside Koreans at the front

of the church, responding to the Invitation. Korean pastors

would grip my hand in their humble, gracious way and in

tears thank us for coming to encourage them.

My first sermon on the front lines saw me on a newly built

platform graced by a painting done by a soldier forty miles

away. Troops had carried the painting (which depicted Christ

watching over an exhausted soldier) to us overnight, and it

stood next to me as I preached. I did not use humor or



stories to break the ice that night. I dove right into the

Gospel, and hundreds responded. I felt the Spirit of God in

that meeting. Men of every rank came forward, many in

tears—and they were tough, rugged men!—to receive

Christ.

In the evacuation hospitals, we saw more of the horrible

effects of war. On the way to one hospital, Grady was in one

helicopter and I was in another. General Jenkins, who was

escorting us, shot a wild boar from the airship and radioed

down to his mess sergeant where to find it so that we could

have it for dinner. Before we landed, however, we were

assailed by flak from the ground. The copter pilots had to fly

low and hide us behind trees and ridges. For some reason, I

was not scared and didn’t assume it was the end for me.

The more dangerous it was, the more I sometimes felt I was

really doing something for the Lord.

At a base camp, I spoke to the officers. Then, in the

moonlight, we rode by jeep two or three miles to another

camp. The password that day was “Christmas card,” I later

learned. If a guard said “Christmas” to you, you had to

respond “card.” These passwords changed every day. When

we were stopped by guards on the way, the general with us

found that he had forgotten the password! The guards

pointed their rifles at him and shone a flashlight in his face,

demanding identification. He had to work hard to convince

them that he was who he said he was.

It was thirty degrees below zero, and we were grateful for

the clothing that the military had supplied: big gloves, thick

boots, military hats with the chaplain’s cross, and even

heavy underwear.

In a field hospital about a mile behind the front lines on

Christmas Eve, we went from bed to bed, bringing greetings

and trying to encourage the wounded. One young man was

so mangled that he lay face down on a canvas-and-steel

contraption. A doctor whispered to me, “I doubt he’ll ever

walk again.”



“Mr. Graham, could I see your face?” asked the young

man. “We’ve all been praying for you and looking forward to

your coming. I won’t be able to be at the service.” So I lay

on the floor beneath him and looked up into his hollow eyes,

still stunned with his fate. I prayed with him.

“Sir,” said the young man to General Jenkins, who was

escorting me, “I fought for you, but I’ve never seen you.

Could I see your face?”

The general got down on all fours, slid under that bed as

best he could, and talked with the young man. I saw a tear

fall from the soldier onto the general’s cheek.

When we walked from the bleeding, broken, dying men of

that hospital into the crisp, clean, thirty-below-zero air of

Christmas Eve, I felt sadder, older, and more aware of the

needs and suffering not only in Asia but also in the entire

world.

At one of our Christmas Day services, I got to meet and

have pictures taken with Major John Eisenhower, son of the

President-elect. I found him both delightful and appreciative

of our visit. His father had just recently been there.

I wired his father from Korea that I would like to see him

on my return. Eisenhower invited me to visit him at the

Commodore Hotel in New York City five days before the

inauguration. He asked me to bring the pictures of his son to

show him.

We wrapped up our Korean trip on December 25. Soon

after our return, I headed for New York for my scheduled

meeting with Eisenhower. After I briefed him on the trip, he

got to the real reason for our meeting. “I’d like to quote one

or two passages from the Bible in my inaugural speech,” he

said.

I suggested several references, among which was the one

he chose, 2 Chronicles 7:14 (KJV): “If my people, which are

called by my name, shall humble themselves, and pray, and

seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then will I

hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin, and will heal



their land.” He would rest his hand on that passage when he

took the oath of office.

The General stepped to a window in the Commodore Hotel

and looked out across the city as we talked. “I think one of

the reasons I was elected was to help lead this country

spiritually,” he said. “We need a spiritual renewal.”

I told him I could not agree more and suggested that he

make one of his first official acts the proclamation of a

national day of prayer. He said he would. Eisenhower’s own

spiritual pilgrimage had moved rapidly. Prior to the inaugural

ceremony at the Capitol, he arranged a worship service for

his incoming administration.

I was as astounded as anyone else, though, when at the

conclusion of the inaugural address he read a prayer he had

written himself for the occasion. It was traditional, of course,

to have various clergy give official prayers. But here was the

President himself, praying his own prayer.

Rumor had it that I wrote the prayer for him, or had at

least helped. But I did not even know he was considering a

prayer, and it bothered me that such reports persisted.

Years later I wrote Mamie Eisenhower to recount how I had

suggested only some Scripture verses as her husband had

requested. In her typically gracious way, she sent me a

handwritten note: “Please do not give . . . that newspaper

account another thought. Of course I personally saw Ike

write his own little prayer, so why worry about what other

folks say.”

As soon as Eisenhower assumed office, he proved that he

was as good as his word. He proclaimed a national day of

prayer, as promised, and joined the National Presbyterian

Church. That church affiliation was no perfunctory ritual.

When the President made his intentions known, Pastor Ed

Elson told him they must first spend an hour a day together

for five days for religious instruction. Eisenhower complied

humbly and became grounded in what it means to be a

Christian and a Presbyterian before he was baptized into



church membership. On the day of his baptism, the

congregation sang “What a Friend We Have in Jesus”;

Eisenhower later told Bev Shea that it was his favorite

hymn.

My official interactions with President Eisenhower were

always warm and friendly, but they were also mostly formal.

I was never invited to the private quarters of the White

House, for instance. (Nor, for that matter, was Vice

President Nixon.) Our meetings were always in the Oval

Office. We did, however, enjoy some golf together.

One day Grady Wilson and I were playing golf with Richard

Nixon at the Burning Tree Country Club near Washington.

We were told that the President and his partners were

playing ahead of us. When I was in the clubhouse shower

afterward, Grady dashed in. “The President wants to see

you,” he said.

I stepped out of the shower and grabbed a towel. For the

next several minutes, I stood there, dripping, chatting with

the President of the United States, who was wearing white

tie and tails on his way to a state dinner.

“You’re probably the only preacher in history who’s talked

to the President and the Vice President of the United States

so informally,” chuckled Nixon as we rode back to the city

later.

Subsequent golf games with Eisenhower himself are

happy memories. I can still see the President jumping in

glee one day when his partner, who happened to be Grady,

sank a fifty-foot putt on the eighteenth hole at Palm Springs,

clinching their victory over my partner and me. Golf gave

me not only a way to relax but also, when played with well-

known people, a chance to exercise my ministry in a

relaxed, informal way. Golf games (and other informal

encounters) with the President bonded us more closely at

the spiritual level. I became more and more impressed with

his character and the intensity of his growing faith, which he



not only formally confessed but also applied to policies and

programs.

Civil rights, for example. He saw the need for decisive

action to end racial discrimination. A crisis flared in Little

Rock in September 1957 when Arkansas Governor Orval

Faubus called in National Guard troops to bar black children

from the public schools. By that time, Eisenhower already

had strong convictions based in part on his study of the

1955 bus boycott in Montgomery, Alabama.

He and I talked and corresponded about the issue. His

executive order to eliminate racial segregation in the armed

forces left no doubt what side he was on. The whole nation

needed healing.

I expected the clergy to take the lead. Because of stands I

had taken against segregated seating in our Crusades from

the early days, Eisenhower knew I was active within my own

sphere. Before he sent federal troops into Little Rock to

enforce the law, he phoned me in New York—where we had

been holding the Madison Square Garden Crusade—to ask

what I thought.

“I think you’ve got no alternative,” I said. “The

discrimination must be stopped.”

An hour later, Richard Nixon phoned and asked the same

thing. Some might say I was advising the President on a

political issue. I did not see it that way, though. He saw fit to

ask my opinion, as I was sure he did of many other

counselors. I also believed there were important moral and

spiritual issues at stake. I hope he was at least encouraged

to know that he was in my prayers concerning this fateful

decision.

My deep convictions on racial integration got a direct

challenge when I was asked shortly afterward by the Little

Rock Ministerial Association to come to help unite the city

by preaching in Little Rock’s large War Memorial Stadium. I

called my old Christian friend Congressman Brooks Hays

from Arkansas and asked his advice.



“You don’t want to call for the chaplain too early in these

things,” he said. “Do it, but wait a year.”

I took his advice. In September 1959, I went to Little Rock

to preach. The previous year, I had preached to an

integrated audience in Clinton, Tennessee. Senator Estes

Kefauver and columnist Drew Pearson had challenged me to

come. I said I would if they would come with me and sit on

the platform. The White Citizens’ Council there made some

very strong statements against me and the event. It was

reported they said that I would never get out of town alive.

That convinced me of the rightness of my going.

In Little Rock, I again insisted on fully integrated seating. It

could have been lighting the fuse to a powder keg, but

nothing blew up that night. We held the meeting with a

capacity crowd of blacks and whites intermingled

throughout the stadium. Governor Orval Faubus came and

could not find a seat; finally, he sat on the steps leading

down into the stadium, way in the back.

PRESIDENTIAL PRAYER BREAKFASTS

 
During Eisenhower’s administration, several of us helped

start what was then called the Presidential Prayer Breakfast

(now the National Prayer Breakfast). This is how it began.

In the early 1950s, while we were in Portland, Oregon, I

met a remarkable man by the name of Abraham Vereide. He

talked to me about having regular prayer groups of

businessmen, something he had already started in Seattle.

When we arrived in Seattle for our Crusade a year later,

Vereide came nightly to the meetings. Before or after each

meeting, he would come around to see me, talking about

the burden that he had to reach political leaders with the

Gospel. He also came to my hotel room several times,

talking about starting an annual Presidential Prayer

Breakfast.

My part was to encourage him and also, as his plans

became firm, to help him get President Eisenhower to the



first prayer breakfast. The President was extremely

reluctant. In fact, he turned down a request conveyed by

Senator Frank Carlson. When I went to see him, he turned

me down also, though he promised to think more about it.

He eventually called or wrote to Senator Carlson to say he

would come to the first one but would not promise to come

to another one; he did not want to set a precedent.

At my Denver meeting with Eisenhower, he had

introduced me to hotel magnate Conrad Hilton. That

introduction was providential; Hilton was to become a

financial sponsor of the annual Presidential Prayer

Breakfasts in Washington for several years; after that, Bill

Jones paid for the breakfasts. But the driving force was

always Abraham Vereide, with (later) Dr. Richard Halverson,

the distinguished chaplain to the Senate, and Doug Coe. Out

of the first fifteen Prayer Breakfasts, I brought the main

address in almost all of them, always using them as an

opportunity to preach the Gospel and even giving a clear

Invitation to follow Christ.

Eisenhower’s faith did not go untested. Physical ailments

included heart and stroke problems, among other maladies.

God saw fit to preserve him, however, and I believe

Eisenhower’s faith was deepened through these

experiences. Well into his term there were also moments

when he pondered his spiritual state. In August 1955, I was

awakened in a Washington hotel room late one Sunday

night by a call from Sid Richardson in Fort Worth.

“Billy, I’ve had a terrible time tracking you down,” he said.

“The President wants to see you, and the White House

couldn’t locate you. I’ll let them know where you are.”

The next morning I was informed that a car would come

by to take me to the President’s farm in Gettysburg. I had

hoped to fly to Charlotte later in the day to spend some

time with my parents prior to a speaking engagement there

that evening. I called them to say my plans had changed,

but that I still hoped to keep the speaking commitment. I



had no idea what President Eisenhower wanted, but all the

way there I prayed that God would help me say the right

thing.

When I arrived, the President opened the car door for me

himself. At first it seemed that this would be just a social

visit. We had a quiet lunch together and then went upstairs

to pray with Mamie, who was sick in bed. Then he asked if I

would like to tour the famous Gettysburg battlefield.

I told him both of my grandfathers had fought there.

“Do you know which group they were with—North or South

Carolina?”

I called my mother from his home, and she told me the

company that her father, Ben Coffey, had been in. So

Eisenhower took me to the place he thought that company

might have served while part of Pickett’s Charge.

When we arrived at the battlefield, we switched from the

car to a golf cart, with the Secret Service in another cart

behind. President Eisenhower narrated as he drove. As a

student of the Civil War, and especially of the Battle of

Gettysburg, he pointed out things I never knew before.

Back at the house, in his little den, he paced in front of the

fireplace. I sensed that the real reason for my visit would

soon be made clear.

“Billy, do you believe in Heaven?” he asked.

“Yes, sir, I do.”

“Give me your reasons.”

With my New Testament open, I gave the President a

guided tour through the Scriptures that spoke of the future

life.

“How can a person know he’s going to Heaven?” he asked.

I explained the Gospel to him all over again, as I had on

previous occasions. I sensed he was reassured by that most

misunderstood message: salvation is by grace through faith

in Christ alone, and not by anything we can do for

ourselves.



As our day wound to a close, I told President Eisenhower

that I had to speak in Charlotte that night. If I was not going

to make the plane in Washington, I should call and

postpone.

“You can fly straight to Charlotte in my Aero Commander,”

he offered.

I accepted gratefully, but after a full day and with the rush

to get going, I failed to make a visit to the restroom. I didn’t

realize until in flight that I needed to use the facilities very

badly, and there were none on the small plane. In

desperation, I asked the pilot to land for a few minutes in

Greensboro, a hundred miles north of Charlotte. He did—and

it seemed that every person in that little airport recognized

me as I hurried through! When I came out, I had to shake

hands with many of them before I could get back on the

plane. That necessary detour had properly humbled me for

the evening’s talk!

Shortly afterward, President Eisenhower suffered a heart

attack, from which he slowly recovered. Given his earlier

questions about Heaven, perhaps he had anticipated his

illness.

He knew another truth that too few people understand.

Peace between nations depends on goodwill between

individuals. He personalized that sentiment at the end of

one of my visits to him at the Walter Reed Army Hospital

years later in 1968.

“Billy, I want you to do me a favor,” he said. “Nixon and I

have had our differences. There have been

misunderstandings, at least on my part. Now he’s going to

be President, and my grandson is going to marry his

daughter. I want to straighten things out. I think you’re the

one to help.”

“I’ll do my best, sir,” I promised.

Eisenhower did not tell me the particulars of their

differences, although I thought I knew. One sore spot had



been Eisenhower’s tardiness in endorsing Nixon in the 1960

campaign against Kennedy.

“I’d like to see Nixon, if he’d be willing to come and see

me. Would you ask him?”

I was invited to Mr. Nixon’s apartment in New York for

dinner that very evening. Over steaks in front of the

fireplace, I passed along Eisenhower’s request.

“I’ll call him in the morning and see him tomorrow,” Nixon

said.

I never learned the details of their reconciliation, but I

have no doubt that it took place. Both men were eager to

put their differences behind them.

Not long afterward, in December of 1968, I had a private

meeting at Walter Reed with Eisenhower. The details of our

conversation were so intimate and sacred that I never

hinted of them until after his death; then I asked Mamie’s

permission to reveal them, which she gave willingly.

As my scheduled twenty minutes with him extended to

thirty, he asked the doctor and nurses to leave us. Propped

up on pillows amidst intravenous tubes, he took my hand

and looked into my eyes. “Billy, you’ve told me how to be

sure my sins are forgiven and that I’m going to Heaven.

Would you tell me again?”

I took out my New Testament and read to him again the

familiar Gospel verses, the precious promises of God about

eternal life. Then, my hand still in his, I prayed briefly.

“Thank you,” he said. “I’m ready.”

I knew he was. As I stood to leave, he grinned and waved.

“Billy, are you going to visit our boys in Vietnam again?”

he asked.

“Yes, sir,” I replied.

“Do me a favor and tell ’em there’s an old doughboy back

here praying for them.”

“I will, General.”

A few months later, when I was in the office of Foreign

Secretary Abba Eban in Israel, I was handed a note saying



that Eisenhower had died in Washington. I took the next

available flight to New York and called President Nixon in

Washington. He told me Mamie Eisenhower wanted to see

me.

At a hotel in Washington, where she was receiving foreign

guests, Mamie welcomed me warmly and asked me to sit

beside her. I never understood why she wanted me there

just then, instead of a government dignitary or one of her

family, but it was an honor to comfort her.

Dwight Eisenhower was one of the great men in our

history, and it was a privilege to know him.
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Breakthrough in Britain
London 1954

 

“A Labour member of Parliament announced today that he

would challenge in Commons the admission of Billy Graham

to England on the grounds the American evangelist was

interfering in British politics under the guise of religion.”

The captain of the SS United States received this news

report by radio just a couple of days before we were due to

dock at South-ampton, England. The first steward brought

me a copy. I was thankful that the captain hadn’t included it

in the daily news sheet that was distributed to all the

passengers.

The message seemed simple enough on the surface, but

at the same time it was mystifying and sent us to our knees.

Was one of the most important Crusades we had ever

undertaken up to this time about to collapse because we

would not even be permitted to get off the ship?

We were confident we had done as much as we could,

humanly speaking, to prepare for the Crusade, but we also

knew that Satan would not allow a mission like this to go

forth unopposed. Was the door now closing in our faces just

as we were on the threshold?

Perhaps no decision in our ministry up to this time had

been as difficult as this one: the decision to hold a Crusade

in London, which at the time was billed as the world’s

largest city.

Since our first visit with Youth for Christ back in 1946 and

1947, Great Britain had had a special place in my thinking.

For one thing, some of the great revivals in history, under



the preaching of men like Whitefield and Wesley, had taken

place in Britain. And Dwight L. Moody had had a remarkable

ministry there in the latter part of the nineteenth century.

In addition, God had opened doors for us during our

previous visits. During that extended tour in 1946 and 1947,

we had called together in Birmingham 100 leaders from

different churches; out of that four-day conference had

come the British Youth for Christ movement. Tom Livermore,

an Anglican clergyman, had been elected president, and

many others had become involved, such as A. W. Goodwin-

Hudson, who was later co–adjutor bishop of Sydney,

Australia, and Birmingham industrialist Alfred Owen.

The publicity generated by our 1949 meetings in Los

Ange-les—as well as the documentary film about us, which

was widely circulated in Britain—had further aroused the

curiosity of many British evangelicals.

During the Washington, D.C., Crusade in January and

February of 1952, two prominent British Christian leaders—

one a clergyman, one a future member of Parliament—

visited the meetings and talked with me about the

possibility of a Crusade in London. A few weeks later, in

March, I addressed a meeting of more than 750 British

clergymen in the Assembly Hall of Church House,

Westminster, the administrative headquarters of the Church

of England; that gathering was held under the auspices of

the British Evangelical Alliance. I had been asked to speak

that day on our Crusade ministry in the United States.

In the reception line before the buffet luncheon at that

March gathering, I met such national Christian leaders as

the bishop of Barking, Hugh R. Gough (who later became

the Archbishop of Sydney, Australia); Dr. D. Martyn Lloyd-

Jones, one of Britain’s outstanding preachers; General Sir

Arthur Smith (who presided at the meeting), commander of

forces protecting London during the blitz and later chairman

of the Evangelical Alliance; and the Reverend Colin Kerr,

whom I had gotten to know in 1946, vicar of St. Paul’s



Church, Portman Square, and prebendary of St. Paul’s

Cathedral.

I spoke for about ninety minutes, describing the new

interest in evangelism and the Gospel that we had detected

in America. In addition, I set forth some of the principles

that guided us, including our commitment to work with the

churches and not apart from them. The part of the speech

that apparently made the deepest impression on my

audience was my honest discussion of the major criticisms

of mass evangelism, including the danger of false emotion,

the potential overemphasis on finances, and the problem of

converts who did not last. I addressed each of these as

openly as possible and then outlined the specific ways we

had worked to overcome them.

The substance of my message was later reprinted by the

Evangelical Alliance and widely distributed across Britain.

Follow-ing the address, I answered questions for about an

hour. The next day, I met with a group of leaders who

wanted to discuss the possibility of a Crusade in more

detail. The upshot was a tentative invitation to hold

meetings in London sometime during 1954.

A highlight of that 1952 trip was my being guest speaker

at the Royal Albert Hall with the great British evangelist Tom

Rees. Because the meeting was recorded for broadcast

overseas by the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) and

on the British Forces Network in Germany, the printed

program carried some detailed instructions for the audience

in the hall: “It is of the utmost importance that the hymns

do not drag. The congregation, especially those in the

balcony, are earnestly requested not to take their time from

the organ or the choir, but to watch the conductor.”

The choir of 1,200 had thrilled Cliff particularly, and he

was glad they taped the service; we could replay parts of it

later on The Hour of Decision.

Ruth went along with me to England for those meetings,

which was a special encouragement to me.



Later in 1952, John Cordle and Mr. F. Roy Cattell, the

secretary of the Evangelical Alliance of Britain, came to the

United States to try to talk me into accepting their invitation

to hold a Crusade. They impressed me with their burden for

England; they expressed themselves eloquently about the

social and spiritual problems there since the war.

Part of our meeting was held in Ruth’s hospital room in

Asheville as we awaited the arrival of our fourth child. I

loved my three daughters—Anne, Gigi, and Bunny—with all

my heart, but we were hoping and praying for a boy this

time. When Ruth’s labor pains began in earnest, the nurse

took her out. A couple of hours later another nurse came to

tell me that we had a son. I was thrilled and emotional, but I

also felt terribly guilty that I had not been with her, but with

those two men. We named our son William Franklin Graham

III, but we would call him Franklin. I went out into the hall

and was so excited that I soon forgot about London and our

British visitors! Eventually, in a lengthy letter, I accepted the

invitation for a London Crusade to begin on March 1, 1954.

Our plans for widely publicizing the Crusade staggered our

London committee. I was convinced that in a huge city like

London, only a massive publicity effort would bring the

event to the public’s attention; anything less would be lost

in the constant barrage of commercial advertising. We

budgeted $50,000 for publicity, an unheard-of amount.

In the months before the Crusade began, striving for

simplicity and clarity (and using only my photograph and

the slogan HEAR BILLY GRAHAM), thousands of posters and

hundreds of thousands of handbills were distributed in the

greater London area. In addition, groups all over England

and around the world were praying for the success of these

meetings.

We had been encouraged by being able to secure

Harringay Arena, a 12,000-seat indoor stadium in the north

of London; it was customarily the site of greyhound races,

hockey games, boxing matches, and circuses. Though



barnlike and without glamour, it seemed the only suitable

building. When the arena management optioned it to the

committee for a maximum of three months, even our most

ardent supporters gasped. Most believed that three or four

weeks was the maximum length of time we should plan for.

Having committed themselves with the three-month

option, the London organizing committee still wasn’t used to

the idea of arranging and publicizing a massive religious

effort or with investing thousands of pounds in an outreach

led by an untested American evangelist. I could not blame

them. Around that time, a noted British evangelical leader,

returning from Africa, was killed in the crash of a British

Comet, the first all-jet commercial airplane. Planning a

welcome-home reception for him, a group of evangelicals in

London had spent hundreds of pounds. Alas for them, the

sum was not refundable. What would happen, the London

committee asked Jerry Beavan (who was serving as the

Crusade’s associate director under Roy Cattell), if something

similar happened to Billy Graham? Would the tens of

thousands of pounds already spent for publicity, reserving

the arena, and so forth be lost?

Jerry told them we never worried about such problems. He

encouraged them to believe that “God would see us

through.” His encouragement wasn’t enough, though. The

committee continued to worry. Something of an impasse

developed.

Then Arthur Goodwin-Hudson, who was vicar of St. Mary

Magdalene, London, thought to recommend to Jerry a young

insurance man connected with Lloyd’s of London, John

Mercer. Using his contacts and his persuasive skills, Mercer

managed to put together something that had never been

written before, at least to our knowledge: an insurance

policy to guarantee the timely arrival of a person for a

specific public event. The premium was large, but the

organizing committee took great comfort in knowing that



they were protected financially. Their enthusiasm restored,

they renewed their support of the Crusade.

The London meetings were being set up by Roy Cattell. I

asked Jerry to go over several months earlier to assist Mr.

Cattell with the preparations. Willis Haymaker went over

with him, to help organize worldwide prayer support;

Dawson Trotman and Lorne Sanny went over to conduct

counseling classes. Letters were exchanged weekly between

those advance men and the Team at home, and almost

every week I was on the phone with Jerry in London getting

the latest news, making decisions, and giving suggestions

and ideas.

As for the economics of the Crusade, we knew, weeks

before we left for England, that we did not have adequate

reserves or adequate pledges. I asked the entire Team going

to London—including myself—to work for just their expenses

and a $50 weekly honorarium for the next few weeks.

Without exception, they all agreed. Early in 1954, before

embarking for London, we took a tour of West Coast cities

(including Seattle, Portland, and Hollywood), partly to raise

money for the forthcoming British meetings and to

encourage prayer in support of that project.

In early February, when I was in Washington, D.C., Senator

Alton Lennon of North Carolina gave a luncheon for me in

the Vandenburg Room of the United States Senate. I

outlined the possibilities and responsibilities of our

forthcoming London Crusade to the senators and

congressmen who were present. Then I asked if they would

consider sending over a Republican senator and a

Democratic senator to bring greetings from the United

States Senate on the Crusade’s opening night. They were a

little surprised at my request. However, it was finally

decided that Democratic Senator Stuart Symington of

Missouri and Republican Senator Styles Bridges of New

Hampshire would go. Both of them said that they and any



other representatives that would make the trip would be

doing official work in London as well.

Early 1954 gave me very little time at home in Montreat.

Ruth maintained in her counsel and advice to me that my

studies should consist primarily of filling up spiritually; she

believed, as I did, that God would give me the message and

bring to remembrance in my preaching the things I had

studied. This was always the most effective preaching, we

had discovered: preaching that came from the overflow of a

heart and mind filled not only with the Spirit but with much

reading. Hence, I picked each sermon topic carefully, read

myself full, wrote myself empty, and read myself full again

on the subject.

When I wasn’t studying or spending time with the family, I

spent hours walking the mountain trails near my home,

getting into shape. Travel had always been grueling for me

—the farther the trip, the worse the fatigue. And so I

walked, praying the whole way that God’s will would be

done in London.

There was a cottage near us in Montreat called Chapman

Home, the residence of the late J. Wilbur Chapman, one of

Amer-ica’s great evangelists in the early part of the century.

I often sat on the front porch there for hours. In the solitude

and beauty of the mountains, I meditated and prayed.

Sometimes Ruth joined me, and we watched the scenery

change colors in the sweep of the sun or the flash of a

rainstorm moving up that valley into the high mountains. I

would pray and pray and pray, believing deep in my soul

that God would bless and honor His Word if I preached it

faithfully.

And yet I was also filled with fear. In my entire life, I had

never approached anything with such a feeling of

inadequacy as I did London. If God did not do it, it could not

be done. But was I, as some critics suggested, too young at

age thirty-five for such an awesome responsibility? I felt I

was, but I also knew that I was doing what God had called



me to do. In my flesh, I too often dwelled on the question,

Who do you think you are? Yet all the while, God kept

reminding me to dwell on Whom I knew Him to be: the

Almighty God.

As Ruth and I traveled to New York to board the SS United

States, I put on a brave smile for the media, but I had to

quietly remind myself of the spiritual truth I had learned so

long ago: in my weakness, I was made strong by God’s

grace.

Before boarding, I called on my friend Henry Luce at Time

and Life magazines to ask for advice. He had one

suggestion: “If you can get even an inch of coverage in the

Daily Mirror or one of the other big London dailies, that will

help.”

Already in England there were dire predictions that the

Crusade would be a failure. The British were suspicious of

Amer-icans coming over to save them. They had not been

impressed by flashy American preachers before. “Billy

Graham will fall . . . on his face in London,” one editor wrote.

“Billy Graham will return to the United States with his tail

between his legs,” a bishop promised.

In February the Daily Worker, which represented the

British Communist Party, ran the headline atom bomb

gospeller. “We should be able to get some quiet fun out of

Mr. Billy Graham when he gets here,” the article said. “His

mission is to cause a religious revival on the strength of

scores of thousands of pounds provided by wealthy backers.

. . . He will try to persuade us that the more atom bombs

America piles up, the more certain is the victory of the

Prince of Peace.”

The Crusade was supported by a thousand churches in

greater London, two-thirds of them Anglican. Many pastors

probably went along reluctantly, expecting no great good

and praying that no significant harm would result. British

church attendance was at a hundred-year low, and there



were few signs of the religious upsurge that was already

appearing in the United States.

Back on board the SS United States. . .

 
Each morning our little party—Grady Wilson, Dawson

Trotman (who had been over earlier to set up counseling for

the Crusade), Dr. Paul Rees (pastor of First Covenant Church

in Minneapolis), Paul Maddox, Dr. and Mrs. Wade Freeman,

Ruth, and I—met for prayers and Bible study. I enjoyed

spending the rest of the day with Ruth or studying. Every

afternoon, Ruth and I took a vigorous walk around the deck,

and I was feeling better physically than at any other time in

my ministry.

On Sunday morning, at the invitation of the captain, I

preached at a service for the passengers, holding tight to

the little pulpit and microphone as the ship rocked and

rolled. Most of the ship’s passengers and many of the crew

came, overtaxing the ballroom. It was the next morning

when the captain relayed to us the message that a member

of Parliament was planning to challenge in the House of

Commons my admission into England.

In hours I had a fuller picture—and it was not encouraging.

Under a banner headline two days before in the London

Daily Herald, reading “apologise, billy—or stay away,”

journalist Hannen Swaffer had written that a calendar,

supposedly distributed all over the United States by the Billy

Graham Evangelistic Association, included the following

statement urging people to pray for the forthcoming London

Crusade: “What Hitler’s bombs could not do, Socialism, with

its accompanying evils, shortly accomplished.”

It was, he said, a direct, highly political insult to the

Labour Party, with its fourteen million supporters, for in

Britain the term Socialist was almost synonymous with the

term Labour Party. “ Billy Graham has more gravely libelled

us than anyone has dared to do since the war,” he wrote. “It



is a foul lie . . . [and] I urge the Bishop of Barking [the

Crusade’s most visible church supporter] to disown all this

ignorant nonsense before the Big Business evangelist whom

he sponsors opens his Crusade. . . . And I urge him to call

Billy Graham to repentance before he has the effrontery to

start converting us!”

At once the uproar splashed across the front pages of

London’s other newspapers. The coverage was ironic. Up to

this point, hardly a line had been written in a single British

newspaper about the upcoming meetings, even though

Christians throughout the Com-monwealth and the United

States had been praying for the Cru-sade’s success for

some time.

Frantically, I checked by radio telephone with Jerry in

London and also contacted our Minneapolis office to

discover the underlying facts. Slowly, the picture emerged.

It seemed that the draft text for a brochure urging prayer

and financial support of the London Cru-sade had been

written in the United States by someone unfamiliar with

Britain. The printer’s proof had indeed used the world

socialism (although with a small s; the newspaper had

changed it to a capital S, giving it a more political

connotation). But as soon as a copy was shown to one of our

British supporters, he immediately spotted the possible

misunderstanding and changed the word to secularism.

Unfortunately, however—through one of those mix-ups that

occasionally happen in any organization—the printer in

Minneapolis had apparently used an uncorrected version to

prepare our annual calendar. Although only two hundred

copies were printed before the mistake was caught and

corrected, somehow—I never discovered how—one of those

copies had landed in the hands of Mr. Swaffer.

As soon as we knew the facts, Jerry issued an explanation

to the press. Both George Wilson and I accepted full

responsibility and wired apologies to members of



Parliament, attempting to explain the error and expressing

regret for any misunderstanding we had caused.

When the United States docked briefly the next day in Le

Havre, France, a hoard of reporters and photographers came

on board, swarming all around us. I tried to be as careful

and as pleasant as possible, telling them I would try to

straighten out the entire problem when I arrived in England.

One member of that press corps was a reporter from the

London Daily Herald, whom I asked to send my warmest

greetings to his colleague Hannen Swaffer. Swaffer, who was

a Spiritualist (and apparently opposed to Christianity) was

unmollified, but the offended Labour member of Parliament,

Mr. Geoffrey de Freitas, accepted our apologies; several

days later, I met with him and some of his colleagues to

apologize in person.

Upon our arrival at Southampton, a tug full of press

representatives—twenty-five reporters and a dozen

photographers—pulled alongside the liner. There was no

doubt they were after my scalp. One well-known movie star

was on board with us, but I think only one reporter

interviewed her. There was nothing to do but pray for

wisdom and be as courteous and gracious as we could.

The reporters raised questions about the calendar furor, of

course, but their curiosity went far beyond that issue. They

wanted to know, for example, if I carried around a special

jug of water for baptism! And they made great sport of the

fact that I wore no clerical collar but instead had on a tie

with some red in it.

Many of the reporters crowded around my wife as well,

some wanting to know if she wore makeup. One of them

confided to Ruth that he was disappointed in me. “We had

expected bright hand-painted ties, flashy socks, and a sort

of mass hysteria, but your husband is quite an ordinary

chap,” he complained.

As we stepped on shore, we were immediately on

television.



“Who invited you over here, anyway?”

“Don’t you think you’re more needed in your own

country?”

“What do you plan to do about Russia?”

The ordinary people of Great Britain, though, were warm

and welcoming. As we went through customs, an official

greeted us. “Welcome to England, and good luck, sir,” he

said. “We need you.” I’ll never forget his warm handshake.

Outside the customs hall a great crowd of people from all

over southern England was waiting.

“I’m praying for you, sir,” a dockworker said to me.

“God bless you, sir,” said a soldier.

It was great to see Cliff Barrows, Luverne Gustavson, and

other Team members who had driven down from London to

welcome us. They returned directly to London; and by the

time they got back, about seven-thirty, the evening papers

already had our pictures on the front page. Whatever

awaited us in the days to come, we at least knew the British

press was no longer ignoring us!

That night Ruth and I, along with Grady Wilson and Paul

Rees (who were going to be preaching throughout the

London area during the Crusade), spent the night not far

from Southampton at the home of an old friend, Oliver Stott.

As we boarded our third-class train compartment for London

the next day, the conductor had a good word for me. “I’m

not much on religion,” he said, “but I could do with some.”

Our Team met for Bible reading and prayer. Clearly, we

were in a serious situation, with news coming in that many

supporters had already deserted us because of the bad

press. Those who still stood by us were being abused by

both the press and their fellow clergy. I had no idea what to

expect.

When we arrived at Waterloo Station that Wednesday, we

were overwhelmed by the number of people. The

newspaper coverage the next day said that the group that

had gathered to welcome us was the biggest crowd since



the arrival in 1924 of Mary Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks.

One newspaper headline said, “FILM STARS— SO WHY NOT

BILLY?” When we stepped into the tightly packed throng,

cheers rose, but the pressure of the crowd was fearsome.

We thought we might be crushed or that somebody might

be hurt, but the mood was reassuring: everyone had a

wonderful smile, and the air was filled with shouts of “God

bless you; welcome to England.” Suddenly, the crowd began

singing a hymn.

The press descended on us again just outside the station.

One of the reporters wanted to know if I didn’t think that

this tremendous crowd at Waterloo was made up of religious

fanatics.

“Not unless you consider some of your leading clergymen,

leading generals, members of Parliament, and the good

Christian people who have been praying for these

meetings,” I managed to say in the crush, “not unless you

consider them fanatics.”

I had gotten separated from Ruth by the crowd. She too

was surrounded by reporters asking questions.

“Is your husband difficult to live with?”

“Do you have to handle him with kid gloves?”

“Do you ever feel a twinge of jealousy over the attention

your husband receives?”

Jerry had tried in advance of our arrival to get the police to

assign more officers to the station, but they had declined,

saying that they expected only a small crowd to greet us.

They had to call in more officers eventually, though—I could

hear the sirens wailing just after we got there. But it took us

twenty minutes to navigate the hundred yards between the

station and the waiting cars. If Donn Moomaw, a former all-

American football player for the University of California at

Los Angeles whom we brought in to help with the Crusade,

had not led the way, I doubt that we would have made it!

Luverne, who had also come to the station to meet us, was

pressed against a fence that soon began to sway



alarmingly, but she finally found Ruth and got a taxi with

her.

We stayed at the Stratford Court hotel just off Oxford

Street. It had one distinction: it was probably the smallest

and cheapest hotel in London. We had chosen it

deliberately, knowing that criticisms would result if we

appeared extravagant.

The only luxury we enjoyed while in London was given us

courtesy of the Ford Motor Company. They furnished us with

two small automobiles with chauffeurs for our use the entire

time we were in Britain. This came about largely because of

the help of two people: our friend Horace Hull, an

automobile dealer in Memphis, Tennessee, and Ernie

Breech, the executive vice president of the Ford Motor

Company. We had met Mr. Breech during our recent five-

week crusade in Detroit. A number of top people from the

car companies had come to that Crusade, and Mr. Breech

had entertained us in his home.

After the crowds at the Stratford Court dispersed and the

reporters left, we had a closed meeting of the Team at six

o’clock in the lounge. I talked to them on how they should

act as Americans in Britain. General Wilson-Haffenden,

chairman of the Crusade committee, said some words as

well. Then we discussed a newspaper article, published just

that day, that had been extremely unkind to the bishop of

Barking. In the London Daily Herald, Hannen Swaffer had

asked how any bishop of the Church of England could

possibly support such an evangelist as Billy Graham. We

had just requested prayer for the bishop when in he walked.

“Don’t bother to pray for the bishop,” said General Wilson-

Haffenden. “He’s where Christ put him. You get busy and

pray for Hannen Swaffer.”

“Don’t worry about me, Billy,” agreed the bishop. “If for a

few days the newspapers have made you appear a fool for

Christ’s sake, I shall be only too happy to appear a fool with

you.”



In spite of my anxiety, I enjoyed a deep sense of God’s

presence. We were told that 800 of the faithful had spent

the previous night in an unheated building, praying on their

knees for the Crusade.

A press conference had been arranged for the next

morning at Central Hall, Westminster. About 150 journalists

and photographers jostled for position—one of the biggest

press conferences for any person in years, one of the

committee members told me. I began with a prepared

statement on why we were coming to Britain.

“I have come to preach Christ,” I stated. “You may ask me,

‘Do you feel this is a message we need in Britain?’ I should

answer that it is the message the whole world needs. . . . I

am calling for a revival that will cause men and women to

return to their offices and shops to live out the teaching of

Christ in their daily relationships. I am going to preach a

gospel not of despair but of hope—hope for the individual,

for society, and for the world.”

Afterward they asked me a whole range of questions, from

my personal opinion of Senator Joseph McCarthy to whether

or not I believed in Hell. With every question, I prayed that

God would give me the right answer.

That evening saw Ruth and me in formal dress for the first

time in our lives. The Lord and Lady Luke of Pavenham gave

a dinner in our honor at Claridge’s hotel. Some of the guests

arrived in Rolls-Royces; we were pleased to drive up in our

small Ford. The engraved invitations read, “Full dress and

decorations.”

Before we knew it, we were shaking hands and introducing

ourselves.

I had not met our hosts before that evening. When I was

introduced to Lord Luke, I was surprised to find him young,

jovial, and handsome. I told him that I had expected an

English lord to be old and have a long beard, and he

laughed with great delight. He put me immediately at ease



in what could have been an awkward or intimidating

situation.

The next day I addressed 1,000 ministers at a luncheon.

Who paid for it? Sid Richardson—who had never given us

money before. He had sent me a check along with this note:

“I’m glad you’re going to England. Those people over there

like to drink—here’s some entertaining money.” The check

was for $25,000! We used Mr. Sid’s gift to subsidize this and

similar gatherings.

That evening I was guest of honor in the House of

Commons. The press coverage about the calendar had

aroused much interest, and everyone wanted to get a look

at this foreign intruder. Henry Luce had encouraged me to

try to get a brief story in one of the papers, but I knew the

coverage to date was not the kind he’d had in mind. I could

not wait until Monday when the long-awaited Crusade would

get under way. In the end, in God’s providence, the entire

flap over the misprinted calendar got us publicity far beyond

anything we could have imagined.

During those days, I was slowed down much of the time

with a sore throat, resting as much as I could between

appearances and engagements in an effort to regain my

voice in time for the Crusade itself. The Hungarian valet at

our hotel gave me a bit of advice in his broken English. “Dr.

Graham, leave windows open night and day, even if cold.”

There was little heat in the hotel, but I was desperate. I left

the windows open, as he suggested, and soon I was feeling

better.

On Sunday we decided to go to church as a Team. We

chose to attend All Souls, Langham Place. We had never

heard of it before, nor had we ever met the rector, John

Stott, though later he became one of my best friends.

Even now, more than forty years later, Monday, March 1,

1954, remains one of the most memorable days of my

ministry. I kept my schedule clear and spent the entire day

praying and studying in my room. There seemed to be a lot



of interest and support for our Crusade, but the press

coverage and the controversy had given me deep doubts

about whether people would come. And if they did come,

would they respond to my style of preaching? By the

afternoon, I had developed a headache. Then came a phone

call I did not want.

Senator Symington informed me that he and Senator

Bridges were in London as planned but had decided against

appearing on the Crusade platform with me. “It might be

misunderstood,” he said, “if we endorsed your meetings

from the platform. I don’t think we had better come. We’ve

accepted a dinner invitation this evening with Foreign

Secretary Anthony Eden, and we may see you later on in

your schedule.”

I was disappointed, but I understood his position and told

him so. Later I learned that American Ambassador Aldrich

had said that it might not look right if they attended. Given

the ruckus that had resulted from our calendar miscue, I

could see why the U.S. Senate—and the American

Ambassador to Great Britain—might want to distance

themselves from us, at least for the present.

One newspaper account that day—the day of the first

meeting—referred to me as having “all the tricks of the

modern demagogue.”

“Only the people seem to be for Billy,” another wrote,

making it appear that we had been abandoned by the

government, the leaders, and the clergy.

When I hung up from my call with Senator Symington, I

fell to my knees with a sinking feeling. “Lord,” I prayed, “I

can only commit the entire matter to You. I know that what

You want to happen will happen. It’s out of my hands.”

A few hours of turmoil later, I took a call from Jerry at

Harringay Arena. He sounded down, and by now I myself

was nearly despairing. I saw sleet outside and asked if the

weather was the same where he was.



“I’m afraid so,” he said. “Only a few people have trickled

in so far. By now we should be half-filled.”

I sighed. “How about the press?”

“Oh, they’re here,” he said. “Right now it seems there’s

more of them than us. They’re taking pictures of the empty

seats.”

In my soul, I was willing to become a laughingstock if that

was what was supposed to happen, but the prospect was

terrifying.

Half an hour later, Jerry called back with the news that

there were now about 2,000 people in the massive arena.

That meant that 10,000 seats were still empty.

“What do you think?” I asked.

“It looks like we’ve had it,” he replied.

When it was time for us to leave the hotel, Ruth and I got

on our knees and had a last prayer. I could envision people

all over the world praying for us. For the first time, my

gloom lifted and I had confidence that whatever happened

that night, God would be glorified.

During the half-hour ride to the arena, Ruth and I sat

holding hands. I had often been caught in traffic heading to

our meetings, but that night we arrived in good time and

saw no lines of cars or people.

“Honey,” I said to her, “let’s just go and face it and believe

God had a purpose in it.”

As we reached the door, Willis Haymaker rushed out to

meet us.

“The arena is jammed!” he said.

“What do you mean, jammed? We didn’t see anybody as

we approached.”

“The main entrance is on the other side. Most of the traffic

and people came from that direction. The place is full and

running over, and hundreds are outside.”

As we walked in, people were already singing. I stepped

into a small office for my last-minute preparations, and

there stood Senators Symington and Bridges! “Billy, we



couldn’t let you down,” Senator Symington said, shaking my

hand. “The foreign secretary understood and excused us.”

There was still the problem of the reporters and

photographers, though. As we stood on the platform, I

noticed that the first two or three rows were filled with press

representatives, and many of them had yet to sit down. I

thought of the New Testament story of Zacchaeus, the tax-

gatherer mentioned in Luke 19, who couldn’t see Jesus “for

the press” of the crowd. Would the press be in the way here

as well? But I decided that there was nothing worse than

apathy and indifference, and since the press had already

generated much of the interest, they could be forgiven for

their high profile.

I reported to the audience that prayer groups all over the

world were focusing their attention on London for these

meetings— including, we heard, 35,000 groups in India. Now

that was newsworthy! All of our preparation, promotion, and

programming, and even my preaching itself—necessary as

those things were—were nothing compared with the prayer

power around the world. We were engaged in a spiritual

battle for Britain, and we needed intercession for divine

intervention. Periodically during our Crusade, we scheduled

all-night prayer meetings that lasted from 10:30 P.M. to 6:00

A.M. in venues all over the city.

Our two senators brought greetings, and we listened to

several wonderful musical offerings.

“Do you think I ought to give an Invitation to receive Christ

the first night?” I asked the bishop of Barking between

songs.

“Of course,” he said, gripping my hand.

I preached on the topic “Does God Matter?” Nearly 200

came forward at the Invitation, and they seemed to

represent every stratum of society. The unemotional British,

as the newspapers had called them, had tears streaming

down their cheeks as they came to Christ. One onlooker



later commented on how struck he was by the sound of

shoes creaking on the wood floor.

Photographer Carl Mydens of Time magazine went with his

camera into the room where scores of counselors were

leading converts as they prayed to receive Christ. When he

realized what was going on, he backed out. “This isn’t the

place for a photographer; this is too intimate and too holy,”

he said.

As sleet turned to snow, snarling public transportation, we

wondered what the second night would bring. To our great

relief, more than 10,000 showed up. That included 1,000 in

the choir Cliff led in singing stately old hymns and the

favorite Gospel songs of the British.

In the United States, there had just been a shooting in the

House of Representatives, and two congressmen had been

injured. I requested special prayer for them. That incident

gave a backdrop for my message on the universality of

human sin, and the need we all have for God’s forgiveness.

Even my clergy critics found it hard to argue with that

theme and the response it was producing. In the following

days, support came from unexpected quarters. The world-

famous Methodist minister Dr. Leslie Dixon Weatherhead

wrote a generous newspaper article giving his impressions

after attending the first week of the Crusade. In that article,

he pledged his own prayers for us and urged critics to go to

the services and “listen without prejudice.”

By Saturday night that first week, the arena was jammed

to capacity an hour before the service was to begin. I went

out and spoke to the crowd outside. The police said that

between 30,000 and 35,000 people were outside. There

were 1,000 from Wales alone, we were told. From then on,

we had two services on weekends to take care of the crowd.

By the end of the first month, the Crusade had gathered

such momentum that the building was jammed anywhere

from a half-hour to two hours in advance of the service.

People were clamoring for the free tickets, which were



distributed in a variety of ways before each of the meetings.

The socialites of the city were coming; bishops were

beginning to sit on the platform; and the newspapers had

become friendly and were giving the Crusade all-out

support, with William Hickey of the London Daily Express

writing one of the first sympathetic columns. This was the

Lord’s doing, and it was marvelous in our eyes.

I was also getting opportunities to speak on the BBC. By

this time, French, Italian, and other European newspapers,

television stations, and radio programs were interested, and

the story of the Crusade was being carried around the

world. The Associated Press was sending two stories daily

back to the United States, and Eugene Patterson of the

United Press was assigned full-time to cover the story.

Invitations were pouring in to our London office from all over

England. I was invited to address the directors of Lloyd’s of

London; Mr. Astor, the chairman of the board of the Times

(London), invited me to lunch with his editors; and Hugh

Cudlipp, the editor of the Daily Mirror (London), invited me

to lunch at Brown’s Hotel. Now it seemed that all of London

was listening to the Gospel. Before the Crusade was over,

we would speak to 2 million people.

One night Charlie Riggs and the London committee had a

meeting at which they prayed that God would give them the

opportunity to reach beyond London to more of the nation of

England. (Although I’d had speaking opportunities on the

BBC, my Crusade meetings themselves were not carried on

British radio or television.) Bob Benninghoff, an ABC network

engineer, happened to overhear them and began thinking

about how that might be accomplished. He found that

during World War II, the General Post Office had constructed

telephone-type message lines throughout the country—lines

that they called landline relays. Over these, they broadcast

messages about the war to people everywhere.

Somehow the committee negotiated to get hold of those

lines and encouraged local churches and groups to



broadcast the services in their own villages and towns, often

in public halls or theaters. As the idea caught on, four

hundred lines went out from Harringay, and 400,000

listeners received the audio signal from the Crusade.

I was also invited to address the various schools and

colleges of the University of London, including the London

School of Economics.

“This is the first time a minister has been on this

platform,” said the professor who introduced me to the

crowd. “This school was founded on secularism,” he added

pointedly. That resulted in strong applause.

I tried to break the ice with a little humor, but with little

success, I felt. Then when it was time for me to turn serious,

a student crashed through an upstairs window and stood

scratching himself like an ape. I joined in the laughter.

“He reminds me of my ancestors,” I said. Everybody

roared. “Of course, my ancestors came from Britain,” I

added.

That brought down the house. Now on the same

wavelength as my audience, I felt free to preach the Gospel.

As the Crusade gained momentum, I found myself

becoming more and more dependent on God. I knew that all

we had seen happening in Britain was the work of God. If we

got in the way or began to take credit for what was

happening, God’s blessing would be withdrawn. I knew it

was also due to the work of the many dedicated people on

our Team. I was merely the preacher, the messenger. None

of what was happening could have happened apart from

God and all the help we had.

The wear and tear were beginning to show on me,

however. By the six-week mark, I had lost fifteen pounds.

Sleep was elusive, as always, and my eyes looked dark and

hollow. It was great to have Ruth with me, though. She had

more stamina than I. Many evenings I would rush back from

Harringay and collapse into bed, only to have her arrive

hours later, having stayed to counsel and pray with people



until the arena was empty. One of the greatest joys for me

was that she could stay in England the entire time. Her

encouragement, her counsel, and her prayer supported me

more than anything else.

One night she told me about an overly friendly man who

had approached her in Hyde Park.

“I’m busy tonight,” she told him.

He asked her out for the next night.

“I’m busy then too.”

And the next?

“Yes, I’m busy then too.”

“Just what is it that keeps you busy every night?” he asked

in exasperation.

“I go to hear Billy Graham speak at Harringay Arena.”

“You wouldn’t be related to Billy Graham, would you?”

“Yes, I’m his wife.”

“Oh, my . . .”

A columnist for the Daily Mirror (London), Bill Connor,

under the name Cassandra, wrote a devastatingly clever

article against me; it appeared the day we arrived in Britain.

I wrote him a note telling him that while I didn’t agree with

him, his column had been very well done. He wrote back

that he would like to meet me. His conditions were that we

come together on neutral ground; he suggested a pub

called the Baptist’s Head. A pub sounded less than neutral

to me, but he insisted that I could have a soft drink while he

had his beer. I accepted. We met for lunch there, and I

believe Mr. Connor got a different view of me than he had

expected. I got a different view of him as well, when he

picked me up in a Rolls-Royce.

“I thought you and your paper represented the working

class,” I said.

“Shhhh! Don’t say anything,” he replied. “This is the

boss’s car.”

That afternoon he put me into his next column: “When

[Billy Graham] came into The Baptist’s Head. . . he was



absolutely at home—a teetotaler and an abstainer able to

make himself completely at his ease in the spit and sawdust

department, . . . a very difficult thing to do. Billy Graham

looks ill. He has lost [fifteen pounds] in this nonstop

merciless Crusade. . . . But this fact he can carry back to

North Carolina with him. . . . It is that in this country,

battered and squeezed as no victorious nation has ever

been before and disillusioned almost beyond endurance, he

has been welcomed with an exuberance that almost makes

us blush behind our precious Anglo-Saxon reserve. . . . I

never thought that simplicity could cudgel us sinners so

damned hard. We live and we learn.”

The Archbishop of Canterbury invited us to tea at Lambeth

Palace. I accepted, of course, but was very nervous about it.

“Honey,” Ruth reassured me, “any man who has six sons

must be quite ordinary.”

How right she was. Dr. Geoffrey Fisher was a charming and

delightful man, wholly without pretense. He became a great

friend, although not all of the Anglican clergy approved of

our method of evangelism. By meeting with us he was

giving tacit approval to our work.

In his book documenting the Harringay meetings, Frank

Colquhoun gave an example of one clergyman’s reluctance

to accept me: “A rector in central London found fault with

Graham’s belief in ‘sudden conversions.’ He said in a

Sunday evening sermon: ‘I do not know of a single case in

the whole Bible of a sudden, complete conversion.’ Oddly

enough he was preaching in a church dedicated to St. Paul

(whose conversion in all conscience was sudden enough)—

and to a congregation of thirteen.”

A whole book could have been written on the stories we

heard of people whose lives were changed by Christ.

Repeatedly, in various parts of the world, I have met people

who came to Christ during those days, and who are

continuing to serve Christ, often as dedicated laypeople.

When we returned to London for a Crusade at Earls Court in



1966, we had 52 Anglican clergymen sitting on the platform

one night, all of whom had been converted in the Harringay

meetings twelve years before. While working on this

chapter, I was in California for our 1995 Sacramento

Crusade. During our time there, I met two pastors now

serving in that state who had come to Christ during

Harringay.

California is also home to one of our long-time Team

members, Bill Brown; he headed our World Wide Pictures

unit for many years. In 1954 the name of Joan Winmill was

well known on the London stage, and she had a brilliant

future ahead of her. But down inside, she was miserable and

on the brink of suicide. One night at Harringay she gave her

life to Christ, and she was transformed. A year later she

married Bill Brown, whom she had met through the Crusade;

since then she has been a steadfast witness to Christ’s

power to change lives. Her autobiographical story, No

Longer Alone, was made into a feature-length film that God

has used to bring many to a commitment to Christ.

Richard Carr-Gomm was already a believer, but during the

London meetings he realized that he needed to rededicate

his life to Christ in a deeper way. He never could have

anticipated how God would lead him, however. At the time

he was captain of the Queen’s Guard at Buckingham Palace;

in time he sensed that God was calling him to leave that

prestigious position and devote his life instead to the poor.

Noticing the loneliness of many older people, he began to

scrub floors to help them, then bought a home and invited

four of them to live with him. In time he established the

Abbeyfield Society, which owns one thousand homes for the

elderly, and later founded the Carr-Gomm Society, which

uses many volunteers to help the staff of the hundreds of

homes it oversees.

Most people who came forward did not have the public

visibility of Joan Winmill or Richard Carr-Gomm, of course.



They were simply ordinary people moved by the

extraordinary love of Christ.

One night Ruth was asked to help a woman who was

standing in the hallway outside the counseling room. At first

the woman showed no response when Ruth asked if she

could help her. Grad-ually, however, her story came out. For

many weeks she and her husband had planned to come to

London for a vacation and to attend the Harringay meetings.

Just the week before, however, he had died suddenly. In

bitterness, she had come to London anyway, but life

seemed utterly empty without her husband, who had been a

strong Christian. Ruth tried to assure her of God’s love and

presence, even in times of great heartache, but she felt

totally inadequate to say anything that would take away the

widow’s pain. Twelve years later, Ruth received a letter from

that woman. “You won’t remember me,” it read. “My

husband had died suddenly the week before, and I came to

London to end everything. But in the meeting, as I listened

to the message, God spoke to me. . . . My life is busy—am

still singing in the Salvation Army Songsters, and trying to

love and serve my Lord!”

Many other stories told of lives that had been changed

through the power of Christ. A doctor confessed that he had

been ruled by his passions, even to the point of filling his

waiting room with pornographic literature. After giving his

life to Christ, he immediately gathered the pornography up

and threw it into the Thames. He became an active layman

in London.

A committed Communist came to Christ one night, and in

the six months after his conversion read the Gospel of John

a hundred times.

The assistant manager of our hotel cynically watched the

lives of our Team during our first days in London, assuming

that it was all a show. But he began to realize not only that

we were genuinely happy but that we had something he did

not have, and that he longed for. One night, after one of the



meetings, Dawson Trotman led him to Christ in his hotel

room. Later the assistant manager said, “My doubts and

fears and the sense of futility have all gone.”

Another night a man came very reluctantly to the meeting

and was very vocal in his scorn of all that was taking place.

When Bev Shea got up to sing, he made yet another

wisecrack. But halfway through Bev’s song, “He’s Got the

Whole World in His Hands,” the man became serious. As Bev

quietly sang the words, “He’s got the tiny little baby in His

hands,” the man bowed his head. At the Invitation, he came

forward to open his heart to Christ, later telling his

counselor that his child was at home seriously ill and that it

was Bev’s song that had touched his heart.

One night Charlie Riggs was supervising the landline relay

meetings at the Trocadero Cinema, located in a crime-ridden

area of South London. A gang of tough youths arrived

outside determined to break up the meeting. They were

stopped at the door by a broad-shouldered Christian police

officer named Tony.

“You fellows are a bunch of cowards,” he told them boldly.

“If not, you would all accept Christ as your Savior.”

“You’re not a Christian, are you?” one of them asked in

disbelief. “I’ve never heard of a Christian copper. How’d you

get to be that way?”

So with his back against the wall, Tony shared with them

how Christ had saved him and changed his life.

With that, one youth stepped forward. “What do you have

to do to become a Christian?” he asked.

Tony told him how he could accept Christ, warning him

that it would take courage.

“I’ve got the courage, and I’d like to become a Christian,”

he replied while his fellow gang members watched.

Tony led the young man into the theater just as the

Invitation was being given.

Some incidents had their humorous side. One evening I

preached from John 11 on the miracle of the raising of



Lazarus from the dead—and an undertaker was converted!

Richard Bewes, later the rector of All Souls, Langham

Place, told me some years afterward of a man who arrived

late; the doors of the arena had been locked because of the

crowd. Loitering nearby was a “teddy boy,” one of London’s

rebellious youth, who asked if he needed help. The man said

he wanted to get in, but the door was locked. After the

teddy boy calmly picked the lock, the man went in and was

converted.

One night a friend of ours noted two men who came in

and sat near the back. They apparently did not know each

other but within minutes had loudly agreed on two things:

they did not like Americans, and they especially did not like

American evangelists. They had come to see the show, they

agreed, just so they could make fun of it. But the Holy Spirit

spoke to them both. When the Invi-tation was given, one of

them turned to the other and said, “I’m going forward.” The

other one said, “I am too. And here’s your wallet back—I’m

a pickpocket.”

We had hundreds of other meetings in all kinds of

interesting places throughout the greater London area and

in the rest of England. For example, more than 12,000

people gathered at the foot of Nelson’s Column in Trafalgar

Square on April 3 to hear me preach. Even larger was the

crowd at our Good Friday afternoon service at Hyde Park.

Across the street from the park was the Odeon, one of the

leading cinemas in London; during the morning, after each

movie showing, I spoke to the audience for five minutes.

Traffic came to a standstill in London because Hyde Park

was surrounded by what the newspapers said was the

largest religious crowd since the end of the war.

We had optioned Harringay Arena for three months,

expecting the Crusade to last perhaps six weeks, but we

could not bring ourselves to shut the meetings down with

more and more people thronging to hear the simple Gospel

message.



Many of our friends and supporters in the United States

traveled to England to be a part of the Crusade. Among

them were Roy Rogers and his wife, Dale Evans. They spoke

at a children’s meeting at the dog track next door to

Harringay; an estimated 10,000 adults showed up with

40,000 boys and girls. Roy Rogers rode his cowboy horse,

Trigger, around the track, showing off his tricks. But when

he and Dale spoke, it was a simple and straightforward

witness to their faith in Christ.

Henrietta Mears, the great Christian educator and Bible

teacher who had been so instrumental in my spiritual

growth in Los Angeles, also came to see what God was

doing in London. During her visit, we made sure she was

invited to one of the formal functions held in our honor at

the Dorchester Hotel, then considered the most prestigious

hotel in London. Once again the invitation read, “Full dress

and decorations.”

Miss Mears, a warm, fashionable woman who was

welcomed in the highest society of the United States,

regaled those at her table with interesting stories. I was

proud that she was such a hit. At one point in the evening,

Ruth and I went over to chat with her.

“You look very lovely tonight,” I said.

She smiled and pulled us closer. “I didn’t have a formal

thing in my suitcase and had no time to shop,” she

whispered. “I’m wearing my nightgown!”

Invaluable to me during that trip (and throughout the early

years of the BGEA) was Paul Maddox. Paul had been U.S.

chief of chaplains in the European theater during World War

II. He acted as my personal assistant, helping to coordinate

my schedule and making sure I was always where I was

supposed to be. Paul also acted as a gatekeeper (as it

were), buffering me from problems that could better be

handled by someone else, while being sure I saw the people

I really needed to see and made the decisions only I could

make. He was a man with a great love for people and was in



turn greatly loved by the Team. Paul also had a dry sense of

humor that defused more than one awkward situation. In

the military he had learned to wait on generals, and he had

a true servant’s heart—willing to do anything to take some

of the load off of me, even shining my shoes or taking my

suits out to be pressed.

In London I had to prepare new messages constantly, and

that was where my secretary, Luverne, was so helpful. Of

the seventy-two major addresses I preached in the

evenings, at least fifty of them were prepared the day they

were delivered. Early in the morning and late at night, I

studied and wrote my outline; then I dictated the message

and asked Luverne to type up the notes. Often I would

receive the final draft of the outline just before I stepped up

to the pulpit. I felt the presence and power of the Holy Spirit

in preparing those talks, and when I got up, I felt

increasingly a greater power that refreshed me.

Several weeks into the Crusade, I was approached by a

friend I had met during my Youth for Christ tour a few years

before, the Reverend Canon Tom Livermore, by this time

director of YFC in England. He gave me a book by an old

Puritan preacher, Dr. Watson; it contained a series of

sermons on the Ten Com-mandments. I adapted them into

messages that I preached each night for ten successive

nights, adding my own illustrations and evangelistic focus.

When we no longer had access to Harringay Arena—the

twelve weeks were up—we were forced to end the London

Crusade. I was exhausted; in three months I had lost thirty

pounds. And the rest of the Team was also exhausted. Bev

had been singing every night; Cliff had been leading the

musicians and directing the choir every night. The pace we

endured was grueling, and yet with that pace came the joy

of being exactly where we were supposed to be, doing what

we were supposed to be doing, and seeing God bless our

endeavor all the way.



We planned to have the last meeting on Saturday, May 22,

at Wembley Stadium, which seated 100,000. So many had

been turned away from Harringay that we began taking

reservations from groups who wanted to be sure to join us

for that last meeting. But would we really see 100,000

people at one meeting?

Soon enough we knew the truth: Wembley would not hold

the masses asking to come. So we also secured the second-

largest facility, White City Stadium. We would hold a two-

hour meeting there and then bus our Team to Wembley for

the grand finale.

At White City Stadium alone, we had one of our largest

crowds ever: 65,000. As we prepared to depart, we were

told that traffic was already so jammed around Wembley

that we should look into going there by helicopter. But there

was no time to make new arrangements. We piled our Team

onto a bus, and with the help of the police made our way

through the traffic. Half an hour before the meeting,

Wembley’s gates were closed; all 100,000 seats were filled.

Someone escorted me to a high perch from which I could

see the entire place through a window. It was amazing!

I was tempted for a brief moment to depart from my

chosen sermon topic, “Choose This Day Whom You Will

Serve.” With so many dignitaries and intellectuals in the

audience—including Princess Marina, mother of the present

Duke of Kent (who was at that time the Duchess of Kent),

and her guests in the Royal Box—I wondered whether I

should try to be erudite and academic. But then I reminded

myself that I must not try to be impressive.

As I looked down on that great crowd, I noticed activity on

the soccer field. The gates had been reopened, and another

22,000 were allowed to rush in and sit on the hallowed

playing field, shoulder to shoulder in the frigid temperature

under a black sky.

Cliff led the great choir as sleet stung the faces of singers

and audience alike. Tens of thousands of umbrellas came to



life all over the stadium. I half expected the crowd to begin

a mass exodus, but no one moved. Something bonded us in

that weather—all of us together, shoulders hunched against

the elements, squinting through the torrents, listening to the

music. Bev sang, and then I preached in utter simplicity.

Once I began, I was grateful that I had not succumbed to

the temptation to try to be something I was not.

Some 2,000 people waded through the mud to respond to

the Invitation. The Archbishop of Canterbury pronounced the

benediction, and the people sang “To God Be the Glory.”

As we exited the platform, the Archbishop told Grady, “We

may never again see a sight like that this side of Heaven.”

Grady, so moved that he forgot protocol, threw his arm

around Dr. Fisher. “That’s right, Brother Archbishop!” he

agreed enthusiastically.

As soon as the meeting was over, we went to a holding

area where we greeted many of the local committee

members and special guests and said good-bye to them all.

Then police escorted us through the crowds to the bus,

which was now surrounded by thousands of people. They

were shouting their thanks and singing hymns. For a

moment, I feared that the pressure of the crowd might

overturn us. Ruth was beaming and said later that her

sadness at the end of the great Crusade was balanced by

gratitude and joy over all that had taken place.

As the bus slowly wended through the crowd, I stood up

and asked the Team to join me in thanking God for what He

had done. Bev sang softly the doxology: “Praise God from

Whom All Bless-ings Flow.” The Team picked up the words,

and we all sang as the bus passed through the shouting,

waving people. I have never forgotten that moment.

Toward the end of the Crusade, a minister who wrote a

regular column in the Sunday Graphic, the Reverend Frank

Martin, commented that he had attended three of the

meetings and drawn a couple of fascinating conclusions:

first, “that religion is alive and a powerful issue,” and



second, “that religion can be warm, personal, invigorating.”

He found my evangelistic approach to be unsophisticated

but not boring. Obviously, he was not one of our most

enthusiastic supporters, but I was deeply touched by his

final statement: “Thank you, Billy. You’ve done us a power of

good. Come again soon.”

In writing a report of the Crusade for a magazine in the

United States, Paul Rees, who had helped us enormously in

London, listed six factors that he believed contributed to the

historic impact of the London Crusade: the power of prayer,

the authority of the Word of God, the effectiveness of

organization and promotion, the beneficial effect of

teamwork, the link with local churches, and the spiritual

vacuum waiting to be filled.

We were scheduled to leave for Scotland for a brief

holiday the evening of Tuesday, May 25. That morning I

received an unexpected call from Jock Colville, secretary to

Prime Minister Winston Churchill.

“Would you be available,” he asked, “to join Mr. Churchill

for lunch here tomorrow noon?”

“I’m honored,” I said, “but it would be impossible. We are

leaving this evening for Scotland.” Turning down an

invitation from Winston Churchill—that showed how

exhausted I was!

Half an hour later the phone rang again. “Would you be

able to meet with Mr. Churchill at noon today?” asked Mr.

Colville. “He has a lunch scheduled at twelve-thirty with the

Duke of Windsor, who is flying over from Paris, but he can

see you before that.”

I hardly had time to get nervous! Much later I learned from

Mr. Colville’s own writings that Mr. Churchill had himself

been nervous about the meeting. Apparently, the prime

minister had paced the room, asking, “What do you talk

about to an evangelist?”

When I arrived at Number 10 Downing Street, I was

reminded discreetly by Mr. Colville that the prime minister



had precisely twenty minutes. After I was announced, I was

shown into a large, dimly lit cabinet room. Mr. Churchill rose

from his chair and shook my hand. I had not realized what a

short man he was; I towered over him. He motioned with an

unlit cigar for me to sit next to him. It would be just the two

of us, apparently. I noticed that three London afternoon

dailies were spread out on a table next to him.

“Well, first,” he said, in the marvelous voice I had heard so

many times on the radio and in the newsreels, “I want to

congratulate you for these huge crowds you’ve been

drawing.”

“Oh, well, it’s God’s doing, believe me,” I said.

“That may be,” he replied, squinting at me, “but I daresay

that if I brought Marilyn Monroe over here, and she and I

together went to Wembley, we couldn’t fill it.”

I laughed, trying to imagine the spectacle.

“Tell me, Reverend Graham, what is it that filled Harringay

night after night?”

“I think it’s the Gospel of Christ,” I told him without

hesitation. “People are hungry to hear a word straight from

the Bible. Almost all the clergy of this country used to

preach it faithfully, but I believe they have gotten away from

it.” (I had heard that Mr. Churchill had written a book while

he was a reporter in South Africa, in which he stated that he

believed the Bible was inspired of God.)

“Yes,” he said, sighing. “Things have changed

tremendously. Look at these newspapers—filled with nothing

but murder and war and what the Communists are up to.

You know, the world may one day be taken over by the

Communists.”

I agreed with him, but I did not feel free to comment on

world politics. I merely nodded, and he continued: “I’ll tell

you, I have no hope. I see no hope for the world.”

“Things do look dark,” I agreed. I hesitated, not wanting to

repeat the gaffe I had committed with President Truman just

a few years before by being too direct about religion in our



conversation. We talked at length about the world situation,

and then, as if on cue, the prime minister looked me in the

eye. “I am a man without hope,” he said somberly. “Do you

have any real hope?”

He might have been talking geopolitically, but to me this

sounded like a personal plea. In the notes I jotted after the

meeting, I recalled he referred to hopelessness no fewer

than nine times. His bouts with depression are now well

documented, although I was not aware of them at the time.

“Are you without hope for your own soul’s salvation?”

“Frankly, I think about that a great deal,” he replied.

I had my New Testament with me. Knowing that we had

but a few minutes left, I immediately explained the way of

salvation. I watched carefully for signs of irritation or

offense, but he seemed receptive, if not enthusiastic. I also

talked about God’s plan for the future, including the return

of Christ. His eyes seemed to light up at the prospect.

At precisely twelve-thirty, Mr. Colville knocked. “Sir

Winston, the Duke of Windsor is here for your luncheon,” he

said.

“Let him wait!” Mr. Churchill growled, waving Mr. Colville

off and turning back to me. “Go ahead.”

I went on for about another fifteen minutes, then asked if I

could pray.

“Most certainly,” he said, standing up. “I’d appreciate it.”

I prayed for the difficult situations the prime minister

faced every day and acknowledged that God was the only

hope for the world and for us individually.

Mr. Churchill thanked me and walked me out. As we shook

hands he leaned toward me. “Our conversations are private,

aren’t they?”

“Yes, sir,” I said, having decided after the Truman fiasco

that I would never again quote a leader during his or her

lifetime.

What was the impact of Harringay?



First and foremost, we left London confident that

thousands of lives had been touched with the transforming

message of Jesus Christ. We knew that even among those

who made no decision during the meetings, seeds had been

planted that would bear fruit in God’s timing.

Second, we left London confident that the churches had

been strengthened, not only by the influx of new converts

but also by the opportunity to participate in what God was

doing in their city and catch a new vision of His will. A few

years later, Maurice A. P. Wood, principal of Oak Hill

Theological College (Anglican) in the London area, stated

that the majority of his students were either Billy Graham

counselors or convert-inquirers from the Crusade.

I was humbled at what the Archbishop of Canterbury wrote

after our departure in a letter printed in the Canterbury

Diocesan Notes: “That the blessing of the Holy Spirit has

been upon this campaign cannot be doubted. . . . The

mission has beyond doubt brought new strength and hope

in Christ to multitudes, and won many to him; and for this

God is to be praised. It has given an impetus to evangelism

for which all Churches may be thankful to God.”

Then he added a challenge: “As we thank God for what

this had meant to so many, the Churches must take a lesson

out of it for themselves. So often they do not begin far

enough back. They expect people to understand whole

sentences of church life and doctrine before they have been

taught the letters of the Christian alphabet and the words of

one syllable. It is the natural mistake of the keen teacher.

Dr. Graham has taught us all to begin again at the beginning

in our Evangelism and speak by the power of the Holy Spirit

of sin and of righteousness and of judgment.”

Third, the London meetings gave us a greater vision of

what God could do in a major city. I knew that God was not

limited, but at the same time I had sometimes wondered if

the challenges and problems of the great cities of the world

were simply too overwhelming, and the task too massive for



the message of the Gospel through mass evangelism to

make any impact.

There was a fourth effect from Harringay, although we did

not fully realize it at the time. If our 1949 meetings in Los

Angeles marked a decisive watershed for our ministry in the

United States, the London Crusade in 1954 did the same for

us internationally. News of what had happened at Harringay

traveled like lightning around the world, challenging

Christians to believe that the particular place where God

had put them was not beyond hope, but that He was still at

work. As invitations poured in to hold Crusades on every

continent, we knew that our ministry could no longer be

limited mainly to the English-speaking world.
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Immediately after the final London meeting on May 22,

1954, we took a quick trip to Glasgow to rest and to meet

with ministers about a possible Crusade there the following

year. Then Cliff, Grady, Jerry, and I left by ship from Tilbury,

England, for Sweden, where we had a brief but refreshing

rest before embarking on an intensive series of meetings on

the Continent. I had seldom felt so relieved and relaxed as I

did on that ship. There was an orchestra of Swedish

students on board; they played and sang Scandinavian

songs. It was a marvelous few days.

BARNSTORMING THROUGH EUROPE

 
Jerry Beavan and Bob Evans, a friend from Wheaton College

days who had founded the Greater Europe Mission a few

years before and knew Europe intimately, had laid out a

plan to hold a series of fairly modest meetings—many one-

day rallies—in several of the major continental cities, often

under the sponsorship of a new group, the European

Evangelical Alliance. But the torrent of publicity coming out

of London changed all that. The chosen venues could not

handle the crowds that were now expected. With virtually no

notice, they had to switch to the largest locations they could

find.

Helsinki

 
Our whirlwind tour across Europe began with our arrival at

Helsinki’s harbor on June 16. There we were astounded to



find several thousand people packing the dock area and

waving handkerchiefs. The national radio network carried

my greetings live across the country. We had the strong

support of the Lutheran bishop of Helsinki, E. G. Gulin, even

though the state-supported Lutheran Church was not

officially involved.

That evening an overflow crowd jammed the Helsinki

Exhibi-tion Hall. The next evening—with the summer sun

shining almost as brightly as at noon—30,000, said to be

the largest crowd ever gathered in Finland for a religious

event, attended our meeting at the city’s Olympic Stadium.

Rather nervously, George Beverly Shea sang his “I’d Rather

Have Jesus” in Finnish; he’d had the tongue-twisting words

written out phonetically for him by a local pastor. So

successful was he that he adopted that practice of singing in

the native tongue in many of our international Crusades.

Stockholm

 
On to Stockholm, Sweden.

During a stopover in Gothenburg en route to Finland, a

reporter had given me something of a warning: “So many of

you Americans think we Swedes are Christians because

almost all of us are baptized. . . . The truth is we are deeply

pagan underneath. You will get little response from us.”

A few days later, after our Helsinki meetings, a large

crowd, estimated variously by the press as anywhere from

45,000 to 100,000, filled Skansen Park, an open-air area in

Stockholm; the meeting was carried live by the national

radio network. A second rally took place the next evening in

the city’s main stadium, with many turned away for lack of

space. We were heartened by the response, although we did

sense that secularism had become firmly entrenched in the

hearts and minds of many Swedes.

Copenhagen

 
On June 21 we flew from Stockholm into Copenhagen.



An afternoon meeting for clergy in the cathedral drew

2,000 people. With only a small percentage of the Danish

population actively involved with any church, I knew that

many of the clergy were discouraged. I sought to point them

to the biblical mandate for evangelism and to the reality of

the spiritual hunger we were seeing everywhere we went. I

myself was frustrated by the passive attitude I had detected

among some of the clergy in Europe. I challenged the

audience to be more aggressive in proclaiming the Gospel:

“It’s up to you to carry the Gospel out to the masses, not to

wait with empty seats in your churches for the people to

come to you! ”

That evening 5,000 people filled the city’s largest

auditorium; several thousand others were connected to the

meeting by an audio link to several churches and a nearby

tennis arena. After that meeting was over, the local

committee took me to another meeting they had scheduled

at midnight, this one in an open square sometimes used as

a vegetable market. In spite of the lateness of the hour and

the rain, 15,000 more people came to stand and hear the

Word of God. At the end of the message, I asked those who

wanted to commit their lives to Christ to wave their

handkerchiefs. Their response looked like a sea of white. We

then directed those people to a church at one corner of the

square, where counselors spoke and prayed with 1,000 of

them.

During the time we were in Scandinavia, we saw 200,000

attend the meetings in Helsinki, Stockholm, and

Copenhagen, with thousands professing a commitment to

follow Christ.

Amsterdam

 
The next day, June 22, we flew into Amsterdam, where Jerry

and Bob had laid out for us a packed schedule that lasted

for only eight hours. In that time we had a large meeting

with clergy, a press conference, and a public rally in the



city’s Olympic Stadium. Unlike other secularized areas of

Europe, Holland still retained a measure of active church

life, particularly among the various Reformed churches.

During the weeks before the meeting in Amsterdam, we

had been alternately attacked and defended in the Dutch

press, the lively comments often reflecting the theological

divisions within the churches. One liberal pastor wrote

disdainfully of our planned meeting as a “dismal religious

circus” and attacked me as “primitive” for quoting the Bible

as the Word of God. He was answered by others, including

the distinguished theologian G. C. Berkouwer, professor of

systematic theology at the Free University of Amsterdam.

While there, I also saw Willem Visser ’t Hooft, who had gone

out of his way to befriend and support me a few years

before when the World Council of Churches was formed. All

of this focused public attention on our brief visit and

probably brought many more people to the public meeting—

and to Christ.

The Amsterdam meeting filled all 40,000 seats in the

stadium, with Cliff Barrows leading a choir of 2,400. Dan

Piatt, European director of The Navigators, had trained

1,000 counselors. (The Navigators is an American

organization started by Dawson Trotman during World War II

to work with American service personnel in both evangelism

and discipleship training. The methods they developed in

training people to do evangelism and in helping new

Christians to grow spiritually greatly influenced our own

counselor-training and follow-up programs in the years to

come.) But even after the training, the counselors were still

unprepared for the overwhelming response. Nevertheless,

they pressed on, doing what they could, encouraging those

who made commitments to grow in their faith through

prayer and Bible study, as well as involvement in a Christian

church.

Each of these meetings during that whirlwind week in

Scan-dinavia and Holland convinced us that something



extraordinary was happening—something that could not be

explained only by publicity or curiosity over what had

happened in London. Millions in Europe could be called

confirmed secularists, although wherever there was a state

church, there was some understanding of God and some

knowledge of stories from the Bible in their background.

Countless people, however, obviously had a spiritual hunger

and an openness to the Gospel that was almost

overwhelming.

Berlin

 
On June 23, we moved on to Germany. Accompanying us

was German-born industrialist John Bolten, who had

recommitted his life to Christ during our 1950 meetings in

Boston. Exactly a year before our German meetings,

something had happened to focus the message I was

preaching; and John was part of that change.

In 1953 he had been with us during a series of Crusade

meetings in Dallas’s Cotton Bowl. One night my preaching

did not seem to have spiritual depth or power, although a

number of people did come forward at the Invitation. After

the meeting, John and I took a walk together, and he

confronted me.

“Billy,” he said, “you didn’t speak about the Cross. How

can anyone be converted without having at least one single

view of the Cross where the Lord died for us? You must

preach about the Cross, Billy. You must preach about the

blood that was shed for us there. There is no other place in

the Bible where there is greater power than when we talk or

preach about the Cross.”

At first I resisted his rebuke. The Cross and its meaning

were, more often than not, a part of my sermons. But that

night I could not sleep, and before morning came I knew he

was right. I made a commitment never to preach again

without being sure that the Gospel was as complete and

clear as possible, centering on Christ’s sacrificial death for



our sins on the Cross and His resurrection from the dead for

our salvation.

Back to Germany . . .

Our 1954 visit unleashed a torrent of publicity in the

national press—some favorable, but much of it highly

critical. One paper labeled me “God’s machine gun”;

another, “God’s flame-thrower.” The Communist press in

East Germany outdid itself in attacking me as a lackey of

American capitalism, a tool of greedy Texas oilmen, a

spymaster for the Office of Strategic Services.

The meetings began with a service for U.S. Army

personnel in Frankfurt on our first day. A reporter from

Germany’s largest mass-circulation magazine, Der Spiegel,

cornered John and me. She was a beautiful woman of about

thirty-five, and she had only one question.

“Mr. Graham, what do you think about sex?” she asked.

“Sex is the most wonderful thing on this earth,” I replied,

“as long as God is in it. When the Devil gets in it, it’s the

most terrible thing on this earth.”

She wrote my response down, but she looked disconcerted

at what I was saying and quickly turned away without so

much as a thank-you. To my knowledge, the brief interview

never appeared in print.

The following evening, we had a public service, our first to

an all-German audience. Some 34,000 people filled

Düsseldorf’s Rhine Stadium. The local sponsors, skeptical

that anyone would respond, had resisted the attempts of

The Navigators’ representative, Bob Hopkins, to train

counselors and ushers; they said they would not be needed.

After the Invitation, Bob hurriedly recruited some Chris-tian

airmen from a nearby U.S. base to help direct people to the

tent set aside for inquirers. Twice as many people came for

counseling as could be accommodated in the tent.

It was midnight when we finally got back to our hotel.

About two in the morning, I had to call Jerry Beavan and Bob

Evans to ask them for help. They came immediately and



found me writhing in agony on my bathroom floor. I

wondered if I had been poisoned, or was dying, or both.

John, who had been born ten miles from Düssel-dorf, woke

up a local doctor (who, it turned out, was a Christian and

had been at the meeting that evening). He gave me a

painkilling shot, then got me to a local specialist the next

morning.

The X rays showed a kidney stone. The agony lingered,

and the doctors insisted I enter the hospital for a complete

physical examination. However, our next scheduled meeting

was going to be our largest, in Berlin’s Olympic Stadium,

where Hitler’s rhetoric had inflamed the hearts and minds of

his followers slightly over a decade before. I told the doctors

I was determined to preach in Berlin even if they had to

carry me in on a stretcher. From that moment on, I refused

the painkillers the doctors offered me. I did not want to be

groggy when I preached in Berlin.

“Why is God doing this to me? Or is it Satan?” I asked John

that night as he sat by my bedside. “I can’t understand it!”

Then, as we talked, it occurred to me that God was

humbling me, making me depend on Him and not on myself,

so that He alone would get the glory. The dangers of

depending on my own strength and abilities were very real, I

knew. I recalled again God’s word to Isaiah: “For mine own

sake, even for mine own sake, will I do it: . . . and I will not

give my glory unto another” (Isaiah 48:11, KJV).

Berlin’s local committee, unlike the organizers at some of

the other stops on this tour, had prepared for six months to

make sure every detail was covered in the arrangements.

The Lutheran bishop of East and West Berlin, Otto Dibelius,

had given strong support to the event. Thousands of posters

blanketed the city.

In spite of a steady rain, 80,000 poured into the stadium—

a record for any postwar event, or so we were told at the

time. Accord-ing to the Manchester Dispatch, “There has

been no such crowd since the days of Hitler.” From the



offering, which contained a large amount of East German

currency, we could tell that perhaps as many as 20,000

people had come from the Eastern Zone.

I began my message with an allusion to Hitler’s use of that

same stadium: “Others have stood here and spoken to you,”

I said. Then I raised my Bible. “Now God speaks to you.” I

then spoke on Jesus’ story of the rich young ruler found in

Mark 10.

Because of stadium regulations, we could not have people

come forward to the platform. Five days later, on a ship in

the Atlantic heading for home, came a radio phone message

from Berlin: 16,000 Germans had filled out decision cards.

This swamped the follow-up program headed by Peter

Schneider of the Berlin YMCA. He organized a series of

meetings in churches scattered around Berlin to help those

who had made a commitment to Christ to become grounded

in the Bible. Many of them, he later discovered, were

unclear about the meaning of the Invitation. The idea of

making a personal decision or commitment to Christ was

foreign to their background in the Lutheran state church,

but large numbers were brought to a full commitment

during the follow-up process. One of those was Peter

Schneider’s future wife, Margot.

Paris

 
After Berlin came Paris a few days later. We were already

planning a full Crusade there for the next year, so we held

no public meetings, though we did meet with clergy to help

prepare for the upcoming event.

As we looked back over this whirlwind tour of the Continent

— lasting almost exactly two weeks—we could not help but

be overwhelmed by the response we had seen almost

everywhere—a response we could attribute only to God. For

millions in Europe, the crushing devastation of war and the

failure of secularism and rationalism to prevent the greatest



slaughter in history were creating a new openness to Christ.

We left determined to make Great Britain and the Continent

a major part of our ministry in the future.

HARVESTING IN SCOTLAND, AND BEYOND

 
We did not wait long to return.

Less than a year later—an interval marked mainly by

extended Crusades and other opportunities in the United

States—we went back, this time to Scotland. The invitation

came from a broad-based committee for an effort known as

“Tell Scotland,” sponsored by the Church of Scotland. There

was a huge debate about the invitation in both the press

and the Church of Scotland General Assembly; the latter

voted that Tell Scotland would be the instrument, and that

Tom Allan, who was highly respected in the Church of

Scotland, would be the chairman. Most meetings would be

held in Glasgow, with single rallies in other major cities.

On March 12, 1955, we sailed from New York on the French

liner Liberté. I told reporters at our departure that in my

view our forthcoming meetings were more important than

any diplomatic or political mission. Given the intensity of the

work to come, I was grateful for the blessed leisure of the

ocean voyage. I usually had breakfast in bed, met with Team

members at eleven for a prayer meeting, took lunch,

studied until four, and then got some exercise on deck.

On Sunday I was invited by the captain to preach in the

ship’s theater. Such had been the international coverage of

our meetings that I was already pretty well known to

everyone on board the ship; they filled the theater that

morning. Our colleague Howard Butt, who was introduced as

a Texas millionaire, led the temporary congregation in the

Lord’s Prayer. He forgot part of it, confusing everybody. He

explained to me afterward, with a smile, that he knew I was

pressed for time and he thought an abbreviated version of

the prayer would help!



We arrived in Plymouth, England, at six in the morning. As

the tender bearing us to shore pulled away from the ship,

we could hear the strains of “This Is My Story, This Is My

Song” floating toward us. A large group of people had

gotten up early and waited in the cold morning to greet us.

Before we could get off the tender, the press tumbled on

board and asked me all kinds of questions, from my reaction

to the hydrogen bomb to what I thought of Princess

Margaret. The Lord helped me through it. Their coverage

turned out to be pretty favorable—much more so than the

year before.

On the two-hundred-mile trip by car to London,

somewhere between Plymouth and Bournemouth we had a

coffee break at an inn on the coast; the town parson greeted

us warmly there. We spent a lot of our driving time in

prayer, with a renewed burden for Great Britain to come to

Christ. Lunch was at Bournemouth, which I remembered

from eight years before. When I went to the restroom in the

hotel, a man followed me in, saying that he needed God. I

gave him the Gospel in essence, and he promised to attend

our Wembley meeting in London after the Glasgow Crusade.

Jerry was not very reassuring about the prospects in

Scotland. There was a feeling among some people there

that the Crusade had been so overorganized and

overpromoted that the meetings themselves might be an

anticlimax. A local debate over our coming had at least

shaken a lot of people out of indifference. It didn’t help,

though, that Lorne Sanny had the flu, Bev Shea couldn’t

speak above a whisper, and Willis Haymaker had laryngitis.

We had dinner that night in London at the home of Mr.

Joynson-Hicks, a member of Parliament who served as the

British attorney for several Hollywood film companies. He

and his wife were perfect hosts, even letting our shivering

Texan, Howard Butt, have that English rarity, a hot bath; just

taking off his shoes and putting his feet up by the fireplace

hadn’t done it for Howard.



In London many old friends came down to the station to

see us off on the train for Glasgow. When a little girl about

seven—our Anne’s age—waved to me, a lump came into my

throat as I thought of my children back home. A picture that

had been taken of Gigi kissing me good-bye in Montreat was

in all the British papers and stirred a lot of warmhearted

comment.

The photographers and reporters were becoming a

nuisance. On the train to Glasgow, when reporters tried to

interview me in the corridor, I said goodnight and shut the

door to my compartment.

Before I went to bed, I felt a great burden of prayer. In my

pajamas, I got on my knees and prayed for the meetings in

Glasgow, particularly for the press conference the next day;

I asked that the Lord would give me wisdom. A verse kept

coming to mind: “So he fed them according to the integrity

of his heart; and guided them by the skilfulness of his

hands” (Psalm 78:72, KJV). I also prayed that the Lord would

give me a good rest; I had been having difficulty sleeping

the last few nights and was tired. No sooner had I prayed

and crawled into bed than I went sound asleep.

At six-thirty the next morning, I was awakened by the

porter with a cup of tea. As our train stopped in the first

Scottish village, scores of people at the station greeted us

with hymns. I got out of bed, put on my overcoat, and

looked out the window. The wellwishers all laughed when I

told them I was not dressed to come outside. During the

next two hours to Glasgow, I saw more people standing

along the way, waving to us and singing. Apparently, the

newspapers had revealed the precise train we would be on.

They were “angels unaware,” I thought, whom the Lord had

sent to cheer my tense spirit.

A fresh concern to communicate the Gospel message had

been stirring for two years among many Scottish Christians.

Our All-Scotland Crusade, beginning on March 21, 1955, was

to be just a part of the harvesting from the faithful sowing



and nurturing of the spiritual seed done by those Christians,

as I told the 1,000 clergymen who gathered at Glasgow’s St.

Andrew’s Hall to welcome us.

Before the meetings began, I was to address a gathering

of clergy, theological professors, and theological students.

That was a bit intimidating. I asked Dr. John Sutherland

Bonnell, the distinguished Scottish-born pastor of Fifth

Avenue Presbyterian Church in New York, to accompany me.

As he looked over the crowd, he leaned over and whispered,

“This is probably the greatest gathering of theological minds

in modern Scottish history.” That didn’t help me to relax!

The main meetings were held in Glasgow’s Kelvin Hall. I

took encouragement from the city’s ancient motto,

inscribed over the entrance: Let Glasgow Flourish by the

Preaching of the Word and the Praising of His Name. Some

Scottish church leaders had advised against giving an

Invitation at the meetings, saying that the Scots had no

tradition of coming forward in an evangelistic meeting;

besides, they were far too reserved to do so.

The first night, Kelvin Hall was filled to capacity; normally,

it held 8,000 or 9,000 people, but it had been renovated to

hold several thousand more. I felt a strong closeness with

the audience that I could explain only as the power of the

Holy Spirit. But when I gave the Invitation at the end of the

sermon, not a soul moved. My advisers, I admitted, had

been right. I bowed my head in prayer, and moments later,

when I looked up, people were streaming down the aisles,

some with tears in their eyes.

The meetings in Glasgow lasted for six weeks. We took

every opportunity we could to extend the mission to people

who might not ordinarily come to the main meetings. For

example, we preached to thousands of steelworkers and

dockers at the John Brown Shipyard. Other meetings ran the

gamut from mills and factories to the homes of the wealthy.

The Scots were particularly fascinated by Howard Butt,



attracted both by his image as a wealthy Texas

businessman and by his clear-cut testimony to Christ.

In Scotland we had the support of several prominent

people, which helped gain entrée into social and business

circles. John Henderson, member of Parliament, went with

us everywhere and became a good friend; Hugh Fraser,

founder of the House of Fraser department store chain in

Great Britain, likewise was very supportive and had us to his

home for gatherings with other leading businesspeople.

Our time in Scotland included a number of other unique

events. I was invited to many of the colleges and

universities, and following the Glasgow Crusade I was asked

to address the Church of Scotland General Assembly, which

meets annually. The latter was a very formal occasion, and I

had forgotten to bring the proper clothing from London. The

day in question was a holiday, and Paul Maddox could not

find a store open that carried formal wear; eventually, I had

to call Hugh Fraser, who let us into one of his stores.

Ruth and I also attended an elaborate dinner as guests of

the Duke of Hamilton, held in the banquet hall of Mary,

Queen of Scots, at the Palace of Holyroodhouse in

Edinburgh. Almost everyone I met at that dinner seemed to

be a lord or lady.

“Your Grace,” I said to one of the handsome young men

dressed in black tie and tux, “I don’t believe I’ve met you.”

“No, sir, you haven’t,” he said, somewhat amused. “I’m

your waiter this evening.”

I assured him that I was still happy to meet him.

“And you might like to know, sir,” he added, “that Your

Grace is reserved for dukes and archbishops.”

Overwhelmingly, however, we were mostly with ordinary

people like ourselves, not with the wealthy or influential. We

took advantage of every opportunity to speak before all

kinds of groups, whatever their social position. I was

especially concerned to reach out to working people, who I

felt had often been alienated from the churches.



One of my British-born associates, Joe Blinco, was a

workingman himself and therefore knew the workingman’s

language inside out. He went to all kinds of meetings. He

had a volatile spirit, though, and on one occasion, at a

tumultuous gathering of jeering, working-class people like

himself, he got so mad that he told them, “Okay, so go to

Hell!”

More than any previous Crusade, the Glasgow meetings

attracted large numbers of nonchurched people, in part

through the implementation of a program we called

“Operation Andrew.” Al-though the basic concept had been

in place in other Crusades, Lorne Sanny and Charlie Riggs

refined its operation in Glasgow. It took its name from the

disciple Andrew in the New Testament, who brought his

brother Simon Peter to Christ (see John 1:40–42). Through

this program, individuals were encouraged to make a

deliberate effort to pray for those they knew who were

unchurched or uncommitted and to bring them personally to

the meetings. Lorne and Charlie also refined the process for

recruiting and training our counselors more effectively.

The response was far beyond anything we could ever have

anticipated. Using telephone lines during Easter week from

Kelvin Hall, Church of Scotland evangelist D. P. Thomson

helped us to organize rallies in thirty-seven locations; over

1,000 people later attended follow-up classes from these

meetings. Nor was the Crusade’s impact limited to Scotland.

On Good Friday, the BBC beamed on radio and television a

special sermon I had prepared on the meaning of the Cross.

It had what was said to be the largest audience for a single

program since the coronation of the Queen.

We later discovered that the Queen herself had watched

the program. Two or three days later, one of her equerries

came to see me, conveying an invitation to preach at

Windsor Castle the week after the London Crusade. He

stressed that the engagement must be kept confidential,

however, or it would have to be canceled. I told only Ruth.



During this holy but hard time, letters to Ruth were my

safety valve. In the intimacy of our partnership in the

ministry, as well as our mutual love and respect, I could

express myself to her as to few others. I smarted under

grievous criticisms from fundamentalists, and I minced no

words in telling her how I felt: “Some of the things they say

are pure fabrications. . . . I do not intend to get down to

their mud-slinging and get into endless arguments and

discussions with them. . . . We are too busy winning souls to

Christ and helping build the church to go down and argue

with these . . . publicity-seekers.”

I continued in the same vein: “If a man accepts the deity

of Christ and is living for Christ to the best of his knowledge,

I intend to have fellowship with him in Christ. If this extreme

type of fundamentalism was of God, it would have brought

revival long ago. Instead, it has brought dissension, division,

strife, and has produced dead and lifeless churches.”

The fact that I was in Christian work didn’t make it any

easier, humanly speaking, to be away from Ruth and the

children. Right after I got to Scotland, I expressed my

yearning for her company in a letter that might have

pressured her as much as I hope it pleased her: “You have

no idea how lonesome it is without you! In thinking about

my message tonight, I’d give anything if you were here to

talk it over with. You are the only one that ever really

understands my dilemma in the choice of messages. Your

advice is the only one that I really trust. You have no idea

how often I have listened to your advice and it has been as

if it were spoken from the Lord. During the past year, I have

learned to lean on you a great deal more than you realize.

I’ll be counting the days till you arrive.”

I guess I must have let my feelings for Ruth show in public.

The Scottish reporters asked me how many letters I had

received from her, and how many times I had written to her.

They even wanted to know how much perfume she put on

her letters for me to smell!



“Hurry on over,” my associate Lee Fisher wrote to Ruth.

“Bill’s about to languish away. He tries to act like he’s self-

sufficient, but he’s a perfect fool about your coming.”

In Glasgow, though, criticism took a back seat to rejoicing

in Crusade blessings. My personal joy reached new heights

when Ruth came over to join me for the last two weeks of

the Crusade; it had been only a month since I had left home,

but it seemed like a year. She brought with her nine-year-old

Gigi, who was old enough to appreciate a visit to another

country. Gigi immediately got a crush on our Scottish

chauffeur. It was my first experience of functioning as

evangelist and daddy at the same time.

The meetings in those last weeks were carried by

telephone lines to locations all over the British Isles. The

final meeting in Kelvin Hall drew a capacity crowd on

Thursday night, with another 6,000 listening outside in the

streets over loudspeakers. Then, on Saturday, 100,000

people jammed every available space—sitting and standing

—at Hampden Park, Glasgow’s main soccer stadium.

Dr. Tom Rees put it well: “London broke the ice; Glasgow

swam in a warmer current.”

At Hampden Park and elsewhere, the St. John Ambulance

Brigade was on duty for first aid. When they received a call

for help while I was preaching, they ran to whomever was in

distress and brought him or her back to their station, which

was under the platform. One night especially it seemed to

us that a lot of people were in distress. Grady went down to

find out what was going on and discovered that the primary

restorative used by the first aid workers was a shot of

brandy. While down there, Grady claimed he saw one

woman come back three times!

We reached a half-million more people in our six weeks in

Glasgow and at single rallies in Aberdeen and Inverness

than the 2 million we had touched in twelve weeks in

London. And the response to the Gospel by recorded

inquirers, which numbered some 38,000 in London, went



beyond 52,000 in Scotland. As mass figures, these were

somewhat numbing, but they were indeed “vital statistics”

when you heard the individual stories.

Like the woman who told her hairdresser that she owed

her new permanent to Billy Graham. Her husband, after

being converted at the Crusade, brought home all of his

paycheck instead of holding out much of it for drinking and

gambling.

Or like the cabby who was led to Christ by my old friend

Dr. John R. Rice, editor of The Sword of the Lord newspaper.

Rice had enthusiastically participated in the Crusade for a

week after an American businessman gave him an airplane

ticket to fly over. When he got back, he described his

Scotland visit in The Sword as “seven miracle days.”

Or like the devout, churchgoing husband and wife in a

small Irish town, listening over the radio to the Crusade

broadcast from Kelvin Hall; they decided on the spot to trust

“the Man on the Cross” for their salvation and held to their

decision in the face of strong local criticism and family

opposition.

Sometimes we hear about the impact of a Crusade only

much later. Almost forty years after this particular Crusade,

in 1991, I returned to Scotland for a Crusade in several

cities. Two years later, in 1993, I addressed a Scottish

School of Evangelism on television via satellite from the

United States. At the school, the Moderator of the Church of

Scotland, Dr. Hugh R. Wyllie, who had been Moderator at the

Church of Scotland’s General Assembly, introduced me. In

his remarks, he noted that in 1955 he had hoped to hear me

in person in Kelvin Hall but was able only to listen on

landline at Elgin. But my words had crystallized the

commitment of his parents to Christ and hastened his own

response to the claims of Jesus Christ, resulting in his call to

full-time service in the church.

Almost immediately after Glasgow, we had another

Crusade in London, at Wembley Stadium. It rained every



single night except the last, which was the coldest night of

the year!

In the months following Glasgow and Wembley, we held

rallies throughout West Germany, at the largest stadiums

and arenas available in the cities of Frankfurt, Wiesbaden,

Kaiserslautern, Mann-heim, Stuttgart, Nürnberg, Darmstadt

(where I had the privilege of meeting with the great hero of

resistance to the Nazis, Lutheran pastor Martin Niemöller),

and Dortmund.

Other meetings were scheduled in Oslo, Norway;

Gothenburg, Sweden; Århus, Denmark; and Rotterdam, the

Netherlands. I also made visits to Zürich, Stockholm, and

Copenhagen. Before returning to the United States, I

preached at a worship service at the U.S. military

installation at Verdun in France and addressed for the first

time the Baptist World Alliance meeting in England.

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

 
Ever since my days at Northwestern Schools, youth in

general and college students in particular have been a

special concern for Ruth and me. In fact, this concern went

back to our days with Youth for Christ. As we evaluated and

prayed over invitations to speak and preach, colleges and

universities often took priority.

I have often felt inadequate in such settings. At the same

time, I have discovered that in the midst of the

contradictory philosophies and ideologies competing for

attention on the average university campus, there is

something compelling (and even life-changing) for many

students about the person of Jesus Christ. Many of them

have developed a vaunted intellectual approach to life. But

of these, few have ever seriously examined the record of

Jesus’ life or considered the evidence for His claim to be the

One who alone can give ultimate meaning to life and death.

I have already described our spring 1950 tour of New

England, which included speaking engagements at a



number of colleges and universities. Our experiences there

convinced us that we needed to devote more time to

campuses in the future, but during the next few years our

Crusade schedule was so intense that we had little time,

except for schools in the Crusade cities.

Princeton Seminary 1953

 
One exception was an invitation to speak at Princeton

Theological Seminary in February 1953. I almost did not

accept it. How could I address ministerial students at one of

the most respected seminaries in the United States when I

had not been to seminary myself?

As houseguests of President and Mrs. John Mackay, Ruth

and I were treated with unrestrained warmth. And even

though the students were not predisposed toward our

ministry, I couldn’t have asked for more respectful

treatment. That did not mean they were not candid or direct

during the question periods following my talks; they

certainly were! These were dedicated and intelligent

students, not about to be taken in by the cult of personality

that they perceived the media had developed around me.

(Perhaps they were disarmed by finding out that the so-

called cultism concerned me more than it did them.)

At that time, the Scottish-born Dr. Mackay was a giant in

American church circles. The unhurried private talks we had

together revealed to me that he was a man who had a deep

heart for God. He also seemed to appreciate the opportunity

to talk about his deepest concerns with someone outside his

immediate context.

His comments in a letter written after our visit were

encouraging: “Your presence on this campus has meant

more for the spiritual life of Princeton Seminary and for the

creation of a spirit of unity in the student body than

anything that has taken place during the nearly seventeen

years that I have been President.”

Cambridge University 1955



 
Of a much different nature was our experience the first time

we held an extended series of meetings focused on one

specific university. Those meetings took us back once again

to Great Britain.

Following our meetings in London in 1954, we received an

invitation to hold an eight-day mission at Cambridge

University under the auspices of the student-led Cambridge

Inter-Collegiate Christian Union (CICCU); it had 800

members out of the university’s student body of 8,000. After

much prayer, we accepted the invitation for November

1955.

Unexpectedly, the invitation unleashed a storm of

controversy in nothing less than the editorial pages of the

Times. Between August 15 and August 27, the newspaper

printed twenty-eight letters to the editor about the proposed

mission. So intense was the interest in the topic of our visit

that the paper later reprinted those letters in a separate

booklet. The series of letters began with one from a liberal

Anglican clergyman from Durham, Canon H. K. Luce.

“The recent increase of fundamentalism among university

students cannot but cause concern to those whose work lies

in religious education,” he wrote. “Is it not time that our

religious leaders made it plain that while they respect, or

even admire, Dr. Graham’s sincerity and personal power,

they cannot regard fundamentalism as likely to issue in

anything but disillusionment and disaster for educated men

and women in this twentieth-century world?”

The issue was complicated by the fact that the CICCU’s

student leaders had obtained permission to use the official

university church, Great St. Mary’s, for the meetings. “This

does not mean that the University Church endorses

fundamentalist views,” the church’s vicar, Mervyn

Stockwood, wrote to the Times.

We later became good friends, Mervyn and I, in spite of

our theological disagreements. But during the next ten



days, a flurry of letters went back and forth in the pages of

the newspaper. Some ranking clergymen and scholars,

including some affiliated with Cambridge, strongly defended

the mission; others just as strongly decried it. Still others

attempted to define the exact theological meaning of the

term fundamentalist; it didn’t have quite as negative a

connotation in Great Britain as it had in America, referring in

England mainly to someone who held to the essential tenets

of the historic Christian faith as found in Scripture.

“Does not Canon Luce,” one writer chided, “underestimate

the intelligence of undergraduates who, one may suppose,

have reached an age when they begin to sift knowledge

gained and to form their own opinions?”

In late August, I expressed my doubts in a letter to my

trusted friend John Stott, vicar of All Souls, Langham Place,

in London; as an undergraduate at Cambridge, he had won

a double first (modern languages and theology). “I have

been deeply concerned and in much thought about our

Cambridge mission this autumn,” I wrote John candidly. “I do

not know that I have ever felt more inadequate and totally

unprepared for a mission. As I think over the possibility for

messages, I realize how shallow and weak my presentations

are. In fact, I was so overwhelmed with my unpreparedness

that I almost decided to cancel my appearance, but because

plans have gone so far perhaps it is best to go through with

it. . . . However, it is my prayer that I shall come in the

demonstration and power of the Holy Spirit, though I am

going to lean heavily on you, Maurice, and the others.”

A copy of my letter to John Stott went to another close

friend and supporter, the bishop of Barking, Hugh Gough,

himself a Cambridge man. Hastily, he wrote me a letter of

encouragement from on board ship as he was about to

depart from Canada: “I can well understand your feelings of

apprehension about Cambridge, but Billy do not worry. God

has opened up the way so wonderfully & has called you to it

& so all will be well. . . . Do not regard these men as



‘intellectuals.’ Appeal to their conscience. They are sinners,

needing a Savior. Conviction of sin, not intellectual

persuasion, is the need. So many preachers fail at this point

when they speak to university men. So, Billy, keep to the

wonderful clear simple message God has qualified you to

preach.”

In spite of his admonition, I worked as diligently as I knew

how to put the Gospel into an intellectual framework in

eight messages.

Rumor had it that traditional interschool rivalry with

Oxford University would lead some Oxford “blues” to kidnap

me. The day I was to arrive at Cambridge—Saturday,

November 5, 1955—was Guy Fawkes Day; the holiday

commemorated the foiling of the Gunpowder Plot in 1605, a

plan by Catholics to blow up Parliament and kill the king. As

celebrated in England in general, and no doubt at

Cambridge as well, Guy Fawkes was burned in effigy,

“pennies for the Guy” were collected by children, and

fireworks were set off. Kidnapping me might just top off the

festivities.

So a plan was hatched with the help of some members of

the CICCU to make sure no kidnapping took place. They had

formed, it appeared, a miniature Scotland Yard in order to

safeguard my movements. And they were having fun with it:

one of them was dressed as Sherlock Holmes; another, as

Dr. Watson.

On the appointed day, Lord Luke, whom I had first met

during the 1954 London Crusade, picked me up and drove

me to a village near Cambridge. I quickly changed to the

unmarked CICCU car and was driven via back roads to town.

At a certain street, we were to look for a proctor (a

university employee dressed in black and wearing a bowler

hat whose job was to enforce discipline, sometimes even to

act as a bouncer). If he waved to the right, there was

trouble and we were to keep going straight. If he waved to

the left, we were to proceed directly to the hall, where I was



to meet the masters of the colleges. When we found him, he

waved left, and I arrived without incident at the university’s

gorgeous setting—a winding river (the Cam), spreading

lawns, and ancient buildings.

On Saturday I spoke to the senior members of the

university in the afternoon and to the CICCU in the evening.

Among the professors I met privately with that day was C. S.

Lewis. A decade before, he had captured the imagination of

many in England and the United States with his remarkable

little book The Screwtape Letters; in 1947 he had been on

the cover of Time magazine.

John Stott was very anxious for me to meet Professor

Lewis and went with me. Lewis was not as well known in the

United States as he would become in later years,

particularly after his death in 1963. But I had read

Screwtape, and Ruth would later read the Chronicles of

Narnia series.

We met in the dining room of his college, St. Mary

Magdalene’s, and we talked for an hour or more. I was afraid

I would be intimidated by him because of his brilliance, but

he immediately put me at my ease. I found him to be not

only intelligent and witty but also gentle and gracious; he

seemed genuinely interested in our meetings. “You know,”

he said as we parted, “you have many critics, but I have

never met one of your critics who knows you personally.”

For the first three nights of the public meetings, beginning

on Sunday, November 6, I felt as if I were in a straitjacket on

the platform, and very little happened. Great St. Mary’s was

packed beyond capacity with students in academic gowns;

students also filled two other churches, which were

equipped to carry the meetings by public address system.

One-fourth of the student body attended each evening,

listening intently, but there seemed to be little spiritual

impact.

Then, on my knees with a deep sense of failure,

inadequacy, and helplessness, I turned to God. My gift, such



as it was, was not to present the intellectual side of the

Gospel. I knew that. What those students needed was a

clear understanding of the simple but profound truths of the

Gospel: our separation from God because of sin; Christ’s

provision of forgiveness and new life; and our hope because

of Him.

Finally, on Wednesday night, I threw away my prepared

address and preached a simple Gospel message on the

meaning of the Cross of Christ. That night more than 400

Cambridge students stayed behind to make their

commitment to Christ. (On the advice of the CICCU

students, I used a different approach at Cambridge from

that used in most of our Crusades; I asked those who

wanted to receive Christ to stay behind after the end of the

meeting.) For the rest of the week, I strove to be as simple

and yet as direct as possible, and the response continued to

surprise us all. I also enjoyed the informal discussions we

held in many of the residence halls, where students felt free

to ask all kinds of questions.

John Stott was one of 30 missioners who joined us during

the week, speaking in the various Cambridge colleges;

others included Dr. Paul Rees and Dr. David Cowie from the

United States, the Reverend Tom Allan from Scotland, and

the Reverend Maurice Wood from England itself.

The Cambridge mission of 1955 opened my eyes as well

as my heart to the opportunities for campus evangelism.

Immediately afterward we went to Oxford, where the visit

originally scheduled to last a few days was extended to a

week.

Those months overseas in 1955 convinced me that our

ministry henceforth had to be worldwide. But could Crusade

evangelism be effective in non-Western countries, which

were the home of the world’s great non-Christian religions?

We would never know the answer to the question without

trying.



On January 15, 1956, we headed for India and other Asian

destinations.
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Into Asia
India, the Philippines, Hong Kong, Formosa (Taiwan), Japan, Korea 1956

 

When we toured Japan and Korea during the Korean War,

most of our meetings were held for the United Nations

forces stationed there, especially the American troops. I was

fascinated by what I saw of Asia’s culture, and Korea’s

wartime devastation and poverty had moved me greatly,

but I knew that we had only begun to glimpse Asia’s rich

diversity and complexity. Now, as 1955 drew to a close, we

found ourselves preparing for a much more extended

journey among the teeming populations and cultures of that

vast region.

INDIA

 
“Billy Graham was cutting through India like Gabriel in a

gabardine suit.” That was the way Time described me in the

February 13, 1956, issue. It was nice to get some coverage

in the Luce magazine, but I preferred the Associated Press

wirephoto of me astride an elephant in Kottayam, looking

far from angelic as I held on for dear life to the tough hide

behind those huge floppy ears.

For years now, even as far back as my anthropology

studies at Wheaton, I had been fascinated by India, with its

vast multireligious and multicultural population of (at that

time) over 400 million people, and I had prayed that

someday God might open the door for us to go there.

Plans for an extended series of meetings in India actually

crystallized in my thinking during the week-long May 1955

Crusade in London’s Wembley Stadium, which was a follow-



up to the Har-ringay meetings of the previous year. Between

50,000 and 60,000 Londoners trekked to the chilly stadium

in Wembley each evening, in spite of the fact that it poured

rain five of the seven nights—weatherwise, one of our

bleakest Crusades ever.

One morning during those Wembley meetings, I asked Jack

Dain to join me at the Kensington Palace Hotel for breakfast.

A former lay missionary in northern India and an officer in

an Indian Gurkha regiment during the war, Jack was now

serving as Overseas Secretary for the Evangelical Alliance in

London. (He later was ordained and became an Anglican

bishop in Australia, where he assisted us greatly in some of

our visits there.) I told him that I had recently received an

invitation from all the major Protestant denominations in

India to hold a series of meetings.

Grabbing his napkin—neither of us had a blank piece of

paper—Jack quickly sketched a map of India and marked six

cities scattered around the country that he felt would be the

most strategic for us to visit: Bombay, Madras, Kottayam,

Palamcottah, New Delhi, and Calcutta. Each one of the six

cities, he pointed out, had a small established Christian

population that would provide a foundation for preparations

and follow-up.

Shortly before leaving the United States for India—and just

a half-year after that meeting with Jack—I was able to meet

with Secretary of State John Foster Dulles for a briefing on

relations between the United States and India. He felt that it

was especially important for me to know that the visit to

India of Soviet leaders Khrushchev and Bulganin two months

earlier had had as its sole purpose drawing India into closer

ties with the Communist bloc.

On January 15, 1956, we left for India from New York. The

Team for this trip was a small one, but it did include a

Christian newspaper reporter from Chattanooga, George

Burnham, selfdescribed as “an ex-alcoholic.” Six hundred



newspapers had signed up to carry George’s stories, and

later he wrote a book about the trip.

It took us a couple of days by plane to cover the eight

thousand miles to India. Grady Wilson, Jerry Beavan, and

John Bolten were accompanying me. John was upset by the

length of the flight, but he had no recourse but to settle

down. During a stopover in Athens (at three in the morning,

local time), we began talking about the Apostle Paul’s visit

to that ancient center of culture and philosophy,

remembering how the apostle had adopted a special

approach in his sermon on Mars Hill (see Acts 17) in order to

build a bridge to his pagan audience and win a hearing for

the Gospel.

“Billy,” John said, “you are on your way to India, a country

that has no conception of God. You will need a special

approach to break into people’s thinking, because they

know nothing of the Bible or of God. Do you have such an

approach in mind?”

Admitting that I didn’t, I suggested that we make that

issue a matter of concentrated prayer.

Shortly after taking off from our next stopover, which was

Cairo—we had already been traveling about thirty hours—

we flew near Mt. Sinai, where God had entrusted the Ten

Commandments to Moses. Off in the distance we could see

Israel, where Jesus had been born and lived. Suddenly it

came to me: Jesus had been born in the one part of the

world where the three great continents of Asia, Africa, and

Europe intersect.

That was the answer to our prayer for an approach to the

people of India.

“I am not here to tell you about an American or a Britisher

or a European,” I said everywhere we went. “I am here to

tell you about a Man who was born right here in your part of

the world, in Asia. He was born at the place where Asia and

Africa and Europe meet. He had skin that was darker than



mine, and He came to show us that God loves all people. He

loves the people of India, and He loves you.”

We could see people’s eyes light up as they realized that

Chris-tianity was not exclusively for Europeans or the white

race but that Christ came for all.

Bombay

 
When we arrived in Bombay on January 17, 1956, the

situation was not promising. In violent political riots

unrelated to our visit, just before our arrival, two people

were killed outside the stadium where we were scheduled to

hold a meeting. The riots got worldwide headlines, but it

was not the kind of publicity we needed! When, as part of

those same ongoing riots, a rock-throwing mob attacked the

police station after several Christian leaders had conferred

there with government officials, it was clear that our own

event had to be canceled, although I met privately with

ministers and other Christian workers. Alone in my hotel

room afterward, all I could do was cry out to God to help me

love those people as Christ did.

Out on the street, as one mob swirled by, I asked a young

man with a rock in his hand why he was rioting.

“I don’t know,” he replied. “Someone told me to.”

Later I saw some young men beating an old shopkeeper

who had refused to close his stall. Altogether, we later

learned, fifty people were killed during the riots, and

hundreds were injured in violent clashes between the rioters

and the police.

Although I had read about the destitution of India

frequently enough, nothing could have prepared me for the

overwhelming poverty we saw on every hand.

Later, in my diary, I recorded my reaction: “It was one of

the most heartbreaking scenes that I had seen since I left

Korea [during the Korean War]. . . . The missionaries and

others, and even the Indian leaders, had warned us already

not to give money. . . . It’s a most difficult thing, however, to



turn your back on such poverty as this. Some of them may

be able to do it, but I can’t. I gave as many rupees as I

possibly could to as many people as I saw in need. However,

the missionaries and Indian leaders were right—we soon

collected a great crowd who were begging and screaming

and fighting for money. Only with considerable effort were

we able to break away from the dangerous near-riot I had

caused.”

But there was at least one light moment in Bombay.

Outside my hotel one day, I saw a man with two bags go out

into the middle of the street. From one bag he let out a

cobra, which immediately wrapped itself into a coil and

struck out at everyone who approached. He let out a

mongoose from another bag, which went right after the

cobra. During the tussle that followed, the man took up a

collection from the crowd.

I went outside to take in the scene more closely. Standing

next to me was a congenial American. He invited me back

into the hotel for a cup of tea. He was Reuben Youngdahl,

pastor of the largest Lutheran church in Minnesota, and we

became good friends.

Madras

 
At our next stop, Madras, the city was jammed with people

who had traveled long distances to participate in our

meetings. I read, for instance, that 100 people from

Hyderabad had ridden the train for days to get there. With

the translators standing beside me—Mr. Titus for the Telugu

and Mr. J. Victor Manogarom for the Tamil—I preached to

integrated crowds of 40,000 in which all the rigid lines of

caste and gender were temporarily ignored. We also had

two choirs—one for each language—which repeated each

number (including the “Hallelujah Chorus”), adding to the

length of the service.

At one point in my address, I knew that I had said

something awry. Talking about Jesus, I had said, “He’s



alive!” Mr. Titus promptly rendered that in Telugu, but Mr.

Manogarom faltered. I repeated the expression several

times. Finally, he uttered, “Avan poikaran.” The Tamils

gasped. As I learned afterward, the best Mr. Manogarom

could make of my North Carolina accent was, “He was a

liar!” No great harm was done, for the mistake evened itself

out in the next few sentences.

As I continued, I tried to assure my listeners that it was

wrong to think of Christianity as a Western religion. It had

been in India long before America was discovered, going

back as far as a visit by the Apostle Thomas in a.d. 52,

according to tradition. Out of 100,000 who heard me speak

in three days, 4,000 recorded their decisions for Christ. We

could have used more counselors, but we made up for that

shortcoming by distributing twelve thousand copies of the

Gospel of John. Such a result witnessed to the spiritual

power generated by the twenty-four-hour prayer chains that

had preceded our visit.

Rooms in the city were at a premium during our Crusade

meetings. Hundreds slept in the streets at night and

camped at the meeting site all day. Our morning services

were at seven; the evening ones, at six. In addition to those

services, we also met with a variety of different groups at

other locations. One day, for example, I spoke to a student

gathering of 7,500 out of which 250 responded to the

Invitation to commit their lives to Christ. Many were from

non-Christian backgrounds.

In both Bombay and Madras, I had some opportunity to

observe the practices of Hinduism, one of the dominant

religions in India. In Bombay we watched the funeral of an

old man whose body was placed on a pile of wood and

burned. As the flames died down, the son took a stick and

punched a hole in the skull, hoping to release the man’s

spirit. In Madras we visited a Hindu temple dedicated to the

worship of Siva—a form of worship that was (I discovered as

soon as I entered the temple) phallic. We also watched



people offer their sacrifices to the priests. I recorded my

reaction in my diary: “We stood and watched it and almost

wept, longing that these people might know the forgiveness

that is in Christ.”

In my messages, I did not directly attack the views of

those who adhered to other religions; I was not in India to

stir up controversy. Instead, I concentrated on presenting in

a positive way the message of Christ as simply and

forcefully as possible. Throughout my ministry to date, I had

seen that the message of Christ, if accepted, had the power

to replace false ideas and beliefs. However, it was necessary

at times in India to explain that Christ wasn’t just another

deity who could be added to the list of thirty thousand gods

and goddesses already worshiped by Hindus in general. He

was uniquely God in human flesh, and He alone was worthy

of our worship and commitment.

Our visit to Madras gave me a glimpse into something else

that I found upsetting: the Ugly American. One day in our

hotel, Jerry saw three half-drunk Americans loudly berating

and abusing the mail clerk, a kindly little man who had been

very helpful to us. In my diary, I recorded my heated

reaction: “These are the types of American tourists that are

giving us a bad name and making people hate us all over

the world. . . .”

Kottayam

 
In Kottayam, at the southern tip of India, the support for our

presence was almost unbelievable. Any doubts I might have

had about the relevancy of the Cross in a cultural setting so

different from everything I had known were instantly

dispelled.

Girls with baskets, working as a labor of love, had carved

out the entire side of a hill into a giant amphitheater with

three levels so that the people could sit comfortably on the

ground; in accordance with Indian custom, which we were

not in a position to change, women had to sit on a different



level from the men. From where we were staying we could

see the greenest rice paddies I have ever seen, and beyond

that —after a dotting of little green houses—was the jungle,

with all of its palms. I can imagine few places in the world

more beautiful.

Kottayam itself had a population of only 50,000, yet a

preliminary service that had gotten almost no publicity drew

25,000 people. The next night, at the first scheduled

meeting, 75,000 people came. Three days later—the crowds

having continued to grow with each passing day—the final

crowd was 100,000. In our few days there, a third of a

million people heard the Gospel.

They were all dressed in white, and tens of thousands of

them brought along large palm leaves to sit on. Those

traveling from a distance, in order not to rely on the local

stores, brought their own food. As for the Team, we were

fearful after hearing stories about foreigners who had gotten

sick because they were not acclimated to India’s food and

hygiene. Most of us, therefore, ate enormous quantities of

bananas every day of the trip, and we peeled them

ourselves. I myself had few problems, but I wrote in my

diary that “I’ve eaten so many bananas until I feel like I’m

going to turn into a banana.”

Jerry, Paul Maddox, and I were staying in the nearby house

of Bishop Jacob, a tall, gray-haired, commanding figure who

was clearly loved and respected as the leader of the Church

of South India. At first I liked the idea of staying in a private

residence. Then the bishop casually let it drop that some

snake charmers had captured twenty-six cobras in his yard

the week before! He tried to quiet our fears by assuring us

that cobras seldom came into the house.

Our first night with Bishop Jacob, I was awakened about

four in the morning by amplified music blaring outside. I had

been dreaming I was on an airplane, and when this booming

started, I thought the plane had crashed. When I looked out

of my window, I realized that the music was coming from



the roughly 5,000 people who had already gathered for a

prayer service.

Palamcottah

 
Attendance figures were comparable in the other cities we

visited. In Palamcottah crowds were waiting to cheer us, but

they almost turned over our car as we tried to make our way

to the cathedral for a meeting of women. At a later meeting

for ministers in the same cathedral, I had to crawl out a

window after speaking because the crowd was so great,

both inside and outside.

I also became aware there of another problem that

concerned me very deeply. “Jack Dain,” I wrote in my diary,

“is fearful that many of the Hindus are beginning to accept

me as a god. Many of them fall down and practically worship

me as I come by. Many of them try to get in my shadow. I

told them time after time, very much as Peter, that I am not

a god but a man.”

One of the most moving experiences for me personally

during our stay in Palamcottah was a side trip we took to a

place called Dohnavur, made famous by the work of one of

the century’s great Christians, Amy Carmichael. Ruth and I

had treasured Miss Carmichael’s devotional writings for

years and prayed for her work among youth who had been

abandoned by their parents and dedicated to a life of sacred

prostitution in a Hindu temple. Although Miss Carmichael

had died a few years before, the loving family spirit among

those who lived and worked in Dohnavur moved me to

tears. In the room where she had breathed her last, I was

asked to pray. I started but could not continue. I had to ask

John Bolten to finish for me.

New Delhi

 
In New Delhi, 15,000 people gathered on the grounds of the

YMCA. We were honored by the presiding of a Christian

government leader, Minister of Health (Princess) Rajkumari



Amrit Kaur, daughter of a prince. She had been in British

prison with Jawaharlal Nehru, where they became friends;

he later made her a cabinet officer in his government.

Rajkumari was the person who had the most influence in our

coming to New Delhi, and she opened many doors for us.

She also entertained us at a dinner with a number of

influential people.

Through her influence I also had the privilege of meeting

Prime Minister Nehru. This assisted us in other ways,

because once you have been received by the head of state

in a country like India, mayors and governors are more likely

to welcome you to their area.

Bald except for a fringe of white hair, Nehru wore that

famous jacket to which his name was given, with a high

open collar and buttons all down the front.

It was a very awkward interview initially. When we first sat

down, he did not say anything. He simply waited for me to

speak.

I thanked him for seeing me and said that I knew many

Americans respected him, although they did not fully realize

the great problems he faced. He made no response; he just

sat there twiddling a letter opener in his hands. Not quite

knowing what to do next, I embarked on a summary of our

Indian trip. Once again he made no response.

After a few moments of silence, I decided to tell him what

Christ had meant to me and how He had changed my life.

Imme-diately, Mr. Nehru’s attitude changed, and he began

asking questions and making well-informed comments

about Christianity in India. He added that he was not

opposed to the work of missionaries, although those who

became involved in political matters (as some apparently

had done in northern India) would not be welcome. He even

commended us on our trip, saying in sincerity that he

thought we had done good work. I appreciated the

comment.

After thirty-five minutes, we ended on a very cordial note.



One day in New Delhi I was in a taxi that turned a corner

rapidly and accidentally hit a baboon, which screamed and

then lay still. A crowd gathered immediately and began to

throw stones at the car, and the driver said we must get out

of there at once or we could be killed. Animals are sacred in

the Hindu religion, and I was very concerned that if the

Indian people thought I had killed an animal it might close

the door to any future ministry there. Nevertheless, I was

impressed by how friendly and loving the Indian people can

be, and whenever I am asked what country I would like to go

back to, I reply “India.”

In New Delhi, my interpreter into Hindustani was a scholar

by the name of Dr. Akbar Abdul-Haqq. His father had walked

all over that part of India, staff in hand, proclaiming Islam;

but while in a mission hospital for medical treatment, he

had forsaken his Islamic priesthood and been converted to

Christ. Dr. Abdul-Haqq himself was a Methodist who had

received his doctorate from Northwestern University in

Chicago; he was head of the Henry Martyn School of Islamic

Studies in Aligarh, India. He admitted that he was not

particularly supportive of my visit at first, and for two or

three weeks turned down the strong request that he be my

interpreter. But after the first night, seeing the

responsiveness of the Indian people to the biblical Gospel,

he made a confession: “I believe God has called me tonight

to be an evangelist.”

Several months later, he joined our Team as an associate

evangelist and has had a great impact on many lives, not

only in his native India but throughout the world, especially

in universities.

By now I had developed a certain amount of skill in

preaching through interpreters. That was due in part to Dr.

Oswald J. Smith, the noted preacher from Peoples Church in

Toronto. In the late 1940s, when he and I were in Europe, he

showed me the value of short sentences and a fairly rapid

delivery when preaching through an interpreter. I also



learned the importance of having an interpreter who was a

Christian and knew Scripture thoroughly, since I often

spontaneously interpolated Scripture passages and

thoughts in my sermons that were not included in my

prepared text.

Christians made up a large part of those Indian audiences,

I was sure, but there were many Hindus too, who simply

recognized Christ as a great religious figure alongside

Buddha. That did not make them Christians, though.

I knew I was not qualified to pass judgment on some of the

things I heard and saw, so I tried to be complimentary as

much as possible. I thought the sari worn by Indian women

was a beautiful garment, for example, and told them I was

taking one home to Ruth.

THE PHILIPPINES

 
In mid-February we left India and met with missionaries in

Bangkok, Thailand; in the whole of that country at that time,

there were not more than a few hundred Christians and just

a handful of missionaries. When I returned there years later,

I was grateful to see that the churches were growing.

After Bangkok we went to Manila for a couple of days. That

required another cultural adjustment as we coped with a

different variety of circumstances. I was grateful to be

invited by President Magsaysay for a pleasant conversation

together at the palace.

It was not Communists who opposed our visit to the Philip-

pines; it was the Catholic Archbishop of Manila, who told his

people to stay away from the meeting. As is often the case,

the climate of controversy got people’s attention. I think the

Archbishop’s opposition contributed more to the Manila

experience than all the careful planning, which one paper

thought rivaled that for a bullfight.

In this land that had only 700,000 Protestants, the 25,000-

seat Rizal Stadium was absolutely jammed, both in the

stands and on the grounds. Ours was the largest Protestant-



sponsored meeting in the history of the Philippines; several

government leaders attended. Cliff directed 1,000 people in

the choir, and somewhere in the neighborhood of 5,000

responded to the Invitation. We later learned that 30

percent of those who had committed themselves to Christ

that day were Catholics. In that era, we—Protestants and

Catholics—were slowly growing in our understanding of

each other and of our mutual commitment to those

teachings we hold in common.

My experience in the Philippines, and in other countries

where the Roman Catholic Church had significant influence,

taught me that most people were not going to take us

seriously if we spent all our time debating our differences

instead of uniting at the Cross.

HONG KONG, FORMOSA (TAIWAN), JAPAN, AND KOREA

 
The last two weeks in February were a whirlwind as we held

meetings in Hong Kong, in Formosa (now Taiwan), in three

Japanese cities—Tokyo, Yokohama, and Osaka—and in Seoul,

Korea. I enjoyed meeting Generalissimo and Madame

Chiang Kai-shek in Taipei, Formosa, and Prime Minister

Hatoyama in Tokyo, where he postponed his appearance at

a session of Parliament for a half-hour in order to

accommodate me.

In Japan we also had the opportunity to hold meetings for

American armed services personnel, with senior officers in

attendance from the Army, the Navy, and the Air Force. The

Army even hosted a luncheon for us. We held pastors’

conferences as well and met at one point with 1,200

missionaries.

We could hardly get inside the 15,000-seat Kokusai

Stadium in Tokyo for one of our meetings because of an

overflow crowd of several thousand waiting outside in the

bitterly cold weather. At that meeting, there were a

thousand decisions for Christ.



When we returned home, after a stopover rally in Honolulu

on March 11, I knew beyond a doubt that the Far East would

feature in our future plans somehow.

On my return to the United States, I went through

Washing-ton and brought President Eisenhower and Vice

President Nixon up to date on the details of my visit to India.

I mentioned that when Soviet leader Khrushchev had given

Nehru a magnificent white horse, that fact was reported on

the front page of all the Indian newspapers. But when

Secretary of State John Foster Dulles offered India $50

million, that offer appeared only as a small item at the back

of Indian newspapers. I felt the average person in India had

no concept of $50 million but could readily understand and

appreciate a white horse. Hence, I suggested to the

president that we give not only wheat, but also a distinctive

white train to deliver it from one end of India to another, so

the people would know the gift came from the United

States.

“I want you to talk to Dulles about it,” said the President. I

did so, but nothing came of the suggestion.

However, Dulles kept me a long time because he wanted

to hear every detail of our visit to Asia as well as my

impressions of India and Nehru. He also wanted to talk with

me on a personal matter. Before becoming secretary of

state, he was active in the Federal Council of Churches, an

antecedent to the National Council of Churches. He told me

that his son Avery had just decided to become a Jesuit

priest.

My conviction about the place of Asia in our ministry

turned out to be true. Since that first tour, we have returned

to India and other parts of Asia repeatedly. Many of those

trips are still fresh in my memory, as if they happened only

yesterday, although the details of all but a few are too

copious to include in these pages.

I recall, for example, the closing service of our Crusade in

Seoul, Korea, in 1973. Well over 1 million people crowded



Yoido Plaza on an island in the Han River; that was the

largest live audience we ever addressed at one time. (The

number was not an estimate; the people were grouped in

squares, and hence easily countable; and there was

electronic tabulation too.) My interpreter, Billy Kim, had just

graduated from Bob Jones and had received a letter from Dr.

Bob warning that if he interpreted for me, his support from

America would be cut off. However, Billy Kim did interpret

for me and said that he had never seen a Korean audience

so still and so attentive. There were no toilet facilities on the

vast grounds. After the meeting, when the people left, there

were little spots all over the landscape. What sacrifices they

had made to come!

And I recall our visits to Taiwan and Hong Kong, which fell

within a few weeks of each other in late 1975. Our Crusade

director for Asia, Henry Holley, masterfully managed to

organize preparations for both Crusades in spite of the

enormous logistical problems. Our return visit to Hong Kong

in 1990 was carried by satellite and video to more than

thirty countries throughout Asia, with interpretation into

forty-eight languages. Further Crusades in Manila (1977),

Singapore (1978), and Japan (1980, 1994) also stand out in

my memory.

INDIA REVISITED

 
One trip to India, in 1972, deserves more than passing

mention for several reasons.

President Nixon, at the request of the American consul in

New Delhi, had personally asked me to seek an interview

with Prime Minister Indira Gandhi, in part to find out from

her what kind of ambassador she wanted from America. He

asked me to notice every single thing about her—the

movement of her hands, the expression on her face, how

her eyes looked. “When you’ve finished the interview,” he

said to me, “go to the American embassy and dictate your

report to me.”



And so, when I visited with Mrs. Gandhi in the Indian

capital, I put the question to her. She told me she wanted

someone who understood economics, who had the ear of

the President, and who had influence in Congress. This I

reported to the President. He later appointed Daniel Patrick

Moynihan. Whether my report influenced the President’s

decision, I never learned.

Our purpose in going to India was to preach in Nagaland,

an isolated area tucked in the mountainous, jungle-covered

northeast corner of India near the Burmese border. The area

was home to a dozen separate tribes, each with its own

dialect and often with a history of headhunting. Tensions

among Nagaland’s tribes, and an armed guerrilla movement

bent on independence from India, made it a highly unstable

area. During Akbar Abdul-Haqq’s crusade five years before

in Nagaland’s largest town (and capital), Kohima, three

people had been killed during an assassination attempt

against the Indian government’s chief representative.

On one hand, because of Nagaland’s instability, very few

foreigners were granted government permission to visit the

area. On the other hand, Nagaland was home to one of the

largest concentrations of Christians in India; at the time of

our visit, more than half the population of 500,000 were

Christians, almost all living in villages. November 1972

marked the hundredth anniversary of the coming of Baptist

missionaries to Nagaland, and we were invited to Kohima as

part of that celebration.

Almost miraculously, the Indian government in New Delhi

granted a permit for us to enter Nagaland in late November.

This permission was in response to an appeal from a

delegation headed by the Reverend Longri Ao and other

church leaders from Nagaland. (Assisting them was a gifted

young Indian clergyman named Robert Cunville, who was

head of the North East India Christian Council and had been

invited to be director of youth evangelism for the World

Council of Churches; he later joined our Team as an



evangelist and has had a wide ministry not only in India but

in many other parts of the world as well.) Nevertheless, by

the time we got to Bangkok on our way to India, news came

of renewed guerrilla activity in the area, with several

soldiers killed in an ambush.

Reluctantly, I decided to cancel the trip; I feared that the

tens of thousands of people expected to travel to Kohima

would be too tempting a target for the guerrillas to resist.

Others also urged me to cancel because they were afraid I

would be an easy target for assassination, something I had

never paid much attention to in the past. Finally—just a few

days before our scheduled arrival in Kohima—I asked Walter

Smyth to release a press statement in New Delhi

announcing the cancellation.

When word reached our hosts, they were deeply

concerned and immediately called to prayer the thousands

already gathering in Kohima. Most had come several days’

journey on foot, bringing their own food and bedding.

Early the next morning, I answered an insistent knock

from two men at my Bangkok hotel door. One was a

Nagaland layman, Lhulie Bizo, who happened to be traveling

through Bangkok when he heard of our decision; the other

was a former American missionary to Nagaland, Neal Jones.

They strongly urged me to reverse the decision, pointing out

the great harm that would be done to the churches if the

meetings were canceled. They challenged me to trust God

for the safety of the meetings. Believing that God had sent

them, we agreed to continue with the original plans and

went on to Calcutta that afternoon to arrange the final

details.

I was met at the airport by the American consul. He was a

friend of Mother Teresa’s, and he took me to visit her in the

home where she and her co-workers ministered to

Calcutta’s dying. I was deeply touched not only by her work

but also by her humility and Christian love. She mentioned

that she had held five dying people in her arms the night



before and talked with them about God and His love as they

were dying. When I asked her why she did what she did, she

quietly pointed to the figure of Christ on the Cross hanging

on her wall.

From Calcutta, Cliff, Tedd Smith, singer Archie Dennis,

Charlie Riggs, T. W. Wilson, and I flew to Dimapur. Then we

were driven the last three hours up a rough, twisting, dusty

mountain road to Kohima. We were in convoy, with well-

armed troops ahead and behind us. Brush along the

roadside, favorite cover for armed guerrillas, had been

cleared away by the Christians. A week or two before, on

this very road, a fatal ambush had taken place.

Kohima, at 7,000 feet above sea level, had a population of

about 30,000. There was no access to the capital except by

car and helicopter. The countryside was lush with greenery,

where I was told I could find banana trees, snakes, and

Bengal tigers—everything a good dense jungle should have.

As we rounded a curve about three or four miles from

Kohima, we came upon crowds of people—tens of thousands

of them lining the road to welcome us. They waved and hit

the sides of the vehicles with their hands. I got out and

started shaking hands with the people, but other hands, the

hands of police, grabbed me and pulled me back into the

car; the officers felt I was in great danger.

A few hours later, when we arrived at the soccer field at

which we were scheduled to hold our meetings, there were

90,000 people already inside, with thousands more outside.

They were arranged by tribe, and each tribe had its own

interpreter with a public address system pointed to their

area. As I spoke, I paused after each sentence. There

followed a cacophony of sound as all seventeen bullhorns

blared at once, each in a different dialect.

After that, we were taken to a government house to spend

the night. The chief minister of the cabinet of Nagaland had

arranged a dinner for us. At that dinner, the schedule for the

next day was discussed.



“We have early-morning Bible studies,” he said. “Of

course, we would like you to preside, but because you have

several other things during the day, if you want to send one

of your associates, we’ll accept that.”

“Maybe Charlie or Cliff could take that meeting,” I replied.

“By the way, how many people do you expect?”

“About 100,000,” he said without hesitation.

“Well, I believe I’ll take that meeting after all,” I managed

to say.

When Charlie, Cliff, and I were shown to our quarters in

the government house, we were introduced to Nihuli; he

was the person who would handle our baggage, make us

tea, and do whatever else needed doing. He took our shoes

to wipe the mud off them.

“We can do that,” I told him.

“No, please let me,” he said.

As he was brushing the shoes, I asked him about the

early-morning service. I especially wanted to know, I said,

who would be teaching the Bible before I arrived.

He didn’t reply. When I pressed him further, he admitted

that it was he who would be teaching the Bible to that huge

crowd. The man cleaning my shoes had just taught me a

lesson on the servant attitude and spirit of ministering so

often adopted by Christ Him-self. I have never forgotten it.

When I went to bed that evening, I could already hear the

crowd assembling and praying in the darkness.

Next morning, as I looked down from the platform, I saw

that many of the people were attired in tribal dress. On their

faces they wore different colors, and in their hands they

carried spears and guns. Some of them, from as far away as

Nepal and China, had walked for two weeks to hear me

interpreted in perhaps fourteen, perhaps as many as

seventeen, languages.

Charlie, T. W., and Cliff also assisted in teaching the

classes. During the Wednesday morning service, gunfire

broke out nearby. The crowd stayed calm, but one man had



been killed a short distance away. We knew permission to

stay longer might not be granted.

At the final service that afternoon, more than 100,000

people jammed into the stadium in the hot sun, with many

thousands more outside. At a closing reception that evening

in the chief government minister’s home, we sampled some

local delicacies. Cliff asked for a second helping of the hors

d’oeuvres.

“What kind of meat is this?” he inquired.

“Dog meat.”

“And what are these?” he asked, pointing.

“Fried hornets.”

“Oh,” he said, looking a bit queasy. After that, Cliff only

pushed the food around on his plate.

Mrs. Gandhi had told me that she would be following the

trip with great personal interest and warned me of some

particular dangers. She ordered two helicopters to pick us

up at the conclusion of our meetings. It was Thanksgiving

Day back in the United States, so they had put some cold

chicken on board for us. The helicopters were Russian-built

and had a huge fuel tank sitting in the middle of the cabin

like an old country stove. When we took off, the machine

vibrated terribly; the blades didn’t seem to synchronize. The

pilot, who sported a handlebar mustache, noticed that I was

somewhat tense.

“We’ll be flying over one of the most dense jungles in

India, and there are lots of tigers down there, Dr. Graham,”

he said. “You may even get to see one of them. But don’t

worry. We’ll get you through.”

As we bumped along above some of the most rugged

jungle in the world, I could not help but praise God for the

privilege of allowing us to share in the lives of those

remarkable people. We were grateful that several years

later a treaty brought a measure of peace to the region.

At Dimapur we boarded a plane for the flight to New Delhi.

When we got up to cruising altitude, the pilot asked me to



come up front and see him. As I entered the cockpit, he

turned around and kissed my hand. As a Hindu, he

apparently saw me as a holy man and wanted to show

respect. He pointed out that it was a beautiful evening and

we would be able to see Mt. Everest. “It will be out of our

way,” he said, “but if you would like to see it, we will go that

way.”

I said I would very much like to.

He turned the plane and went two hundred miles out of

the way to show me the absolutely magnificent sight just at

sunset (although I have to admit I was never quite sure

which of the many peaks was Everest!). Then he banked

sharply and resumed his course for New Delhi.

IRAN

 
On our return to the United States, we had a stopover in

Tehran, the capital of Iran, where I visited with the shah. As I

stepped out of the car at the hotel afterward, I was

surrounded by an angry group of students. Why, they

wondered, had I, a well-known Christian, gone to see the

shah? I did not know much about religion in Iran; I did know,

though, that in addition to Islam there were still some

Nestorians in the country, survivors of an ancient form of

Christianity dating back many centuries.

“This is an Islamic country, and we are going to make this

an Islamic state,” they shouted. “The shah is standing in our

way, and America is behind the shah.”

I told them that the shah had been kind enough to invite

me to visit him if ever I was in Iran. I did not get into an

argument with them. I really didn’t know enough of their

political situation to get into even a discussion. I did manage

to tell them of Persia in biblical times, especially of Queen

Esther. They quieted down eventually and finally left the

hotel. But they made me aware for the first time of dissent

in that country. And I was reminded once again of how



difficult it was for a visitor to grasp the politics of a country

other than his own.

Later, during a visit to Washington, I heard a late-night

knock on my hotel-room door. It was Daniel Patrick

Moynihan.

“I want to thank you for appointing me ambassador to

India,” he said.

“I didn’t have you appointed,” I protested. “I just passed

on to Mr. Nixon a message from Mrs. Gandhi.”

“I’m sure you had me appointed,” Moynihan insisted. “I’m

a Catholic,” he went on, “but would you have a prayer with

me?”

I was in my pajamas; but he got down on his knees and I

got down on mine, and I prayed with him that God would

lead and direct and help him in his new responsibilities.
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The Power of the Printed Page
“My Answer,” Books, Christianity Today, Decision

 

The exposure the media gave us during the first few years

of the 1950s was unquestionably decisive in bringing our

work before the public. And yet all along, another question

kept surfacing in my mind: If the media could be used to

promote our ministry of evangelism, could it not also be

used directly for evangelism?

As I have already noted, this led us first into radio and

films. Before long, however, we turned our attention to the

printed page. Once a radio program or a film is over, its

impact is largely finished. Books and magazines, however,

go places a spoken sermon will never reach, and they can

continue to have an impact long after their author is gone.

WRITING A NEWSPAPER COLUMN

 
Only a few months after The Hour of Decision radio program

started in 1950, the Chicago Tribune–New York News

syndicate approached Walter Bennett about the possibility

of my writing a daily syndicated column dealing with

practical problems from the standpoint of the Bible. The

interested parties then came to see me in Montreat. After

some discussion, I said I was willing if they would allow

others to assist me in writing the column, under my

supervision, whenever I could not do it personally. They

replied that most columnists faced the same problem and

agreed that I or my wife (or someone else I trusted) would

approve each one and that each one would represent my

own answer to the question of the day. Thus the “My



Answer” column was born, with a daily circulation soon

exceeding 20 million readers.

Homer Rodeheaver, who had been Billy Sunday’s song

leader, told me about a gifted man named Lee Fisher who

was directing his youth ranch. We approached Lee, and soon

he and his wife, Betty, moved to Montreat. For many years,

Lee helped me with suggested scripts for the column; he

also did background research for sermons and other

messages. My father-in-law, Dr. L. Nelson Bell, also helped

me greatly in this area. Other staff people, including Dr.

Robert Ferm (the former dean of Houghton College) and his

wife, Dr. Lois Ferm, the Reverend Bob Featherstone, Dr. John

Akers, and our associate evangelist Dr. John Wesley White,

have also put their gifts of scholarship and editing at my

disposal over the years.

It has always been helpful to talk over with others an

article or special speech while I was drafting it. At the same

time, I have always adapted and digested material until it

was part of me. And I have never been able to have others

help me do my evangelistic sermons, nor have I had others

ghostwrite the books I have written. Sometimes, though, I

have used others to provide research and help organize my

thoughts, provide a rough draft, and edit the final

manuscript. I have always acknowledged these talented

people in my books.

VENTURING INTO BOOKS

 
During a Crusade in Dallas in 1952, an editor with

Doubleday, Clement Alexander, heard me and felt that my

messages might be turned into a book. When I told him I did

not think of myself as a writer, he said they could assign

someone in their organization to assist me. We reached an

agreement, but unfortunately, that person turned out to be

in spiritual and intellectual turmoil personally and did not

understand my perspective. After a short time, I took the

project in hand myself.



I worked on that first book, on and off, for the better part

of a year. I dictated the first draft in about ten days on an

Ediphone, a machine using bulky wax cylinders. It was one

of those times in my life when I sensed the direction of God

in an extraordinary way. I wrote it out of a burning

conviction that a book presenting the Gospel in a simple but

comprehensive way was what people who had little or no

religious background needed. Ruth was my greatest helper

in giving me ideas; she has always been a storehouse of

illustrations and stories. I sent that first draft to a few

people, including my friend Dr. Donald Grey Barnhouse, for

suggestions. The final draft I got into the publisher’s hands

by August 1953. Peace with God, as it was titled, was

published in late October and became an immediate best-

seller. Millions of copies have been distributed in the

intervening years, and it has now been translated into fifty

languages.

The royalties from almost every book I have written—

about a dozen and a half to date—have been given to

various Christian organizations and ministries. Occasionally,

a small portion has been set aside for our children’s, and

now our grandchildren’s, education.

ENVISIONING Christianity Today

 
In mainline denominations where a significant number of

leaders had liberal leanings, many rank-and-file clergy and

lay leaders held more orthodox views and felt

discontentment with the status quo. But they had no flag to

follow. They had no counterbalance to the views presented

in publications such as The Christian Century.

Joe Blinco, Cliff, and I often met these concerned

Christians when we visited homes during Crusades; we

spent hours talking with them, sometimes sitting on the

floor for our “bull sessions.” Back then I had the strength

and stamina to stay up to all hours in lively discussions with



pastors and theologians. I wanted to call these servants

back to the Bible, back to the priority of evangelism and

missions, back to a freshened ethical understanding of the

ways to relate our Christian faith to the issues of the day.

For seventy years, Protestant liberalism had enjoyed a

platform through The Christian Century magazine. Founded

in 1884 by the Disciples of Christ denomination, it became a

force in religious journalism in 1908 when Chicago

clergyman Charles Clayton Morrison took it over. For the

next four decades, it was a flagship of Protestant liberal

theology, social action, and even politics. With equal vigor,

it judged as outdated, even obnoxious, the views of

conservative Christianity—or fundamentalism, as they

labeled it. As Dr. Martin Marty, a distinguished church

historian at the University of Chicago who has been long

associated with The Christian Century, wrote at its

centennial, “The editors saw fundamentalism as a

backwoods, over the hill, jerkwater phenomenon that had

already outlived its time.”

Partly because of the efforts of The Christian Century,

conservative Christianity had fallen into disrepute. The

nineteenth-century evolutionary theories of Charles Darwin

had spilled over into other fields of learning, including

theology, where it threatened the traditional views of the

integrity and authority of the Bible. Conserva-tives (who

were more often called evangelicals) of that era fought to

define and defend the “fundamentals” of the faith; hence,

the term fundamentalist.

The Christian Century waged war on the liberal side,

contending that Scripture was open to what it called

“higher” criticism. In this view, the Bible, although it had

religious value, was not the inspired Word of God or the

objective standard of truth for our faith and practice.

Instead, it was a book of human origin, to be approached

the same way any other human book was approached—

which is to say, critically and even skeptically.



The periodical’s philosophy was progressive, inclusive,

optimis-tic, and relatively humanistic, within a loose

framework of Christian concepts. “Modernism” was the

vaunted label it wore. It counted on human effort to bring in

the kingdom of God on earth. Even the magazine’s title

expressed its founders’ optimism that human nature was

basically good and that the twentieth century would be a

time of unparalleled progress and peace. The primary

mission of the church was to help shape this “Christian

century” through direct and indirect social action. At the

same time, theological distinctives were downplayed and

evangelism was redefined—or dismissed as unimportant or

irrelevant to the work of the church.

The Christian Century guided the thinking of a large

number of American clergy and, in turn, their church

members. But the De-pression and war were hard for

liberals to coordinate with their optimistic philosophy. Even

Morrison himself began rethinking his position. On

November 8, 1939, he wrote the following in the magazine:

“I had baptized the whole Christian tradition in the waters of

psychological empiricism and was vaguely awaking to the

fact that, after this procedure, what I had left was hardly

more than a moralistic ghost of the distinctive Christian

reality.”

With World War II followed so closely by the Korean War,

general disillusionment became epidemic. Many clergy were

desperate for tenable alternatives. However, “fightin’

fundamentalism” was not what they were looking for.

About two o’clock one night in 1953, an idea raced

through my mind, freshly connecting all the things I had

seen and pondered about reaching a broader audience.

Trying not to disturb Ruth, I slipped out of bed and into my

study upstairs to write. A couple of hours later, the concept

of a new magazine was complete. I thought its name should

be Christianity Today. I worked out descriptions of the

various departments, editorial policies, even an estimated



budget. I wrote everything I could think of, both about the

magazine’s organization and about its purpose. I stated that

it should have the best news coverage of any religious

magazine and even specified that it should be located in

Washington, D.C., which might give it a measure of

authority in the minds of some; that crucial location would

also keep its editors and staff in contact with the latest

news. I wanted it also to be a focal point for the best in

evangelical scholarship, for I knew that God was already

beginning to raise up a new generation of highly trained

scholars who were deeply committed to Christ and His

Word.

My idea that night was for a magazine, aimed primarily at

ministers, that would restore intellectual respectability and

spiritual impact to evangelical Christianity; it would reaffirm

the power of the Word of God to redeem and transform men

and women. As I had witnessed, the Gospel of Jesus Christ

had that effect everywhere around the world.

A relatively short time passed before the magazine

became a reality. When it did, in 1956, I believe a force was

released that has helped change the profile of the American

church. It was to become another example of the power of

the press.

The idea also came to me that night that we should raise

enough money in the beginning to send a free subscription

to every pastor and every seminary student and professor in

the United States, and a stack of them to every seminary,

Bible school, and Christian college in the country. I was

convinced that most clergy didn’t care where their reading

material came from if it was good material; many of them

were already used to receiving gift subscriptions.

I was not the man to be the editor, though. Such a

magazine would require spiritual and intellectual leadership

and professional skills I didn’t have. We needed someone

who could win the respect and support of weary and



wandering preachers and seminary professors, the kind

Martin Marty called “chastened liberals.”

The first man I shared my vision with was my father-in-

law, Dr. Bell. His wisdom served as a compass. It amazed

me to learn that a similar idea for a magazine had often

occurred to him. He became a key person in developing

Christianity Today. One of the first things he did was to take

soundings about the magazine idea among ministers and

professors; he found the reaction overwhelmingly positive.

Next I turned to Dr. Wilbur Smith, a well-known evangelical

leader and professor at the recently established Fuller

Theological Seminary in Pasadena. I flew to California and

outlined my plan to him. To my surprise, he began to weep.

“You know,” he said, “I’ve been dreaming and praying about

something like this for years.” Although he eventually

declined my invitation to serve as editor, he gave invaluable

counsel.

Dr. Bell already had extensive experience in writing and

editing, having been instrumental in starting a magazine

called The Presbyterian Journal, which had been organized

to uphold biblical theology and practice within the

Presbyterian Church in the United States. Later he gave up

his successful surgical practice in Asheville, North Carolina,

to work full-time at the task of launching Chris-tianity Today.

He also became its executive editor, commuting regularly to

Washington from his home in Montreat and writing “A

Layman and His Faith,” a regular (and very popular) column

in the magazine.

Eventually, Dr. Bell and I shared my vision with J. Howard

Pew, chairman of the board of directors of the Sun Oil

Company. I met him for the first time not long before

conceiving the idea for Christianity Today. He had been

asking me to come to Philadelphia to meet with him and

spend the night. I had never heard of him, and I declined.

Then he sent me a check for our work in the amount of

$25,000, along with a message: “When you come and



spend the night with me, I’ll have another check for $25,000

for you.” Needless to say, that got my attention! After that

(and my visit to Philadelphia; yes, I flew up there!), we got

to know each other very well. I came to have great affection

and admiration for him, not because he had a great deal of

money but because he was a man of God and a man of

wisdom who wanted to see his wealth used wisely for the

cause of Christ.

Early on in our relationship, I mentioned that we were

thinking of starting a magazine, and I made bold to ask him

a direct question: “Would you contribute heavily to that?”

He smoked his cigar and looked out the window. “Well, I’ll

talk to my sisters [Mabel and Ethel] about it. I think we can

do it.”

In the magazine’s early years, he supported Christianity

Today generously; in fact, without his support I have no

doubt the project would have failed. He was very

conservative politically and didn’t always agree with some

of the editorials in the magazine, but never once did he

threaten to withdraw his support or attempt to control its

editorial policy.

Another strong supporter was Maxey Jarman, a Southern

Baptist layman from Nashville, Tennessee, with business

interests in New York and elsewhere. He not only helped

financially but also offered sound advice.

Another early consultant was Dr. Harold Ockenga, minister

of the historic Park Street Church in Boston, whose

friendship I talk of in an earlier chapter. “I wish we could

organize an editorial board,” I wrote him, “and start a

magazine that would be precisely like The Christian Century,

except from an evangelical viewpoint. . . . We should avoid

extremes, both to the right and left. We should discuss all

issues objectively and not from a biased viewpoint.”

The choice of an editor became one of the thorniest

problems.



A college acquaintance, Harold Lindsell, wrote to me from

Fuller Seminary to recommend one of his teaching

colleagues and our mutual friend from Wheaton days, Dr.

Carl F. H. Henry. Carl had been in the Wheaton College

graduate school when I was at Wheaton. “He has

tremendous insight into the application of the Gospel to the

social problems of the day,” wrote Dr. Lindsell, “and he also

has an awareness of the weaknesses of fundamentalism

along with a keen insight into the problems of

neoorthodoxy, liberalism, and conservative Christianity.”

I had some questions about Carl, though. He had

professional journalism experience, but I had read some of

his recent work and told Harold that it “has a tendency to be

rather heavy. . . . and though I am a minister of average

intelligence, it has been very difficult for me to follow.” That

was an understatement! I thought The Christian Century did

a good job of representing the liberal cause in popular

language, and I coveted the same effectiveness in our

journal.

My frequent references here to The Christian Century

underscore how much we respected that magazine as a

promoter of its viewpoint. While I felt it represented a dying

cause, not for a moment did I underestimate its influence.

Nor did I take lightly its journalistic standards, and I

desperately hoped we would be able to do as good a job for

evangelicals as it had done for liberals.

I did not want our magazine to be divisive. Harold

strengthened my determination on that count: “One cannot

be a member of the body of Christ in a vertical relationship

without also having a horizontal relationship with his fellow

believers who are members of the same body,” he wrote.

“Division is sin and nothing will obscure that fact, even

though it may presently be stressed more by the

ecumenical movement than it is being stressed by our

conservative brethren. The divisive approach is death and it

cannot hope to succeed. . . .”



While I was in the United Kingdom for several months in

1955, Dr. Bell kept me informed of the project’s progress by

phone and mail. I read between the lines. I had some

anxiety about disagreements between him and some of the

other principals, especially those I had in mind to be

members of the board of directors. I prayed every day about

the project. The men who would make up the board were

friends of mine, but many of them didn’t know each other. I

felt that they would unite behind the project, and I knew

that I would have their confidence in the beginning in a way

others would not. I was anxious that we not get conflicting

opinions and break into small segments of thought.

I wrote to Mr. Pew (with a copy to Dr. Bell) on April 13,

1955: “These campaigns that thrill and excite the clergy for

a short period and show them what God can do with old-

fashioned theology must be followed through with a

periodical that will give them a reason for the hope that is in

them. . . . The Lord seemingly has given me the vision for

this paper and I am desperately afraid of its getting out of

hand.”

I went on to name ten men to a board of directors, with

myself as chairman. This had been furthest from my

intention at the start. In fact, I had not even wanted my

name associated with the enterprise in a prominent way;

the connotations some people had of Crusade evangelism

might prejudice them before they gave the magazine a fair

reading. We wanted to appeal to all kinds of people. In

addition, the magazine I had envisioned might have to take

strong positions with which I would not want to be totally

identified.

Dr. Bell allayed any misgivings in his reply to me in

Glasgow. He wrote that my letter was “like a breath of fresh,

cool air. I do not believe anyone but yourself can bring these

very strong-minded people into the homogeneous group

that we must have.”



The top spot on the first Christianity Today masthead—

editor—carried the name Carl F. H. Henry. It had taken some

doing to get it there! Ever since Harold had first mentioned

his name, Carl had emphasized that he was not seeking the

job. He even wrote to Dr. Bell listing several reasons why he

should not be considered. Nevertheless, he was the right

man for the position.

As for the contributing editors, I suggested to Carl a lot of

people I had met in my travels throughout the world—

people he wouldn’t necessarily have known. Among these

were English and Australian leaders and World Council of

Churches people whom I knew to be evangelical. And of

course Carl included some whom he knew were real

theologians.

The hallmark distinguishing Christianity Today was a

commitment to the trustworthiness of Scripture as the Word

of God, with all of the ramifications of that commitment. Of

supreme importance to me also was our editorial strategy.

Instead of using the stick of denunciation and criticism, we

would present a positive and constructive program. We

would attempt to lead and love rather than vilify, criticize,

and beat. Conservative Christians had failed with the big-

stick approach; now it was time to take a more gentle and

loving direction. Thousands of young ministers and

theological students in churches and seminaries were ready

to be led, but at any pushing, probing, and fighting they

would rebel. We would not compromise the essentials of our

faith, but we would use a positive approach to gain the

same objectives that conservative Christians had failed to

win using other means for twenty years. We knew that not

everyone, especially extreme fundamentalists, would follow

the magazine. However, it was my vision that the magazine

be pro-church and pro-denomination and that it become the

rallying point of evangelicals within and without the large

denominations.



On October 10, 1956, I was in Louisville, Kentucky, staying

at the Brown Hotel during our Crusade there, when an

airmail letter from Dr. Bell arrived: “My dear Bill. 285,000

copies of the first issue of Christianity Today finished rolling

off the presses in Dayton at 2 A.M. today.”

That first issue, dated October 15, carried three articles

dealing with critical theological issues, in addition to several

editorials and book reviews. The distinguished Dutch

theologian G. C. Berkouwer contributed an article on “The

Changing Climate in European Theology”; Presbyterian

theologian Addison Leitch wrote on “The Primary Task of the

Church”; my contribution was more modest, a heartfelt

essay on “Biblical Authority in Evangelism.”

The lead editorial on “Why Christianity Today? ” set the

tone for everything we were attempting to do: “Christianity

Today has its origin in a deepfelt desire to express historical

Christianity to the present generation. Neglected, slighted,

misrepresented—evangelical Christianity needs a clear

voice, to speak with conviction and love, and to state its

true position and its relevance to the world crisis. A

generation has grown up unaware of the basic truths of the

Christian faith taught in the Scriptures and expressed in the

creeds of the historic evangelical churches. . . . Christianity

Today is confident that the answer to the theological

confusion existing in the world [today] is found in Christ and

the Scriptures.”

I was thrilled at the initial reactions. A Lutheran minister in

New York City told a conference that as a result of reading

the magazine, he had gotten on his knees and rededicated

his life to God. A young Baptist minister told a

denominational gathering that the article on the authority of

the Bible in evangelism had caused him to have the same

experience I had in 1949, accepting the Bible as the Word of

God. Professors at both the Presbyterian and Southern

Baptist seminaries in Louisville gave excellent reactions too.



Not long afterward, I visited a Catholic theological school.

There I noticed a stack of copies of Christianity Today, which

had been sent to the school free of charge.

“Is that magazine read and studied by the students

much?” I asked the man showing me around.

“More than any other,” he replied.

The BGEA contributed heavily to the initial cost and for

many years continued to put several thousand dollars per

month into the magazine. But early on, Christianity Today

came to a point where it faced bills amounting to $90,000

but had only $15,000 in the bank. Although the BGEA

wanted to help more, we were already beginning to incur

heavy expenses connected with the Crusade we planned for

Madison Square Garden in 1957.

Carl Henry was troubled that the board would face what

he called a “rescue operation” at its January 1957 meeting.

We needed about $200,000 more than we anticipated. If

there were to be serious cutbacks, Carl said, he couldn’t

consider a second year with the magazine.

Dr. Bell wrote to him at once: “You have the qualities none

of the rest of us have and we would be completely lost

without your guiding hand.”

That Carl stuck with it relieved and delighted all of us. By

the end of our first year of publication, we had claimed our

niche in religious journalism. I sent a note to Carl: “I thank

God every day that you have seen fit to take this as your

responsibility. I believe you are making the greatest possible

contribution to the entire church at this critical hour.”

A few years after we began publication of Christianity

Today, we became involved in two magazines in Britain.

I had heard that the Church of England Newspaper, which

leaned toward the evangelical point of view, was going to

close because of a lack of finances. It was a stock company,

and I asked Jerry Beavan to see if he, acting on my behalf,

could purchase the majority stock; he did so. My plan was to

sell it to a group of evangelicals or to a wealthy evangelical



businessman. We didn’t publicize our involvement, and later

Sir Alfred Owen took over our interest.

We then purchased a struggling magazine in Great Britain

called The Christian. Our goal was to make it similar to

Christianity Today. It had been started in the previous

century and covered extensively Dwight L. Moody’s ministry

in Britain; by 1962 it was on the point of being closed by its

owners, the publishers Marshall, Morgan, and Scott. Tom

Allan, our friend from Glasgow, briefly came on as editor

and also manager of our London office, but soon he suffered

a heart attack from which he never recovered.

Dr. James D. Douglas of Scotland, a well-known editor and

theologian, then took the helm. Jim turned The Christian into

a relevant and respected evangelical periodical that made a

significant impact during the seven years it was published.

In spite of concerted efforts, however, its paid circulation

seldom went above 15,000; the BGEA was forced to

subsidize it heavily. We closed it rather abruptly in 1969.

Admittedly, we caused some hurt feelings, and in retrospect

I wish we had dealt with the closing in a more sensitive way.

However, I am grateful that in time other British publications

rose up to fill the gap.

In the subsequent decades, we have had many personnel

changes at Christianity Today, and worldwide Christianity

has seen much movement. Carl served as editor until 1968;

he was followed by a succession of distinguished editors,

including Harold Lindsell, Kenneth Kantzer, and Gilbert

Beers, before the magazine moved to the editorial-team

approach that it presently uses. In addition, regular

contributors from all over the world give input and alert the

editorial staff to new trends and events. Today the

organization incorporates a number of other publications

directed at specific groups, including pastors, youth, and

families.

The road, however, has not been consistently easy. Some

years ago, the board discovered that because of unwise



business decisions (including an attempt to start a book

club without thoroughly researching the matter), Christianity

Today was facing a very large deficit of $900,000. A young

publishing executive who was with Youth for Christ, Harold

Myra, was brought in with the mandate to place the

magazine on a businesslike basis with a break-even budget.

He oversaw the magazine’s move from Washington to Carol

Stream, Illinois; that relocation saved a significant amount

of money. Under his leadership, Christianity Today and its

companion publications are among the best managed in the

publishing industry, secular or religious.

Dr. Clayton Bell, senior pastor of Highland Park

Presbyterian Church in Dallas, has continued his father’s

commitment to the magazine by serving as executive chair

of the board of directors.

The magazine has changed through the years.

Evangelicals are no longer an ignored minority. In fact, our

greatest danger may come from our public visibility and

influence. Christianity Today seeks to speak to these and

other contemporary issues. I have always urged the editorial

staff to deal with them in an openly biblical and theological

way. I pray that the magazine will never depart from its

founding commitment to high biblical and theological

scholarship. All over the globe, people are desperate to hear

a voice of biblical authority and to find a stable spiritual

standard.

FOUNDING Decision magazine

 
Before Christianity Today came to be, Bob Pierce mentioned

to me that his organization, World Vision, had started a

magazine to tell supporters about his work and to

encourage them to pray. “It’s almost doubled our income,”

he told me, adding that when people were informed

regularly about an organization’s work, they were more

likely to support it with their gifts and prayers. “Billy,



something like this would help your work tremendously,” he

assured me.

My thought was that any magazine we did should be a

vehicle primarily for evangelistic and devotional articles, not

a “house organ” to raise financial support. Yet we were

doing so many other things that a magazine just seemed

beyond us. Furthermore, there were already a few good

magazines being printed from an evangelical perspective,

such as Donald Grey Barnhouse’s Revelation (later Eternity)

and Moody Bible Institute’s Moody Monthly. And George

Wilson opposed the idea; a periodical would require a new

staff with skills in journalism, as well as a strong financial

commitment.

However, as plans began developing for Christianity Today

in the mid-1950s, my thoughts turned more and more to the

possibility of another magazine. I felt that we needed two

publications: one on an intellectual and theological level for

clergy and lay leaders, and another, more popular magazine

to help ordinary Christians in their witness and daily walk. I

wanted the latter to include articles with an evangelistic

emphasis, as well as devotional messages, simple Bible

studies, stories of conversions and changed lives, and news

of our Crusades.

In April 1958, we were in San Francisco for a seven-week

Crusade at the Cow Palace. Christianity Today had assigned

Sherwood Wirt, a local Presbyterian pastor who had been a

professional journalist, to cover the meetings for them; he

later wrote a book on that Crusade. Woody, as he came to

be known to us all, was once a theological liberal but had

become a thoroughgoing evangelical several years before.

He held a Ph.D. from the University of Edinburgh and had

experience as a military chaplain and minister to university

students. I was impressed by both his writing skills and his

quiet spirit. He accepted our offer to become the first editor

of our new magazine. We debated various titles, including



World Evangelism, but George Wilson came up with the

name Decision, which we adopted.

Decision magazine began publication with the November

1960 issue; it had a print run of 299,000 copies at its

inception.

“The basic purpose of this magazine,” I wrote in the first

issue, “will be twofold: to provide spiritual food for

Christians, and to publish evangelistic messages and

articles aimed at reaching the secular mind and winning the

nonbeliever to Christ.”

We have adhered to those goals ever since.

Within a year, we added separate editions for Australia

and England. By 1962 circulation had passed the 1 million

mark. George reported that at one time requests for the

magazine subscriptions were coming in at the rate of

10,000 a day. Within the next few years, several foreign-

language editions were added, as well as an edition in

Braille. By the time Decision celebrated its tenth

anniversary, circulation had passed 4 million. One spin-off

was the School of Christian Writing, which Woody

established in 1963 to train budding Christian writers

through intensive workshops.

Woody was editor until his retirement sixteen years later.

His successor, Roger Palms, has continued Woody’s tradition

of journalistic excellence and spiritual relevance.

The response to Decision more than convinced us that it

was meeting a need in many people’s lives. Not only does it

go to individuals, but through the years bulk copies have

gone to prisons, hospitals, and overseas mission groups.

We have often heard stories of unexpected or unusual

ways God has used Decision. Some people, for example,

used their copies as wrapping paper for small gifts they

mailed into a country that was one of the most closed and

restrictive in the world. Unsuspecting customs officials

apparently never caught on to the real reason for the

wrapping.



Speaking of crumpled paper, I must tell also of the well-

dressed man who one day entered BGEA’s London office. He

told Maurice Rowlandson, the manager, that he had been

manager of a bank until his life was ruined by alcohol. He

lost his family and job, eventually ending up as a vagrant on

the streets of London. One day he was rummaging through

a trash barrel looking for something to eat when he came

across a discarded copy of Decision. Intrigued by the cover

story, he read the magazine straight through, and as a

result turned his life over to Christ. Now, a year later, he had

been reconciled to his family and was once again working in

a bank.

When George Wilson heard that story, he wryly suggested

to Maurice that he stuff a copy of Decision into every

London trash bin!
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Marathon in Manhattan
New York 1957

 

Taking a brief break from the June 1955 Paris Crusade,

Grady and I were playing a few holes of golf on a course

near Versailles. He looked at his watch. We were running

late for a meeting back in Paris, so we cut our game short,

hurried back to the locker room, and changed our clothes.

As we were running out to the car, I heard someone calling

my name.

“Dr. Graham, I heard you on television last night,” he said,

“and my wife and I were very interested. I’m playing golf,

and we have only two in our party. Would you and your

friend like to join us?”

“Sir, I would like to very much,” I replied.

It was the Duke of Windsor. Few faces were as familiar to

the public at that time as his, due to his abdication of the

British throne to marry an American, Mrs. Simpson. He also

had the reputation of living a rather meaningless life, and I

could not help but wonder if that was true.

“But unfortunately I have a commitment in town,” I added.

“Let me call to see if I can get it postponed.”

When I called Bob Evans, I discovered that my

commitment could not be changed. As I went back to

apologize to the duke, someone handed me a cable that

apparently had been forwarded to the golf club. It was from

George Champion, vice president of the Chase Manhattan

Bank, who headed the evangelism department of the

Protestant Council of New York. The council had voted to



extend an invitation to us to hold a Crusade in New York

during the summer of 1957.

No other city in America—perhaps in the world—presented

as great a challenge to evangelism. My old friend Jesse

Bader of the Department of Evangelism of the National

Council of Churches had said once that “evangelistic work in

New York is like digging in flint.” In a message to our

supporters, I acknowledged that “humanly speaking, New

York is the most unlikely city in the western hemisphere for

successful evangelism.”

One reason New York would be so challenging was its

incredible diversity, with some sixty major ethnic groups in

its population—more Italians than Rome, more Irish than

Dublin, more Germans than Berlin, more Puerto Ricans than

San Juan. At least one out of every ten Jews in the world

lived there as well. Protestants were a distinct minority,

making up only 7.5 percent of the population; many of them

were only nominally committed to the Christian faith.

According to our findings before the Crusade, 58 percent of

New Yorkers claimed no religious identity at all.

New York was the business, financial, communication, and

entertainment hub of the nation. It was also the

headquarters of the United Nations, founded only a decade

before. Everything that happened in New York literally

touched the whole world. If New York could be reached with

the Gospel of Christ, the effects would be felt in many other

cities as well.

As I said in one sermon during that Crusade, New York is

“the most strategic center in the world. We could have this

many people [for a meeting] in Louisville, Kentucky; we

could have this many people in Oklahoma City; we could

have this many people even in Chicago; and it wouldn’t

mean as much as New York City. . . . It becomes a stage on

which we can do evangelism to the whole nation, to the

whole world.”



This, I had come to believe, was also a biblical pattern for

evangelistic strategy. The Apostle Paul preached in all kinds

of places, including some that were insignificant, humanly

speaking. But under the guidance of the Holy Spirit, he had

concentrated on the great cities of the Roman Empire,

sensing the enormous impact that they had beyond their

own areas. To the Christians in Rome he said, “Your faith is

being reported all over the world” (Romans 1:8).

“No one can read the Bible even casually without sensing

that God has a special interest in cities,” I wrote in This

Week magazine shortly before the New York Crusade

opened. “His love for Nineveh caused Him to send the

prophet Jonah to warn the city of its coming destruction.

Christ wept over Jerusalem.”

Jack Wyrtzen, who had an extensive evangelistic outreach

to youth in New York City, had been urging me for years to

come to New York. In fact, I had already turned down two

previous invitations, in 1951 and 1954. This invitation,

however, was different, since it represented a much broader

base of church support than the previous ones had.

The official sponsor was an independent executive

committee of both clergy and laity; it had been appointed

by the Protestant Council of New York and represented a

cross section of the city’s churches and institutions. The

chairman of the committee was Roger Hull, executive vice

president of the Mutual Life Insurance Company of New

York. Included on the executive committee were such people

as banker George Champion, industrialist and philanthropist

Cleveland Dodge, business executive Edwin Chinlund (who

was treasurer of the Macy’s department stores and served

as the Crusade treasurer), Dr. Gardner Taylor of Concord

Baptist Church, Dr. John Sutherland Bonnell of Fifth Avenue

Pres-byterian Church, Dr. Richard Hildebrand of the African

Methodist Episcopal Church, and the Reverend Dan Potter,

executive director of the Protestant Council. The council

represented some seventeen hundred churches in the New



York area; many churches that weren’t part of the council

also cooperated.

Quite unexpectedly, we were able to get an option on

Madison Square Garden for the summer months of 1957.

The Crusade itself was scheduled to begin on May 15. Our

initial plan was to conclude the Crusade six weeks later, on

June 30.

I was not sure we had the organizational depth for such an

effort. One possibility as director of the Crusade was Betty

Lowry of Minneapolis, a highly dedicated and competent

person who had directed almost single-handedly our

Oklahoma City Crusade in June 1956; but Betty felt she

could not take the project on for health reasons. Instead,

Jerry Beavan took the position; I felt his experience with us

in London and elsewhere would be invaluable. In early 1957,

however—less than four months before the Crusade was to

begin—Jerry resigned from the BGEA for personal reasons.

Suddenly, I found myself virtually directing the Crusade

over the telephone; instead of talking two or three times a

week with the local staff about preparations, as I normally

did in other Crusades, I found myself on the phone every

day.

My first thought after Jerry left was to prevail again on

Betty Lowry to assume the position, but Roger Hull urged

me instead to appoint Charlie Riggs. A tough roustabout in

the Pennsylvania oilfields before coming to Christ, Charlie

had been active in The Navigators and was deeply involved

in our own counselor-training classes.

Dawson Trotman, the head of The Navigators (who had

spent nine months in developing our counseling and follow-

up program), had drowned the previous summer in a tragic

boating accident at Schroon Lake, New York. His loss just as

we were preparing for New York was immense, and Charlie

had been filling the gap in his place, assisting Lorne Sanny,

who had already taken over The Navigators.



Roger had gotten to know Charlie fairly well and respected

not only his organizational ability and practical good sense

but also his spiritual character. “He knows the Scripture, and

he knows the Lord. Charlie Riggs is the man,” Roger stated

with finality. “If anything happens in New York for God, it’s

got to be by prayer. And Charlie Riggs is a man of prayer.”

Charlie later said that it “wasn’t my particular cup of tea,”

but he graciously took on the responsibility and did a

magnificent job. In later years, Charlie—returning to his

primary interest—directed our counseling and follow-up

department, teaching tens of thousands of people across

the world the basic principles of the Christian life and

practical ways to share Christ with others.

Problems of a different sort came from the opposition that

arose over our plans for New York City. One source was the

liberal wing of Christianity. The magazine The Christian

Century grumbled that “the Billy Graham campaign will spin

along. . . . and an audience gladly captive to its own

sensations is straining for the grand entrance . . . whether or

not the Holy Spirit is in attendance.”

More thoughtful was the objection raised by one of the

nation’s leading liberal theologians, Dr. Reinhold Niebuhr of

New York’s Union Theological Seminary. I appreciated his

commitment to social concern but could not agree with his

scorn of evangelism. In an article in Life magazine, he

termed me “obviously sincere” but added that the message

we preached was “too simple in any age, but particularly so

in a nuclear one with its great moral perplexities. . . .

Graham offers Christian evangelism even less complicated

answers than it has ever before provided.”

I let it be known that I wanted to meet Dr. Niebuhr. George

Champion called him to see if he would see me, but he

declined. Not used to giving up easily, George then called

the chairman of the Union Theological Seminary board, who

was also a leading banker. The chairman promised that

there would be no difficulty in arranging such a meeting, but



he came back (as George later said) “with his tail between

his legs”; Niebuhr simply refused to see me.

Opposition also came from a few in the Roman Catholic

and Jewish communities, although I had made it clear I was

not going to New York to speak against other traditions or to

proselytize people away from them. My goal instead was to

preach the Gospel of Jesus Christ as it was presented in the

Bible and to call men and women to commit their lives to

Him.

During the Crusade, I met with various Jewish groups and

individuals. One of these was Rabbi Marc Tanenbaum, with

whom I began a lifelong friendship. His advice through the

years as an official with the American Jewish Committee and

his personal warmth meant much to me. Many of Jewish

background did come to the meetings at Madison Square

Garden, and some openly declared their commitment to

Jesus as their Messiah.

To my knowledge, the only vocal opposition from the

Roman Catholic community came from a single article in a

limited-circulation Catholic magazine. The author, an official

with the National Catholic Welfare Conference (NCWC) in

Washington, D.C., wrote, “Catholics are not permitted to

participate in Protestant religious services.” He went on to

state that for faithful Catholics, “Billy is a danger to the

faith.”

Such a statement seems harsh in light of present-day

Protestant-Catholic relations, but four decades ago the

situation was much different. The breakthroughs in

ecumenical relations heralded by the Second Vatican

Council were still several years away, and in all fairness,

many Protestants likewise had strong anti-Catholic views.

For me the central issue has always been Christ and our

commitment to Him, not our loyalty to an ecclesiastical

system, important as the church is to our spiritual growth

and service.



The NCWC statement attracted attention, however,

precisely because it was almost the only comment on the

Crusade from a Roman Catholic source. No ranking member

of the Catholic hierarchy spoke out against the Crusade, and

I suspect many Catholics knew of my friendship with various

Catholic leaders. Cardinal Cushing of Boston had been

particularly friendly to me. He wryly told the press after our

meeting several years before that if he had half a dozen

Billy Grahams, he would not worry about the future of his

church! Many Catholics did come to the meetings, a good

number stepping forward to personally commit their lives to

Christ.

Much more painful to me, however, was the opposition

from some of the leading fundamentalists. Most of them I

knew personally, and even if I did not agree with them on

every detail, I greatly admired them and respected their

commitment to Christ. Many also had been among our

strongest supporters in the early years of our public

ministry. Their criticisms hurt immensely, nor could I shrug

them off as the objections of people who rejected the basic

tenets of the Christian faith or who opposed evangelism of

any type. Their harshness and their lack of love saddened

me and struck me as being far from the spirit of Christ.

The heart of the problem for men like Bob Jones, Carl

McIntire, and John R. Rice was the sponsorship of the

Crusade by the Protestant Council of New York. The council,

they contended, included many churches and clergy who

were theologically liberal and who denied some of the most

important elements of the biblical message. It was not the

first time some of them had raised their objections to my

growing ecumenism, of course, but the New York Crusade

marked their final break with our work. I studied and prayed

over their criticisms, wanting to accept their indictments if

they were right. But I came to the firm conclusion that they

were not, and that God was leading us in a different

direction. Ruth likewise studied the whole matter; we



discussed the issue and prayed over it frequently. Her

conclusion was the same as mine.

In addition, my study of the major evangelists in history

also showed me that the issue was not new; every one of

them—from Whitefield and Wesley to Moody and Sunday—

had to contend with similar criticisms, both from the right

and from the left.

Early in our work, I had tried to answer any such attacks,

but I eventually decided the only course was to ignore them.

The critics showed no inclination to change, and at any rate

I did not have time to devote to such arguments. In a 1955

letter to Carl McIntire about an article he had written

opposing our work, I admitted that “I felt a little resentment

and I got on my knees and asked God to give me love in my

heart. . . . Beloved friend, if you feel led of the Spirit of God

to continue your attacks upon me, rest assured I shall not

answer you back nor shall I attempt to harm one hair of

your head. . . . My objective is to glorify our Lord Jesus Christ

by the preaching of His Word to sinners.”

A year before the New York meetings, one of our Team

members, Dr. Ralph Mitchell, had an extended discussion

with Bob Jones. He came away convinced that Bob Jones

would never change his position, which was that our work

was not of God. Ralph concluded by writing me, “You must

not concern yourself unduly about such critics. . . .

Nevertheless, it is a fresh challenge to all of us in the whole

Association to be much more in prayer.” I agreed

wholeheartedly and asked God to keep us from being

diverted from His work by such critics. Occasionally, my

father-in-law, Dr. Bell, attempted to answer such attacks,

but with little success. I often felt like Nehemiah when his

enemies tried to get him to stop rebuilding the walls of

Jerusalem and come down to discuss the project; he replied

that he was too busy building the wall (see Nehemiah 6:1–

4).



My own position was that we should be willing to work

with all who were willing to work with us. Our message was

clear, and if someone with a radically different theological

view somehow decided to join with us in a Crusade that

proclaimed Christ as the way of salvation, he or she was the

one who was compromising personal convictions, not we.

The more vocal the opposition, however, the more the

supporting churches in the New York area rallied to our side.

God had a way of taking our problems and turning them to

His own advantage.

Following a month-long Crusade in Louisville, Kentucky, in

October 1956, I accepted only occasional speaking

engagements and no further extended Crusades until the

New York meetings the following May. The main exception

was a series of meetings at Yale University, where the

longtime chaplain, Sidney Lovett, had invited me to speak

for four evenings in February.

Like many of America’s older colleges and universities,

Yale was founded as a Christian institution. One of its early

presidents, Timothy Dwight, was a distinguished Christian

leader; and dur-ing its first century, I heard, Yale sent 40

percent of its graduates into the ministry. Now that strong

spiritual heritage has been largely forgotten.

Following the pattern set at Cambridge University, our Yale

meetings included a number of assistant missioners,

including Dr. Samuel Shoemaker, rector of Calvary Episcopal

Church in Pittsburgh, and the Reverend Robert Raines, son

of a Methodist bishop in Indiana. Each evening after the

main meeting, I went to various campus fraternities for

question-and-answer sessions that sometimes lasted past

midnight.

One day the head of the psychology department invited

me to have lunch with about twenty members of his

department. They all sat with their box lunches on one side

of the room, while I sat on the other; I felt at first as if I were

a mental patient undergoing examination! They were



especially interested in what I meant by conversion; and to

our mutual surprise, there was much agreement between

us, at least as far as the psychological benefits of authentic

conversion were concerned.

Thomas Ruhm, a writer for a student publication called Ivy

Magazine, commented that he doubted if my experiences at

Cam-bridge and Oxford had prepared me “for Yale’s

cultivated general indifference toward religion.” Chaplain

Lovett, however, reported later that his office had follow-up

contact with three hundred students who stayed for the

after-meetings.

In ways I couldn’t have foreseen, the Yale meetings helped

prepare me for the New York Crusade. One way was through

people I met in New Haven who worked in New York or had

influential contacts there—people who threw their support

behind the Crusade. Another was through the comment of a

student, who brought home to me in a fresh way the need

for absolute clarity in presenting the Gospel message: “Mr.

Graham, we hear a lot about what Christ has done for us,

the value of religion, and what personal salvation is. But

nobody tells us how to find Christ.” As the New York Crusade

approached, I was more determined than ever to make that

clear.

My time during the months leading up to the Crusade was

spent in study, of course, but I also knew I needed rest and

exercise to be prepared physically for the demanding road

ahead of us. Those were days of peace, relaxing in the

spring sun and spending time with Ruth and the children.

“I shall miss the children during the next few weeks,” I

wrote in the diary I was keeping at the time. “I have come to

love this mountain top and would like nothing better than

for the Lord to say that I should stay here the rest of my life.

I do not naturally like to go out to the wars. It is so peaceful

and restful here. But duty calls. I must put on the whole

armor of God and go forth to meet the foe.”



Much of my time was spent in spiritual preparation—

praying, reading the Scriptures, and talking with Ruth and

members of our Team and board (as well as with some

others) about the task before us. We knew that millions of

Christians around the world were already praying for the

meetings in New York, and this gave me a deep sense of

peace in spite of the uncertainties we faced.

“There are many of my friends who have predicted that

the New York Crusade could end in failure,” I wrote in my

diary. “From the human viewpoint and by human evaluation

it may be a flop. However, I am convinced in answer to the

prayers of millions that in the sight of God and by Heaven’s

evaluation it will be no failure. God will have His way.” Then

I added, “I have prayed more over this assignment and wept

more over the city of New York than any other city we have

ever been to. Now it is in God’s hands.”

The time to leave for New York was rapidly approaching.

Dorothy Kilgallen, a nationally syndicated gossip columnist

and television personality, had been asking for some time to

interview Ruth and me. Some thought she would be nice to

us in person and then do a hatchet job on us on paper, but

we invited her to Montreat anyway. She spent several days

in our home, interviewing us. Her series of articles surprised

everyone. They were some of the kindest and most

supportive we had ever received. The Hearst papers carried

her columns on us for five days in a row. “To Billy Graham,”

she wrote in the second one, “Heaven is a definite place,

like Chicago. He can’t point it out on the map, but he knows

it has pearly gates and streets of gold, and he is headed

there as surely as if the one-way ticket were crackling in his

pocket.”

The result of these and other articles was that our press

buildup in New York was growing even before we left home.

Before leaving—we would both be going to New York,

though leaving separately—Ruth and I took our last stroll to

see our four sheep and to lie on the grass, talking, quoting



Scripture, and praying together. What a wonderful

companion she has always been, so full of Scripture for

every occasion and event!

By the time I left on the train for New York on May 9, I felt

in the best physical and spiritual shape I had been in for a

long time.

On the way to New York, we stopped in Washington for a

meeting with President Eisenhower. As Grady and I sat

waiting in a reception room, a reporter from Newsweek

came over to tell us the magazine had originally planned to

have a cover story he had written that week on presidential

aide Sherman Adams, but—he noted with a wry smile—the

editors were setting it aside for a cover story on us and the

New York Crusade.

President Eisenhower greeted me with, “Hello there, my

friend,” and listened intently for half an hour to my

summary of the plans for the meetings in Madison Square

Garden. He said it would be a wonderful thing if people all

over the world could learn to love each other. I agreed,

stating my conviction that people had a capacity to love in

the fullest sense only when they opened their lives to

Christ’s love and transforming power. He heartily agreed. As

I was leaving, he called me back to have our photograph

taken together; that was, I think, one way he felt he could

indirectly endorse what we were doing. I also chatted briefly

with Vice President Nixon, who also indicated his support for

the meetings.

At four-thirty the next morning, Paul Maddox, Grady, and I

got up. Ruth was scheduled to be on the early train from

Asheville, and we were going to join her at Union Station.

Her train was delayed, however. By the time it arrived, Ruth

had been awake since two, reading her Bible and praying.

We both fell sound asleep until Paul Maddox brought some

toast and coffee to our compartment on the train. It tasted

wonderful—a bit of calm before the storm.



We arrived at New York’s Pennsylvania Station forty

minutes late. Roger Hull and other members of our

committee and staff, as well as about twenty-five

photographers, spotted us. I recalled President Truman’s

remark that photographers were the only people in the

world who could order him around.

As we made our way through the station, many people

waved. One man shouted, “God bless you, Billy!” Another

man grabbed me and whispered in my ear, “We sure need

you!” Still another said, “I’m a Catholic, but we’re backing

you.” These greetings all encouraged me, especially in light

of New York’s reputation (undeserved, we decided by

Crusade’s end) as a cold, unfriendly city.

When we finally arrived at the New Yorker hotel, where I

would stay for the whole Crusade, we found a score of

reporters patiently waiting for us. “There is a notable

difference in the press from what it used to be,” Ruth wrote

in her diary. “They are more respectful, friendlier. It may not

last or it may—but thank God for it, while it does.”

That evening I went to be interviewed by Walter Cronkite

for his CBS television news show, recorded for broadcast the

following night. He was an amiable host, and we had a great

time, sitting together in a room overlooking Times Square.

He asked the kind of leading questions I love to answer,

about our work, our objectives, the message we preached,

and what we had to offer New York.

The news staff then screened some film clips that they

had taken around Times Square and Broadway, and Walter

asked me to comment on them. I observed that thousands

of frustrated and bewildered people there who were

searching for reality, could find it if they would give their

lives to Christ.

On the way back to the hotel afterward, we were joined by

David Zing, a writer for Look magazine, and his

photographer. We had a hot dog together in a little place

along Times Square.



I saw every media setup as a welcome chance to get out

the Gospel, but we certainly could not engineer those

opportunities ourselves. We had no advance agents or press

corps in our organization. Betty Lowry single-handedly ran

the Crusade “press room,” if it could be called that, and

provided coffee for all visitors. In New York, I stayed on my

knees about the media more than about any other single

thing, including my sermons. Far more people would read

the newspaper and magazine stories than would hear me

preach in person. My prayer was that the Holy Spirit would

guard our statements to the press and use the coverage to

glorify Christ.

First thing I did the next morning, Sunday, after Ruth and I

had breakfast, was to make two radio broadcasts: one was a

tape to be flown out to a group of ministers in Los Angeles

for their Tuesday meeting, describing to them the New York

Crusade pros-pects; the other, an interview for a network of

about 250 stations in the Midwest. After the taping, Lorne

Sanny, Mel Dibble, Ruth, and I went to church at Calvary

Baptist on West Fifty-seventh Street, across from Carnegie

Hall, to hear John Wimbish preach.

That night, with some hesitancy, I went to appear on The

Steve Allen Show. Did I have any business appearing on an

entertainment variety program? Well, 40 million people

might be watching on NBC-TV. I went on with the other

guests: singer Pearl Bailey, actor Dean Jones, and actress

Tallulah Bankhead.

Miss Bankhead startled me when she grabbed my hand.

“I’ve been looking forward to meeting you for a long time,”

she said. She was extremely warm and cordial, urging Ruth

and me to come over to her apartment for tea. She planned

to attend as many of the meetings as possible, she said—

and definitely on “opening night.” That term made it sound

as if we were one of the theatrical attractions in town.

Pearl Bailey said the same thing when she shook hands,

mentioning that her father was a minister, that God was her



agent, and that she believed in prayer and the Bible. As I

talked, I sensed that many of these people were looking for

some deeper meaning in life.

Then, amid all the celebrities, someone squeezed my arm.

“God bless you,” said an anonymous floor director. “I’m a

Christian too. See you Wednesday night.”

As on the previous night, we were joined after the show by

a couple of men from Life magazine—writer Dick Billings

and photographer Cornell Capa, who talked about taking his

now-famous photographs a year earlier in Ecuador following

the martyrdom of five American missionaries by Stone Age

tribesmen. They took me for a walk, this time along Times

Square, and we enjoyed some more hot dogs.

The next two days were almost nonstop media

appearances. First was the Bill Leonard show, Eye on New

York, for which we made five programs in succession to use

each day that week. At eleven that morning, I was on ABC-

TV with John Cameron Swayze. At two that afternoon, it was

interview time with New York Mirror columnist Sidney Fields.

Even when the Crusade executive committee met at four-

thirty in the afternoon, photographers from Look, Life, and

Ebony magazines were snapping pictures.

Tuesday matched Monday, starting with a forty-five-

minute radio show with Martha Deane, sponsored by the

New York Times on station WOR. At noon Ruth and I arrived

at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel to be interviewed by Tex and

Jinx McCrary on their coast-to-coast NBC television show;

they actually allowed me to preach a short message at the

end.

One of the people we faced in our first days in the city was

a beautiful Indian woman journalist who asked Ruth why I

didn’t stay in the South and straighten out the race

problem. Assuring her the problem was universal, Ruth had

to bite her tongue to keep from asking what the journalist

was doing about the caste system in her homeland.



The media attention was hard for Ruth, since she is such a

private person. All the focus in New York, she said, made her

feel like a beetle under a stone as the stone was removed.

“And behind it all,” she wrote, “lurking in the background, is

that fear that somewhere in this avalanche of publicity we

will stumble and disgrace Him.” Even five months before the

Crusade, she wrote of the stress: “It’s silly to bewail this

publicity. It may be a cross. It may be an opportunity. It may

be both. Our hearts’ deepest desire is that in it all, He may

be glorified and accomplish His purpose.”

Nevertheless, we both realized the importance of the

media and had learned to live with it. In my diary I wrote, “It

is strange how one has gotten used to publicity. I used to so

terribly resent the invasion of our privacy; now we have

learned to live with it and have dedicated it many times to

the Lord. I realize that the same press that has made us

known could ruin us overnight.”

On Tuesday night, after a dedication service for the Team

and Crusade workers at the Garden, I intended to visit as

many of the all-night prayer meetings as possible, but

because I was so fatigued, I decided to go back to the hotel.

In came Billings and Capa again, wanting more pictures for

the next week’s Life magazine story. So out we went, and

they snapped pictures while I walked up Broadway in the

rain. Twenty-four blocks later, we were at Calvary Baptist

Church again. There, among other journalists, was a

photographer from Match magazine who had flown over

from Paris to cover the Crusade. There were also reporters

from Sweden, Holland, and Australia. I described the walk in

my diary that night: “I never dreamed that the day would

come when a preacher could walk, in non-clerical clothes,

down any street in New York and be recognized. This can

only be of God. The responsibility is so overwhelming that I

can hardly relax. My heart is in agony continually lest I make

one false step that would bring any disrepute to Christ.”



Wednesday, with our scheduled opening of the Crusade

that evening, offered no letup. After Ruth and I had

breakfast and devotions together in our room, George

Wilson came by to get me to NBC-TV for an appearance with

Dave Garroway. When I walked into the studio, another

guest met me—actress Gloria Swanson. We had about a

half-hour of intense discussion, and she promised to come

to the meetings. When it was time for the taping, my old

friend Dave Garroway asked clear questions that led to the

Gospel. Outside the studios, I made another television

program for NBC.

When we went down the steps into the old Madison

Square Garden arena, news photographers’ flashbulbs were

popping all around us. My heart kept saying, over and over,

“O God, let it be to Thy glory. Let there be no self.”

That first meeting will always remain in my memory as

one of the highlights of our ministry. As nearly as I could see

against the spotlights, the 19,500-seat arena was filled. Cliff

had done a splendid job of training the 1,500-voice choir,

and Bev was in top form, singing one of our favorite hymns,

“How Great Thou Art”; he later calculated that he sang it

ninety-nine times during the Crusade. Bev was halfway

through another song to the crowd jammed into Madison

Square Garden when he suddenly realized it was perhaps a

bit inappropriate for the setting; he was singing, “I Come to

the Garden Alone.”

“We have not come to put on a show or an

entertainment,” I said as I greeted the audience. “We

believe that there are many people here tonight who have

hungry hearts. All your life you’ve been searching for peace

and joy, happiness, forgiveness. I want to tell you, before

you leave Madison Square Garden this night of May 15, you

can find everything that you have been searching for, in

Christ. He can bring that inward, deepest peace to your

soul. He can forgive every sin you’ve ever committed. . . .

Forget me as the speaker. Listen only to the message that



God would have you to retain from what is to be said

tonight.”

I then spoke on God’s call to repentance and faith as

recorded in the first chapter of Isaiah. At the Invitation, 704

people came forward.

The first man was Jack Lewis, whom Jerry and I had met on

board a ship returning from the Orient to Honolulu a year

before. Jack was a prominent businessman from a Jewish

background whose exuberance over his newfound faith

delighted the whole Team in the following weeks. With him

that night was a young German-born scholar named Henry

Kissinger, who returned several times to the meetings over

the course of the summer.

As I sat in our room late that night, after a glorious first

meeting at the Garden, I barely had the energy to write in

my diary. I penned just a brief entry: “When have we seen

such opportunities in our generation? It should cause all

Christians to rejoice. It has greatly humbled me. The press

today has been remarkable. Almost every paper with front-

page stories of the plans and programs for tonight.”

My adrenaline was flowing overtime, but I was fatigued.

Ruth could see that. “I don’t know when I’ve seen him so

tired,” she wrote in her diary after the first meeting. “He has

had too tight a schedule.”

When I entered the Garden that first night, almost the first

thing I saw was 300 members of the press and several

newsreel cameras in operation. I knew that the message I

was about to give would be carried to the world.

The next morning, the New York Times devoted three

pages to the opening service, reprinting my sermon word for

word. Most of the other five daily papers gave extensive

coverage as well, and most of their columnists wrote about

the meeting. Dr. Bonnell said he had never seen anything

like it during his twenty-three years in New York City.

The Journal-American ran a cartoon on its editorial page

depicting a boxing ring at the Garden (which was indeed a



perennial venue for world-championship bouts). The cartoon

had the Devil seated in one corner—beaten, disheveled, and

discouraged. To rouse him, his handlers were giving him a

bottle of whiskey labeled “Old Nick.” Me they represented as

a big, strong, muscular prizefighter—what a stretch of the

imagination that was!—having won the first round. The

accompanying column on the front page said, “And tonight

he waits for Satan’s backlash.”

Momentum continued to build during the next few days.

Attendance dipped the second night to around 14,000; it

almost invariably did in any Crusade, but this was higher by

several thousand than the second night in London. We were

encouraged by this. By the end of the week, however, the

arena was jammed nightly, and hundreds were being turned

away. As crowds grew, in addition to the main service inside

I began to preach to the crowds that waited patiently

outside on Forty-ninth Street and Eighth Avenue, which

became a common occurrence during the course of the

Crusade. Some nights as many as 8,000 gathered outside,

so we had a small platform built from which Bev could sing

and I could preach. Newspaper coverage likewise continued

to be favorable; extended news reports and excerpts from

the sermons were carried by most papers and wire services

throughout the city and abroad. The New York Herald

Tribune allowed me space on the front page every day to

write anything I wanted.

The Associated Press had planned to send out two stories

a day during the entire Crusade. George Cornell, along with

an assistant, had been assigned to cover it. One night he

put his pen down and came forward himself. His executive

editor then told him he was making a change in Cornell’s

assignment. “You’ve become too close to it and can’t write

objectively,” the editor claimed.

I wrote to some editor friends of mine, saying I was sure

that if they got people to request coverage, the Associated

Press would provide it. And that’s exactly what happened.



Normally, we did not hold Crusade meetings on Sundays,

but in New York we made an exception; one reason was that

very few churches had Sunday evening services. After some

weeks with a Crusade meeting each night, we had to give

our Team members some rest. We decided not to have

services on Mondays from then on.

The first Sunday evening—the fifth day of the Crusade—an

estimated 21,000 people jammed the huge arena (1,500

more than the stated capacity); that encouraged us greatly.

That afternoon Mayor Robert Wagner had put Erling Olsen

(of the Crusade committee) and me into a convertible and

driven us to Brooklyn for the annual Norwegian

Independence Day festival, where we found people of

Norwegian descent wearing their colorful national costumes.

Some 40,000 filled Leif Eriksson Square as I spoke to them,

with hundreds raising their hands to indicate their desire to

commit their lives to Jesus Christ. This was the first of

several mass rallies we held around the city; that included

one noontime meeting with an estimated 30,000 on Wall

Street (a meeting that completely blocked traffic) and

several open-air services in Harlem that attracted many

thousands.

Our goal was to reach out to as many people as possible in

all kinds of situations—many of whom would never come to

one of our Crusade meetings.

Howard Jones, a gifted black pastor from Cleveland who

joined our Team about that time, also held dozens of

meetings throughout the metropolitan area. When one

detractor claimed that very few blacks were attending the

Crusade services, Dan Potter had a very careful survey

made; he discovered that the proportion was almost

identical to the city’s demographics. At the same time, we

wanted to do more to encourage black participation.

One night civil rights leader Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.,

whom I was pleased to count a friend, gave an eloquent



opening prayer at the service; he also came at my invitation

to one of our Team retreats during the Crusade to help us

understand the racial situation in America more fully.

We also held a special service in Madison Square Garden

one Saturday afternoon for Spanish-speaking people, the

first time I had spoken through an interpreter in the United

States. At each service, Willis Haymaker arranged special

sections for the handicapped— the blind, the deaf, and

those in wheelchairs. Willis’s warmth, prayers, and depth of

spirituality contributed as much as anything else to our

effectiveness in New York.

Most days began to follow a routine pattern. Charlie or

Cliff usually appeared at my hotel room or talked on the

telephone with me early to go over the day’s schedule. I

often spoke three or four times a day in addition to the

Crusade service in the evening—perhaps a luncheon with

business leaders, a visit to a university, a meeting at the

United Nations, a gathering in someone’s home designed to

reach out to neighbors or friends with the Gospel, a tour of

the Bowery, with its tragic clusters of men whose lives had

been wrecked by alcohol. Since New York also hosted scores

of conventions, I often was invited to speak to them.

Opportunities seemed limitless, and our Team—augmented

by a number of well-known ministers, including Paul Rees,

Tom Allan, and Samuel Shoemaker—spoke in almost every

kind of situation. Some of our Team, Grady especially,

seemed to be going all the time.

One day Ruth and I attended a Father’s Day luncheon at

the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, where I was honored as Father of

the Year in the field of religion. I had the opportunity to meet

Mickey Mantle, the great baseball player. I sat down beside

him, and we got to know each other for the first time.

Another day we had lunch with Dr. Norman Vincent Peale

and his wife, Ruth; his preaching on “the power of positive

thinking” had made him familiar to millions. Mrs. Peale did a

magnificent job heading up the women’s prayer groups for



the Crusade, and Dr. Peale was warmly supportive of the

meetings. Although our emphasis in preaching differed, I

found him a deeply committed believer with a genuine

concern that men and women give their lives to Christ.

Another memorable luncheon took place about ten days

into the Crusade, at the Long Island estate of Jane Pickens

Langley, a leading socialite whose husband had been

president of the New York Stock Exchange. Investment

banker E. F. Hutton sent his chauffeured limousine to get

Ruth and me, along with my sister Jean and her husband,

Leighton Ford, whom she married in 1953. Mrs. Langley had

about 50 guests for lunch; an additional 150 joined us

afterward for a meeting on the spacious lawn. The house

itself was a well-maintained early-American structure. Ruth,

who loves antiques and old architecture, wrote in her diary,

“A place like that makes me right weak in the knees.” The

gathering was a veritable Who’s Who of New York society,

with familiar names such as Vanderbilt, Whitney, Paley, and

Cushing sprinkled among the guests. We ate outside, then

adjourned to the area on the lawn where chairs had been

set up for the guests.

I had not realized until we arrived that I was expected to

speak, but at the appropriate moment I took about twenty-

five minutes to explain what an evangelist was and why we

had accepted the invitation to come to New York. I then

spoke on the meaning of the Gospel and answered

questions for over half an hour on everything from the

Crusade’s finances to the meaning of Christ as the way of

salvation. Two people came up afterward to say they had

already gone forward at the Madison Square Garden

meetings. One of those was Eleanor Searle Whitney, whose

exuberant personality, vibrant testimony to faith in Christ,

and unforgettable hats made her a favorite of our Team.

That same night, a Saturday, we broke our usual pattern;

the meeting was scheduled for Forest Hills Tennis Stadium,

in the borough of Queens. I went over there straight from



the Langleys, but as the meeting began, we realized that

the stadium was directly under the flight path for planes

landing at LaGuardia Airport. Erling Olsen immediately

called the control tower, and by the time I got up to preach,

the flight path had been shifted enough to enable us to be

heard.

Almost without exception, however, I refused to take

engagements in the afternoon, often lying propped up in

bed, concentrating on the evening sermon and preparing

myself spiritually for the challenge of preaching. In fact, it

has almost always been my custom during Crusades to lie

down for a couple of hours before each meeting to rest,

think, and pray. About an hour before I am to leave I have a

sandwich and usually a cup of tea. Those who have not

spoken or preached to any great extent may not realize how

demanding and exhausting speaking can be, physically,

emotionally, and spiritually. Many nights in New York I would

leave the podium drenched in perspiration and be barely

able to undress when I got back to my hotel room. My

resolve to keep a daily diary flagged; the last two entries

were two weeks apart; and then I finally gave up.

Shortly after the Crusade started, our Methodist associate

evangelist from England, Joe Blinco, and other Team

members took responsibility for speaking to the people in

the counseling room, where inquirers were directed after the

Invitation. Normally, I liked to meet with the inquirers, but I

already could sense that I was going to have to guard my

physical strength.

In some ways, the most important outcome of those first

weeks in Madison Square Garden was our decision to

broadcast the Sat-urday night service live across the nation

over the ABC television network. My old friend Charles

Crutchfield from Charlotte, who managed a television

station there, urged us to consider the idea. Leonard

Goldenson of ABC, who had helped us several years before

with The Hour of Decision, agreed to carry the program for



four weeks in June, until the scheduled end of the Crusade

on June 30.

The cost seemed astronomical—$50,000 per week—but

we sensed that God was leading us to step out in faith,

trusting Him for contributions to cover the expense. The

New York committee was doubtful about the experiment;

but I called my friend J. Howard Pew, and he agreed (albeit

reluctantly) to underwrite up to half the amount if it became

necessary; and we signed the contract.

This wasn’t our first experiment with television in

connection with the New York Crusade; and in that

connection, the name Mel Dibble comes up. He had a

national variety program emanating every Saturday night

from Cincinnati. His mother had been a wonderful Bible

teacher.

Once when I spoke in Cincinnati, Mel and his wife, Ruth,

were brought by a friend to the meeting, which was already

full. As they turned to leave, a stage door opened and

someone recognized Mel, calling him by his stage name, Mel

Martin. He invited the group in and seated Mel on the

platform behind Dr. Donald Grey Barnhouse, much to Mel’s

embarrassment. At the conclusion of the meeting, Dr.

Barnhouse challenged Mel on his commitment, but Mel said

he needed to leave immediately.

Dr. Barnhouse persisted, convincing Mel and his wife to

stop by our hotel. By the time the three of them got there,

Grady and I were already dressed for bed. We talked,

though, and Mel came under conviction—but then said he

needed to leave. I challenged him further: “God loves you

and has a purpose and plan for your life, but you must

surrender your life to Him.”

In response Mel did surrender his life to Christ. Dr.

Barnhouse, an extremely conservative man, became so

emotional that he grabbed Mel and hugged him. Mel ended

up in excruciating pain. The fountain pen in his pocket was

being crushed into his ribs!



During the New York Crusade, Mel hosted a daily fifteen-

minute, late-night television program with other Team

members in the New York area, and listeners were invited to

call in at the close of each telecast. We had thirteen or

fourteen telephone lines set aside for counseling, and calls

routinely came in until two or three o’clock in the morning;

indeed, Team members often stayed up all night taking calls

following those telecasts. In the first two weeks of the

Crusade, Cliff Barrows announced on The Hour of Decision

that one hundred and fifty people had indicated they were

committing their lives to Christ through the telephone

counseling.

“We know we cannot solve all of life’s problems in one

phone call,” Betty Lowry told the Journal-American a week

into the Cru-sade, “but we do know of cases where we’ve

been able to help.”

Cliff was a whirlwind of activity, not only leading the choir

every night and acting as the Crusade’s genial and

enthusiastic master of ceremonies, but also overseeing

many of the special projects and programs we were doing,

including The Hour of Decision.

On Saturday, June 1, we aired our first ABC telecast. We

were up against two of the most popular programs on

television, The Perry Como Show and The Jackie Gleason

Show. Network officials were surprised when the Trendex

ratings came in a few days later; the Herald Tribune said the

program “provided the ABC network with its highest rating

to date for the time period opposing the Como and Gleason

shows.” It then quoted an ABC executive as saying that “the

rating means that approximately 6.5 million viewers

watched Dr. Graham, enough to fill Madison Square Garden

to capacity every day for a whole year.”

Response from viewers was quick in coming. “We’re still

averaging over 10,000 letters a day,” I wrote to Dr. Bonnell

in July, after the telecasts had been going for several weeks.

“Many of them are from ministers testifying that new people



are turning up at their churches and that attendance for July

is higher than at any [previous] time.”

Furthermore, although we spoke only briefly on the air

about our need for money to continue the broadcasts,

contributions from the very first more than covered the

costs.

Altogether we had fourteen live telecasts during the

summer as the Crusade was extended, with some 35,000

favorable letters the first week alone, many of them from

people who had made a decision for Christ right in their own

homes.

“I have begun to feel that perhaps we are holding the

Madison Square Garden meetings almost entirely so we

could have this telecast,” I wrote in my diary a few days

after the first one. “Madison Square Garden is a world-

renowned stage from which to speak to America.”

The Crusade initially had been scheduled to end on June

30, but with the meetings running at capacity (or beyond)

almost every night, the Crusade committee quickly decided

to extend it by three weeks, with a closing rally planned for

Yankee Stadium on July 20. From my standpoint, the

decision to extend wasn’t so easy; by the end of those first

six weeks, I was already physically depleted.

I also had run out of sermons and was having to prepare a

new one every day. Some nights during those later weeks, I

sat on the platform and prayed silently, “O God, You have to

do it. I can’t do it. I just can’t do it.” And yet when I stood

up, all of a sudden the words would begin to come—God

giving strength and spiritual power in a way that could not

be explained in human terms.

The final service in Yankee Stadium on July 20 was truly

unforgettable. The stadium was jammed with a record

crowd of 100,000 people, with another 20,000 outside who

could not get in. The heat was fierce—93 degrees outside

and 105 degrees on the platform—and how anyone

(including me) managed to concentrate is still beyond my



imagination. Vice President Nixon came and sat on the

platform with us, extending greetings to the audience from

Pres-ident Eisenhower. That was the first time a national

political leader of his prominence had attended one of our

Crusades.

At that point we faced the decision whether or not to

extend the services yet again. A few committee members

thought we should not continue. Yankee Stadium was a

fitting end, they felt, and anything else would seem like an

anticlimax. Noting that hundreds were still coming forward,

Dan Potter said to Charlie Riggs, “How can we stop when a

new church is being born into the kingdom of God every

night?”

“The main points against continuing concern the climax

and dangers to our reputations,” I told the committee.

“Pentecost was a great climactic experience, but the

followers of Jesus didn’t stop until they were thrown out of

the city. Calvary was the greatest climax in our history, but

the Lord didn’t stop there. As far as our reputations are

concerned, that should not be a vital point. Christ made

Himself of no reputation.” After much prayer, the committee

voted to continue.

“I, too, had certain doubts about continuing . . . but in my

period of prayer I could not get any peace about closing

even though I am sure the crowds are going to drop off . . .

dramatically,” I wrote to George Champion a few days later.

“Yet for some unknown and mysterious reason I believe the

Lord would have us carry on.”

I was not an accurate prophet, as it turned out; crowds in

the Garden continued almost without interruption. When the

next deadline approached, the committee had little trouble

in deciding to extend the Crusade for as long as Madison

Square Garden was available; that was until the Labor Day

weekend.

So many people were coming forward that we found we

were not equipped to process the number of decision cards



we were getting. A former Air Force colonel, Bob Root, was

called in to reorganize the effort, using mainly volunteers

after every service. His efficiency set the pattern for all our

Crusades in the future.

An event this size had its own share of problems—some

sad, some humorous.

Once during the early weeks, we had to warn in the press

against phony “Crusade workers” who were going door to

door in a couple of areas of the city to solicit funds for the

Crusade. (We have never raised money in any Crusade by

that method, relying instead on the local finance committee

to raise the necessary funds.)

Several hours before the service was to begin on another

night, a janitor found a note claiming that a bomb had been

planted inside the Garden. The police were called

immediately, but they found no bomb.

One night burglars broke into the Crusade office and stole

about $2,000—a first in our Crusade experience, and one

that we would rather have bypassed.

On another evening, a drunk began ranting during the

service. Grady and Leighton Ford were dispatched to ease

him out, but in order to reach him, they had to go out onto a

fire escape high above the streets; once they did, they

found themselves locked out. An usher finally responded to

their banging and let them back in. Now within reach of the

poor inebriate, they convinced him to leave. But when

Grady and Leighton came back inside, another man with a

rather wild-eyed look was standing in the aisle with a dozen

Bibles in his hands, telling them that God had told him to

preach that night instead of Billy Graham. Eventually, they

persuaded him that he had it wrong; perhaps, they

suggested, he was supposed to preach the next night. He

left satisfied and apparently never returned.

The closing event for the New York Crusade was a massive

rally in Times Square on Sunday evening, September 1.

Police blocked off all the surrounding streets, increasing the



space available to listeners. I had not prepared a sermon, so

I took what I saw on the Broadway theater marquees and

applied the words to the Gospel.

The crowd was tremendous. The first estimate sent out

over the wire was 200,000 people. Radio commentator Paul

Harvey put that same figure out over the air. When I got

back to my hotel, I called a good friend of mine at one of the

newspapers to ask what he thought the figure was. More

like 75,000, he said, and I responded that that seemed

about right. Life magazine, whose photographers took

pictures of the crowd from a number of vantage points,

counted the people in their photographs and came up with

60,000; but they admitted later that they had missed one

crowded street entirely.

Whatever the exact figure, it was a fitting end to the

longest Crusade we would ever hold. Altogether, more than

2 million people attended the Crusade meetings and other

events during the sixteen weeks we were in New York, with

more than 61,000 inquirers (in addition to the 35,000 who

wrote to us indicating a decision as a result of the telecasts).

A million and a half letters flooded our Minneapolis office in

response to the television broadcasts alone—an influx so

great that George Wilson had to expand our staff and

equipment rapidly.

What was accomplished?

On the surface, of course, the mammoth city of New York

seemed unchanged, as I was the first to admit to the press.

But beneath that surface, many people had been touched

by the message of the Cross, and any evaluation had to

begin with the countless lives that were changed by an

encounter with the living Christ. The stories of dramatic

conversions were virtually endless.

One night a plainly dressed woman stood in the inquiry

room with tears running down her cheeks as she asked

Christ to come into her life. When her counselor asked if

there was anything else she wanted to share, she replied



that she was very afraid of her son. “He drinks a lot,” she

said, “and I’m afraid he may beat me when he finds out I’ve

become a Christian.” Before the counselor could speak, a

voice nearby called out, “It’s okay, Mom. I’m here too.”

One evening, among the hundreds coming forward were a

priest and a prostitute.

Another night a man from Little Rock, Arkansas, named

Jimmy Karam came to Christ. His picture had been in Life

magazine because of his active opposition to the civil rights

movement, but his life was changed as Christ’s love

replaced the anger in his heart.

The wife of a French diplomat wrote us after coming

forward: “The joy, the thrill of Christ. I just didn’t know you

could be so happy.”

A wealthy man accepted Christ and began bringing

anywhere from 20 to 40 guests a night to the meetings,

even buying them dinner at a restaurant beforehand.

The Wall Street Journal reported that Bible sales were up

dramatically in New York City during the Crusade. It also

noted that the owner of a bar near Madison Square Garden

had sent four of his bartenders on their vacations early

because his business had declined so much.

Presbyterian seminary student Lane Adams had been a

professional night-club entertainer before his conversion; we

recruited him to work specifically with those in the

performing arts in New York. Many came to Christ as a

result, and a group calling themselves the New York

Christian Arts Fellowship was formed, with famed opera

singer Jerome Hines as president. One actor who came

forward turned down a Hollywood movie contract so he

could stay in New York and take his friends to the meetings.

Black actress and singer Ethel Waters slipped into the

meeting and rededicated herself to Christ one night. When

Cliff learned she was in the audience, he asked her if she

would be willing to do a solo, which she did. She then joined

the choir. As Ethel often related afterward, because of her



generous size, they had to remove the armrest between two

seats to accommodate her. She sat anonymously in their

midst night after night for the rest of the Crusade. She later

became a fixture in many of our Crusades, singing a song

that touched the hearts of millions: “His Eye Is on the

Sparrow.”

Even after the Crusade ended, we heard reports of people

who continued to come to Christ. Sometimes seed that is

sown takes a long time to grow.

One man we heard about attended a Madison Square

Garden meeting but left unmoved. Some weeks later, he

attended a rodeo in the same arena. As he was sitting there,

the Holy Spirit brought to his mind the Crusade service, and

in the middle of the rodeo he silently bowed his head and

gave his life to Christ.

God worked in other ways also. Seminary student Michael

Cassidy from South Africa stood in the inquiry room in the

Garden almost overwhelmed by what he was witnessing.

Could this happen elsewhere? he asked himself, and sensed

God answering yes. A few years later, after graduating from

Fuller Theological Seminary, Michael founded an

organization called African Enterprise to reach Africa for

Christ, and he has been greatly used as an evangelist

himself.

At the same time, the New York Crusade pointed up a

bottleneck in our work. Sadly, many of the churches failed

to reach out to new converts and help them in their

newfound faith. Some months later, Robert Ferm—who with

his wife, Lois, ably assisted me for many years in research

and contacts with pastors—spent a month in New York

interviewing pastors and inquirers. He found that at least 75

percent of the converts had received no personal contact

from a church—nothing more than a letter or phone call, if

that. And yet remarkably, the majority of them were still

continuing in their faith.



Dan Potter remarked that he almost never visited a New

York church during the next five years without having

people come up and tell him of their conversion during the

Crusade. In our future Crusades, we continued to work

diligently on follow-up, especially seeking ways to

encourage and train churches to seize the opportunities and

challenges of new converts.

New York also had an unforeseen impact on our own

ministry. Through the medium of television, an estimated 96

million people had seen at least one of the meetings from

Madison Square Garden. That experience showed us that

God was opening the door to a new medium for the

furtherance of the Gospel. The televised meetings also

resulted in a flood of invitations to other major cities under

broad sponsorship, including Chicago.

The meetings had an impact on me personally as well. I

now knew that no city and no area—no matter how difficult

on the surface—was entirely closed to the Gospel message

through so-called mass evangelism. But New York also took

a toll on me physically. I left drained; I had lost twenty or

more pounds. I have said in later years that something went

out of me physically in the New York Crusade that I never

fully recovered. Never again would we attempt anything as

extensive in length.

My exhaustion was caused not just by the intensive

schedule. A doctor who was also an evangelist once told me

that the hardest work a person can do is preach an

evangelistic sermon. Whether that is true or not, I don’t

know. What I do know is that evangelistic preaching is

physically and emotionally draining. One reason it is

draining for me is that I am constantly driving for

commitment. Another reason is that speaking of matters

with eternal consequences is a great responsibility, and I am

always afraid I won’t make the message clear or will say

something that is misleading.



From the moment I stand up to speak to a crowd, I am

thinking about that person whose life is being crushed by

heartache or alcohol or family problems, and I want to make

the hope of the Gospel as clear as possible to him or her.

Sometimes I pick out someone in the audience who seems

to be especially burdened and preach directly to that

person. Preaching also involves us in a spiritual battle with

the forces of evil. I am always deeply conscious that I am

absolutely helpless and that only the Holy Spirit can

penetrate the minds and hearts of those who are without

Christ. When I am speaking from the Bible, I know there is

also another voice speaking to the people, and that is the

voice of the Holy Spirit. I am reminded often of Jesus’

parable of the seed and the sower (see Mark 4:1–20),

knowing that all I am doing is sowing seed. It is God—and

only God—who can make that seed bear fruit.

We returned to New York several times after that 1957

Crusade. Our 1970 Crusade in Shea Stadium particularly

reached areas outside Manhattan. A series of meetings on

Long Island and at the Meadowlands (across the river in

New Jersey) in 1990 and 1991 brought large numbers of

people from the city itself, as well as from surrounding

metropolitan areas. In 1991 a one-day rally in Central Park

drew a quarter of a million people together to hear the

Gospel—the largest audience we ever addressed in North

America. On the bus going back to the hotel after Central

Park, one of my grandchildren noticed vendors on the

sidewalk selling T-shirts saying, “Billy Blessed Us.” I trust

this was true; but if so, it was solely because of God’s grace.
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To Earth’s Ends
Australia 1959, Africa and the Middle East 1960

 

As the people at the 1957 Crusade in New York poured down

toward the front to make commitments, I prayed two things

over and over.

First, “Lord, help these people to receive You in answer to

the prayers of the people—and do not let me get any

credit.”

Second, “I am willing to take any kind of tiredness,

disease, or whatever it is, for this one night, for you to win

these people.”

As the end of the Crusade came, I wondered if I would

ever be up to holding another full-scale Crusade.

But news of the Crusade’s impact spurred the prayers and

sharpened the hopes of Christians elsewhere. Even before

the New York Crusade ended, invitations from cities in this

country and abroad passed the one hundred mark. All we

could do was pray that God would give us the strength and

the wisdom to discern His will.

AUSTRALIA

One invitation in particular captured my interest. For some

reason I could not fully understand, although I believed it

was the leading of the Holy Spirit, I had developed an

overwhelming burden to visit the distant continent of

Australia.

During our London Crusade in 1954, I had become

particularly aware of Australia’s spiritual needs, in part

through the contact we had there with some church leaders



from Australia. Then, in late 1955, an Australian

Presbyterian evangelist, Harold Whitney, met with us during

our meetings in Ocean Grove, New Jersey; afterward he

traveled to England and Scotland to evaluate the impact of

our Crusades there. On his return, he wrote a book urging

his fellow Australian churchmen to invite us as part of a Tell

Australia movement, to be patterned after the Tell Scotland

Campaign.

Most influential in my thinking, however, was the strong

support of the Anglican Archbishop of Sydney, Howard

Mowll, whom I first met during the meetings of the World

Council of Churches in Evanston, Illinois, in 1954, where I

was an observer. He was unquestionably one of the finest

Christian leaders I have ever known, enormously respected

in Australia by all denominations; regrettably, he passed

away shortly before our 1959 meetings began. Archbishop

Mowll spearheaded the preliminary invitation from a broad

cross section of clergy in 1955, then followed it up with a

strong personal letter in July 1957, during our New York

meetings. In response, I asked Jerry Beavan, although he

had left our full-time Team, to travel to Australia and New

Zealand to assess the situation.

Jerry brought back a number of formal invitations, from

Mel-bourne, Sydney, Adelaide, Canberra, Perth, and

Brisbane—cities containing at least half of Australia’s

population; there were invitations from New Zealand as well.

His report spoke realistically of the possible barriers to

evangelism in that part of the world, but as we prayed and

studied the situation, we sensed God was leading us to

accept.

Accordingly, in May 1958, Jerry and Crusade associate Bill

Brown moved to Sydney to direct the Crusade preparations

there. Walter Smyth, a former Youth for Christ director in

Philadelphia who now headed our film distribution work,

moved to Melbourne after directing our San Francisco

Crusade in the early summer of 1958. Dates were set for



meetings in Australia and New Zealand from February

through June 1959. It would be the longest series of

meetings we had ever held outside the United States.

I knew it was going to be very difficult for me personally.

Ruth could not be with us for even part of the time, due to

the distances and our growing young family. Our fifth child,

Ned, had been born early in the previous year. His birth was

the only one I witnessed. The doctor allowed me into the

delivery room to hold Ruth’s hand and pray with her during

the birth. Of course, I had seen the birth of animals before,

but the birth of a child was a unique and moving experience

for me. When the doctor told me it was a boy, I prayed that

he would grow up to be a man of God. The thought of

leaving Ned and the other children for five or six months

was almost more than I could bear.

Cliff faced exactly the same situation. Because he and

Billie had committed themselves to this ministry, he was

willing to leave his family to go with me on that long trip;

but the separation was still wrenching.

The Australian preparations were unquestionably the most

thorough we had undertaken to date. We drew not only on

our experiences during the last decade but also on the

insights of the Australian committees and leaders. Never

before, for example, had we organized such a

comprehensive series of neighborhood prayer meetings—

5,000 in Sydney alone.

Committees were developed to deal with outreach to all

kinds of specialized groups, from doctors, trade unionists,

and university students to Australia’s Aborigine and New

Zealand’s Maori populations. Christians who were

professional social workers formed special counseling teams

to help those with difficult social or emotional problems.

Australia was just beginning to draw large numbers of

immigrants from non-English-speaking backgrounds. To

serve that new population, in each city we provided

translation via headphones for those who did not



understand English. Some services were also translated into

pidgin English and put on tapes that were carried into the

jungles of New Guinea.

The Australian clergy insisted on having special counselors

and counseling materials for children as well. Our

counseling directors, Charlie Riggs and Dan Piatt, were at

first slow to agree, what with all the other pressures on

them; but like most everything else we tried in Australia,

these materials became standard practice in our later

Crusades.

Of special significance was the system of telephone

landlines we developed to reach hundreds of far-flung towns

and outback settlements. About 650,000 people attended

the audio meetings served by those landlines, in everything

from churches and theaters to bunkhouses on vast cattle

ranches (or stations, as they are called in Australia); these

additional meetings resulted in 15,000 registered

commitments. The use of Operation Andrew and extensive

chartered bus reservations for groups also exceeded

anything we had ever done.

The major obstacle we faced in this Crusade was that to

the average Australian, I was little more than a vague name;

most knew nothing of our message or methods. To

overcome this in advance of the meetings, the local

committees asked us to blanket the nation with broadcasts

of The Hour of Decision. In addition, copies of our films—

especially the documentaries we had done in London and

New York—were shown all over the country.

One day shortly before leaving for Australia, Grady and I

were playing golf. He noticed that I kept missing the ball—

even more than usual, that is! I soon noticed something

distorted in my vision: when I looked at the ground, it

seemed to be wavy or ridged. Suddenly, I had a sharp pain

in my left eye and lost its peripheral vision. Doctors

diagnosed a rare but serious problem called angiospastic

edema of the macula, which they traced directly to strain



and overwork. Failure to rest until it healed, they warned,

could lead to permanent blindness.

As a result, we were forced to postpone the beginning of

the Australia visit by two weeks and to reschedule all the

dates as best we could. Through the generosity of a friend,

Grady and I went to a quiet spot in Hawaii, Hana on the

island of Maui, which was near the home of Charles

Lindbergh. Also staying there were Charles Laughton and his

actress wife, Elsa Lanchester, with whom we got

acquainted. We ate in the little dining room and enjoyed

sitting by ourselves on the black-sand beach. I was grateful

that Ruth was able to join me; and through the generosity of

another friend, Wilma Wilson was able to join Grady. It would

be four months before we would see our wives again.

Another bonus was that Dr. V. Raymond Edman—the

president of Wheaton College who had been such a

continuing encouragement to me—came over to Maui to

lead us in a series of Bible studies. I have never forgotten

the spiritual as well as physical refreshment of those days.

In spite of the change in plans, we sensed that God’s hand

was in the whole situation. Gradually, my vision improved,

although I still had only 30 percent vision in that left eye

when we landed in Australia. On the orders of my doctors, I

tried to restrict my schedule to the main meeting and only

one or two additional events a day.

Melbourne

 
Our first city was Melbourne. In spite of the enthusiasm of

the local committee, which was led by the dean of the

Anglican cathedral, Dr. Stuart Barton Babbage, Walter and

others on our staff were cautious. Because Melbourne was

known as a conservative, wealthy city with a tradition of

education and culture, Walter was afraid we would meet

with indifference or even opposition. A few years before,

another American evangelist had been forced to cut his



campaign short and leave the country because of active

opposition there.

After our first meeting on February 15, however, it was

obvious that the Melbourne committee had been correct.

That first night, both the indoor stadium we had rented and

an adjoining temporary annex were jammed to capacity.

Additional thousands were standing outside in the rain; after

the main service, I went out and spoke to them. As in New

York, preaching twice—once to the crowd inside, once to

those outside—became standard practice while we were in

that stadium.

I appreciated the blunt but cordial honesty of one well-

known Melbourne columnist, Eric Baume: “What is the

difference between Dr. Billy Graham and some of our local

hot-gospellers? He insults no one; he exhorts all; his heart of

wondrous sympathy beats in his face. And I, as an infidel,

but a convinced Theist, will not hear a word against him. . . .

I, personally, cannot accept all he preaches. But that does

not debar me from thanking him for coming to Australia.”

It was increasingly apparent that the indoor stadium, even

with the help of the annex, was inadequate. After five days,

we moved to the Sidney Myer Music Bowl, a beautiful

outdoor amphitheater set in a large park with a dramatic,

aluminum bandshell shaped something like a giant parasail

or kite. Tens of thousands of people could sit in the open air

on the sloping ground—and did, with attendance reaching

as high as 70,000.

During this time, we also went on television with a special

program Cliff directed, offering a phone-in number at the

end of the show for people desiring spiritual counseling. The

second night our meeting was telecast, 10,000 callers

overwhelmed the Melbourne exchange’s automated system,

with hundreds of those callers professing faith in Jesus

Christ. Offering phone counseling in conjunction with

television broadcasts later became a regular part of our

televised Crusades in the United States.



After some days, however, we were forced to move from

the Myer Music Bowl; it had already been committed to the

city’s annual Moomba Festival. The only facility available

was a rough open-air structure at the Agricultural

Showgrounds, located on the fringe of the city. Dr. Babbage

later picturesquely described it as “probably the least

suitable surroundings for the preaching of the Gospel that

could have been devised. . . . Amplified sound reverberated

like an echo machine around the straggling stands. Some

nights sulfurous smoke belching from the funnels of

shunting trains in the nearby saleyards blended with the

stench of adjoining abattoirs to form a misty pall that drifted

clingingly over the whole arena.” To add to the bleak

picture, Melbourne’s weather turned unseasonably cold,

with drenching rains flooding the area and turning the

ground into a quagmire.

And yet people continued to come—up to 25,000 a night.

When the four-week Crusade drew to a close, over half a

million had come to the Melbourne meetings, with 22,000

inquirers coming forward at the Invitation.

The final service was held in the Melbourne Cricket

Ground, a huge facility that had been expanded to a

capacity of 105,000 for the 1956 Olympic Games. Two hours

before we were scheduled to begin, I went up to the plush

area where the directors of the Cricket Ground had

gathered. When I asked for their projection, they predicted a

crowd of perhaps 50,000. Not long after that, the manager

of the grounds sent word that the place would be filled to

capacity. When every seat was filled, he had the gates

locked and sent word to the directors that thousands more

were clamoring to get in. The directors decided on the spot

to do something unprecedented; they opened the gates and

allowed the crowd to invade the sacred precincts of the

cricket pitch, on which only players were supposed to tread.

The final crowd estimate—143,750—not only broke the



record for the stadium but was also the largest audience I

had addressed up to that time.

Tasmania and New Zealand

 
Following the Melbourne meetings, we embarked on a series

of brief stops in Tasmania and New Zealand. In Hobart, the

capital of Tasmania, an electrical failure cut off the

floodlights and plunged the platform and much of the arena

into a faint dimness. The crowd could barely see the

platform, and I could sense them growing restless. When I

got up to preach, I tried talking to them about the delicious

Tasmanian apples that I had been enjoying. Still the

restlessness continued. At that point, a small boy walked up

the steps of the platform, paused to ask Bev a question,

then stepped forward and presented me with a fine, big

apple. His openness delighted the crowd, and from that

moment on I had their undivided attention.

In Wellington, on New Zealand’s North Island, I spoke at

the university. Among many other things, I touched on the

reality of Hell. After that meeting—in fact, it was shortly

before midnight, and Cliff and I, who were sharing adjoining

rooms, were almost ready for bed—we heard a loud knock

on our door. There stood one of the students, and he was

angry—very angry.

“What do you mean coming over here from America and

talking about Hell? I don’t believe in Hell, and you have no

right to come over here and talk about it!”

“Let me ask you a question,” I responded. “Suppose you

went to Auckland to catch a plane for Sydney. And suppose

they told you there was a 10 percent chance the plane

would not make it but was going to crash. Would you get

on?”

“No,” he replied, “I wouldn’t.”

“Well, what if there were only a 5 percent chance the

plane wasn’t going to make it? Would you get on then?”

“No, of course not.”



“Now suppose there’s only a 10 percent chance—or even

just a 5 percent chance—that Jesus was right and there is a

Hell. Do you think there’s at least a 5 percent chance that

He might have been right?”

“Well, yes, I suppose there is.”

“Then is it worth taking the risk and ignoring those odds?”

“No. No, it isn’t,” he admitted reluctantly.

“Then will you receive Christ and begin to follow Him?”

He paused for a moment. “No, I can’t, because I find that’s

not my problem. My real problem is that I don’t want to live

up to the standard that Jesus demands.” He thought his

problem was an intellectual one, but in reality, as with so

many other people, his problem was one of the will. Before

he left, Cliff and I prayed with him, but we never knew if he

ever came to Christ.

In Australia and New Zealand, we made use of our

associate evangelists more than ever before. In New

Zealand, for example, Grady preached in Auckland, the

country’s largest city, and found a very warm reception.

Leighton Ford, a highly effective evangelist as well as my

brother-in-law, spoke in Wellington to large crowds, in spite

of blustery weather. Christchurch, founded by the English on

South Island, responded equally well to Joe Blinco, who had

grown up in a non-Christian home in northern England and

had a real gift for communicating with people of all

backgrounds. These associates would preach for a week,

perhaps for two; then I would close the series with a final

meeting. They also spoke in schools, prisons, factories, and

dockyards—anyplace I was unable to include in my

schedule. Altogether, one-fifth of the nation’s population

attended a Crusade meeting.

Sydney

 
At Sydney University, I had a direct confrontation with the

Devil. As I talked to 4,000 students about the necessity of

faith, we all heard a sudden, loud bang and saw a puff of



white smoke. A figure appeared dressed in a flaming-red

costume, complete with horns and a tail. When he walked

up to me, I laughed and shook his hand. I took a small Bible

out of my pocket, and with one hand on the zealous

impersonator’s shoulder, I outlined the Gospel to him. After I

left the meeting, he told his fellow students that he still

didn’t believe in Jesus. The next day, the Sydney Daily

Mirror put a picture of us on the front page.

At the final meeting in Sydney, on May 10, the crowd of

150,000 broke attendance records for the Sydney

Showground and the adjoining Sydney Cricket Ground. In

addition, an estimated 1 million-plus people listened to that

service over radio and via landline broadcasts in homes,

churches, and halls all over Australia—in places with such

intriguing names as Bunbury, Manjimup, Pingelly, and

Wubin. But rather than confirming the popularity of the

visiting Team, interest indicated to me, as I told the people,

“absolute proof of Australia’s great spiritual hunger.”

That final meeting in Sydney was really two simultaneous

meetings. The setup at the Showground was duplicated at

the adjoining Cricket Ground—speakers’ dais, choir risers,

and so on—and both sites had a thousand-voice choir. Both

sessions began at three in the afternoon. Bev and other

program participants shuttled between the two places by

car; to preach to both audiences, I did the same. I was

expected to shorten my sermons under those

circumstances, but I’m not sure that I did. The results were

very encouraging. St. Stephen’s Presbyterian Church, for

example, received six hundred people to follow up.

Perth, Adelaide, and Brisbane

 
Perth was a continent away, in Western Australia. To

accommodate the swelling crowds in that city, seating at

the Claremont Show-grounds had to be supplemented by

more than a mile of planks laid across a thousand kerosene

cans, almost a thousand ammunition cases, and a thousand



gasoline drums. Grady had begun the Crusade, and I came

at the end. One night, at the Invitation, an archbishop

wanted to come forward. Grady suggested that such an

action might be confusing to his flock and counseled the

man personally.

At Adelaide, attendance held well above average

throughout the Crusade; Joe was particularly effective with

students at a meeting in the university’s Union Hall. At

Brisbane, Leighton addressed large audiences at the Milton

Tennis Courts on weeknights; I preached at the Exhibition

Ground for the closing weekend meetings, which were

carried by landline relays to seventy towns and cities in

Queensland.

It was in Adelaide that I met Rupert Murdoch for the first

time. He was virtually unknown outside Australia and was

just starting his career in publishing, but his quiet intensity

impressed me. We later became friends, and he has been

very supportive of our work through his publications in

many parts of the world.

By the end of our final Australian meeting, which was in

Brisbane in May, three and one-third million people had

attended the meetings in person (including the meetings led

by associates), and there had been 150,000 inquirers.

During our long time away, Cliff and I both missed our

families intensely. Billie sent Cliff a photograph of one of his

young daughters, but it didn’t help much since it showed

her sitting in the picture window of her home, crying for her

daddy.

Billie herself had her spirits buoyed when a friend sent her

a television set on which she could see a newscast of her

husband and me trekking about Australia. But before she

could turn it on, she had to climb up on the roof of their

home to erect the antenna!

We did have a bit of leisure time in the midst of our heavy

schedule. Lee Fisher and I played golf together frequently.

He was a jack of all trades, able to do many things well,



including play a number of musical instruments. He had

been an evangelist; but after the death of his wife, he took a

tour of the world, during which he did not live for the Lord.

When he got back, he developed a stutter, which he thought

was God’s judgment on him for his disobedience. He

married again and returned to the Lord. He had a great

sense of humor and even managed to improve my golf

game.

Once, between meetings, we decided to take advantage

of a day off. Cliff, Paul Maddox, Walter Smyth, and I drove to

a resort development called Surfers’ Paradise. Somewhere

along the road, we pulled up at a beautiful stretch of sandy

ocean beach. We were all alone, as far as the eye could see

—or so we thought. We had a time of prayer and Bible

reading. Then Cliff and I went swimming. We were enjoying

being pounded by the waves when all of a sudden we heard

Walter and Paul yelling, “Sharks! Get out—sharks!” We

looked out and saw fins coming toward us. Apparently, we

had not quite reached Surfers’ Paradise.

Religion became front-page news across Australia.

However, the real story of the Australian Crusade was

written in the lives of Australians who would never be the

same because of their encounter with Christ.

I heard about one man who was a safecracker, actively

involved with a gang planning a theft. He decided to come

to a meeting, and there he gave his life to Christ. Later he

and his counselor met with the gang to tell them what had

happened to him and explain why he would no longer be

part of their plans.

Another night I was preaching on the home. A divorced

man was there with the girlfriend who had been the cause

of the breakup of his marriage. The message penetrated his

heart, and as he looked up during the Invitation, he saw his

former wife going forward to give her life to Christ. With

tears of remorse, he went and stood beside her, becoming

reconciled not only to God but to the wife he had rejected.



One man who came forward in Sydney had embezzled a

large sum from the bank where he worked. Though it hadn’t

been detected, he confessed the next morning to the bank

manager, offering to make restitution even though he knew

he faced almost certain dismissal and prosecution. The

manager was so impressed with the man’s change of heart

that he not only kept him on staff but went to the Crusade

that night and gave his own life to Christ.

And then there was Ron Baker. He had almost everything

going against him, including functional illiteracy and a

speech impediment brought on by a violently abusive

childhood. An alcoholic and a confirmed gambler, Ron was

also deeply involved in witchcraft. He stopped by his local

bar every night, arriving home some hours later drunk and

in a foul mood. He abused his poor wife; she threatened

divorce.

By profession Ron was a bus driver, and on several nights

during the Crusade, he was assigned by his employer to

drive delegations to the meetings. Disgusted, he traded

routes with another driver. One night, working late, he

missed his nightly visit to the bar altogether and arrived

home cold sober. A friend to whom he was indebted was

there to invite him to the meetings. His wife urged him to

go, saying that she had attended the Crusade four days

before and made her own commitment to Christ. Although

that news sent Ron into a towering rage, his friend was able

to quiet him down again and eventually convinced him to

attend—but only on the condition that they sit as far away

from the platform as possible.

“I thought that the message was the greatest load of

garbage I had ever heard,” Ron wrote later. But God was at

work. God spoke to him that night, and he made his own

commitment to Christ. He struggled with his alcoholism for

two years, but gradually Christ changed him from within. He

began to study, and with the help of a Christian speech

therapist, he overcame his impediment. Sensing his call to



Christian service, Ron went to Bible college and then

seminary. A few years later, as an ordained pastor, he

formed his own evangelistic team; since then he has had a

powerful ministry as an evangelist throughout Australia and

in other parts of the world.

In New Zealand, a man with deep family and financial

problems got into his car, determined to commit suicide by

running it into a bridge abutment outside town. As he drove,

he turned on the radio and found it was tuned to the

Crusade broadcast. The message on the Twenty-third Psalm

arrested his attention, and he drove instead to the local

Crusade office, where someone led him to Christ.

Stories like this could be repeated from any other Crusade,

but I never tire of hearing them. I have never ceased to be

thrilled at the transformation that comes when a person

opens his or her life to Jesus Christ.

However, God alone must get the glory, for only He can

penetrate the hardness of our hearts and bring us to faith

and commitment and new life. As I said on our last day in

Brisbane, “For what has happened in Australia, I want to

give the glory and praise to God. . . . I hope you will soon

forget about us except to pray for us. When you take

pictures and applaud, I know it is from your heart, but

you’re applauding the wrong person, you’re taking pictures

of the wrong person; I’m here to represent Jesus Christ, the

King of kings and the Lord of lords: to Him be the glory and

the praise and the honor.”

Heading Home

 
From Australia we went to Europe, where Ruth and I were

reunited in Paris. Before leaving for home, we crossed the

English Channel to London; I wanted to hold a press

conference there to let the English know about our meetings

in Australia. However, the press seemed lethargic,

uninterested in anything we had done Down Under. But

when I told them that Ruth and I had walked across Hyde



Park and that with all the couples locked in intimate

embrace, it looked like a bedroom, the press perked up.

Almost before we got outside, or so it seemed, the

newspapers were already on the street, with my Hyde Park

remark as the headline! That headline even sparked a hot

debate in Parliament.

A few days later, somewhat embarrassed, Ruth and I met

with Queen Elizabeth in Buckingham Palace for tea. As

always, she was very interested in our work, expressing

special pleasure as we recounted what God had done in

Australia, over which she was the earthly sovereign. She did

not mention the headline, nor did I.

Since 1959 we have returned to Australia three times—in

1968, 1969, and 1979. In addition, several of our associate

evangelists have had frequent ministry there. In 1996 my

son Franklin held Crusades in several Australian cities,

including Sydney and Bris-bane, and he has received a

number of invitations to return.

AFRICA

 
At the beginning of 1960, most of the countries on the vast

continent of Africa were still under foreign colonial

domination; some, like Nigeria, were due to receive

independence later in the year. The cry of freedom was on

the lips of people everywhere. And yet we also detected a

great deal of nervousness: with the colonial structures

collapsing and the old ways of life disappearing, no one

knew exactly what the future would hold.

Africa in those days was undergoing great economic and

social change. Old ways of life were disappearing forever as

millions moved from small villages and tribal areas to the

continent’s few mushrooming cities. Relative prosperity in

some regions was creating new classes and new

expectations. The old social structures were being

challenged by a new generation of leadership. Many

knowledgeable people with whom I talked said that a



philosophical and political vacuum was developing across

the continent.

By 1958 we had accepted invitations for a trip to that

great continent beginning in January 1960. After much

prayer, we decided on eleven countries: Liberia, Ghana,

Nigeria, and the Congo in western Africa; Northern and

Southern Rhodesia (now Zambia and Zimbabwe); Kenya,

Tanganyika (now part of Tanzania), Ruanda-Urundi (now

Rwanda and Burundi), and Ethiopia in eastern Africa; and

Egypt in northern Africa. We also scheduled brief stopover

meetings in several other countries—informal gatherings at

airports, for example, where we would preach.

Jerry Beavan, Howard Jones, and Charlie Riggs

crisscrossed the continent arranging the meetings and

training counselors. Paul Maddox helped take care of the

myriad details that were involved in our complex travel

arrangements. Grady Wilson, Cliff Barrows, and Joe Blinco

accompanied us to preach in places that I could not visit.

Some countries, such as Sudan, remained closed to us for

political or religious reasons. Churches in another nation,

South Africa, strongly urged us to come, but I refused; the

meetings could not be integrated, and I felt that a basic

moral principle was at stake.

Liberia

 
Liberia, a democracy founded by freed American slaves in

the early nineteenth century, was our first stop in Africa on

January 19. As we landed, I wondered if it might be the last

stop I would ever make. One of the plane’s four motors was

spurting dark smoke. With sirens wailing, airport fire engines

raced toward us. The combustion, I was happy to see,

subsided before we reached the terminal.

Vice President William R. Tolbert met us. A noted Baptist

leader, he stopped at a small church on the fifty-mile drive

into Monrovia. We had a brief prayer session there, sang a

hymn, and recited the Twenty-third Psalm.



Liberia’s president, William V. S. Tubman, was also a

professing Christian, a Methodist; so it was not too

surprising that our Liberian visit was the first ever that was

government-sponsored rather than church-sponsored. We

were housed in the government’s official guest house, and

we were received by the president in the gleamingwhite

executive mansion. He expressed his hope that his people’s

souls would be refreshed through the ministry of our

meetings.

Dr. Tolbert accompanied me everywhere, even presiding at

our meetings in Monrovia’s Antoinette Tubman Stadium.

My associate Howard Jones had already started the

Crusade when we arrived. He and his wife, Wanda, were

establishing a home in Monrovia. That would enable him to

preach regularly on the powerful new Sudan Interior Mission

radio station ELWA in Monrovia and to conduct evangelistic

crusades all over Africa. The radio station was located on a

beautiful beach; fronting it were some lovely missionary

homes and a school for children.

In the week preceding our arrival, Howard preached to

large audiences. I preached the final two nights of the

Crusade, with many thousands in attendance, resulting in

1,000 inquirers. It was an encouraging start to our African

journey.

President Tubman invested me, while in the country, as a

Grand Commander of the Humane Order of African

Redemption, the nation’s second-highest honor. The title

commander was misapplied, I was sure, but the words

humane and redemption meant a great deal to me, in view

of my pursuit of God’s calling for my life. I knew that Africa

could move in any of several directions—Communist,

Islamic, animistic, or Christian—and I was there to promote

the last.

Ghana

 



Only three years earlier, Ghana had become the first African

nation to get free of European colonialism. It was a small

country, but it had many tribes and languages. One

Ghanaian I met stood in the middle of the road and said, “I

can’t understand the people across that hill, and they can’t

understand us (or the people across the next hill to them).”

The reception I got in Ghana was quite different from my

reception in Liberia. An editorial writer in Prime Minister

Kwame Nkrumah’s party newspaper said I should address

my messages only to the European Christians living in that

country; they were, in his words, “the worst form of

oppressors and hypocrites history has ever recorded.”

The Crusade had already been opened in the capital of

Accra before my arrival by Leighton Ford. Among the 14,000

people who came to hear me preach in Accra Stadium,

many understood English, but I had two interpreters

anyway. I explained that I was not a politician; I was an

ambassador of Jesus Christ. And I tried to be diplomatic: I

expressed admiration for the leadership (but deliberately

kept silent about the policies) of Ghana’s prime minister—

the nation’s founding father, whom I looked forward to

meeting in a day or so.

I repeated what I had said in India: that Christ was not a

white man; he was a Middle Easterner, darker than I and

lighter than they. I pointed out to them that when Jesus fell

while carrying His cross, it was an African, Simon of Cyrene,

who was pressed into service to carry it for Him. Jesus’

parents, I noted, had fled to Africa after He was born.

Many people in other parts of Africa and elsewhere had

grave concerns about Mr. Nkrumah, fearing he was turning

Ghana into a dictatorship. The prime minister’s strong

language against the European colonial powers and his

strong nationalism were undergirded by an aggressive

personality cult that in some eyes bordered on the

idolatrous. Carved on his statue in the center of Accra was a

blatant parody of Jesus’ words in the Sermon on the Mount:



“Seek ye first the political kingdom, and all other things

shall be added unto it.”

The time might soon come, one Ghanaian pastor told us,

when “Ghana’s Christians may have to choose between

Christ and the nation.”

Mr. Nkrumah received me cordially when I visited him in

his official residence. It was, I believe, my first experience

with a political leader who held such a tight rein on the

hearts and minds of his people. I knew I could not hope to

sort out all the political crosscurrents involved with his

philosophy, nor was that my calling. I was, however, deeply

concerned about the future of the Christian church under his

rule.

After the preliminary courtesies were over, I told Mr.

Nkrumah I knew he was concerned for the future of his

people and that every truly great nation cherished religious

freedom. I expressed the hope that this would be the case

with his nation as well. He assured me it would be, as long

as churches refrained from interference in political affairs. I

knew that Christian believers would need great wisdom to

avoid difficulties in the future.

Worried as I was about this matter, I was blindsided by an

altogether different issue in Ghana. At that time, many

Africans were in a rage about an atomic test blast planned

by the French in the Sahara Desert. Ghanaians feared that

the harmattan wind from the north would waft radioactive

dust over their land. Local reporters did everything they

could to squeeze a comment out of me.

My silence—partly a result of an effort to abide by Mr.

Nkrumah’s injunction against meddling in politics—made

them jump on me all the more. Ghanaian reporters, in

saying that I was a good actor and a good psychologist,

implied that I was little more; the Associated Press quoted

one of them as saying, “Nkrumahism is the highest form of

Christianity.” The reporters even turned my own words

against me. As journalist Tom McMahan, who accompanied



us, wrote in his account of our trip, Safari for Souls, they

declared that “Christian civilization is today busily dragging

Christ to Golgotha, and an African . . . is bearing the cross

for the son of man. This African is Kwame Nkrumah.”

The whole issue was, I knew, a complex one, and I

doubted that I could avoid offending people on one side or

the other no matter what I said. The controversy did not

follow us elsewhere, fortunately.

Our audience my second (and final) night in Accra was

only a third of what it had been for my first meeting; the

response to the Invitation, though, was nearly the same on

both nights.

The drive to our next stop, Kumasi, a city northwest of

Accra, was spectacular; the road was flanked by giant

mahogany trees. We were warmly received in Kumasi by

citizens wearing colorful tribal clothing. Some 8,000 had

gathered, but a torrential tropical downpour shorted out the

public address system, and the crowd had no alternative but

to disperse. Afterward we were invited to a buffet dinner

given in our honor. Most of our Team members were

completely soaked and had no change of clothing or shoes.

Five of them—all over six feet tall—were forced to borrow

trousers from a much shorter missionary and had to appear

at the buffet barefoot. We were thankful, though, that this

was the only meeting in our entire trip that we had to

cancel.

Nigeria and the Congo

 
The flight from Ghana to Lagos, Nigeria, in the middle of the

night was one of the most harrowing I’ve ever taken. The

Ghana Airlines DC–3, an old Dakota plane, had previously

been owned by several other airlines, their names still

visible under successive coats of paint.

An English lord in Bermuda shorts was sitting beside me

on the plane; I tried to witness to him, but he was not

interested in the slightest.



In mid-flight the pilot, who was European, came back to

talk to the non-Africans on the plane. While he was chatting,

the aircraft entered a violent thunderstorm. As he returned

to the cockpit, the lightning flashed razor-bright. The plane

shook, rattled, and rolled; in fact, it did everything but turn

over. I didn’t think the wings could possibly remain attached

to the fuselage.

The Englishman grew as nervous as I, and he asked me to

repeat what I had said about salvation earlier. I asked him if

he would receive Christ. He said he would give it a thought.

Charlie Riggs was sitting across the aisle from me, trying

to talk above the storm to a well-dressed African. But the

African was yelling back; certain that we would crash in the

storm, he was praying that we would not crash over water;

if his body could not be found, his heirs would not inherit.

When we arrived in Lagos on January 27, Grady was

already in Nigeria, holding preliminary meetings. At one

place, he was told that some Europeans had been killed the

night before. His Nigerian hosts had the questionable taste

to put him up in the very tent one of those Europeans had

died in. Grady got a big knife for himself and kept it by his

side during the night. Fortunately, he spent a peaceful night

(aside from his own anxiety) and did not have to face the

ethics of whether he should actually use it.

We faced hostility, however, from another source. At our

first Crusade meeting in Lagos, with 25,000 people present,

pamphlets written in the Yoruba language were distributed

without our consent to the crowd. Originating from the office

of the chief Muslim missionary in West Africa, they

essentially denied all biblical teachings about Jesus. We

objected, and the hostile literature did not show up again.

The Muslim leader attended our services, but we did not

accept his challenge to a public debate. I was not there to

argue; I just wanted to preach the Gospel.

With independence forthcoming in the fall of 1960, Nigeria

was nervously looking forward to an uncertain future. While



talking drums reverberated between the villages, television

antennas were rising in the cities of Nigeria. So, as I spoke

to 40,000 at the second service, I urged the need for

building spiritual and moral strength in the nation.

I felt the excitement of the transition in all six Nigerian

cities we visited—Lagos, Ibadan, Kontagora, Kaduna, Enugu,

and Jos—especially in the 5,000 inquirers who came forward

to make commitments at our meetings.

From Lagos, we traveled to Ibadan, the largest city in

Nigeria, and the Nigerian headquarters for several mission

agencies, including the Sudan Interior Mission. There we

met the local king, an old man on a big throne surrounded

by his court. He entertained us royally. While there I spoke

at University College, which was built along the British

design. The architect was English, and hence the buildings

were designed to withstand cold weather. But we were close

to the equator, the temperature nearing one hundred

degrees. The auditorium was beautiful, and it easily held a

thousand students, but I nearly burned to a crisp.

I gave the college audience the Gospel. Some of my

listeners were disgusted with what I was saying, but others

were receptive. When I asked for hands to be lifted up at the

Invitation, several hundred people responded.

The day following our meetings in Ibadan, we traveled to

the town of Kontagora, situated in the Muslim-dominated

area of northern Nigeria. There I was privileged to say a few

words and help dedicate a new hospital given by the

Southern Baptist Foreign Mission Board, on which I was

serving at the time; we were told there was only one fully

trained doctor for every 200,000 people in that part of the

country.

Our next stop was the city of Kaduna, a district capital.

While there we visited a nearby village of conical mud huts

whose residents were Christians. As we drove there, a

missionary told us that the villagers had been threatened a

few years earlier after they had constructed a tiny church.



One day a gang of toughs invaded with machetes. The

village leader, a Christian for only four years, boldly stopped

them: “Young men, over there are our crops. You may burn

them if you wish. Yonder are our homes. You may tear them

down if you must.” Then he opened his robe and bared his

neck. “Here are our lives,” he said. “You can kill us, but you

cannot take our Christ from us.” And the invaders fled.

When we arrived, I discovered that the villagers had

constructed a “brush arbor”—a shelter made of poles and

brush that would accommodate about 100 people—for our

meeting. It was full, some of them having walked fifteen

miles to participate. As I spoke, I knew I had gained far more

from them and their dedication to Christ than I could ever

give them.

Kaduna was the Muslim headquarters for Nigeria. Because

it also had the major airport in that area, it was where all

the planes came to refuel. The noise from the sky was

continuous and often deafening during our stay there.

The sultan was considered the king of Kaduna. He was a

big man in flowing white robes before whom his people

knelt to conduct their business. I had a ninety-minute

interview with him. He already knew all about me and what I

was doing. I told him about my faith and what Christ meant

to me.

“Within ten years,” he said to me, “you Christians will be

pushed into the sea. We are going to take over all of Africa.”

“That’s in God’s hands,” I replied.

He agreed with that.

About six months later I read in a newspaper that he was

dead; an assassin had slit his throat from ear to ear.

After meetings in Kaduna and Enugu, we went to Jos. I was

able to speak at a public meeting. At a large mission rest

station there, we met with missionaries and others who had

been in Africa for a number of years. Our hosts told us about

their mission work, and I felt very humbled by their

dedication.



After preaching one day in Brazzaville, Republic of Congo,

we flew almost across the continent to Salisbury, Southern

Rhodesia, where we changed to an old leased plane to go to

Livingstone, near Victoria Falls, for a few days of rest.

“We can fly high and have a smooth flight,” said the pilot,

trying to be helpful, “or we can fly low and take a chance on

seeing some animals.”

“Fly low,” said Cliff and I at the same time.

“But you probably won’t see any,” warned the pilot with

the voice of experience.

Low it was, and extremely bumpy. Howard Jones tried to

sink into the baggage, he was so nervous. But we did see

several herds of water buffaloes, zebras, giraffes, and

elephants, including one giant herd of two hundred. We

couldn’t hear them, but we could see that they were roaring

and trumpeting at us.

“That was the most game I’ve ever seen in one day in all

my years of flying this country,” the pilot said when we

finally landed.

Rhodesia

 
When we got to Livingstone, at the southern border of

Northern Rhodesia, we registered at a small hotel. The next

morning, I opened the window, and there on a tree sat a

dozen baboons; they were so close, I could reach out and

touch them. What friendly creatures, I thought, but I was

admonished by our host that one should never open a

window like that. The baboons could come right in, make

themselves at home, and tear the room asunder.

Cliff and I wanted to see nearby Victoria Falls—on the

Zambezi River at the border between Northern and

Southern Rhodesia—close up. We were persuaded that the

best way to do that was to take a $5 ride in a small, French,

pre–World War II trimotor. The pilot took us up the Zambezi

through the mist rising up from the falls, allowing us to look

down through rainbows at one of the great natural wonders



of the world. Then he took us down the Zambezi, flying so

low that he ruffled the water. Every time he came to a hippo

—both Cliff and I swore to this afterward—the pilot had to

pull back a little on the stick to avoid hitting the animal. It

wasn’t a relaxing flight for a couple of itinerant evangelists,

but in retrospect it was exciting and indeed exhilarating.

Although I was supposed to be resting during our few days

there, I couldn’t help but accept the local pastor’s invitation

in Living-stone—named after the pioneer missionary and

explorer David Livingstone, who had discovered Victoria

Falls—to preach one evening. And I was glad I did; the

people were warm and receptive.

From Victoria Falls, we flew—in a 1931-vintage biplane—to

Bulawayo, one of Southern Rhodesia’s largest cities, for a

multiracial meeting, said to be the largest one held in that

country to date.

We held similar meetings in Salisbury (now Harare, Zim-

babwe), where some of the Europeans urged us not to

provide any translation into the African languages. We

refused, knowing that a lack of translation would discourage

black attendance, as it was intended to do. It was deeply

moving to watch hundreds of blacks and whites come

forward together at the Invitation. The discourtesy, disdain,

and paternalistic attitudes toward the Africans by some of

the white population in Rhodesia was very disturbing to me.

We bent over backward to stress that God’s love extended

equally to all, regardless of race or background.

In Salisbury we were the houseguests of the British

governor-general. Also staying with him was Commonwealth

Secretary Sir Alec Douglas-Home, who later became the

prime minister of Great Britain. We immediately became

good friends and crossed paths a number of times in later

years.

One night, listening to the BBC World Service on my

portable shortwave radio, I heard the announcer say that a

demonstration had broken out against Grady Wilson, who



had been speaking in Kitwe, Northern Rhodesia. I was

relieved to hear that Grady was fine but was concerned for

the next meeting; I was due to speak there the following

night.

The meetings in Kitwe were being held in a crude facility

with tin sides and a tin roof. Grady showed me around and

tried to prepare me for the mood I would encounter. “You’ll

hear the demonstrators when they’re about a mile away,”

Grady said. “They’ll start marching here just about the time

you’re ready to give the Invitation. When rocks start hitting

the tin roof and walls, be ready to leave. We’ll have a way

out all organized for you.”

Sure enough, that was exactly what happened. As soon as

I gave the Invitation, the tin roof began to resound. We

slipped out and got back to the hotel safely. But the irony

was that the demonstrators had no idea who we really were.

They thought we were part of a United Nations delegation

there to discuss the political future of the country!

Tanganyika, Kenya

 
One of our briefest visits in Africa was also one of the most

spectacular in terms of the setting: the town of Moshi on the

slopes of Africa’s tallest mountain, Mt. Kilimanjaro. As I

looked over the audience of 35,000, which filled the grass

field and even climbed nearby trees, I could see the

majestic white-capped peak, 19,340 feet high, on one side

in the distance. On the other side, only several hundred

yards away, were the white spires of the local mosque, by

far the most splendid building in town. My interpreter was a

schoolteacher named Festo Kivengere, a personal friend

who later became an outstanding Anglican bishop and one

of the finest speakers and preachers in Africa.

Later, in a couple of Land Rovers and with a guide, we

went through one of the game preserves. At one point, we

came upon a pride of lions just finishing off a zebra carcass

in the middle of the road. Our African driver said it was wiser



to wait until they were finished than risk antagonizing them

by interrupting their meal. We readily agreed.

We went back from Moshi to Nairobi, which was a

convenient center from which we traveled to other places

for meetings. We also held public meetings in Nairobi at the

agricultural fairgrounds and had a ministers’ meeting there

arranged by the Anglican bishop of Mombasa.

Ruanda-Urundi

 
A harrowing experience occurred later on a flight from

Kenya to Usumbura, the capital of Ruanda-Urundi. Because

no scheduled air service was available for the last lap of

that journey, Jerry Beavan was forced to charter an aged

DC–3. It wasn’t supposed to go over 12,000 feet because

the cabin was unpressurized. The mountains, though, went

up to 14,000 feet; as a result, we found ourselves gasping

for breath. Then we ran into clouds so dense that we could

barely see the wingtips. Shortly afterward, the pilot came

back to tell us that both radios had gone out. He couldn’t

tell where we were, he said, and we didn’t have enough fuel

to turn back. I asked everyone to gather round for a time of

prayer. We had several reporters along, from Time, the

Associated Press, and Life; they gave the loudest amens as I

prayed. Finally, a hole in the clouds appeared, revealing

Lake Victoria below. The pilot dove through the clouds and

finally got his bearings; he was then able to land without

further incident.

When we taxied up to the terminal, several thousand

people made a rush for the plane to welcome us, many of

them wearing Watusi native dress and carrying spears. But

we noticed that some of them were also waving banners

and signs; once again we had been confused with another

group, this time a visiting United Nations delegation led by

Dag Hammarskjöld, who later became a friend of mine. I

met some of the city’s leadership but almost didn’t get to



speak at our own meeting; the local governor took almost

half an hour to introduce me!

Ethiopia

 
Ethiopia’s 20 million people were ruled by Emperor Haile

Selassie, whose ancient dynasty claimed to be descended

from a union between King Solomon and the Queen of

Sheba. Ethiopia’s Orthodox Church, which was formerly the

Coptic Church, traditionally traced its lineage back to the

Ethiopian eunuch who was converted to Christ during an

encounter with Philip the evangelist, recorded in Acts 8.

Because the emperor was involved in every detail of

Ethiopian life, it was necessary for our Team to gain his

permission before any meetings could be held. We knew,

though, that Protestant churches and missionaries were

restricted almost exclusively to the remote rural areas. Our

contacts in Addis Ababa had no access to the royal family or

the higher levels of government. The year before this trip,

1959, I had sent a cable to the emperor during our Crusade

in Indianapolis, but we had no way of knowing if it ever

arrived or was seen by him.

Some months later, when Charlie and Jerry visited Addis

Ababa on their advance-planning trip, the missionaries

dispiritedly told them that the way was closed, short of a

miracle. But as they prayed just before leaving, one

Ethiopian pastor raised his voice and quoted from the Old

Testament Book of Esther. He recalled the occasion when

God had awakened the king of Persia in the middle of the

night, setting in motion a series of events that ultimately

saved the Jewish nation from extinction. “O God,” he then

prayed, “if you can awaken a king in the middle of the night,

then you can get the message about this invitation to His

Majesty.”

Charlie and Jerry had already packed their bags. As they

left to check out of the hotel, in walked a man from

Scandinavia who immediately recognized Jerry and greeted



him with a big hug. Torrey Mosvold had been on our Crusade

committee in Oslo a few years before. After they told him

their problem, he said, “Well, maybe I have come to the

kingdom for such a time as this—” another quotation from

the Book of Esther!

He then explained that he had business interests in

Ethiopia and would that very day be having lunch with

Emperor Haile Selassie’s son, the crown prince. Three days

later, Jerry and Charlie received a cable in Cairo, stating that

not only had His Majesty granted permission for the

meetings, but he was also giving our Team the use of the

royal stadium. Furthermore, he planned to order all schools

to be closed and all young people, including his

grandchildren, to go to our meetings.

When we finally arrived in Addis Ababa, I had a high fever

and a sore throat and had to be taken to the only hospital in

the city—one run by the Seventh Day Adventists. My

temperature soon returned to normal, and I was able to

preach again.

An estimated 10,000 came to the first meeting, with

almost half staying for counseling afterward. It was the

greatest response of our African trip.

His Majesty also received me at his palace, which was not,

I discovered, a place for the fainthearted. Scattered around

the palace grounds—and greeting me as I walked in—were a

number of domesticated lions. They were not on leashes,

but at least they were well enough fed not to want to nibble

on a visiting American evangelist.

Egypt

 
Our final major stop in Africa was Cairo—but first we had to

get there. Our flight began innocently enough, but

somewhere over the desert we encountered a terrible dust

storm, with pebbles hitting the side of the plane like

machine-gun bullets. It lasted only thirty-five or forty



minutes; while we were in it, though, it seemed like an

eternity.

In spite of the strong Islamic influence in Cairo, the

government gave permission for our meeting. To meet the

letter of the law, it was held on mission property owned by

the United Presbyterian Church. The local organizers had

constructed a fantastic tent for the meeting; measuring 150

by 175 feet, it was made of some type of crimson quilted

material that looked like animal skins.

Some 10,000 people jammed the tent. People were

literally sitting on top of each other, and many were

standing; in fact, two ambassadors, I was told, had to stand.

Many in the audience came from a Muslim background, but

when the Invitation was given, about 2,000 stayed behind

for half an hour’s instruction in what it meant to be a

Christian. Seldom have I sensed the presence of God so

deeply in a meeting.

I had the opportunity of meeting a variety of dignitaries

and church leaders while in Cairo. Among them was the

Wahby family; they had come up from Alexandria to attend

the meeting. Dr. Wahby was moderator of the Presbyterian

Church in Egypt at the time. In future years, I would cross

paths with him and his family again. I also will never forget

standing with Cliff in the shadow of the pyramids, making

our weekly Hour of Decision radio program.

What did we learn from our first visit to the African

continent?

For one thing, I came away with an overwhelming

impression that God was at work in Africa and that, with the

movement for independence sweeping across the continent,

conditions were ripe for an unparalleled spiritual awakening.

At the same time, I also learned firsthand that the struggle

for Africa’s soul was not over. I knew that Africa could be

plunged into spiritual warfare as well as social chaos, with



animistic and tribal ways clashing with everything from

Islam to Western consumerism.

I was fascinated also by the amazing diversity and pride

among the people I met, whether in urban boardrooms or

jungle clearings or village bazaars. At the same time, I was

deeply concerned about some of the attitudes I had seen

among both whites and blacks. In addition, I was troubled by

the failure of many of the colonial powers to train the

African people in skills of leadership and practical business.

A further result of the trip was a deeper awareness of the

hurt and pain that America’s racial problems were causing

all across Africa. Many African Christians, on learning about

racial segregation in American churches, were confused.

They could not see American Christianity as the model for

the oneness of the Body of Christ. How could they think

otherwise when they heard that a person of color was

barred from entering certain churches in the United States?

I came away more determined than ever to do what I

could as an evangelist to combat the grim legacy of racism

in my own country. Almost the first thing I did upon

returning home was to endorse the formation of a new

biracial committee of one hundred citizens in my native

Charlotte to grapple with racial reconciliation; that city was

in the midst of a series of demonstrations and lunch-counter

sit-ins.

I was also struck by the fact that all the missionaries I

encountered were white. I greatly admired them, but I kept

asking myself, Where are the missionaries from our great

black denominations in the United States?

At the same time, I left Africa with a prayer of deep

gratitude for the faith and sacrifice of those who had gone

before us, bringing the light of the Gospel to one of the

world’s largest continents. We were only following a trail

others had blazed.

Thinking about those trailblazers reminded me again of

the prophetic words of David Livingstone, the Scottish



missionary to the heart of Africa, which I had read to our

Team just before leaving New York: “Future missionaries will

see conversions following every sermon. We prepare the

way for them. May they not forget the pioneers who worked

in the thick gloom with few rays to cheer except such as

flow from faith in God’s promise. We work for a glorious

future which we are not destined to see.”

I will never forget meeting with 25 missionaries crowded

into a small room during a brief refueling stop in Asmara,

Eritrea, near the close of our trip in Africa. They listened

eagerly as Joe Blinco and I told of what we had seen God do

during the last few weeks. Then I asked each of them to tell

us about their work. I sensed that most of them were

somewhat embarrassed, for we had just been talking about

the large crowds and the unexpected response we had seen

almost everywhere. But one by one they quietly told of their

work. Some of them had been laboring for years, with

almost nothing in the way of tangible results. And yet they

each had a deep sense that this was where God had called

them; and that was all they needed to know. Tears welled up

in our eyes as we prayed with them in the attitude of 1

Corinthians 3: “Neither he who plants nor he who waters is

anything, but only God, who makes things grow. . . . We are

God’s fellow workers. . . .”

Africa has changed greatly since our 1960 visit, and parts

of it are hardly recognizable from those days. Since then our

Team has returned on several occasions. Ruth and I are

thrilled that our older son, Franklin, has also become deeply

involved in Africa, largely through the organization he

heads, Samaritan’s Purse. As I note elsewhere in these

pages, Samaritan’s Purse is committed to giving emergency

aid in the name of Christ to those who face some kind of

disaster, usually working alongside local churches or

mission organizations. From famine relief in Ethiopia and

Mozambique to medical care in war-torn Rwanda, Franklin



has carried on much of my own vision for Africa and its

people.

JORDAN AND ISRAEL

From Egypt we flew to Jordan for an eight-day trip to that

Middle Eastern kingdom and Israel. A false rumor the year

before—an allegation that I had raised funds in America for

the support of Israel—seemingly had barred the door to

Jordan. By the time we got there, however, Roy Gustafson,

something of a Middle East expert whom I had sent on

ahead several weeks before, had arranged everything.

In Amman I was received by King Hussein, who was quite

young. The next day, the main Jordanian newspaper carried

a picture of the two of us on the front page, which erased

any lingering suspicions about the rumor. The king invited

me to stay in his palace, but because of our schedule I could

not.

I was surprised to be told that 15 percent of the

population of Jordan was non-Arab. I also visited historic

cities.

When we crossed over the Allenby Bridge separating

Jordan and Israel, there were two hundred reporters and

photographers awaiting me. A deputy official from the Israeli

foreign office intercepted me, welcoming me nervously. He

said that the foreign minister, Mrs. Golda Meir, wanted to

see me immediately—before I talked to the press. I agreed,

but I hated to leave the reporters more or less standing

outside wondering what was happening as I was whisked

away to her home.

I found Mrs. Meir to be one of the most knowledgeable and

delightful people I have ever met. Hopeful (I suspect) that I

would have a fuller understanding of their views before

meeting with the press, she and her associates briefed me

on the situation in Israel.

For all the goodwill, though, a great controversy arose

over our planned use of an auditorium in Tel Aviv. The



Jerusalem Post had asked, before our arrival, “Why is Billy

Graham coming here to proselytize?” Concerned about it in

the middle of the night at the King David Hotel in Jerusalem,

I asked Grady to wake Roy up and bring him to my room. I

was very worried about the press conference scheduled for

the next day, and I wanted to get my ducks in a row. We

discussed the auditorium controversy and prayed about it.

Just prior to our visit, cables addressing the auditorium

issue had been exchanged between Prime Minister David

Ben-Gurion (who was in America to receive an honorary

doctorate from Brandeis University and to hold crucial

conversations with the U.S. State Department) and the local

officials who were dealing with our Team. I was not aware

until later of all the stipulations that were being imposed by

Israeli authorities on my planned preaching in Tel Aviv—for

example, that Christian meetings must be held on property

owned by a Christian group. Cliff and the sponsoring

committee declined these stipulations but were able to

arrange for the meeting to be held in an Arab Christian

church in nearby Haifa, much to everyone’s relief. The

church normally seated about 600, but 1,200 crowded in

and others listened over a loudspeaker in the garden. We

also held a meeting in the YMCA auditorium in Jerusalem,

and I had a cordial discussion with the chief rabbi of

Jerusalem as well.

The next morning—still in Jerusalem—thirty minutes

before the press conference, Cliff, Jerry, and I met with a

representative of Israel’s State Department. We sat around

a table, drinking tea. He was nervous about the possible

embarrassment his country would suffer if I were to say, in

answer to a question, that I had been denied the use of the

Tel Aviv stadium. I assured him I did not take their refusal as

a personal insult.

That press conference, which was held in the King David

Hotel, was by far the largest of our entire trip. I told the



reporters in attendance that I had an opening statement. In

it, I gave four reasons why I had come to Israel:

• First, to see, as every tourist did, the places that were

sacred to Christians, Muslims, and Jews.

• Second, to report to the 50,000 Christians in Israel

what was happening in the church in other parts of

the world, since they had been praying for our

meetings in Africa and elsewhere.

• Third, to preach God’s Word to the whole world. This

was just one more historic and strategic region I had

wanted to visit in fulfillment of that commission.

• Fourth, to say thank you to the people of Israel. I told

the gathered press, “I want to thank you for

proselytizing me, a Gentile, who has committed his

life to a Jew who was born in this country and reared

up here in Nazareth. I want to thank you for being the

nation through whom Jesus was brought to this earth

in the divine plan of God. And I want to thank you as

one who has given my life to a Jew who, as a man

living upon this earth, claimed to be God.” That, I said,

was the message of hope we had been sharing around

the world.

 

There was a fifth reason too, though I don’t think I shared

it at the press conference. I have always believed that the

Jews were God’s special people, chosen to preserve the

Hebrew Scriptures through the centuries and to prepare the

way for the coming of Jesus.

When I finished my statement, there was a long silence

among the reporters.

The headline in the next edition of the Jerusalem Post was

something like “BILLY GRAHAM THANKS ISRAEL FOR

PROSELYTIZING HIM.”

As for the meeting itself, I preached Christ as Savior and

Lord, but I also honored the official request not to give a



public Invitation for the Gospel. Instead, I concluded the

sermons this way: “We’re going to dismiss the meeting now.

For those of you who want to talk privately about what it

means to be a Christian, we’ll be back in ten minutes; and

we’d be happy to talk with you.”

When the meetings turned from public to private in this

way, the protocol was preserved. Several hundred were

present at each after-meeting. Many of these took their

stand for Christ then, in spite of what it might cost them

personally, socially, and even economically.

Jesus and Paul were also respectful of civil authority.

Neither of them forced a confrontation with the Roman

government on religious grounds, godless and decadent as

it was, nor is that my calling as an evangelist.

Behind us when we left for home at the end of March, the

scheduled “safari for souls” in Africa and our visit in the

Middle East had stretched to include meetings in twenty-five

cities and seventy-five villages in over a dozen countries.

We had averaged a plane flight every two and a half days

for ten weeks. Thankfully, we had few problems with

sickness. In many places during that Crusade, we stayed in

missionary homes, which were better than hotels. Our hosts

gave us their best, which we were grateful for although it

was often very modest. Local leaders came to dinner with

us, bringing their food with them; we were often not quite

sure what we were eating, but we ate it with thanksgiving

nonetheless.

Less than three months after returning home, we opened

our National Capital Crusade in Washington, D.C. Against

the backdrop of the recent African and Middle Eastern

experience, I preached in the inner courtyard of the

Pentagon to 7,000 civilian workers and military personnel.

My message? It was the same I had preached all across

Africa and in the Middle East: following Christ was the only

way to lasting peace.
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Into All the World
The Caribbean 1958, Chicago 1962, South America 1962, Mexico 1981

 

A couple of years before our African trip, following the 1957

New York meetings, we held major Crusades—often lasting

two to four weeks apiece—in a number of U.S. cities: San

Francisco, Sacra-mento, Charlotte, Indianapolis, Washington,

Minneapolis, Phil-adelphia, and all across the state of

Florida. We also returned to Europe for meetings and rallies

in Switzerland, Germany, England, and Northern Ireland.

The schedule included dozens of other engagements as well

—everything from speaking at a high school in a small town

near our home in North Carolina to the annual Christ-mas

services at West Point and Annapolis.

Now it was time for us to turn our full attention southward,

but we had to move with great caution. Why?

First, in almost every country of Latin America, Protestants

were a tiny minority. For example, when we preached in

Quito, Ecuador, Protestants numbered less than 2,000 out of

a population of 280,000.

Second, relations between Roman Catholics and

Protestants had seldom been cordial in that part of the

world; in some places, particularly in rural areas, there had

been occasional discrimination, even violence.

Today it may be hard to recall the sharp divisions and

controversies that sometimes marked Protestant-Catholic

relations back then—even during John F. Kennedy’s

presidential campaign in 1960—but they were real; and in

no place were they stronger than in Latin America. The

Second Vatican Council, with its acceptance of Christians



from other traditions as “separated brethren,” had not yet

been held. (Its first session opened in October 1962, just as

we were concluding our final Latin American meetings.)

Nor was the fault always on the Catholic side, I knew.

Often Latin American Protestants were guilty of intolerance,

negative preaching, and inflammatory language. I had no

intention of adding fuel to the fire. In fact, whenever

possible during our trip south (as well as on other tours), I

tried to meet with local Catholic leaders, to the occasional

consternation of some of our hosts.

My goal, I always made clear, was not to preach against

Catholic beliefs or to proselytize people who were already

committed to Christ within the Catholic Church. Rather, it

was to proclaim the Gospel to all those who had never truly

committed their lives to Christ. Large numbers of people in

Latin America, I knew, were only nominal believers.

A third reason we needed to proceed with caution had to

do with the political instability in many countries. Because

most of the governments were not democratic, we knew it

would be difficult to gain permission for large public

gatherings.

But Ken Strachan, who lived in Costa Rica (and whose

wife, Elizabeth, was one of Ruth’s closest friends), was

constantly urging me to go. He was the most respected

Protestant leader in Latin America, as was his father before

him, who had founded the Latin America Mission. Ken held

the same view I did: that there needed to be a coming

together in some way and some form between Catholics

and Protestants. He worked toward that end, much to the

displeasure of some of his colleagues in the Latin America

Mission.

Ken was a thoroughgoing evangelical and had a terrific

network. He worked through all the Protestant organizations

(and as many Catholic organizations as he could)

throughout Latin Amer-ica. He was so highly respected that



when people got a letter from him about our coming, they

paid attention.

THE CARIBBEAN

 
Partly in response to all those invitations, we toured a

number of the Caribbean countries in 1958. The crowds

everywhere, I was pleased to discover, were overwhelming.

And there was a good reason for that: many people on the

islands had been listening to me for years over the radio.

Our program came on at six in the morning (before they

went to work) and at six in the evening (after they had

returned home). They might not have recognized my face,

but they knew my voice.

Our largest audience was in Barbados. Grady had started

the Crusade there, along with singer Ethel Waters. Ethel was

making a deep impression on the local population with her

call for love and harmony between the white and black

races.

Someone had arranged for me to stay without charge at a

posh club, the St. James; but when I realized that the local

population was not too kindly disposed toward the tourist

hotels and resented the displays of wealth and moral

laxness among the tourists, I decided to stay instead in a

small, unpretentious hotel.

Before I could sign in, however, the British governor-

general invited me to be his guest at the official residence.

Although I accepted with genuine gratitude, it was an old

place, and not very comfortable. As we drove past the Hilton

Hotel on our way to the meetings, I admit I looked at it with

longing eyes.

The governor-general, Sir Robert Arundell, we were given

to understand, was not too enthusiastic about our visit to

Barbados, but he went to each meeting. Apparently, from

his friends and contacts in London, he had heard a few good

words about us.



I was scheduled to preach at the closing service. That

evening he drove me to the meeting place in his Rolls-

Royce, one of five cars in our party. The crowd was dense,

and the streets were narrow. If it hadn’t been for the police

escort—a little truck that boasted a bell instead of a siren—

we would never have gotten there.

The crowd pressed upon us, clapping and shouting. As we

arrived at the back of the platform the pianos began to play

“God Save the Queen.” We stood at attention through the

last note and then were escorted by the chief of police to

our seats.

The crowd stretched as far as the eye could see. Jerry

Beavan put attendance at 60,000; the police estimated

75,000. Lady Arundell felt that half the island—or 100,000

people—had come. It was one of our largest crowds to date.

Two thousand cars were parked at the edges of the crowd,

and their passengers remained inside; but the amplification

system was one of the best we had ever used, and they

could hear every word through their open car windows. In

that huge crowd, we could sense the presence and power of

the Holy Spirit.

As we left the meeting, the governor-general got a rude

shock. Surrounded by people, our car was rocked back and

forth. He called for the police, who finally got the crowd

away from the car and gave us an escort back to the official

residence. I tried to reassure him, explaining that the people

were just happy—they were waving and shouting, “God

bless you!”—but he thought they were drunk.

We visited most of the Caribbean islands during that trip.

In addition, we held rallies of a day or two’s length in cities

in Ven-ezuela, Panama, Costa Rica, Guatemala, and Mexico.

It was an exhausting time, so when Jerry—at a brief break in

the schedule—told us he had made reservations for us to

relax at a nice, quiet hotel on one of the islands, we were

delighted. But instead of a pleasant time of relaxation, we

had exactly the reverse. The spartan hotel had no beach.



The food was bad. We had to boil our drinking water. From

that moment on, with tongue in cheek, we thanked Jerry at

every opportunity for his thoughtfulness and hospitality!

Shortly after taking off from the island’s grass runway for

the brief trip to Trinidad, one of our little plane’s two engines

began to sputter, but we made it safely to our destination.

On landing, we went directly to the Pan American Airlines

guest house for a night’s rest before leaving early the next

morning for Panama.

Oddly enough, a year and a half later, in mid-1960, a

similar thing happened on our flight to Rio de Janeiro to

attend the Baptist World Alliance. We were flying from

Puerto Rico with a stop scheduled in Belém, Brazil, where

the plane would refuel. The trouble began late at night. We

had sleepers, and I was up in my bunk resting. Stephen

Olford and Grady were also in theirs; Martin Luther King, Jr.,

was with us and was sitting up reading. One of the DC–7’s

motors caught fire, and the captain announced that we

would be making an emergency landing in Trinidad. While

the other passengers milled about waiting for instructions, I

knew exactly what to do: “Let’s get a taxi and go straight to

the Pan Amer-ican guest house we stayed in before,” I

suggested. It was good to have a familiar haven at one or

two in the morning.

We had boarded that plane for Rio de Janeiro, as I said, in

Puerto Rico, where we all had stopped for a couple of days’

rest before the conference. We had stayed at the Hilton

Hotel there and done a lot of swimming and praying

together. I had known Martin Luther King, Jr., for several

years. His father, who was called Big Mike, called him Little

Mike. He asked me to call him just plain Mike.

When we got to Rio, I gave the closing address for the

Baptist World Alliance in the Maracanã Stadium; it is one of

the largest in the world, with a capacity of 200,000 people,

including standees. While in Rio, I gave a dinner at the

Copacabana Hotel, which—though I didn’t realize it then—



was owned by my father-in-law’s brother, who had built a

business empire down there. The dinner was in honor of

Mike, and I invited Southern Baptist leaders from the United

States to come. I wanted to build a bridge between blacks

and whites in our own South, and this seemed like a good

opportunity to move toward that goal. Our Texas

businessman friend Howard Butt joined us for dinner. When

the meal was over and we had made all our speeches, I said

a final word: “I’d like to thank our host, Howard Butt, for this

marvelous—and expensive—dinner.” That was the first time

Howard had heard he was the host!

During our brief stay in Rio, some Mississippi Baptists

came up to Grady to welcome him. As they were talking,

Mike came by and slapped Grady on the shoulder and

greeted him warmly. Our friendly relationship with Mike

made the point with my Baptist friends.

SOUTH AMERICA

 
In 1959, the year before we accepted the invitation to go to

South America for meetings in 1962, a band of Communist

revolutionaries under Fidel Castro and Che Guevara came to

power in Cuba. Two years later, the United States severed

diplomatic relations with Castro, setting the stage for his

close economic and military alliance with the Soviet Union.

Cuba soon embarked on an aggressive program to export

Castro’s revolutionary (and antichurch) ideas to other Latin

American countries. The abortive Bay of Pigs invasion

(1961) and the Cuban missile crisis (1962) not only focused

the United States’ attention on its neighbors to the south

but also sent shock waves through almost every Latin

American government.

Back to 1960. In that year, we received a formal appeal

urging us to come to South America as soon as possible:

“The rapid social and political changes which [South

America] is undergoing,” a group of leading pastors from

several countries wrote to me, “demonstrate convincingly



that we ought to take advantage of the present hour. We

cannot overlook the devastating inroads which foreign

political ideologies are making.”

Shortly afterward, we accepted invitations to make two

extended trips to South America during 1962—the first in

January and February, the second in September and

October. Although my goals were not political, I could not

ignore the possibility that the changing political situation

might soon end any opportunities for open evangelism in

these countries.

The first tour lasted slightly over a month. Bill Brown and

Charlie Riggs went before us to make arrangements and to

teach counselor-training classes. Working with them was

Charles Ward, a very knowledgeable and seasoned

missionary living in Quito, Ecua-dor. Chuck worked in

evangelism with The Evangelical Alliance Mission (TEAM)

and later joined our staff and represented us for many years

throughout the Spanish-speaking world (along with Norm

Mydske, an energetic and able man who also worked with

TEAM for many years and later became our director of Latin

American ministries).

As we had done in Africa, we utilized several of our

associate evangelists—including Grady, Joe Blinco, Leighton

Ford, and Roy Gustafson—to begin the Crusades in the main

cities. We had a full musical team with us, including Cliff

Barrows, Tedd Smith, and Ray Robles, a baritone soloist who

was known in much of Latin America.

Russ Busby also came along to document the trip

photographically. This was his first international trip since

joining our Team. Formerly a portrait photographer by trade,

he had also done some work with The Navigators. At one

stage in his long career with us, President Johnson tried to

lure him away to become the official White House

photographer. Russ declined, saying he felt God had called

him to our ministry.



Venezuela

 
We began the South American tour on January 20 and 21 in

Caracas, a modern and beautiful city that reminded me in

some ways of San Francisco; it was pleasantly cool at an

altitude of three thousand feet. Two meetings were held in

the large Nuevo Circo Bull Ring. The first night, I came

through the entrance that the matador traditionally used;

the next night, I came out where the bull always entered the

ring. The crowd applauded both times.

Like most Latin Americans, the Venezuelans were

spontaneous and effervescent. Those first nights, though,

during the preliminaries, it distracted me to see them

talking and moving around. But when I stood up to preach

from the Bible, they became quiet and attentive, something

I could explain only as the work of the Holy Spirit in answer

to prayer. Veteran missionaries expressed gratitude for the

18,000 people who came those two nights; hundreds of

inquirers went forward, exceeding our expectations for the

Crusade. We found the political situation very tense,

however: there were riots in several areas of the country

during our stay. The day we left Caracas, sixteen people

were killed by gunfire in broad daylight, and the U.S.

Embassy was bombed. An hour after our car left the city for

the airport, the police banned all automobile traffic.

We flew from Caracas to Maracaibo for two nights of

meetings. The Maracaibo Basin, we were told, was the third-

largest oil-producing area in the world, and the source of

much of Venezuela’s wealth. Our friend J. Howard Pew,

president of Sun Oil in Philadelphia, arranged for one of his

company’s boats to take us on a tour of Lake Maracaibo,

where thousands of wells were located— a forest of oil

derricks rising out of the water. I had never seen anything

like it before. In Maracaibo proper, we found the political

situation very volatile, although the tension did not seem to



affect attendance at the public meetings. Eleven radio

stations carried the message to the whole country.

My first day in Maracaibo, I was invited to address the

state legislature. When we drove up to the legislative

building, we could see that a crowd had gathered for some

kind of demonstration, apparently against the government.

Half of the legislators did not show up; they were too afraid

to come, I was told. The only ones who did come were the

left-wingers and the Communists.

I was also invited to a smaller midday meeting, as I recall,

in another building nearby. The man who invited me seemed

to be a Christian leader, so I agreed to go on condition I

could preach the Gospel. When we arrived at the meeting,

we could see that everything was very secretive, although—

since none of us knew Spanish—we couldn’t tell what the

people were talking about.

I was introduced to the perhaps 50 people in attendance

by a man who had two pearl-handled pistols tucked into his

belt. He reminded me of characters in the old cowboy

movies Ruth and I enjoyed watching occasionally on

television.

When I got up to speak, I could see soldiers out front

unloading guns from trucks. Not long into my remarks, a

rock smashed through a window, followed by a bullet or two.

We ducked under the table. Newsweek said I was praying

the Lord’s Prayer; I don’t remember what I was praying, but

the man who introduced me said we had better get out. Our

escort told us we would have to stay in a back room for a

time, however; he needed to size things up for himself. On

our way down the narrow hall, three young girls ran toward

us. “Yanqui no! Castro si!” they yelled as we passed each

other.

While waiting in the back room with the lights out, I made

a suggestion to Russ: “Why don’t you go out and get some

pictures of what’s happening? They might be some of the

best pictures of your life.”



“No, thank you,” he said firmly. “They might be the last

pictures of my life!”

At last our escort reappeared and told us we would have

to sneak out through a side door into an alley. Although we

had no way of knowing if it was a trap, we followed him

anyway. He had one last thing to say: “If anyone starts

shooting at you, just stop. Don’t move: they’re very poor

shots, and if you start moving, they might hit you!”

No one was in the alley when we emerged, and moments

later our car came around the corner to get us. Five minutes

after we left, we heard later, the demonstration outside

turned more violent; windows were broken in, doors were

knocked down, the place was peppered with bullets, and at

least one man was wounded. We never were sure exactly

what the demonstration was all about. That evening we

drove back over there to see what it looked like after the

shooting. It was as quiet as it could be.

Colombia

 
Our next stop took us to Barranquilla, Colombia. We heard,

shortly before our arrival, that the mayor had canceled our

permission to use the municipal baseball stadium; but the

local committee hurriedly obtained the grounds of a local

Presbyterian school. The mayor’s ruling caused such an

uproar in the community over the issue of religious freedom

that many people who might not otherwise have heard of

the event came out of curiosity, and it turned out to be

among our largest meetings in the northern part of South

America.

When we arrived in Bogotá, we were greeted by a police

escort and a limousine that saw us safely to the hotel.

While I was in Bogotá, a former president of Colombia told

me that although most Colombians identified themselves

with the Catholic Church, only a small percentage actually

practiced their faith. Some years later, during a visit we

made to the Vatican, a number of church officials expressed



the same concern to me about Catholics whose

commitment to Christ was only nominal; one of them told

me it was the greatest challenge facing the Roman Catholic

Church today.

From Bogotá we flew to Cali. Lee Fisher, Cliff Barrows, and

I were together on the plane. Among our fellow passengers

were two Colombian students from Yale who were going

home for the holidays—one behind us, the other in the front.

They began to throw things at each other. At first I didn’t

mind—though I was getting hit on the side of the head with

magazines, the exchange seemed fairly friendly—but things

got out of hand when they began to yell and get unruly.

The co-pilot came back and talked to them, but rather

than toning things down, they talked back to him. A very

strong man, the co-pilot hauled them up front and

handcuffed them to a seat. He and the pilot then turned the

plane around and headed back to Bogotá, where the police

took the troublemakers off the plane.

One of the most important people on the South American

trip was my interpreter, Dr. José Fajardo. A member of the

Cumberland Presbyterian denomination, he was brought by

the BGEA to the United States to study; he was an excellent

interpreter and a real man of God. I did not know the

importance of Cali in José’s mind at that time, but it was his

hometown, and he was anxious that the meetings be

successful.

And they were: we spoke in the soccer stadium to crowds

that seemed eager to hear the Gospel. On closing night,

after the meeting was concluded, guerrillas came down

from the mountains and killed fourteen people not far from

where we were staying. We had been warned that we were

in a dangerous situation; now it was clear that we were.

A girl I had dated at Wheaton came to see us in Cali. For

decades she and her husband had been doing pioneer

missionary work at a spot some hundred miles from Cali.

She was crippled now and in a wheelchair.



I encountered many other acquaintances on that trip.

Wher-ever I went, throughout Latin America, I met

missionaries I had known in other times and places—Youth

for Christ, Wheaton, Northwestern Schools, my days on the

Southern Baptist Foreign Mission Board—and those

encounters gave me a whole new appreciation of what the

missionaries were doing (and what they were up against).

Ecuador

 
In Quito, Chuck Ward and his wife, Margaret, had us over to

their house for a memorable evening of fellowship. Among

their guests were three of the widows of the missionaries

who had been killed five years before by the Auca Indians in

the Ecuadorian jungle; several of those missionaries were

graduates of Wheaton College. Few events in recent years

had attracted so much coverage in both the secular and

religious press. The story of their martyrdom for Christ had

challenged hundreds of young men and women to give their

lives to missionary service.

In Quito, which was ten thousand feet above sea level, I

had trouble preaching; because there was less oxygen in the

air, I felt a bit breathless even when talking in normal

conversation. For our next meeting, we descended to sea

level in Guayaquil. That meeting was larger than our first

assembly in Ecuador—and a great relief to my lungs.

Peru and Chile

 
Further meetings in Lima, Peru, and Santiago, Chile, brought

us down the western side of South America. Elections in

Peru were only a few months away at the time of our visit.

Already we could sense tension in the air as conflicting

parties demonstrated.

In Lima we were once again in a large bull ring. It turned

out to be a good venue, accommodating the large crowds

who attended. Seldom had I seen a greater contrast among

people in one meeting: wealthy businesspeople sat side by



side with impoverished Indian peasants as they all listened

to the Gospel of Christ.

Dan Piatt was with us in Peru, and he and I had a chance

to play golf one afternoon. It was a very cloudy day, so we

both took off our shirts. I was already suntanned from the

rest of the trip, but Dan was white as snow. He got so

sunburned that he became sick and could not come to the

meeting that night.

Between Lima and Santiago, there was only one jet flight

a week, a Boeing jet, offered by Air France. As we took off, I

was a little nervous about all the surrounding mountains.

The pilot broke in soon after takeoff to say, “They want us

to fly over the city of Antofagasta as a salute.” He explained

that Antofagasta was celebrating some kind of anniversary.

With that bit of warning he made a steep dive over the city,

flying very low. I did not think he could pull up without

tearing the wings off, but he did, just trimming the treetops

—or so it seemed. And then he did it two more times!

When we arrived in Santiago for the final meetings of our

trip, scheduled for February 16 and 17, I was struck by how

similar the city seemed to European cities; it reminded me a

great deal of Geneva, in particular. Our activities in Santiago

included a colorful, mile-long parade of some 8,000

evangelical Christians. The procession wound

enthusiastically through the streets to the grounds of Parque

Cousino, where the meetings were held.

John Bolten was there with us; he owned a lot of property

in Chile. He took us out to a magnificent golf course, where

we enjoyed a bit of relaxation.

From Santiago we flew across the Andes to Buenos Aires,

in order to make our airline connection for the long flight

home. We found ourselves on an Argentine airliner; it was a

Comet, the last of a fleet of five, I was told.

“What happened to the other four?” I asked an airline

employee.

“They crashed in service,” he answered.



Because the Argentine pilots seemed to be having some

difficulty with this type of aircraft, the French manufacturer

had sent an experienced pilot to sit in the cockpit during

flights. This seemed only moderately reassuring, given the

fate of the other planes in the original fleet.

I was sitting in the aisle seat of the front passenger row,

which had three seats on each side of the aisle. To my

immediate left, in the middle seat on my side of the aisle,

was a heavyset woman; we were jammed against each

other.

The door between the passenger section and the cockpit

was open, and I could see what was going on up front. As

we went down the runway, the Argentine crew was

apparently a little slow reacting. Just before it was too late,

the French pilot hurriedly leaned over and pulled back on

the stick, sending us into the sky. I will always remember the

Andes as the most beautiful mountains in the world.

Cumulative attendance during this Latin American trip

totaled quarter of a million people, with 9,000 inquirers.

Measured against the standards set by Crusades in certain

other parts of the world, that outcome was not large.

However, as I noted at that time on The Hour of Decision, “I

have never seen such spiritual hunger in all of our travels

around the world. . . . We learned once again that spiritual

hunger is no respecter of persons. It exists among the rich

as well as the poor, and the truth of the Gospel appeals to

men universally.”

I was grateful for the statement one U.S. Catholic

newspaper made as it reviewed our first South American

trip: “Never once, at least in our memory, has [Billy

Graham] attacked the Catholic Church. . . . In view of past

history [in South America], where violence has so often

prevailed, it is well to remember that the slightest

disturbance could easily make tempers flare again. Billy

Graham seems to sense this.”



Beyond doubt, God was at work in South America, and we

now looked forward eagerly to the second South American

trip, scheduled for later in the year, following Crusades in

Chicago and Fresno.

CHICAGO

 
Sandwiched between our two trips to South America in 1962

was the significant Crusade in Chicago, held in the new

McCormick Place arena. In some ways, the Chicago Crusade

was just as pivotal for our ministry as the New York Crusade

of 1957 had been.

On the one hand, Chicago was seen as the center of

evangelical strength in America, what with the presence of

Moody Bible Institute, Wheaton College (where just a few

years earlier we held a memorable areawide Crusade at

Centennial Field), and many other evangelical institutions.

Of course, I myself had strong ties in the Chicago area,

dating back to my days at Wheaton as a student, in Western

Springs as a pastor, and all over the whole area as a

representative of Youth for Christ. On the other hand,

Chicago was also a center of social and theological

liberalism, represented by the University of Chicago,

Northwestern University, The Christian Century, and several

major liberal seminaries.

Under these conditions, a broad-based invitation from the

Windy City for a Crusade was difficult to secure, and for a

number of good reasons.

First, most of the mainline churches in Chicago were

liberal (and therefore refused to support us); one of the few

exceptions was Fourth Presbyterian Church, one of the

largest in Chicago.

Second, the city was a major Roman Catholic center; in

those pre-Vatican II days, we had little open support from

the Roman Catholic community, although a number of

Catholics (including some priests) attended the meetings.



Third, the media were not particularly open to us; the

religion editor at the main newspaper, the Chicago Tribune,

was a graduate of a major liberal seminary, and he ignored

us for the most part.

Fourth, we were unable to buy television time in the

Chicago area in spite of the fact that Walter Bennett, the

advertising executive who arranged all of our television

schedules, had his offices there.

Our chairman of the 1962 Crusade was Herbert J. Taylor,

chairman of Club Aluminum and one of the godliest

gentlemen I have ever known. Every morning before he

went to his office, he recited the Sermon on the Mount. An

active Rotarian (and the international president of Rotary

Clubs in 1954–55), it was he who devised the Rotarian four-

way test [of things we think, say, or do]—a formulation that

has since become famous. Unfortunately for us, Taylor was

not able to bring a wide spectrum of support from the

business community to the Crusade; while business support

in New York had been massive, support in Chicago was

weak.

All the evangelical churches and organizations in Chicago,

however, came to our support. Night after night McCormick

Place was filled to capacity. Three-quarters of a million

people attended over a three-week period, with some

16,500 decisions for Christ. In addition, I squeezed in a visit

to the recruits at the Great Lakes Naval Training Station.

The final rally, jammed with more than 100,000 people,

was held in Soldier Field on one of the hottest days I have

ever experienced. The temperature was well over one

hundred degrees. Though I did preach, I had to cut my

sermon short because of the heat. That decision had a

consequence I had not foreseen. We were recording the

meeting for later release on national television, but by

shortening my message, I left a hole in the hour-long

program. As a result, I had to return that night to the

stadium, now empty and dark (and not that much cooler!)



to speak off the cuff for seven minutes. What appeared to

be a technological disaster, though, actually turned out to

be a dramatic close to the program; the response was one

of the highest we have ever received from a television

broadcast.

We would return to Chicago for other Crusades and events

in future years. One night in 1971, for example, inside the

mammoth McCormick Place, Mayor Richard J. Daley

welcomed us to the city and then remained with us on the

platform for the service. In the audience were some 30,000

young people.

After Bev had sung the second hymn of the evening, while

Cliff was leading the massed choir in a great anthem of

praise, a police officer rushed on stage and whispered in the

mayor’s ear, “They’re coming!”

Earlier in the day, some Satan worshipers had let it be

known that they were coming to the meeting with the

intention of storming the platform and stopping the

proceedings. Sure enough, here they were. They burst past

the ushers and hurried down the aisles, all the while

chanting something of their own.

“Don’t worry about a thing, Dr. Graham,” the mayor said.

“My police will handle it.”

We had never called the police before to handle a meeting

disturbance, and I didn’t want this to be the first time. “Mr.

Mayor, let me try it another way,” I urged.

I went to the microphone and interrupted the choir’s song.

“There are three hundred, or four hundred, Satan

worshipers here tonight,” I announced. “They’ve said that

they’re going to take over the platform. Now I’m going to

ask you Christian young people to do something. Don’t hurt

them. Just surround them and love them and sing to them

and, if you can, just gradually move them toward the

doors.”

Thankfully, to our great relief, that’s just what happened.

Hundreds of the Christian young people, pointing their



fingers up, which is the Christian One Way sign, began to

surround them, singing and shouting, “Jesus loves you!” and

“God is love!”

“My,” said the mayor, “I ought to have you in all these

riots we’re having around here!”

As one newspaper the following morning put it, “The hell

raisers were routed by Jesus’ power.”

The success of that Crusade resulted in a renewed flood of

invitations to Los Angeles in 1963, San Diego in 1964, and

Seattle in 1965. It also encouraged committees in other

midwestern cities to extend invitations to us; Columbus and

Omaha in 1964 and Kansas City in 1967. Chicago also

convinced us that the meetings in New York in 1957 were

not a fluke and that America’s largest cities were open to

evangelism in an unprecedented way. Invitations came to us

all the time, and one of the biggest loads I had to carry

during that period was where to go next.

SOUTH AMERICA

 
The second Latin American tour took place in the fall of

1962. Once again our associate evangelists began Crusades

in most cities before we arrived for the closing sessions.

Brazil

 
We opened on September 25 with a six-day Crusade in São

Paulo, Brazil. The city—named, I could not help but recall,

after Chris-tianity’s greatest evangelist, the Apostle Paul—

had some 350 Protestant churches giving support to the

Crusade. The closing meeting, with a 200-piece orchestra

accompanied by a 1,000-voice choir, drew 65,000 to the

city’s main stadium.

I have always remembered the São Paulo meetings for

another, more personal reason. Less than a month before,

on August 28, my father had passed away, and this was my

first public ministry since his death. He had suffered

declining health for several years due to a series of strokes.



His death was not unexpected, and yet I felt his absence

very keenly even a hemisphere away from home.

My father was always so proud of me. In his last days, he

sat in the S&W Cafeteria near their home in Charlotte and

greeted people. The owner, Mr. Sherrill, considered my

father something of an attraction. He was glad for him to sit

there for a couple of hours; people knew him and would

come in to say hello. There was something about this

picture that appealed to me, probably because I felt that my

father was a man of love.

My mother cared for him during his declining years, but

Melvin, Catherine, and Jean, all of whom lived in Charlotte,

also took major responsibility for his care.

When he died, the New York Times printed an obituary

with a photograph of that humble and loving man, and to

this day I thank God for all he meant to me.

Paraguay and Argentina

 
The São Paulo meetings were followed by a series of one-or

two-day meetings in Asunción, Paraguay; Córdoba and

Rosario, Argen-tina; and Montevideo, Uruguay. In each city,

Chuck Ward arranged for a welcoming rally at the airport;

this was meant to create public interest in the meetings and

to unite the local believers who were supporting the effort.

At one place, I recall, our plane was three and a half hours

late taking off. I was certain that everyone at the other end

would give up and leave before we arrived. Instead, an

enthusiastic crowd of 2,000 people greeted us. I expressed

surprise to one leader, but he just shrugged. “Oh, you know

how relaxed we Latins are about time,” he said. “If you’d

shown up when you were scheduled to arrive, hardly anyone

would have been here!”

The flight had been a rough one, stormy all the way over

jungles, mountains, and wild country. The aircraft we were in

—it was an old British Viscount turboprop, as I recall—was

not all that sturdy. Again, to be honest, I was nervous! It



didn’t help that the pilot announced, as we were circling for

a final approach to the runway, “If you look to your left,

you’ll see the British Comet plane that crashed last week.”

Paraguay’s longtime president, General Alfredo

Stroessner, received me. I was criticized later by some back

in the United States for trying to be diplomatic in my

comments about him instead of condemning him outright

for his alleged human rights abuses; however, I knew that

those matters were already being raised by our

ambassador, William P. Snow, with whom I also met. I took

the opportunity to share my faith in Christ with Stroessner.

He assured us of his support for the meetings. He had, we

understood, a German Lutheran background, although I had

no reason to believe he was a practicing Christian.

Unfortunately, however, there was strong opposition from

other sources in Paraguay. These opponents clearly had

considerable influence, even trying to force the local press

to boycott us. In fact, the only person who showed up for

our scheduled press conference was a radio technician who

came to run a tape recorder; not a single reporter was

there. The technician turned his tape recorder on, however,

and I answered questions about the Crusade posed by

members of the local committee. Two radio stations carried

the interview later, we heard.

Furthermore, we learned that those opposing the Crusade

were organizing a massive counterdemonstration just a few

blocks from the outdoor soccer stadium where our meetings

were being held. That demonstration, designed for popular

appeal—with everything from a parade of 15,000 students

in the afternoon to a gigantic free music and folk-dancing

festival—was scheduled to start at 7:00 p.m., half an hour

before our closing rally was due to begin. Needless to say,

this caused a great deal of consternation among the

supporters of the Crusade. They redoubled their prayers.

Lee, Grady, and I, who were rooming together in a hotel,

had a lot of prayer about the meeting that night. Suddenly,



without warning, a storm came up just out of nowhere. It

was so fierce that it broke the glass doors in our hotel room,

sending shattered pieces all over our room and forcing the

three of us into the farthest corner to ride out the vicious

winds.

That morning Russ Busby and Dick Lederhaus of World

Wide Pictures had flown two hundred miles east to

photograph Iguaçú Falls, one of South America’s great

natural wonders. With the storm approaching, their pilot

refused to take off for the return flight.

The local Crusade committee had already blanketed the

city with leaflets and posters advertising both the Crusade

with Joe Blinco and the closing meeting, at which I was to

speak. In response, the counterdemonstration printed

several hundred thousand leaflets advertising their evening

festival, to be dropped over the city from airplanes that

afternoon. But just as the planes were being loaded, the

storm, with hail and winds clocked at ninety miles an hour,

perhaps including a tornado, unexpectedly hit the city of

300,000, uprooting trees and knocking out electrical power.

It also scattered the paraders who were beginning to

assemble and destroyed preparations at the festival site,

damaging even the statue of the Virgin Mary that had been

brought out of the cathedral for the parade. The planes

themselves were damaged and would have been unable to

take off even had the storm let up in time, and the leaflets

were drenched beyond reclamation.

But by five o’clock the sun was out again, and as the time

approached for our meeting, electrical power was restored

to the arena. In spite of the fact that some roads were

blocked by fallen trees, several thousand people came. The

local committee felt that God had answered their prayers in

a decisive and unmistakable way. It was the first time, we

later learned, that an evangelical Protestant meeting had

been held on public property in Paraguay’s five hundred

years of history. One small Mennonite church with only 40



members received 70 referrals of people who had made

commitments to Christ during the Crusade.

The next day, when Russ and Dick returned to Asunción,

they said the airport looked like a war zone. The

government imposed a curfew on the city to prevent

looting.

From Asunción we continued across the border to Córdoba

and Rosario, Argentina’s second-largest city, with cold winds

coming off the arid Patagonia that forced me to preach in a

heavy coat and muffler. In Rosario I spoke to students at the

Catholic university, the area’s largest, and received a very

warm welcome from them. The Catholics had a reverence

for the Bible; we did not have to convince them Who

created the world and Who Christ was.

Uruguay

 
On to Montevideo. Joe Blinco held a separate Crusade in

Uruguay among people who were descended from the

Waldensians; this particular group were nineteenth-century

refugees from religious persecution in Italy.

The vice chairman of the Crusade in Montevideo was the

pastor of the city’s largest Methodist church, the Reverend

Emilio Castro (not a relation of the Cuban dictator). He

stayed by my side throughout our visit, taking me

everywhere in his little car. He had a social burden, not so

much for Uruguay (since at one time it had been among the

most prosperous nations in the hemisphere) but for the rest

of Latin America. The sharp disparity between the rich and

the poor, and the overwhelming poverty in both the cities

and the countryside, deeply troubled me as well. In later

years, after Emilio Castro became prominent in the World

Council of Churches, we did not always agree on all

theological points. On social affairs and social conscience,

though, he did sharpen my thinking.

Our Team appreciated Montevideo, but perhaps for a less-

than-spiritual reason. Long-distance telephone rates were



lower in Uruguay than elsewhere in Latin America (although

still very expensive), so we finally got to call our families

back in the States. The system in those days was actually a

radio telephone; one person would speak, concluding with

the word over, and then let the other person speak. It was

awkward and didn’t make for the most spontaneous

conversation, but I was delighted to hear Ruth’s voice

anyway.

Back to Argentina

 
The trip concluded with an eight-day Crusade in Buenos

Aires, one of the most beautiful cities in Latin America (and

the largest in Argentina). Two thousand people had been

trained as counselors—Charlie Riggs had taught them

standing in a boxing ring, the best facility available—and in

spite of a severe economic crisis in Argen-tina (some

government workers hadn’t been paid in months), the

Crusade’s full budget was raised in advance; no offerings

needed to be taken. (In fact, we took no offerings anywhere

in South America, to avoid any hint of financial motivation.)

I was invited to meet with members of the Argentine

cabinet, because the relationship between the United States

and Cuba was reaching boiling point. Argentina’s defense

minister asked me if I would come into his office. “I want

you to convey to the President of the United States that we

have two aircraft carriers,” he told me, “and we will put

them both at the disposal of the United States if it comes to

war. It would be a tragedy if Castro should move any further

than he has. His popularity is such that it affects us here.”

Shortly after my return to the United States, I was invited

to the White House to see President Kennedy. Secretary of

State Dean Rusk was there as well. They wanted me to brief

them about my tour of the Latin American countries.

Needless to say, I relayed the offer made by Argentina’s

defense minister, but I never learned what use, if any, was

made of the information.



What did I learn from the South American tours?

First, everywhere we went, we sensed a deep spiritual

hunger and a yearning for a personal relationship with

Christ. We came away committed to further ministry there.

Second, we came away with a new sense of the

importance of Latin America and of its potential for the

future. At the same time, I was struck by the widespread

poverty we saw almost everywhere, and by the sharp

division between the wealthy and the poor. I could see the

potential for explosive social change and even chaos.

Since that trip, we’ve returned a number of times to

various areas, eventually visiting almost every country in

South America. (My doctors advised me against attempting

to preach in La Paz, Bolivia; its altitude of twelve thousand

feet was too high for my voice.)

In 1974 we returned to Brazil for a five-day Crusade in Rio

de Janeiro. A quarter-million people gathered for the

concluding meeting in Maracanã Stadium, a record for that

facility. During the service, I could hear people beating on

the locked doors as tens of thousands more tried to get in.

The closing meeting was televised on all the networks

across the country on the orders of the president; Crusade

director Henry Holley was told that up to 50 million people

saw the program. When we were ready to leave the

stadium, the police escort was reluctant to open the gates

for fear the crowd, in their enthusiasm, might riot.

MEXICO

 
Also memorable was our Crusade in Mexico in 1981. The

organizers in Mexico City, our first stop, had been given

permission to use the Olympic Stadium for the meetings; it

seated 80,000. At the last minute, however, permission was

withdrawn by the authorities. We were forced instead to use

a much smaller basketball arena in the center of the city,

which had no parking facilities. It was damaged in the



earthquake a few years before and had not been used since,

but the authorities assured us it was safe.

To make matters worse, publicity had already gone out

directing people to the other stadium. But somehow word of

the change got out, and even on the first night there was an

overflow crowd of thousands. We then scheduled two

services each day; people exited out one side of the arena

as the second crowd entered from the opposite side.

We then went to the city of Villahermosa, a booming oil

town near the Guatemalan border. It had an old western

frontier feel about it; the people still carried guns in their

belts. The church leaders there were some of the kindest

people we have ever worked with. The meetings were held

in a baseball stadium. Every night on our way there, we

passed scores and scores of farm trucks on their way to the

Crusade, jammed with people standing tightly packed in the

truckbeds. When we gave the Invitation each night, so many

people came forward that we couldn’t get off the platform

until the counseling was completed.

Our 1991 Crusade in Buenos Aires—a decade after the

Mexico visit just described—marked a milestone of a

different sort, with an extensive outreach to millions, via

satellite and video, in twenty Spanish-speaking countries in

Central and South America as well as Mexico and the

Caribbean.

Since then, I have rejoiced in the many signs that God is

still at work in that part of the world.
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First Steps Behind the Iron Curtain
Moscow 1959, Poland 1966, Yugoslavia 1967

 

And again we need to go back in time, this time to trace our

initial foray behind the Iron Curtain.

MOSCOW

 
In 1959 a close friend of mine on the West Coast, a Los

Angeles businessman by the name of Bill Jones, invited

Grady and me to go to the Soviet Union as tourists. He had

been there a number of times and came back with

remarkable stories of quietly taking Bibles into Russia and

discreetly meeting with Christians.

I had been in Australia for several months. Ruth and

Grady’s wife, Wilma, joined us in Paris, and we flew to

London. After a few days of relaxation, Bill, Grady, and I flew

to Brussels, where we were to catch an Aeroflot plane to

Moscow. I was a little hesitant to go on their airline, but Bill

thought it would be wise to do so. We filled out our forms

and got on the plane.

The stewardess was a pleasant, sturdily built Russian

woman. “Please fasten your seatbelts,” she announced in

heavily accented English, “and if we get airborne, you can

unfasten them!”

We arrived safely at the airport in Moscow. While we were

going through immigration, a young woman with a bright

smile inspected my passport. Then, looking around to make

sure no one was watching, she silently pointed upward,

giving the Christian One Way sign.



This was my first encounter with one of the countless

silent believers in the Soviet Union. One time I stood with a

crowd on Victory Day watching the people lay a wreath at

their Tomb of the Unknown Soldier. A stranger wearing a

whole string of medals on his chest came close to me.

Without speaking a word, he used the tip of his cane to

scratch a cross in the dirt at our feet.

Another time I was standing in front of our hotel in a cold

drizzle when a bus pulled up. A woman looked out the bus

window right at me. Then, on a foggy patch on the window,

she rubbed a cross with her finger.

Many things impressed me on our taxi rides and walks in

Moscow: the general cleanliness of the city, the lack of

outdoor advertising signs (although propaganda posters

were common), the intellectual reading matter at the

newsstands. Looking at the symbolic red star rising high

above the Kremlin, I was startled to see also the Cross of

Christ topping the spires of former churches—buildings that

in 1959 were serving largely as museums. Visiting Lenin’s

Tomb, I pondered how his embalmed body could inspire

endless lines of viewers. The inspiration for my faith was the

empty tomb of the risen Christ.

In the popular playground and propaganda platform of

Gorky Park, I saw one poster in which the hammer and

sickle had crushed Uncle Sam, depicted with his ever-

present dollar sign.

One of the people I got to know on that trip was American

reporter and writer Harrison Salisbury, Moscow

correspondent for the New York Times. He was kind enough

to accompany us a great deal of the time; he explained the

things we were seeing and commented on the things we

were doing. The Soviets frowned on public displays of sex,

he said. I thought of Harvard professor Pitirim Sorokin’s

warning that an obsession with sex could destroy the United

States faster than Communism.



I had tea with some students at Moscow University. Work

meant more to them than play, I learned; 10 million Russian

youth were studying English. At the crowded Baptist church

—the only Protestant church for Moscow’s 7 or 8 million

people—my companions and I attended three two-hour

services and heard six strong biblical sermons through

interpreters! The authorities would not let me preach, the

pastor explained apologetically. (Baptists and other

Protestant denominations had been forced by Stalin to

unite, and they were all called Baptists, although there were

still theological tensions within the Baptist Union.)

This was not my first contact with Baptist leaders from the

Soviet Union. In late July 1955, I met a Soviet Baptist leader

who was representing his church at a meeting of the Baptist

World Alliance in London. In October 1955, I responded to

his invitation to preach in his church in Moscow, suggesting

December of that year—or, if that date was not suitable,

sometime in 1956.

“Naturally, I shall not mention political matters while

visiting your great country,” I wrote to him. “I shall come to

preach the Gospel and to promote better relations between

the American and Russian people. It is my prayer that such

a trip would contribute to the prospects and possibilities of

world peace.”

No invitation arrived in response.

My intentions were good, but I naively thought going to

the Soviet Union from the United States was as simple as

going from the United States to the United Kingdom. Nor did

I fully realize then the extent to which churches in such

societies were forced to cooperate with government

authorities; no church could issue such an invitation without

their approval.

Lenin Stadium, named after V. I. Lenin, the founder of the

Communist Soviet state, was empty the day Grady and I

wandered in as tourists. A scratchy recording of Rosemary

Clooney was being played over the loudspeaker system. The



sight of the empty arena—the location of so many showcase

events for the Soviet system—moved me deeply. As we sat

gazing out over its vast expanse, I bowed my head and

prayed that someday God would open the door for us to

preach the Gospel in Moscow and elsewhere in eastern

Europe.

And yet for decades, it seemed as if that was one prayer

God would never answer, an unrealistic pipedream that

could never come true. The barriers were too great, the wall

erected by Communism against religion too impregnable.

Not that Communist officials would have welcomed me

anyway, for I was an avowed and vocal anti-Communist,

blasting Communism in one 1953 sermon as “the greatest

enemy we have ever known.” I did not preach many

sermons specifically on the subject, but when I did refer to

Commu-nists or Communism from the pulpit, I branded

them as enemies of the Gospel.

About that time in Washington, D.C., Senator Joseph

McCarthy was holding sensational hearings about alleged

anti-American subversion. McCarthyism entered the

American vocabulary as a word describing the making of

unsubstantiated charges against alleged Communists and

Communist sympathizers. I think McCarthy tried to contact

me once, but I never had any correspondence with him, I

never exchanged telegrams with him, and I never talked to

him on the phone. Nor did I want to. I was shocked at some

of his tactics, even though at the time I agreed that bona

fide Communists needed to be exposed. But McCarthy went

too far: in many quarters, the paranoia and panic

engendered by the rigor of his investigation spread

unfounded suspicion and slander.

In those tense times, I frequently mentioned and preached

on the various social and political problems plaguing our

country, and I probably spoke about Communism more than

most others. I believed that the leaders of Communism,



especially in the Soviet Union, had vowed world conquest;

many of their published statements said as much.

Like millions of others, I honestly feared the spread of

Communism to the United States and elsewhere, whether

by a fifth column inside society or by armed aggression.

After all, the West was still reeling under the knowledge that

the Soviet Union had duplicated the atomic and hydrogen

bombs.

For all of my early anti-Communist diatribes, however, I

certainly did not see myself as a crusader against

Communism like Senator McCarthy or Father Charles

Coughlin, the vocal Catholic priest who had a national radio

program during the 1930s and was often criticized for his

extreme right-wing political views. But I couldn’t preach the

Gospel of Jesus Christ without clashing head-on with the

various philosophies and ideologies that were vehemently

opposed to Christianity—especially Communism. I quoted

Lenin: “There will come times when we talk peace, there will

come times when we talk war, but always toward world

revolution.”

My own comment was this: “We are dealing with a

treacherous and vicious enemy who has the supernatural

forces of evil behind him.”

The scant reliable information that got out to the world

through what Sir Winston Churchill first called the Iron

Curtain was enough to terrify all of us. Often Jews and

Christians were special objects of oppression and

persecution in the Soviet bloc. Most abhorrent to me was its

current militant atheism and its antireligious policies and

persecutions.

Atheism as official policy was openly organized to stamp

out religion. As one Soviet commissar of education put it,

“We hate Christians; even the best of them must be

regarded as our enemies.” I knew that my fellow Christians

in the Soviet Union and elsewhere were forbidden to declare

their faith publicly or to give religious instruction to their



children privately. When they defied Communist policies

about religion, they often were exiled to Siberia, interned in

the Gulag, or killed for their faith.

On the other hand, I have always admired the Soviet

people. Nothing I said, even in my most intemperate

denunciations of Communism, was intended to be a

wholesale condemnation of the Russian people who bravely

endured so much. As I was careful to point out, “Pure

Communists were only a minority wherever they operated;

most of the people under Communist rule were victims

rather than disciples.”

While in Moscow on that first visit as a tourist, I noted the

haunted, tired look on people’s faces, along with fear,

insecurity, and what I interpreted in some settings as

spiritual hunger and emptiness. Those in the churches,

though, showed devotion and determination. They had to; it

was not easy to join an evangelical congregation. Anyone

eighteen and over seeking membership was put on

probation for eighteen months to three years and could not

be a smoker or drinker. Although I had little direct contact

with the Russian Orthodox Church during the 1959 trip, I

knew that many Orthodox believers also paid a price for

their commitment.

I left Moscow in 1959 with a dream, a hope, and a prayer

that someday I, along with many others, might proclaim the

Gospel throughout that vast country. At the same time, I had

to admit that, humanly speaking, it seemed impossible. As it

turned out, a visit to the Soviet Union would have to wait

until after a series of visits many years later to other central

and eastern European Communist countries, including

Yugoslavia, Hungary, Poland, East Germany, and

Czechoslovakia.

POLAND

 
Poland in the mid-sixties seemed to us to be wide open to a

visit. Its religious life had remained comparatively strong



under Commu-nism, due to the determination and courage

of Poland’s Roman Catholic majority. The year 1966 marked

the millennium of Po-land’s nationhood and of its

Christianity, rooted in the conversion of Mieszko I in a.d.

966.

In the August issue of Decision magazine, an optimistic

preview of our trip specified the dates (September 28 to

October 5), gave the names of sponsors and committees,

and listed the locations where we would appear. It

mentioned publication of five thousand copies of a special

edition of my book Peace with God for Polish distribution. It

said we would pay a visit to the infamous concentration

camp at Auschwitz, as a mark of respect for the millions

who were put to death there and in similar camps in World

War II.

Only twenty-four hours before our scheduled departure,

we learned that we could not go after all. Internal political

tangles among the Polish government, the Roman Catholic

Church in Poland, and Polish evangelical leaders had

resulted in the denial of our visas from the Polish Embassy

in Washington. The advance publicity we had released had

undoubtedly worked against us as well.

Two lessons emerged from that disappointment.

First, we realized that the emissaries of Christ’s kingdom

needed to be as careful and thorough in their research as

any earthly government when approaching a foreign power.

By acting on inadequate information, we put ourselves in a

humiliating position and worked a real hardship on the

evangelical Christian community in Poland.

Second, we were confirmed in our belief that God had not

given up on Communist Europe. There was still a core of

vital believers there. Although this visit collapsed, many

people were fervently praying that someday the door would

open for us.

YUGOSLAVIA



 
Less than a year later, in July 1967, I preached for the first

time inside a Communist country, although technically it

was not behind the Iron Curtain. Marshal Tito’s Yugoslavia,

which had maintained a feisty independence from Moscow’s

domination of eastern Europe, presented an image of

relatively enlightened socialism. Although restrictions and

repression prevailed for the twenty years following World

War II, things began to loosen up in that country.

After a week-long Crusade at Earls Court in London, which

ended on July 1, 1967, we stopped for a one-day rally in

Turin, Italy, then crossed over by car to Zagreb, the capital

of Croatia, where we had been invited by a committee of

Yugoslavian Protestant churches. The contrast-rich

landscape—from the long Adriatic coastline, across the

rugged mountains, to the rich interior farmlands and forests

of the Danube plain—symbolized the diverse groups who

would attend the meetings.

The Catholic Church in Zagreb generously allowed us to

use a field they owned; it overlooked an army hospital they

operated. This outdoor location, while open to the elements,

was large enough to handle the crowds we were expecting.

Remarkable too was the shared presence on the platform of

both Orthodox and Catholic leaders.

The sponsoring group’s chairman, Dr. Josip Horak, who

was also president of the Yugoslavian Baptist Convention,

was exuberant: “Never before have gathered so many

Protestants, and it is the first open-air meeting since the

war,” he said as he welcomed us. “We couldn’t dream that

something like this can happen in our country.”

More than 7,000 stood in a steady, drenching rain for the

two meetings. Many had traveled all night by train; others

had taken a three-day bus ride from Macedonia; some had

come from as far away as Hungary, Czechoslovakia, and

Romania.



“I don’t believe I’ve seen people anywhere in the world

stay in pouring rain like this to hear the Gospel,” I said to

them. “I’ll never forget this.” Walter Smyth and T.W., who

were with me, agreed it was a thrilling sight. Response to

the Gospel Invitation also encouraged us. It stirred me to

see strong men and women embrace each other with tears

of joy at what God had wrought in those few hours.

Equally inspiring was the Friday night prayer meeting I

attended at a little Baptist church upon our arrival in

Zagreb. People so packed the small, hot room that I

wondered if there would be enough oxygen! After

responding to their request for a brief message, I concluded

this way: “We are gathered to pray for the Crusade that

begins tomorrow. . . . Nothing . . . will unite us . . . like

praying together. I want to join you in prayer. I cannot

understand your language, but we both know the language

of Heaven. It is the language that God the Holy Spirit speaks

to our hearts. . . . And so I can join you at the throne of

grace.”

The people at that meeting smiled when I told them,

through the interpreter, that our prayers would be joined by

those of thousands of fellow believers all over the world,

who were likewise praying for the Zagreb meetings.

At a press conference in Chicago shortly after we returned

from Yugoslavia, reporters seemed to be more curious than

usual.

Had Yugoslavian officials opposed the meetings? they

wondered.

No, I replied, because Yugoslavia’s constitution allowed a

certain degree of religious freedom, provided religion was

exercised only in private ways and on church premises.

Would I like to do the same thing in the Soviet Union?

Yes, if allowed to, I said, and I added that we might

eventually see one of the greatest religious awakenings of

all time in that country.



In typical American fashion, reporters questioned the

meetings’ success in terms of attendance and response

statistics.

“If I can talk with one person about Christ,” I replied, “and

get him to say yes to Jesus Christ, I consider that to be a

very successful meeting.”

The blessing God gave us in Yugoslavia increased my

longing to penetrate with the Gospel deeper into the

strongholds of atheistic Communism. Even though our

schedule was filled years in advance, I kept my heart open

to any firm possibility to preach in eastern Europe. At the

same time, the political climate in those nations gave little

hope for change, and all we could do was pray.



Part Five

1960–1976
World in Upheaval
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The Thousand Days
President John F. Kennedy

 

As Grady Wilson and I got on the train in Cincinnati bound

for Chicago in late April 1960, we were approached by a

young man who introduced himself as Pierre Salinger.

Senator Jack Kennedy, he said, wanted a statement from me

on the Roman Catholic issue and tolerance in the election

for their use in the West Virginia Demo-cratic primary, which

would take place two weeks later. Hubert Humphrey, they

felt, was giving him a tight race there.

Later during the trip he came back to me and argued his

case earnestly and charmingly, but I said no. I was afraid

some might interpret anything I said on the subject as an

implied political endorsement. Nevertheless, he was

courteous when he said good-bye to me in Chicago.

A few days later, in Minneapolis, I received a phone call

from someone who identified himself as John Kennedy. In

spite of the man’s New England accent, I seriously doubted

that it was he. He wanted me to say that the religious issue

should play no part in the campaign and that I would not

hesitate to vote for a Catholic if he was qualified. I gave the

voice on the phone the same answer I had given to Salinger.

I did not think I saw any serious problem with a Catholic in

the White House. Many Protestants, however, did have

concerns, including some in my own Southern Baptist

denomination. Baptists had a long tradition of stressing the

separation of church and state. The idea of having a

president who might owe a degree of allegiance to a



religious leader who was also head of a foreign political

state—Vatican City—concerned some of them greatly.

In my boyhood, Democrats in our part of North Carolina

had voted against Catholic Al Smith of New York and for the

victorious Republican candidate, Herbert Hoover, partly

because of that same religious issue. We schoolchildren

celebrated the 1928 election outcome without knowing why.

While I turned down Mr. Salinger’s request, I also refused

the insistent demands of some Protestants to come out

against a Cath-olic candidate. As it turned out, Kennedy did

not need my help; he swept the West Virginia primary on

May 10.

I was still in something of a bind, though. While I did not

want to appear to endorse Kennedy, neither did I want to

seem prejudiced against him on religious grounds. In

Kennedy’s hometown of Bos-ton, I had enjoyed good rapport

with Cardinal Richard J. Cushing for ten years, and I felt

sincerely that it was important in our Cru-sades to foster

good church relationships.

I did not agree with some Catholic teachings and church

practices, but warm acquaintance and fellowship with many

in that church had long since laid to rest whatever

prejudices I might have had. In addition, Hubert Humphrey,

whom I had met first in Minneapolis, had introduced me to

Senator Jack Kennedy some time before. One couldn’t help

but like Kennedy personally. As far as his own spiritual

commitment was concerned, I really had no idea. There

were rumors in Washington about his personal life, but I

didn’t pay too much attention to them, since gossip of all

sorts was rampant there.

In the Kennedy-Nixon contest, my position was further

complicated by my known friendship with Vice President

Nixon. Frankly, I thought Nixon’s eight years in the

Eisenhower administration qualified him better than

Kennedy’s terms in the House and Senate. A lot of people

cross-examined me for a clue to my preference (which,



apart from the sectarian factor, should have been fairly

obvious), but I didn’t want to say much, lest a seeming

denominational bias should skew perceptions.

Once Kennedy and Nixon officially became their parties’

candidates that summer, I felt constant pressure to make an

endorsement. Had I been foolish enough to declare myself,

it would have been for Mr. Nixon. In May I spoke at the

Southern Baptist Con-vention and made thinly veiled

allusions to my preference, without giving Nixon my outright

endorsement. I might have fueled some partisan flames,

though, with those allusions. In retrospect, only divine

intervention kept me from answering the press on that

issue, especially during an eight-day Washington, D.C.,

Crusade in June of 1960.

From then until early October, as the presidential

campaign roared into high gear, attendance at the Baptist

World Alliance in Rio de Janeiro and a series of Crusades in

Europe kept me outside of the United States. It was a great

relief to have the Atlantic Ocean between me and American

politics.

While overseas, I received a letter from Dr. Norman

Vincent Peale, pastor of New York’s Marble Collegiate Church

and proba-bly America’s best-known clergyman at the time.

He had already strongly endorsed Nixon, who occasionally

attended his church. Peale wanted me to go public on our

mutual friend’s behalf and asked if he could talk with me

about it personally while he was vacationing in Europe. I

invited him to Montreux, Switzerland, where I was

conducting an evangelism strategy conference with about

thirty evangelical leaders. He came and addressed the

group briefly, and he and I chatted privately about the U.S.

presidential race. I told him that I would think and pray

about his request but that I still preferred to stay out of the

fray.

One of the conferees, Clyde Taylor, then secretary of the

World Evangelical Fellowship, invited Dr. Peale to attend a



Washington conference of religious leaders who would be

discussing the campaign. I encouraged Peale to go,

privately glad that I would still be in Europe and therefore

unable to attend. From Europe I wrote privately to both

Kennedy and his running mate, Lyndon Baines Johnson,

explaining why I was not going to vote for them. It seemed

only fair in view of my friendship with the competing

candidates.

The press was not admitted to the Washington conference,

but when Dr. Peale came out of the meeting room, reporters

asked him for his comments. He read the statement the

group had formulated, which contained no explicit

statement about either candidate but did express serious

reservations about electing a Catholic president in light of

the Constitution’s separation of church and state. While the

group’s intention was to deal with the issue on a

philosophical (instead of a political) level, their effort

backfired and they were branded by some as anti-Catholic.

Unfortunately, Dr. Peale was unfairly blamed for the whole

situation, and he was hurt both personally and

professionally. Later I apologized to him for whatever I might

have inadvertently contributed to his problem by urging him

to attend the Washington meeting.

When I got back to the States in early October, I went to

see Henry Luce at the Time & Life Building in New York City.

“I want to help Nixon without blatantly endorsing him,” I

said. “Any ideas?”

Luce rested his hands behind his head. “Why don’t you

write an article about Nixon the man, as you know him? If it

works, we’ll use it in Life magazine.”

“I don’t know.”

“Don’t write whom you’re going to vote for. Just what you

think of Nixon as a man.”

I wasn’t comfortable with the idea, but I went back to our

home in the mountains and started writing; the article came

easily in one afternoon.



As soon as he got it, Luce called. “Billy, this is just what we

want,” he said. “I’m running it this coming week—going to

feature it.”

Pleased as I was that Luce liked the article, I was soon

miserable. It was two weeks before the election, and Ruth

was upset, totally opposed to my going public on a political

subject. What was I getting myself and my friends into?

Others who had learned about the piece called me to

protest, including Governor Luther Hodges of North Carolina

and Governor Frank Clement of Tennessee. Everybody

seemed to agree that it was a serious mistake, but it

seemed too late to do anything about it.

On Thursday—the night the magazine went to press—Ruth

and I got on our knees and asked the Lord to stop

publication if it was not His will. Neither of us felt

comfortable with it.

The next day Henry Luce phoned. “Billy, last night I

couldn’t sleep,” he said. “At midnight I pulled your article.”

God had intervened!

“Mr. Luce, I’m so relieved, I just can’t tell you.”

“Well, it was a good piece, but I suppose this is the better

part of wisdom.”

“Listen,” I said impulsively, “what if I wrote you an article

on why every Christian ought to vote? I could get it to you

right away.”

There was silence on the other end for a moment.

“Billy, I don’t think so. I appreciate it, but no. That’s a nice

thought, but it wouldn’t have the same punch. Thank you

anyway.”

For some reason I wrote the article anyway and sent it to

him the next day. He called.

“I like the new piece, more than I thought I would. But I

need to tell you what I’ve decided. I’m going to run the first

one after all, next issue, a week before the election.”

“No, sir, I believe God stopped that,” I told him, explaining

about our prayers.



“I can’t argue with that,” he said. “All right, I’ll run the

second one.”

He did, and it received a gratifying response from readers.

Right after the election, I received a phone call from my

friend Senator George Smathers of Florida, who told me that

the President-elect wanted to talk with me. “I’ve suggested

that we have a game of golf together,” he said.

I was delighted. The catch was what my friend Nixon

would think, depressed as he was over losing the election. I

called him.

“He’s the President-elect,” Nixon said. “Every time he asks

you, you have to go. I would go, so don’t think anything of

it.”

On the evening I arrived in Florida, Mrs. Jacqueline

Kennedy had just given birth to their son, John; so my

meeting with her husband had to be postponed.

Ten days before the inauguration, in January of 1961,

Smathers phoned again. “Could you come to Palm Beach to

Jack Kennedy’s father’s house next Monday to have lunch

and play golf?”

When I arrived at the Kennedy family estate, the

charismatic young President-elect called to me from the

window of the bedroom where he was changing clothes. “My

father’s out by the pool. He wants to talk to you.”

After we shook hands and sat down, Joseph Kennedy came

straight to the point: “Do you know why you’re here?”

“Not exactly, sir,” I admitted.

“When I was in Stuttgart, Germany, with the president of

Notre Dame University, we saw signs all around that you

were preaching there, so we decided to go and see what

was happening. What we saw astonished us. You were

preaching through an interpreter to 60,000 people. Many

responded to your call at the end. When we visited the pope

three days later, we told him about it. He said he wished he

had a dozen such evangelists in our church. When Jack was

elected, I told him that one of the first things he should do



was to get acquainted with you. I told him you could be a

great asset to the country, helping heal the division over the

religious problem in the campaign.”

I felt he had greatly overestimated my influence with the

public (and had perhaps overlooked God’s place in our

ministry). However, I assured him that I wanted to do what I

could.

Golf was the next order of the day. After a light lunch, at

which Jack asked me to pray, he introduced me to his wife,

Jackie. I thought her more beautiful in person than in

newspaper and magazine pictures.

Jack himself drove us to the Seminole Golf Club at the

wheel of a Lincoln convertible, with me in the front seat and

George Smathers in the back. He waved at people as they

recognized him, and we chatted all the way.

At the club, Kennedy and I rode in one golf cart, Smathers

and Billy Reynolds (the aluminum company president, who

joined us at the club) in another. When I stood at the first

tee, I was nervous as a cat. I did not hit the ball far and

wound up with a double bogey.

“I thought you played better than that,” Kennedy joked.

“Well, sir, when I’m not playing with the President-elect, I

usually do.”

He laughed, and I felt more relaxed.

We played only fourteen holes. On the last hole I sank a

long putt.

“I made $40 on that putt,” shouted Reynolds.

I had a hunch there was something going in the way of a

bet on the side, but they had concealed it from me.

In the clubhouse afterward, we got into a lively discussion.

Kennedy aired his view that the sixties would be filled with

challenges, promises, and problems. As we sat relaxing with

soft drinks, he began to talk about Vietnam. Kennedy

agreed with Eisenhower’s domino theory. “If Laos goes,” he

said, “all of Southeast Asia will go. Then India. We’re going

to have to do something about it. Eisenhower’s got a



number of people over there. We can’t allow Vietnam to fall

to the Communists.”

That was the first time I heard that Vietnam—that far-off

country in the Orient—was such a problem. It all sounded so

remote to me.

On the way back to the Kennedy house, the President-

elect stopped the car and turned to me. “Do you believe in

the Second Coming of Jesus Christ?” he asked unexpectedly.

“I most certainly do.”

“Well, does my church believe it?”

“They have it in their creeds.”

“They don’t preach it,” he said. “They don’t tell us much

about it. I’d like to know what you think.”

I explained what the Bible said about Christ coming the

first time, dying on the Cross, rising from the dead, and then

promising that He would come back again. “Only then,” I

said, “are we going to have permanent world peace.”

“Very interesting,” he said, looking away. “We’ll have to

talk more about that someday.” And he drove on.

Kennedy then asked me to go with him to a party he had

been invited to at a private home. I accepted but felt self-

conscious in my golfing clothes in front of about 100 people,

including many well-known socialites who wintered in Palm

Beach.

Then the President-elect popped another surprise on me.

“Billy, there are about 300 media people at the Washington

Hotel I haven’t seen since I’ve been down here. I’ve got to

say a word to them. Would you mind going with me?” I felt

honored.

At the hotel I sat among the press, prepared to listen to

the President-elect’s comments. He started by saying that

he had been playing golf with me and joked about our

scores. Then the surprise: “I want to present to you Dr. Billy

Graham, who’s going to answer some questions.”

That was the first I’d heard about that! I went up to the

podium, and the press dived into the religious controversy



that had been so prominent during the campaign—and

about which I had kept quiet. Though Mr. Kennedy was using

me for his own purposes, I did not mind finally speaking out.

“I don’t think that Mr. Kennedy’s being a Catholic should

be held against him by any Protestant,” I said. “They should

judge him on his ability and his character. We should trust

and support our new President.”

If I had said that before the election, I am convinced I

would have been in trouble. But the statement seemed

justified now. I was interviewed for a half-hour or more,

Kennedy sitting off to one side.

As we left the hotel, he asked me where I wanted to go. I

told him that my wife and I were staying at the Holiday Inn

at Vero Beach some distance up the coast.

“We’ll send you back in our plane,” he offered.

At the airport, then, I boarded the Kennedy plane, the

Caroline. As we were landing after the brief flight, I noticed

that the place did not look like Vero Beach. I told the pilot

so. A man came running out and told us that we had landed

at the Ft. Pierce airport, some fifteen miles short of our

destination. We took off again and landed a few minutes

later in Vero Beach.

One of Kennedy’s accomplishments was the Peace Corps,

whose humanitarian services overseas paralleled a part of

what Christian missionaries had been doing for generations,

minus the spiritual emphasis and the lifetime commitment.

“I think the Peace Corps is important,” he once told me,

“not so much to help other countries, though that is

important, but to give American young people something to

do.”

He was right. Within a few weeks of its launching,

hundreds had volunteered for the Peace Corps, indicating

that the young and the restless were looking for something

meaningful to which to commit: within five years of its

founding more than 15,000 were serving in fifty-two

countries.



I became good friends with R. Sargent Shriver, head of the

Peace Corps, and later we made a documentary film

together on the problem of poverty in the Appalachian

Mountains. One day he offered to pick me up in Montreat.

He showed up with a helicopter and landed in our front yard,

which is little more than a shelf on the side of the mountain.

The landing was a success, but the rotors blew our lawn

furniture down the mountainside.

In one remote area, we landed to get some footage. We

went up to a shack where we met a mountain woman. Sarge

asked her if she had a $20 bill in her possession. She shook

her head. If she did have a $20 bill, he asked, what would

she do with it?

She thought for a moment and then said, “I’d look around

and find somebody who needed it worse than me, and I’d

give it to him.”

I think Sarge got a new appreciation of the character and

pride of the people who live in Appalachia. The

documentary, by the way, was something of a success; it

was shown all over the United States by various agencies,

including the National Council of Churches.

The dawn of the 1960s was a terribly difficult time for any

world leader. I was encouraged that President Kennedy took

the trouble to attend the annual Presidential Prayer

Breakfast each of his three years in Washington. I was the

speaker each of those years. I learned later that Mr.

Kennedy had reportedly said I was the only Protestant

clergyman with whom he felt comfortable.

At one of those breakfasts, sitting beside me, he asked me

what religious group was predominant in settling North

Carolina and the South. I told him the Scotch-Irish

Presbyterians, Lutherans, Moravians, Baptists, and

Methodists.

“When did the Catholics come?” he wondered.

“Later” was all I could tell him, adding that there were a

lot of Catholics in the South now.



When he stood to make his remarks, to my surprise he

used that snippet of information as an illustration.

Several times during the Kennedy years I was invited to

the White House, though never to a state dinner or to his

personal quarters. I remember several occasions in the Oval

Office—one visit especially, when he asked me to tell how I

talked through an interpreter. Apparently, he had seen me

on a TV program talking through an interpreter in Latin

America and had liked the style and method, which was

sentence by sentence. The only other alternative was to

give the speech in its entirety in English and then have an

interpreter repeat it in the foreign language.

During the height of the Cuban missile crisis, Secretary of

State Dean Rusk accepted a speaking engagement from a

Presbyterian group in Montreat. I went to hear him. One of

his aides called and said he would like to visit our home, so

we invited him up. During the hour or so we enjoyed coffee

together, he had to excuse himself to call Washington two or

three times. At one point, he filled me in briefly on the tense

standoff with Cuba and the Soviet Union.

“Billy, what do you think we ought to do?” he asked.

“I think we’d better stand firm.”

“So do I,” he agreed.

During his shockingly short term, President Kennedy

endeared himself to me in several ways. One day in

Washington in late 1961 the President invited Grady Wilson

and me into his office. We informed him of our upcoming

five-week Crusade in Latin America beginning in January.

“I’m going down there before that,” Kennedy said. “I’ll be

your John the Baptist.”

“Don’t forget,” Grady said, “that he lost his head!”

That didn’t dissuade the President, who laughed and

repeated his offer: “What can I do for you?”

We told him we were having problems getting into

Colombia, where some leaders warned of riots if we held

large meetings. Our missionary friends there were praying



that God would reopen the door. The President turned to an

adviser and told him simply, “Take care of that.” What

happened behind the scenes I will never know, but we got

into Colombia without further problems, and attendance at

our meetings (which proceeded without incident) was as

high as 20,000. The Catholic President of the United States

had indeed made a good John the Baptist.

The last time I was with Kennedy was at the 1963 National

Prayer Breakfast. I had the flu.

“Mr. President, I don’t want to give you this bug that I’ve

got, so I’m not going to talk right at your face.”

“Oh, I don’t mind,” he said. “I talk to a lot of people all day

long who have got all kinds of bugs.”

After I gave my short talk, and he gave his, we walked out

of the hotel to his car together, as was always our custom.

At the curb, he turned to me.

“Billy, could you ride back to the White House with me? I’d

like to see you for a minute.”

“Mr. President, I’ve got a fever,” I protested. “Not only am

I weak, but I don’t want to give you this thing. Couldn’t we

wait and talk some other time?”

It was a cold, snowy day, and I was freezing as I stood

there without my overcoat.

“Of course,” he said graciously.

His hesitation at the car door, and his request, haunt me

still. What was on his mind? Should I have gone with him? It

was an irrecoverable moment.

John Connally (a Democrat at the time) invited me to

Texas to participate in his inauguration as governor on

January 15, 1963. In late fall of that year, when I was back

preaching in Houston, the governor came to my hotel room.

He confided that he was concerned about President

Kennedy’s forthcoming trip to Texas in November. He said

that there was much hostility against the President in Texas

and he feared a lukewarm, or even a negative, response.



Arizona Senator Barry Goldwater was the front-runner for

the Republican nomination for president in the 1964

election, and his conservative cause appeared to be

developing a large groundswell in Texas. Kennedy planned

his visit to build Democratic unity and help shore up the

Democratic resistance.

Sometime toward the end of the second week in

November, I unaccountably felt such a burden about the

presidential visit to Dallas that I decided to phone our

mutual friend, Senator Smathers, to tell him I really wanted

to talk to the President. His secretary told me Senator

Smathers was on the Senate floor and would call me back.

Instead, he sent me a telegram that the President would get

in touch with me directly. He thought I wanted to talk about

the Presi-dent’s invitation to another golf game in Florida

that weekend; the game was off, he said, and would have to

be rescheduled.

But all I wanted to tell him and the President was one

thing: “Don’t go to Texas!”

I had an inner foreboding that something terrible was

going to happen. I told this to T.W. and Calvin Thielman,

pastor of the Montreat Presbyterian Church, while we were

on the golf course one day (and before I put through the call

to Smathers). But was such a strange feeling enough to

justify the President’s attention?

In the early afternoon of November 22, I was playing golf

with T.W., Lee Fisher, and Cliff Barrows at the local course in

Black Mountain, North Carolina. We had just teed off for the

fifth hole right next to the road when Loren Bridges,

manager of WFGW, the Christian radio station we owned

there, drove up and shouted that the President had been

shot. Just then, the Black Mountain golf pro, Ross Taylor,

came running out, shouting the same news.

We rushed to the WFGW studio, where dispatches were

clacking over the wires. Loren handed me the latest

Associated Press Teletype copy. The report was sketchy;



hard information about the President’s condition was not

available yet.

I asked Calvin Thielman to go on the air with me to pray

for Kennedy and his family and to read Scripture. I also

asked T.W. to call a friend of ours who was a doctor at

Parkland Memorial Hos-pital in Dallas to get the latest word.

As Calvin and I went on the air, T.W. came to the control

room window and held a scrap of paper up against the

glass. “He’s dead,” it said.

I dared not break such news to western North Carolina

until a public announcement was made, which Walter

Cronkite did over CBS three or four minutes later. Then,

Calvin and I spoke of the President and prayed for his family

and for the new President, Lyndon Baines Johnson.

At President Kennedy’s funeral the following Monday in St.

Matthew’s Cathedral in Washington, I was invited to sit

among friends of the Kennedy family. The question on

everybody’s mind was, Why did it happen? Like everyone

else, I was touched by the sight of the Kennedy children,

Caroline and John, Jr. When John and I got acquainted

decades later, I was struck by his resemblance to his father,

in both personality and ability.

A different thought had haunted me the day before, when

I stood in the Capitol Rotunda about thirty feet from Jackie

and the family and watched the tearful faces of national and

world leaders filing by. My friend Jim Bishop had just written

a newspaper column about his last interview with Kennedy.

It was hard not to think about his poignant quote from the

late President: “There’s so little time and so much to do.”

Harking back to our Palm Beach conversation only three

years before, I became very thoughtful as I listened to

Cardinal Cushing read the powerful New Testament

statement on Christ’s Second Coming from 1 Thessalonians

4:16: “For the Lord himself shall descend from heaven with

a shout, with the voice of the archangel, and with the trump

of God: and the dead in Christ shall rise first” (KJV). Leaving



the cathedral with Paul Miller—a friend and supporter of our

work from Rochester, New York, who was head of the

Gannett newspaper chain—I prayed that this would be true

for John F. Kennedy.

Some months later, as part of a fund-raising event for the

Kennedy Library at Harvard, the University of North Carolina

invited me to speak at their stadium. Senator Ted Kennedy

came to that event, along with his mother, Rose Kennedy.

The clan matriarch was exceptionally gracious. “You know, I

often listen to you,” she said. “Even though we are Catholic,

I have never heard you say anything we don’t agree with in

the Bible.”

I was grateful for her kind words, but they also underlined

a truth I had come to realize during the debates a few years

before over having a Catholic in the presidency. The only

hope for finding common ground among Christians of

diverse backgrounds and viewpoints was to focus on the

Word of God, the ultimate authority for our faith.
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Tall Timber from Texas
President Lyndon B. Johnson

 

“You and Ruth must be here for our library dedication May

22.” That was retired President Lyndon Johnson’s

handwritten post-script at the bottom of a typewritten note

to me dated February 23, 1971—slightly more than two

years after leaving office.

For that occasion in Austin, we were invited by President

Nixon to accompany him on Air Force One. I gave the

invocation. After the ceremony, LBJ took Ruth and me out to

his ranch in the hill country. Over the years, we had enjoyed

many good visits with him and Lady Bird on that sprawling

land under the vast Texas sky, and we were glad to be back.

He and I walked down to the oak trees edging the

Pedernales River, which flanked the family cemetery. Usually

effervescent, he struck me as subdued that day. We stood in

the shade and watched the water flow by.

“Billy,” he said at last, “one day you’re going to preach at

my funeral. You’ll stand right here under this tree. I’ll be

buried right there.” He pointed to the spot in the family

cemetery. “You’ll read the Bible, of course, and preach the

Gospel. I want you to.” He paused for a moment. “But I hope

you’ll also tell folks some of the things I tried to do.”

When the time came, I did not find it a hard assignment.

Ours was that kind of friendship. At the graveside service on

January 25, 1973—less than two years after that

conversation—I described him as “history in motion” and “a

mountain of a man with a whirlwind for a heart . . . [whose]

thirty-eight years of public service kept him at the center of



the events that have shaped our destiny.” If anything, those

words, as I look at them now, were an understatement.

LBJ was a powerful, gigantic personality whose charisma

dominated a room the minute he entered it. The focus of

attention and even the balance of power automatically

shifted to him. He could be coarse and charming at the

same time, and even profanely poignant. Almost every time

he swore in my presence, he would quickly turn and say,

“Excuse me, Preacher.”

Although many have commented on his complex

character, perhaps I saw a side of that complexity that

others did not see, for LBJ had a sincere and deeply felt, if

simple, spiritual dimension. But while he was serious about

it, I could hardly call him pious.

Yet I was beside him many times as he knelt by his

bedside, in his pajamas, praying to One mightier than he. I

saw strength in that, not weakness. Great men know when

to bow.

On Sunday, December 15, less than three weeks after

Pres-ident Kennedy’s funeral, the telephone rang just as I

was preparing to leave for Annapolis, where I was to speak

in the chapel of the United States Naval Academy. “This is

Lyndon,” the President’s familiar voice boomed, adding that

he wanted me to come by the White House. The next day,

we spent several hours together, talking and swimming in

the White House pool. The earthshaking events of the last

few weeks had clearly sobered him. We prayed together,

and I asked God to give him special grace and wisdom in the

difficult days ahead. Afterward he invited me to offer a

prayer of thanks at a small dinner honoring the executive

staff of the New York Herald Tribune.

As the new President in February 1964, he spoke at the

National Prayer Breakfast: “No man can live where I live, nor

work at the desk where I work now, without needing and

seeking the strength and support of earnest and frequent



prayer.” Those were not the words of a desperate man on a

sinking ship. They revealed faith in a Friend who could help.

The spiritual side to his character wasn’t surprising in light

of his family heritage. One of his cherished family

mementos was a faded, yellowed letter that he displayed on

the wall of his White House office. It was from the legendary

Texas hero of San Jacinto, General Sam Houston, to

Johnson’s great-grandfather, a frontier evangelist who had

led the general to personal faith in Jesus Christ. It was after

his conversion that Houston assumed political leadership.

The President was proud to point it out to visitors and tell

them the story behind it.

At his inauguration in 1965, he invited me to preach at an

early-morning service in the National City Christian Church.

The crowd included the Supreme Court justices, senators,

congressional representatives, governors, and mayors of

every city with a population over 100,000. I closed my

sermon with the Houston letter, and the President gave me

the thumbs-up sign.

LBJ’s grandfather had been a professor of Bible at Baylor

Uni-versity. His mother, Rebekah Baines Johnson, often read

the Bible to her young son, and her letters were a stirring

testament of faith. Inscriptions on many of the tombstones

in the little family graveyard beside the Pedernales

confirmed that witness. His forebears were Southern

Baptists, but he joined the Christian Church at some point

because it was nearest to his home. Lady Bird was Episco-

palian. He frequently attended her church or other

denominational churches, including Catholic. Being a Texan,

he respected the considerable influence of the state Baptist

paper, The Baptist Standard, on the thinking of its more

than 200,000 subscribers.

LBJ’s practice of churchgoing during his presidency, rain or

shine, was an example to many. Though probably the

busiest man in America, he sometimes went to services two

or three times a week. His faith fortified him when he was



facing surgery. I watched him on TV; he was laughing with

the nurses and the intern as they wheeled him down the

hospital corridor. And the first thing he did when he

recovered from the operation was to go back to church. He

might have been motivated partly by sentiment for his

family legacy of preachers, Bible teachers, and evangelists;

but I had every reason to think it was much more than that.

In November 1965, President and Mrs. Johnson attended

the closing service of our Houston Crusade, the first chief

executive to attend a Crusade while in office. He was not

embarrassed to be counted among believers. Six years

later, in 1971, when the Texas legislature passed a

resolution inviting us to hold a Crusade in Austin in 1973

while they were in session, he wrote to tell me that he and

Lady Bird were planning to be with us, not at the Austin

Crusade (which never did take place) but at the Dallas

Crusade later that year.

“I want to endorse that Resolution,” he added, “and if you

are able to accept you will hear me saying ‘Amen’ from the

front row at Memorial Stadium.”

I knew he was not a saint. When I spoke warmly about his

spiritual convictions, I was not forgetting his inconsistencies

and transgressions. Did he intimidate me? Maybe just the

opposite: I think I intimidated him a little. He liked having an

old-fashioned Baptist preacher around for personal as well

as political reasons, but I did not avoid taking issue with him

or probing his soul whenever I thought it necessary.

At a gathering of police chiefs in Kansas City in September

1967, for example, I was present to hear his address. That

evening when I spoke at our Crusade meeting in the

Municipal Stadium, I said I disagreed with some of the things

he had said that morning. I went on to say, “I’m going to tell

you what I believe the Bible teaches.” The media picked

that up in a hurry. A preacher setting the President straight,

and in public at that!

LBJ phoned me the next day.



“What’s the matter with you?” he grumbled. “I thought

you were my friend.”

“I am,” I replied, “but I can’t always agree with everything

you say.”

He changed the subject and didn’t bring it up again.

I remember one particular weekend that I spent with him.

LBJ had given me his assurance that my visit would not get

publicity, because he knew I did not want to appear to be

involved in the upcoming presidential campaign. That short

visit was an eye-opener to me about modern political

campaigning. One morning, as we were having a short

discussion in his bedroom after having had prayer together,

someone came in and handed him a note.

“Read that,” he said, passing it on to me.

I glanced at it briefly. It was an intelligence report for the

day before on his opponent, Senator Barry Goldwater. It

contained almost every move Goldwater had made, from

breakfast to bedtime. His blood pressure. Whom he had

talked to, and what about. It was unbelievable—and

unsettling—to realize what goes on behind the scenes in

politics.

The Sunday afternoon before election Tuesday, I flew from

Washington to Charlotte and then started the drive home. I

turned the car radio on. When I heard our daughter Anne

quoted as having endorsed Goldwater, I was so shocked

that I stopped in Shelby and called Ruth from a pay phone.

“Ruth, what’s this about Anne? We’re for Johnson.”

“Well, Anne’s not,” she replied.

Oh, no, I thought, with a sinking feeling. We were deep in

politics, whether we liked it or not!

When I arrived home, Ruth told me that Anne, our sixteen-

year-old high school student, had gone the night before with

friends to a Republican rally in Greenville, South Carolina.

Someone must have identified her there, and CBS shoved a

microphone in front of her.

“Here’s Billy Graham’s daughter. What do you say?”



“Yeah, Goldwater! All the way with Barry!”

Monday afternoon our phone rang. It was President

Johnson, wanting to speak to Anne Graham. She was not

home.

“I’ll speak to Billy then,” he said.

What now? I wondered.

“Billy, you congratulate Anne,” he said. “I’m glad to see

young people getting involved in politics. I’m glad she’s

independent, got a mind of her own. I’ve got an

independent daughter too. She’s getting ready to join the

Catholic Church.”

Father to father, we clicked. Later Luci talked with me

about the reasons for her decision, which were largely, it

seemed to me, related to her plans to marry a Catholic.

LBJ was impulsive and unpredictable. His speech could be

as overbearing as his behavior. From my reading about past

presidents, I would say he was in the same mold as Andrew

Jackson—rough and brilliant, with plenty of natural ability. In

an earlier generation, he would have qualified as one of

Theodore Roosevelt’s Rough Riders.

As with the other presidents, I tried to stop calling him by

his first name when he took office. When I occasionally

slipped up, he gave me a funny look, which prompted me

instantly to correct myself. I wanted to be careful because of

what had allegedly happened when he was pulled over for

speeding in Texas. The instant the officer recognized

Johnson, or so the story goes, he exclaimed, “My God!”

“And don’t you forget it!” the President reportedly barked

back.

Once T.W. and I flew with him on the presidential plane

from Washington to Atlantic City, where he was to speak to

a national gathering of 30,000 schoolteachers and

administrators.

“Now, the reason I brought Billy Graham with me,” the

Presi-dent explained to the assembly, “is because the



ceiling was so low at the airport. When I heard it was almost

zero-zero, I thought I’d better have Billy with me.”

We had landed safely with a 100-foot ceiling, and 150-foot

visibility. It was not to my credit, though. We all prayed—and

prayed hard.

I used to do that also when LBJ took the steering wheel of

his car to drive me around his ranch. He seemed to think his

vehicle had only one speed: high. It seemed as if all four

wheels were never on the road at the same time. Hills,

canyons, rocks, scrub brush, riverbeds—it was all like

interstate to him. Rough terrain never slowed him down.

On the many occasions when I saw him fill a station

wagon with the children of ranch hands or neighbors, hand

out jelly beans, and drive out to track the deer running

across his property, laughing and joking with the kids all the

time, perhaps he was a little more restrained.

Once he lost his temper with Grady Wilson when we were

out riding in his Lincoln convertible on just such a deer hunt.

Grady was yelling—whether with the exhilaration of the

chase or with panic at the President’s driving, I don’t know—

when suddenly LBJ slammed on the brakes. “Grady, just

shut up!” he said. “You make me sick! If you make one more

sound, you can go back and ride with Jack Valenti or the

Secret Service in the other car!”

In reality, LBJ liked Grady and much appreciated his gift for

telling funny stories nonstop. Once when we were swimming

with the President in the White House pool, Grady spun a

yarn that made LBJ laugh out loud. “Write that down,” he

said to special assistant Bill Moyers, who was standing

nearby. “I want to remember that one.”

One night Grady and I were sleeping in the same room on

the Johnson ranch. In the middle of the night, I heard

snoring so loud it shook the frame building. I threw a pillow

at Grady and whispered as loud as I could, “Shut up and

turn over!” But Grady was already awake. It was not he who

was snoring; it was the President in the bedroom under us.



One time when Ruth and I were visiting the ranch, LBJ took

Lady Bird and us for a boat ride. It seemed he went the

same speed on the water as in a car. As he careened around

water-skiers—his wife shouting, “Lyndon, slow down!”—I

thought he was going to capsize and kill us all.

By the time we got back it was dark, but he had another

suggestion: “While they’re getting dinner ready, let me take

you for a ride in a car I’ve got out here.” I was still a little

shaky from the boat ride, but Ruth and I climbed into the

vehicle, and he took off at full throttle. We sped along the

riverbank. Without warning, he swerved right into the

Pedernales. For a second, I believed he was suicidal. But the

engine kept going, and so did we. The car turned out to be

an amphibious vehicle that carried us along on the current

like a boat.

“Most people jump out when we hit the water,” Johnson

complained, as Ruth remembered it.

“You’re the President,” she said to him. “I figured you

knew what you were doing!”

Johnson loved to catch people off-guard or throw them off-

balance, and not only while driving on the ranch. He pointed

to a mutual friend of ours one day and said, in mock horror,

“I went to a party for White House staff at this churchgoing

Baptist’s home the other day, and he never served one drop

of alcohol. Can you imagine bringing the cabinet and the

staff all the way out to his house and giving them nothing to

drink?”

That friend was Marvin Watson, a Texas business

executive who served as special assistant to President

Johnson before being appointed postmaster general. He

would eventually serve on the board of BGEA while

president of Dallas Baptist University.

I was the President’s guest at the White House around

federal budget time one year. As he excused himself to

attend an evening cabinet meeting, he said, “Billy, I don’t

know how long I’ll be in there. You take these pencils and



see if you can trim a few billion off this budget while I’m

gone.”

I opened the thick notebook and reviewed the American

government budget. By the time he returned, I had actually

inflated it a little, thinking he needed to spend a little more

here and a little more there. He roared. “You’d have made a

good congressman!” he said.

He could also be kind and generous, very solicitous when

it came to our comfort and well-being. If he found out I was

staying at a hotel in Washington, he would call to say,

“There’ll be a car there in fifteen minutes. Your hotel is over

here.”

One Saturday evening when we were visiting, the

Johnsons had to go out. That left Ruth and me alone at the

White House. Nobody else was there (it seemed), and most

of the lights were out. Ruth and I walked all over the place,

turning lights on wherever we could find a switch. That was

as much power as I ever exercised in the White House.

In 1964 the Scripps Howard newspapers came out with a

front-page story announcing that I was giving serious

consideration to running for president. Some Republicans

phoned me to say they had enough support to nominate

me. I did not think they knew what a good friend of Lyndon

Johnson’s I was, or they would have thought twice before

talking to me.

My father-in-law, Dr. Bell, got in touch with me in a hurry.

“It’s on all the newscasts,” he said. “You’ve got to call a

press conference and stop it. It must be T.W.’s fault. He

talked you into considering this.”

So much for family support. When Ruth called me later,

she echoed her father’s message.

T.W. had nothing to do with it, of course. I had been urged

by a few friends to think about it, but how it leaked out, I

would never know. First thing the next morning, I convened

a press conference.



“Under no circumstances am I going to run for president,”

I said. “A number of groups have promised support if I would

run, but no amount of pressure can make me yield at any

point. I’ve never hinted to anybody that I would run for

president. Like General Sherman, if nominated I will not run;

if elected I will not serve. God called me to preach.”

Ruth and I were having lunch with the President and Lady

Bird at the White House when the 1964 Democratic

convention was starting in Atlantic City. He handed me a list

of fourteen names. “Now who would you choose as a

running mate?” he asked.

I started to answer, but then winced in pain. Instead of

taking the hint, I asked Ruth why she had kicked me.

“Yes, Ruth, why?” asked the President.

She turned to me. “You should limit yourself to moral and

spiritual advice, not political advice.”

“Ruth,” said the President, “that’s exactly right.”

When Ruth and Lady Bird left the room after lunch,

Johnson closed the door behind them. “All right,” he said,

“now what do you really think?”

I smiled and pointed to one name on his list, more

guessing than advising. He nodded. The Hubert Humphrey

decision had already been made.

At the first Presidential Prayer Breakfast during the

Johnson presidency, I told LBJ that Calvin Thielman, pastor

of the Montreat Presbyterian Church, was in the audience.

“He worked for you as a seventeen-year-old student in Texas

as your campaign manager in Lamar County when you were

first elected to the Senate,” I explained. (Johnson had won

by a scant eighty-seven votes, earning him the nickname

“Landslide Johnson.”)

“Really? I’d like to meet him,” said the President.

I made the introductions. Before they parted, LBJ said to

him, “I remember hearing there was a young fellow who

worked hard for me in Lamar County. Come by the White

House while you’re here.”



That was the beginning of a good, strange, and at times

humorous relationship between Johnson and Thielman. At

Johnson’s request, Calvin even made three trips to Vietnam

as an observer; while there, he preached and also visited

missionaries and volunteer agencies.

As for my preacher relationship to Johnson, it became very

direct at times. At his ranch one evening, he and I sat in his

convertible, watching a glorious sunset.

“Mr. President, have you ever personally, definitely

received Jesus Christ as your Savior?”

He gazed out across the landscape. “Well, Billy, I think I

have.”

I waited quietly for more.

“I did as a boy at a revival meeting.” He paused. “I did

reading one of the sermons in my great-grandfather’s book

of evangelistic sermons.” Another pause. “I guess I’ve done

it several times.”

“When someone says that, Mr. President,” I said carefully,

“I don’t feel too sure of it.”

He looked at me with a puzzled expression.

“It’s a once-for-all transaction,” I said. “You receive Christ

and He saves you. His Spirit bears witness with your spirit

that you’re a child of God.”

He nodded. I did not feel that this was the time to say

more, but I knew he would be thinking about what I had

said.

Hardly ever did I leave him without his saying, “Preacher,

pray for me.” Then he would get down on his knees,

whether we were in the ranch house or the White House.

Johnson’s dream was the Great Society, of course, much of

it made up of the programs Kennedy had not been able to

get through Congress. I am convinced that LBJ genuinely

loved the minorities and the poor. He wanted to correct

injustice, to see everybody in America housed and fed.

“That’s what I think Jesus would do,” was an expression I



heard from him more than once. He thought the best

expression of his faith was to help humankind.

I was heartsick to read in later biographies of his apparent

moral failures. Whatever he might have been guilty of, I was

sure he loved Lady Bird and his daughters, Lynda and Luci.

His wife in turn was loving and loyal to a larger-than-life

husband. He knew he could depend on her because she had

tremendous strength of her own. Lady Bird was one of the

most remarkable First Ladies ever.

Some years later, when I was in Austin, I phoned her to

say hello. She and Luci then drove to the airport in person to

pick me up and take me to their home. Lady Bird had a

strength and dignity that were never adequately portrayed

to the American people. And she could be direct with her

husband too. Once when we happened to be with them for

dinner, he informed her of a staff appointment he had

made, and I saw her drop her fork. “Lyndon, no! You’re

asking for trouble.” It’s been my experience that all the First

Ladies have had more influence on their husbands than

most people have realized.

Powerful and savvy as LBJ was, no doubt he sometimes

sacrificed principle for expediency, cutting corners on

ethics. After thirty-eight years in public service, he was worn

down, despite his gusto and bravado. Stacks of briefs piled

high around him every day, demanding to be read before

the next morning’s endless conferences and calls. I watched

Johnson struggle with all that.

And the daily speeches. I observed him one day walking

down the little colonnade alongside the White House Rose

Garden, where so many ceremonies take place. Someone

handed him a fistful of cards containing the remarks he was

to make in five minutes. He reviewed and edited them while

he walked.

Working with speechwriters consumed a lot of his time. I

was in his bedroom one morning when there were several

writers clustered around him. He was really letting them



have it: “You guys are trying to get me to say things I don’t

believe. This is my speech, not yours! You’re trying to make

a liberal of me! I don’t believe all that junk! Now go back

and rewrite the thing!” Every word could have been heard

down to the end of the corridor.

And then there were the omnipresent media

representatives. I read somewhere that when McKinley was

President, there were only two White House reporters.

Franklin Roosevelt could fit the White House press corps into

the Oval Office. At a presidential press conference today,

the man at the podium is the target of scores of reporters.

Across the years, some people have urged me to run for

the Senate or for governor of North Carolina. President

Johnson asked me if I would like to be appointed

ambassador somewhere or take a job in his administration.

One day, when I was swimming with President Johnson and

columnist Marianne Means at Camp David (John Chancellor

and Ruth had gone bowling), LBJ spoke pointedly about the

forthcoming presidential elections. “Billy, I want you to run

for president,” he said. “I’ll put my whole organization

behind you.”

I am sure he was joking, but there was a certain

seriousness in his expression and tone, and he pressed me

on the issue.

“I appreciate it,” I replied, “but God has called me to

preach, and I’ll never do anything else as long as I live.”

I admit I was flattered by such suggestions. I confess I

even entertained a split-second What if? But God kept me

convinced that His calling was superior to any earthly

appointment. For some Christians I admired and respected,

His call unquestionably was to public service through

elective office. More power to them. The ultimate issue is

obedience to God’s plan for each of us.

I tried to be a spiritual counselor to Lyndon Johnson, but I

was not his confessor. He said to me that he had done a lot

of things of which he was ashamed, although he refused to



go into detail. He was, however, able to express his belief: “I

believe I am saved and that I will spend eternity in Heaven.”

Nothing I knew personally about him contradicted that.

Christ came to save sinners, not the righteous, as He

Himself said (see Luke 5:32).

One thing the President did confide in me, though, a full

year before his term ended, was his decision not to run

again. Protests against the Vietnam War—a war he had

inherited—had taken their toll on his morale. But that was

not the chief factor. Nor was the candidacy of Robert

Kennedy. LBJ was not afraid of any competitor except one:

death.

Like Winston Churchill, LBJ often received visitors while in

bed. He would read, keep his eyes on three TVs, and have a

private conversation, all at the same time.

“Billy,” he said one morning in his bedroom, “most all my

relatives and ancestors died in their sixties of heart trouble.

I’ve already had one heart attack, and I have chest pains

now that I don’t tell my doctor about.” I listened with

growing anxiety. “I’m not going to run next time because it

wouldn’t be fair to the American people. It wouldn’t be fair

to my family. It wouldn’t be fair to me.”

Needless to say, I kept that confidential.

President Johnson and I often talked about the Vietnam

War, but never about the military strategy involved. He felt

we had to get out of it, and he asked me, along with

everyone else he knew, just how such a thing could be

accomplished.

“Every time I see a casualty list,” he once said to me

about the servicemen, “I feel for their fathers and mothers,

and sometimes I call them on the phone just to talk to them

personally.”

I made two trips to Vietnam to preach to the troops with a

few members of my Team during LBJ’s presidency, in 1966

and again in 1968, both during the Christmas season. When

I arrived in Vietnam during one of our trips, reporters



climbed all over me, trying to learn whether or not I

supported the President’s policy. My answer was always the

same: “My only desire is to minister to our troops by my

prayers and spiritual help wherever I can.”

Once we paid a visit to Admiral Richardson’s aircraft

carrier, Kitty Hawk. The weather was bad throughout our

stay, but a couple of pilots were willing to take us up. The

takeoff provided an incredible feeling—what our singer

Jimmie McDonald later described as “the world’s largest

slingshot.”

Bob Hope asked us to join up with him and his company

who were in Vietnam with their Christmas program. When

we reached the spot where we were supposed to land, the

pilots told us they had no idea where the airstrip was. The

cloud cover was hanging so low that the mountain peaks

stuck up all around us. I heard the crew debating what to do

over my headset.

“Captain, I don’t know whether we ought to try to land

here,” I said as calmly as I could. “If I was going to preach

the Gospel, I’d say let’s go in no matter what the weather.

But it’s just the Bob Hope show. I’m just going to tell a joke

or something, and I’m not all that eager to smash into a

mountain just for that.”

“Mr. Graham,” said one of the pilots, “I come from a long

list of living cowards. I’m not going to go down there if I

don’t think I can make it.” He did make it, through a hole in

the clouds, and I did appear in a skit.

After each show, Bob and his troupe went back to the

safety of Bangkok. I and my group, which included Cliff and

Bev, stayed in Vietnam. Some wit was quick to quip that the

difference between Bob and me was that he had the hope

but I had the faith.

Another flight, this one skittering over the treetops, was

just as hair-raising. The weather was worse that time, and

only one volunteer—a colonel—came forward to fly the

Team to some spots near the front. The plane was a two-



motor job with a big hole in the back. At one point, the

colonel and I both let out a roar when a mountain appeared

right in front of the windscreen. He pulled back on the stick

as hard as he could, and I heard the back of the plane

scrape the treetops. We finally made an impossible landing

at a remote site, and not a moment too soon for my taste. I

led a short service with the troops, and Bev sang a hymn.

Then the colonel made an impossible takeoff for another

spot fifteen minutes away. And so it went throughout the

day. I was in a state of perpetual fright, but Bev? He just sat

back, singing songs.

The last weekend the Johnsons were in the White House,

before Nixon’s first inauguration in 1969, Ruth and I were

their only guests. Our daughter Anne and her husband,

Danny Lotz, joined us as we walked together through quiet

rooms emptied of personal possessions. After the Johnsons

came back from a good-bye function, we watched a movie

together, The Shoes of the Fisherman; it was about a

fictitious pope, played by Anthony Quinn, who tried to bring

peace to the world. In the previous four years, I had

watched a lot of movies with President Johnson, but he

almost always slept through them. After this particular one, I

went to the back of the little White House theater and asked

the projectionist to save the film. I wanted Mr. Nixon to see

it too.

We attended church together, and on Monday I gave an

inaugural prayer at the Capitol. As the distinguished guests

on the platform followed President Nixon out after the

swearing in, the two Johnson girls, Lynda and Luci, broke

protocol when they stopped in the line and kissed me.

Some said I was instrumental in the transfer of authority

from Johnson to Nixon. As a friend to both, I might have said

or done some things that helped in the transition, but I

served in no official or even implied capacity.

I will always treasure a letter Johnson wrote to me when

he got back to Texas: “No one will ever fully know how you



helped to lighten my load or how much warmth you brought

into our house. . . . My mind went back to those lonely

occasions at the White House when your prayers and your

friendship helped to sustain a President in an hour of trial.”

If that was so, it was a great privilege for me.

Once out of office, Johnson was much more relaxed. On

one occasion in 1970, we were driving all over his ranch, as

usual, raising dust because of a long dry spell. “Billy,” he

said, “how about offering a little prayer for rain?” I took him

seriously and prayed briefly. No sooner had I finished than a

couple drops hit the windshield. In minutes it was raining so

hard that the former President stopped the car and turned

to me again. “Billy, we’re gonna have a flood! I’ve got two

pumps down in the river that are gonna wash away! See if

you can’t stop it!” I laughed and assured him it was out of

my hands.

In the 1972 election, Johnson, in my opinion, was secretly

in favor of Nixon. He called me one day just after the

Democratic running mates—George McGovern and Sargent

Shriver—had visited him at the ranch. “Billy, they’re just

now leaving,” he said. “I want to tell you some things to

pass on to our mutual friend.”

He meant Nixon, of course, and his major piece of advice

was that Richard Nixon should aggressively ignore

McGovern during the campaign. “Tell him to respond to

nothing McGovern says. Act as if he’s not even a factor.”

Some would say LBJ was being a disloyal Democrat, but I

suspect he considered his party’s 1972 ticket too liberal to

fully support.

LBJ’s premonition of his own death was right on the mark.

He died of heart disease early in 1973. Lady Bird called and

asked which service I would like to speak at, the funeral in

Washington or the burial in Austin. I told her of his request,

and we settled on the burial.

After the state funeral in Washington, which President

Nixon attended, Johnson’s body was flown to Texas. I met



Lady Bird in Austin. At her request, I rode with her and the

Johnson daughters to the ranch two hours away. It was

bitterly cold, and I put on long underwear under my suit and

wore a heavy topcoat. I rode in the back seat between Lady

Bird and Lynda and nearly burned up!

On our way out of the city, hundreds of people lined the

roads, many of them holding signs. One banner brought

tears to our eyes. Two white students held one side of the

banner, and two black students the other. “forgive us, mr.

president,” it read. Student protests over the Vietnam War

had grieved Johnson’s heart and had helped end his

administration four years before under a cloud of unfinished

business in Southeast Asia.

At the grave site, John Connally delivered the eulogy. I

gave a short sermon, in which I spoke of President Johnson’s

accomplishments and pointed to the hope we have in Christ

because of His resurrection from the dead. As I spoke my

tribute and shared God’s words of comfort, I looked at the

flag-draped casket under the oaks by the Pedernales and

thought, Here, indeed, was a Texan who was tall timber.

Like every other administration, his will get mixed reviews

from historians. But historians will never be able to ignore

LBJ. His Great Society did not accomplish all that he had

hoped, but for him personally it was more than a dream. He

wanted to harness the wealth and knowledge and greatness

of this nation to help the poor and the oppressed here and

around the world. That hope must be revived by every

President and kept alive in the hearts of all citizens.
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Reaching Out to a Broken World
Miami Rock Festival, Universities, Ireland and South Africa, Television and Films,

Disasters 1960s–1970s

 

MIAMI ROCK FESTIVAL

 
It was eleven o’clock on a Sunday morning, but I was most

definitely not in church. Instead, to the horror of some, I was

attending the 1969 Miami Rock Music Festival.

America in 1969 was in the midst of cataclysmic social

upheaval. Stories of violent student protests against the

Vietnam War filled the media. Images from the huge

Woodstock music festival that took place just six months

before the Miami event near Bethel, New York—for many a

striking symbol of the anti-establishment feelings of a whole

generation of rebellious youth—were still firmly etched in

the public’s memory.

Concert promoter Norman Johnson perhaps hoped my

presence would neutralize at least some of the fierce

opposition he had encountered from Miami officials.

Whatever his reasons, I was delighted for the opportunity to

speak from the concert stage to young people who probably

would have felt uncomfortable in the average church, and

yet whose searching questions about life and sharp protests

against society’s values echoed from almost every song.

“I gladly accept your kind invitation to speak to those

attending the Miami Rock Festival on Sunday morning,

December 28,” I wired him the day before Christmas. “They

are the most exciting and challenging generation in

American history.”



As I stepped onto the platform that Sunday morning,

several thousand young people were lolling on the straw-

covered ground or wandering around the concert site in the

warm December sun, waiting for such groups as the

Grateful Dead and Santana to make their appearance. A few

were sleeping; the nonstop music had quit around four that

morning.

In order to get a feel for the event, for a few hours the

night before I put on a simple disguise and slipped into the

crowd. My heart went out to them. Though I was thankful for

their youthful exuberance, I was burdened by their spiritual

searching and emptiness.

A bearded youth who had come all the way from California

for the event recognized me. “Do me a favor,” he said to me

with a smile, “and say a prayer to thank God for good

friends and good weed.” Every evening at sunset, he

confided to me, he got high on marijuana and other drugs.

“You can also get high on Jesus,” I replied.

That Sunday morning, I came prepared to be shouted

down, but instead I was greeted with scattered applause.

Most listened politely as I spoke. I told the young people

that I had been listening carefully to the message of their

music. We reject your materialism, it seemed to proclaim,

and we want something of the soul. Jesus was a

nonconformist, I reminded them, and He could fill their souls

and give them meaning and purpose in life. “Tune in to God

today, and let Him give you faith. Turn on to His power.”

Afterward two dozen responded by visiting a tent on the

grounds set up by a local church as a means of outreach.

During the whole weekend, the pastor wrote me later, 350

young people made commitments to Christ, and two

thousand New Testaments were distributed.

As I have reflected on my own calling as an evangelist, I

frequently recall the words of Christianity’s greatest

evangelist, the Apostle Paul: “It has always been my

ambition to preach the gospel where Christ was not known .



. .” (Romans 15:20). Paul not only spoke in houses of

worship, but also felt equally at home preaching to crowds

in the central marketplace in Athens, small groups on a

riverbank or in a jail cell in Philippi, curiosity-seekers in a

rented public hall in Ephesus, and fellow passengers on the

deck of a sinking ship off the Italian coast. I once told an

interviewer that I would be glad to preach in Hell itself—if

the Devil would let me out again!

My visit to the Miami Rock Festival was not an attempt to

add variety to my schedule. True, it was not a typical setting

for our ministry, but neither was it an unexpected setting,

especially in light of the times. In some ways, in fact, it was

symbolic of much of our ministry during the 1960s and early

1970s.

No doubt future historians will debate endlessly about the

causes of the social upheaval that shook America during

that tumultuous period, particularly among the youth. The

word counterculture entered our national vocabulary during

that time, as a whole generation questioned the values and

ideals of their parents, often searching for meaning in

bizarre ways—or giving up the search altogether. The tragic

assassinations of President Kennedy in 1963 and five years

later of his brother Robert and Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., led

to widespread disillusionment and cynicism. The growing

civil rights movement made us aware of America’s moral

failure in the area of racial equality and enlisted many in the

fight to end segregation, often through demonstrations and

protests. The sexual revolution and the rise of the drug

culture likewise influenced an entire generation.

On the international front, events like the Cuban missile

crisis and the seemingly endless war in Vietnam contributed

to an atmosphere of fear, uncertainty, confusion, and even

mindless escapism. The political upheaval surrounding

Watergate likewise undermined the confidence of many

youth in traditional institutions and values.



As I look back, our schedule during those years was as

packed as at any other time in our ministry, with large-scale

Crusades in dozens of cities across the world, from Los

Angeles and Seoul to Rio de Janeiro and Hong Kong. Much of

my time, in fact, was spent overseas, often visiting, in

depth, areas that we had only touched earlier. Nevertheless,

the rootlessness of the sixties generation burdened me

greatly, and I was determined to do whatever I could to

point young people to the One who alone gives lasting

meaning and purpose to life.

Whether it was at a rock festival in Miami, a spring break

on the Ft. Lauderdale beaches, or a university mission,

almost everywhere we went we sensed a deep hunger for

spiritual reality on the part of many young people. Not all

were open to the Gospel, of course, but we still saw God

redirect the path of many who found in Christ the answer to

their search.

UNIVERSITY CAMPUSES

 
When I announced plans to spend a part of the winter of

1963–64 holding missions on university campuses, I

received one hundred invitations in the next ten days, two

hundred more in the next few weeks. Invitations also came

from half the theological seminaries in America. I wished I

could have been ten men; even then I could never have

covered them all. In the end, I accepted only Harvard,

Princeton, Wellesley, the University of Michigan, and a few

smaller colleges near my home that year, with others the

next year.

As the sixties wore on and student unrest accelerated on

many campuses, I determined once again to spend as much

time as possible at universities, in spite of our commitment

to a full schedule of Crusades. On some campuses, we

joined with Campus Crusade for Christ, which Bill and

Vonette Bright founded (partly at my urging) years before.



“Billy,” he told me one night in Hollywood, where he lived,

“I don’t know what to do with my life.”

“What’s your interest?” I asked him.

“Well, I’m really interested in students, and Vonette is as

well.”

“Well, I’d give my life to the students,” I suggested.

Bill has often said that I wrote him a check for $1,000 to

help him and his wife get their program started. I don’t

remember ever having $1,000 during those early years, but

I will take his word for it.

In 1967 he and I spoke at the University of California at

Los Angeles and at the Berkeley campus of the University of

California. With InterVarsity and Campus Crusade staff and

students saturating the campuses, interest was high. When I

spoke at UCLA, 6,000 students came to one meeting, the

largest gathering to hear a speaker in the school’s history

up to that point. Some 8,000 showed up for one outdoor

meeting at the Greek Theater at Berkeley. Although

Berkeley was a hotbed of student unrest, there were only a

few demonstrators; most students listened with rapt

attention.

A year later, in 1968, I found myself speaking to another

group of students in a much different setting. The American

Ambassador to France, Sargent Shriver, asked me if I would

come to his official residence in Paris and meet with some of

the student leaders from the University of the Sorbonne and

elsewhere.

“I think it will be an interesting evening,” he said

cautiously.

I flew over and stayed up talking with the students until

the early hours of the morning. Some had been leaders in

the student riots. Cynical about the answers society had

given them, they were searching elsewhere for answers and

adopting new and seemingly attractive philosophies like

existentialism. Some of them, at least, were beginning to be

disillusioned about everything. The ambassador’s wife,



Eunice, sat fascinated through the early part of the

discussions and went upstairs to bring her young children

down to eavesdrop. After Ambassador Shriver and I went

outside to say a final good-bye to the students, he turned to

me and summed the evening up: “You know, Billy, the basic

problem these young people are facing is religious.”

I agreed, adding that the same could be said about

students almost anywhere. The basic questions of life are

ultimately religious in nature.

Who am I?

Where did I come from?

Where am I going?

Is there any meaning to my life?

 
Only the God who created us can give us an ultimate

answer to those questions.

Since those student missions in the 1960s, I have spoken

at dozens and dozens of colleges, seminaries, and

universities— everywhere from the military academies at

West Point, Annapolis, and Colorado Springs, to the John F.

Kennedy School of Government at Harvard, to Kim Il Sung

University in Communist-dominated North Korea.

Perhaps nowhere has the potential embodied in the youth

of our world been demonstrated more forcefully than at

some of the special events at which I spoke during the

1970s. I recall, for ex-ample, the following: Explo ’72, with

80,000 students in Dallas’s Cotton Bowl, sponsored by

Campus Crusade for Christ; Spree ’73 in London and

Eurofest ’75 in Brussels, both of which we helped sponsor

and which drew tens of thousands of youth from all over

Europe for challenge, inspiration, and intensive training in

evangelism; and the Brazilian youth congress Generation

’79, with 5,000 gathering in São Paulo.

Of a slightly different nature is the Urbana Missions

Confer-ence, held every three years over Christmas break

on the campus of the University of Illinois by InterVarsity



Christian Fellowship. Still ongoing, this event now brings as

many as 18,000 university students together from across

the world—with many more having to be turned away for

lack of space—to focus on the challenge of world missions.

One personal incident at an Urbana conference is worth

recounting. I was one of several speakers at a plenary

session that year. My left leg began to hurt during the

session, and I kept lifting it and twisting it in an attempt to

relieve the pressure.

Sitting down front was a medical student who sent a note

to the platform asking to see me. I turned the note over to

David Howard, director of the convention. The pain got

worse, and after I finished talking, I left the platform.

“I think you may have something wrong with your leg,”

said the young doctor. “Let me examine it.”

He sat me down on a chair and gave my leg a thorough

exam.

“Who’s your doctor?” he asked.

“Dr. Rollie Dickson of the Mayo Clinic.”

“Call him right away.”

T.W. was with me and made the call. My doctor talked first

with the medical student, asking him to lift my leg in all

directions. Then my doctor asked to speak with me. “I don’t

want you to leave that chair,” he said. “I want you to be

taken back by stretcher to your quarters, and we’ll send a

hospital plane for you. We think you have thrombophlebitis.”

My son Ned was with me also, and when the plane from

Minnesota arrived, he and T.W. and the medical student,

Victor Wahby, boarded with me. As it turned out, I had met

his family during our meetings in Egypt, where his father

was a leader in the Presbyterian Church. When we arrived in

Rochester, it was so cold—twenty degrees below zero—that

the pilot took the plane inside the hangar before letting us

out.

We were met by Dr. Dickson and cardiologist Dr. Schirger,

who rushed me to the hospital and determined that I did



indeed have thrombophlebitis, a blood clot in the deepest

vein, close to the bone. If it had broken free, it could have

gone immediately to the brain.

With his successful diagnosis, the student doctor from

Egypt so impressed the staff at the Mayo Clinic that they

later accepted his application for advanced study.

AREAS OF CONFLICT

 
“A great social revolution is going on in the United States

today,” I said, introducing Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., to the

audience in Madison Square Garden one night during the

1957 New York Crusade.

With the benefit of four decades of hindsight, we know

how far-reaching that revolution would prove to be, but at

the time we could not see the future and few realized just

how radically the civil rights movement would eventually

change the face of America. Nor is it easy for later

generations to realize what the racial situation was in much

of the United States before the precedent-setting 1954

Supreme Court decision outlawing segregated schools.

I cannot point to any single event or intellectual crisis that

changed my mind on racial equality. Growing up in the rural

South, I had adopted the attitudes of that region without

much reflection, though as I have said, aside from my

father, I admired no one as much as Reese Brown, the black

foreman on our dairy farm. As a boy, I also loved reading

the Tarzan adventure books by Edgar Rice Burroughs,

although even at the time it bothered me that white people

were consistently portrayed in them as superior to blacks.

At Wheaton College, I made friends with black students, and

I recall vividly one of them coming to my room one day and

talking with deep conviction about America’s need for racial

justice. Most influential, however, was my study of the Bible,

leading me eventually to the conclusion that not only was

racial inequality wrong but Chris-tians especially should

demonstrate love toward all peoples.



In 1953, during our Crusade in Chattanooga, Tennessee, I

went into the building as the people were beginning to

gather one night and personally tore down the ropes

separating the white from the black sections—ropes that

had been mandated according to the custom in those days

by the local committee. My action caused the head usher to

resign in anger right on the spot (and raised some other

hackles), but I did not back down.

Civil rights were very much in the forefront in America

during the 1960s and early 1970s. As the issue unfolded, I

sometimes found myself under fire from both sides, extreme

conservatives castigating me for doing too much and

extreme liberals blaming me for not doing enough. In

reality, both groups tended to stand aloof from our

evangelistic Crusades, but those people who actively

supported us understood very well our commitment to doing

what we could through our evangelism to end the blight of

racism.

Early on, Dr. King and I spoke about his method of using

nonviolent demonstrations to bring an end to racial

segregation. He urged me to keep on doing what I was

doing—preaching the Gospel to integrated audiences and

supporting his goals by example—and not to join him in the

streets. “You stay in the stadiums, Billy,” he said, “because

you will have far more impact on the white establishment

there than you would if you marched in the streets. Besides

that, you have a constituency that will listen to you,

especially among white people, who may not listen so much

to me. But if a leader gets too far out in front of his people,

they will lose sight of him and not follow him any longer.” I

followed his advice.

Few events galvanized the whole issue of civil rights or

caused such strong feelings on both sides as did the 1965

Selma March and the violence that followed in its wake.

Shortly afterward, in April, President Johnson suggested that

I go to Alabama as a gesture of peace and goodwill, and in



April we held several rallies around the state, including one

at Tuskegee Institute.

During the long summer of 1965, America seemed on the

brink of chaos. Immediately after the riots in the Watts

neighborhood of Los Angeles, I toured the area with Dr. E. V.

Hill, a respected black pastor in Watts (who later became a

member of the BGEA board) and other community leaders.

No doubt extremists on both sides exploited the situation for

their own goals, but I was sickened by the violence and the

widespread destruction we saw on every hand. There were

no easy answers, I knew, but Dr. Hill and I both agreed that

any solution that omitted the need for spiritual renewal

could bring only temporary relief. Hatred and racism are

fundamentally moral and spiritual problems.

Ireland

 
Much of my time during the 1960s and early 1970s was

spent overseas. Two trips in particular brought us to nations

torn by chronic strife and division.

The first was our visit to Ireland in 1972. Long a hotbed of

religious and political conflict between Protestants and

Catholics, Northern Ireland was a virtual war zone as a result

of bombings and armed attacks by the Provisional Wing of

the Irish Republican Army (IRA).

After careful investigation by Walter Smyth (who had

spent some of his boyhood years in Belfast) and others, we

responded to an invitation from a broad-based group of

Protestant pastors to make a private visit to Northern

Ireland. No Crusade meetings would be possible, for security

reasons (although I did preach in one church), but we felt

that an expression of goodwill toward both sides might do

something to defuse the dangerous situation.

We went to Northern Ireland only days after finishing a

Cru-sade in Birmingham, Alabama. The progress in racial

harmony we saw there between our 1965 rallies and this

Crusade seven years later encouraged us to believe that



even in difficult places with long histories of conflict, love

and goodwill have the power to overcome the barriers of the

past.

We arrived in Belfast on a Saturday night, and the next

morning I joined our friend, Graham Lacey, a British

businessman, and Arthur Blessitt, an American evangelist

who was carrying a large cross through the streets of Great

Britain and Ireland as a demonstration of Christ’s love and

concern. We went for a walk along Falls Road and Shankill

Road, often seen as dividing lines between the warring

factions. We had no security guards or police with us. The

newspapers had displayed my picture prominently, so

people knew who I was.

“How will I know if they’re going to accept us?” I asked

Arthur.

“Well, if they don’t, you’ll get a bullet in the back!”

His answer was hardly reassuring, but we prayed and

committed the time to the Lord. Along the way, we stopped

to talk with individuals about Christ and His love, and to

pray. In the Catholic Falls Road area, we came upon a public

house with an open door. When we looked in, the Sunday

morning drinkers recognized me from the newspapers and

television and invited us in.

I told them who we were and why we had come into the

Catholic district, to tell them how much God loved them.

Some of them laughed at me; others whispered noisily to

their neighbors at the tables; but still others, who probably

should have been in church at that very moment instead of

in the pub, seemed to take the words of Jesus Christ to

heart. When I finished, they sent us on our way with

applause and a good wish for our safety.

Not too much further down the road, we encountered a

roadblock manned by the British. We did not see the

soldiers, but we saw their steely rifles poking through the

sandbags.



Shortly afterward, we heard a mighty explosion. We could

not see its flash, but we certainly felt its impact. People

poured out into the streets and ran in the direction of the

noise. We joined the crowd and soon came upon the

dreadful sight: bodies and pieces of bodies blown apart by a

bomb. Three of the dead were apparently known terrorists

handling the bomb, but certainly others were innocent

bystanders.

We tried to bring some measure of comfort to the chaotic

scene. Several of the people recognized me. I was not

wearing clerical garb, of course, but they insisted on calling

me “Father,” begging me to give the last rites to the dead

and the dying. It was not a time for theological distinctions: I

knelt by each one and prayed for them. One woman said I

was the first Protestant clergyman she had met. Many

thanked us for coming.

At that moment the soldiers arrived, and one of them

advised us to leave the scene as quickly as possible. More

trouble was sure to develop. So we turned around and

retraced our steps without further incident—without a bullet

in the back—but with a profound sense of sadness at what

had occurred.

During the next few days, we met with a wide variety of

people, including the governor, the Lord Grey of Naunton. In

a meeting sponsored by both the Catholic and Protestant

chaplains, students at Queen’s University listened

attentively as I spoke about the power of Christ to change

lives and fill hearts with love. Jim Douglas, our journalist

friend from Scotland, said later that from his experience of

British student behavior, he fully expected the crowd to

break into catcalls and jeers at any moment; but the

students could not have been more attentive.

Especially memorable was a private meeting with Cardinal

Conway, the Roman Catholic primate, at the Archbishop’s

palace in Armagh. Protestant leaders had also been invited,

and they confirmed what I had heard from others: that in



spite of the division between Protestants and Catholics, the

complex troubles in Ireland were not basically religious but

rather were historical and political in nature.

Afterward we went by train to Dublin, in the Republic of

Ireland. We were overwhelmed by the warmth of our

reception: 2,000 invited guests came to an evening meeting

at the Royal Dublin Concert Hall, and Chief Justice O’Dalaigh

presided at a breakfast for 450 the next morning. At one

meeting, the emcee—a Catholic priest—told how he had

come to Christ through reading my book Peace with God.

Another meeting—this one at Milltown Park, the

headquarters of the Jesuit order in Ireland, brought together

clergy from all denominations.

Of special interest was a secret meeting I had with the

leader of the Official Wing of the IRA. The police advised

against it, but I decided to go through with it anyway. Walter

Smyth and I were taken out the back door of our hotel and

bundled into a car driven by two men with beards. Shortly

afterward, we switched cars and were driven to a house in a

working-class section of the city. Although not evident from

the outside, the building had originally consisted of four or

five adjacent row houses in which the interior had been

gutted and rebuilt to form a large and comfortable home.

The IRA leader we met there talked for almost an hour about

the history of the conflict in Ireland. Then we had tea, and I

spoke about what Christ had done for me and how I

believed He could bring healing to the people of Northern

Ireland if they would turn humbly to Him.

South Africa

 
The next year, 1973, we went to South Africa. I had been

invited there several times before—the first time being in

my Youth for Christ days—but I had always refused to go;

that country’s strict apartheid policy meant that our

audiences would have to be segregated.



In the early 1970s, our friend Michael Cassidy, the founder

of African Enterprise, detected some slight changes in his

nation’s policy and began to pursue the possibility of a

congress on evangelism patterned after the 1966 Berlin

Congress. He eventually was able to gain permission for a

fully integrated conference embracing all races and virtually

all Protestant denominations in South Africa, and I was

invited by the organizing committee to speak twice at the

event.

On March 13, the South African Congress on Mission and

Evangelism convened in the coastal resort city of Durban for

ten days. All 700 of us, regardless of race, stayed in the

same hotel; some said it was the largest interracial meeting

held to that date in South Africa.

At first I planned to speak only at the congress, but to

almost everyone’s surprise, Cassidy was able to secure

permission for a fully integrated evangelistic rally. I will

never forget Saturday afternoon, March 17, when 45,000

people of all races—half the people nonwhite—jammed

King’s Park Rugby Stadium and spilled over most of the

playing field. Some of the committee members were almost

overcome with joy by the sight of white ushers escorting

nonwhites to their seats.

“Christianity is not a white man’s religion,” I stated, “and

don’t let anybody ever tell you that it’s white or black. Christ

belongs to all people!” I went on to proclaim Christ as the

only answer to the deepest needs of the human heart. At

the Invitation, 3,300 people completely filled the only open

space in front of the platform; additional hundreds could not

be reached by counselors. Local papers said it was the

largest multiracial crowd of any type in South Africa’s

history. The main Durban newspaper the next day carried

the headline “APARTHEID DOOMED,” summarizing my

statement at the press conference.

Durban’s record was broken slightly over a week later in

Jo-hannesburg, on Sunday, March 25. Some 60,000 filled



Wanderers Stadium—the previous stadium record was less

than 40,000— and again blanketed much of the playing

field. Many came from dozens of the segregated townships

around Johannesburg, including Sharpeville and Soweto. The

music, including a Zulu quartet, reflected the diversity of

the crowd. The entire service was carried live throughout

the nation over government radio, in English and Afrikaans.

(Television did not exist then in that country.) At the end of

the service, more than 4,000 came forward to indicate their

commitment to Christ. While we were in Johannesburg,

professional golfer Gary Player went out of his way to

welcome us to a multiracial reception at his home.

I left South Africa convinced that apartheid was un-

Christian and unworkable. At the same time, I knew that

South Africa’s problems would not be solved instantly, any

more than those in Northern Ireland or the United States.

People sometimes assume that an evangelistic Crusade is

somehow a failure if the problems in a city or nation are not

suddenly solved, but complex and long-standing problems

are seldom solved overnight. Nevertheless, a start had been

made, and for that we thanked God.

TELEVISION

 
If the 1960s and early 1970s were years of upheaval in

society, they also brought changes and expansion in the

outreach of the Billy Graham Evangelistic Association. Chief

among these changes was the growth in our use of the

media.

Radio, books, and films have all had an important part in

extending our ministry, but by far the most significant in the

long term has been television. More than one critic has

pointed out the limitations and pitfalls of television. No

doubt television also has been used to promote lifestyles

and points of view that are opposed to what the Bible

teaches. At times, in fact, I have wondered if we have not

reached the state described by the prophet Jeremiah: “Are



they ashamed of their loathsome conduct? No, they have no

shame at all; they do not even know how to blush”

(Jeremiah 6:15).

All of that, however, does not rule out television as an

incredibly powerful vehicle for shaping character and

influencing people, for good or for evil. Like most

technologies, television in itself is morally neutral; it is what

we do with it, or fail to do with it, that makes the difference.

Our first systematic efforts in television were initiated in

1951. Cliff, Bev, and I used the studios of KTTV in Los

Angeles to produce a half-hour program in a format called

Kinescope, which we then placed on as many stations as we

could. Television was still in its infancy, however, and after a

few years we discontinued the broadcasts, mainly because

of the time involved in making a weekly program—

particularly with our London meetings approaching.

Our first telecast to a whole nation took place in 1955 in

Great Britain, when the BBC carried our Good Friday

message from Glasgow’s Kelvin Hall throughout Britain. As I

noted in an earlier chapter, we first telecast live in the

United States from New York, during the Madison Square

Garden Crusade in 1957.

Following the New York meetings, we continued to obtain

television time wherever possible for live broadcasts from

Crusades in the United States. Color television was in its

infancy, but we were not far behind; we began to cover the

televised Crusades in color. Two years later, in 1959, we

telecast the Crusade from Melbourne, Australia, back to the

United States. Because Australia did not yet have color

television, we had to import a huge amount of equipment

from a Toronto company in order to handle the color. Our

telecasts were the first TV programs ever produced in color

in Australia.

Because a Crusade meeting usually runs for two hours and

a telecast for one, by 1964 we realized that it was better to

tape and edit programs for later release rather than to



continue broadcasting live. Cliff became adept at building in

musical and other features that would appeal to viewers.

Soon we expanded our television outreach to as many

stations as possible, not restricting ourselves to one network

but purchasing prime time whenever it was available. Our

recent pattern has been to go on television four times a

year for two or three nights during prime time. We still

purchase time in each market on whatever channels are

available to us.

In light of television’s high cost, I have been grateful we

have not attempted a weekly program. Because we

generate programs only intermittently, we do not require

our own TV production facilities or staff. Instead, we

contract with other people to oversee production and

editing, using the finest technology to achieve the highest

quality possible. It has been a pleasure to work with some of

these people for many years. Among them is Danny Franks

—internationally respected for his work with numerous

major television productions—who oversees the lighting for

our Crusades and television. Since 1985 we have also

included closed-captioned capabilities for our hearing-

impaired viewers.

FILMS

 
Almost all of our early films were intended to be shown in

churches. But we could not sit back and wait for the

unchurched to come to church, so in time we began to do

films that could be shown in theaters—full-length features

with a spiritual message. These included Two-a-Penny,

starring British pop star Cliff Richard; Joni, starring Joni

Eareckson Tada as herself; and The Hiding Place, with Julie

Harris and Jeannette Clift George. They were dramatic films

— stories of youth and sex, pop culture and rebellion,

physical handicaps, and wartime civilian heroism and

tragedy—dealing with moral and spiritual problems from the

Bible’s standpoint.



Most successful was The Hiding Place, the true story of

Corrie ten Boom and her family during the Second World

War. Committed to hiding Jews who were fleeing from

Hitler’s terror in Holland, the ten Boom family underwent

terrible suffering. When they were discovered, Corrie and

her sister, Betsie, were imprisoned in the Nazi death camp

of Ravensbrück; Betsie died there. Corrie is one of the great

Christian heroines of the century. We met her in Switzerland,

and her story made such an impression on Ruth that she

recommended it to writers John and Elizabeth Sherrill. They

jumped at it; and the book and film that followed brought

home the horror of those days and the triumph of Christ’s

love in the midst of virulent hatred.

All that came home to us during the film’s 1975 world

premiere at the Beverly Theater, at the corner of Beverly

Drive and Wilshire Boulevard. Shortly before the film was to

start, someone threw a tear-gas canister into the theater,

forcing the crowd to evacuate. The showing had to be

postponed. We held an impromptu street meeting out in

front while the police and fire departments attempted to

find out what had happened. I spoke to the crowd and

prayed.

At a reception later that evening, Corrie ten Boom spoke in

her distinctive Dutch accent: “People asked me tonight,

‘What did you feel about this [tear-gas] bomb that was

falling?’ I was touched. I was sad. Do you know why? Not

only because there was in some way disappointment for

people who had hoped to see the film but because on that

bomb was the Hakenkreuz, the [Nazi] swastika. . . . What we

have to do is love these people who hate us—love them,

pray for them. These people are wounded people who have

hate in their hearts. They need forgiveness. They need the

Lord. . . . That is the answer we must give.”

In God’s providence, the furor over the tear-gas canister

created enormous interest in the film. It premiered the



following night without incident and has become the most

widely seen motion picture we’ve ever produced.

Another of our films from this period deserves special

mention. As plans began to take shape for the 1964–65 New

York World’s Fair, we were approached by the fair’s chief

planner, Robert Moses, about the possibility of having some

type of exhibit. It sounded like an unusual opportunity; at

least 50 million people were expected to attend the fair’s

two-year run.

We determined to go ahead. As our plans developed,

however, I began to have second thoughts. For one thing,

the whole fair seemed overwhelming. Someone calculated

that if people spent only twelve minutes at every exhibit, it

would take them two weeks to see the whole fair. In

addition, I doubted if we could raise the funds to build a

separate pavilion, staff it for two years, and develop a film

that would be adequate for an event this massive. I wrestled

with the decision for months. In a moment of

discouragement—I was ill at the time—I wrote the BGEA

board telling them I thought we should cancel. Dr. Edman,

the president of Wheaton College whose wisdom I respected

so much, immediately wrote back that he thought I was

wrong. He saw this opportunity as “a great challenge put

before us by our Lord.” He also told me that Dwight L.

Moody’s greatest impact may have been through the

extensive campaign he ran in connection with the 1893

Chicago World’s Fair.

So we went ahead, developing a seventy-millimeter wide-

screen Todd-AO film entitled Man in the Fifth Dimension.

(The name came from the film’s theme: life has a fifth

dimension to it, the dimension of the spiritual.) Using

spectacular photography to tell the story of God’s creation

and His love in Christ, scriptwriter Jim Collier and director

Dick Ross put together a presentation of the Gospel that

touched thousands of lives.



Our pavilion included an exhibit area, which 5 million

people visited in the course of the fair, and a 400-seat

auditorium where the film was shown hourly, complete with

translations into six major languages. Pavilion director Dan

Piatt reported that the film was seen by 1 million people.

World Wide Pictures became the largest producer of

religious films in the world, with translations into dozens of

languages. Someone once calculated that at any hour of the

day or night, a WWP film is being shown somewhere in the

world. In the last few years, the head of our international

film ministry, Paul Kurtz, has been able to get some of our

films on television and in theaters in the former Soviet

Union and in countries in eastern Europe. For all of this, we

give thanks to God.

At the same time, the film work admittedly has been one

of the most difficult parts of my ministry. For one thing,

motion pictures by their nature are enormously expensive to

make, especially if they are done well. Almost all of our

pictures (with the exception of The Hiding Place and perhaps

a few others) have had to be heavily subsidized by the

BGEA. The task of constantly raising money for these was

never easy. And occasionally, we faced organizational

snafus and difficulties.

In the early years, Ruth reviewed every script; often we

held up production until we were convinced that the Gospel

message came through with clarity. In recent years, Cliff

Barrows has taken fuller responsibility for World Wide

Pictures, working first with Dick Ross’s successor, Bill Brown,

and then overseeing WWP’s move from Burbank to

Minneapolis.

One film we were involved with—we did not produce it but

obtained it after completion—starred Johnny Cash and his

wife, June Carter Cash . . . and therein lies a tale.

In 1971 June dreamed she saw her husband on a

mountain with a Bible in his hand, talking about Jesus. The

next year, they made a movie about the life of Jesus called



The Gospel Road. Holiday Inns expressed interest in

sponsoring it as a TV special, but the corporation wanted

artistic as well as financial control. The Cashes said no; they

wanted to tell the story their way. That meant they had to

finance it themselves.

Johnny got his friends together—Kris Kristofferson and the

Statler Brothers, among others—to write songs that would

tell the story of Jesus. June played Mary Magdalene; Johnny

himself narrated. Robert Elfstrom, who had directed the

television special “Johnny Cash: The Man and His Music,”

was the cinematographer; he also took the role of Jesus.

A few months and a million dollars later, the Cashes sold

the work to Twentieth Century–Fox. I had seen a rough cut of

it, and from time to time I asked Johnny how the movie was

coming. He finally told me it had been sold.

But the news wasn’t good: the Hollywood studio was

having trouble marketing the movie.

“Well, Johnny,” I said to him, “we’ll just buy it from them.”

The studio wanted to get its money back, of course, but

eventually they came down on their price. As I recall, they

sold it to us for about $250,000. Since then, it has been one

of the best evangelistic film tools that the BGEA has had,

with hundreds of prints in circulation. Missionaries are using

it in video vans in Africa, India, and elsewhere.

WORLD EMERGENCY FUND

 
One footnote to our work during the 1960s and early 1970s

was the formation in 1973 of a special fund within the BGEA

to bring humanitarian aid to places facing natural disasters

or other emergencies. For many years we made it a practice

to give away a large part of our undesignated income for

the support of other evangelistic enterprises and

organizations in various parts of the world, including those

trying to meet emergency needs. In 1973 we named our

effort the World Emergency Fund.



Over the years, I became more and more convinced of the

importance of demonstrating our love through acts of

compassion. I knew Jesus’ parable of the Good Samaritan, of

course, and had always believed in our responsibility to do

whatever we can as individuals to help those in need.

As I studied and traveled, however, I came to realize that

we had a larger responsibility. My travels brought me face to

face with the stark reality of human suffering and with the

fact that many millions of people live on the knife-edge of

starvation or chronic illness or disaster. We also realized that

compassionate help often opened the door to opportunities

in evangelism, as people saw Christ’s love in action.

I recall, for example, the earthquake in Guatemala in

1976. At the time, Ruth and I were in Mexico, where she was

recovering from an illness. As soon as I heard of the

disaster, I contacted our board to see what we could do

through the World Emergency Fund. Then we arranged to

travel to the devastated areas. The president of Guatemala

put two helicopters at our disposal. His son traveled with us,

along with Cliff and a friend of ours, the Argentine-born

evangelist Luis Palau.

When we touched down in San Martín Jilotepeque, we saw

at once that virtually every building had been destroyed. Of

the town’s 18,000 residents, 3,800 were dead in the ruins.

Another 4,000 were badly wounded, but there was almost

no medical help. Ruth and I felt utterly helpless as we

watched thousands wandering about in a daze looking for

food or lost relatives.

Back in Guatemala City, I spoke to 500 Christian leaders

and missionaries to assure them of our prayers and support.

We were meeting in the partially destroyed Central

Presbyterian Church. Even as I was talking, a sharp

aftershock hit and pieces of the ceiling began to fall on us.

The clergy got up and ran out, thinking it might be another

earthquake. Later that day, I was invited to speak on the

national television network. The BGEA, through the World



Emer-gency Fund, flew in a dozen planeloads of food and

medicine to help with the relief effort. As in almost every

other emergency situation where we have tried to help, we

worked with established organizations and local Christian

agencies to ensure that the supplies went where they were

most needed.

Just as heartbreaking in its effects, but far more extensive,

were the cyclone and tidal wave in India in late 1977. A wall

of water eighteen feet high and fifty miles wide had swept

inland for upward of thirty miles, completely destroying

almost everything in its path. Hundreds of coastal villages in

the state of Andhra Pradesh were wiped out, and 100,000

people lost their lives. In one village, only six dogs survived.

In God’s providence, we were in the country for a series of

Crusades when news came of the disaster. No outsiders—

not even journalists—were being allowed in. President

Reddy, whom I had met on another occasion (and who was

from Andhra Pradesh himself), graciously granted us

permission to see the site and supplied a helicopter to take

us there. Most villages in that part of India were surrounded

by thick, tall thorn bushes to keep out wild animals. As we

looked down, we could see bright bits of color snagged by

the thorns surrounding dozens of villages. These were fully

clothed bodies—thousands of them—already beginning to

decompose in the humid tropical heat. When we landed, a

man ran up to me and grabbed me by the legs, shouting

and refusing to let go. “Kill us or help us rebuild,” he kept

saying.

We took his cry literally. Through the World Emergency

Fund, we provided for the rebuilding of one village—285

cement-block homes and a 500-seat church; this became a

model for the rebuilding of other villages. The Andhra

Pradesh Christian Relief and Rehabilitation Committee

oversaw the project. In 1980 Walter Smyth and my son

Franklin went to India for the formal dedication of the new



town. Against my wishes, the inhabitants insisted on calling

it “Billy Graham Nagar [Village].”

The BGEA’s World Emergency Fund continues to minister

in places of need: famine-ravaged Ethiopia, war-torn

Rwanda, the 1989 earthquake in San Francisco, and the

areas of South Carolina and Florida decimated by Hurricane

Hugo and Hurricane Andrew. In such instances, we often

give the money through organizations like the Salvation

Army, the Red Cross, and Samaritan’s Purse. We have

visited many of these disaster areas personally to try to

bring hope and encouragement in the name of Christ. We

know we cannot do everything that needs to be done, but in

a world that is never free of turmoil, Christ calls us to do

what we can.
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My Quaker Friend
President Richard M. Nixon

 

Richard Nixon had tears streaming down his face. It was

October 3, 1967, and we were standing in the simple

Friends meeting house in East Whittier, California. The

Quaker minister and I had just conducted a funeral service

for his mother, Hannah. I had already delivered a eulogy for

the crowd who attended. The people had filed by the closed

casket for the last time and left. The casket was then

reopened, and his wife, Pat, and daughters, Julie and Tricia,

gathered around. I stretched my arms around their

shoulders while the son tearfully expressed his tribute to his

mother and the loss he felt at her death. Then I offered a

prayer for their comfort.

Almost twenty years before, after our 1949 Los Angeles

Cru-sade, I met Hannah Nixon when I preached in Whittier.

She was a godly woman who reared her family to fear the

Lord and honor His Word. She told me that her late husband

once took his three young sons to Los Angeles to hear

evangelist Paul Rader from Chicago. That evening, at the

Invitation to commit their lives to Christ, Richard and his

brothers walked forward.

In his youth, Richard taught a Bible class in the Whittier

Friends meeting and sung in the choir. He played the piano

for Sunday school each Sunday morning and went to

Christian En-deavor youth meetings each Sunday night. His

spiritual legacy from that quiet Quaker tradition of “friendly

persuasion” helped shape the way he looked at the world.

These experiences made him a very private person, one



who was not prone to exhibit his deep feelings. Tears in

public were rare for him. Who knows how many more he

shed in private.

From the start of our acquaintance, when he was the

freshman senator from California, this godly heritage

probably did as much as anything to make us compatible.

Our friendship began one day in 1950 or 1951, when I was

in Washington, D.C. North Carolina Senator Clyde Hoey had

invited me to join him for lunch. A patrician southern

gentleman with a mane of white hair almost to his

shoulders, he was born and reared about sixty miles from

my home. As we ate together in the Senate dining room, he

pointed out to me several legislators in the room whose

names I was familiar with from the headlines.

“There’s young Richard Nixon from California.”

“I’ve met his mother,” I replied.

“Would you like to meet him?”

At my assent, Senator Hoey sent a waiter to ask Nixon to

come over to our table at his convenience.

He soon joined us. His warm smile and firm handshake

impressed me.

“You’ve held some wonderful meetings in our state and

are well known there,” he said, looking me right in the eye.

“As a matter of fact, my mother has written me about you.”

We had chatted only a few minutes before he asked me an

unexpected question: “Do you play golf?”

“Yes, sir, I try.”

“We’re going to play a round at Burning Tree this

afternoon, and we need another partner. Would you join

us?”

I was delighted with that outing. Because he knew the

course so well, he gave me suggestions on almost every

shot. Maybe because of that, our score was fairly even.

When we finished the game, he drove me to his home and

introduced me to Pat and to his little daughters.



It was not just friendship that put me in Nixon’s camp

mentally as he rose to national prominence, although we

were good friends. I sincerely thought his two terms of

administrative experience and privileged access to

information as Vice President in the White House

environment made him well qualified to succeed

Eisenhower. I knew he had a tremendous grasp of world

affairs and from our many conversations together I knew he

had formulated a well-studied philosophy of American

government. He exhibited both courage and patience, which

gave him a long-range view of domestic and international

problems. However, I kept my thoughts concerning his

suitability for the presidency to myself, except in a few

private conversations. I also saw him as a modest and moral

man with spiritual sensitivity. I had heard of the

controversies in Cali-fornia politics, but I formed my own

opinions of him based on firsthand observation of the man.

Looking back these forty-five years later, considering all

that has intervened, I wonder whether I might have

exaggerated his spirituality in my own mind. But then, in my

presence, he always made ready references to his mother’s

faith and the Bible that she loved so much. Where religion

was concerned with him, it was not always easy to tell the

difference between the spiritual and the sentimental. In

retrospect, whenever he spoke about the Lord, it was in

pretty general terms.

At the time Nixon was defeated by Kennedy in 1960, many

commentators felt he had been hurt by those celebrated

television debates. Others questioned the accuracy of the

election results, believing that Nixon might actually have

won. As a matter of fact, I was told Eisenhower offered to

impound all the ballot boxes in several states for a recount.

Nixon refused.

I did not publicly endorse Nixon in the 1960 election, but I

reluctantly gave in to a plea from James Byrnes, former

secretary of state (and then governor of South Carolina), to



pray at a Nixon rally in Columbia, South Carolina. Many

people took it as an implied endorsement.

Two years later, he lost his bid to become governor of

Califor-nia. There too, although I still wanted to maintain

political neutrality, I inadvertently lined up on his side

before the election. Nixon seemed lackluster about

campaigning. His publicist, Paul Keyes, was discouraged.

They were not getting much photographic coverage, and he

thought the news photographers might be interested in a

shot of the candidate and me together. I consented. A

picture was taken of the two of us playing golf at the Riviera

Country Club in Bel Air, near Los Angeles—a game that had

been scheduled before the photo request came through.

The next morning the picture appeared on the front page of

the Los Angeles Times. Neither of us ever wondered out

loud if my public identification with him was more of a jinx

than a boost to his cause, but it certainly crossed my mind.

He was so devastated after those defeats that some who

knew him best questioned whether he would ever pull out of

it. One day he and I were walking together on the Riviera

course where we were playing golf with Grady and actor

Randolph Scott. On that occasion, Nixon was one of the

most disconsolate people I had ever seen. His shoulders

were stooped as if the world had caved in on him.

Impulsively, I flung my arm around him. “Dick, I believe

you’ll have another chance at the presidency,” I said. “The

world situation is getting worse. There’ll come a time when

the American people will call on you. You have the ability

and the training to be president of the United States. Don’t

give up.”

“No,” he said in a low voice, “it’s finished. After two

straight defeats, it’s not likely I’ll ever be nominated for

anything again, or be given another chance. I’m just going

back into law practice.”

In the next election year, 1964, when the Republicans

nominated Barry Goldwater to run against President Lyndon



Johnson, Nixon brought a magnificent speech to the

Republican convention, pleading for party unity. He toured

the country making speeches for Goldwater. At a whistle-

stop in Bangor, Maine, where I was preaching at the time, I

went out to the little airport to hear him speak. When he

learned that I was there, he sent for me. I met him in a

private area, and he spent an hour with me, much to the

bewilderment and displeasure of the local Republican

hierarchy.

“I doubt if Goldwater can win,” he confided in me, “but I’m

going to do everything I can to help him.”

As the 1968 election loomed on the horizon, Nixon’s name

surfaced among the prospective Republican candidates. I

had no leanings toward any of the announced Democratic

hopefuls. If Lyndon Johnson had not told me a year earlier

that he would not seek reelection, it would have put me in a

quandary as to which friend to vote for.

En route home from a trip in December 1967, I received a

message in Atlanta that Nixon wanted to see me in Key

Biscayne, Florida. I had the flu and was running a high

temperature, but I phoned home and told Ruth of the

change in our plans. She had gotten used to such changes;

at least she tolerated them.

Dick was staying in a cottage at the Key Biscayne Hotel as

guest of the owner. He vacated his front bedroom for me

when we arrived, taking the back one for himself. His friend

Bebe Rebozo was staying at the hotel too. As was often the

case during our conversations, I read Scripture to him and

had prayer.

We attended the Key Biscayne Presbyterian Church

together on Sunday morning and watched a muddy Green

Bay Packers football game on television in the afternoon.

Then he asked me to walk with him on the beach. I was

feeling weak from the fever (which, as I was soon to learn,

was developing into pneumonia), but I dragged myself along

anyway.



He was musing about a bid for the presidency and wanted

to know what I thought he should do. It was only two

months since we had been together at his mother’s funeral.

Maybe he was remembering how she had said to him on her

deathbed, “Dick, don’t quit.”

We walked as far as the lighthouse, a couple of miles

round-trip, and got back none too soon for me. I was about

ready to collapse.

I had no intention of advising him what decision to make.

The assassination of Jack Kennedy a few years earlier, the

seemingly endless and morale-draining war in Vietnam, the

campus demonstrations against that war, the takeovers of

buildings by radical students, the draft-card burnings that

fall—all these combined to throw us into a national crisis. It

was daunting in the extreme for anyone who considered

seeking the leadership of the country.

“You still haven’t told me what to do,” he said to me two

days later as I was leaving.

“If you don’t run, you will always wonder if you should

have,” I said to him. “I will pray for you, that the Lord will

give you the wisdom to make the right choice.”

Nixon remembered that day (although somewhat

differently) in his memoirs and also in a personal letter to

John Pollock, one of my biographers, to whom he wrote, “He

[Nixon meant me] was ill at the time, but when we took our

long two-mile walk to the lighthouse at Key Biscayne, he

was insistent that, because of the problems the country

faced abroad and my experience in international affairs, I

had an obligation to run.

“He made it clear that he was not against Lyndon Johnson;

they were good friends. But he felt that the country was in

crisis in 1968 and that Johnson because of the division

among his own advisers would be unable to provide the

leadership that was needed. . . . Whether the issue was

foreign or domestic, he always had a point of view and

expressed it articulately and effectively. I think one of the



reasons he felt free to do so was that he knew I would not

disclose his personal views to others unless he had publicly

expressed them.”

That might have been how Nixon remembered the walk

and the talk, but that was not the way I remembered the

incident.

Nixon’s candidacy materialized seven months later.

Frankly, it muffled those inner monitors that had warned me

for years to stay out of partisan politics. Even though our

Crusade ministry demanded my time and energy all across

this country as well as overseas, I could not completely

distance myself from the electoral process that was

involving such a close friend. As far as his attitude was

concerned, he was more cautious than I: he strongly

admonished me not to make any public endorsement of him

or to associate with the campaign in any way. He thought

that any politicking on my part would have negative

repercussions for our ministry.

In 1960 Nixon sought recommendations for a running

mate from many friends and advisers. In response to his

question, I urged him to consider Congressman Walter Judd

from Minnesota. A former missionary to China, he was an

expert in foreign policy and a strong intellectual foe of

Communism. But one day, when Nixon and I were riding in

the backseat of his car, he gave me his reasons for not

taking my suggestion. I did not think they were valid. If he

had followed my advice, maybe he could have beaten

Kennedy. There were some who thought his choice of Henry

Cabot Lodge was detrimental.

I struck out the next time around too. Before the 1968

Repub-lican convention, Nixon invited me to come to New

York and have dinner with him in his apartment. As we sat in

front of the fireplace, he floated a few names of vice-

presidential prospects for my reaction—Nelson Rockefeller,

John Lindsay, and others, maybe twenty in all. The cons

outweighed the pros for most of them, in my opinion. Then I



set forth my favored choice, Senator Mark Hatfield of

Oregon, a devout evangelical whose liberal Republicanism

would give a good ideological balance to the ticket. “I

believe he would be a devoted and loyal vice president,” I

said. “He certainly would appeal to the strong Christian

vote, Catholic as well as Protestant.”

Nixon didn’t say much in response. Although I brought the

issue up again in subsequent conversations before the

convention, he dodged making a commitment.

In Miami on the night he was nominated, he invited me to

meet him at the hotel. He took me by the arm and led me to

the room where the choice of a vice president would be

discussed and decided.

“You’ll enjoy this,” he said. “This will be a little bit of

history.”

I was surprised that he had waited this long before making

his decision. I had heard of smoke-filled rooms where

political deals were made, but this surely didn’t fit the

stereotype in my mind. Maybe it was a Republican version:

a huge oval room with elegant carpeting, draperies,

furniture, and crystal chandelier. The five senators, five

representatives, three governors, and various party leaders

all matched the surroundings. One writer listing all the

dignitaries present put me in a category by myself:

“sidekick.”

Nixon went around the room and asked everyone their

opinion. Many names for vice president were bandied about.

Nixon then turned to me and looked me squarely in the eye.

“Billy, what do you think?” he asked.

There was a sudden quiet in the room. No doubt people

were wondering why I had been invited. Well, that made it

unanimous! Nevertheless, I spoke my piece. “Dick, you

know that I’ve always been for Senator Hatfield,” I reminded

him, listing my reasons again. That was that. I went back to

my hotel.



What followed a few hours later was like a verbal Ping-

Pong game.

About six-thirty the next morning, Nixon phoned me.

“I haven’t made up my mind, but I’ve got to make the

announcement this morning. How about offering a prayer

for me?”

I readily promised him I would. It was more to my liking to

talk to the Lord about all of this than to dialogue with a

group of political professionals. It wasn’t the first such

prayer I had made. I called Hatfield, who was staying with

Bob Green and his wife, Anita Bryant, in Miami, and told him

what I had just heard.

“I don’t think it’s going to be me,” he said, although I

sensed that he would have been glad to accept.

About an hour later, the phone rang again. It was Nixon,

saying that Spiro Agnew had been chosen and asking if I

would call Hatfield to tell him the decision.

Like every other American outside the state of Maryland, I

asked the question of questions: “Spiro who?”

Nixon then told me his reasons for that choice, none of

which was persuasive to me. I was puzzled that so brilliant a

tactician as Nixon would wait till the last minute and then

choose somebody completely unknown to the electorate.

The phone rang yet again. This time it was my longtime

acquaintance Herbert Klein, who was also a Nixon adviser

(and who later became Nixon’s communications director at

the White House). “Dick wanted me to call you,” he said,

“and say that he hasn’t decided after all. It’s still between

Hatfield and Agnew. You’re to call Hatfield and tell him that

he’s still in the running.”

When Mark got my call, he was as surprised as I was.

The eventual final announcement that Agnew was the

choice came much later than the press had expected. I felt

a real letdown in my heart; indeed, I even felt a little sick. I

had nothing personal against Governor Agnew; I had never

met him. All I knew about him—admittedly some negative



things—I had heard a few days earlier from David Brinkley

on the television news. Nevertheless, I could not help but

feel disappointed, for I knew that Hatfield would have

brought a positive moral and spiritual influence to the office.

That night at the convention, Nixon made his acceptance

speech. Then I was brought out to the podium to render the

service for which I had been invited: I gave the closing

prayer. Then I slipped away from the platform as quickly as

possible and hurried back to the Key Biscayne Hotel. (The

owner, Bob Mackle, was gracious enough to let me stay

there for free whenever I was in south Florida; he often

moved out of his personal home on the beach to let me or

Mr. Nixon stay there.)

The next night Nixon decided to move to that hotel. “I

don’t know whom I should eat with tonight,” he said to

some of his staff. “But if I eat with Billy Graham, everyone

will understand, and there’ll be no criticism.”

So he, Bebe Rebozo, T.W., and I ate together in the hotel

restaurant. A lot of people came by to congratulate the new

candidate.

A few weeks later, I attended the Democratic convention

in Chicago, at their invitation. I did not want people to think

I was favoring one party over the other; everyone knew of

my friendship with both Nixon and Johnson, and many

wondered whom I actually favored. I gave one of the

prayers on the night when President Johnson was scheduled

to address the assembly.

From my room in the old Stevens Hotel on Michigan

Avenue, I watched antiwar demonstrators and assorted

radical protesters creating all kinds of mayhem. Mayor

Richard Daley’s riot police met them right in front of the

television cameras. “The whole world is watching!” they

screamed in unison.

Sitting backstage with leaders of the Democratic party—I

had more friends in the Democratic party than I did in the

Republican party; being a southerner, I knew most of them



—I shared their apprehension of worse things happening.

The mood was so ominous that Lyndon Johnson’s staff had

kept in constant phone contact from the White House,

waiting to learn whether it was safe for him to come to

Chicago and give his scheduled speech. Since it was his

birthday, as well as his swan song as President, everyone

was looking forward to honoring him. I was especially

pleased at the prospect of sharing my friend’s special night.

But in the end, it seemed the only prudent thing for him to

do was to stay in Washington.

On that memorable and historic evening, when it was

apparent that President Johnson could not come to his own

convention, I was scheduled to lead a prayer and then Anita

Bryant was to sing. During my prayer, the noise barely died

down in the convention. As in most political conventions, up

until that point most speakers were ignored by the majority

of the people; they were busy debating, visiting, arguing,

making deals. Delegates were even having caucuses on the

floor. After my prayer, when Anita Bryant got up to sing, it

grew quiet; people gave her more attention than they did

me, and a good round of applause. But a pall still hung over

the convention—something that was darker than mere

political pessimism.

The Democrats wound up nominating as their presidential

candidate another longtime friend of mine, Hubert

Humphrey of Minnesota (then serving as Vice President

under Lyndon Johnson). The coming election would pose a

personal conflict of loyalties for me after all.

As the postconvention campaigns got under way, I

thought I was pretty clever at concealing my presidential

choice. After our final Crusade of 1968 ended in Pittsburgh

around Labor Day, I tried to follow events at a discreet

distance.

On the day of the election, I called Nixon and wished him

well.



“Please come to New York,” he said, “and watch the

election returns with me tonight.”

“I’m not sure I ought to do that,” I replied. “There will be

so much press there. But I’ll come and stay in a nearby

hotel. If you lose, I’ll come over to your hotel and pray with

you and your family.”

“Okay,” he agreed.

T.W. and I left for New York immediately and checked in at

the Hilton. Nixon was at the Waldorf Towers.

Final election results were delayed in coming because the

voting was so close. I went to bed before the verdict was in.

Next morning, after the results became apparent, Bebe

Rebozo called. “Nixon wants you to come before he talks to

the press,” he said. “He wants to talk to you.”

T.W. and I immediately got a cab to the hotel. Rebozo met

us and led us into Nixon’s suite. Only he, Pat, Tricia, and Julie

were in the room. The first thing I did was to congratulate

them for the victory.

Nixon suggested that we all stand in a circle and hold

hands. He asked me to pray. I thanked the Lord for what I

believed was God’s plan for the country: that Nixon should

lead us in the next four years. I prayed also for each

member of the family and gave thanks for the spiritual

heritage of his mother, Hannah.

He had something to ask before letting me go. He took me

over to the window and spoke in a low voice. “Billy, you

know we’re in a terrible mess in Vietnam. President Johnson

has ordered a stop in the bombing, and I think it’s a great

mistake. We are on the verge of victory in Vietnam. If we

stop the bombing now, we are going to be in big trouble.

We’ve got to find a way out of that war. While we have

plans, we need prayer that God will help us to find a way.”

In early December, I left to spend the Christmas holidays

visiting our troops in Vietnam. I got back just in time for the

inauguration. Nixon wanted me to do all the prayers at the

swearing-in ceremony, but I objected.



“Dick, you’ve got to have all faiths represented, or you’re

going to have trouble.”

“No, I just want you,” he insisted.

Eventually, Nixon gave in to the ecumenical idea, and I

suggested other clergy, including my friend and supporter

Rabbi Edgar Fogel Magnin, of the large Jewish synagogue on

Wilshire Boulevard in Los Angeles.

Nixon had asked me for a five-or ten-minute prayer. I did

not pray that long—I think my words ran to four minutes—

although Time magazine described the prayer as a mini–

inaugural speech!

My ecumenical strategy was undercut again when Nixon

insisted that I preach a week later, on January 26, at the

first White House worship service of his administration. That

would be followed days later by the National Prayer

Breakfast, which he planned to attend. I was scheduled to

speak again on that occasion, which would have meant a

number of times in a row, and I protested. (Some of the

press were already calling me chaplain to the White House,

a title I neither sought nor wanted.) Bill Jones, my business

friend from Los Angeles, had other thoughts: “As long as I

pay the bills for the breakfast,” he said, “Billy Graham will

be the speaker.” I did speak, but because the program was

running late, I cut my talk down to just one of my four

points. Everyone had come to hear President Nixon.

Nixon was nervous about the first White House church

service. Cliff was with me, and Bev was to sing. That

morning the President ran downstairs and looked into the

East Room every few minutes to see how many people were

coming and who they were. Then he rushed back upstairs to

us, sitting down at the piano and playing hymns while Bev

sang.

Nevertheless, this church service, destined to become a

White House tradition during Nixon’s administration, was

criticized by some as an infraction of church-state

separation.



“It’s the most popular thing we have,” White House staffer

Lucy Winchester was quoted in the New York Times

Magazine as saying. She felt that mainstream Americans

could relate to a president at prayer. I spoke at four of those

services, as did Norman Vincent Peale. (Nixon had attended

Peale’s Marble Collegiate Church when he was in New York

City, and Julie and David had been married there by Dr.

Peale in December 1968. Although Julie had invited me to

participate in that wedding, I couldn’t since I was in

Vietnam.) Other speakers included leading Protestant,

Roman Catholic, and Jewish clergy.

Shortly after that first White House worship service, Ruth

and I were on Fiji, a layover on our flight to New Zealand. “It

was Sunday,” she remembered, “so we decided to walk to

the nearest church service. They were repairing the big

church, so we met on the verandah of a little house. The

week before, we had been at the White House for the

worship service. The contrast was so startling, and yet it

made the little service out there all the sweeter. Just a

hundred years ago, they were headhunters.”

I could see value in a president’s having some trusted

friends without a personal agenda who could function

unofficially and informally as a sounding board for his ideas.

This seemed to be his plan for me. In one of his first weeks

in the White House, I told him that if he ever wanted to talk

to someone who would never quote him without

authorization, I would be glad to be such a person. The

presidency was a lonely spot.

As he settled into his new role, Nixon—whom I no longer

addressed as Dick but as Mr. President—took me up on my

offer. In the interest of confidentiality, I stopped keeping

written notes of our conversations. But, unknown to me, he

did keep a record, not only of our conversations but also of

staffers’ suggestions that might involve me. He might have

taped some of our conversations as well, again without my

knowledge or consent. I could wish it otherwise. Some of



these exchanges—whether including me directly or

involving me peripherally—are on public record in the media

or open for inspection in libraries. Some of them appear in

Nixon’s own books.

For example, several of Nixon’s memos to H. R. Haldeman

alluding to my activities have been published: encouraging

him to invite my friend Johnny Cash to perform country

music at the White House, commenting on media coverage

of demonstrations, and so on. Nixon also made it clear to

Haldeman that he wanted to nurture whatever influence I

might have with certain religious leaders. Needless to say,

this was not discussed with me at the time.

It was naive of me, I suppose, to think that such a close

relationship with a president would never be used to serve

his political ends. But searching my soul now, I honestly

believe my intentions were uncomplicated by personal aims

or ambitions.

But occasionally I felt concern about some of Nixon’s staff.

Haldeman knew that I was somewhat concerned about the

fact that he and John Ehrlichman were Christian Scientists;

as such, they did not believe in the reality of sin or human

depravity. Perhaps that caused Haldeman, later in his

published diary, to give a negative slant to some of the

comments he claimed I made, many of which I never did.

Elsewhere Nixon recounted our being together at his

mother’s funeral, our walking on the beach at Key Biscayne,

my saying I thought it was his destiny to be President, his

receiving a mild rebuke from me about his overblown words

when he welcomed back our first moon-walkers, my making

a videotape at his request in support of voluntary

integration at public schools in the South, even my

suggesting casually—and in vain—that he use a

TelePrompTer for his speeches.

Advice-giving, however, was a two-way street between us.

He told me in all three of his bids for the presidency not to

endorse him or any other candidate. “Don’t let politics



divert you from what you’re doing,” he said to me in 1960

as we waited at the tee at the Riviera Country Club. “Your

ministry is more important than my election.”

Once he warned me not to identify myself with the Moral

Majority because of the political baggage accompanying

that movement. He felt very strongly, as he wrote later, that

needed changes in government could come about only

through changing people—and that was religion’s bailiwick.

Nevertheless, he seemed to have concern about the mixing

of religion and politics in movements like the Moral Majority,

and I understood his concern.

One day, while visiting the President, I told him that I was

going back to the Far East for some meetings.

“I’ve got an idea,” he said. “While you’re there, maybe

you could meet with all those missionaries that live and

work there, and get their ideas as to how we could end this

war.” He was almost obsessed with the idea of ending it as

quickly as possible. I thought he was right in that goal and

agreed to listen for ideas while overseas.

When I arrived in the Far East in March 1969, I asked some

of the missionaries to meet me in Bangkok, which was

neutral territory. We convened there for three days, during

which they expressed their viewpoints. We prayed a good

deal too, of course.

They were old Vietnamese hands, many of them, having

been in the country for decades. Some seemed to feel that

the only way to end the war was to “Vietnamize” it—that is,

to let the south invade the north from the sea, with

American air-power coverage, and to take Haiphong and

then Hanoi. Others—those of a more pacifist frame of mind

—thought the United States should just pull out.

One thing was certain: businesses were making millions

on the war, and the South Vietnamese, receiving many

millions of Amer-ican dollars in aid, were becoming afflicted

with such American moral evils as fraud, materialism, and

graft.



“We don’t know how to fight this kind of war,” said a

military man to me as we flew in a helicopter over the edge

of Cambodia, where I could see smoke rising all around.

When I returned home, I composed a thirteen-page

confidential report to the President. I noted that most of the

missionaries were a hawkish bunch, pro-American and pro-

Nixon. They feared the outcome of the Paris peace talks.

They lamented that American troops, many of them, were

hooked on some form of narcotics. They loathed the

American businesses that generated corruption among the

Vietnamese. And they saw the importation of American

consumer goods as destroying Vietnamese culture. What

use—if any—he made of the report I never learned.

I was a kind of listening post for Nixon on many occasions,

but one time at least I turned the tables on him. I initiated a

discussion with the President and Henry Kissinger with a

group of distinguished black clergymen, conservative and

liberal. Other than that, I never made it a practice to attend

Washington briefings myself, although I was often invited.

Some nights Nixon would call at our house in Montreat just

to talk. Once, about one o’clock in the morning, he asked

me to put Ruth on the extension phone. He was depressed

about the Cambo-dian crisis, and he told us things about his

personal faith that moved us deeply.

The essential bond between us was not political or

intellectual; rather, it was personal and spiritual. Less than

two weeks before the election in 1968, I was in New York

when he came off the campaign trail to spend a day of rest

in his Fifth Avenue apartment. I called and invited him to go

with me to Calvary Baptist Church on West Fifty-seventh

Street. There we heard Pastor Stephen Olford, whose

spiritual insights often blessed me, preach a powerful

evangelistic sermon on “The Gospel in a Revolutionary

Age.” It was a plea for national as well as personal

repentance and conversion. Nixon said afterward, “The



press go with me everywhere, and that was a great

message for them to hear!”

Nixon showed his friendliness to me in many personal

ways. He came to our home on the mountain. He often

referred to the pineapple tea my mother served him when

he visited her at home in Charlotte; and he couldn’t forget

the fried chicken and apple pie served at our home by our

longtime resident housekeeper and friend, Beatrice Long.

In our games of golf together, he was always willing to

coach me. “Now, Billy, your first shot ought to be here,” he

might advise, “so that you’ll have a clear shot into the green

for your second shot.” When he gave up the game in order

to have more time to read and study, my interest in golf

tapered off also, and for much the same reason.

One last golf story. One day I was playing with him while

he was Vice President. “Dick,” I remarked casually, “I used a

certain set of golf clubs in France when we were there last

year, and I hit the ball better than I ever have in my life. I

tried to buy them, since they were used clubs, but the pro

wouldn’t sell them to me.” At Christ-mas that year, those

very clubs were Dick’s gift to me. He had sent to southern

France for them.

And he remembered birthdays. Often, when there was

something about me or the family in the papers, he would

thoughtfully call on the phone. After he saw our picture in

the paper with newborn Ned, he wrote to Ruth that our baby

was “a very captivating young man.” When something big

was at stake, like my trip to China in 1988 (years after he

had left the White House), he helped set it up through the

crucial contacts he had there in government circles.

Nixon’s manner in conversation was very instructive to

me. For one thing, he had a quality of attentiveness I have

noticed also in royalty. When he talked with someone, he

often looked them right in the eye, listened intently to what

they said, and made them feel they were the only person in

the world. He was very good at drawing people out with



questions. “What do you think?” he asked me times without

number. “Do you agree with that?” “Let’s sit and talk a bit.”

“I want to throw a few ideas at you and see what you think.”

Rarely did he reveal his own convictions.

One time, before Nixon became President, Ruth and I were

invited to Jack Paar’s home in New York with the Nixons. At

the end of a rather long evening we returned to the Nixons’

apartment on Fifth Avenue. We spent a few minutes

together, but it was getting late and we had to leave. Dick

saw us to the elevator—why the freight elevator, I can’t

remember, but it was hung with quilted padding—and we

pressed the button. As I recall, on its way down the elevator

stalled between floors and refused to budge, so I rang and

rang the emergency bell. Dick finally heard it and

immediately summoned the doorman, who came and

helped Ruth and me climb out. There is no dignified way to

crawl out of a stalled elevator, but Dick by that time was in

his pajamas and a bathrobe, so I suppose we were all glad

no one was there with a camera!

And there was Watergate, which some people thought

rubbed off on my reputation. When my name did come up

slightly in the proceedings, I called my North Carolina

neighbor, Senator Sam Ervin.

“Senator Sam,” I said, “why did you allow my name to

come up in the Watergate hearings? You know what they

said about me wasn’t true.”

“I’ll correct it,” he responded.

And he did that, in no uncertain terms.

The Watergate break-in, an undeniable personal and

national tragedy, should never have happened in the first

place. And it should have been laid to rest long before now.

If the Lord were as unforgiving to us sinful and disobedient

humans as we are to each other, even the best among us

wouldn’t stand a chance at the Great Judgment. It may not

be in the Bible, but there is God’s own truth in Alexander

Pope’s proverb, “To err is human, to forgive divine.”



The whole library of literature that has been written

detailing the Watergate break-in and the subsequent cover-

up has not explained for me what came over President

Richard Nixon at that time. I deliberately chose the words

came over because I cannot accept in my heart that his

conduct and conversation during that crisis sprang from the

deep wells of his character. The evidence on the tapes and

the testimony of many associates leave no doubt that he

was culpable. I did not absolve him—but neither did I judge

him.

To me, the Watergate affair seemed to be a brief

parenthesis in a good man’s lengthy political career—a

parenthesis that I couldn’t understand. Nixon held such

noble standards of ethics and morality for the nation. “The

hope of America,” he once said to me, “is the working

people.” Furthermore, he held a high view of the presidency

as a public trust. The tarnishing of that office by Watergate

probably caused him more pain than what happened to his

own reputation.

At Nixon’s second inauguration in 1973, Bill Marriott,

founder and head of the Marriott hotel and restaurant chain,

was chair of the gala affair, as he had been in 1969. He had

become one of my closest friends and had appointed me

honorary chair of the inauguration symphony concert at the

Kennedy Center. For that event, Ruth and I dressed up in our

best. We arrived early, for a small preconcert reception, and

sat with the Agnews and the Charlton Hestons for a while.

Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Rockefeller were at the small

reception too. I had known Nelson since my early days with

Youth for Christ; Bob Van Kampen was a good friend of his

and had introduced us over lunch. Nelson’s second wife,

“Happy,” motioned for me to come to her table. As I stood

there, all of a sudden she thrust a glass of champagne in my

hand. Seeing the photographers moving into position, I

immediately passed the glass to Ruth, thanked Mrs.



Rockefeller, and said I did not take champagne on such

occasions.

“You’re as clever as I’ve heard,” she said with a laugh.

When President and Mrs. Nixon arrived, Ruth and I went to

greet them officially. Later I told Ruth that I did not think

Nixon looked at all well; he did not look himself. His eyes

betrayed that something was wrong. I had no clue at that

time, however, that Watergate was beginning to burden

him.

He and Pat sat directly in front of Ruth and me at the

concert. When I reached over his shoulder and handed him

a program, he shoved it aside, letting it fall to the floor. Pat

leaned over and whispered something in his ear. He turned

around and profusely apologized to me.

In His Sermon on the Mount, Jesus said, “Do not judge, or

you too will be judged” (Matthew 7:1). Most of us fail to read

what He said next: “For in the same way you judge others,

you will be judged, and with the measure you use, it will be

measured to you” (verse 2).

On the day the contents of the White House tapes were

made public and I heard the President’s words, I was deeply

distressed. The thing that surprised and shook me most was

the vulgar language he used. Never, in all the times I was

with him, did he use language even close to that. I felt

physically sick and went into the seclusion of my study at

the back of the house. Inwardly, I felt torn apart.

I did not shrink from commenting publicly on Watergate. I

wrote two op-ed pieces on it at the request of the New York

Times, gave a long interview to Christianity Today, and

spoke about it freely on The Hour of Decision radio

broadcasts and appearances on such television programs as

the Today show. I called the whole affair sordid, describing it

as a symptom of a deeper moral crisis that affected other

nations besides our own.

Lots of people did not like what I said. One minister in

Arizona wrote to me in December 1973 to tell me that my



remarks—I had said that cheating, lying, and betrayal of

trust were “mistakes”—were “insipid.” I thought they were

sins in God’s sight, of course, not just mistakes, but at that

date a lot of people were being damned by rumors, judged

before all the evidence was in.

I did not have to distance myself from Watergate; I wasn’t

close to it in the first place. The President had not confided

in me about his mounting troubles, and after the full story

eventually broke, he all but blocked my access to him during

the rest of his presidency. As I have said, I wanted to believe

the best about him for as long as I could. When the worst

came out, it was nearly unbearable for me.

He and I discussed Watergate only once, at his home in

San Clemente about two or three months after his

resignation. He told me nothing, however, that had not

already been said publicly.

The problem with Watergate was not so much the break-in

as the cover-up. Nixon was trying to protect the men who

had worked with him faithfully and for a long time. He tried

to use his office, prestige, and power to save them; but in so

doing, a cancer began to develop in the President and on

the presidency itself.

During most of the hearings and other Watergate matters

in 1973, we were in Korea, South Africa, England, and

Switzerland. One journalist suggested that I had fled

America because of Water-gate and gone into hiding in

Europe! That was not true at all; those events had been

planned years in advance.

While in Lausanne, I received a letter from Pat Nixon

asking if I would bring the 1973 Christmas message at the

White House service in December. I accepted. Most of the

President’s inner circle were present at that service. I

preached on repentance and made my message as strong

as I possibly could, although I mentioned no names.

In a Christianity Today interview published on January 4,

1974, I answered a number of questions on the subject of



Watergate. At that point, I did not know all the allegations

against the White House. Nor, indeed, did the public. I could

not pass judgment on any of the alleged culprits without

knowing more facts, but I readily admitted that a misguided

obsession to change the world might have driven Nixon

partisans to wrong actions. Younger men heady with power

and privilege would be especially vulnerable to such action.

One thing I did keep urging upon Nixon privately was to be

more forthright in his expression of spiritual conviction. That

came through in a reproving letter I wrote to him after he

spoke at the National Prayer Breakfast in February 1974;

Nixon later reprinted that letter in his book From: The

President. “While I know you have a personal and private

commitment, yet at some point many are hoping and

praying that you will state it publicly. . . . In taking such a

stand you would find the deepest personal satisfaction in

your own life.”

I had some misgivings about Nixon’s religious

understanding, based on what glimpses I got, but then he

was a layman in such matters, not a biblical scholar. I’ve

never doubted the reality of his spiritual concern, though, or

the sincerity of his identification with the evangelical

position toward the authority of the Bible and the person of

Christ. He told me, “I believe the Bible from cover to cover.”

Shortly before the 1968 election, I welcomed the Nixons

and Mark Hatfield’s wife, Antoinette, to the Crusade in

Pittsburgh. Then, on May 28, 1970, he came as President to

give a word of greeting at our Crusade in Neyland Stadium

at the University of Tennessee in Knoxville. His remarks

were not as forthright a witness for Christ as I had wished

for, but I rationalized that he was extremely tired from

carrying many burdens. In our pluralistic society, he also

probably felt he had to be very careful not to alienate

people of other faiths at that delicate point in history.

In the crowd of 75,000 that night were 300 antiwar

protesters sitting together. When Nixon began speaking,



they stood up as a group and chanted, “Peace now! Peace

now!” When he paused, they quieted down, only to start up

again the instant he did. He outlasted them after a few

minutes of this and finished his remarks.

Then our beloved Ethel Waters got up to sing. She wagged

her finger at that group and spoke to them with a humility

and authority uniquely her own. “You chillun there, you hush

now!” she shouted. “If I was sittin’ by you,” she said,

bringing her hands together with a loud slap, “I’d give you a

smack!” The audience was stunned. “Then I would hug you

and tell you that I loved you,” she added.

Her sweet spirit won out. Several of that group came

forward, Charlie Riggs noticed, when I gave a Gospel

Invitation at the close of the meeting. One of the leaders of

that protesting group was converted to Christ and later

worked in several Christian organizations.

When the offering plate was passed that night, President

Nixon found himself with an empty wallet. With some sleight

of hand, I managed to slip him all the bills in my pocket. It

was quite a feat—no one in the vast stadium seemed to

notice it. I myself forgot about it until, months later, I

received a “Dear Billy” letter from the White House, dated

October 2.

“A number of presidents have looked to you for spiritual

sustenance over the years,” he wrote, “but I suspect I was

the first to hit you for a loan. . . . I deeply appreciated the

emergency financing which you quickly arranged for me

that evening in Knoxville. I only wish that all the money

problems that confront me could be handled that efficiently.

“While deficit financing can be useful in a pinch, the time

always comes when the deficit must be funded. In keeping

with my concern for fiscal responsibility, I am hereby

repaying your loan of May 28.”

Another disruptive episode occurred when Nixon came to

Charlotte on October 15, 1971, honoring me by attending

“Billy Graham Day” there—an event sponsored by the city.



He and I stood in an open convertible that moved slowly

through town. The streets were jammed on both sides. I

reached out to take people’s hands.

“You’ll break your hand that way,” said Nixon. “Hold your

hand out sideways so that you will just barely touch people

in the direction you’re going.”

We completed the drive without incident but encountered

hecklers—antiwar demonstrators, for the most part—outside

the coliseum, where I was scheduled to speak. Although we

felt some tension, the protest didn’t escalate into violence.

In my comments that day, I referred to his impending trip

to China, which proved to be so history-making. I said of the

Great Wall, built mainly in the third century b.c., that “for

defensive purposes the wall proved to be a gigantic failure.

When China’s enemies wanted to breach it, they didn’t have

to knock it down. All they did was to bribe the gatekeeper.”

Then I spoke of our nation’s need for inner spiritual and

moral commitment and strength. Senator Sam Ervin was

there on the platform, as was John Connally, who was then

secretary of the treasury. I deeply appreciated that day,

more than I can ever tell. Many of my high school

classmates were there, and most of my friends from the

Charlotte area. It was a great and wonderful moment for my

family.

I appreciated Nixon’s coming to events such as these—the

Knoxville Crusade as well as the more personal celebration

—as my friend. He certainly knew and appreciated what our

Crusades were about. Before his mother’s funeral service,

he talked with me for a few minutes about her faith.

“Dick, do you have that same kind of faith?” I asked.

“I believe I do,” he said quietly.

“That’s the only way you can be guided in life, and it’s the

only way you can get to Heaven,” I said, and then I prayed

for him. He later told me that was one of the great moments

of his life, and I believe he meant it.



Although I often prayed in his presence, I never heard him

pray himself, except for grace at mealtimes. That was his

Quaker way, to keep piety private. “We sit in silence,” he

explained to me. His daughter Julie described him to John

Pollock as “a very reserved person anyway.” He was private

about many things he believed—almost the exact opposite

of Lyndon Johnson in temperament.

When the Nixon Presidential Library was dedicated at

Yorba Linda, California, in 1990, the organizers offered to fly

me from Los Angeles in a helicopter to lead a prayer. That

night, at the banquet for 1,000 guests at the Century Plaza

Hotel to honor the Nixons’ fiftieth wedding anniversary, I

gave another prayer at his request. Three years later,

fulfilling a promise I had made to him several months

earlier, I flew back from working on a book in Europe to

conduct the memorial service for his loyal and lovely wife at

the library in Yorba Linda.

The service for Pat was primarily for the family and some

of their closest friends. As I walked into the little garden in

front of the house where Nixon was born, he broke down

and cried. I put my arm around him, and we walked to

where he was to be seated. He and Pat had loved each

other very much. I remembered going on a plane with her to

participate in the inauguration of the new president of

Liberia; on that flight, she told one or two of us of her great

and deep love for him. “He’s my man,” she said proudly.

Like all human relationships, mine with Richard Nixon was

bittersweet. Our laughter was interspersed with tears. We

shared both delights and doubts. I prayed for him in agony

and in ecstasy. Our disagreements were honest, yet our

friendship was close.

On April 19, 1994, I was in New York to attend a small

dinner hosted by the North Korean ambassador to the U.N.,

Kim Jong Su; he had assisted us in arranging our visit to his

country earlier in the year. T.W. was staying with me at the

Marriott Hotel. My son Ned, who was living in Seattle, called



to tell me that he had just heard on the news that Nixon had

had a stroke at his home in New Jersey. I immediately tried

to find out where he was. I tried to reach Tricia and Julie.

Unable to reach them, I then called the White House, but

neither the operator nor the secretary to the President knew

anything more about it. I asked to speak to President

Clinton, who had only just heard the news and did not yet

know which hospital in the New York area Nixon had been

taken to. I told him I would go over and see Dick as soon as

we learned where he was. He promised to call me as soon

as he knew, and in a few minutes he was back on the phone

to give me the details.

When I arrived at the hospital, television cameras were

already being set up. I went in the emergency entrance and

was met by a hospital official who took me straight to Tricia.

In a room next to the alcove where the doctors were at work

on her father, I talked with her, quoting some Scripture and

praying with her. Then we talked about the family,

especially about her father and all that he meant to those

who knew him.

When Julie arrived from Philadelphia about an hour later,

we had another time of prayer. Then I told them that I was

going back home to North Carolina, where I would wait for

further news. I asked them to please keep in touch with me.

The next evening, Tricia called to tell me that her father

would not last long. She and her sister both wanted me to

officiate at the service in California; Dick himself had

expressed the same wish to me some twenty years before.

Tricia suggested that if I had the time, I should go to Yorba

Linda to help in the arrangements and to get adjusted to the

three-hour time difference from the East Coast. I

immediately left for California.

When the time of the funeral was announced, President

Clinton called me and asked how I thought the family would

feel if he and Hillary were to come. I said I was sure they

would be honored but I would have to check. Tricia and Julie



agreed that they would be more than welcome. I called the

President back, and he said they would be there.

This changed the situation. I was officiating on behalf of

the family, of course, but now it was becoming more of a

state funeral. Immediately, I was in touch with the military

personnel who were handling the complex details of the

service. By now hundreds of dignitaries and heads of state

were expected to attend.

T.W. and I checked into the Fullerton Marriott Hotel, not far

from the Nixon Library in Yorba Linda, where the service was

to be held. Since there were to be so many speakers,

someone suggested I cut my remarks to six minutes.

Military chaplain Bill Perry, however, who was in charge of

the program, came to my hotel room and graciously insisted

—in point of fact, he ordered—that I stick to my original

planned time of fourteen minutes.

I remembered one of my last conversations with Nixon. It

was in New York some months earlier. When I called, he

suggested lunch. We ate at a table outside the restaurant,

watching all the cars go by and talking philosophy and

theology.

“Dick,” I said at one point, “we don’t have many years left,

you and I, and I pray that we’re both ready to meet the Lord.

The Scripture says, ‘Prepare to meet God’; if either of us is

not prepared, we had better get ready.”

Then once again I outlined the Gospel for him—though of

course he already knew it well.

Before his funeral in California, 40,000 people filed by his

casket in the rain. The following morning, it fell to my lot to

do something quite out of character for me: I was to be the

official greeter of the family members, the American

presidents, and the many other distinguished guests. As

they arrived, I escorted them into the library, where they

were served coffee.

The service itself was personally difficult for me, not just

because of the media attention but because I, like so many



others that day, was saying good-bye to a man whose

friendship I had valued across the years.

Several of the speakers alluded to his complex personality

and the difficulties that had led to his resignation from the

presidency.

“Today is a day for his family, his friends, and his nation to

remember President Nixon’s life in totality,” President

Clinton said in his remarks. “To them let us say, ‘May the

day of judging Pres-ident Nixon on anything less than his

entire life and career come to a close.’”

The overwhelming emphasis was on the former

President’s positive contributions, including his dramatic

breakthroughs in foreign policy.

As for my own remarks, I was determined not only to

express my own personal reflections on Mr. Nixon himself

but also to speak directly to the family and to the others

gathered there about the Christian hope of life beyond the

grave. “The world has lost a great citizen, America has lost

a great statesman, and those of us who knew him have lost

a personal friend,” I said. “His public service kept him at the

center of the events that have shaped our destiny.”

Then, as the service reached its conclusion, I strayed

somewhat from my prepared text. I looked out at the five

living presidents and their wives who were sitting there and

all the other dignitaries who were present, and speaking to

them (as well as to the Nixon family and to myself) I

reminded them that someday every one of us will be lying in

a casket.

“John Donne said that there is a democracy about death.

‘It comes equally to us all, and makes us all equal when it

comes.’ I think today every one of us ought to be thinking

about our own time to die, because we too are going to die

and we are going to have to face Almighty God with the life

that we lived here.

“There comes a time when we have to realize that life is

short, and in the end the only thing that really counts is not



how others see us here, but how God sees us, and what the

record books of Heaven have to say. . . .”

“For the believer who has been to the Cross, death is no

frightful leap into the dark, but is an entrance into a glorious

new life. . . .

“For the believer, the brutal fact of death has been

conquered by the resurrection of Jesus Christ.

“For the person who has turned from sin and has received

Christ as Lord and Savior, death is not the end.

“For the believer there is hope beyond the grave. . . .

“Richard Nixon had that hope, and today that can be our

hope as well.”
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The Healer from Michigan
President Gerald Ford

 

History has not given him a lot of credit yet, but in my view

Pres-ident Gerald Ford helped save the integrity of this

country’s demo-cratic institutions after Watergate. In spite

of the bitter campaign he and Jimmy Carter had fought,

President Carter was able to say in his 1977 inaugural

address that he wanted to thank his predecessor “for all

he’s done to heal our land.” I agree completely with that

assessment.

I cannot remember when I first met him. I knew him for

years while he was in Congress. Certainly, most times I went

to Capitol Hill, I saw him. I knew him to be a professing

Christian, and we had several times of prayer together. He

was always warm, friendly, and outgoing to me.

A lot of us Christians saw him as a spiritual leader as well

as a political one. He came from Grand Rapids, Michigan,

where I had held one of my first citywide Campaigns and

where many people had strong ties with the Reformed

churches that originally came from Holland. His roots were

in that soil, and he brought its values with him. As a

representative, he lived in a modest house in Alexandria,

picking up the morning paper from his doorstep just like

millions of other men and women. Even in the White House,

he kept in touch with those spiritual roots: a mutual friend

back in Grand Rapids, Billy Zeoli, a Christian filmmaker,

served as a kind of counselor to him, stopping by the White

House periodically to give him a verse of Scripture and pray.



Gerald Ford inherited one of the worst situations any man

ever faced going into the presidency: because of their

disappointment and dismay over Watergate and its cover-

up, a high percentage of the American people had lost faith

in the Oval Office. I wanted Ford to initiate the healing by

pardoning Richard Nixon. Although I had personal reasons

as well, I believed that a pardon would be good for the office

of the presidency.

When the former President went back to his home in San

Clemente, California, he developed thrombophlebitis, a

dangerous disease of the leg veins. I myself had had it and

knew how life-threatening it could be. The blood clot in his

leg eventually traveled to other parts of his body, and for a

time he hung between life and death.

When he lay in the hospital so ill, Ruth got a friend to

charter a small plane and fly it back and forth past the

hospital at Long Beach. Behind it trailed a banner that said

“nixon—god loves you and so do we.” He saw it from his

hospital window, we learned, but he did not know its source

until later. We would like to think it was an encouragement

to him.

Ruth and I were staying in Pauma Valley, California, in a

little cottage we had been given just over the mountains

from Palm Springs. Situated on the Pauma Valley golf course

(which itself lay at the edge of an orange grove), it was only

three and a half rooms—but we loved it. (After the children

were grown, we decided to give it away so that it could be

sold and the money used for the Lord’s work.)

From Pauma Valley, I phoned Bob Finch, one of Ford’s

close political advisers, to talk to him about my friend’s

situation: “Bob, if Nixon has to go through a Watergate trial,

perhaps even a prison sentence, just the thought of it might

kill him.”

Bob suggested that I call Herb Klein; at the time editor of

the San Diego Union, he had been communications director

in the Nixon White House. I explained the reasons I favored



a pardon, including the possibility that it would save Nixon’s

life. I also expressed my conviction that drawn-out trial

proceedings—which is the way Washington usually does

things—could keep President Ford from effectively governing

the country. Herb agreed with my assessment.

“Billy,” he added, “you’re the only one that I think Ford

would listen to at this time. Why don’t you call him directly

and see what he says?”

This surprised me. Reluctantly, I decided to follow through

on his suggestion, although I knew that others also were

surely urging the President to take action, one way or the

other.

In none of this did I confer with Nixon. In fact, during the

last days he was in office, I could not get near him or even

talk to his secretary or his children. He had given an order,

one of his friends told me later, to keep Billy Graham away

from him. I never asked him about that in our many

subsequent conversations, but I am convinced he was trying

to spare me from being tarred with Watergate.

Acting on Herb Klein’s suggestion, I called Anne Armstrong

at the White House and told her my concerns. She agreed to

pass them on to Ford’s chief of staff, General Alexander

Haig. That afternoon, General Haig phoned me and we

talked for about ten minutes. He too seemed to agree with

me and said President Ford would call on Sunday morning.

I stuck by the phone in Pauma Valley on Sunday morning

and did receive a call from the President. “Well, it’s a tough

call, a tough decision,” said President Ford after listening to

me. “There are many angles to it. I’m certainly giving it a lot

of thought and prayer.”

“Mr. President, I’m praying for you constantly,” I replied.

He said he would get back to me. Later someone from the

White House—Anne Armstrong, as I recall—phoned. “You’ll

be interested to know,” she said, “that the President is

going to have a statement about the Nixon pardon in a day

or two.”



When the pardon came, the expected furor broke loose.

Millions of people were gratified; in spite of everything,

Nixon still stood rather high in public opinion. On the other

hand, his enemies—and he had made plenty of them

through the years—were extremely unhappy. Many bitter

editorials were written, and Ford’s public approval rating fell

by twenty or twenty-five percentage points. Some people

later claimed that the pardon contributed to his loss in the

presidential race that followed, though in my judgment it

didn’t. I believe he lost mainly because people wanted a

new administration without all the lingering weight of

Watergate.

Years earlier I became acquainted with Leon Jaworski of

Houston, Texas, the special prosecutor in the Watergate

trials. I believed him to be a fair man and a committed

Christian. He told me some of the things that had gone on

behind the scenes, some of the agonizing decisions he’d

had to make. That information strengthened my assurance

that Ford had done the right thing, and the pardon did

succeed to some extent in helping us put Watergate behind

us.

As if all that were not enough, President Ford faced

international tensions in the Far East and the Middle East, as

well as inflation at home. I watched on television the rescue

helicopters landing on top of the American Embassy in

Saigon, sensing the desperation of the people who were

scrambling to get on board. Having worked for the departing

Americans, those who were left behind probably faced trial

and imprisonment (or execution) at the hands of the North

Vietnamese. Scenes like that must have affected our

commander in chief far more deeply than they did a civilian

like me. But I was affected. I had been in that embassy

several times and could visualize it. I knew of the devotion

of so many thousands of South Vietnamese to the United

States. I too felt strongly the tragedy of Vietnam.



During those days, some missionary friends called to say

they were sending a DC–6 to Saigon to pick up any

Protestant pastors who might want to be evacuated to the

United States. I gave them my support. Meanwhile in

Saigon, knowing that safe passage out of the country was

imminent, the pastors prayed all that night for guidance.

Before the plane landed, they had decided it was their duty

to stay and minister to the people as best they could, facing

whatever persecution might come their way.

One day in 1977, President Ford came to Charlotte to play

golf in the Kemper Open. Jim Kemper and I had been

acquaintances for a long time, and he had invited me to

play with the President in the Pro-Am part of the

tournament. We had played together before and had a great

time. He was a pretty fair golfer, but people never knew

where his tee shot would go. On this occasion, his ball hit

one or two people in the crowd. But he was always able to

laugh good-naturedly at the cartoons and jokes about his

golf game.

I was distracted by the group of reporters who followed us

around. That was to be expected, I thought, with the

President of the United States as my partner. But when we

got back to the clubhouse, the journalists seemed to turn

their attention to me and my relationship with Ford and

Nixon.

On another occasion, President Ford went to Charlotte to

give a speech, and the sponsors asked me to lead a prayer

before he spoke. They took me to the platform and Ruth to

seats reserved for special guests. A young protester stood in

front of Ruth in the packed audience and held up a sign that

blocked her view of the President. She reached up quick as

lightning, jerked the sign down, and put it under her feet.

When he asked her to give it back, she refused. He was

escorted away by the police.

Little did she dream that the man would get a lawyer and

sue her. It made the newspapers everywhere.



A day or two later, President Ford called her up. “Ruth, you

should leave things like that to the Secret Service and to the

police!”

Some weeks later, the trial was held and the judge

dismissed the charges.

The President called her back. “Ruth, I think what you did

was a very courageous thing. Thank you.”

Years later, Gerald Ford admitted to me that he had

initially questioned the wisdom of some of my ventures,

particularly some of my trips into eastern Europe. He

specifically criticized me for going to Romania, which had a

poor record in human rights. But when he watched one of

our televised reports from there and saw the crowds that

had assembled to hear the preaching of the Gospel, he

changed his mind.

“When I first read that Billy Graham was going to a

Communist-dominated country, I had reservations,” he told

one interviewer a few years later. And yet I think Ford came

to see the value of that trip: “There is no doubt . . .

[Graham] reignited the flame of religious belief and

conviction. And that in turn has unquestionably had a

political impact on what is taking place.”

The personal rapport Ford and I enjoyed extended to

family concerns too. Jerry’s greatest asset was his wife,

Betty. Together they reared a fine family. Several times we

wrote back and forth about his son Michael, who attended

Gordon-Conwell Theological Seminary (of which I was a

board member) and Wake Forest University in North

Carolina. Ruth and I tried to work out a visit with Michael

while he was living so close, but it never did work out. The

President asked me to do something of great personal

importance to him, and I let him down: I allowed my

busyness to interfere.

When my own security became a problem in some of our

Crusades—I had received some death threats—we

contacted Chuck Vance; he was at that time the President’s



son-in-law and had his own security firm. Chuck and his

wife, Susan, had me to their home two or three times for

coffee or tea.

Following his presidency, the Fords moved to the Palm

Springs area of California. We have not seen them very

often, because my schedule rarely takes me to the West

Coast anymore.

However, during his presidency, we were invited to

several social events in Washington. On one occasion, at

one of the dinners during Ford’s presidency, I sat beside

Grace Kelly, Princess Grace of Monaco. We were chatting,

but at the same time I was stalling. I was looking in despair

at the elaborate place setting of knives, forks, and spoons.

She would surely know the correct one with which to start.

“Dr. Graham, are you watching me?” she asked.

“Yes,” I said, caught in the act.

“But I’m watching you,” she said back. “I’m waiting for

you to start!”

Another memorable White House visit during the Ford

administration was a state dinner in honor of Queen

Elizabeth and Prince Philip. Big round tables had been set

under a huge tent on the lawn. I sat beside violinist Yehudi

Menuhin. I asked him how he practiced when he traveled

and mentioned in passing that the father of one of my sons-

in-law had once rented Menuhin’s house in Switzerland. He

asked me about my work, and I told him what I believed and

talked about the Gospel.

The Queen made an excellent speech, after which we all

filed into the East Room of the White House for the

evening’s entertainment, comedian Bob Hope. This old

friend and sometime golf partner approached me on the

way in.

“Billy, I don’t have anything to say tonight. My mind has

gone blank, and I don’t have any prepared monologue as I

normally do. Would you mind if I just tell about you and me



playing golf? The Queen knows you, so maybe I could get a

few laughs from her.”

Knowing Bob, I was never surprised by anything he came

up with. That evening he recounted how I would kneel in the

sand traps (he claimed), presumably to pray my way out. He

described how I would walk on water at those hazards! Yet,

he said, he always won. “Would you like to know the secret

of my winning?” he asked, glancing at the Queen.

“I cheat!”

He got the roar of laughter he always did.

Before that dinner, I made my way through a reception

line in front of the West Wing by the Rose Garden. As I was

talking with television commentator Barbara Walters and

Elton Rule, then president of the American Broadcasting

Company, I was approached by insurance tycoon John

MacArthur; he was escorting his sister-in-law, actress Helen

Hayes.

“Billy,” John asked, “do you remember that university I

wanted to build for you years ago? If we’d gone ahead with

it, we would’ve had a great institution by this time. You

made a mistake in not accepting it.”

He was referring to an offer he had made some years

before to donate a large tract of land in Florida to us and

completely build and endow a university—but only if I would

be its president.

“John, I don’t think so,” I said. “I was going by what I

believe the Lord wanted me to do.”

In the serious decisions of his presidency, I can’t help but

feel that that is what a decent and caring Jerry Ford also was

trying to do.



Part Six

1977–2007
New Frontiers
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Openings in the Curtain
Hungary 1977, Poland 1978

 

At the start of the 1970s there seemed to be little hope that

the Cold War would ever thaw. A host of discouraging

factors—from the development of frightening new weapons

of mass destruction to repeated failures at the negotiating

table—only made the gulf between East and West seem

wider.

And the door also seemed closed to any further ministry

by us in Communist countries. Our visit to Yugoslavia in

1967 had been encouraging, but Yugoslavia was not part of

the Soviet bloc, and before long we could not help but

wonder if that first visit to a Com-munist country would also

prove to be our last.

HUNGARY

 
During the July 1972 Crusade in Cleveland, Ohio, I met Dr.

Alexander S. Haraszti, a Hungarian-born surgeon who

practiced in Atlanta, Georgia; in addition to his medical

degree, he had a doctorate in linguistics and a degree in

theology. He had a brilliant mind and a Slavic cultural

background. He once told me that he memorized the New

Testament by the time he was twenty-one. He had a

photographic memory, it seemed, and yet he was the most

voluminous note-taker I have ever met.

In 1956, long before I met Dr. Haraszti, he translated my

book Peace with God into Hungarian. Shortly thereafter, he

immigrated to the United States. Then, in 1972, he brought

a delegation from Hungary to see me during the Cleveland



Crusade. He had an obsession, which he considered to be a

burden from the Lord, for me to preach in eastern Europe,

starting in Hungary and culminating in Moscow.

Alex knew eastern Europe intimately, not only its history

but also the unwritten and sometimes very subtle dynamics

of how people in that part of the world thought and acted. In

addition—unlike most expatriates from Communist countries

—he had maintained good relations with church leaders

there and also understood Communist policies and protocol.

As we developed our strategies for that part of the world, he

soon became indispensable.

We also sought advice, of course, from others who were

familiar with the church situation in Hungary and eastern

Europe. One was our daughter Anne’s brother-in-law, Dr.

Denton Lotz, who traveled extensively all over eastern

Europe on behalf of the American Baptist Convention (and

later became head of the Baptist World Alliance). Another

was Joseph Steiner, whom Ruth and I had met while

vacationing in the south of France. A native of Hungary, Joe

was a missionary with Trans World Radio, beaming Gospel

programs into eastern Europe from Monte Carlo, Monaco. As

a youth Joe’s goal was to become a member of Hungary’s

diplomatic corps, but during the 1956 uprising, he fled to

the United States. One night in 1957 he came to the

Crusade in Madison Square Garden and gave his life to

Christ. He soon realized that God had indeed called him to

be a diplomat—as an ambassador of Christ.

A Russian-born couple at Trans World Radio, Rose and Nick

Leonovich, also helped us understand the situation in

eastern Europe and the Soviet Union. Our friend Dave

Foster, who lived in Switzerland and traveled extensively in

Europe, was especially knowledgeable about the churches

and parachurch organizations working in the Communist

countries, and he passed along their insights.

In April 1977, Alex arranged for Walter Smyth to preach in

Hungary. While there they also conferred with officials about



a possible visit by me to that country. Alex continued the

negotiations, and on August 13, my thirty-fourth wedding

anniversary, he hand-delivered to me in Montreat an official

invitation signed by the Right Reverend Sandor Palotay,

president of the Council of Free Churches of Hungary. We

were on our way in two weeks. Remembering the aborted

Poland trip, we spent many hours in study and briefings on

Hungary before we left. We also did not announce the visit

until we had full approval to do so from Hungarian

authorities.

Just a few weeks before the invitation arrived, Dr. John

Akers had come to assist me on special projects, and

immediately I asked him to help on the Hungarian trip. A

Presbyterian minister and theologian with a doctorate from

the University of Edinburgh, John had been a Bible professor

and academic dean at Montreat-Anderson College near

where we lived.

I felt that there were a number of things about us and our

ministry of which Dr. Haraszti might not be aware, such as

the possibly negative reactions in America to our eastern

European visits. And I knew I was unaware of some of his

methods and strategies. Dr. Akers made an effective bridge

between us, and I felt that if anyone in our organization

could negotiate with diplomatic officials, he was the one.

The common perception in the West was that religious life

was virtually nonexistent in eastern Europe and that what

little remained had to be carried out secretly and under

constant threat of persecution. In reality, though, that

period had passed in Hungary. A limited number of churches

were permitted, both Protestant and Catholic, although their

activities were closely regulated by a government agency

called the State Office for Church Affairs.

Despite this slight openness to religious matters, last-

minute negotiations for the 1977 visit proved very difficult.

Walter and Alex spent the days just before our visit in

Budapest hammering out final arrangements, while our



small Team gathered in Vienna for final preparations before

flying to Hungary—although at this stage we still were not

certain the visit would take place. Hungarian authorities

were extremely nervous about permitting a foreign

evangelist to preach, and local church officials had little (if

any) latitude in making decisions without prior government

approval.

At no stage, however, did the authorities place any

restrictions on what I could preach. We made it clear that I

would be preaching the same Gospel message I had

preached all over the world and that I would not be

commenting on strictly political issues.

At the airport in Budapest, Mr. Palotay’s formal greeting to

me included references to peace and trust between our

nations. I responded with a reference to Isaiah’s amazement

over the “new thing” the Lord was doing (Isaiah 43:19). It

also was my privilege to convey personal greetings to the

people of Hungary, especially its believers, from President

Jimmy Carter, with whom I had talked just before I left the

United States.

We had been warned that we could not assume our

conversations were secure and that our hotel rooms would

probably be bugged, so we were prepared to be circumspect

in what we said. When we arrived in Budapest, Mr. Palotay

informed us that our entire Team would be housed in a

large, old, government-run hotel located on beautiful Margit

Island in the Danube River. It was isolated from the rest of

the city. Furthermore, he said, Team members would be

required to share rooms, “because hotel space in Budapest

is at a premium.” Some suspected that the real reason for

putting two in a room was to overhear Team members

talking among themselves.

The head of the independent television crew

accompanying our Team balked at the cramped

arrangements and promptly called the modern Hilton Hotel

in Budapest, where he had no trouble securing single rooms



for his whole crew. When he announced that they would be

moving to another hotel, Mr. Palotay informed him in no

uncertain terms that if they did, they would be on the next

plane out of the country. They stayed.

Our first meeting was in a crowded Baptist church in

Budapest. At the end of my sermon, I was puzzled by the

unfamiliar sound of numerous clicks; for a minute I thought

people were gnashing their teeth at me! Instead the sound

was, I discovered, from people cutting off their personal

tape recorders. This was the case in all the meetings in

Hungary: services were being recorded so that the Gospel

could be passed all around the country.

The most memorable Hungarian meeting took place

outside of Budapest, at the Baptist-run Tahi Youth Camp on

Sunday morning, September 4. Although the authorities had

permitted no public announcement of the meeting, even

from church pulpits, news spread by word of mouth. Officials

had predicted a maximum turnout of 2,000 people. To their

surprise—and ours—attendance was at least 15,000 (police

reports said 30,000), with people massed on the hillside

under the trees. In that exhilarating setting, with Alex

beside me as interpreter, I reinforced a double emphasis in

my preaching.

First and foremost, as always, was the simple declaration

of humanity’s desperate need for a Savior from sin and

judgment and of God’s loving provision for that salvation

through His Son Jesus Christ. My text was the ever-powerful

words of John 3:16. When I gave the customary Invitation to

come to Christ, many hundreds responded by lifting their

hands.

The other emphasis was my expressed desire to build

bridges of understanding between nations. I did not mean

simple détente or an uneasy peaceful coexistence. It was

not enough, I felt, only to keep our distance from each

other, to glare and gesture across political fences that were

fragile barricades at best. We needed to get to know each



other person to person, as President Eisenhower had

advocated, so that we could accept each other in spite of

our differences. And religion needed to be part of any

cultural exchange program working toward that goal—right

along with the arts and education. In my view, the greatest

unifying force in the world was the fellowship of Christians,

people whose faith in Christ brought them together in the

family of God.

By God’s grace, I was able to say things like that privately

to certain government leaders in Hungary too. Some of their

comments in response took me by surprise. The deputy

prime minister told me frankly that he recognized the

church could be useful in helping to build a unified and

moral society. The head of the Central Committee of the

Hungarian Workers Party, I was told, had even quoted the

words of Jesus—“He who is not against us is with us”—when

referring to the Christian believers. “I prefer a believer who

is a good worker to an atheist who is a bad worker,” the

Hungarian government’s secretary of state for church

affairs, Imre Miklos, told me.

The Roman Catholic bishop of Pecs, Dr. Jozsef Cserhati,

explained to me that the church had accepted the fact that

it would not destroy the government, and the government

had accepted the fact that it would not destroy the church.

(Incidentally, throughout my week in Hungary, I had

opportunities for cordial private visits with him and other

Catholic, Protestant, and Jewish leaders.)

In addition to the preaching occasions, Ruth and I

especially enjoyed getting out among the people. A cruise

on the beautiful Danube—it was not blue, as I had always

imagined, but the muddy brown of a working river—as

guests of American ambassador Philip Kaiser and his wife; a

visit to a cooperative farm at Hortobagy, where I felt right at

home feeding sugar lumps to the horses and eating goulash

(delicious!); a tour of the magnificent Parliament building



and a huge electronics factory—these helped give us a

feeling for the vitality and warmth of the Hungarians.

We found out to our surprise that there was quite a bit of

traffic in Budapest, sometimes leading to jams. We did not

expect to see so many trucks and cars, although Hungary

had the highest standard of living in eastern Europe.

I was almost speechless when Mr. Palotay, on behalf of the

Council of Free Churches, presented me with a magnificent

gift at the farewell reception. It was a five-by-eight-foot

painting, done by ninety-four-year-old Hungarian artist John

Remsey, of the disciples’ miraculous catch of fish as

recorded in Luke. The artist had given human eyes to each

fish, and to me it immediately symbolized our ministry of

“fishing for men.”

In ways more significant than we could fully comprehend

at the time, the visit to Hungary was not simply an

introduction to the Soviet bloc countries. It was also an

initiation into the culture and ways of working with

authoritarian Communist governments.

At the end of the trip, however, we were not at all certain

we would be able to visit any other Communist-dominated

countries in the future. Hungary was generally held to be

the most liberal country in eastern Europe and in many

ways was unique because of its relative openness. As I had

done after the Yugoslavia visit, I could not help but wonder if

we would ever be able to preach again in this part of the

world.

POLAND

 
As Poland’s featureless landscape unfolded beneath our

Russian-built Polish LOT Airlines plane, I could not help but

recall how often that country had borne the brunt of foreign

invasion. I could see why. The land appeared completely

flat, devoid of natural barriers to stop an invading force. No

wonder Hitler’s tanks had been able to storm across the

entire country in a few days’ time.



In 1978 the country was still a battleground, although of a

different sort—not of competing armies but of competing

ideologies. More than any other place in Communist central

or eastern Europe, the institutional church in Poland had

remained strong. And yet I also knew that Christians in

Poland were besieged on every hand, their faith sorely

tested on a daily basis.

Our invitation—one year after our visit to Hungary—came

from the Polish Ecumenical Council, representing the

Protestants in the population. Although Protestants were

only a tiny minority by comparison, they attempted to

maintain good relations with the Roman Catholic majority

and also sought to take advantage of their own limited

freedom. Again Dr. Alexander Haraszti was our point man.

“Come and preach the same Gospel here that you have

preached all over the world,” the Polish representatives

said.

The invitation materialized only after several visits by Dr.

Haraszti to Poland, as well as repeated contacts with the

Polish Embassy in Washington by Drs. Haraszti, Akers, and

Smyth. The Polish ambassador at the time, Romuald

Spasowski, gave us a magnificent dinner at the embassy

after the visit; he later caused a stir by defecting to the

United States after the imposition of military rule during the

rise of the Solidarity movement.

Much of Alex’s time was spent educating church and state

officials about our ministry and our goals. He pointed to the

Hungarian visit to illustrate what might be accomplished. He

promised that I was not going to use the visit as a platform

for anti-Communist or antigovernment statements; my

goals would be strictly religious.

He also had to allay the fears of some Roman Catholic

officials that I was anti-Catholic and would tell the people to

leave the Catholic Church. Unknown to us at the time—at

least until we arrived at the Warsaw airport—was an action

taken by Poland’s Cath-olic episcopate in May or June,



supporting my visit and inviting me to preach in four of

Poland’s major cathedrals. This turnabout seemed little

short of miraculous.

But why was the Communist government really permitting

a church group to invite us? That was the question we asked

ourselves about every invitation to eastern Europe—and a

question we often could not answer in any conclusive way.

We could only speculate on the possible reasons—and we

always did, hoping to avoid being wrongfully used for

political purposes.

In Poland’s case, its government probably hoped to

enhance its public image in the United States by appearing

to grant religious freedom to their citizens while at the same

time maintaining a degree of independence from the Soviet

Union.

We also suspected, with some justification, that some of

the hard-line Communist officials hoped to use an American

Protestant evangelist to weaken the strong authority of the

Roman Catholic Church. If so, it was a naive hope; I would

not have done or said anything that might be taken as anti-

Catholic.

During the month of October, we went to six major cities,

proclaiming the Gospel from a variety of pulpits and

platforms (including Roman Catholic, Baptist, Reformed, and

Lutheran) to many thousands of attentive listeners. As in

Hungary, state regulations prohibited any religious activity

on nonchurch property, so all meetings had to be confined

to churches. That was not a serious problem, however, since

some of the largest cathedrals in Europe were located in

Poland. Unlike our experience in Hungary, some limited

advance announcement within churches was permitted, and

in at least one Polish city we saw printed posters on church

doors.

Cliff Barrows, who was traveling with us, helped with the

arrangement of the program and led some of the music.

Several of our Team preached in other cities also. Ruth,



along with Walter Smyth’s wife, Ethel, shared the joy of

ministering to groups of women in various cities and towns.

People who kept statistics told me that I myself preached

or spoke forty-seven times during that month, not only

sermons preached in lengthy services in church buildings

but also messages and greetings to groups of Protestant,

Catholic, Orthodox, and Jewish leaders. Even civic,

government, business, and educational leaders gathered to

hear what an American clergyman had to say. Both the

secretary of the Polish United Workers Party and the deputy

prime minister received me most cordially for private visits.

My interpreter was the Reverend Zdzislaw Pawlik, a Polish

Baptist Church leader; he spoke excellent English and had a

delightful sense of humor. Most of our Team found his first

name unpronounceable, so he told us to call him Fred.

Our first stop was Warsaw. After visiting various cultural

and historic sites and preaching in the Warsaw Baptist

Church, we went to the eastern city of Bial/ ystok, close to

the Soviet border. On the way, the driver of our hired bus

was caught in a radar speed trap on the edge of a small

town; it made us feel right at home! We preached in the

modern Baptist church, situated on a large piece of property

on the outskirts of the city. In the late October cold,

thousands gathered both inside and outside to hear us.

Returning to Warsaw that night, our bus stopped briefly at

the infamous Nazi concentration camp of Treblinka, some

fifty miles from the capital city; by the end of World War II,

800,000 Jewish men, women, and children had been put to

death there. It was eight or nine at night, too late for guides.

The place was pitch-black and seemed totally isolated from

civilization, adding to the sense of horror at what had taken

place there. We read by flashlight the inscription on the

monument at the entrance and paused to pray that such a

horrible thing would never happen again.

In the western city of Poznan, I spoke in the large Catholic

cathedral. Although I had occasionally spoken in Catholic



churches (at funerals, for example) and had even received

an honorary degree from Belmont Abbey College in North

Carolina in 1967, this was the first time I had ever been

invited to preach a full evangelistic sermon in a Roman

Catholic church.

A few days later, I spoke again in a Catholic church, this

time in the huge Cathedral of Christ the King in the coal-

mining city of Katowice in southern Poland. The massive

building was jammed with about 10,000 people standing

shoulder to shoulder. Bishop Bednorz introduced me to the

gathering, and then I preached. Pointing to the modern

sculpture of a cross hanging over the altar, I spoke from the

Bible on the meaning of the Cross and explained why the

death of Christ on the Cross and the resurrection were

central for Christians of all backgrounds. After the

conclusion of the service, “A Mighty Fortress Is Our God,”

Martin Luther’s Refor-mation hymn, sounded forth from the

magnificent organ in the loft at the rear of the cathedral.

In Cracow, permission to preach in the baroque splendor

of St. Ann’s Church had been given to me earlier by Cardinal

Karol Wojtyla, with whom I was scheduled to have tea. But

when I arrived in the city, the cardinal was not there. Pope

John Paul I had died quite unexpectedly, and Cardinal

Wojtyla had rushed to Rome for a meeting of the College of

Cardinals, the body that would elect the new pope. When

our plane had landed in Warsaw, I later learned, the plane

carrying Cardinal Wojtyla was at the end of the runway,

ready to take off for Rome. St. Ann’s Church was overflowing

for our service; some had traveled from East Germany to

urge us to visit their country.

As in Hungary, I observed the constructive witness of

devout Christians in their neighborhoods and workplaces.

Yes, they suffered from discrimination and restriction in

some ways because of their faith, but they were

indomitable. Their dependability on the job and their

demonstration of brotherly love in daily life had an impact



that honored the name of Christ. With their fellow Poles,

they shared a tenacious survival spirit that had preserved a

national identity throughout a difficult history.

The religious devotion in that largely Catholic country

impressed me. We visited various shrines and churches,

including in Czestochowa the shrine of the Black Madonna,

Poland’s most famous icon, dating back to 1382, which was

housed in a basilica that was the most renowned Catholic

shrine in central Europe. We were guests of the gracious

abbot there. He invited me to come some year to preach at

the annual pilgrimage, where upward of 1 million people

would be present.

By stark contrast, human depravity and suffering never hit

me harder than when Ruth and I viewed the grim sites of

Auschwitz and Birkenau, the twin concentration camps

where approximately 4 million perished in the gas chambers

during World War II. The incredible horror that took place

there will always be burned into my heart and mind.

Without question, the Jews suffered the most in those

camps, being shipped not only from Poland itself but from

throughout the Nazi empire. Many died before they even got

there, unable to survive the brutal journey in boxcars and

cattle cars. Other persecuted groups lost their lives there as

well, including Polish patriots and political and religious

leaders from various countries. Later, back in Cracow, I met

with leaders from the small remaining Jewish community, a

practice I have followed in many other countries.

As we toured the appalling death camp of Auschwitz, Ruth

and I laid a wreath of red and white carnations at the Wall of

Death, where firing squads had executed some 20,000, and

we knelt in prayer. At this very spot, just before the Allies

captured the prison camp toward the end of World War II,

Nazi authorities had carefully removed the blood-soaked

sand at the base of the shooting wall, hoping to conceal

their crime. I shivered with more than cold as I stood at that



wall, and it was one of the few times in my life that I was so

choked with emotion I could hardly speak.

“Auschwitz . . . stands as a warning for all humanity . . .

that man is still capable of repeating and even multiplying

the barbarism of Auschwitz,” I said. “I . . . call upon

Christians everywhere to work and pray for peace. . . . The

issues we face are not only political; they are also moral.”

We were followed around the camp by a large group of

press people with cameras and microphones. The click of

the cameras, Ruth told me later, gave her the eerie feeling

that guns were being cocked behind us; for one brief

moment, she felt that we were the condemned.

For several years, I had been making statements on

peace, although the press had seldom picked them up.

Visits to places like Auschwitz, though, made me reflect long

and hard on the hawkish sentiments of my youthful years. I

felt that I needed to speak out even more concerning the

need for efforts toward international peace in the nuclear

age.

On the one hand, I believed in the inevitability of war

throughout human history. My reason was simple: human

rebellion against God alienated us from each other—and still

does. But on the other hand, I was becoming more and more

appalled at the frightening capacity of nuclear and

biochemical weapons to produce global genocide. On one

occasion, military experts from the Pentagon had briefed me

at my home on the unimaginable dangers we faced from

nuclear war. For another thing, I was becoming more

sensitive to the numerous biblical injunctions for us to work

for peace and to live at peace with each other as far as

possible (see Romans 12:18). Peace was a moral issue and

not just a political issue, and we were to be instruments of

His peace whenever possible.

On our last day back in Warsaw, before departing from Po-

land, I made a few remarks about my impressions of eastern

Euro-pean Christianity at a press conference: “I have come



to see that the church can and does exist in every kind of

society, including those with Communist governments. I also

have discovered that many Christians in these countries

have a depth of commitment that puts me to shame. I also

am convinced that there are changes taking place within

the countries of eastern Europe as they discover that those

who are true followers of Jesus Christ are seeking to be loyal

and constructive citizens and workers. I believe, as time

passes, Christians in these countries will be seen more and

more as an asset to their societies, and as a consequence

the governments will give more and more recognition to

churches and to individual Christians.

“That is not to say,” I added, “that there will not be

problems in the future, but I am optimistic about the trends I

see from personal observation.”

In what I suppose was yet another tactical afterthought, I

closed my formal statement to the press with these words:

“If I receive official invitations from recognized church

bodies in other countries in this part of the world, I certainly

would give them very careful and prayerful consideration.”

By the way, Cardinal Wojtyla never did return to his post in

Cracow; it was he whom the other cardinals elected to be

the successor pope. He took the name John Paul II. His

election was announced shortly after our final press

conference in Warsaw. When I got off the plane in Paris, I

was besieged by reporters wondering if we had met in

Cracow; they even wanted me to tell them how to

pronounce his name!

BACK TO POLAND AND HUNGARY

 
Both Poland and Hungary welcomed us back in January

1981 to confer on me undeserved academic honors.

In Warsaw, on January 6, the Christian Theological

Academy gave me an honorary Doctor of Theology degree

in recognition of the 1978 preaching mission. That evening

we were the guests of honor at a dinner hosted by the



churches of Poland. Many changes had resulted from the

1978 mission, notably the formation of vital follow-up

discipleship groups involving hundreds of Catholics and

Protestants. Not surprisingly, then, they described stronger

cooperation among diverse Polish Christian communions.

I sat beside a monsignor who told me about his own

spiritual background. Some years before, he had been in

Chicago, riding a bus, when a black lady sitting in the seat

behind him tapped him on the shoulder.

“Excuse me, sir, but have you ever been born again?”

He was somewhat taken aback, but he did manage a

reply: “I’m a priest.”

“That isn’t the question I asked. I asked if you have ever

been born again.”

The priest thought about her question all the way back to

his residence. He got out his Bible and turned to the

passage in John 3 where Jesus told Nicodemus he must be

born again. Having read and reread that passage, the priest

knelt beside his bed and prayed. He told me he didn’t know

what to call that incident—recommitment, rededication, or

new birth—but for him it was the beginning of a new

relationship with God.

A few days later, on January 9, an honorary doctorate was

given me by the Reformed Theological Academy of

Debrecen, Hungary. Founded in 1538, it is the oldest

Protestant seminary in the world. My co-hosts were Bishop

Tibor Bartha of the Hungarian Reformed Church and Imre

Miklos, secretary of state for church affairs of the Hungarian

government (who had been extremely helpful to us during

our 1977 visit). On a special train to Debrecen, provided for

us by the government, I had an unparalleled opportunity to

explain evangelical beliefs to a number of government

officials and church leaders who were accompanying us to

the ceremony.

I noted to myself that the rails on that journey must have

been almost perfect; there was hardly a bump or a shake of



the train. The special train itself was extremely comfortable.

We were in the private car often used by Prime Minister

Janos Kadar. It was one of the coldest evenings I could

remember, and when we got to Debrecen, we found that we

were lodged in unheated quarters. The Hungari-ans were

used to the cold, but we weren’t. I went to bed with my

clothes on, under all the blankets and quilts they gave me,

and still I was cold! Journalist Ed Plowman had to decide

whether to put the short bedclothes over his feet or over his

bald head; he ended up sleeping in his hat. In the dark I

turned on my flashlight, trying to read and to pronounce the

many names of the people I would be meeting the next day.

At a formal academic ceremony steeped in centuries-old

tradition, Bishop Bartha conferred the degree on me. The

event was in the academy’s main auditorium, with the

faculty in full academic regalia (as was I). The audience

included not only students and pastors but also a number of

Communist officials. The American ambassador had driven

from Budapest for the ceremony. In accepting the degree, I

had to give a brief statement in Latin, which I read from a

note held unobtrusively in my hand. I wasn’t sure exactly

what I said—and I doubt that Bishop Bartha understood my

fractured Latin pronunciation either!

When we left Hungary, we set off on a brief trip to the

Vatican. Years before, I had visited the city-state as a tourist,

but on this trip I was to be received by Pope John Paul II, my

first visit with a pope. We were met by a contingent of Swiss

Guards, in their colorful medieval uniforms, and escorted

into a private elevator leading to the papal apartments. Our

first reaction was that the magnificence of the public areas

of the Vatican was surpassed, if anything, by that of the

private areas.

The person meeting with the pope ahead of us was

Archbishop Pio Laghi, who had just been named papal

nuncio to Washington, D.C. As he left the papal chamber, he

paused to chat with us for a few minutes, warmly expressing



the hope that we could meet in Washington when he took

up his duties there.

As I was ushered into his quarters, Pope John Paul II

greeted me, and we shook hands warmly. I found him

extremely cordial and very interested in our ministry,

especially in his homeland. After only a few minutes, I felt as

if we had known each other for many years. He was very

interested in an album of pictures taken during our Japan

Crusade a few months before; he was scheduled to make his

first trip there shortly.

He also expressed great delight at the small gift I had

brought him, a woodcarving of a shepherd with his sheep,

done by a North Carolina craftsman. We recalled together

Jesus’ words in John 10:14, 16. “I am the good shepherd; I

know my sheep, and my sheep know me. . . . I have other

sheep that are not of this sheep pen. I must bring them

also.” In turn the pope gave me a medallion

commemorating his papacy and several magnificently

bound volumes.

About a year later, an invitation to preach in Moscow

arrived. Before accepting it, however, I had to settle in my

own heart and mind a very serious question: Was it really

from God?
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The Sunday School Teacher from Georgia
President Jimmy Carter

 

It was May 1975. I was in Jackson, Mississippi, for a Crusade,

and Governor Bill Waller had invited me for lunch.

“Jimmy Carter is over at the statehouse shaking hands

with everybody and telling them he’s running for president,”

he said to me. “Of course, he doesn’t stand a chance of

getting elected. But would you like to go over there? We’ll

take him to his next appointment at a TV station.”

I readily agreed, but not just out of curiosity. I had had

some contact with Jimmy Carter over the years and looked

forward to renewing our acquaintance.

Governor Waller put the candidate in the front seat of his

official limousine with his driver. We sat in back. As we

started out, Carter turned around and flashed us the smile

that would become his national trademark.

“I know you fellows think I’m crazy,” he said, “but I’m

going to be the next president of the United States.”

I did not think he was crazy, of course. But to be honest, I

was inclined to agree with the governor. A rural Georgia

peanut farmer, governor of a southern state with almost no

national or international exposure and relatively little

experience in national affairs . . . it seemed impossible.

On that day in Jackson, my mind went back to the first

time I had ever heard of Jimmy Carter. It was in 1966, as we

were planning for an evangelistic outreach in Americus,

Georgia. This would not be a preaching mission but a

mission using an evangelistic film we had produced; that

film would be shown for several days in a local theater.



As always, we insisted that the meetings be completely

integrated. While this was no longer a new thing in much of

the South, in that part of rural Georgia it was by no means

the customary practice. Some even urged us to cancel our

plans or face a potentially explosive situation. The issue was

so critical, in fact, that we could not get a Christian leader in

Americus to be chairman of the outreach. We were stymied

but determined to hold our position.

At the last minute, a successful farmer and state senator

from a nearby community stepped in and courageously

volunteered to be chairman of the effort. His name was

Jimmy Carter.

“When I went to the major churches,” Carter recalled,

“none of them would let us in. So because of that, we went

to the basement of an abandoned school building, and

that’s where we had our planning meetings.”

Once the outreach began, he stood night after night

before the audiences at the end of each showing, inviting

those who were searching for spiritual answers to life’s

problems to come forward for counseling.

Although he and I hadn’t yet met, I wrote a note after the

film mission to thank him, both for caring and for daring to

help.

Later, in 1972, he recalled this experience while

addressing the United Methodist General Conference. He

admitted that he had not been especially keen on taking the

chairmanship, adding that our film, The Restless Ones,

hadn’t particularly impressed him. He also reported,

however, that “the first interracial religious effort in the

history of our county” resulted in 565 people coming

forward at the Invitation, with 137 of those indicating that

they were accepting Christ as Savior. Carter gave credit for

this response not to the film or his own efforts but to the

Holy Spirit.

A few years after the Americus meetings, in January 1971,

Jimmy Carter became the governor of Georgia, and we met



personally for the first time. In spite of his heavy

responsibilities, he willingly accepted the invitation to serve

as honorary chair of our Atlanta Crusade. We had an

interesting series of meetings in the Atlanta Stadium.

Almost every night, he sat on the platform with us to

indicate his support for the event. The next year, on March

1, 1972, I spoke at the annual Governor’s Prayer Breakfast

in Atlanta and spent the night as his guest in the executive

mansion. It was then that I got to know him and his wife,

Rosalynn, better. Through these contacts, I grew to like him

as a person and to respect both his intelligence and his

genuine and unashamed Christian commitment.

Carter’s unexpected rise to national prominence and his

successful pursuit of the Democratic nomination focused

media attention on his personality and his political views. It

also spotlighted his Southern Baptist roots and religious

commitment. His quiet work across the years as a deacon

and Sunday school teacher in his home church in Plains, and

his self-identification as a “born-again” Chris-tian, became

part of his public identity.

Suddenly the phrase born again appeared everywhere.

The media demonstrated everything from curiosity and

respect to misunderstanding, quiet mockery, and even

derision. Because I knew from my own experience that

reporters often felt uncomfortable dealing with religious

issues and unfamiliar terminology, I sympathized with

Carter’s attempts to explain his religious commitment

without sounding “holier-than-thou.”

At first the attention on born-again faith seemed to open

the door to a number of opportunities for me to explain the

Gospel. I found myself answering questions about the

expression born again in media interviews, for example. It

was a term I frequently used in preaching. I had even

written a book entitled How to Be Born Again, which had

been well received by the public. The term was taken from

one of the most familiar passages in the New Testament, the



third chapter of the Gospel of John. In it Jesus told a noted

religious teacher of his day named Nicodemus about the

necessity and promise of spiritual renewal—a renewal (or

spiritual rebirth) that comes as we turn in faith to Christ.

As time went on, however, the term born again was

trivialized and came to mean almost anything. Advertisers

used it to tout their products; politicians and pundits used it

to speak of anyone who had changed his or her mind about

something; pop psychologists and trendy cultists used it to

identify any kind of “religious” experience, no matter how

mysterious or strange. Soon I began to avoid the term

almost completely, emphasizing instead the literal meaning

of the original Greek term, which translates “born from

above” or “born into God’s family.”

The injection of the religious issue into the 1976 campaign

concerned me. On the one hand, I was delighted to hear a

presidential candidate speak so openly with the press and

the public about his personal faith. On the other hand, I

knew Gerald Ford to be a man of deep conviction also, even

if his own religious background was much different and less

public. Religious conviction alone was not the most reliable

guide as to who would be the best or most effective leader.

Jimmy Carter did not present himself as perfect or pious;

in fact, the media were quick to pick up his own references

to sinfulness in his heart. Neither did he compromise his

understanding of the Gospel by verbal dodging or double-

talk. He took a political risk by being so forthright about his

faith; in the end, though, I believe his candor worked in his

favor. After the disillusionment of Water-gate, the American

people were attracted by Carter’s summons to a moral

revival.

With his election, some people speculated that I would

become a regular fixture around the White House. Although

we never talked directly about it, I sensed that President

Carter agreed with my feeling that such visibility on my part

could easily have been misunderstood by the public, leading



to the suspicion that I was somehow taking advantage of

our shared faith to influence political decisions or secure

favors or influence for the evangelical movement.

I recalled the caution that John Kennedy had exercised

during his presidency in this regard. Somewhat like the

Carter election, Kennedy’s campaign had been marred by

religious charges. Some had even contended that Roman

Catholic clerics would have ready access to the White House

and would use their favored position for political influence.

Such was not the case, however; indeed, Kennedy went out

of his way to avoid any overt signs of closeness to the

Roman Cath-olic hierarchy. As an example, when Cardinal

Cushing—an old family friend—made his occasional visits to

the White House, he slipped in without publicity or even

press knowledge.

But President Carter and I did have some personal

contacts, cordial though infrequent, during the four years he

was in office (1977–1981). He was a faithful supporter of the

National Prayer Breakfast. During his tenure, I attended the

one in 1977 and spoke at the one in 1979.

Ruth and I were privileged to be overnight guests of the

Carters at the White House. For several hours, we

reminisced about our southern backgrounds and talked

about national affairs. Little Amy Carter sat quietly watching

the television set. Much of the time that evening, however,

we shared our mutual faith in Jesus Christ and discussed

some of the issues that sometimes divide sincere Christians.

When the four of us prayed together at the close of the

evening, we sensed a spirit of oneness and Christian love

among us. Rosalynn Carter was frequently pictured in the

press with a serious face, but we found her to be a woman

with a warm and caring heart.

Two incidents stick out in my memory from the years of

the Carter administration.

The first was a personal matter having to do with the

sister of one of our sons-in-law. Although born in America,



she had been raised in Europe. For some reason, however,

she had no passport of any nationality. When she turned

eighteen, she applied for an American passport but was

turned down, apparently for bureaucratic reasons or legal

technicalities. We tried every avenue we knew to help her,

but to no avail. One of our North Carolina senators finally

told me that only an act of Congress, or an act of the

president of the United States, could change the situation.

One day, as I was talking with President Carter on the

telephone, I mentioned our dilemma. He listened intently

and then said, “Send the details to my secretary.” I promptly

did as he asked.

About a week later, the President himself called the girl

involved. “You are a citizen of the United States, and your

passport is being sent to you,” he said. “You will never have

to worry about this again.”

We were very grateful for his help and his personal

concern, touched that he had handled such a matter

himself. His personal interest in people was unquestionably

one of his strongest traits. When I was at the Mayo Clinic

one time, he called simply to inquire about my health and to

cheer me up.

The second matter involved our 1977 visit to Hungary. It

was unprecedented for a Communist government to allow

an evangelist from the West to preach, and I sensed that our

visit might create a slight opening for better relations

between Hungary and the United States. As the time for the

trip approached, I contacted President Carter to inform him

of the trip. He assured me not only of his interest but also of

his prayers. He asked that I deliver his greetings to the

people I would meet, especially his fellow Christian

believers, which I did.

In preparing for that trip, we learned that Hungary’s

greatest national symbol—the ancient crown of St. Stephen,

first king of Hungary, enthroned in the year 1000—had been

stored in the United States at Fort Knox since World War II.



America’s possession of this emblem of patriotic pride was a

real sore spot in Hungarian-American relations. The return of

the crown was a major condition for improvement in

relations between the two countries, according to the

American ambassador to Hungary, Philip Kaiser. I asked his

advice about the request for the return to Hungary of the

crown of St. Stephen; he was very much in favor of

whatever we could do.

The Carter administration, I knew, was already giving

thought to the crown case. Many Hungarian-Americans,

deeply suspicious of Hungary’s Communist government,

understandably opposed its return. It was admittedly a

complex question: by returning the crown, the United States

would be granting undeserved legitimacy to a government it

did not support. It was a dilemma for the President in both

political and diplomatic terms.

When I arrived back in Washington after the Hungarian

trip, I made an appointment with President Carter. At the

last minute, a priority engagement surfaced for him. In his

absence, I talked with Vice President Walter Mondale, who

was courteous and sympathetic to my suggestion that the

crown be returned, since that gesture might move Hungary

toward closer contact with the West. I also raised with him

the question of changing the trade status of Hungary. When

I was interviewed after my return on Good Morning America,

I said frankly that I thought our trade restrictions against

Hungary should be lifted. This could, I felt, encourage

greater liberalization there. However, I stressed to Mr.

Mondale that I did not want the White House to think I was

being political or trying to tell the administration what to do;

they understood the issues far better than I.

The matter of St. Stephen’s crown had been brought to

the attention of the U.S. government by several prominent

Americans before I spoke up. Whether my support of its

return was a significant thing with Mr. Carter or Mr. Mondale,



I do not know. I do know that later I was given credit for it by

the authorities in Hungary.

The crown soon found its way back to Budapest, where it

was put on public display in the national museum, and

shortly thereafter our government did negotiate Most

Favored Nation trade status for Hungary. Perhaps these

steps opened the door for better relations between our two

countries and eventual change in Hungary.

My last contact with President Carter during his time in

office came on Sunday, December 7, 1980, when Senator

Mark Hatfield asked me to preach at the small Baptist

church across from his home in Georgetown. “I thought I’d

invite the President and Mrs. Carter to come,” he told me on

the phone. (A month earlier, Carter had lost the presidential

election to Ronald Reagan.)

Hatfield called the White House, and the Carters did come.

Vice President-elect George Bush and his wife, Barbara, also

came to the service. Afterward we all walked across the

street to the Hatfields’ apartment where Mark and his wife,

Antoinette, presided at a lunch for us all. We swapped

stories, but mainly we discussed the Bible. In spite of his

recent election defeat, President Carter could not have been

warmer or more friendly to the Bushes or the rest of us.

Many leaders, I am afraid, place their religious and moral

convictions in a separate compartment and do not think of

the implications of their faith on their responsibilities. Jimmy

Carter, however, was not like that. His deep-seated

commitment to human rights around the world was an

example of this. His determination to do something about

the complex problems in the Middle East also came in part

from his Christian convictions concerning peace. And that

determination bore fruit: few diplomatic events in recent

decades have been as dramatic as his breakthrough

agreement with Prime Minister Begin and President Sadat in

the Camp David Accords.



Since leaving office, Mr. Carter has continued to carry out

his responsibilities as a Christian as he understands them,

whether in his efforts on behalf of international

understanding and peace or his work with Habitat for

Humanity. Other political leaders would do well to learn from

his moral and spiritual ideals.

Since his presidency, he and I have maintained occasional

contact, and I value his continued friendship. Just before his

trip to North Korea in June 1994, he called me and we had

an extended conversation about his plans. Relations

between the United States and North Korea had reached a

stalemate over fears about that country’s nuclear program.

Tensions were rising to a dangerous level. He was not sure if

he could have any impact and had not completely decided

about accepting the invitation to go.

I had just been to Pyongyang for the second time and had

spent several hours with President Kim Il Sung. President

Kim had been very warm to me personally, in spite of our

differences in background, and I felt that he sincerely

wanted to move forward in establishing better relations. I

told Mr. Carter this and urged him to go. I felt that his warm

personality would meet with a positive response from

President Kim, and it did.

When my plans for another Crusade in Atlanta in 1994 first

began to take shape, Jimmy Carter gladly agreed to serve as

the honorary chairman. He was on the platform the opening

night in October, in the new Georgia Dome, and spoke for

several minutes to the audience. It was a remarkable

Crusade, drawing strong support from both the African-

American and white communities.

Historians will, I suspect, be kinder to President Carter

than some of his contemporaries were. A man of faith and

sterling integrity, he was undoubtedly one of our most

diligent Presidents, persistent and painstaking in his

attention to his responsibilities.
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We were grateful for the doors God had opened for us in

Hungary and Poland. Even if we never made any further

visits to eastern Europe, those trips would have been worth

the effort, both in evangelism and in encouraging the

churches. But all along our prayer was that another door

would open—the door to the hardest and most strategic

place of all: the Soviet Union. Preaching there, we were

convinced, would have reverberations all over that part of

the world.

MOSCOW

 
In 1982 the Russian Orthodox Church planned what it called

the “World Conference of Religious Workers for Saving the

Sacred Gift of Life from Nuclear Catastrophe.” In spite of its

cumbersome name, the May event was to be a church-

sponsored international peace conference. It would draw to

Moscow several hundred representatives from all the major

world religions, not just Christianity.

After numerous contacts in Moscow and Washington (with

Alexander Haraszti, Walter Smyth, and John Akers), the head

of the Russian Orthodox Church, Patriarch Pimen of Moscow

and All Russia, extended an invitation for me to address the

gathering.

The invitation presented serious problems. It was no

secret that peace conferences in eastern Europe were ill-

disguised showcases for Soviet propaganda. In fact, they

were generally assumed to be controlled behind the scenes



by Soviet authorities. In addition, they almost inevitably

took on a decidedly political and anti-American tone,

supporting Soviet policies uniformly and uncritically. There

was no guarantee this one would be any different, in spite of

its religious sponsorship. If I accepted, would I be an

unwitting tool of Communist propaganda?

Alex was able to negotiate three major points in advance.

First, if I went, I would be only an observer, not a full

delegate. That way, if any pro-Soviet final statement was

adopted by the assembly, I would not be part of it.

Second, he insisted that if I spoke at the conference, I

would have complete freedom to speak from the Bible on an

appropriate topic of my choice. (“The Christian Faith and

Peace in a Nuclear Age” was the title I chose.)

Third, after some discussion, in addition to speaking at the

conference, I would be allowed to preach in two Moscow

churches, one Orthodox and one Baptist.

These three concessions gave me some comfort.

Nevertheless, I have seldom been so unsettled about

accepting an invitation. Per-haps it was not from God but

was Satan’s way of diverting me or bringing disrepute to the

Gospel. For some weeks, Ruth and I debated and prayed—

even as I spent time preparing a tentative draft of my

conference message.

I contacted former President Richard Nixon for advice

about the invitation. He repeated what others had already

said: that the Communists would certainly attempt to use

my presence for propaganda purposes. Unhesitatingly,

though, he urged me to go, and he helped us in many ways.

Publisher Rupert Murdoch agreed, as did some other

knowledgeable leaders I consulted. The head of PepsiCo,

Don Kendall, who had extensive experience in the Soviet

Union, likewise urged me to go. Henry Kissinger was

recuperating from a heart operation, but he invited me to

come to Boston to discuss the issue with him. He read the

draft of my message and urged me to make a more forceful



statement on human rights. I gratefully accepted his

suggestion.

Some people I spoke with were concerned because it was

not a distinctively Christian conference. Others viewed my

acceptance of the invitation—coming as it did from a

Communist nation—as a serious compromise with the forces

of atheism.

Even some on the executive committee of the BGEA board

informally suggested that I not make the trip. I always took

seriously their combined wisdom, and very rarely had I ever

overridden their advice. This was one time I did, however,

feeling strongly that if the Lord was directing me, He would

look out for His own interests, no matter what happened.

There was a further consideration, however. Alex was

convinced that if I turned down the invitation, I would never

receive another invitation of any kind to the Soviet Union or

anywhere else in eastern Europe. They would be offended

by my refusal, and the Soviet government—which had to

approve any invitation—would never give its approval again.

The American ambassador to Moscow, Arthur Hartman,

strongly opposed my participation. Convinced that the

Soviets would use me for propaganda purposes, he

registered his objections both with Alex and with his

superiors in Washington. But I was confident that my

propaganda for Christ would prove stronger than their

propaganda. As the Bible says, “Greater is he that is in you,

than he that is in the world” (1 John 4:4, KJV).

“Perhaps the Communists in the Soviet Union will try to

use me,” I told one friend, “but I’m also going to use them,

to preach the Gospel.”

A few weeks before I left for Moscow, Vice President

George Bush called me in New York, where some of us were

meeting at the Essex Hotel to discuss the whole situation.

He expressed his concerns and read me the statement from

Ambassador Hartman, but he did not tell me to cancel.



Later, on a Sunday shortly before I was due to depart, I

was a luncheon guest of the Bushes, along with Arthur Ochs

Sulzberger, publisher of the New York Times. We had been

invited to the official vice-presidential residence on the

Naval Observatory grounds. “I don’t think the Reagans are

busy at lunchtime today,” the Vice President told us. “I’ll call

them and invite them over.” They arrived in about half an

hour, and we had a good discussion about my proposed

Russian trip as well as other subjects. I will never forget

President Reagan’s enjoyment and patience as he played

with the Sulzberger children.

At one point, President Reagan took me aside. “You know

what’s been in the press,” he said. “I believe that God works

in mysterious ways. I’ll be praying for you every mile of the

way.”

By the beginning of May, after the trip had been

announced, the BGEA office in Minneapolis was receiving

anywhere from 10,000 to 15,000 letters a day; criticism of

the forthcoming trip to Moscow was amounting to less than

one-half of 1 percent.

On Friday, May 7, 1982, we arrived in Moscow to a

crowded press conference, where we were welcomed by

government officials as well as leaders from the Russian

Orthodox and Protestant churches. Afterward, as I was going

down the stairs to the waiting cars, an American reporter

who had come especially for the event thrust into my hands

a piece of paper. It was a list of “Soviet prisoners of

conscience,” and he demanded that I speak out publicly

concerning their plight. I had seen similar lists before;

indeed, I already had one with me.

I certainly hoped to be able to share my concerns about

alleged abuses of religious freedom privately with high-level

Soviet officials. They alone could change the situation. On

the other hand, I knew that if I publicly castigated the Soviet

government for its policies, I would never have another



chance to meet privately with the only people—the leaders

—who could bring about change.

Later I presented my list to a ranking official and

expressed my concern for those who were being treated

unfairly because of their faith. My Russian church hosts

strongly applauded my quiet, behind-the-scenes approach.

Unfortunately, many in the West never did understand our

strategy.

The next evening, our hosts took me to visit (but not to

preach in) three Russian Orthodox churches that held

Saturday evening services. Each was packed with people

standing shoulder to shoulder. (Russian Orthodox churches

have no pews or chairs.) One reason Moscow churches were

so packed was that the authorities sharply restricted the

number that were permitted to be open. The splendid

liturgical music and the obvious devotion of the worshipers

moved me greatly.

Offhandedly, I commented to a television reporter from

North Carolina that he had certainly never seen churches in

Charlotte jammed on a Saturday evening. (Of course, most

American churches don’t hold services on Saturday

evening.) My point was that Soviet believers had a depth of

devotion not found among many American Christians; they

were willing to sacrifice their Saturday evening to prepare

their hearts for worship on Sunday. That offhand comment

was picked up by the reporter but unfortunately was taken

out of context: somehow the phrase “on a Saturday

evening” got dropped from stories that were printed in the

United States, making it sound as if I had claimed that more

people went to church in Moscow than in Charlotte or any

other American city!

The next day, Sunday, I was up early to preach in the

Moscow Baptist Church, the same church I had attended as

a tourist in 1959. The service was originally scheduled for

late in the day, but word had leaked out, and the

authorities, fearing a huge crowd, forced the church at the



last minute to reschedule the service for early morning.

Nevertheless, the building was still jammed, its aisles and

doorways absolutely crammed with people standing

shoulder to shoulder. Constantly throughout the service,

small groups would leave to permit others to take their

place.

One of the pastors of the church, the Reverend Mikhail

Zhidkov, interpreted for me. He and the general secretary of

the Baptists in the Soviet Union, the Reverend Alexei

Bichkov, had met with me in Hungary in 1977 and since

then had worked diligently with the Russian Orthodox

Church and the government to gain an invitation for us.

During my sermon, I was told later, a woman from a

dissident group unfurled from the balcony a banner

protesting the Soviet government’s treatment of believers.

Within seconds other church members quietly expelled her,

because her behavior could have caused them difficulty in

their relations with the government. Later some of the

international press demanded to know why I had not

stopped preaching and made some sympathetic comment. I

told them I hadn’t noticed the banner and was unaware of

the incident at the time. I suspect some of them did not

believe me.

At the close of my sermon, I was whisked out the door to

be driven immediately to preach at the Cathedral of the

Epiphany, the church of the Russian Orthodox patriarch. As

we rushed away to the next service—we were running late

and the Orthodox service was already in progress—I did not

notice the several hundred people I was later told were

standing behind a barricade about a block away from the

Baptist church, people who had apparently not been

permitted to come near the building. No one called my

attention to them at the time; I only wish I had been able at

least to greet them.

Patriarch Pimen introduced me about halfway through the

Di-vine Liturgy. Surrounded by bearded Orthodox clergy



wearing black robes, I rose and looked out at the sea of

faces in front of me. Stand-ing in front of an elaborate

golden icon screen, I began to preach. I was a bit uneasy at

first because there was no podium available; I didn’t have a

place to rest my sermon notes or lay my Bible down. Then,

only a minute or two into my sermon, people began to

shout. For a moment, I feared that some kind of

demonstration was breaking out. However, the worshipers

were only calling for my interpreter to speak louder; there

was no effective sound system in the huge cathedral. It was

my first experience preaching in an Orthodox service, and I

was honored to be there. The steadfastness of Russia’s

Orthodox believers even in the worst of times remains one

of the great examples of courage in the history of the

church.

The other formal speaking opportunity came at the peace

conference itself. I attended only one morning and one

afternoon session of the five-day conference; the rest of my

time was filled with private meetings with officials and other

events.

The speaker before me, who I think was a Syrian delegate,

was supposed to take ten minutes; he took forty. As his

speech grew longer and longer, I hastily began to make cuts

on the manuscript of my talk. Metropolitan Filaret of Minsk

and Byelorussia (metropolitan is the title given to the leader

of an ecclesiastical province within the Orthodox Church)

saw me scribbling and whispered, “Give your full speech.”

When I finally rose, I spoke from the Bible on peace. I

stated frankly that although I was aware that many of them

came from non-Christian backgrounds, I was speaking to

them as a Christian, noting that “everything I have ever

been, or am, or ever hope to be in this life or the future life,

I owe to Jesus Christ.”

I made it clear that I was not a pacifist, nor did I support

unilateral disarmament; nations and peoples had a right to

defend themselves against an aggressor. I then pointed out



that the Bible dealt with peace in three dimensions: peace

with God through Christ, peace within ourselves, and peace

with each other. God was concerned about all three aspects,

I said, and none was to be ignored if we were to have true

peace.

In addition, I noted that the arms race was not just a

political issue, but a moral and spiritual issue as well. For

that reason, Christians had a responsibility to be

peacemakers in whatever ways God opened for them,

although we knew our ultimate hope for lasting peace was

only in the kingdom of God. Then I suggested a series of

steps toward peace that religious leaders could take,

beginning with a call for repentance: “Let us call the nations

and the leaders of our world to repentance. . . . No nation,

large or small, is exempt from blame for the present state of

international affairs.”

I also declared that “we should urge all governments to

respect the rights of religious believers as outlined in the

United Nations Universal Declaration of Human Rights. We

must hope that someday all nations (as all those who signed

the Final Act of Helsinki declared) ‘will recognize and respect

the freedom of the individual to profess and practice, alone

or in community with others, religion or belief acting in

accordance with the dictates of his own conscience.’”

I deliberately included the exact wording of the Helsinki

Ac-cord (as the Final Act of Helsinki is usually called), hoping

it might stir the conscience of the Soviet government, which

had signed the agreement but was widely judged to be

ignoring some of its provisions. The speech seemed to be

well received; the audience responded with applause that

grew into a standing ovation.

Unfortunately, some of the speakers, as we had feared,

did take a highly political and pro-Soviet stance, even

speaking openly against policies of the American

government. I was seated on the rostrum in full view of the

audience. In the midst of one particularly abusive



statement, I protested by deliberately taking off my

translation headset.

Later I met with Boris Ponomarev, chairman of the Foreign

Affairs Committee of the Supreme Soviet of the USSR and a

member of the Politburo. I told him that if the conference

continued to be blatantly anti-American, it would lose all

credibility and become a negative influence in Soviet-

American relations. The next day, I was told, the tone

changed.

That visit with Mr. Ponomarev was one of the most

unexpected events of my life. Before going to the Soviet

Union I had prayed that I might have an opportunity to meet

with someone on that level, although—humanly speaking—I

knew it was almost impossible. As I was driven through the

Kremlin gate reserved for officials, I knew that we were

entering the very center of Soviet power, but the thought

did not alarm me or make me nervous. I had the feeling that

God was with me, and I knew the Lord was going to give me

the words to say and the boldness to speak about Christ.

Through-out our meeting I was praying for my host, and I

felt (as I have on similar occasions) a surge of inner strength

and confidence, similar to that which often comes to me

when I am preaching, and which I can only attribute to the

Holy Spirit.

We sat at a round table in his high-ceilinged office, which

had gray damask-covered walls with matching drapes and

upholstery and a glittering crystal chandelier. Some Soviet

church leaders told me later that I was probably the first

foreign clergyman he, or any other member of the Politburo,

had ever met, and certainly one of the few Americans. I

found him to be quite different from the Western stereotype

of a Soviet official. He was gentle, courteous, thoughtful,

and well-informed on America and its views.

I was not there representing my country, I told him,

although I did have a concern for better relations. We

discussed in some detail the problems and barriers between



our two nations. We discussed also the plight of two Siberian

Pentecostal families who were living as refugees in the

basement of the American Embassy in Moscow, having

taken refuge there when they were denied permission to

emigrate from the Soviet Union. I urged him and his

colleagues to find a solution to their problem. As I have

always tried to do in meetings with political leaders, I also

sought to share my own convictions as a Christian.

Afterward he personally escorted me on a tour of the

Kremlin. He showed me around President Leonid Brezhnev’s

office, just down the hall from his; Brezhnev himself lay

dying in a clinic elsewhere. As we continued the tour, doors

seemed to open automatically and people bowed dutifully.

He introduced me to staff in several offices, all of whom

greeted me with great courtesy—not surprising, considering

who my guide was.

I found the Kremlin offices to be sumptuously appointed

and elegant in an old-fashioned way. As for the people

working there, I sensed a certain pride; they knew they were

working in one of the great power centers of the world. After

leaving the Kremlin, I told one of my associates that I

seriously doubted that those Soviet leaders would ever start

a nuclear war; they would not want to lose their perks and

comforts.

Although my hosts were very reluctant, I was determined

to visit the Siberian Pentecostals at the American Embassy.

Their situation had become a major and highly visible

irritant in relations between the United States and the USSR,

although I wanted to visit them not for political reasons but

as a pastor.

“Why does he insist on visiting those people?” the man

assigned to accompany us during our stay in Moscow asked

Alex and John in exasperation. “Why does he want to do

something that will probably close the door on his ever

coming here again?” Their answer—that I wanted to pay a

pastoral visit on my fellow believers—probably was



incomprehensible to him. Nevertheless, we persevered, and

plans were finally made for a visit to the embassy one

evening.

That man was a most unlikely helper. I knew that the KGB

kept a close watch on foreign guests and could, if they

chose to, make great difficulty. In our pre-trip negotiations,

therefore, I requested that a man “who knew how to get

things done” be assigned to accompany us. The gentleman

who showed up spoke excellent English and had full power

to act, though he never acknowledged any ties to the KGB

(nor did we ask). We never had any problems with

arrangements as a result. He was with us throughout our

1982 trip and joined us once again in 1984.

The press got wind of the embassy visit and was waiting

for us there, perhaps hoping I would do something to

embarrass myself or my hosts. As our car approached,

several dozen journalists were clustered around the

embassy’s archway. One of their own, a seasoned

correspondent for one of the major American networks, had

quietly tipped me off in advance. “You’re doing this in

exactly the right way, unofficial and low-key, not saying a

word about it,” he told me. “When we reporters start

clamoring for a statement from you, I will be yelling louder

than all the rest. Don’t answer me, or any of us. Just keep

quiet or say, ‘No comment.’”

For almost an hour, I waited in an embassy office upstairs

while John and Alex tried to work out some ground rules

with the Pen-tecostals for the visit. For a while, it looked as if

the meeting was off; one woman in the group was

demanding full press coverage of my visit inside their living

quarters. When I put my foot down firmly against making

the visit into a media event, she wanted to let

photographers at least shoot pictures through the basement

windows. I could sympathize with her, but I did not want a

pastoral visit to be turned into a media circus. Finally, they

reluctantly agreed to a private visit.



Actually, my conversations concerning their case with

government officials had not been altogether hopeless. I

had based my plea for the Siberian Seven, as they were

being called by the media, on the urgent need for improving

relations between our two countries. One of the Soviet

officials I spoke with did indicate that he thought the

problem would be resolved in due time. But they viewed the

Pentecostals as lawbreakers, not as refugees, he said. He

pointed out that we handled religious leaders in America the

same way when they disobeyed our laws; he cited the

example of Martin Luther King’s being jailed for alleged civil

disobedience. I did not report this to the Siberians in the

American Embassy basement, of course, but I thought there

might be a pinpoint of light at the end of their tunnel.

The Seven (now down to six—one had already returned to

Siberia) spent much of the hour and a half I was with them

plying me with questions about the Bible. A few of their

questions were highly political, trying to get me to identify

the Antichrist of Scripture with the Communism of the

Soviet government—a position they seemed to take.

As the moment approached for my departure, we all got

on our knees and prayed together. Then I went to each one

and embraced them, which I could not have done in front of

the cameras without it appearing to be a show.

The Siberian Seven were like the tip of an iceberg

compared to the Jews in the Soviet Union who were being

denied emigration. One of the conditions I set for going to

the conference was to be able to meet with Soviet Jewish

leaders. Before leaving home, I discussed the situation of

Russian Jews with my friend Rabbi Marc Tanenbaum of the

American Jewish Committee, who had urged me to take the

trip. In Moscow I met in private with the chief rabbi and

other Jewish leaders in Moscow’s lone synagogue. When we

arrived at the synagogue, the building was surrounded by

dozens of muscular men in ill-fitting suits; I assumed they

were police, unsuccessfully trying to look unobtrusive.



A few of the Western press persisted in trying to get me to

criticize the Soviet government in public. When I refused,

they attempted to portray me as naive, or even as a

Communist sympathizer. During a trip we took outside

Moscow to the ancient and historic Orthodox monastery of

Zagorsk, it was raining, and we were running late. A police

escort had cleared the way for us very efficiently, helping us

to meet our schedule. Afterward I thanked them for their

assistance. The next day an Amsterdam newspaper carried

a photo of me with them, saying I was shaking the hands of

the police who were persecuting Christians and thanking

them for what they did!

More serious were some misquotes, or partial quotes

taken out of context, of statements I had made concerning

religious freedom in the Soviet Union. On one occasion, for

example, I said that there was “a measure of religious

freedom” in the Soviet Union, which was true. Some

Western papers, however, reported that I had claimed there

was complete religious freedom.

Later, as we were about to depart from the airport at the

end of the trip, one reporter asked me again about my

impressions of church life in the Soviet Union. Casually I

mentioned that un-like Great Britain and other European

countries that had a “state church,” the Soviet Union had a

“free church.” Then we were interrupted, and I did not have

a chance to see if he understood the distinction I was

drawing.

Unfortunately, he was not familiar with the technical

meaning of these terms. In Europe the term state church or

established church refers to a denomination that is officially

sanctioned and supported by the government; the Anglican

Church in England and the Lutheran Church in Germany are

good examples. The term free church indicates

denominations that generally operate without government

support. Some reporters assumed incorrectly that I was



saying that the church in the Soviet Union was free of any

state control and had full freedom.

We left Moscow for London, where I was to receive the

Templeton Prize for Progress in Religion, a recognition that I

was honored and humbled to receive. The presentation

ceremony by Prince Philip was to take place at Buckingham

Palace. It immediately became clear, however, that some of

my alleged remarks while in Moscow had stirred up a

firestorm in the Western press.

A hastily called news conference in London did little to

quiet the storm, nor did a brief television interview by

satellite to America on a program that included an

unannounced participant who was militant about human

rights to the point of vocal confrontation. In some ways, of

course, I was handicapped by not being able to reveal the

confidential discussions about human rights I’d had with

officials in Moscow.

When Ruth and I arrived at Buckingham Palace, we were

escorted up a wide, grand staircase and down a long hall to

the room where the presentation was to take place. Ruth—

who has the poet’s eye for detail—recalls the sumptuous

draperies and appointments, as well as a huge Aubusson

carpet, which seemed to stretch forever. At the moment of

presentation, Prince Philip picked up the check for $200,000

—the largest monetary prize of any type at that time—and

handed it not to me but to Ruth, saying with a hearty laugh

that he assumed that she handled the family purse strings.

Later I had to ask her for the check back to endorse it. (We

had already decided to donate it to the cause of world

evangelization; much of it was used for scholarships and

travel grants for Third World evangelists who would attend

the International Conference for Itinerant Evan-gelists the

following year in Amsterdam.)

Immediately after the presentation ceremony, which was

followed by a dinner hosted by Sir John Templeton and a



speech by me in connection with the Templeton Prize, I left

for New York. On arrival, there was another crowded press

conference and a barrage of sharp questions. Knowing

something of what I had tried to do behind the scenes,

Rabbi Marc Tanenbaum spoke in my defense, not only

supporting our Soviet trip but commending me for my

relationship with the Jewish people. Nevertheless, many

people saw only the initial reports and missed the

clarifications. The controversy smoldered for a long time

afterward.

It distressed me particularly to learn that Aleksandr

Solzhenitsyn was offended by comments I allegedly made.

He and I had met in 1974, when he received the Nobel Prize

for Literature. He had sent a messenger to me in Europe

inviting me to join him in Stockholm. I stayed in his hotel,

and we had good conversation together. I felt confident that

both he and his wife were sincere believers in Christ.

In 1983, however, when he received the Templeton Award

for Progress in Religion (the year after I was the recipient,

and the year after the Moscow peace conference), his

acceptance speech included a somewhat derogatory

allusion to “last year’s winner.” I was saddened over this

misunderstanding with someone for whom I had the

greatest respect.

By the grace of God, we weathered all the criticism and

controversy. In retrospect, I was still convinced it had been

God’s will for me to go, and I took comfort in the promise of

Proverbs 16:7: “When a man’s ways are pleasing to the

Lord, he makes even his enemies live at peace with him.” It

saddened me, though, that some of the critics never

relented. And the question came back to haunt me: Would

this be the end of our ministry in this part of the world?

As it turned out, the May 1982 trip to Moscow was a signal

to other Communist-dominated countries that they could

now invite us without risking a frown from the Kremlin.

During the summer, invitations arrived from East Germany



and Czechoslovakia, among the most restrictive

governments in that part of the world.

EAST GERMANY

 
In October 1982, we arrived in the German Democratic

Republic, as East Germany was officially known, for a

preaching mission.

A lot had changed since I was in Berlin years before, when

one East German newspaper cartoon had pictured me with

a Bible in one hand and an atomic bomb in the other. One

byline-hungry reporter had written that I’d been seen in an

East Berlin nightclub—or so he claimed—with a blonde by

the name of Beverly Shea. (The only Beverly Shea I ever

traveled with was our Crusade soloist, George Beverly

Shea!)

Now, however, the authorities were apparently welcoming

us, although the East German government had a reputation

for taking a hard line in its treatment of the church. During

my first meetings in West Berlin almost three decades

before, large numbers from the East had traveled to the

West to attend the meetings. But since August 1961, that

mobility was no longer possible; the construction of the

Berlin Wall had effectively cut Germany into two parts.

Furthermore, although the eastern part of Germany was

the land of Luther, the course of its churches had been very

difficult under Communism. Some churches were still

permitted to exist, but only under strict government

supervision, including restrictions on open evangelism.

And I felt uncertain about the Lutheran Church itself.

These East German Lutherans were the people of Luther

and Bonhoeffer, great heroes of reform and resistance in

church history. Now they had to walk a tightrope in relations

with a hostile, atheistic government. I wondered if they

would feel resentful toward, or at least nervous about, a

Baptist from the West.



My fears proved groundless. The media were respectful, if

not enthusiastic, and our meetings got good coverage, at

least for a Communist-dominated land. Church and state

officials likewise welcomed me, and the president of the

East German Parliament received me. For the most part, the

Lutherans themselves could not have been more hospitable.

I preached my first sermon from Martin Luther’s pulpit in

the City Church of Wittenberg on Sunday morning. I used

the text made famous by Luther himself: “The just shall live

by faith” (Romans 1:17, KJV). Afterward we toured the

historic town with the mayor.

Then we visited Wittenberg’s Castle Church, where Luther

had nailed his Ninety-five Theses to the door in 1517, thus

beginning the Protestant Reformation. We also saw the little

room where he gave his table talks—I have read and

laughed at and pondered them for years—and visited his

grave.

In the evening, we drove to Dresden’s Lutheran Church of

the Cross, largest in Saxony, where 7,000 people, mostly

under the age of twenty-five, jammed every space.

During one of the fiercest and most deadly Allied bombing

campaigns of World War II, most of Dresden, including that

Lu-theran church, had been almost destroyed. But it need

not have been so, the Germans told me with some

bitterness; Dresden had little strategic value. Since then the

church had been meticulously restored. That evening every

available space was taken, with hundreds crowded around

the pulpit. As the meeting progressed, a thick haze fogged

the air from lack of ventilation; and a fine rain of plaster or

paint chips descended from the ceiling, apparently loosened

by the heat or humidity.

When I saw the high number of young people in the

audience, attentive to the message and singing Christian

hymns, I could not help but think that the Communists in

East Germany had already lost the ideological battle for



their minds and souls. Nearly a third of them responded

when I gave the Invitation after my sermon.

The next day, in Dresden, I addressed the Synod of

Saxony, reputed to be the most sophisticated and

intellectual Lutheran body in the world. When I walked in, I

shook hands with those charged with greeting me. They

were cold and unfriendly, which I thought was strange,

especially coming from clergy. Perhaps their reaction had

something to do with the government officials

accompanying me; after all, the clergy had to wrestle with

those officials regularly over the laws pertaining to religious

matters. Nevertheless, I felt my irritation rising.

“When I came in here,” I said to the group bluntly, “those

who greeted me were as unfriendly as any group of clergy

I’ve addressed anywhere else in the world. When I shook

hands with you, your eyes were cold. I don’t think this is the

way Christians should be, even though we may disagree

theologically and in other matters.” I added that the first

thing we should learn as ministers was to love each other

(no matter what our differing emphases). I said that I hoped

they sensed a spirit of Christian love from me, and thanked

them for inviting me to speak.

Out of a full heart, I told them about my visit to the Luther

sites in Wittenberg and how much his life and thought had

influenced me. The next year they would be celebrating the

five hundredth anniversary of his birth, and I confessed how

that knowledge had affected me as I stood at his grave: “I

am now ten months older than he was when he died, and

look at all he accomplished. It made me feel very small.”

After I finished my remarks, I invited their questions. By

the time I left the meeting, with their standing ovation

ringing in my ears, I felt there truly was nothing but love in

their hearts.

I preached in four other East German cities: Görlitz,

Stendal, Stralsund, and Berlin. I also paid a memorable visit

to the Sachsen-hausen concentration camp, where many



Christians, along with tens of thousands of Jews, had been

killed for their faith. As part of that visit, there was to be a

wreath-laying ceremony. At first some of the local Christian

leaders were reluctant to participate, since the ceremony

had been organized by the local Communist officials rather

than by our hosts. Dr. Haraszti, however, quickly pointed out

that if they did not participate, the Communists would take

their place. They joined me in laying the wreath.

Compared with West Germany, East Germany appeared

drab and colorless, although there was a surprising amount

of automobile traffic and an apparently higher standard of

living than in most other eastern European countries. Some

of our Team toured a church-run home for the mentally

retarded and were impressed by the love and patience of

the staff. Their guide said the churches were glad to

demonstrate the love of Christ in this way, and that the

government allowed the churches to do this work because it

had no interest in caring for those who would never become

productive workers.

Several times we drove along the Berlin Wall. Our

government hosts pointedly avoided mentioning it, although

they were quite ready to point out the other local

attractions. Once or twice, however, the pastor sitting next

to me discreetly nudged me and nodded toward the ugly

barrier.

Another pastor told us how he had been only a few days

away from leaving East Germany when the wall went up,

making it impossible for him and his family to depart. He

said God had given him peace about it; he believed that

God had called him to minister in East Berlin and that it

would have been disobedient of him to leave.

Still another pastor pointed to the giant modern television

tower the government had erected in East Berlin several

years before. Near its top was a huge globe-shaped

structure housing a restaurant and other facilities. The

remarkable thing was that once it was finished, the people



discovered that sunlight always reflected off the globe in the

shape of a cross! The authorities had tried everything they

could think of to prevent this optical phenomenon (known as

asterism), even covering the dome with paint. But nothing

worked. “No matter how hard they try, they can’t get rid of

the cross,” the pastor who had pointed out the tower

commented wryly.

While in East Berlin, we met a number of people who had

come over from West Berlin to attend the meetings.

(Although travel out of East Berlin was tightly restricted,

people from West Berlin could visit in East Berlin with

comparative ease.) Among them was my longtime friend

and interpreter in West Germany, Peter Schneider, and his

wife, Margot. Dr. Irmhild Barend, editor of the German

edition of Decision magazine, also joined us. They, like

countless other Christians in West Germany, had prayed for

years that God would open the door for us in East Germany.

CZECHOSLOVAKIA

 
Czechoslovakia had a history of being much more restrictive

on the churches than Hungary, Poland, or East Germany. In

spite of repeated efforts, our trip there did not materialize

until almost the last minute. When I heard that the trip was

on, Walter Smyth and I decided to fly from Berlin to Vienna

for a few days’ rest and preparation before going on to

Prague.

As we drove to East Berlin’s Schönefeld Airport, we could

see fog rolling in. We were able to take off as scheduled,

however. The pilot pointed out Prague as we flew over, but

we couldn’t see the ground for the fog. Why hadn’t we taken

the train? I wondered.

As we began to circle Vienna, the fog over the Danube

was impenetrable. The plane descended toward what I

hoped was a runway. I kept looking out the window, but I

couldn’t see or feel anything until we actually touched

down.



The next day was Walter’s seventieth birthday. His wife,

Ethel, had given us a birthday card for him, and we took him

to dinner in one of Vienna’s old picturesque restaurants. It

was one of the few moments of relaxation during that

whirlwind schedule.

While I was resting in Vienna, most of our Team went by

air from East Berlin to Prague and flew right into trouble.

Customs officials appeared to have no knowledge of our trip

and refused to allow our television or sound equipment into

the country. In fact, they impounded it until officials from the

government office overseeing church affairs secured its

release.

A few days later, we too found ourselves in

Czechoslovakia, for meetings in Prague, Brno, and

Bratislava. The churches lived under heavy restrictions, yet

God providentially arranged for me to be interviewed on

Prague television for a nationwide prime-time program; the

interview was also carried over the radio and reported in

newspapers. Local church leaders told me the Gospel cause

had never received such high visibility in their country.

Our hosts were the Baptist Union of Czechoslovakia,

whose churches were mostly small. Some of their leaders

still carried emotional scars from their oppression by the

government and were intimidated by their contacts with

officials.

One of the most delightful Christians I met there was a

pastor who had been an international tennis champion. He

had been imprisoned some years before, he told us, but a

week later they threw him out of jail. He asked his captors

why.

“Because a prison is supposed to be a jail,” they said,

“and you’re making it a happy place!”

“I was only teaching the Bible and praying,” he explained

to us with a wry smile.

In most Czechoslovakian churches, the crowds were so

large and the buildings so small that we could not give an



Invitation for people to come forward for counseling, nor

were we permitted to print special literature to help new

believers. In one church, however, the pastor was

determined to extend an Invitation anyway and have

counselors meet with people at the close of the meeting. I

will never forget one young man—probably still in his teens,

and wearing a Czech military uniform—who came forward.

“That took real courage,” one of the pastors traveling with

us commented with tears in his eyes. “He will pay a price for

making a public commitment to Christ. Yes, it will be hard

for him, and he will need our prayers.”

The trip, although brief, was memorable; and it was an

encouragement to the churches, which felt it might help

them in their relations with the government.

THE SOVIET UNION

 
In 1984 the substantial invitation I had been waiting for

arrived, to conduct a twelve-day preaching mission in

September in four Soviet cities, endorsed by both the

Russian Orthodox Church and the All-Union Council of

Evangelical Christians-Baptists. In Washington the Soviet

Union’s veteran ambassador, Anatoly Dobrynin, supported

the invitation; he even invited me to lunch at the Soviet

Embassy.

However, when the invitation came, I was not at all certain

I should accept it. Would attempts again be made, as in

1982, to manipulate the visit for propaganda purposes? I

found myself in almost as much turmoil and indecision as I

had faced then.

I weighed my response as Ruth and I sought a short rest in

the south of France in June 1984, after the close of a

Crusade in Norwich during the multicity outreach known as

Mission England. On the cliffs above the Mediterranean

shore, I took long walks alone after lunch each day, praying

out loud and meditating. Then I sat on a rock or a bench and

pondered some more. I talked with friends of mine at Trans



World Radio in Monte Carlo (which beamed religious

programs into the Soviet Union) and with a few other

Christians I had come to know along the Mediterranean.

Almost unanimously, they thought it was a trip I should

take. From his extended discussions in Moscow, Dr. Haraszti

was convinced that the 1984 trip would not be a repeat of

the 1982 visit; he felt, on the contrary, that we would be

given unprecedented opportunities to preach. Still, I was not

certain.

One afternoon, staring out at the sea, I thought of the

Apostle Paul, who had traveled those same waters centuries

before to bring the Gospel to the very seat of world power—

Rome, where the infamous Nero held sway as emperor. With

all his heart, Paul longed to preach the Gospel in the very

shadow of the imperial eagle.

That night before I went to bed, I read a familiar Scripture,

1 Corinthians 9:20, 21, in The Living Bible: “When I am with

the Jews I seem as one of them so that they will listen to the

Gospel and I can win them to Christ. When I am with

Gentiles who follow Jewish customs and ceremonies I don’t

argue, even though I don’t agree, because I want to help

them. When with the heathen I agree with them as much as

I can, except of course that I must always do what is right as

a Christian. And so, by agreeing, I can win their confidence

and help them too.”

Those words kept spinning over and over in my mind

before I fell asleep. During the night, I woke up with those

words clearly in my mind. They seemed to be God’s direct

answer to my quandary. When morning came, I told Ruth

that I had a settled peace about going.

Symbolic of the ecumenical spirit I found on this trip was

the warm welcome I received on September 9 at Moscow’s

Sheremet-yevo Airport from Baptist and Orthodox leaders.

An international contingent of journalists also met us. Some

of them asked sharply worded questions about our previous

trip, but on the whole I sensed a friendlier spirit.



During the next twelve days, I spoke fifty times (only

twenty-three engagements were on the original schedule!)

at churches and in other settings in all four cities on the

itinerary: Leningrad (now St. Petersburg), Tallinn (in Estonia),

Moscow, and Novosibirsk (in Siberia). Accompanying me

was my son Franklin, who had recently been ordained to the

Gospel ministry. I wished that Grady Wilson could have been

with us—we had been tourists together when we visited

Moscow twenty-five years before—but this time his health

did not permit him to travel.

In the following days, both domestic and foreign media

cov-erage was unparalleled for a religious spokesman

visiting the Soviet Union. Ed Plowman from Washington, our

press coordinator, noted, however, that none of the Western

journalists reported my call for opening more churches and

distributing more Bibles. TASS, the official Soviet news

agency, as well as other Soviet media, covered the visit,

omitting my religious comments but selectively including

statements about peace.

In private talks with authorities, I urged a more

enlightened attitude toward the religious community and

specifically a greater tolerance for dissidents, such as the

Sakharovs, whose case was world-renowned. In some of

these behind-the-scenes conversations, discussion tended

to be quite frank and thorough. In addition, what no one

outside of my staff knew was that I had conceived on my

own initiative a letter that I hoped and prayed I would get a

chance to present to Boris Ponomarev, my acquaintance at

the Politburo from our previous trip.

As for the preaching, the audiences that overflowed the

churches and cathedrals I preached in welcomed the Gospel

with great joy. Their smiles and tears were mixed as they

waved to me or stretched their arms through the crowds to

shake my hand or give me a flower.

The grandmothers, with their babushka-covered heads,

seemed to predominate. But the congregations were not



made up solely of old women, as a casual observer might

have supposed. Photographer Carl Mydens, who was

covering our trip for Time magazine, let me in on a secret.

Under many a matronly kerchief were young women and

girls—he was right, I saw when I looked closely—with their

ruddy cheeks and radiant smiles and sparkling eyes. We

also saw many men and even a number of children in the

services.

Within the Soviet Union, I had the invaluable assistance of

Father Vladimir Sorokin, rector of the Orthodox Theological

Academy and dean of the Orthodox cathedral in Leningrad.

He had been with me on the 1982 visit, and our initial

rapport had blossomed into real friendship. At the end of our

extensive mission in the Soviet Union, Father Sorokin gave

me a lesson in evangelistic preaching.

“You’ve listened to me preach a lot of sermons now,” I

said to him. “Please give me any critique you might have.”

“This is what we need in the Soviet Union,” he replied.

“We need your emphasis in our churches.” His response was

gracious, but he added one thing: “Put more emphasis on

the resurrection. The Roman Catholic Church puts its

emphasis on the Cross, and that’s fine. So do we. But we

put the main emphasis on the resurrection because without

that event the Cross has no meaning.”

Leningrad

 
Although we landed in Moscow, our first preaching stop was

Leningrad, second-largest city in the USSR. Its long

waterways reminded me of Venice.

Around 600 students and faculty members at the Russian

Or-thodox Theological Academy filled all the seats and lined

the walls of the auditorium. I shared with them the

conditions I found common to people’s hearts everywhere:

emptiness, loneliness, guilt, and fear of death. Then I

reminded them of the Gospel answer to all those, and our

responsibility to make the Gospel clear in our preaching. I



was humbled when Father Sorokin told me that the message

had been taped and would be used for classes in homiletics

(preaching).

Ten times as many people heard the first evangelistic

message of the trip in Holy Trinity Orthodox Cathedral,

where I preached a sermon titled “The Glory of the Cross.”

About half that many poured into the much smaller Baptist

church to hear my sermon on Psalm 23.

The Lord gave us opportunities to meet with civic leaders

in the Leningrad Peace Committee as well as with Jewish

leaders at the synagogue. I was deeply stirred when I visited

the Leningrad War Memorial; and when I laid a wreath at

Piskaryovskoye Cem-etery, where the 400,000 who had died

during the nine-hundred-day Nazi siege of the city had been

buried in common graves, I was almost overcome.

Tallinn

 
Our next stop, picturesquely situated on the Baltic Sea and

the Gulf of Finland, was Tallinn, the capital of Estonia—a city

with a population of half a million.

Shortly before our arrival, we were informed that an

additional stop would be added to the schedule: a wreath-

laying at a war memorial. Upon investigation, Alex

discovered that it was a monument commemorating the

Soviet “liberators” who occupied Estonia. A visit there would

have made it look as if I—unlike the American government—

supported the Soviet occupation of the Baltic states. We

refused to add the stop, and the matter was dropped.

The vice president of Estonia’s Supreme Soviet, Madame

Meta Vannas, invited me to meet with her and other

members of the Presidium, along with officials of the Council

for Religious Affairs and certain church leaders, including

Metropolitan Alexei, who later succeeded Patriarch Pimen as

head of the Russian Orthodox Church. “There’s nothing

more important,” Madame Vannas said, “than to know each

other and understand each other.” At the same time, she



was sharply critical of President Reagan’s recent comment

that the Soviet Union was an “evil empire.”

I gave them my own Christian testimony; and when I

spoke of God’s love, one of them asked me a question: “Do

you love Communists?”

“Yes,” I answered, “every one of them. And Jesus Christ

also loves them.”

That was the message I preached later that day in the

historic Oleviste Baptist Church, the largest of its

denomination in the Soviet Union. The meeting was

personally moving for me because my son Franklin read the

Scripture and gave the opening prayer, marking the first

time we had participated together in a service. The sermon

was interpreted into Estonian in the main sanctuary, and

translation into Russian was provided for an overflow crowd

in an adjoining chapel.

When I preached on Moses at the Orthodox Cathedral of

Alexandr Nevsky, with Metropolitan Alexei standing by in his

gold crown and gold robe, I pointed to Jesus Christ as our

leader and the only door to true peace.

Moscow Again

 
In Moscow’s Resurrection Cathedral, the Orthodox faithful

overflowed the building to stand through the three-hour

Divine Liturgy and then listen to me preach. Metropolitan

Filaret even added the ordination of a deacon to the lengthy

proceedings! In the 5,200-member Moscow Baptist Church,

we had another lengthy service—two hours, at least. I tried

to shorten my sermons in the Soviet Union, especially since

translation doubled the time of delivery.

Parenthetically, the selection of an interpreter is always

critical on a foreign trip. This was especially true in the

Soviet Union since we did not want to risk any

misunderstandings. Across the years, we had developed a

set of criteria for interpreters, including not only a thorough



understanding of both English and the local language but

also a comprehensive knowledge of the Bible.

Occasionally, however, we were unable to find someone

who met all the criteria. On one occasion in the Soviet

Union, a person traveling with us who understood both

English and Russian wryly told one of our staff afterward

that he had been doubly blessed by the service because he

had heard two different sermons—the one I preached and

the one the interpreter preached! To my knowledge,

however, this was the only time it happened there.

Novosibirsk, Siberia

 
After the Moscow weekend, we took off for Siberia, a name

often synonymous with exile and suffering. What joys

awaited us!

We flew across four time zones from Moscow to

Novosibirsk, the largest city in Siberia. The warm reception

given by the Ortho-dox archbishop and Baptist regional

superintendent did not fit any stereotype we might have

had of frigid Siberia. I preached to 2,000 in the very plain

Baptist church on the wooded outskirts of the city (with

many standing on benches and crates and peering in

through the windows) and in the iconic splendor of the

Orthodox cathedral, whose wooden herringbone exterior

resembled the stave churches of Norway.

Novosibirsk still had something of a frontier feel about it.

Already the cold September nights and the golden leaves

falling from the trees gave hints of the hard winters

Siberians endure. We also got the impression that

Novosibirsk was a long way from Moscow—not just in

distance, but in the independent spirit of its people.

Regulations coming down from Moscow clearly were subject

to local interpretation. Having Christians representing an

unregistered church (that is, one not officially approved by

the government) at an official luncheon that included

government leaders would have been unheard of in Moscow.



Several miles to the south, at the famed Academic City—

one of the Soviet Union’s premier research institutes—I

enjoyed a vig-orous dialogue with Dr. Anatoly P. Derevyanko,

head of the an-thropology department. We discussed the

probability that the first human to set foot in America came

from Siberia. He acknowledged that he was an atheist.

“Have you ever found a tribe or a group of people

anywhere in the world who doesn’t believe in God, or some

type of higher being?” I asked.

He thought for a moment. “No, I don’t believe we have.”

“Then if man is a worshiping creature,” I asked him, “why

is it you believe in atheism? Doesn’t this universal belief in a

higher being suggest that there must be a God?”

He smiled. “Well, I think I’ll have to get some of my

colleagues to help me out on that!”

After several days in Siberia, we flew into the four-hour

sunset back to Moscow. By the generosity of the archbishop,

I carried with me two symbols—a traditional fur hat and a

beautiful gilded Or-thodox icon—to remind me of our shared

humanity and faith.

Moscow Yet Again

 
In 1884, the year after Karl Marx died, a movement was

born in Russia that would outlast Soviet Communism. Now,

a century later, the Baptists were celebrating the centennial

jubilee of their denomination, and they invited me to speak

to their gathering.

I tried to encourage them by pointing out spiritual truths

that never changed, regardless of the conditions under

which we ministered: God and His Word, the moral law,

human nature, social responsibilities, God’s promise to be

with us in all circumstances, and God’s way of salvation.

In Moscow, as in Leningrad at the start of the trip, I met

with Jewish leaders, including Adolph Shayevich, chief rabbi

of Moscow. Our meeting in the synagogue was scheduled



early in the morning. Several American reporters and

photographers went with us.

“Do you want to use my cap?” asked one of the

photographers diplomatically, reminding me of the Jewish

custom to cover one’s head in a place of worship. I accepted

his offer.

Then came an invitation to the Kremlin.

On the next to the last day of our trip, I was once again

whisked through one of the Kremlin gates and welcomed by

Boris Ponomarev. He still held the important position of

chairman of the Foreign Affairs Committee of the Supreme

Soviet of the USSR and was still a member of the Politburo.

Although Ponomarev was not as well known in the West as

Andrey Gromyko or other foreign ministry officials, his

position meant that he oversaw all foreign policy matters.

We met in the same office where we had met in 1982. A

cut-glass bowl filled with a variety of fresh fruit remained

undisturbed at the center of the round table throughout the

meeting, even though a knife and linen napkin were laid on

a saucer beside each of us.

We sat across from each other, both of us wearing dark

blue suits and dark ties. In his mid-seventies, he was small

in stature, with thinning hair that grayed at the temples. But

his eyes were like little cobalt jets that fixed on me with a

penetration that might have made me squirm if he had not

been so congenial.

After a few minutes of picture-taking, the media people

were dismissed, leaving us to begin our serious

conversation. Mr. Ponomarev spoke to me through his

interpreter for about forty minutes, cordially but

uncompromisingly expounding the Soviet position on foreign

policy. His mind seemed rapier sharp, and he exuded a quiet

self-confidence, as would be expected of a Politburo

member with life tenure.

When he finished, I requested permission to speak from

my prepared letter, not reading it word for word, since it



was so long, but citing the high spots. I expressed

appreciation for the opportunity I had been given to come to

the Soviet Union, stating that my primary purpose was to

have fellowship with my fellow Christians and to proclaim

the Gospel of Jesus Christ. I then took note of the strained

relationship between our two countries and the danger it

presented to the whole world. My desire, I said, was to build

bridges between our nations, and I expressed the hope that

our peoples could get to know each other through cultural,

educational, commercial, and religious exchanges; this

could, I stated, defuse much of the tension between us.

Then I tackled a series of issues that had direct bearing on

human rights and religious freedom. I noted that America

had many millions of religious believers and that as long as

they felt their fellow believers were being oppressed by the

Soviet government, the chance of better relations between

our countries was very slim.

Furthermore, I pointed out that religious believers were

some of the USSR’s best citizens—honest, hard-working, not

prone to the common Soviet problems of absenteeism,

alcohol, and theft. Amer-icans, therefore, found it hard to

understand why Christians in the USSR could not practice

and propagate their beliefs as freely as nonbelievers. I

urged that the process of opening new churches and the

printing of Bibles be speeded up, and that Jewish emigration

from the Soviet Union, the training of rabbis, and the

teaching of Hebrew to Jews who desired it be permitted.

In closing, I underscored something I had said repeatedly

in other conversations: “We must not only talk about how

much we need peace; we must also establish suitable

conditions for peace. Improving the situation of believers in

the Soviet Union would be one of the most important steps

you could take in that direction.”

There was one more thing that I wanted to tell him before

I was through. I sketched briefly my boyhood and youth on

the farm in North Carolina, where I had been bored by the



religion of my parents. “However,” I said, “through a series

of circumstances, I came to know Jesus Christ as my

personal Lord and Savior.”

The call to be an evangelist motivated me to plunge

ahead.

“I have peace with God in my heart. If I die, I know I’m

going to Heaven. God has given me the ability to love, to be

more tolerant, to be more understanding, and to work

toward peace in our world—within families, between races,

and between nations.”

He listened courteously (and I believed attentively).

“I only say this to show you that it is because of my

relationship with Christ that I stand before you today and

offer you my hand of friendship and a renewed dedication to

work for better understanding and peace in our world.”

How long had I been talking? With everything having to be

relayed through an interpreter, I was not sure. He did not

show any restlessness or impatience, however.

I then handed him the letter I had stayed up a whole night

to draft. John Akers and Alex Haraszti had gone over it

repeatedly, and then I stayed up most of another night

redoing it.

With the letter in his hand, Ponomarev looked at me and

said soberly and sincerely, “We will discuss this with our

colleagues.” He then thanked me for coming.

During a subsequent visit to the Kremlin a few years later,

I ran into Mr. Ponomarev outside one of the buildings.

Retired by then, he greeted me very cordially as an old

friend.

Did that letter or our various contacts with ranking officials

have any impact? Shortly after my 1984 visit, God gave me

some encouragement in a letter from Georgi Arbatov—the

first correspondence I ever received from a ranking

Communist official. He was head of the Institute of United

States and Canada Studies, a research and policy think

tank. His English was excellent, and he came to our country



often. Some thought his affability made him dangerously

persuasive. I couldn’t help but like him, however.

His letter was dated October 10, about three weeks after I

had seen Ponomarev. Arbatov was quite upbeat about the

effect of our visit and sent along a copy of a favorable

article in the newspaper Izvestia. He expressed regret that

we hadn’t had more time to talk about issues of mutual

interest. “For the time being, as a substitute,” he wrote, “I

am reading some of your books.” He added that his wife had

read one of them “with great interest.”

Maybe he was just being flattering. But if he was sincere, I

found encouragement in this statement: “I couldn’t agree

with you more when you say that life is a glorious

opportunity if it is used to condition us for eternity.”

What the trip was all about came during the farewell

dinner given for us by the All-Union Council when Dr. Alexei

Bichkov handed over to me a letter written by a woman who

had made her commitment to Christ during our 1982 visit.

My final appearance in Moscow during that 1984 visit was

in Patriarch Pimen’s Cathedral of the Epiphany—with its

beautiful blue walls, white columns, and gold-topped domes

—on the morning of our last day. As many as 5,000 people

jammed the cathedral, and this time, unlike in my 1982

visit, everyone could hear the message; a special sound

system had been installed for the service. I preached on the

topic “You Must Be Born Again.”

“The greatest need in the world,” I said, “is the

transformation of human nature. We need a new heart that

will not have lust and greed and hate in it. We need a heart

filled with love and peace and joy, and that is why Jesus

came into the world.”

In his response, the patriarch said that it was the kind of

preaching they needed in their churches. He invited me

publicly to come back to preach in other cities of the Soviet

Union.



As we drove from the cathedral, I asked Metropolitan

Filaret, “Do you think His Holiness meant that invitation?”

Impulsively, he put his hand on my knee. “Oh, of course

he meant it. We all mean it. We want you to come. You have

a wide-open door in our country. You have been a

tremendous inspiration to us all.”

At the airport, Vice Minister Fitsev from the Council for

Religious Affairs was there to see me off, representing the

government.

“You’re welcome at any time,” he said in his gruff but

cordial way. “We want you to come.”

When he learned that I was flying out on Aeroflot, the

Soviet airline, he laughed, adding, “Oh, then you’ll be in our

hands until you get to Paris!”

In an earlier era, I might have thought that sounded

ominous.
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Leading with Wit and Conviction
President Ronald Reagan

 

Ronald Reagan is one of the most winsome men I have ever

known. Our long friendship really started one day in 1953,

when I was playing golf in Phoenix. Mrs. Loyal Davis, wife of

a prominent Chicago surgeon, came up to me on the course.

“I want you to get to know my new son-in-law,” she said.

I asked who he was.

“Ronald Reagan.”

“You mean the film star?”

She confirmed that he had married her daughter, Nancy,

some months before.

Ron (as most of his friends called him) and I actually met

later that year in Dallas. Both of us spoke at a benefit to

raise money for retired film stars. Ron had been president of

the Screen Actors Guild and was at that time a very strong

Democrat.

But that day it was an older preacher who really got his

attention. Dr. W. A. Criswell, pastor of First Baptist Church in

Dallas, the largest congregation of its denomination, was

sitting on one side of Ron, just opposite me. Dr. Criswell

bluntly told him he had never seen a movie in his life and

never intended to, adding that he thought the whole

industry was of the Devil.

Reagan rose to the challenge. He explained to the

distinguished Baptist leader just how movies were made

and pointed out that many of them had a wholesome

message. When he finished, Dr. Criswell thought for a

moment and then spoke. “I’m going to start going to some



movies, and I’ll tell my congregation that it’s not a sin to see

certain types of movies.”

Ron had not only changed a man’s mind, but he had done

it with charm, conviction, and humor—traits I would see

repeatedly as I got to know him.

In the next two decades, my travels took me to California

with some frequency, and often our paths crossed. As our

friendship grew, I not only admired his quick wit and warm

personality, but I also came to respect his keen insight and

tough-minded approach to broad political issues. I also

found him very interested in our work, even giving me

friendly advice from time to time.

Once, when we were both going on a television talk show

—a “roast” with singer-actor Dean Martin—he asked me, “Do

you know what kind of program this is?”

“Yes, I think so,” I replied.

“Well, they may try to embarrass you,” he warned. “Be

careful.”

I appreciated his counsel. I’d had enough experience to

know that some people take delight in trying to embarrass a

clergyman. They seated me beside Zsa Zsa Gabor, the

glamorous actress, but no one made any attempt to

embarrass me. I suspect Ron may have dropped a hint to

them beforehand.

In 1971 I was invited by the Democratic leadership of the

California legislature to address a joint session when Ron

was the Republican governor. After that session, I had lunch

with him and his cabinet. Our discussion on that occasion

was almost entirely on the Bible and its teachings.

In May 1980, while campaigning for the presidency, Ron

was traveling through Indiana. I was holding a Crusade in

Indianapolis at the time, and he asked me to come out to

his hotel to have breakfast. I went and was met by Ed

Meese. During the course of our conversation, Ron did

something that he had never done before: he asked me if,

when he went to North Carolina, I would say a positive word



about him. The polls did not look too good for him there; at

that moment he was at the 50 percent level.

“Ron, I can’t do that,” I had to reply. “You and I have been

friends for a long time, and I have great confidence in you. I

believe you’re going to win the nomination and be elected

President. But I think it would hurt us both, and certainly

hurt my ministry, if I publicly endorsed any candidate.”

He understood and readily agreed.

I went outside and found T.W. chatting with several of

Reagan’s aides.

“I hope you’ll come on to church with us,” Ed Meese said.

“Ed, I can’t do that,” I said apologetically. “I’ve got to

preach this afternoon. If I were to go with you now, it would

be perceived as an endorsement. I just can’t do it.”

He looked peeved, but I nonetheless thought that he

understood my concern to be strictly neutral in the political

race, in spite of my friendship with the Reagans.

After his election to the presidency, Reagan asked me to

join him in the inauguration ceremonies on January 20,

1981, which I was honored to do. He invited me to speak at

the first official event of the day, which was a prayer service

at St. John’s Episcopal Church across from the White House

—for the President-elect and the Vice President–elect and

their families.

I walked into St. John’s about half an hour early. The only

two people there were Frank Sinatra and his wife, Barbara.

“Frank, I’ll bet this is the first time you’ve ever been the

first one in church!” I said.

He laughed. “I try to go as often as I can.”

Later I joined President Reagan on the platform during the

administering of the oath of office; his pastor, the Reverend

Donn Moomaw—who back in 1954 had worked with us in

the London Crusade and now pastored the Bel Air

Presbyterian Church in California—offered the prayers.

On being reelected four years later, he once again asked

me to participate in the inaugural ceremonies, beginning



with a prayer service at which I spoke in Washington’s

National Cathedral. As it turned out, terrible weather with

bitter cold forced the cancellation of the public ceremonies

at the Capitol and the inaugural parade. The oath of office

had to be administered indoors in the Capitol Rotunda.

During the eight years of Reagan’s administration, we saw

each other a number of times. I especially appreciated his

kindness in inviting Ruth and me to several state dinners for

visiting foreign leaders.

On March 3, 1983, we were privileged to accept an

invitation to such a dinner in San Francisco. The guests of

honor were Britain’s Queen Elizabeth and Prince Philip. In

spite of the miserable weather, we had a wonderful time.

During the evening, someone was sent to invite us on behalf

of the Queen to a reception the next night on board the

royal yacht Britannia. We accepted, and as Ruth and I

boarded, a man with several stripes on his uniform sleeve

saluted and whispered, “Wembley ’55.” During the course of

that evening alone, Ruth and I heard of several others who

had made commitments to Christ during our various

Crusades in England.

Knowing of Ruth’s deep interest in China, President

Reagan invited us in July of 1985 to a state dinner honoring

the Chinese president, Li Xiannian. Due to a Crusade I was

holding in Ana-heim, California, I was unable to attend, but

the President thoughtfully seated Ruth on his left at the

dinner, with President Li on his right. I have no doubt this

helped us when we began negotiations for our trip to China

three years later.

In November of 1985 he invited us again to a state dinner,

this one in honor of Prince Charles and Princess Diana. We

were greatly disappointed (and somewhat embarrassed,

since we considered such an invitation a “command

performance”) that we were unable to accept the invitation.

Again it was due to a long-standing speaking engagement



to proclaim the Gospel. I wrote the Queen’s secretary

explaining why we had had to decline.

In December 1987, the Soviet Union’s General Secretary

Mikhail Gorbachev and his wife, Raisa, visited Washington

for a summit conference. We were invited to some of the

festivities. During the welcoming ceremony on the White

House lawn, Ruth and I, standing next to Henry Kissinger,

were close enough to see the expressions on the faces of

the Reagans and the Gorbachevs. Several thousand people

had gathered, including hundreds of photographers and

reporters. I could not help but wonder how the President, at

age seventy-six, could stand up to such physical pressure.

He had gone to the Kennedy Center the night before and

now faced a grueling and important summit conference.

That was a busy day for Ruth and me too, with lunch at

the Bushes (right before the Vice President went to the

treaty-signing ceremony) and a reception at the Soviet

Embassy.

Arriving at the White House later for the state dinner, we

saw many old friends and made some new ones, including

Meadowlark Lemon, the former Harlem Globetrotter, who

impressed me as a warm and distinguished person. Many

people came up to us and said they had seen our Denver

Crusade telecast the night before.

In the receiving line, the President seemed delighted when

he greeted us and told General Secretary Gorbachev a little

bit about us. (He did not know that we had just come from

the Soviet Embassy.) Mr. Gorbachev greeted me very

warmly again. Nancy kissed us both, and then we met Mrs.

Gorbachev.

In November 1988, President Reagan’s last official guest

for a state dinner was Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher of

England; in 1981 she had been his first such guest. He had

invited us then, and he invited us again. It was a hectic day.

Ruth had forgotten her evening bag and had to go buy

another for the dinner that evening. Then we bought some



flowers and stopped in to see our friend Mrs. J. Willard

Marriott, who insisted we stay for lunch; we talked about her

children, including her son, Bill, Jr., with whom I had

developed a genuine friendship, and her grandchildren. We

also spoke about our memories of her husband, who had

been such a warm friend to us (and whose funeral I had

spoken at three years before).

We arrived for the state dinner that night at the same time

as football legend Rosey Grier and businessman Malcolm

Forbes. Mr. Forbes could not have been friendlier as we

talked about his boat trip to China, which had taken place

about the same time as our visit the previous spring. The

boat, which he had docked up the Huangpu River, was

named The Capitalist Tool. The name was a cause of much

amusement.

“You totally overshadowed my trip,” he said laughingly.

“You were on television, in the newspapers, and so on. We

barely made it on the news at all, except in Hong Kong!”

In the reception line, the President turned to tell Mrs.

Thatcher who we were. She told him I had already visited

her at Number 10 and she knew we were going back to

England to preach the following summer.

To my surprise, I found I had been placed at the table on

Mrs. Reagan’s left, with Mr. Thatcher on her right.

“I’ve listened to you all my life, it seems,” said actress

Loretta Young, who was also sitting at our table. “If you

appear on television, my children come and tell me you’re

on.”

At this dinner, Ambassador Charles Price’s wife, Carol,

gave me a bit of good advice. She was seated to my left,

which was toward my bad ear. At one point, she turned to

me and asked, “Are you having a hard time hearing me?”

I admitted that I was, explaining that the hearing problem

was new to me and that I didn’t know how to handle it.

“You should have told me so that I could have raised my

voice,” she chided. “Don’t be bashful about a problem like



that.”

This last state dinner for the Reagans was nostalgic, with

tears in many eyes. When Mrs. Thatcher paid a tribute to

Nancy, Nancy reached over and squeezed my hand.

I talked to a number of British people that evening. One

lady from Scotland said she had gone to Kelvin Hall to hear

us in Glasgow when she was a little girl.

Then we went upstairs, where Michael Feinstein sang and

played George Gershwin and Irving Berlin songs. Mrs.

Thatcher had said that Mr. Reagan brought a new spiritual

atmosphere to America. Ruth later wished that there had

been some music played or some other remarks made

about spiritual things.

One night in Washington, after Ruth and I had already

gone to bed in our room at the Madison Hotel, the phone

rang. It was the First Lady.

“Are you all asleep?” she asked.

“Just about.”

“We’re in bed too,” she said, “but we want to see you both

and talk to you. Can you come over here?”

I said we would.

“We’ll have a car in front of the hotel in fifteen minutes.”

We scrambled back into our clothes and rode over to 1600

Pennsylvania Avenue, whose two chief occupants were in

their pajamas and in bed themselves. We had a great time

talking with them for at least a couple of hours. As usual, it

was mostly reminiscing about our families or personal

concerns.

During the years before Ron was elected to public office, I

had often detected a spiritual side to him. For example, I

remember once when I gave a small dinner party at the

Beverly Hilton Hotel and invited him. He brought up the

subject of the Second Coming of Christ. The same subject

came up with him on other occasions as well.

I have been told that where he grew up, in Dixon, Illinois,

he did some preaching himself in his late teens. At the time,



he was a member of the Christian Church, which was

somewhat like the Baptist Church. I kept forgetting to ask

him about it, however, something that I now regret.

One night when I was staying at the White House, Nancy

and the President got into a discussion about the question of

salvation—who was going to be saved and who was going to

be lost. He gave her his views on conversion and the new

birth right out of the Bible. She turned to me.

“Billy, is that right?”

I said it was and expanded a little further.

They were both interested in understanding more about

the Scriptures, especially Ron. He often asked me questions

about the biblical view on important topics. Abortion was

one such issue he wrestled with. I always stressed the

Bible’s teaching on the sacredness of human life, both of the

unborn and of the born. We talked about other current

issues, but always in terms of principles, not what specific

policies or programs should be adopted or scrapped.

A lot of Christians were confused and upset that President

Reagan did not go to church regularly in Washington during

his two terms. Strange as it might seem, I was one of the

people who suggested to him that he might stay away. We

discussed it together shortly after he was shot in 1981.

“You know,” he said to me, “when we go anywhere now,

we have to have tremendous security, and it breaks up a

church service. When the President comes in, the attention

is on him rather than on the sermon or the service. I’m not

sure I feel comfortable with that.”

“Ron,” I said, forgetful for once of the proper way to

address the President, “I think that maybe you ought not to

try to go to church for a while. I think almost everybody will

understand. Not only are you in danger, but you’re

endangering other people. Wait until this thing [his being

shot] has quieted down, and until the Secret Service has

gotten a little better organized.”



“You know,” I added, “you can have a service here just for

the few of you and some of the staff in the theater

downstairs, or you can revert back to what Nixon did, having

a service in the East Room of the White House. I think most

people would understand.”

Eventually, the Reagans did resume going to National

Presbyterian Church in Washington. Dr. Louis Evans, who

(before Donn Moomaw) had been their pastor at Bel Air in

California, made some structural alterations to

accommodate the President’s needs. As a result, the

Reagans could come in at the rear without disrupting the

service and sit in the balcony, unnoticed by the

congregation.

Ron did ask my advice on two other matters that I felt had

moral or spiritual dimensions, although they also dealt with

policy.

First, the Vatican. Reagan was the first American President

to appoint a full ambassador to the Vatican. Before he made

that appointment, he asked my view. I told him I thought it

would probably be a good thing—in spite of a number of

potential problems concerning the separation of church and

state—and wrote an extended confidential letter outlining

my reasons. Among other things, I told him I did not think it

necessarily violated the separation of church and state. For

whatever reasons, Mr. Reagan went ahead with the plan.

Later my letter was leaked to the press. It caused some

consternation among my Baptist friends.

Second, in April 1985, both Nancy and Ron were deeply

concerned over the furor created when Chancellor Helmut

Kohl scheduled them to visit a German cemetery. After

accepting the engagement, they discovered that a number

of S.S. troops had been buried there, along with thousands

of other Germans. Nancy asked if I had any suggestions on

how they should handle it.

“Yes, I have one,” I said. “I’d get some top Jewish rabbis

and ask them to help your husband prepare his speech.”



I personally called my friend Rabbi Marc Tanenbaum of the

American Jewish Committee. I understood later that he went

to Washington and helped the Reagans. That German visit,

instead of being a negative experience, turned out to be a

positive one, in my opinion.

Etched indelibly in my memory—and that of every Amer-

ican—will always be the March day in 1981 that President

Reagan was shot outside the Washington Hilton Hotel. I was

at home when I learned of it. The first person to call me was

Jesse Helms, our senior senator from North Carolina.

“Billy, I think you ought to go up there and be available for

spiritual encouragement and prayer.”

About half an hour later I got a call from one of the

President’s aides saying that they were unable to locate

Donn Moomaw, who was thought to be at a conference in

Bermuda. They asked me how soon I could come to

Washington. I told them I could be ready almost

immediately. I got a private plane to National Airport, where

I was met by a White House car.

When I saw Nancy the next day, she was calm, but I could

sense the anxiety and concern she felt by the tears in her

eyes and the extra hug she gave me. I was reminded again

of the great love they had for each other; frequently, I had

seen them holding hands or just touching each other, and I

knew he depended on her greatly, not only for emotional

support and encouragement but also for advice. A few

minutes later, Frank and Barbara Sinatra came in. Nancy

rehearsed all the events for us from her point of view. Then

the pastor of National Presbyterian Church, Louis Evans, and

his wife, Colleen, came in. Within an hour, Donn Moomaw

and his wife arrived.

We sat and talked together about Ron and got the latest

information on him. For the first time, I realized how near

death he had come the day before. Before we left, Lou

Evans turned to me.

“Billy, I think you should lead us in prayer.”



We all held hands. I prayed as fervently as I knew how,

asking the Lord to raise up our friend. During the prayer,

Frank Sinatra said amen twice.

I had read that the Hinckleys, whose son shot the

President, were Christians; I called them in Colorado and

assured them of my prayers too, because I knew their

hearts must have been breaking.

When stories later came out about Nancy’s having

consulted an astrologer on family and national issues after

the assassination attempt, I was amazed. I had never seen

her as a gullible or experimental person in her spiritual

understanding and could not help but feel it was a

momentary lapse caused by anxiety and stress. I called her

on the phone at the time and talked frankly to her about it.

“Nancy, surely you didn’t really look into astrology,

especially for something as important as the dates when the

cabinet should meet.”

“Billy,” she responded, “what you’ve read is only part of

the story. It’s 90 percent untrue, but there is possibly 10

percent truth in it,” she admitted. I urged her to seek her

guidance from the Lord instead.

A few years later, in 1988 or 1989, we were having lunch

at the White House with a group of people. Robert Strauss

sat on one side of Nancy, and I on the other. (Bob Strauss

was one of the closest friends that I had in the Democratic

Party in Washington, and over the years he often gave me

very helpful advice.) She confided in both of us that she was

going to write a book in response to Donald Regan’s

recently published book, which was sharply critical of her.

“Nancy, don’t do it,” I said. “It will turn on you. You don’t

need to get back at Regan and these other people who have

hurt you. If you do it at all, wait five or ten years when

people aren’t so close to it and so tender about it.”

Strauss supported me.

When she insisted that she would do it immediately, I

cautioned that she was going to regret it. Both my hunches



came true. The book project backfired, to her regret.

Many times when I was with the Reagans, they brought up

their daughter Patti Davis. I could see that they were both

burdened and sometimes discouraged about their rocky

relationship with her. We had prayer for her often. After it

was announced that Ron had Alzheimer’s disease, Patti

published her book Angels Don’t Die. In it she complimented

both her parents, but especially her father, for what he had

taught her about spiritual and moral values.

In the forty years since first meeting Ronald Reagan, he

has taught me a lot, not so much through words as by

example. His optimistic spirit was contagious. I have often

been a worrier (if biting my fingernails was any sign), even

though I know underneath it all that God is in charge.

But I have always found Reagan’s attitude to be upbeat. I

thought that attitude affected the country psychologically

and won him much admiration even among his critics. It

wasn’t just a stiff-upper-lip attitude; rather, it was genuine

cheeriness and good hu-mor—part of his charisma. As a

good example, when he was shot he quipped, “I forgot to

duck.” That spirit was infectious, and the nation was the

better for it.

On June 14, 1989, after his presidential term was over, the

Queen of England honored Reagan. I was in England at the

time; he called me about thirty minutes after the ceremony.

“Guess what?” he said. “I’ve just been knighted!”

“Well, congratulations, Sir Ronald!” I said.

He laughed. His reaction was a blend of seriousness and

humor—grateful for what the honor represented, and yet

refusing to take himself too seriously.

After he left office, we stayed close to Ron and Nancy. His

life in retirement was packed with travel and engagements

and a multitude of responsibilities. Still, loyal friend that he

was, he found time to talk to me on the telephone or send

me an occasional handwritten letter inquiring about my

health and assuring Ruth and me of his and Nancy’s



prayers. I have seen them in California from time to time

and several times have attended Bel Air Presbyterian

Church with them.

I also saw him at the funeral for Richard Nixon on April 27,

1994, where he joined the other former presidents and

President Clinton in paying tribute. I could tell, however,

that some of the old sparkle was gone, and I was very

saddened when they announced some months later that he

had been diagnosed with Alzheimer’s disease. At the same

time, their openness and courage in the face of this

debilitating illness have been an inspiration to us all.

While he was President, Ronald Reagan bestowed on me

one of the highest honors I could ever imagine. On February

23, 1983, he presented me with the Presidential Medal of

Freedom, the highest civilian honor our government gives to

an American, for service to the nation. I felt unworthy of the

honor, and still do. But whatever else it means, it will always

remind me of the generosity and friendship of a remarkable

man and a warm and enduring personal friend, Ronald

Wilson Reagan.
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A New Day Dawning
Romania, Hungary, Russia 1985–1992

 

Very few people—including me—ever imagined that

Communism in eastern Europe and the Soviet Union would

collapse almost overnight. For years I had been saying

privately that Soviet-style Communism was both

unworkable and unnatural and couldn’t last indefinitely. But

as we approached the mid-1980s, no one could have

predicted that in half a dozen years the Berlin Wall would be

torn down and the Soviet Union disbanded.

And yet as we traveled to that part of the world, we were

already seeing definite signs by 1985 that change was

taking place. I was convinced it was only a matter of time

before those first trickles became a torrent.

ROMANIA

 
On the surface, nothing seemed further from that conviction

when we took our trip in 1985 to Romania, a year after

touring the Soviet Union.

In 1977 I asked Walter Smyth to go to Bucharest with a

humanitarian gift from the BGEA World Emergency Fund to

help Romania recover from a disastrous earthquake. While

there, he opened the discussion with church and

government leaders about the prospect of a visit. Four years

later, Alex Haraszti followed up with a series of trips,

sometimes traveling in unheated trains during fierce winter

blizzards. Conversations also were held with the Ro-manian

Embassy in Washington.



One complication was Romania’s human rights situation.

In 1975, in an effort to nudge Romania toward a more open

policy, the United States had granted the Most Favored

Nation (MFN) trading status, guaranteeing favorable tariff

treatment on goods imported into the United States. (The

term was something of a misnomer, since most nations

trading with the United States had that same status.) Each

year Romania’s MFN status came up before Congress for

renewal, and each year some groups contended it should be

withdrawn because of human rights violations. The desire to

keep that crucial status was almost certainly a major reason

why Romania opened the door for us: it was trying to

impress its American critics with the freedom it gave (or

seemed to give) to religious believers.

Our visit was also complicated by the situation in

Transylvania, an area of Romania that had been part of

Hungary. The government’s strenuous attempts to integrate

the Hungarian ethnic minority into Romanian culture—a

process that included suppressing the Hungarian language

and Hungarian cultural customs—continued to meet with

much opposition, both in Transylvania and from the

Hungarian government. Because several cities on our tour

were in Transylvania, we found both the Romanian

government and the local ethnic Hungarian leaders

attempted to pull us into the controversy—something I was

determined to resist.

The Baptists had a strong and growing ministry in

Romania; they were joined in the invitation to us by the

dominant Romanian Orthodox Church, in addition to the

Roman Catholic Church, the Reformed Church, and various

smaller denominations—fourteen different groups in all.

Even the Jewish synagogue in Bucharest welcomed me; on

the eve of Rosh Hashanah, I was introduced by Rabbi Rosen

and spoke to the congregation from Psalm 23.

The entire visit, however, took place in an atmosphere of

tense political pressures, protracted negotiations, and even



broken promises. Almost every evening, Alex and John were

up past midnight attempting to hammer out details of the

following day’s schedule with our government contact. One

night, after a particularly difficult session, John said he was

afraid I was going to be declared persona non grata and

expelled from the country.

The seven-city tour was marked by massive crowds, in

excess of 100,000 at some stops—by far the largest we saw

anywhere in eastern Europe. Everywhere we went, we found

ample evidence of spiritual hunger and openness.

Our first evangelistic meeting was near the northwestern

city of Suceava, in the beautiful mountainous region of

Moldavia, not far from the Soviet border. Here Metropolitan

Teoctist of the Roma-nian Orthodox Church took me on a

tour of several ancient Ortho-dox monasteries. They were

unlike the cathedrals I was familiar with in western Europe,

where elaborate stained-glass windows depicted biblical

passages and figures. In Romania the monasteries did not

have stained glass but instead had equally elaborate

paintings or frescoes, also based on biblical themes, on the

outside walls. The paint had lasted for hundreds of years,

just as brilliant now as when it had first been brushed on.

One in particular I remember. (I even used it later as a

sermon illustration.) Called “The Ladder of Heaven,” it

portrayed the final judgment. Angels were assisting pilgrims

on their way up an inclined ladder leading to Heaven, while

demons clung to their heels and tried to pull them off the

ladder into the lake of fire. We also visited the monastery at

Putna, where Stephen the Great (1457–1504), Moldavia’s

heroic king, was entombed.

On a beautiful day—Sunday, September 8—some miles

outside Suceava, I preached at the Verona monastery. It was

one of the annual festivals of the Romanian Orthodox

Church. As we traveled there, we passed thousands of

people streaming to the event, many of them walking or in

carts or wagons drawn by animals. The large walled



courtyard of the old monastery was filled, with people even

climbing trees to listen; and thousands more outside the

walls were able to hear via the special sound system

installed within the courtyard.

Next we traveled to the Transylvanian city of Cluj-Napoca.

On the way to the service in a Reformed church that

evening, we were greeted by 15,000 people lining the

streets many blocks from the church, with thousands more

crowded into the square in front. Walter and John got

separated from us and were almost trampled by people

rushing toward the church; the police had to rescue them.

Some 8,000 people jammed the church, but no

loudspeakers were permitted outside. Immediately

afterward, we went to St. Michael’s Roman Catholic Church

for another service, with 3,500 packed inside and an

estimated 5,000 outside; again speakers were not permitted

outside the church, in spite of our vigorous protests.

Romanian authorities had promised that we would be

permitted to place loudspeakers outside all the host

churches, and also that we could run television relays to

large screens in other churches. Our friend David Rennie

from London, a businessman in the field of electronics, had

come with a team of experts especially to supervise these

installations. In each city, however, permission was

withdrawn by the authorities. Alex theorized later that the

Romanian authorities had simply not believed that people

would come to hear the Gospel and had therefore felt free

to make promises they wouldn’t have to keep. But when the

crowds did come, the authorities became thoroughly

alarmed. Perhaps they feared that if they permitted

loudspeakers at one location, even larger crowds would

gather at the next.

Church officials in Oradea and Arad managed to put

loudspeakers in place anyway. At one place, I heard, a police

officer told a man who was stringing wire to some

loudspeakers to take them down.



“You take them down,” said the man with a shrug. “They’ll

kill me if I do it.”

The crowd of thousands, already assembled hours in

advance, clearly was not going to allow the speakers to be

removed without a struggle. They stayed in place.

In spite of this official attitude, the assistance provided to

us was little short of astonishing. The government gave us

the use of two airplanes from the state-run airline—one to

carry our equipment and television crew, the other to carry

our Team. We had police escorts everywhere to get us

through the crowds. Even so, because of the crush of the

crowd, we feared for our lives in Ti-misoara. There were an

estimated 150,000 people that night in front of the

cathedral.

Coming out of the packed Orthodox cathedral that

evening, we were absolutely mobbed. Many in the crowd

were upset because the loudspeakers that they could see

outside were dead; apparently, the authorities had cut the

wires. The people, forced to stand outside for the entire

service, unable to hear anything, wanted me to preach from

the cathedral steps. But without amplification, I could not do

so; nor would the police have allowed it.

As we came down the steps, the crush of the crowd was

so great that I didn’t know if we could make it. The people

were very warm and friendly, though; even if I couldn’t

preach to them, they wanted to see or to touch us. Most of

our Team made it down the long steps to the waiting cars. I

couldn’t help but think of my secretary, Stephanie Wills,

who—along with the Romanian woman accompanying her

and a woman from the American Embassy—was caught in

that mass behind me. Finally, quite shaken up, they made it

back to the hotel.

When we returned to Bucharest at the end of our trip,

Pres-ident Ceausxescu, alarmed and surprised by the

favorable public reaction, abruptly canceled my visit with

him; I was received instead by a lesser official. Ceausxescu



apparently was afraid that if he received me, some people

might think he approved of what had happened. He may

also have interpreted the huge crowds as a cloaked

demonstration against his regime. In some ways I was sorry;

I had been looking forward to sharing my faith in Christ with

him.

HUNGARY

 
A few days later, we returned once again to Hungary. The

contrast with Romania was startling, for almost

immediately, Hungarian officials went out of their way to

give us two unprecedented opportunities.

First, however, they expressed great concern over some of

my alleged statements, which had appeared in the

Romanian government’s news service; those statements

made it sound as though I supported Romania’s policies

toward the ethnic Hungarian minority in Tran-sylvania. We

hurriedly produced the full text of my remarks, however,

and the officials realized that the Romanian news reports

had misquoted me.

On September 21, in the southern city of Pecs, I

participated in a first for us in eastern Europe: an

unrestricted outdoor Gospel meeting. To meet the legal

technicality of holding the event on church grounds, I

preached over a powerful public address system from the

steps of the Roman Catholic cathedral. Bishop Cserhati

introduced me. The crowd stretched farther than I could see,

well beyond the limits of church property. Halfway down the

street loomed a gigantic Diamond Vision TV screen. The

sponsors had been permitted to import it from England for

this occasion, enabling people several blocks away from the

church to see close up in broad daylight.

An even more astounding breakthrough occurred the next

day back in Budapest; we were given use of a 12,500-seat

public sports arena in the center of the city. It was the first

time in many decades, to our knowledge, that a public



venue had been used for an evangelistic meeting in eastern

Europe. I couldn’t explain that in any other way than God’s

doing. Perhaps his unwitting agent might have been Janos

Berecz, the third-ranking official in Hungary’s government. I

had developed a pleasant acquaintance with him on a

previous visit. Although a Communist, he collected

miniature Bibles and other books as a hobby. I gave him

several old miniature Bibles, including a few Russ Busby had

found in London.

Four hours before the start of the September 22 meeting,

every seat in the indoor arena was taken; many had to stay

outside to listen over loudspeakers. The Hungarians’ love of

music is legendary, and a large choir, accompanied by a

volunteer symphony orchestra, had been recruited for the

event from virtually every Christian denomination. Even

without special political insight, I felt that eastern Europe

was on the brink of massive change.

THE SOVIET UNION

 
Four years after our 1984 tour, we returned to the Soviet

Union, this time to join with others in the celebration of the

thousandth anniversary of the Russian Orthodox Church in

June 1988. Although the schedule was crammed with

services and other meetings, the heady climate of glasnost

and perestroika under General Secretary Mikhail Gorbachev

added new dimensions to everything.

In some ways, I wasn’t surprised at the changes Mr.

Gorbachev was making. Some months before, while he was

in Washington for a state visit, I met him and was impressed

by his charm and his new perspectives. As soon as I entered

the Russian Embassy for a small reception in December

1987, former Soviet Ambassador Dobrynin made a beeline

for me, wanting to make sure that I met Gorbachev.

“Oh, yes, I have heard about you,” he said as he greeted

me warmly. “You’ve been in our country, and when you

come back, we will welcome you again.”



Gorbachev spoke to all of us at that 1987 reception for

over an hour. I was seated only a few feet in front of him at

a small round table, with former Secretary of State Cyrus

Vance on one side of me and Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard

Shevardnadze on the other.

A reporter asked me afterward if I had noticed anything

special about Gorbachev’s eyes at that close range. They

were not cold eyes, I replied, but warm and dancing.

Gorbachev spoke with animation and laughed, I added, and

he impressed me as being sincere.

What also caught my attention was that three times, when

speaking to us about the need for a sense of values or a

moral base for his proposed reforms, he used the word

spiritual. “You know,” one U.S. senator said to me later, “he

was talking about religion.” And when Gorbachev stepped

off the plane in Washington at the beginning of that visit, he

said, “May God help us.”

Not by any stretch of the imagination did this imply that

he was a Christian. But in his secularist or Marxist way, it

seemed to me he reflected a hazy yearning for the kingdom

of God. So many of his phrases, as he described what the

Soviet Union could become through glasnost and

perestroika, sounded almost biblical.

As Gorbachev was concluding, I became a little uneasy;

we were due at the White House for the state dinner soon,

and I still had to go dress in my tuxedo. As it turned out,

Ruth and I were among the last to arrive for the dinner.

The 1988 celebration in Russia commemorated the time a

thousand years ago when Prince Vladimir of Rus, founder of

modern Russia, embraced Christianity and promptly ordered

all his subjects to be baptized in the Dnieper River near

Kiev.

From then until the Bolshevik Revolution, Orthodox Chris-

tianity was the official Russian state religion. Now the

Russian Or-thodox Church was celebrating its millennium. I



gladly accepted the Orthodox invitation to participate in

their celebration; all who professed to believe and follow

Christ deserved whatever encouragement in the faith we

could give.

I did not accept without a few misgivings, though. For one

thing, some Ukrainians in America were sensitive about

developments in their homeland and did not look too

favorably on my projected visit to Kiev, Orthodoxy’s

birthplace. Furthermore, my more conservative American

colleagues were still troubled by what struck them as

compromises I was making with a nondemocratic

government and a nonevangelical religious body.

That a religious anniversary could be celebrated at all in

the Soviet Union was certainly a sign of the changing times.

In fact, during his visits to Moscow to prepare for our trip,

Alex Haraszti had perceived a sharp split within the Soviet

government over whether the thousandth anniversary

should be acknowledged or totally ignored. At the very

most, it was argued by some, it should be downplayed. I am

convinced that the final decision to give public prominence

to the occasion did much to foster later changes in that

society.

At the churches where I spoke, old restrictions were

overthrown. Loudspeakers were set up outside to carry the

message to people who could not get in, reaching even the

people a block or more away.

Far from restricting religious observances to church

facilities, the government gave permission to hold two main

events of the millennial commemoration at the Bolshoi

Theater in Moscow and the Shevchenko Theater in Kiev. At

the Bolshoi, Mrs. Raisa Gorbachev sat in the first row, just

four seats away from the pulpit, while I gave my address.

And for the first time, a religious event—the millennial

celebration—was featured extensively in the Soviet media.

In recognition of our presence, the Kremlin arranged for us

to be received by the longtime foreign minister, Andrey



Gromyko. He spoke to us in the Presidium council chamber

about the impact of new policies on church life. At an

appropriate moment afterward, we were able to distribute

the Russian Bibles we had brought along for high-level

officials, each handsomely bound in leather and

personalized with the name of a Politburo member

embossed on the cover. Both Mr. Gromyko and Mr.

Gorbachev were among those who were given personal

copies.

The next day our caravan of cars traveled the forty or fifty

miles to Zagorsk to visit a special council meeting of the

Holy Synod of the Orthodox Church. The ancient monastery

in Zagorsk has been cherished for centuries as the center of

Russia’s spiritual life. There Patriarch Pimen, host of the

millennial celebration, greeted us warmly, although he was

ill and clearly in failing health. Mr. Konstantin Kharchev, the

new head of the government’s Council for Religious Affairs,

was present too and to my surprise thanked me for urging

liberalization of government policy toward churches. I had

done little, but it was encouraging to hear him say that a

common desire for higher moral principles was leading to a

new era of church and state cooperation.

“We have never found ultimate truth,” he said wistfully. “I

would like to believe it exists somewhere.”

“Ultimate truth,” I responded, “does exist in the Person

who said, ‘I am the way, the truth, and the life’” (John 14:6,

KJV).

I gave him a Bible and told him I would pray for him.

From Moscow we flew to Kiev in a Russian-built plane

(similar to a 727) that looked as if it were falling apart. A

number of church leaders attending the millennial

celebration were on board. I remember sitting on the floor

talking with Cardinal John O’Connor of New York about the

way Protestant–Roman Catholic relations had changed.

The largest audience I spoke to in the Soviet Union was at

the Cathedral of St. Vladimir in Kiev, where 15,000 people



not only packed the huge building but also spilled out into

the surrounding courtyard. That service received coverage

on national radio and television and in the two official

newspapers, Pravda and Izvestia. The metropolitan there

extended me every courtesy.

A fascinating sidelight did not make the newspapers. In

the course of preparing for the service, church officials

realized that the electrical system in the cathedral wouldn’t

be up to the demands of the television lights and the special

sound system that were to be installed both inside and

outside the building. At the request of those church officials,

therefore, and almost certainly with the permission of

political and military authorities in Moscow, the Red Army

trucked in one of its large portable generators and parked it

outside the church.

As the congregation approached the cathedral that

evening, their eyes must have popped at the sight of

military vehicles around the cathedral—and at the

friendliness of the military personnel. If the Christians were

amazed, so were the Red Army technicians, I suspect! This

sort of church-state cooperation surely was a first in the

Soviet Union.

In Kiev I spoke also at the little Baptist church that

normally held several hundred. A few thousand were packed

inside and around the whole neighborhood outside the

church. We could hardly get our car through the crowd to

the building.

Later about fifteen of us met with members of the

Politburo of the Ukraine. The prime minister, a woman, sat

with us and answered our questions. She said immediately—

for the benefit of her colleagues and the tape recorders, I

suspect—that she was a Com-munist and an atheist.

Afterward, though, she took me aside and conversed in

excellent English.

“You know, Dr. Graham, I always go on a certain day to

see my mother, who lives beyond the Baptist church where



you preached. I’m always amazed as I pass that church that

it’s so filled with young people.”

She paused.

“I have my driver stop the car sometimes just so I can

watch them.”

She paused again.

“There’s something about the Baptists that attracts young

people.”

A RETURN TO HUNGARY

 
One year after the millennial celebration in Russia, we

returned once again to Hungary, in July 1989. In what can

only be described as a miracle, we went to hold a huge

evangelistic rally in Hungary’s largest outdoor stadium.

Months in advance, we were permitted to send one of our

Crusade preparation teams there to help organize the

details of the meeting. We also were permitted to translate

and publish our counseling materials and to advertise the

meeting—the sort of preparations we always made for

Crusade meetings back in the States.

All attendance records were broken at that rally; every

seat was taken, and people also packed the grassy

perimeter of the playing field. Statistics never tell the whole

story, of course, but everyone was astonished that an

estimated 110,000 people attended.

When the Invitation was given, 35,000 people jammed the

playing field and overflowed onto the running track. Never

in our ministry had such a high percentage responded. The

sponsors had been optimistic; 25,000 counseling packets

had been prepared in advance. The supply ran out, of

course, and in the crush of the crowd no one could get

through to pass them out. Instead, people just tossed them

over their heads to those behind. Despite that seeming

chaos, about 20,000 inquirers managed to turn in, or mail

in, cards with their names and addresses for follow-up by

the Hungarian churches.



My four visits to Hungary in twelve years absolutely fixed

my conviction that the Holy Spirit was releasing a spiritual

force in that part of the world that was bound to challenge

the atheistic philosophy that had dominated nations in that

region for decades.

MOSCOW

 
In July 1991, I was in Moscow again. In the intervening three

years since the 1988 millennial celebration, a virtual

revolution had taken place in the Soviet Union. Old ideas

and old restrictions were swept aside in every area of life,

including religion. Things that would have been impossible—

even inconceivable—a few years before were now a reality.

This time I presided at an evangelism training conference

that the BGEA sponsored. The Orthodox Church did not

participate officially, although it was Patriarch Pimen

(recently deceased) who, in a way, had invited me to

conduct evangelism training in the Soviet Union. When he

was lying ill at the Zagorsk monastery in 1988, he asked me

to pray with him. I sat by his side for a long time and held

his hand. He told me again, as he had on an earlier visit,

that he wanted his priests to learn how to preach

evangelistic sermons. I prayed for him as my brother in

Christ.

Pimen’s successor, Patriarch Alexei II, the Estonian who

had welcomed us when he was metropolitan in Tallinn, was

cautious about giving his official endorsement to our

training conference. He was new in office and facing an

evangelical Protestant resurgence that worried some of his

own bishops and priests. But he was as cordial as ever

toward me, sending a messenger to ask if I could meet with

him that Saturday. Regrettably, it was my departure day,

and my schedule simply couldn’t be stretched any further.

If ever there was a miracle, the Moscow School of

Evangelism was it. More than 4,900 Soviet Protestant

pastors, lay preachers, and teachers gathered to hear a



number of speakers from various countries on evangelism.

Among them were my son Franklin and my daughter Anne

Graham Lotz. We convened in an atmosphere of optimism

that was almost intoxicating. Delegates went into the

streets and onto buses, boldly witnessing for Christ, open

Bibles in their hands—an amazing sign of the changes

taking place.

And there were other signs of growing religious freedom

throughout the country: the importation of Bibles and other

Chris-tian literature was rising almost to flood level, and

Soviet children were again allowed to attend churches and

to receive religious instruction.

The Moscow School of Evangelism wasn’t without its

difficulties, however. In fact, we were not certain it would

even be held until almost the last minute. We had arranged

for the use of an indoor sports arena next to Lenin Stadium,

as well as for housing and food for our delegates at the

nearby Moscow State University, but negotiations over the

details continued up to our arrival. Some officials, having

cast off the old ways of doing things, were now much more

concerned about money (especially hard currency). As a

result, disagreements arose over financial arrangements

that we considered morally and legally questionable.

From Europe en route to Moscow, we had many telephone

conversations with members of our executive committee

and staff, and with John Corts, our chief operating officer,

with whom the primary responsibility rested. Some of our

staff and legal counsel joined us in Europe, where we spent

two days in prayer and discussion. We affirmed that if the

contract could not be negotiated in a totally legal and

ethical way, we would cancel even at this late date. I

realized that scores of delegates were already on their way

from outside Moscow, and there would be great

disappointment. It was one of the low spiritual and

emotional moments in my ministry. However, at the last



minute the arrangements worked out—honorably and

ethically.

The conference itself was almost beyond belief. Seldom

have I seen such eagerness to learn the Bible and to

develop practical skills for evangelism. A surprising number

of the participants were highly educated people—

schoolteachers, engineers, artists, and other professionals—

who grew up under atheism but became Christians within

the last year or so. Previously, most Christians in the Soviet

Union had been barred from higher education and from

positions of influence.

Although I was busy with the conference, I also had

several unprecedented opportunities with the media. The

top interviewer over the main channel, Channel One, gave

me a good going-over, asking penetrating questions about

God and the nature of faith. I sensed that he was inquiring

from a personal as well as a professional standpoint.

Curiosity about religion seemed widespread: for the first

time, people in the street felt free to talk about religion, and

many openly expressed their longing for some type of

spiritual reality.

The last day of the conference General Secretary

Gorbachev received me in his office for about forty minutes,

the first time I had been with him in that setting. Our two-

minute appearance together before the television cameras

was shown throughout the USSR in all eleven time zones on

a top-rated news show. The subject of spiritual values in

society was uppermost in our conversation. A friend of mine

who headed the All-Union Council of Evangelical Christians-

Baptists, the Reverend Grigori Komendant, was at my side.

Serving as chairman of the Moscow School of Evangelism,

he could hardly believe that, for the first time in his

remembrance, a Soviet evangelical leader was inside the

Kremlin freely talking with the head of state.

On July 13, the day before I left for America, I was

unexpectedly invited to meet with Boris Yeltsin at his office



in the Kremlin. We talked together for an hour. I got the

impression that he was even more interested in the religious

side of things than Mr. Gorbachev. He did not hesitate to tell

me that he no longer was a Communist. I thought he

sounded pleased when he volunteered that his three

granddaughters all wore crosses now.

Only a few weeks after we left the Soviet Union, old-line

Communist leaders attempted a coup. For several days, the

fate of democratic reform in the USSR hung in the balance. I

could not help but thank God for the opening He had given

us for training so many during the School of Evangelism.

What might they be facing in the future?

As an anxious world watched, the coup collapsed on

August 21, with a minimum of bloodshed. Three days later,

General Secretary Gorbachev, at Yeltsin’s insistence,

disbanded the Central Committee of the Communist Party of

the Soviet Union, effectively ending not only Gorbachev’s

own leadership but also seven decades of Marxist rule.

A new day had truly dawned, not only politically but also

religiously, in what had once been the world’s strongest

bastion of atheism. And with those changes, new

opportunities for the proclamation of the Gospel opened up.

Almost immediately after the failed coup, we were

approached by Russian church leaders about the possibility

of holding a full-scale evangelistic Crusade in Moscow and

perhaps several other cities. Sensing that God had opened

the door, we accepted the invitation for October 1992.

For logistical reasons, we felt it best to concentrate on

Moscow. Difficulties in transportation and communication,

we realized, would make it almost impossible to undertake

the massive organization required for such an extensive

effort in more than one city.

The preparations had their own set of difficulties. For one

thing, most Russian church leaders had very little

experience in organizing any sort of outreach to the larger



public. In addition, many things—such as the rapid printing

of materials and the availability of office supplies—were

enormously difficult, if not impossible. (We ended up having

most of the printing done in Finland.) Renting office space

and obtaining housing for our Crusade staff was a complex

process as well, since most buildings were still under

government ownership.

Even communication between our office in Moscow and

our home base in Minneapolis was uncertain. One or two

enterprising firms from the West had managed to leapfrog

the notoriously unreliable Russian telephone system by

setting up satellite connections and running fiber-optic

cables to offices through the Moscow sewer system.

Nevertheless, Blair Carlson, who headed our pre-Crusade

preparation staff, found that his satellite telephone kept

breaking down at the wrong time.

There likewise were problems securing an adequate

facility. The 38,000-seat Olympic Stadium, a massive

covered arena constructed especially for the 1980 Olympics,

finally turned out to be the ideal venue.

Although advertising in post-Communist Russia was still in

its infancy, we managed to obtain a number of prominent

billboards; ours was the largest nongovernment advertising

campaign to date. Leaflets describing the meetings and

giving a brief Gospel message, 3.2 million of them, were

delivered to every Moscow mailbox. Thirty training centers

were organized for weekly Bible studies following the

Crusade, supplementing the work of the small number of

churches in Moscow.

Every night the covered Olympic Stadium was packed

beyond capacity. Overflow crowds in the thousands stood

outside in the chilly, late-October air to watch over a large-

screen television. At the final meeting, on a Sunday

afternoon, an estimated 50,000 people jammed the

stadium; an additional 20,000 watched outside.



I worked diligently in my sermons to make the Gospel as

clear and as simple as possible. Most of those listening, I

knew, had virtually no knowledge of the Bible or of Christ.

And yet I also tried to set forth as forcefully as possible

Christ’s call to leave the past behind and to become His

followers.

As many as 7,000 people signed up for the choir, and at

every service we also had special music by various Russian

Christian musical groups. On Saturday night, the soaring

voices of a magnificent men’s chorus resounded throughout

the huge, overflowing stadium, triumphantly echoing the

familiar strains of one of America’s best-loved hymns of

faith, the “Battle Hymn of the Republic.”

In the beauty of the lillies,

Christ was born across the sea,

With a glory in His bosom

that transfigures you and me;

As He died to make men holy,

let us live to make men free,

While God is marching on.

 
Glory! Glory, hallelujah!

Glory! Glory, hallelujah!

Glory! Glory, hallelujah!

Our God is marching on.

 
In spite of the familiar English words and the familiar

stirring melody, this was not America. Nor were these

American singers. They were the Russian Army Chorus,

known for many decades as the Red Army Chorus—a group

recognized all over the world not only for their musical

talent but also for their role as one of the Soviet Union’s

chief propaganda tools!

Later in the service, I watched in awe as over half the

audience—one of the highest percentages in my entire

ministry—surged forward at the Invitation (even before



Viktor Hamm could finish his translation into Russian!) to

commit their lives to Jesus Christ.

After the final service, I stood in my hotel room

overlooking the Kremlin and watched the snow falling and

the lights illuminating the beautiful towers and churches of

the Kremlin and Red Square. I couldn’t help but think back

to the prayer I had uttered in Lenin Stadium when Grady

and I first visited Moscow as tourists in 1959, asking God for

an opportunity to preach the Gospel in that nation. Over

thirty years had passed, and Grady was now in Heaven, but

now, beyond doubt, God had answered our prayer.
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I will never forget him. . . .

Several thousand of us had crowded into the huge hall,

part of Amsterdam’s RAI Center complex. It had been

converted into a massive dining room, with long tables on

which were served pre-packaged meals in aluminum

containers. The event was the 1986 International

Conference for Itinerant Evangelists, the second such

conference we had held. It marked the culmination of a

dream I’d had for many years: to bring together evangelists

from all over the world for training and inspiration.

Ruth and I sat down and shook his hand. From his clothes,

we suspected that he came from a poor country and had

very little. But his face had a gentleness and joy about it

that were immediately apparent; it also revealed the sense

of purpose and commitment I had seen often during the

opening days of the conference.

This evangelist and the others in the hall were on the

cutting edge—men and women from some of the hardest

places on earth, many bearing the physical and

psychological scars of persecution. Many of them, I knew,

had spent time in prison for their faith.

“Where are you from?” I inquired.

“I am from Botswana.”

In response to my gentle prodding, he told us something

about his ministry. He said he traveled, often on foot, from

village to village, preaching the Gospel of Christ to anyone



who would listen. It was, he admitted, discouraging at times,

with frequent opposition and very little response.

“Are there many Christians in Botswana?” I asked.

“A few,” he replied. “Only a very few.”

“What is your background? Did you go to a Bible school or

get any education to help you?”

“Well, actually,” he said, “I got my master’s degree from

Cambridge University.”

I was immediately ashamed that I had stereotyped him as

an uneducated man. I was also humbled, not only because

he was far better educated than I was but because of

something else: any man returning to his underdeveloped

homeland of Botswana with a coveted Cambridge degree

would have virtually unlimited opportunities for political

power, social position, and economic advancement. And yet

this man was completely content to follow Christ’s calling

for him as an evangelist. He could truly say, in the Apostle

Paul’s words, that “whatever was to my profit I now consider

loss for the sake of Christ” (Philippians 3:7).

Who could say what impact for Christ a man like this

would have in the Africa of the future? I said a silent prayer

of gratitude for his dedication, and for the opportunity God

had given us to bring together such a unique group from

across the world, about 8,000 itinerant evangelists from one

hundred and seventy-four countries, for training and

encouragement.

This 1986 Amsterdam conference, and its predecessor in

1983, were the culmination of a series of international

conferences with which we had been involved for more than

two decades; all had as their central theme the evangelistic

task of the Church.

As our ministry expanded in the 1950s, my travels brought

me into contact with a wide variety of Christian leaders and

organizations. Some of them were strongly committed to

evangelism and were reaching their cultures with the



message of Christ. Many, however, lacked training and had

little contact with those who were doing evangelism in

effective and creative ways. Furthermore, I came to realize,

many churches and leaders had lost sight of the priority of

evangelism; some were even ignoring evangelism

altogether.

This had not always been the case. In the nineteenth

century, evangelism was a central concern of the Church,

with thousands of missionaries going to the ends of the

earth and making Christian-ity a truly worldwide movement.

This explosion in evangelism—the greatest in the history of

the Church—was accompanied by the establishment of

schools, hospitals, literacy programs, and indigenous

churches and denominations. For the first time in history,

the goal of world evangelization seemed to be in reach.

In 1910 church leaders came together—under the slogan

“the evangelization of the world in this generation”—in

Edinburgh, Scotland, for a historic conference on missions

and evangelism. One of the conference conveners was John

R. Mott, who had come to Christ as a student under Dwight

L. Moody. Their emphasis was on uniting together to

evangelize the world, and Edinburgh 1910 influenced a

whole generation of youth who committed themselves to

world missions. The modern ecumenical movement, which

traces its roots back to this time, was born out of the vision

for worldwide evangelism conceived by John Mott, Robert

Speer, and their colleagues. The founding of the

International Missionary Council in 1921—a direct result of

Edinburgh 1910—seemed to offer even greater hope of

reaching the goal. Other winds were blowing, however, and

in time the vision of worldwide evangelism faded.

I respected the attempts of the original architects of the

World Council of Churches (founded in 1948) to bring many

segments of the Church into a harmonious relationship. A

cornerstone of the ecumenical movement’s concern was

expressed in Jesus’ prayer for his disciples in John 17:21



—“that all of them may be one, Father.” But that prayer was

directly related to the evangelistic imperative for the

Church, for Jesus continued in the same verse, “May they

also be in us so that the world may believe ” (italics mine). I

feared that in some circles, however, the preoccupation with

unity was overshadowing a commitment to evangelism and

biblical theology.

Perhaps God wanted to use our ministry to reaffirm the

priority of biblical evangelism for the Church and to call

Christians of different backgrounds to commit themselves to

the cause of evangelism. In fact, we had discovered that the

only word that would bring some of them together was

evangelism.

This concern grew, and in time we called together a select

group of evangelical leaders from various parts of the world

to discuss the issue. I set forth several goals for such a

gathering in a letter to a friend in Scotland, the Reverend

Tom Allan, in December 1958. (In addition to being pastor of

one of Glasgow’s most prestigious churches, Tom was also a

member of the Department of Evangelism of the World

Council of Churches.) These goals would guide us

throughout the conferences we would call in the next two

and a half decades.

I added: “I believe there is a desperate need for such a

conference at this time of confusion and the necessary

readjustment of evangelism and missions in the face of

changing conditions. Perhaps out of this conference could

come . . . a new unity among the Lord’s people to get the

job of world evangelization done in our generation.”

MONTREUX

 
Our first efforts were modest. In 1960, 33 Christian leaders

from twelve countries gathered at my invitation in

Montreux, Switzer-land, from August 16 to 18. (Following

that small conference, we held Crusades in Bern, Zurich,

Basel, and Lausanne before going on to Germany for three



Crusades.) We invited, among others, John Stott from Great

Britain and Clyde Taylor from the United States. All of the

participants were people who had been supportive of our

Crusades in various places and had become personal friends

and advisers.

The theme of the informal gathering was “God’s Strategy

in Missions and Evangelism.” I was the chairman, and as our

time together went along, I would ask different people to

bring devotions or to speak the next day. We discussed the

problems and opportunities for evangelism in a world that

seemed to be moving rapidly toward secularization.

At the peaceful lakeside setting, we all sensed a

deepening spirit of unity among us, and a fresh commitment

to do what we could to promote the cause of evangelism. At

the same time, no formal document came forth from that

gathering, nor were there firm plans for any further

meetings.

About four years later, Dr. Victor Nelson came by my hotel

room one day when I was speaking in Nova Scotia, Canada.

Victor was a wise and valued colleague who had retired

from a fruitful ministry as a Presbyterian pastor to join our

organization in Minneap-olis; at the time of our

conversation, he was coordinating Crusades in Canada for

some of our associate evangelists. I respected his counsel

greatly.

“Billy, if you just puddle-jump from Crusade to Crusade all

over the world,” he said bluntly, “you’ll never accomplish

what you could and should accomplish. You not only need to

do this work yourself, but you need to multiply your efforts.

You need to train others to do effective evangelistic work

also.”

I knew he was right. In spite of an almost nonstop Crusade

schedule, I sensed that we needed to work toward an

international conference on evangelism.

BERLIN



 
Part of the problem was that there was no real worldwide

network—formal or informal—of evangelicals or evangelists.

A beginning had been made in 1951 with the founding of

the World Evangelical Fellowship. Its membership was

limited, however; and many evangelicals, particularly in the

traditional mainline churches, were not associated with it.

Some of us thought it would be strategic to convene a

conference in Rome. I asked George Wilson and Stan

Mooneyham of my staff to investigate. They reported that

Rome had excellent meeting facilities, with simultaneous

translation capabilities available at a reasonable cost. Tom

Allan, however, wisely counseled us against Rome. He

pointed out that the conference might be perceived as anti-

Catholic; at the very least, it would run the risk of being

overshadowed by the deliberations of Vatican II, currently in

session. In the end we chose Berlin, which by this time was

tragically divided by the concrete wall. There we would be

meeting at a symbolic crossroads of clashing ideologies,

expounding Christ as the only answer to the universal desire

for hope and peace.

One concern I had was sponsorship. The Billy Graham

Evan-gelistic Association would have to finance and

organize the event, I realized, but the conference would

have more impact (and might possibly draw a larger cross

section of Christian leaders), if someone else officially

sponsored it.

Then the thought occurred to me, Why not ask Christianity

Today to sponsor it? The magazine had already gained

worldwide prestige among both Protestants and Catholics. I

met with its editor, Dr. Carl Henry, and laid before him my

burden and vision. After we prayed, Carl seized the

opportunity.

Now a whole new set of organizational problems had to be

worked through in a very short time. Those who sat with

Carl to put the program together included Bob Evans,



founder of the Greater Europe Mission, and Clyde Taylor

(who was a strategic thinker), secretary of the World

Evangelical Fellowship. In the end, BGEA organized it and

raised the money. We formally titled the event the World

Congress on Evangelism, but we generally referred to it

simply as the Berlin Congress or Berlin ’66.

As word spread of the planned Congress, a few people

began what I thought was a studied, perhaps even demonic,

campaign to discredit it. One American in Berlin who

represented the United Church of Christ as a “fraternal

worker”—a man later withdrawn by his denomination—

aggressively lobbied against us.

Dr. Kurt Scharf, a newly consecrated bishop of the German

Lutheran Church, somehow got the impression that the

projected Congress was going to be vigorously “anti-

Communist and antiecumenical.” One of our representatives

cleared up this erroneous view with the bishop, who then

agreed to bring greetings at the opening of the Congress.

His one proviso was that I not make any political statements

at the Crusade that was scheduled beforehand.

It certainly was not my intention to be political. But the

concern was shared elsewhere, even among our supporters.

For example, the Reverend E. L. Golonka, who as a native of

Poland understood eastern Europe very well, strongly

warned me about the dangers of giving the impression that

any evangelistic and missionary activities were “connected

with the official policies of the United States and West

German governments.”

Whom should we invite as participants to the Congress?

We carefully formulated general guidelines, but they did not

automatically resolve every issue.

For example, the growing charismatic movement, much of

it associated with Pentecostal denominations, was

somewhat outside mainstream evangelicalism. We did not

bar these denominations from our Crusades, but we did not

particularly encourage their participation either; some of



their ecstatic manifestations were controversial and

disruptive within the broader Christian community. I felt that

my longtime friend Oral Roberts, world renowned for his

preaching and healing ministry as well as for the

development of the university bearing his name in Tulsa,

Oklahoma, should be included among the delegates. I was

not ready to assign him a place on the program, but I was

convinced that his presence would mark the beginning of a

new era in evangelical cooperation.

Although we tried to have participants from numerous

denominations, we made it clear that they were being

invited as individuals, on the basis of their own unique

ministry, not as official repre-sentatives of their

denominations. This gave them the liberty to be themselves

without having to worry about reporting back to any

constituency or hierarchy.

We decided to include observers as well—people who

were not avowed evangelicals (or even, in some cases,

avowed Christians). One of these was Rabbi Arthur Gilbert

from the Anti-Defamation League of B’nai B’rith. Following

the Congress, just before Christmas that year, he wrote to

me and said, “I want to tell you . . . particularly during this

Blessed Season, how meaningful an experience it was for

me to attend the World Evangelical Congress. I was moved

by the depth of spirit demonstrated by the participants, and

I was particularly delighted to see that a sensitivity for

man’s social needs accompanied a commitment to the

proclamation of the Gospel.”

Holding the Congress in Berlin could not help but remind

us that only twenty years or so had passed since the horrors

of the Holocaust. Around the time of the Congress I wrote to

the chairman of the board of trustees of the Jewish

Information Society of America: “I cannot possibly believe

that a true Christian would ever be involved in anything

anti-Semitic.”



The theme of Berlin ’66 was “One Race, One Gospel, One

Task.” Stan Mooneyham, Dr. Victor Nelson, and others from

our staff, as well as several on loan from other

organizations, moved to Berlin to organize details of the

event, which was to be held in the city’s recently completed

Kongresshalle. Carl Henry was the official chairman; I was

designated honorary chairman.

Altogether about 1,200 delegates from one hundred

countries came together for the opening ceremonies on

October 26, 1966. Some of them were well known in

evangelical circles, such as Corrie ten Boom, the valiant

Dutch woman whose thrilling story of survival and

forgiveness during the Nazi Holocaust was later put on film

by our own World Wide Pictures. Others were virtually

unknown, never having traveled outside their own countries.

Two attendees drew special attention. They were members

of the primitive Auca Indian tribe from the jungles of

Ecuador. In 1956 they and their fellow tribesmen speared to

death five young American missionaries who had ventured

into their forest to bring them the Gospel. Because of the

subsequent witness of Rachel Saint, sister of one of the

martyrs, and of Elisabeth Elliot, widow of another, they and

several other members of their tribe came to faith in Christ.

Now, only ten years after the slayings, they were in Berlin—

barefoot still, but adding their voices to the praise of God

and urging us to greater zeal for winning a lost world to the

Savior.

What had happened to our Auca brothers, all of us in

Berlin knew, was what God wanted to happen to every tribe

and tongue and people and nation in the world. These men

were vivid reminders of God’s transforming power.

We decided that we should include a well-known world

leader as a speaker to call attention to the world scope of

the Congress. However, we couldn’t think of anybody in that

category who was an evangelical Christian, in the usual

meaning of that term. Finally, we invited His Imperial



Majesty Haile Selassie I, Emperor of Ethiopia and Protector

of the ancient Ethiopian Orthodox Church. His eloquent

greeting set the tone for the Congress: “However wise or

however mighty a person may be, he is like a ship without a

rudder if he is without God. . . . Therefore, O Christians, let

us arise and, with the spiritual zeal and earnestness which

characterized the Apostles and the early Christians, let us

labor to lead our brothers and sisters to our Savior Jesus

Christ who only can give life in its fullest sense.”

In my opening address, I reminded the delegates of the

1910 Edinburgh conference. “One of the purposes of this

World Con-gress on Evangelism is to make an urgent appeal

to the world church to return to the dynamic zeal for world

evangelization that characterized Edinburgh fifty-six years

ago,” I stated. “The evangelistic harvest is always urgent.

The destiny of men and of nations is always being decided.

Every generation is crucial; every generation is strategic.

But we are not responsible for the past generation, and we

cannot bear full responsibility for the next one. However, we

do have our generation! God will hold us responsible at the

Judgment Seat of Christ for how well we fulfilled our

responsibilities and took advantage of our opportunities.”

One compelling illustration of the challenge facing the

Church was a thirty-foot-high clock in the Kongresshalle’s

foyer; second by second it recorded the net gain in the

world’s population. It indicated to us that during the Berlin

Congress, the population of the world increased by

1,764,216 people for whom Christ died and who needed to

hear the message of Christ before they themselves died.

On Sunday, October 30—the day before the 449th

anniversary of the start of the Protestant Reformation under

Martin Luther—the delegates joined 10,000 others from

Berlin in marching from Wittenberg Square to the Kaiser

Wilhelm Memorial Church. Co-ordinated by staff member Gil

Stricklin, press coverage of that event and the whole

Congress was extensive.



The Berlin Congress issued a final statement underlining

its theme of “One Race, One Gospel, One Task.” That

statement said, in part, “Our goal is nothing short of the

evangelization of the human race in this generation.”

It went on to condemn as sin the divisions caused by

racism: “In the name of Scripture and of Jesus Christ we

condemn racialism wherever it appears. We ask forgiveness

for our past sins in refusing to recognize the clear command

of God to love our fellowmen with a love that transcends

every human barrier and prejudice.”

It concluded with an appeal for a renewed commitment to

evangelism: “Recognizing that the ministry of reconciliation

is given to us all, we seek to enlist every believer and to

close the ranks of all Christians for an effective witness to

our world. . . . Our responsibility is to see that every one is

given the opportunity to decide for Christ in our time.”

What was accomplished at the Berlin Congress? Beyond

forging a new unity among evangelicals, the Congress

served as a catalyst for a number of new efforts in

evangelism. Bill Bright once told me that the Berlin

Congress had given him the vision for Campus Crusade for

Christ, which he had founded some years before, to become

worldwide in its outreach.

Father John Sheerin, an observer at the Congress and

editor of The Catholic World in New York, wrote, “I have

been impressed by the broadening and widening

perspectives, the obedience to the Great Commission, and

the concentration on and reverence for the Bible.”

One reporter who had come to the Congress with a very

negative view said later, “In spite of myself I am deeply

impressed and deeply moved.”

Especially gratifying was the response from some German

Lutheran leaders. In November, after the Congress, I

received a letter from the bishop of Berlin, the venerable

Otto Dibelius, who was a past president of the World Council

of Churches. “Both the Congress and the preceding Crusade



[were] challenging in the best sense of the word,” he wrote,

“and most meaningful to the thousands who attended.”

Certainly a major contribution of the Berlin Congress lay in

its emphasis on the theology of evangelism. The Congress

papers were later collected in two volumes and widely

distributed, thus extending the impact of the event beyond

its original participants.

In his book The Battle for World Evangelism, Dr. Arthur

Johnston summarized another result of the 1966 Congress:

“Evan-gelicalism could now be seen as a significant

international body, capable of even greater evangelistic

exploits, in an age of technology and population explosion.”

The Berlin Congress resulted in several regional

conferences, including gatherings in Singapore (1968),

Minneapolis (1969), Bo-gotá (1969), and Amsterdam (1971).

Local leaders provided the organization and program for

each of these.

The Minneapolis event—the U.S. Congress on Evangelism

—grew out of a group of delegates from the Twin Cities area,

particularly several Lutheran pastors, who had begun

meeting regularly for prayer after the 1966 Congress. Some

5,000 delegates from across the country attended the U.S.

Congress on Evangelism.

Black evangelicals in the United States organized a

Congress on Evangelism in Kansas City in 1970. This was

the first such conference to focus specifically on African-

American evangelism. The host pastor was Dr. John W.

Williams, a prominent black churchman who for many years

until his death was a valued member of the BGEA board of

directors and a distinguished leader in the NAACP.

The European Congress on Evangelism in 1971 drew 1,000

carefully selected delegates from thirty-six countries to

Amsterdam’s RAI Center for a thorough examination of the

theology and practice of evangelism and the challenges

facing the churches of Europe.



LAUSANNE

 
The impact made by the Berlin Congress caused some

people to urge us to consider a second international

conference. They felt that we must not lose the momentum

built up by Berlin. I was reluctant to consider such an event.

The Berlin Congress had involved a great deal of work,

drawing staff time and effort from our Crusade ministry;

furthermore, I knew that the difficult task of raising finances

over and above our regular budget would fall mainly on the

BGEA. And yet there were compelling reasons to convene

another conference.

One reason lay in the debates raging in some religious

circles, particularly within the World Council of Churches

(WCC), over the precise meaning of evangelism. Many

prominent leaders in the WCC sought to uphold a biblical

understanding of evangelism, but the ecumenical

movement by and large was moving in another direction.

For example, in contrast to Berlin, the 1968 Fourth Assembly

of the World Council of Churches, held in the Swedish

university city of Uppsala—an assembly that I attended as

an observer—tended to redefine the good news of the

Gospel in terms of restructuring society instead of calling

individuals to repentance and faith in Christ.

A 1973 Bangkok conference sponsored by the WCC’s Com-

mission of World Mission and Evangelism carried the process

further, focusing even more strongly on social and political

justice to the exclusion of the redemptive heart of the

Gospel to a lost world. Implicit in much of the discussion at

that conference was the assumption that Christ had already

given salvation to every human being (a belief known as

universalism), so that there was no need for humans to

repent or believe in Christ in order to be saved. Such a view

not only cut the nerve of evangelism, it also rejected the

clear teaching of Scripture. This trend alarmed evangelicals,



who found themselves grasping for a more thorough

understanding of a biblical theology of evangelism.

In January 1970, I called together a group of 15 Christian

leaders from various parts of the world to meet in

Washington, D.C., to consider the advisability of another

world Congress. Our feeling then was that the time was not

right.

In December 1971, I called together a slightly larger group

in White Sulphur Springs, West Virginia, to consider the

question once again. I also sent a letter to 150 influential

evangelicals throughout the world, asking for their advice.

This time the consensus was different: we felt that the Holy

Spirit was now directing us to sponsor another conference.

In subsequent meetings, various committees were set up,

and the decision was made by the BGEA to hold a world

Congress in the summer of 1974. Particularly important was

the appointment of a committee to plan the conference.

Care was taken to make it as representative as possible; the

days of white, Western paternalism had to end. A committee

of 28 people from sixteen nations was finally appointed;

about half were from the Third World.

I asked Bishop Jack Dain of Australia to act as executive

chairman and Dr. Donald Hoke, veteran missionary to Japan

and president of Tokyo Christian College, to be coordinating

director of the conference. Paul Little of InterVarsity

Christian Fellowship took the assignment of program

director, working closely under the program committee,

which consisted of Leighton Ford as chairman, Victor Nelson,

Harold Lindsell, Samuel Escobar, and Don Hoke. Warwick

Olson from Australia was named director of

communications. I was designated honorary chairman, with

the understanding that no statement would be issued from

the conference without my approval.

Our preference was to hold the conference somewhere in

the Third World. Unfortunately, our staff discovered that

there simply was no facility in the Third World that could



host such a large and complicated gathering. At the

suggestion of Dr. Robert Denny, general secretary of the

Baptist World Alliance (which held its worldwide assemblies

every five years), we then focused on Europe.

After careful study, we selected the Palais de Beaulieu

conference center in Lausanne, Switzerland. The conference

center had auditorium space for 4,000 people as well as

facilities for simultaneous translation, and there were ample

rooms for the dozens of small groups and workshops we

were planning.

Advisory committees were set up in each country to

nominate delegates, following guidelines set forth by the

executive committee. Among those guidelines was an

emphasis on younger leaders, who would have a lifetime of

ministry ahead of them.

The planning was not without its problems. Well-known

businessman and Christian lay leader Maxey Jarman from

Nashville undertook the task of raising special funding for

the event. In spite of his energetic efforts, however, many

people could not grasp the strategic significance of the

conference. In the end, the BGEA had to fund three-fourths

of the budget.

As the conference date approached, costs began to soar,

in large part because of the Arab oil embargo and

skyrocketing plane fares. At one stage, I was on the verge of

canceling the Congress. Ruth, however, persuaded me

otherwise. “Don’t cancel it,” she urged. “You may never be

able to have a conference like this again. Go forward, even if

you have to borrow the money.”

Don Hoke and Jack Dain were both very able men, but

both were strong-willed and with different cultural

backgrounds. Occa-sionally, when things got too strained

between them, I had to ask Victor Nelson to intervene. From

time to time, I had to fly over myself to work on numerous

policy decisions that had to be made! I was concerned to

involve the executive committee as much as possible.



Inevitably, other problems arose that we couldn’t possibly

have envisioned. A few are worth mentioning here.

One speaker threatened to pull out when we placed the

Brit-ish intellectual and writer Malcolm Muggeridge on the

program. Muggeridge, a fairly recent convert to the

Christian faith, was not as versed on theological distinctions

as this speaker felt he should be. And yet Muggeridge gave

a brilliant analysis of the intellectual climate of the world in

which we lived and received the only standing ovation of the

Congress.

There also was the delegation who, when they arrived at

the Palais de Beaulieu, refused at first to enter because the

flag of a country hostile to them was flying on one of the

many flagpoles outside.

One day during the conference, the food was so

indigestible that Jack Dain took a plate to the caterer, who

was not part of the Palais de Beaulieu staff, thrust it under

his nose, and bluntly said he wouldn’t feed that stuff to his

dog. The food improved immediately.

And then there was the personal problem I faced when I

arrived in Lausanne. Ruth and I were taken to a spacious

suite in the most palatial hotel in the city, overlooking the

lakefront. I knew it was being provided without cost to the

conference. (I assumed that the hotel was offering it as a

courtesy for the business the conference was generating;

later I discovered that an American businessman was

actually paying for it.) But I felt very uncomfortable there,

since most of the delegates lived extremely modest lives

and would be staying in far simpler hotels. A day or so later

Ruth and I moved to a much smaller hostelry.

Nevertheless, given the scope of the conference, we were

very thankful that the problems were not greater. One

reason, I was convinced, was that the prayer committee,

working under Millie Dienert, had organized strong prayer

support in virtually every country.



The conference—officially designated the International

Con-gress on World Evangelization (or ICWE), but commonly

called Lausanne ’74—was held July 16 through 25. The

theme was “Let the Earth Hear His Voice.” There were 2,473

official delegates from 150 countries, with another 1,300

people participating as observers, guests, or consultants; in

addition, several hundred journalists attended. With only

two days to prepare, Maurice Rowlandson, director of our

London office, managed to organize the entire registration

process and train the several hundred young people who

had volunteered as stewards or ushers.

In my opening address, I noted the uniqueness of the Con-

gress: “Never before have so many representatives of so

many evangelical Christian churches in so many nations and

from so many tribal and language groups gathered to

worship, pray, and plan together for world evangelization.

Assembled here tonight are more responsible leaders, from

more growing national churches of Asia, Africa, and Latin

America, than have ever met before.”

In that keynote address, I also tried to set forth the

reasons for the Congress. I traced its lineage back to other

historic conclaves dealing with missions and evangelism,

and I noted the pressing need to develop evangelistic

strategies for our generation. I outlined also why some

evangelistic movements of the past had lost their cutting

edge. “If there’s one thing that the history of the Church

should teach us,” I said, “it is the importance of a theology

of evangelism derived from the Scriptures.”

In addition, I reviewed the challenges that evangelism was

facing in a world often gripped by crisis. I likewise

underlined the single focus of the Congress: “Here at

Lausanne, let’s make sure that Evan-gelization is the one

task which we are unitedly determined to do.”

Because of our conviction that our lives and our thinking

must be shaped by God’s Word, every morning session



began with a devotional Bible study led by various Bible

teachers.

Many of the plenary addresses explored the Bible’s

teaching on evangelism, including such topics as the nature

of God, the work of Christ, conversion, the uniqueness of

Christ, the lostness of humanity, the mission of the Church,

and the authority of the Bible.

Workshops dealt with everything from evangelizing people

living in high-rise apartment buildings to evangelizing in the

midst of government hostility. Delegates from each country

hammered out strategies for evangelism within their own

society. All addresses and reports were edited by Dr. J. D.

Douglas of Scotland and printed in a volume that ran fifteen

hundred pages.

What was the impact of those ten days in Lausanne?

As had happened after the Berlin Congress, reports began

pouring in of new movements and new strategies that were

helping Christians reach out to others with the Gospel. Two

years after Lausanne, Don Hoke reported that at least

twenty-five new evangelistic organizations or missions were

formed in Europe alone as a direct result of that conference.

I heard of one tribe in Bolivia that had twenty churches in

1974. Those evangelists involved in reaching the area put

into practice some of the things they learned in Lausanne,

and by 1980 the number of churches grew to one thousand.

As a follow-up to Lausanne ’74, Congresses on

evangelism, often with little or no involvement by us, were

held in such places as India, Hong Kong, Singapore, and

even Cuba. One of them, the 1976 Pan-African Christian

Leadership Assembly in Nairobi, Kenya, brought together

Christian leaders from all across the continent, in spite of

the racial and political differences that often divided their

countries and even their churches.

I was the only American speaker at that conference. It was

held in Nairobi’s new Kenyatta indoor arena. President

Kenyatta’s daughter, the mayor of Nairobi, gave a luncheon



in my honor one day. I sat beside her on that occasion, and I

remember asking her what kind of meat was being served.

“It’s our best monkey meat,” she replied proudly. Admittedly

it was delicious.

In some ways, the most far-reaching impact of Lausanne

’74 came from its final document, known as the Lausanne

Covenant. Each evening of the conference, a group of about

40 people met to go over the proposed document line by

line. John Stott was deeply involved in it (though he did not

write it, as some later assumed), as were Leighton Ford and

others. I then reviewed the group’s prog-ress after each

session. The final result, translated into many languages,

has since come to be looked upon as a classic statement on

evangelism.

Particularly important was the paragraph on the nature of

evangelism. “To evangelize,” it stated in part, “is to spread

the good news that Jesus Christ died for our sins and was

raised from the dead according to the Scriptures, and that

as the reigning Lord he now offers the forgiveness of sins

and the liberating gift of the Spirit to all who repent and

believe. . . . The results of evangelism include obedience to

Christ, incorporation into his church and responsible service

in the world.”

Throughout my ministry, I have resisted, as a matter of

prin-ciple, signing manifestos or documents or petitions of

any sort; they can be the cause of unforeseen problems and

misunderstandings. My only exception, as I recall, was the

Lausanne Covenant. It remains one of the major

contributions of Lausanne ’74.

One outgrowth of the Lausanne conference was the

formation of a permanent committee to carry on the vision

and work of Lau-sanne. That group, known as the Lausanne

Committee for World Evangelization (LCWE), was formed to

act as a catalyst for evangelistic strategies and programs on

a continuing basis.



To be honest, when the question of forming an ongoing

organization came up in the executive committee, I did not

vote for the proposal, although the majority did. I had made

it clear from the beginning that it was not our purpose to set

up an organization. Nevertheless, I didn’t oppose it openly.

They asked me if I would chair the committee, but I

declined. They then invited Jack Dain to be chairman, and I

agreed to be honorary chairman.

In the following years—under first Jack’s and then Leighton

Ford’s direction—the Lausanne Committee for World

Evangeliza-tion did much good in training leaders and

refining strategies for evangelism. For several years the

BGEA joined in supporting it until it could gain financial help

from other sources. My own ministry has kept me from

being involved to any significant degree in recent years.

AMSTERDAM

 
Berlin and Lausanne were unquestionably highlights of our

work; and yet, in the back of my mind, those two

Congresses were actually something of a diversion from

what I really yearned to do: call together men and women

from across the world who were involved, as I was, in

itinerant or traveling evangelism.

My Crusades overseas had left me humbled by the quality

of Christian leadership in other cultures. What struck me

most was that countless anonymous evangelists were

rendering heroic service to the Gospel, often under the most

difficult and dangerous circumstances. I yearned to do

something to encourage them, and perhaps to give them

some tools they could adapt to their own situations.

After much research and prayer, a plan to sponsor what

we called the International Conference for Itinerant

Evangelists (ICIE) began to form. The gathering would be

different from Ber-lin and Lausanne, where the delegates

were primarily leaders in evangelism. This next conference

would be for the foot soldiers, not the generals.



Our goal was to find at least 3,000 men and women who

were involved in itinerant evangelism. Although we did not

know where we would find them—no one had ever

attempted to draw up a list of those involved in itinerant

evangelism—we knew that most would be coming from the

developing world. That meant their participation would have

to be heavily subsidized. Some of them would be able to

pay almost nothing because of their own personal poverty

or the currency restrictions in their home countries.

The budget would have to be raised over and above our

normal ministry expenses. Although we had a large gift of

$1 million from one individual to be used toward this

conference, most of the budget (which totaled about $9

million, as I recall) came from small donations. (We later

calculated that the average gift was around $15.)

As we had done before, we surveyed a number of possible

locations. In the end, we chose Amsterdam’s RAI Center,

one of the few places that could accommodate such a large

number of people. The fact that Holland had few visa

restrictions contributed to our decision. If we had chosen a

country requiring visas of most participants, we would have

added enormously to the cost and complexity of the effort.

The logistics of such a conference, we knew, would be

staggering. Even getting word to some of the evangelists

would be difficult. Many would never have traveled outside

their country, and the vast cultural differences between

those from so many different countries would challenge

even the most thorough organizational efforts.

The BGEA’s experienced international director, Dr. Walter

Smyth, was chairman, with Werner Burklin as executive

director and Bob Williams as associate director. Paul

Eshleman came on loan to us from Campus Crusade for

Christ as program director, with Leighton Ford as chairman

of the program committee. Millie Dienert was asked to enlist

prayer support, a critical part of the effort. John Corts had

charge of follow-up, planning ways to maximize the impact



of the conference after the participants returned to their

countries. Departments were set up to deal with everything

from transportation and accounting to translation and

printing; dozens of staff from many countries moved to

Amsterdam to plan every detail as thoroughly as possible.

In some ways, the biggest challenge was selecting those

who would come. Victor Nelson and his staff started out with

about 1,000 names of men and women who we knew were

involved in some type of itinerant evangelism. As time went

on, we uncovered more than 10,000. We had never

dreamed there were that many evangelists in the world. We

developed a process to review all applications to be sure

that those who were invited were actively involved in

itinerant evangelism and would profit from attending such a

conference.

Before the conference opened, I went to The Hague,

where I was welcomed by Queen Beatrix. I also spoke to the

church leaders of Amsterdam, many of whom

understandably had no idea what would happen at the

conference because they had never experienced anything

like it.

I’ve seldom felt smaller or less important in my life than

when I stood on the platform of the RAI Center’s Zuidhal on

July 12, 1983, for our opening convocation. I saw the flags of

133 nations flying, representing the registered audience of

4,000 evangelists and 1,200 guests and observers. Most

were listening on earphones to simultaneous translation of

the proceedings into one of ten languages.

Spread out before me was a rainbow of men and women

with far greater dedication and gifts than I would ever have.

They were black and yellow and brown and red and white;

from rural villages and towns and sophisticated cities on

every continent and from the islands of the sea; speaking a

multitude of tongues and little-known dialects as their first

language. It was a microcosm of the human race. The



largest number came from India; the second-largest, from

Nigeria; the third-largest, from Brazil.

Cliff did a masterful job as master of ceremonies and

choral director. Ruth was confined to a wheelchair at the

time, waiting for a hip operation, but she did not miss a

single session. The prayer times moved us especially. Some

delegates just bowed their heads, or leaned forward, or

stood with arms outstretched; others knelt by their seats or

bent low on the floor. Given all the languages being spoken

in the prayers, it was thrilling to realize that God could

understand them all.

Various men and women spoke or led workshops. I felt

that our daughter Anne Graham Lotz was speaking directly

to me when she told the huge assembly, “It is not only your

words, it is your life which is an evangelistic message to the

world.” That thought haunts me even as I write these

memoirs, because here in these pages my life is exposed.

Where it has been inconsistent with the message I have

been preaching, I must repent and ask God’s forgiveness.

Even those who didn’t speak publicly had stories to tell.

One African youth preached all along the first leg of his

journey—a sixteen-hundred-mile walk from Zambia to

Malawi. He joined fellow Africans from thirty-three countries

who made up a quarter of the total attendance at

Amsterdam 1983. An itinerant evangelist to Stone Age

animists in Irian Jaya (northern West Irian) sold all the pigs

that were his means of livelihood in order to raise money to

attend the conference. That income got him only as far as

Jakarta, however; a special offering from ICIE staff in

Amsterdam helped make up the balance he needed.

Delegates, some of them arriving barefoot and without a

change of clothes, were overwhelmed with gratitude when

they visited the conference clothing center. There they

found shirts, pants, dresses, and children’s togs—five

hundred tons in all—distributed free of charge under the



auspices of our son Franklin’s organization, Samaritan’s

Purse.

Twenty-five trained counselors were available to help

participants deal with personal and family problems (as well

as spiritual concerns) in confidential, private sessions.

Books and study aids were given to delegates who could

not afford to purchase them; each one went away with a

canvas bag filled with a small library of books to help them

study the Bible, prepare evangelistic messages, and do their

work more effectively. Some received, without cost,

equipment that they needed—such things as overhead

projectors, film projectors, tape recorders, sound systems or

megaphones, and bicycles. Recognizing that many isolated

areas had neither electricity nor a ready and cheap supply

of batteries, some received a cassette recorder that

generated its own electricity by turning a handle. It was not

unusual to see participants making their way back to their

hotels and dormitories in sophisticated Amsterdam with

their gifts stacked high on top of their heads.

From the kitchens of KLM Royal Dutch Airlines at Amster-

dam’s Schiphol Airport, prepackaged individual meals,

including fifty diverse dietetic trays, were loaded onto ten

trucks for transport twice each day to the sprawling

conference center miles away. The caterers thought that

one evangelist from a Third World country had strange

dietary needs when he asked for a supply of large vultures;

it was some time before they realized he was saying lunch

vouchers! Another evangelist salvaged all the cast-off trays

he could for use back home as roof tiles for huts.

But clothing, supplies, and food weren’t what the

International Conference for Itinerant Evangelists was all

about.

Two hundred workshops dealt with everything from

reaching business and political leaders to studying the Bible

and organizing a Crusade. In a special program for wives,



Ruth and others gave talks stressing the indispensable role

of supportive spouses and praying mothers.

Among the countless memorable statements made by

speakers was one from BGEA associate evangelist Dr. Akbar

Abdul-Haqq of India. “If the Bible had been available in an

Arabic translation at the time of the prophet Muhammad,”

he said, “the history of the world would have been greatly

different.”

As at Lausanne ’74, we decided in advance to issue a final

document from the 1983 conference. I asked Dr. Kenneth

Kantzer of Trinity Evangelical Divinity School to chair a small

committee of scholars and theologians during the

conference (including Dr. Arthur Johnston, Dr. Robert Evans,

Dr. James Douglas, and Dr. John Akers) to draft a brief but

comprehensive statement directed specifically to the needs

of evangelists.

The result, known as the Amsterdam Affirmations,

consisted of fifteen concise but clear statements affirming

our commitment to Christ and to the Great Commission, and

to purity and integrity in our lives and ministries. The final

affirmation was a plea to all Christians: “We beseech the

body of Christ to join with us in prayer and work for peace in

our world, for revival and a renewed dedication to the

biblical priority of evangelism in the church, and for the

oneness of believers in Christ for the fulfillment of the Great

Commission, until Christ returns.”

At the conclusion of the conference, the participants stood

in a solemn moment of rededication. As each affirmation

was read, they responded in their own language with the

words, “This I affirm.”

A year later, I wrote an interpretative commentary on the

Amsterdam Affirmations. This book, entitled A Biblical

Standard for Evangelists, has been distributed across the

world.

“These itinerant evangelists are the most important

ambassadors and messengers on earth,” I said at the close



of the conference. “They are a mighty army of proclaimers,

energized by the power of the Holy Spirit, spreading out

across the world with a renewed vision to reach their own

people for Christ.”

I never imagined the full implication of my own words until

the second International Conference for Itinerant

Evangelists (Amsterdam ’86) convened in July three years

later in the same RAI Center outside the city. From the

opening ceremony—with its torchbearers, parade of flags,

and lighting of an Olympics-style “flame of salvation”—the

multinational, multiracial, multilingual, multidenominational

throng sang, prayed, studied, and witnessed as one in

Christ.

The delegates represented almost every conceivable kind

of evangelism. Two Dutch women were evangelists to

prostitutes. An Indian Airlines flight operations officer was

an evangelist to lepers in Madras. Another from Singapore

was an evangelist to primitive peoples in the islands off

Indonesia. Still others proclaimed the Gospel amid the civil

war in Sri Lanka, or under severe restrictions in eastern

Europe, or against life-threatening opposition in places like

Lebanon. The majority were in their thirties and forties.

None had been at the first conference three years earlier;

80 percent had never attended an international conference.

In some ways, the decision to hold a second conference

for itinerant evangelists was not difficult. For one thing, of

those who had applied to the first conference, 8,000 had

been turned away for lack of space or financing. In addition,

as word of our first conference spread, more and more

evangelists were discovered. To our amazement, 50,000

names of men and women involved in itinerant evangelism

were finally collected.

Many of them, we realized, held secular jobs—they had no

other way to support themselves—and yet they often gave

more time to evangelism than some of their counterparts in



the West. Others were pastors because in their cultures they

would not otherwise be recognized as legitimate

evangelists. Two hundred and twenty-five selection

committees were set up in various countries to make

preliminary nominations, and then our staff followed a

careful process in making the final selections. Some

decisions were heartbreaking: there were 3,500 applications

from India alone, yet we were able to take only 500. In the

end, about 8,000 delegates came to the 1986 conference.

It was an enormous challenge. Werner Burklin, director of

the 1986 conference, commented that doubling the number

of delegates had probably quadrupled the work; and he was

undoubtedly right. For the previous conference, we had

dealt primarily with one airline; in 1986 we dealt with

twenty-five. In 1983 thirty-five hotels had been used; in

1986 the number rose to eighty-five. In addition, we turned

a huge exhibition hall at Jaarbeurs, about twenty-five miles

away in Utrecht, into a massive dormitory for 4,000

participants. Dan Southern, one of our longtime Crusade

directors, oversaw arrangements for the conference,

including the facility at Jaarbeurs; his assistant, Mark Jarvis,

calculated that the money saved by using that facility

instead of hotels allowed another 3,000 participants to

come to the conference. I visited it twice, and the sense of

fellowship among those who were housed there was

absolutely contagious.

Our budget for the 1986 conference ran close to $21

million; that was over and above our annual BGEA ministry

budget. About 80 percent of the participants came from

underdeveloped countries and required very substantial

support. One evangelist wrote that although his monthly

income (which was all he had to support his family) was the

equivalent of $10, he promised to raise $100 toward the

cost of bringing himself to Amsterdam.

We heard of many examples of sacrificial giving. One

woman in America who was very poor walked the highways



to collect aluminum cans so that she could give toward the

project. Our own employees in Minneapolis held bake sales,

garage sales, and other fund-raising events in their spare

time to support the conference. Many of the staff in

Amsterdam walked to work instead of riding the bus,

donating the savings to scholarships for evangelists. Mirac-

ulously, the money all came in before the conference

opened.

Again Samaritan’s Purse set up a center to give clothing

and other items to those with special needs. Up to ten

garments for each person were available from a total of one

hundred thousand items collected by Dutch Christians. Ruth

and dozens of other volunteers helped Franklin’s staff. One

day Ruth found a wedding dress piled on top of a rack of

men’s clothing and took it over to Gwen Gustafson, who was

supervising the women’s section.

“Just a minute,” Gwen said, hurrying from the room. In a

few minutes she returned with a man from Africa who had

been praying for a wedding dress for his daughter.

Ruth’s heart was touched by a black woman evangelist

who walked in barefoot, her feet swollen. Unable to find

shoes in her own country, this woman had been traveling

and preaching barefoot. The volunteers found two pairs of

shoes that fit her.

Ruth also saw a small man whose left leg was painfully

crippled. Traveling around to preach must have been

extremely difficult for him, she knew. Franklin got him some

crutches and arranged for him to see a doctor who could

help him.

A very large evangelist found a suit to go with his new

shirt and tie, but no shoes were big enough. The next day

he was seen on the street all dressed up in his new

wardrobe—and walking barefoot.

The gift of a white shirt to every participant especially

pleased many. One participant said it would have taken him

years to earn enough to buy such a garment.



Inevitably, with such a cross section of cultures, there

were occasional conflicts that showed our human frailties.

One group from a country torn by ethnic conflict objected

strenuously because a representative of another ethnic

group was chosen to carry their nation’s flag in the opening

ceremonies. A delegation from one of the Com-munist

countries refused at first to carry their flag, fearful because

they had not explicitly received their government’s

permission to do so. Alex Haraszti, who was working with

the delegations from the Soviet bloc countries, eventually

persuaded them to do so, pointing out that if they failed to

join in the ceremonies, they would surely bring

embarrassment to their country.

Some cultural differences had their humorous side. One

group from a very poor country had never seen an elevator

before. At first they refused to enter, calling it “the

disappearing room.” When the doors closed, the elevator

was full of people; when the doors opened again, the

elevator was empty!

One hundred interpreters were kept busy day and night

translating plenary addresses, workshops, seminars, even

individual counseling sessions into sixteen languages. A

Chinese interpreter from Canada put it this way: “When the

speaker gets excited, I get excited. It’s almost like preaching

myself.”

Twenty-two international musical groups and soloists,

coordinated by Tom Bledsoe, carried out the multicultural

emphasis in wide-ranging indigenous styles.

As at the first conference, busloads of delegates spent a

Sunday afternoon witnessing for Christ in parks, on beaches,

and at other public places.

Frank Thielman, son of Dr. Calvin Thielman, the

Presbyterian pastor in Montreat, went to the park with a

group of others who sang together and then began to share

their faith.



“Why are you so stupid?” an irate woman demanded of

Frank in English.

“Ma’am?” asked Frank.

“Why are you all being so dumb—so stupid?”

“What do you mean?”

“Following this Billy Graham.”

“I’m not following Billy Graham.”

“Who do you follow then?”

“I follow Jesus Christ.”

“Ridiculous!” she exclaimed. “Haven’t you read any

books? Haven’t you been to school?”

“Yes, ma’am.”

“Where did you study?” she asked scornfully.

“Well, I’m a graduate student at Cambridge University.”

She shook her head in amazement and walked away, her

stereotype of Christians at least shaken, if not shattered.

Our film crew was working on a new dramatic film entitled

Caught. Set in Amsterdam, it told the story of a young

American caught in a web of rebellion, confusion, and drugs.

The crew was in the city’s notorious red-light district

shooting some background scenes when a man came up

begging for money to buy an obscene object. Instead of

rebuking him, one man said they could not do that but they

would like to share Jesus with him. The man wound up

kneeling right on the street, tearfully asking God for

forgiveness.

One day I put on my favorite disguise—baseball cap, dark

glasses, and casual clothes—and walked from my hotel to

nearby Vondel Park. There I sat on the grass with a group of

Indonesians who were witnessing to a group of Dutch young

people. Some of the young folks were laughing, but others

were listening seriously.

The closing communion service of Amsterdam ’86 was led

by Anglican Bishop Maurice Wood, assisted by my

Presbyterian friend Don Hoke. At its conclusion, the six



torchbearers rekindled their torches from the central flame

they had ignited on opening night. Lifting the torches high,

they carried them from the meeting to symbolize carrying

the light of Christ to all the continents of the world.

As convener and honorary chairman of the conference, I

hoped the participants would return home with my words

ringing in their ears. “Our primary motive,” I told them, “is

the command of our Commander in Chief, the Lord Jesus

Christ. . . . We are under orders. Our Lord has commanded

us to go, to preach, to make dis-ciples—and that should be

enough for us.”



32

A Leader with Experience and Energy
President George H. W. Bush

 

It was January 16, 1991. I had just showered and changed

clothes when Barbara Bush tapped on my door with her

cane.

“Welcome!” she said. “How about pushing me down to the

Blue Room, and we’ll watch television together?”

I came out of the Lincoln Bedroom, where I was staying,

and pushed her wheelchair down the hall. She was still

recovering from a fall off a sled while romping with her

grandchildren; her injured leg was stretched out stiffly in

front of her.

I had arrived at the White House only a short time earlier.

That morning I had received an urgent phone call asking if I

could come to Washington immediately and have lunch with

the President.

Was it a private lunch? I asked.

I was told yes. It would be at the White House; just the

Bushes would be there, but Secretary of State James Baker

might drop in.

It was impossible on such short notice to get from North

Carolina to Washington, I replied. An hour or two later,

another call arrived asking if I could come instead for dinner.

No reason was given for the urgency, and I was somewhat

perplexed. Rumors of an impending war in the Persian Gulf

in response to Iraq’s invasion of Kuwait had been flying

about for days, but I had no way of knowing if there was any

connection.



In the Blue Room, which was made cozy with family

pictures and personal mementos, we watched CNN. One or

two of the family were there with us, and a bit later Susan

Baker, the secretary of state’s wife, came in and sat down.

All of a sudden, the commentators in Baghdad, Peter Arnett

and Bernard Shaw, exclaimed that anti-aircraft fire was

going up; that meant, they said, that there must be a raid

on.

I turned to Barbara. “Is this the beginning of the war?” I

asked.

She did not say anything, but from the way she looked, I

was certain that it was.

About fifteen minutes later, the President came into the

room and sat down with us to watch television. He

confirmed that the war had started.

“I think we should pray for those men and women and for

this situation,” I said.

We prayed about what was happening in Kuwait and Iraq,

asking that it would be a short war, that few casualties

would be suffered, and that the Lord would have His way.

Dinner was announced, and the three of us went in to eat.

I was asked to say grace.

The President told us he had to make a speech to the

American people in a few minutes. During dinner he

received a copy of the speech he had hastily prepared. He

read through it again and noted a few more things he

wanted to include. “I want it to be exactly right,” he said.

He left to appear on television, and we returned to the TV

set to watch him. Then, some minutes after the telecast, he

rejoined Barbara and me and several others in the Blue

Room and sat down on the couch.

I told him he had delivered an excellent speech, adding, “I

think you clarified the situation.”

“I know in my heart I’ve done right,” he replied.

He then asked me if I would be willing to conduct a prayer

service the next morning for the cabinet, some of the



congressional leaders, and several hundred Marines at Fort

Myer.

Of course, I said yes.

When the chief of chaplains called later in the evening, he

wanted my ideas about the program and what we should

call it. I suggested “A Program for Peace.”

The next morning, after his sternly uncompromising

television announcement the night before, the president of

the United States knelt before the Lord in a chapel at Fort

Myer, a military compound across the Potomac River in

Virginia, about a fifteen-minute ride from the White House.

Not knowing exactly what was ahead for me or for the

nation, I talked on the three kinds of peace outlined in the

Bible, as I had in Moscow during our 1982 visit there. I

talked about the peace we find with God (outlining what a

Christian is and how we can find peace with God through

the Prince of Peace as we receive Christ into our hearts); the

peace of God we can experience within us (as He brings

peace in the turmoil, stress, and strain of life); and the

peace God brings between individuals and nations (a peace

that we should work diligently for, although it will not be

achieved completely until the Prince of Peace is the Ruler).

My prayer was that the war, started the night before, would

be very brief and would result in a minimum of casualties,

and that afterward we would have a long period of peace in

the Middle East.

The ensuing days convinced me that the Almighty Lord of

the nations had heard the heart cries not only of national

leaders but also of stricken parents and spouses and

children of loyal men and women in the armed forces who

had mustered for duty.

Debates will go on about the Gulf War and its results for a

long time, maybe for decades. The President never asked

me for any of my thoughts about it, nor did I volunteer them

at the time (or since). I was with him as a friend and pastor,

not as a political adviser. Neither did he confide his



innermost thoughts to me. He was a person who kept things

to himself.

George Bush took the long view on many issues,

particularly in international affairs. He was the U.S. envoy to

China before full diplomatic relations were established, and

he knew more about that country and about Oriental ways

of thinking and acting than many of the academic and

diplomatic experts. He also understood the enormous

complexity of a country such as China, with its very different

social and political system and its long history.

Barbara was an important part of his quiet self-confidence.

A lot of Americans seemed to agree with Ruth’s tongue in

cheek comment that it was worth having George Bush in the

White House if only because it made Barbara the First Lady.

She and Ruth were two of a kind in so many ways. No

wonder they enjoyed being together. Both of them were

totally devoted to their husbands and children. Both of them

created a stylish but relaxed home atmosphere, where

friends and strangers alike always felt welcome. (When

George Bush was Vice President and the Bushes were living

in a house on the grounds of the National Observatory, Ruth

noticed lots of things Barbara did to transform that musty

Victorian mansion into a home.) Both of them had a streak

of good-humored impulsiveness that added a note of fun

and spontaneity to almost any occasion. And both of them

were quick with the quip, especially where their husbands

were concerned. (When Ruth answered the phone at our

house one day, the caller asked, “Is Billy handy?” “Not

very,” she retorted, “but he keeps trying!”)

Ruth recalls with particular delight one visit we made to

the Bushes at their summer home in Kennebunkport, Maine.

Upon our arrival, Ruth was told to go to Barbara’s bedroom,

only to find that Barbara and the neighbors had pushed the

bed against the wall, had piled the furniture on top of it to

clear an open space, and were all on the floor vigorously

exercising in time with a television workout program. Ruth’s



back problems forced her to sit on the sidelines, but she was

sure she had more fun watching than they did exercising.

We first met George and Barbara Bush some years earlier,

before he became prominent in national politics. I had met

his father, Senator Prescott Bush, several times during my

visits to Washing-ton; I got to know him better after his

retirement from the Senate, as a golfing partner at Hobe

Sound, Florida. I also got acquainted with his wife, Dorothy

Bush, a delightful and devout woman who was very

supportive of our work across the years. The undisputed

matriarch of their clan, she attended a Bible study group in

Hobe Sound that had been started by some women

following our Mad-ison Square Garden Crusade in 1957.

In December 1988, I visited with the elder Mrs. Bush, and

brought along my oldest daughter, Gigi. Of course, I had

phoned ahead to see if it was all right to visit. By the time

we got there, she had gathered 25 of her neighbors

together.

“Billy,” she said in her no-nonsense way, “I want you to

teach the Bible. Tell us about Christ. Some of these people

need to know.”

I went there to have a pastoral prayer with a sick elderly

lady, but here she was giving me an evangelistic platform.

So I pulled the New Testament out of my pocket and went

right to work, as ordered.

Another hilarious incident comes to my mind, which took

place in 1979.

Both George and I were invited to address the Young

Presidents’ Organization at their annual meeting in

Acapulco, Mexico. The Bushes, like us, were combining the

speaking engagement with some vacation, and we ended

up spending a great deal of time together. They were

staying at the Princess Hotel, while we were staying with

some friends who had a condominium several miles away.

One night Barbara showed slides of their time in Beijing,

from which they had recently returned. Ruth especially



enjoyed the glimpses of the land of her birth.

Another day a Mexican businessman invited the Bushes

and us onto his yacht for a picnic on the beach a few miles

away. Not having a pair of swimming trunks with me, I

borrowed a pair of George’s, which were white. Shortly after

lunch, I got tired and wanted a nap. Instead of waiting for

the rest of the group, I decided to walk back along the

beach to the condominium.

As I turned a corner, I was stopped by an armed military

guard. The beach where we’d had our picnic apparently was

on the grounds of a Mexican naval base, and I was

trespassing. To my horror, I realized I had no identification

with me—I was still in George’s swim trunks—nor did I even

have a key to the condominium. To complicate matters, the

guard didn’t speak English, and I didn’t speak Spanish. He

ordered me to sit on a bench until a superior officer could be

summoned.

After much waiting and much explaining, the officer finally

released me and allowed me to walk home, barefoot on the

hot concrete. Only when I finally reached the condominium

did I realize the bench had just been repainted and George’s

trunks had big smears of green paint across the rear! No

amount of laundering could get them clean, but George said

it was well worth sacrificing a pair of swim trunks just to

enjoy a good laugh over my dilemma.

Times like those in Acapulco, I came to realize, were

somewhat unusual for the Bushes. Usually, they did not

spend vacation moments alone; mostly, they were

surrounded by their family. No other presidential couple has

impressed me so much with their family orientation. Family

formed the center of their value system, along with their

devout Episcopalian Christianity. The Bushes liked to

surround themselves not only with family photos but also

with the living—and lively—subjects of those pictures, the

grandchildren. They did not give the children unlimited free

run of the White House, certainly, but up at Kennebunkport



the big old frame house shook and rattled constantly with

scampering, shouting kids. One vivid memory was of

watching their son, Jeb, round up his children and camp out

on the lawn in a tent all night.

We stayed with the Bushes for a weekend during many of

the summers of his vice presidency and presidency. In

August 1990, just when the invasion of Kuwait by Iraq was

occurring, we tried to get out of our scheduled weekend. We

thought George would have far too much on his mind to

tolerate us underfoot. But that was the very reason they

insisted that we come. He wanted to talk with me, he said.

We went.

Normally, at Kennebunkport everybody went to bed early,

between nine and ten. And they got up early—always off

and running, literally, from the first minute, contrary to my

pattern of easing into the day. They played tennis like pros,

set after set, all day long. And for keeps. Sometimes they

played with pros such as Chris Evert.

If not on the court, the President was at the wheel of his

speedboat, Fidelity. Their house was on a peninsula jutting

out into the sea. The waves pounded the rocky coast

relentlessly. To get to the boat, we had to climb down a

wooden ladder. I always had trouble with that, but Ruth

(with her perfect balance) had no problem. We put on white

lifejackets and got into the boat. When George opened the

throttle fully, I understood why we needed the jackets. He

dodged in and out among the hundreds of different-colored

lobster traps with the relaxed abandon of Lyndon Johnson

careening around his ranch in a jeep. It must be congenital

with Texans! He was a skillful navigator, but once in a while

he nicked one of those lobster traps—and then paid

reparation to the owner. If your heart could take the gravity

pull, it was exhilarating. One of George’s favorite spots for

more moderate cruising was just off an island not far from

his home—one covered with seals.



The Secret Service always had to keep up with him in their

boat. There was also a larger boat keeping an eye on his

place. When the war was on, security was increased; there

were two or three boats out there then.

One summer years ago, George asked Ruth, “Would it be

imposing on Billy if we asked him to speak to the young

people tonight?”

“He’d be a whole lot more comfortable with a question-

and-answer session,” she responded.

That was the way I liked best to operate when I spoke to

college students. So that was what we did at

Kennebunkport. The young people sat around me—“wall-to-

wall grandchildren and their friends,” as Ruth described it—

and asked me questions. Good ones about life and theology

that challenged my thinking. And I tried to answer with what

the Bible said. The next year, and the year after that, the

children asked for another Q&A session. Those experiences

helped form a personal bond between me and the four Bush

sons and one daughter—a bond that has continued on an

individual basis.

Always on Sundays at Kennebunkport, no matter what

other activities might have been on the crammed vacation

schedule, George and Barbara and Ruth and I would attend

a church service (and sometimes two). Often he arranged

for me to preach at the picturesque little St. Ann’s Episcopal

Church on the way into town.

One Sunday a new driver took us all to church. He drove

rather quickly toward someone riding a bicycle. “You’d

better watch that little old lady on a bike,” said the

President. “That happens to be my mother!”

On another Sunday—one when I was scheduled to preach

at St. Ann’s—I lost my sermon, which I had prepared

especially for the occasion. I knew I had it with me when I

stood up to sing; but when I sat down, I couldn’t find it. I

was still searching my pockets when it was time for me to

take the pulpit. So I extemporized a sermon on an old



faithful, the story of the Prodigal Son. It seemed to go well.

And when I returned to my seat, there it was: the text of my

sermon. I had been sitting on it. So much for my extended

preparation!

The Bush family tempo was more subdued at the White

House than at Kennebunkport when the younger children

came around, but they were not overlooked by any means.

After the State of the Union address in 1990, Ruth and I

made for the second-floor Lincoln Bedroom to settle in for

the night. The Pres-ident loped down the hall as if headed

for the Queen’s Bedroom. But then he opened a hidden door

in the wall and dashed up to the third floor, where the

children always stayed when they came to visit. Instead of

simply collapsing into bed after delivering a major speech to

Congress and the nation, he wanted to say goodnight to

those kids.

In 1986 some of the local North Carolina Republicans,

knowing Ruth and I were friends with the Bushes, wanted to

bring Vice President Bush out to our place when he flew into

the state. They thought we might enjoy a get-together, but

they also knew it might be politically useful to their cause.

George knew that too, so he stayed away on purpose.

Protective of my privacy and my nonpolitical stance, he

wrote to explain that he did not want to expose me to the

inevitable publicity his visit would bring. Ruth and I would

have loved to see him relax in one of the rocking chairs on

our porch. But we knew he was right, and we deferred to his

good judgment.

The First Couple seemed to delight in showing the second

floor of the White House—the family wing—to others. On the

eve of the National Prayer Breakfast one year, when Ruth

and I were again spending a night in the Lincoln Bedroom,

the President called about twenty minutes before supper,

while we were getting ready. “Hope you don’t mind,” he said

apologetically, “but I’ve got about 60 members of the

Senate and House coming up for a little tour of the living



quarters. They’ve never seen it.” Ruth grabbed her clothes

and made a beeline for the bathroom.

When I stepped out of our room, I saw General Colin

Powell, chairman of the joint chiefs of staff, and Defense

Secretary Dick Cheney with a group that filled the upstairs

hall. They had just finished a briefing with the President.

“Billy, you show them down at that end,” the President

said to me, “and I’ll take them up at this end.”

So I took about a third of them to the Queen’s Bedroom

and the Lincoln Bedroom—checking to make sure Ruth was

concealed—and tried to give them a guided tour, telling

them what little I knew from my several visits there.

At his inauguration in 1989, George Bush invited me to

lead the various prayers during the public ceremony. I

protested at first, pointing out that it was customary to have

clergy from other traditions participate also (often a Jewish

rabbi, a Catholic priest, and perhaps an Orthodox leader).

He remained adamant, however, saying he felt more

comfortable with me; besides, he added, he didn’t want

people to think he was just trying to play politics by having

representatives of different faiths.

When the inauguration was over, we were invited to a

luncheon in the Capitol Rotunda. Arriving there, we heard

that the Bushes had gone to bid farewell to the Reagans,

who were departing Washington. Since we had been friends

with the Reagans for so many years, we wanted to see them

off also. I took it upon myself to slip out. A Secret Service

agent kindly took me to where they were embarking, but I

got there just a little too late. I watched with mixed

emotions as their helicopter lifted into the air, wishing I had

thought ahead and arranged to say a final good-bye to a

couple I admired so much.

After the luncheon, we were taken—to my surprise—to the

President’s box in the reviewing stand to watch the

inaugural parade. During a break in the parade, the

President motioned for me to come to him. “Billy, would you



and Ruth mind going back to the White House and seeing

my mother? She’s up there watching the parade, and I know

she’d just love to have you with her.”

I said we would be delighted. Around ninety and in very

frail health, Mrs. Bush had been flown in for the event in an

ambulance plane with a doctor and a nurse. We found her in

the Queen’s Bedroom, propped up in bed, her eyes as blue

as indigo and her face aglow. She looked like a queen

herself, in spite of her fragility.

I sat there and held her hand for a few minutes, then

asked if I could pray. She nodded with a smile, and I said a

few sentences of thanksgiving to God that in His grace,

George Bush was now Presi-dent, and I asked the Lord to

lead, guide, and protect George in the years ahead. When I

was finished and looked back toward her, she had tears in

her eyes and spoke in a whisper. “He’ll need it.”

Shortly afterward, I called him “Mr. President” for the first

time, instead of “George.” It was an awkward moment, and I

stumbled a bit. He knew my dilemma, since many of his

other friends felt the same way. He looked a bit wistful, and

his gaze went to the far distance. No matter how much a

president might wish it otherwise, there is a loneliness to

that office that can never be completely overcome. That

loneliness is one of the burdens of leadership.

The second White House state dinner during the Bush

years was in honor of the Gorbachevs in 1990. I was seated

next to Raisa Gorbachev, with President Bush at her other

side. On my other side sat Jessica Tandy, who had won the

Oscar that year for best film actress in Driving Miss Daisy. In

anticipation of that seating arrangement, I asked

Ambassador Dobrynin ahead of time what I could talk to

Mrs. Gorbachev about. He said religion and philosophy were

favorite topics of hers, and I found that to be true. We had

an interesting conversation (through her interpreter).

Though reported to be a staunch Communist, she admitted



to me her belief that there had to be something higher than

ourselves.

Since the Bushes left the White House in 1993, they have

invited us to get together several times, in Houston or

Kenne-bunkport, just to visit; whenever possible, we have

done so. We have exchanged notes and talked on the

telephone. “Thanks for checking in,” he often says.

Our paths cross at other times also, and I will never forget

how proud they were of their son George at his inauguration

as governor of Texas in January 1995. I had been asked to

lead the inaugural prayer, and as I did I was once again

reminded not only of the Bushes’ strong family ties but also

of their strong commitment to public service—a

commitment which they have passed on to the next

generation.
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The Pacific Giant
China 1988–1994

 

All our married life, Ruth has talked about China—and with

good reason. China was the land of her birth, and the place

where she spent the first seventeen years of her life. In

1916 her parents, Dr. and Mrs. L. Nelson Bell, went to China

from their native Virginia as medical missionaries. In time

Dr. Bell became the chief of surgery and superintendent of

the largest Presbyterian mission hospital in the world,

located in the town of Tsingkiangpu, North Kiangsu (now

Jiangsu) Province, in east-central China, about 150 miles

north of Shanghai. On June 10, 1920, Ruth was born there in

a small Chinese house. The Bells already had a daughter,

Rosa.

Growing up in China gave Ruth a love for the Chinese

people and their culture that has never left her. China is the

world’s oldest continuous civilization. I read somewhere that

the Chinese invented (or discovered) half the objects upon

which the modern world rests. Sometimes I think Ruth eats,

sleeps, and breathes China! She has taught me to love

China too, including its food; at least once or twice a week

she fixes us simple but authentic Chinese dishes. She has

even succeeded in teaching me to use chopsticks with a fair

degree of proficiency.

For many years, Ruth’s greatest desire was to return to

the land of her birth and to take me with her. She wanted to

show me the places she loved and introduce me to some of

the people she knew. She even prayed that it would be



possible for me to preach in China. But if ever a dream

seemed impossible, this was it!

Ruth left China in 1933 to attend high school at the Pyeng

Yang Foreign School in Pyeng Yang (now Pyongyang),

northern Korea. Trips back to China were sporadic—it was

about a sevenday trip, both going and coming—but she

made it back most Christmases. After high school in 1937,

she came to the United States, where she enrolled at

Wheaton College. In 1941 the Bells were finally forced to

leave China because of the Japanese occupation; Ruth could

return no more. The Chinese Communist victory under Mao

Tse-tung in 1949 and the virulently antireligious policies of

the Cultural Revolution in the 1960s and 1970s seemed to

nail the door permanently shut.

The collapse of the Cultural Revolution after Chairman

Mao’s death in 1976 and the establishment of diplomatic

relations between the United States and the People’s

Republic of China in 1979 marked the beginning of a new

era. However, the guiding political philosophy in China

continued to be a form of Communism that had been

adapted to the Chinese situation. Atheism was still part of

the official ideology, and religion was not encouraged.

By 1979 a few churches were being allowed to reopen,

although they were subject to numerous restrictions. In

1980 Ruth and her two sisters, Rosa Bell Montgomery and

Virginia Bell Somerville, and their brother, Clayton Bell,

journeyed back to the country of their birth for a memorable

visit. They found that much had changed in their old

hometown of Tsingkiangpu. (“We felt like Rip van Winkle,”

Ruth said later.) At that time Tsingkiangpu was closed to

foreigners, but special permission for their visit had been

obtained through the good graces of former President

Richard Nixon.

Much of the old hospital compound was still standing,

including the Bells’ home and the old Chinese house in

which Ruth had been born. The larger home Ruth had grown



up in was in sad disrepair—looking, as Ruth wrote, “like an

old lady no longer loved or cared for.” The women’s hospital

and other buildings were now being used for an industrial

school. The little guest house where they were housed

during their visit—each in a private room—had been freshly

painted, and the bath had running water.

The hosts in Tsingkiangpu had frantically called the

Friendship Association in Beijing to say they had no one who

knew how to cook American food. They were greatly

relieved to be told, “They want only Chinese food.”

That first evening they had unexpected company: three

members of one family—a brother and two sisters—all of

whom had been delivered decades ago by Dr. Bell. The

oldest, now living in Shanghai, had heard that Dr. Bell’s

children were coming home and traveled up-country to see

them. “Most of the older Christians have died,” she told

them, “but the younger ones are carrying on.”

The 1980 trip was unquestionably one of the highlights of

Ruth’s life. But it also increased Ruth’s determination and

prayers for the two of us to visit China together. Going as a

tourist was no longer difficult, but securing permission for

an extended preaching tour was quite another matter.

Frankly, for several years I doubted if it would ever be

possible.

I hoped and prayed right along with Ruth. My interest in

China was motivated by much more than just a desire to

visit her homeland, though. For one thing, China was now

the world’s largest nation, with a population of over 1 billion

people; almost one out of every four people on the planet

was Chinese.

More than that, almost every observer agreed that the

twenty-first century could well become the “Century of the

Pacific Rim.” The future, they said, would belong to East

Asia’s burgeoning economies, with their teeming billions of

people. My previous trips to Asia had convinced me they

might well be right.



Furthermore, during China’s history, Christianity had made

very little impact on that society. It had always been

perceived as an alien, exclusively European or “white

man’s” religion. Chinese authorities had failed to distinguish

between those foreigners who went to China to exploit them

and those who went to serve them. And the often-sordid

history of Western colonialism in China only reinforced their

belief that exploitation lay behind anything foreign. What a

challenge to a Christian evangelist!

Because Ruth was so familiar with the Chinese situation, I

asked her to coordinate the investigation and planning for a

possible trip. She had already been talking informally with a

small group of experts on China; at our request, they

became an active working group to assist us.

That group included Sidney Rittenberg, an American who,

because of his youthful idealism, had chosen to remain in

China after World War II. For a period of time, he had been

the only American member of the Chinese Communist Party;

he had also been a close confidant of many of China’s top

leaders and was a superb English-Chinese interpreter. At

two different times, he was accused of being an “imperialist

spy” and imprisoned for a total of sixteen years, often in

very harsh circumstances.

In spite of his years of suffering, I have never met a man

with less bitterness toward his oppressors. At one stage of

his life, he had memorized large sections of the New

Testament. Now he and his Chinese wife, Yulin, were

consultants for companies seeking to do business in China.

During a trip to Los Angeles in 1980, Sidney and Yulin saw

us on television and immediately felt that this was a

message China needed. Sidney’s intimate knowledge of the

Chinese bureaucracy and his sensitivity to China’s long and

impressive cultural history were invaluable to us.

Also assisting Ruth was Christian filmmaker Irvin S.

Yeaworth. Called “Shorty” by everybody, he had

accompanied Ruth and her sisters and brother on their visit



to their old home in 1980 and had prepared an informal

documentary film of that visit. He visited China several

times on our behalf for advance discussions with officials

about the invitation and our possible itinerary.

Dr. Carol Lee Hamrin, a Chinese affairs expert at the U.S.

State Department and professor at The Johns Hopkins

University, briefed us and helped us understand China’s

changing political and social currents.

David Aikman, Time magazine’s former bureau chief in

Bei-jing, brought to our discussions a firsthand knowledge of

China’s church situation.

Shortly before the trip, which was finally planned for 1988,

I asked my associates Blair Carlson (who was born in Hong

Kong of missionary parents) and John Akers to act as

administrative coordinators. They worked closely with one of

the co-sponsors of the visit, the Chinese People’s

Association for Friendship with Foreign Countries (usually

called the Friendship Association), a semiofficial agency

dedicated to better relations through nongovernment

contacts.

In 1985 a preliminary invitation had arrived from Bishop K.

H. Ting, head of the China Christian Council, whom Ruth had

met during her 1980 trip. After a series of negotiations, a

firm invitation arrived, asking us to preach in churches in

several cities in Septem-ber of 1987. I promised to give the

invitation priority, pending further research into the details

of the invitation.

“Please be assured that my association will do its best to

comply with your requests,” the president of the Friendship

Association, Zhang Wenjin (who had been ambassador to

the United States), wrote. “Even though it’s your first visit, I

believe you would not find [China] a strange land to you as

it’s the birthplace of your wife, and I am sure you’ll make

many friends during the visit.”

The proposed 1987 date threw me into an immediate

quan-dary. I was asked by Pope John Paul II to participate



with him during that same time period in an unprecedented

ecumenical service of worship during his visit to Columbia,

South Carolina. It was not to be a Mass but a service of

Scripture, prayer, and preaching. I was to speak on the

subject of the family.

I was looking forward to that event, especially since the

pope and I had a cordial relationship. Tex Reardon of my

staff had been asked to advise the Catholics on some of the

arrangements. (We had held a Crusade in the same stadium

only a few months before.) John Akers, an ordained

Presbyterian minister, was on the broad-based Protestant

committee planning the service. I did not want the pope or

the committee to think I was looking for an excuse to avoid

the service.

By mutual agreement with our hosts in China, the official

invitation was not to be made public until late July. But when

I told our Vatican contacts and the committee confidentially

of the invitation to China, they were very understanding. In

fact, our Roman Cath-olic contacts were especially

supportive of our plans. They knew I had asked to meet with

the leader of the officially recognized Cath-olic Church in

China, which was not permitted to have formal relations

with the Vatican.

I was, of course, excited about the possibilities in China. At

the same time, both Ruth and I felt unprepared for the trip

and even somewhat apprehensive. We yearned for more

briefings on the situation as well as more time to prepare

my messages. I realized too that I lacked a basic knowledge

of Chinese protocol. For example, I kept forgetting that the

family name came first in Chinese; I kept referring to

China’s paramount leader, Deng Xiaoping, as Mr. Ping.

The months prior to our planned visit were as busy as any

others in our ministry. In June and July, we were involved in

a number of Crusades throughout the Rocky Mountain and

Northern Plains states. It was an unusual series of meetings,

utilizing our associate evangelists as much as possible, but



with me often preaching the closing meeting in each city.

The series ended with a ten-day Cru-sade in Denver’s Mile

High Stadium. Toward the end of August, which was only a

few weeks before we were scheduled to arrive in Beijing, we

were in Helsinki, Finland, for another Crusade.

Ruth’s own ambivalence about the trip was reflected in a

postcard from Europe to our staff in Montreat. In it she said

that her prayer was the same as the words of Moses quoted

in Exodus 33:15: “If thy presence go not with me, carry us

not up hence” (KJV).

Part of the problem was that we all knew China was a

complex and difficult place. A great deal of care was needed

to avoid mistakes or pitfalls that would bring

embarrassment to our hosts or discredit to the Christian

believers.

Our formal invitation, as I said, came from the China

Christian Council, which was officially recognized by the

government and also was affiliated with what was known as

the “Three-Self Patriotic Movement.” The term refers to

China’s churches’ policy of being “self-supporting, self-

governing, and self-propagating” and underlines the

churches’ independence from foreign influence and support.

The movement had its roots in the thinking of nineteenth-

century American Presbyterian missionary John Livingston

Nevius. His ideas were rejected by his co-workers in China

but eventually adopted by missionaries in Korea, where the

“Nevius Method” was credited with the rapid growth of the

Korean church.

On the other hand, millions of Chinese Christians

worshiped either as single family units or in so-called house

churches, meeting as regularly as possible. These groups of

believers were sometimes referred to as “meeting-point

Christians.” Many of the house churches were not affiliated

with the officially sanctioned Three-Self Patriotic Movement.

In many instances, they rejected the leadership of that body

and its churches because of their ties to the government.



I did not want to offend either group, but I knew there

would be pressure, especially from the Western press, to

take sides or even to make some statement opposing the

government’s policies toward either group.

In addition, I knew China could be a political minefield. Al-

though relations between the United States and China were

more cordial than in the past, a number of thorny issues still

remained, including human rights.

As had been the case in eastern Europe and the Soviet

Union, I would need to weigh my statements very carefully

to avoid misunderstanding. I had already sought advice

from a wide variety of people knowledgeable about China,

from former President Richard Nixon and former Secretary

of State Henry Kissinger to the Arch-bishop of Canterbury,

who had made a trip to China shortly before.

Immediately following the Helsinki Crusade, I flew to Tokyo

for a few days of rest before continuing on to Beijing. By the

time my longtime associate Henry Holley met me at the

Tokyo airport, I was very tired and was suffering jet lag

aggravated by vertigo and a bladder infection. One night I

got out of bed, tripped over my briefcase in the dark, and

ended up on the floor, with broken ribs and other internal

injuries.

Henry took me to three different medical specialists in

Tokyo; all agreed I must not undertake the trip to China.

Indeed, the physical damage was so great that I had to be

flown back to the United States for treatment at the Mayo

Clinic. The aftereffects lingered for months, eventually

involving surgical removal of one rib.

We worried about the impact of canceling the visit. Would

our hosts understand the situation, or would they assume I

had come up with a “diplomatic illness” and was really

canceling for some obscure political reason? If they drew the

latter conclusion, the trust we had so carefully built up with

Chinese officials would be shattered. Al-most certainly, in



that case, we would never have an opportunity for a

renewed invitation.

We took pains, therefore, to communicate my medical

situation as fully as possible to them and to Ambassador

Winston Lord at the American Embassy, both by telephone

and through a letter that Shorty Yeaworth hand-delivered to

our hosts.

Fortunately, they all understood and graciously accepted

the situation. In the Lord’s mercy, we were able to

reschedule our itinerary and engagements for April 12

through 28, 1988. Following my release from the Mayo

Clinic, I canceled everything that I could in the next few

months and devoted as much time as possible to

preparations for the trip.

Before our arrival in Beijing, several of our advance crew

flew in from Hong Kong. On landing in Beijing, they

experienced a fierce dust storm blowing in from the Gobi

Desert, which ruined the film crew’s plans to shoot scenes

around the city before our heavy schedule began. On

Tuesday, April 12, we arrived at the Beijing airport via a

stopover in Hong Kong. Playing over the intercom of our

CAAC (the Chinese airlines plane), Ruth noticed, was the

song “Bridge over Troubled Waters.” A bridge was exactly

what we wanted to be! We even had the drawing of a bridge

as the logo on our special luggage tags.

As we got off the plane, fine dust, almost like talcum

powder, still hung in the air from the dust storm and caught

in the throat, making speaking without coughing difficult.

Ruth remembered such storms from her childhood.

We were given a red-carpet welcome at the airport by our

two official hosts, Ambassador Zhang Wenjin and Bishop K.

H. Ting, president of the China Christian Council.

Ambassador Zhang, as I have noted, was president of the

Chinese People’s Association for Friendship with Foreign

Countries, a title that did not begin to describe his courtesy

and helpfulness. He was often described as “Mr. Integrity,”



and was among those who had negotiated with Henry

Kissinger in confidential talks some years before. The

association’s vice president, Liu Gengyin (whom Ruth had

met in 1980), was also there.

In addition to Bishop Ting, the China Christian Council was

represented by its vice president, Han Wenzao. American

Ambas-sador Winston Lord was on hand too, to remind us

that we were not out of touch with home.

The drive into the city from the airport took us past rows

and rows of newly budding willows, flowering forsythia, and

blooming fruit trees, a reminder that spring was at hand.

Ruth was amazed at the traffic and the construction that

had taken place in Beijing since her visit eight years before;

skyscrapers were rising, and the old one-story dwellings that

used to blanket the capital city were rapidly disappearing.

The next evening, we were given a welcome banquet in

the Great Hall of the People. This building is a massive

architectural marvel in the center of Beijing. Constructed in

less than a year, it is the home of the National People’s

Congress.

Outside, the building looked more Russian than Chinese;

but inside, each room was decorated with magnificent wall-

hangings and furniture of a distinctively Chinese character.

We were told it had a separate banquet hall named for each

of China’s twenty-seven provinces and numerous other

assembly rooms.

I sat at a huge round table beside Ambassador Zhang

amid other distinguished officials, including Bishop Ting,

Zhao Puchu of China’s Buddhist Association, and

Ambassador Lord. In the introductory remarks, Ruth was

called “a daughter of China” and I “a man of peace.”

In response to their greetings, I stated my conviction that

Jesus Christ was the only hope for lasting peace in the

world, as well as peace with God through the Cross. That

was the keynote of all my speeches, sermons, and remarks

during the next two and a half weeks.



As the first course was served, Ambassador Zhang made

an announcement through his interpreter, Mr. Su Guang:

“We know that present here are many believers of

Christianity. We also know that they have this habit of

praying before meals. We all respect this habit. So those of

you who want to pray before meals, we respect you, and

please go ahead.” We prayed silently and gratefully. Never

in all my previous travels in the Communist world had this

happened.

During the dinner, Bishop Ting took a worn photograph

from his wallet to show Ruth. It was of his mother, who had

died recently. “She prayed for me every day,” he said

simply. “I miss her very much.”

How quickly my notions about China and its people, in

spite of my briefings, were shattered! In a span of

seventeen days, covering two thousand miles and five

major cities, we packed in more speaking and preaching

engagements, interviews, social events, and even sight-

seeing than I remembered from any other trip I’d taken

(though not as much sight-seeing as I would have liked).

Journalist Ed Plowman and photographer Russ Busby

chronicled the entire odyssey, which evolved into a pictorial

book published by the BGEA. We also took a television crew

with us to document our trip. Both foreign and American

press interviewed us at many stages, but their coverage

hardly hinted at the impact all those experiences made on

me. Several events remain as special highlights in my

memory.

One was our visit with Premier Li Peng, who had been

chosen as head of state just two days earlier by China’s

parliament, the National People’s Congress. His main task

was to administer the country’s modernization policy. He

invited us to visit him on Saturday afternoon, April 16, at a

traditional Chinese-style building called the Pavilion of

Lavender Light. It stood in a corner of the ancient walled

compound known, in the days of the emperors, as the



Forbidden City; this is the area in which high-level

government officials live today. I was his second foreign

visitor, the first having been President Corazon Aquino of

the Philippines. I knew Premier Li was somewhat familiar

with us, since our visit was preceded by personal notes of

introduction from Nixon, Kissinger, and Bush.

“Although we have different faiths,” the premier said on

greeting me through his interpreter, “that doesn’t matter

and will not be any obstacle to our dialogue.” I found it

interesting that he seemed to be referring to Communism as

a “faith.” A slightly different wording of his statement

appeared in the Chinese press: “We don’t have the same

‘God’ but . . . it doesn’t prevent us from having a good talk

together.”

In either version, whether he used the word faith or the

word God, his was a striking statement. It suggested that in

the heart of every human being lay an awareness of the

need for something, or Someone, higher than ourselves to

give meaning to life—even the heart of a Communist.

Whatever his statement meant to him, it gave us a point of

contact with each other, and we moved on to matters of

mutual interest, including the need for morality and ethics

in society.

We sat side by side (with Ruth next to me), facing the rest

of the room. Three interpreters—including our friend Sidney

Rittenberg—were just behind us. Premier Li and I chatted

amiably for fifty minutes as we sipped hot tea.

He asked us if we’d had a nice trip, talked about the

room’s furnishings, and reviewed his plans for China’s

modernization. When it came my turn to speak—the guest

was expected to take equal time and no more—I got carried

away and took off on the Gospel. “You really do believe what

you preach!” he said, when he could get a word in

edgewise.

Although Premier Li frankly stated that he was an atheist,

he and I also discussed the potential role for Christians in



China’s new environment of openness. Diplomacy would

have prevented me from quoting his words if the Chinese

press had not, the following day, reported them in some

detail. “China can never be prosperous and strong only with

material development,” he said. “It also needs spiritual

forces. . . . To become a strong country, material

achievement alone is not enough. We need moral power

too. There are four fundamental elements for building up

moral strength, namely: ideals, discipline, morality, and

culture. It is important to start from young people, to give

them cultural education.”

In fact, the present Chinese constitution, Premier Li told

me, guaranteed freedom of religious belief. With amazing

candor, he made a concession that was also reported in the

Chinese press: “In the past we didn’t practice it in full. We

are trying to correct the past.” Then he added, “But I must

say that there are not too many believers in China.”

Somewhere in the conversation, I commented that maybe

fifty years from now, China could become a leading world

power in the moral realm.

“I hope so too,” he said almost wistfully. “But at the

present time we have many problems. All sorts of criminal

behavior happen among the young people. They refuse

discipline.”

Our visit with Premier Li had an unexpected side effect. By

going public on television, on radio, and in the press about

our private conversation, the premier created visibility and

credibility for us that we could never have gotten otherwise

and opened many doors for us. For example, later we were

able to have frank question-and-answer sessions after my

talks to professional groups, students, politicians, and

church leaders. In addition, it gave an unusual degree of

visibility to the Christians and churches of China I was

visiting.

During the trip, we also met with a wide range of civic and

political leaders, such as the mayor-elect of Shanghai, Zhu



Rongji, who later became China’s vice premier for economic

development. Accompanied by the former mayor of that

city, Wang Daohan, our group had a refreshing and

informative cruise up and down the busy Huang Pu River,

which at Shanghai reaches the China Sea and forms the

harbor of this great commercial port. We also had dialogue

with teachers and scholars in academic settings such as the

Chinese Academy of Social Sciences in Beijing and the

Institute of Chinese-American Studies in Nanjing, a joint

effort between Nanjing University and The Johns Hopkins

University.

Especially memorable was our meeting at Beijing

University (also known as Beida University). It had been

founded by missionaries, and its first president was Dr. John

Leighton Stuart, a missionary who also was the last

American ambassador to China before the Communist

Revolution. We met in the splendid old Chinese-style

residence in which Dr. Stuart had lived. The students and

faculty who had been selected to attend asked numerous

questions, including some dealing with the nature of the

soul and the meaning of personal faith.

In addition, we met with members of the diplomatic and

international community at a luncheon at Ambassador

Lord’s residence; several religious leaders were there also,

including China’s leading Buddhist, Zhao Puchu, and

countless fellow Christians whose fortitude and faith under

past sufferings put me to shame. Ambassador Lord’s wife,

the well-known writer Bette Bao Lord, returned from the

United States just in time to be hostess at the luncheon; she

was a delightful and knowledgeable conversationalist.

In no place we visited was there any restriction on what I

could say, and I took advantage of that to expound the

Gospel to respectful and attentive audiences.

At Nanjing University, I noticed a contrast between the

Amer-ican exchange students and the Chinese students. The

American students wanted to know about the political and



economic situation at home; theirs were secular,

materialistic concerns. The Chinese, on the other hand,

asked mainly religious and philosophical questions. In

America the role models for students are more often than

not entertainment or sports stars, but in China they have

traditionally been scholars and philosophers.

Wherever I met with Chinese scholars, I was impressed by

their focus on moral topics. They were concerned that the

modernization program be undergirded with moral values,

as the premier had indicated.

The 200 seminarians I also addressed in Nanjing

embodied the promise of a spiritual revival in China, and I

was deeply impressed by their commitment and their ability.

In contrast to these academic settings was our brief

sightseeing visit to the Great Wall. For all that I had read

about it, it was spectacular beyond my imagination: fifteen

hundred miles long—so extensive that our astronauts were

able to see it from the moon— and in parts twenty-five

centuries old.

At the wall, a group of delightful young schoolchildren

gathered around to serenade us with patriotic songs. We sat

down cross-legged on the pavement while our group

reciprocated with some Sunday school choruses.

Then Chinese-born Dr. Charlotte Tan, a distinguished

leuke-mia specialist from the Memorial Sloan-Kettering

Cancer Center in New York City (who was traveling with us),

taught them in their own Mandarin language to sing “Jesus

Loves Me, This I Know, for the Bible Tells Me So.” (Dr. Tan is

known and respected throughout China and was in great

demand to give lectures at leading medical universities

while with us. Her husband, Dr. Moses Hsu, also

accompanied us; he is a noted scholar and Bible translator

for the American Bible Society.) Ruth enjoyed the very

thought of my singing to the children, since I can’t carry a

tune. Charlotte Tan and my son Franklin joined in to help

drown me out.



Certainly, a major highlight was the opportunity to preach

in a number of churches. Visiting with Christians who were

part of the Three-Self Patriotic Movement, as well as those

involved in the unregistered or house churches, I sensed a

tremendous spiritual vitality. When I preached in historic

Chongwenmen Church in Beijing, with Hong Kong seminary

president Philip Teng as my interpreter, 1,500 people packed

the 700-seat sanctuary.

As I entered, I noticed women kneeling at the altar and

praying. Among the crowd at the service was a delegation

of ethnic Chinese from Brazil. I urged my listeners to include

in China’s ambitious modernization program a moral and

spiritual renewal as well—or a values system, as I explained

to Charles Gibson when he interviewed me via satellite from

Beijing on the Good Morning America program. Most of all, I

urged them to open their hearts to Christ and His

transforming power and love.

Congregations of thousands gathered also when I

preached in the Muen Church and the Pure Heart Church in

Shanghai. These and other churches in Shanghai—twenty-

three Protestant and twenty Catholic—had been packed

every Sunday since the government allowed churches to

reopen beginning in 1979. In fact, I was told, some people

got up before daylight to make sure they had a seat inside

the church. In my limited experience, the Chinese

congregations were always attentive, with many people

taking notes as I spoke. In some churches, I saw people line

up at book tables to buy Bibles and other Christian

literature.

We experienced worship in less formal settings as well. In

Guangzhou (formerly Canton), we veered off the main

streets, going down dark winding alleyways. The Chinese

coming toward us must have wondered just where these

foreigners were going. Soon we could hear singing ahead

and above us. We arrived, unannounced but not

unexpected, at a three-story building that held an



independent house church. People were crammed

everywhere, including on the stairways; three-quarters of

them appeared to be young. On the first two floors, they

were watching color television sets that were monitoring the

service on the third floor. One of the security people

assigned to accompany us everywhere eventually cleared a

way up the stairs to the top floor, where the pastor wanted

me to speak. It seemed as though everyone had a Bible,

and it was clear that they knew their way around the book.

I gave a “greeting” for about twenty minutes, hoping that

my unplanned participation would not cause any trouble for

them with the local authorities. It was so hot and crowded

that for a moment I felt dizzy and thought I was going to

faint.

“I felt I had been to the catacombs and back,” Ruth wrote

later in her diary, comparing this situation with that of the

churches in Rome during their times of tribulation.

How many Christians were there in China by this time?

The China Christian Council claimed four and a half million

Protestants in their ranks. There was no way of getting an

accurate count of independent house-church Christians, of

course, but by some estimates there might have been 30

million or more. While still small when compared with

China’s huge population of 1.2 billion, all observers agreed

the churches had grown greatly during the “hidden years”

of the Cultural Revolution and afterward, often because of

the silent witness of the Christians’ love and integrity.

There were also an estimated 4 million Catholics, who

were joined together in the officially recognized Catholic

Patriotic Asso-ciation. Technically, they were not Roman

Catholics, since they were not permitted to have formal

relations with the Vatican; but for all practical purposes,

they were Catholics. The Catholic bishop in Shanghai was

most cordial when I went to visit him; he asked me to

convey some of his thoughts to the pope, which I promised

to do. He showed me a copy of the four Gospels that he had



translated into contemporary Chinese for distribution among

the Catholics.

For me personally, the undisputed high spot of the trip

was my chance to see Ruth’s birthplace in Tsingkiangpu. It

was now part of the larger community of Huaiyin, a

metropolitan area made up of several former cities and

towns in what is now called Jiangsu Province, with perhaps a

quarter-million inhabitants. It straddled the Grand Canal, the

longest man-made waterway in the world, originally

completed in the thirteenth century and stretching a

thousand miles from Yangzhou to Beijing. A little section of

that metropolis, now called Qingjiang, was the old

Presbyterian mission hospital compound; there Ruth was

born and spent her childhood and early teen years.

The station had been founded in 1887 by Dr. and Mrs.

Absalom Sydenstricker, parents of Pearl Buck; Ruth’s

parents, as I mentioned, went there in 1916. We discovered

that Moses Chen, one of the hundreds of babies Dr. Bell

delivered there, was currently the organist in the nearby

church.

In order to get to Huaiyin, army pilots flew us in an old

Russian propeller plane to the port city of Lianyungang.

Making the final approach, the pilots saw large, black water

buffalo grazing on the landing field, with one or two of them

on the runway. The crew buzzed the field once to scare the

herd off and then landed.

The port holds bittersweet memories for Ruth, for she and

her family had been forced to flee China by ship from

Lianyungang in 1937, after the Japanese bombed Shanghai

and foreigners were ordered out. Now, half a century later,

she was back. On the trip by car to Huaiyin from

Lianyungang, we passed through miles and miles of what

Ruth called “old China,” with little villages, mud farmhouses

with thatched roofs, ducks, a small pond, water buffalo, and

a few chickens. “I felt at home,” Ruth wrote in her diary. “I’m

sure I have peasant blood in my veins!”



Halfway through the drive, we stopped for a break at a

beautiful spot by a large lake. We sat in a dining room,

sipped tea, and drank in the tranquil scene.

For the last half of the trip, Sidney Rittenberg sat beside

me in the back of the car, giving me another helpful briefing

on the situation in China. The whole trip took several hours,

so there was plenty of time for me to ask him questions.

When we finally arrived in Huaiyin, we were an hour and a

half late. The mayor, Madame Xu Yan, a lovely, highly

educated lady, was waiting. She took us straight to the

banquet hall, leaving us hardly enough time to wash our

hands. Then we were served a magnificent feast.

Afterward the mayor showed us a film about the whole

province—an area largely given over to agriculture. She did

the narration herself. Then she led Ruth and me to a large,

newly redecorated room in the government guest house

where we were to spend the night.

At the welcome banquet, we learned that there were still

people around town who remembered the Bell family. On

the next day came the moment we had all been waiting for.

Our drive through the city was almost like a parade. Crowds

lined the streets, and people leaned out of the windows to

watch us go by.

About the first thing Ruth spotted as we approached the

former mission compound was the gray brick house the

Bells had built, with her favorite room on the top floor. I had

heard so much about this place for the forty-five years we

had been married that I think I could have found my way

around it blindfolded. As if we were in the Louvre in Paris or

the National Gallery in Washington, Ruth pointed out to us

the things so cherished in her memory: the mantelpieces,

the rusty hooks that used to hold a porch swing, the

creaking wood stairs to her private alcove under the eaves,

where she slept, read, meditated, wrote, and enjoyed the

glorious sunsets.



“Love and Mercy” they had called the mission hospital. We

were happy to learn that the earsplitting construction noises

nearby heralded the restoration of the complex to its

original use as a hospital, though now it would be under

government auspices. In a larger building to be added,

Chinese acupuncture and herbal treatments would be

combined with modern medical practices. The city officials

showed us an old stone slab that had been dug up; its

Chinese characters read “Love and Mercy Hospital.”

Quite a crowd had gathered while we were touring the

site. When we came out of one of the buildings, several

made a dash for Ruth. They were old patients, nurses, and

household staff from the Bell era. To Ruth, it was the

highlight of this trip home. They clustered around me too as

I led the group in a prayer of thanksgiving for the ministries

by loved ones we remembered that day.

At one point, Ruth told them how someone had once

asked her father in his latter years how many of his old

patients in China were still alive. He thought a moment,

then replied, “I would guess 90 percent are now dead.”

Then he added, “Which only shows that what we did for

them spiritually is the most important.” As Ruth spoke, a

face in the crowd lit up with an understanding smile—

undoubtedly one who remembered and still believed what

the missionaries had taught.

Reminiscences between Ruth and old friends crowded the

hours we spent there. I thought of her father and mother,

and of Ken and Kay Gieser. The latter couple had befriended

Ruth and me in our student days at Wheaton. An eye

surgeon in China, he too had been forced to leave by the

Japanese.

Various mementos were given Ruth, including, in a

beautiful satin-lined, brocade-covered box, those rusty old

swing hooks from the front porch. It was her sister Rosa who

had spotted the hooks on their visit in 1980; afterward Ruth

sent the gift box to her.



At the local church, seventy-four-year-old pastor Fei Su,

who had been there since 1936, told us that as many as 800

attended Sunday services now in the old missionary house

of Jim and Sophie Graham, spilling out into the yard. When

Ruth saw the house in 1980, it was a wholesale grocery

outlet, the former living room decorated by a picture of

Chairman Mao. Now many of the partitions had been

removed to provide room for the Christian worshipers.

Pastor Fei estimated there were 130,000 Christians in that

area of the province. One church member told us that the

pastor had spent some years in prison during the Cultural

Revolution.

Like Pastor Fei, a lot of Chinese clergy were getting old. It

was remarkable that they had survived so long. But with

growth both in the number of churches and in the

attendance at services, new leaders were urgently needed.

The twelve seminaries in China had only 600 students

enrolled, I was told—hardly adequate for future staffing of

the thousands of pulpits.

As the trip reached its halfway point, I was beginning to

understand the insights Sidney had shared with me about

the challenge to churches in China. He jotted down some of

those thoughts while we were in Nanjing:

“The principal obstacle to the spread of Christianity in

China has, from the first, been that Christ has been

presented as a white Westerner and Christianity as a foreign

importation. . . .

“The great challenge for Christianity in China is: (1) to

become thoroughly Chinese, and thus to become truly,

universally Christian; (2) to help fill the spiritual vacuum

that has been created by the collapse of Chinese

Communist ideology.”

From Nanjing we traveled to Shanghai by train, a journey

of several hours. Shanghai is one of the world’s largest

cities, with a population of over 12 million; and it has been

the center of some of the nation’s major economic reforms.



Our hosts from the Friendship Association in Shanghai met

us with a large, luxurious limousine, the kind reserved for

the highest government leaders. They were honoring us

with their very finest, but we felt awkward going to our

appointments in such a pretentious automobile. We asked

them to please get a smaller car, which they kindly did.

I preached in two churches in the city, and at a meeting of

pastors. I was impressed with the number of youth who

were in the services. We also met with a number of civic

leaders at a reception in the same room where the historic

Shanghai Communiqué had been signed by President Nixon

and Premier Chou En-lai in 1972, which opened the door to

closer contacts between the United States and China.

(Incidentally, as Nixon was going to the Beijing airport to

leave China, he called me on the telephone. I was staying at

a Holiday Inn in Vero Beach, Florida, and had been following

his visit on television. T.W. and I were just leaving for an

appointment when the White House switchboard rang and

connected us. He said he wanted to call because he knew

how much China meant to Ruth and me, and to say that he

felt there had been a real breakthrough in our relationship

with China.)

Another highlight was the opportunity to meet with Pastor

Wang Mingdao, one of China’s best-known church leaders

since the 1930s. He was well known even outside China for

his steadfastness in the face of persecution. At one stage

during the Cultural Revolution, he was given a life sentence;

and he was still considered a nonperson by the authorities.

None of the police officers or government officials traveling

with us would accompany us to his place, but they were

waiting for us after the visit.

Pastor Wang and his wife lived in a humble third-floor

apartment on an out-of-the-way street. Old and thin, he was

sitting on a metal chair, asleep, when we arrived, his head

on his folded arms resting on the simple kitchen table.



When he awoke, I asked if he had a word from the Lord for

us. He was silent for some time. “Be faithful, even to the

point of death,” he finally said, “and I will give you the

crown of life” (Revelation 2:10). Certainly, this godly leader

exemplified that verse. We stayed at least half an hour, and

our conversation was almost completely about the Bible and

spiritual things.

Our two-and-a-half-week visit did not make us experts on

such a complex cultural and sociopolitical system as

contemporary China. However, we tried to learn as much as

we could during our days there. Whenever possible, I

watched and listened and asked questions. As I told a group

in Hong Kong immediately after the trip, one of the greatest

things I learned was how much I did not know about China.

As Sidney said repeatedly, anyone who pretended to be an

authority on China was only showing his ignorance.

Since that memorable trip in 1988, I have returned to

China twice, in both instances stopping over for a few days

in Beijing before going on to North Korea. Both times (1992,

1994) I have been staggered by China’s explosive economic

growth, with massive traffic jams and skyscrapers under

construction. On each visit, my feeling about China’s

strategic place in the future has been reinforced. We

continue to pray for China, that it may become a spiritual

power-house in the future.

It gives Ruth and me special joy that our younger son,

Ned, has become deeply committed to China. He now heads

a small organization based in the Seattle area called East

Gates Ministries Inter-national, devoted to assisting the

Church in China through training, literature, and Bible

distribution. As I write this, East Gates has been given

official permission to print several million Bibles at the Amity

Printing Press in Nanjing, a joint project of the China Chris-

tian Council and the United Bible Societies. These are

earmarked for legal distribution to house churches



throughout China—groups that have had no reliable legal

source of Bibles in the past.

God is still at work in the ancient land of China, and for

that we rejoice.



34

Through Unexpected Doors
North Korea 1992 and 1994

 

North Korea was the last place on earth we ever expected to

go.

For one thing, the United States and North Korea were

technically still at war. The Korean conflict had ended in

1953, but with only a cease-fire, not a peace treaty. That

meant that the United States, as part of the United Nations

contingent fighting on behalf of the Republic of Korea (South

Korea), was still considered an enemy by North Korea, which

also blamed the United States for dividing the Korean

Peninsula after World War II.

It also meant that we had been in a state of war with

North Korea longer than with any other nation in our history.

The presence of American troops in South Korea only

reinforced North Korea’s vehement hostility toward the

United States—a view constantly repeated in North Korean

propaganda. But, in fact, the danger of armed conflict was

still very real. At the beginning of 1992, a few months

before we went to Pyongyang, former President Richard

Nixon called the heavily armed Korean border potentially

the most dangerous place on earth.

A further problem was North Korea’s nonreligious ideology.

Under its founder and leader, President Kim Il Sung, North

Korea had developed its own distinctive ideological

approach to Communism, called “the Philosophy of the

Juche Idea.” The word juche means “self-reliance,” and their

ideology stressed national self-reliance following a strict

model of thoroughgoing socialism. As part of this



philosophy, North Korea at one time had banned all religious

activity and proclaimed itself the first completely atheistic

nation on earth. It was probably the most closed country in

the world at that time, not only to all religion but to Western

visitors.

In the 1930s, under Japanese colonial rule, the northern

part of Korea was noted for its large population of Christians

and its many churches. Indeed, Pyongyang—as the most

Christian city in Asia—was sometimes called “the Jerusalem

of the East.” After the 1953 cease-fire, however, there were

very few Christians left in North Korea. During the conflict,

thousands of Christians lost their lives; many thousands

more fled to the south. Of these refugees, a fair number

became church leaders during South Korea’s explosive

growth in Christianity. Although North Korea’s antireligious

policies had eased in the intervening decades to the point

that two small churches (one Catholic and one Protestant)

had been built in Pyongyang with government permission in

the late 1980s, we still had no reason to believe North Korea

would ever welcome a Christian evangelist.

But still I remained interested in that small, isolated nation

occupying the northern part of the Korean Peninsula. One

reason was that it, like China, had played a major part in

Ruth’s younger years. In 1933 Dr. and Mrs. Bell sent Ruth to

Korea for high school in Pyongyang (then known as Pyeng

Yang). Ruth joined her older sister, Rosa, who had gone to

Pyongyang a year earlier; their other sister, Virginia, would

follow them later.

At that time, the Pyeng Yang Foreign School, established

and run by American missionaries, was considered one of

the finest boarding schools in Asia, with a reputation for

sending more candidates on to earn medical degrees and

doctorates than any other boarding school of its type in the

world. But in 1937, when the Jap-anese invaded China, the

Bells were forced to leave briefly for the port city of



Tsingtao; that was when Ruth left for the United States and

Wheaton College.

In subsequent years, after our marriage, the conversation

would often turn to North Korea, especially when Sandy

Yates Gartrell, Helen Bigger Lopez-Fresquet, or other friends

from Ruth’s high school days dropped by for a visit. A

surprisingly large number of former missionaries to Korea

and Americans born in Korea have settled in the Montreat

area. In later years, Ruth also kept close ties with Korea

through her sister and brother-in-law, Virginia and John

Somerville, who served as Presbyterian missionaries in

South Korea until their retirement. Their son Walter married

a fine Christian girl whose father was originally from North

Korea. Some of his relatives were still there. Tragically, he

had not been able to have any contact with them because

of the political situation.

Perhaps these connections explain why I could not get

North Korea out of my mind or heart. It was far more than

simply the personal challenge of going to a place where the

Gospel was virtually unknown.

I had been to South Korea a number of times and had

many friends there. In fact, some of our largest meetings

have been there; in 1973 we drew around 500,000 a night,

with more than 1 million in Yoido Plaza on the last day.

My Korean friends told me that millions of Koreans on both

sides of the border were separated from their parents,

brothers and sisters, even spouses; and on my visits to

South Korea, I heard many such stories of separation. Unlike

the East Germans and West Germans during the days of the

Berlin Wall, these Koreans had been unable to have any

contact at all with their relatives for decades. It was one of

the most heartrending human tragedies on earth, although

not well known by many Americans. Could a visit to the

north do something to alleviate this problem, even in some

small way? My approach had always been that of friendship



rather than confrontation. It had worked in other parts of the

world. Why not in North Korea?

All this was only in the back of my mind, with no specific

plan, until Henry Holley and I were talking in Hong Kong a

few days after the Crusade there in November 1990. He had

worked for us in Asia for many years and had directed many

of our Crusades there. He too felt a special closeness to

Korea, partly from his time there as a master sergeant in the

U.S. Marines. We were discussing a number of invitations we

had in Asia.

“Where can we go next?” I asked Henry.

“You have been practically everywhere in the world,

except one place,” he said to me, sharing a burden he’d had

for many years. “This place I have prayed for because of my

love of the region.”

I asked him where it was, and he said North Korea.

We talked about whether a visit to North Korea would be

possible, and he said he believed we could find an opening.

Ruth’s having attended high school in what was now the

capital city might just be the key, and this turned out to be

the case.

We agreed that plans for a North Korean trip should be

kept highly confidential, even within the BGEA. A few weeks

later, Henry asked me if John Akers could work with him on

the project. I agreed to that as long as John could continue

his other work at Montreat.

For some months, they pursued a number of approaches

to North Korea, all of which turned out to be dead ends. The

problem was simple: we had never met anyone from North

Korea, nor did we know how to make the necessary

contacts. Furthermore, the United States had no diplomatic

relationship with North Korea.

Henry’s first effort was through Christian friends in South

Korea; but in spite of their deep concern for their fellow

Koreans across the border, the hostility between the two



nations was such that they were unable to make any

meaningful contacts.

He then discovered that a limited number of Korean-

Americans, including some clergy, had been to North Korea.

At first that seemed like a hopeful channel. But North Korea

clearly was suspicious of them as well, assuming (rightly or

wrongly) that they would have ties with South Korea.

We also made an approach to some of our Christian

friends in China, but they felt that they could not get

involved.

John even made discreet contacts with the Vatican

through our longtime friend Father Jerome Vereb, who had

coordinated each of my visits with Pope John Paul II. One of

the two churches recently opened in Pyongyang was

Catholic, we knew, but we discovered through Father Vereb

that it was not permitted to have any direct contact with the

Vatican and did not have any ordained priests. The Vatican

was as puzzled as we were about how to establish some

kind of dialogue, since all their approaches in the past had

been rebuffed.

Finally, a retired missionary to Korea who was now living in

Montreat, Dr. Joseph Hopper, suggested to Ruth that Henry

and John contact Stephen Linton, a scholar at Columbia

University’s Center for Korean Research. Dr. Linton turned

out to be one of the people God would use to open the door

to North Korea for us. For some years, Steve and his wife,

Wonsook, an internationally known artist born in South

Korea, had befriended several diplomats who were part of

North Korea’s mission to the United Nations. (At the time,

North Korea—or the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea,

as it is officially known—had only observer status at the

United Nations.) Steve was an able and knowledgeable

scholar and a first-class linguist; he had grown up in South

Korea in a third-generation Presbyterian missionary family

and was deeply committed to what we were attempting to

do.



With Steve’s help, then, Henry Holley made an

appointment with the North Korean ambassador to the

United Nations, Ho Jong. Ambassador Ho smoothed the way

for Henry and the others of our advance team to visit

Pyongyang. At first their discussions seemed as though they

would not lead anywhere. I was unknown by the North

Korean officials, and they were suspicious of our motives.

After further discussions in both New York and Pyongyang

over a period of a year, however, an official invitation finally

arrived from the Korean Protestants Federation,

representing the nation’s several thousand Protestants, for

us to go to Pyongyang. My only regret was that Ruth, on the

advice of her doctors, was unable to join us. My son Ned,

however, was able to go, and I was glad to have him, for he

has a deep interest in Asia; as my son, he was treated as

number two in protocol.

From the first, we knew that this would be unlike any other

trip we had ever made, including those to eastern Europe,

the Soviet Union, and China.

One reason was the highly sensitive political situation.

Like it or not, the North Koreans would assume we were

coming with the full approval of the American government.

They were aware, for example, of my personal friendship

with President George Bush. But no matter how much I

stressed that I was not coming as a representative of the

American government and that my primary concern was

spiritual and not political, they found my motives very

difficult to understand.

Another reason that it would be a different, and indeed a

difficult, trip was the unique position of President Kim Il

Sung. Called “the Great Leader” by every North Korean, he

was the only president the country had ever had; the deep,

almost mystical reverence in which he was held by its

citizens far exceeded anything we had experienced in other

countries. He truly was a father figure to his people. Almost

every public building and every home prominently displayed



a picture of him, often alongside a picture of his son and

heir apparent, Kim Jong Il, known as “the Dear Leader.”

We spent several days in Tokyo recovering from jet lag and

getting adjusted to the time change from America. Then we

went to Beijing to secure our visas at the North Korean

Embassy there. While in the Chinese capital, on March 31,

we were received by the recently appointed vice premier,

Zhu Rongji, whose task was to oversee the economic

development of the nation. We had met him during our trip

to China in 1988.

I appreciated his taking the time to see us. His sense of

humor and his knowledge of the West made him a delightful

conversationalist. We spoke not only about the economic

problems China faced but also about his society’s need for

moral and spiritual foundations. I stated my conviction that

God had given us those foundations in the Bible. Then I told

him briefly about Ned’s work assisting the Amity Press in

Nanjing to print Bibles for China’s house churches. We then

presented him with one of the Bibles, which he seemed glad

to receive.

That afternoon Ned and I flew into Pyongyang with the

others in our small Team on the North Korean national

airline aboard a Russian-built TU–134, an older-model jet

plane similar to the American DC–9. In accordance with their

established protocol, I brought a gift to present to President

Kim Il Sung, as well as one for his son, Kim Jong Il (although

we never did meet the son).

The gift for the president was a large porcelain figurine of

American waterfowl, which our friend Mrs. Helen Boehm had

kindly helped us select. It had been carefully packed in a

very large crate to prevent breakage. Our television crew

had transported it with their equipment from the United

States, but when they tried to load it onto the North Korean

plane in Beijing, they discovered that it wouldn’t go through

the small cargo door of the TU–134. They frantically



discarded the outer protective crate at the airport in order

to get it in; fortunately, it arrived in one piece.

When we stepped off the plane in Pyongyang, we were

met by several church and government officials, as well as

by a pretty little girl dressed in a traditional red Korean

dress. With a shy smile, she presented us with a bouquet of

flowers. The North Korean press was well represented at our

arrival. CNN’s Beijing correspondent, Mike Chinoy, and his

cameraman had been given special permission at our

request to fly with us. He was one of the very few Western

reporters to be granted a visa in some years and was told

that footage could be shot only if we were in it.

A few minutes after our arrival, we were escorted into a

reception room at the airport for a formal greeting from a

delegation of Christians representing the Protestant and

Catholic churches. After Chairman Kang Yong Sop of the

Korean Protestants Federation read his welcoming

statement, I replied from my prepared text: “I do not come

as an emissary of my government or my nation, but as a

citizen of the Kingdom of God. As Christ’s ambassador, I

have come first of all to visit the Christian community here—

to have fellowship with my brothers and sisters in Christ, to

pray and to worship with them, and to preach the Gospel of

Jesus Christ in your churches.”

Then I added that although my visit was nonpolitical, as a

Christian and a follower of Jesus Christ, the Prince of Peace, I

could not help but be concerned over the tensions that

divided our two nations. “The D.P.R.K. and the United States

are not natural enemies. It is past time that the suspicion

and enmity which have characterized our relations for the

last half-century were replaced with trust and friendship. I

pray that this trip may be a positive step in that direction.”

That apparently was the right note to strike, for excerpts

of my arrival comments were carried by North Korean radio

and television that night.



After the brief welcoming ceremony, we were taken in

official cars to a beautiful Korean-style government guest

house on the edge of Pyongyang overlooking the river.

Pyongyang itself was a surprise—one of the most beautiful

large cities I have ever visited overseas. It had been

virtually leveled by Allied bombers during the Korean War.

Because the city had to be rebuilt from scratch, all the

buildings were relatively new. Unlike many of the cities in

other Communist countries we had visited, careful attention

had been given to imaginative architecture, wide

boulevards, and inviting public parks; and maintenance was

clearly a priority.

I will never be able to think of North Korea without having

a mental image of large numbers of people vigorously

walking, both in the city and in the countryside. The capital

city had efficient public transportation, including a deeply

buried subway system with magnificent mosaics and

chandeliers (somewhat like the older sections of the Moscow

Metro). However, there were no automobiles in Pyongyang,

except cars imported for government use; and, unlike in

China, we saw only a few bicycles.

Several highlights of that first visit remain vivid in my

memory. One, of course, was the opportunity to preach in

the two churches that had opened only a few years before.

Bongsu Church (Protes-tant) seated several hundred people;

Changchung Church (Cath-olic) was somewhat smaller,

although of similar design. Both had fine choirs; the Bongsu

choir even gave a moving rendition of “How Great Thou Art”

in English. The Korean Protestants Federation had been

permitted to print several thousand Bibles and hymn books

a few years before for the use of believers, and they still

had a supply on hand. Steve Linton’s uncle, Dr. Dwight

Linton, a former missionary to South Korea, interpreted for

me in the churches and also spoke in Korean to a gathering

of pastors and church workers who had come to Pyongyang

for the meetings.



Although these were the only church buildings in North

Korea, we were told that several thousand Catholics and

Protestants, out of a population of 23 million, met in small

groups throughout the country—usually in homes—under

the supervision of an approved pastor or church worker.

These believers almost exclusively came from family

backgrounds that were Christian, dating back as far as the

prewar days; evangelism of nonbelievers was still

discouraged. Most believers, therefore, were older, although

we saw a few younger men and women in the services.

Whenever possible, I commended the government officials

I met with on their policy of allowing Christians to come

together for worship. I pointed out to them, as I had done in

other countries, that I believed Christians were among their

best citizens—honest and hardworking—and that I hoped

the day would come when their existence was encouraged

and not merely tolerated.

Another memorable opportunity came at Kim Il Sung Uni-

versity, the country’s leading educational institution and the

training ground for many of its future leaders. Very few

Americans had ever seen the university or met students

there. To our surprise, the university invited me to deliver a

lecture to 400 students in one of its main lecture halls. First,

though, school officials had to be assured that I would be

giving an academic lecture, not preaching. By mutual

agreement, I lectured on “The Influence of Religion on Amer-

ican Society.”

When we arrived at the campus, we were taken into a

reception room where four or five faculty and a few others

waited to meet us. After a cordial greeting, the vice

chancellor turned to me for a response.

Assuming it was time for me to give my lecture—though

the group was much smaller than I had been told to expect

—I pulled my written text out of my pocket and prepared to

launch into it. Someone gently informed me that the lecture

was scheduled for later and that here I was expected to give



only a brief, spontaneous greeting. Apparently, I hadn’t

understood Henry’s briefing about arrangements, or

perhaps we had been given the wrong information.

In the lecture itself (carefully written with the help of John

and Steve), I acknowledged that I was probably not only the

first American but the first Christian most of them had ever

seen. I gave a profile of the American religious scene and

the influence of the Judeo-Christian tradition on our legal

and social systems. Explain-ing that I felt it was important

for me to begin by defining my terms, I proceeded to give

an extended summary of what Christians believe: “The

Christian believes that we are not here by chance, but that

the sovereign, all-powerful God of the universe created this

world, and He created us for a purpose. . . . Down inside we

sense that something is missing in our lives. There is an

empty space and a loneliness in our hearts that we try to fill

in all kinds of ways, but only God can fill it.”

The students were extremely attentive and not at all

hostile, though some admittedly had puzzled expressions.

The lecture was far different from anything they had ever

heard. Although copies of my lecture had been passed out

in English and Korean, I saw many students taking careful

notes; perhaps they were uncertain whether they would be

permitted to retain the printed copies. The university’s vice

chancellor later told me that I was the first American ever to

address their students.

Certainly the highlight of the trip, from one standpoint,

was our meeting with President Kim Il Sung. It was not

confirmed until just hours before it was to take place. On the

morning of April 2, Ned and I, along with our small group,

journeyed through the countryside about twenty or thirty

miles to the compound where President Kim had a

residence. It was a hilly, wooded area that reminded me of

our part of North Carolina. President Kim greeted us very

warmly as the cameras clicked. Then he had our entire party



line up for an official photograph, which appeared in the

North Korean newspapers the next day.

We then went into a smaller room with a long table down

the center. The North Koreans sat on one side and we on the

other as we exchanged greetings in the presence of our

respective staffs. I was pleased to note that President Kim

had included the leaders of the Korean Protestants

Federation and the Korean Catholics Associa-tion in the

meeting. The vice premier and foreign minister, Kim Yong

Nam, was also present. We had met with him for almost two

hours in his office the day before; in a very interesting

conversation, he had reviewed his country’s positions on

foreign policy.

I found President Kim to be very alert, with a deep,

gravelly voice and a strong, charismatic personality. He

made a special point of welcoming me warmly to the

Democratic People’s Republic of Korea. Then, pointing

outside at the early signs of spring, he expressed the hope

that a new springtime was coming in D.P.R.K. / U.S.

relations. He apparently wanted those remarks made public,

for he stated them while the press corps was still in the

room. After a few minutes, the reporters were excused, and

we resumed our conversations on a more detailed level.

I congratulated President Kim on his upcoming eightieth

birthday on April 15; everywhere in Pyongyang we had seen

preparations being made for huge public celebrations of the

event. After thanking me, he asked if he might see me

privately, with only our interpreters present.

I had been in contact with President Bush concerning our

trip; and shortly before our departure, he had asked me to

convey a brief verbal greeting to President Kim, which I was

glad to do. We had already indicated to our hosts that we

had been asked to do this. Although it was not a detailed

message, the mere fact that an American President was

extending a greeting to the head of a nation with which we

were technically still at war was symbolically very significant



to them. President Kim responded by asking me to convey a

similar verbal message in return.

Pope John Paul II had also asked me to convey a message

—a rather detailed one—to the North Korean leader.

President Kim listened carefully but had no response. Our

contacts later indicated that the pope had presented too

comprehensive a proposal for the North Koreans to accept

at that stage, given the lack of previous contact between

the Vatican and the D.P.R.K.

Following our meeting, President Kim invited our whole

Team to a magnificent luncheon of Korean specialties, held

around a single massive circular table in a large room

overlooking the wooded hills. Once again the area reminded

me of home. The final course was Korean watermelon,

apparently grown in a hothouse and very sweet. I casually

remarked that it was the most delicious I had ever tasted.

The next day a crate of watermelons arrived at our guest

house for us to take home with us!

President Kim also sent over a splendid hand-embroidered

tapestry depicting two colorful pheasants in a spectacular

wooded setting. The tapestry was encased in a beautiful

wooden frame inlaid with mother-of-pearl. His son, Kim Jong

Il, gave us a gift of an ornamental chafing dish carved out of

jade. Ned and the other members of our group were also

given special gifts.

One other highlight of the trip was of a more personal

nature—a visit to the site of the old Pyeng Yang Foreign

School where Ruth and her two sisters had attended high

school. All the buildings had been destroyed by bombs

during the Korean War, but our hosts had researched the

school’s location and took us to the site. The original

compound was quite extensive, for it had housed not only

the Foreign School but also a number of mission houses and

a school for Koreans. An uncle of President Kim Il Sung is

reputed to have attended that school.



The location, now occupied by the Russian Embassy, is

only a few blocks from the Mansudae Assembly Hall, where

North Korea’s Supreme People’s Assembly meets. It is also

near the Po-tong, one of two rivers that run through

Pyongyang. We couldn’t enter the embassy grounds

themselves, although the section we saw appeared to be

disused. (The Russian government had only a limited

diplomatic presence in North Korea following the collapse of

the Soviet Union.)

An older woman who was an active member of Bongsu

Church and had ties with the missionaries in former times

accompanied us, pointing out where the various buildings

had been located. After-ward Ned and I stopped by the

nearby Potong Gate, one of the main entrances into the old

walled city.

“This will be the only thing Ruth might remember,” one of

our hosts told us. “Actually, even this is new, since the

original gate was destroyed during the war. But the Great

Leader, President Kim Il Sung, ordered it reconstructed to

give our people a link to their heritage.”

Ned and I then wandered over to the park along the

nearby Taedong River. Ruth had told us many times about

trying to learn to ice-skate on the hockey field, which the

school had flooded in wintertime. But she never learned; her

ankles were too weak. The “Back Hill,” which she

remembered as separating the school from the river, was

actually the remains of an ancient city wall dating back

possibly to the time of King David in the Old Testament.

During our meeting, President Kim made a point of inviting

Ruth to come to Pyongyang in the future, and perhaps it will

be possible someday. He also made it clear that he valued

our interest in his people and hoped we would continue our

friendship.

I agreed to do so because over the years I had developed

a deep conviction that personal relationships sometimes do

far more to overcome misunderstandings and tensions than



formal diplomatic efforts do. It was largely for that reason

that I later encouraged former President Jimmy Carter to

make his trip to North Korea during a very tense time in June

1994. I had no interest in getting involved in the details of

the political issues that divided our two nations, nor did

President Kim seek to talk with me about them. However, I

could not help but feel that in his heart he wanted peace

with his adversaries before he died. I found him very

responsive to friendship on a personal level.

Did the visit help the churches in some way? We had no

firm way of knowing, of course, but we found it encouraging

that the following January, President Kim included the two

leaders of the Protestant and Catholic associations in the

guest list for his annual New Year reception, the first time

they had been given that kind of official recognition.

In 1993, a year after our first visit, Ned returned to

Pyongyang at President Kim’s invitation and was warmly

welcomed by him. Ned showed him a brief video report of

our visit, taken from one of our television programs, as well

as a picture book of the trip that we had published. Both of

these seemed to please President Kim; we had taken pains

to be objective, neither overlooking nor emphasizing our

differences. I couldn’t help but be reminded of the words of

Jesus in what has come to be called the Golden Rule: “In

everything, do to others what you would have them do to

you” (Matthew 7:12).

Ned’s visit resulted in a further invitation for us to return

to North Korea. President Kim even suggested to Ned that

he (the president) and I might spend several days together

and go fishing, which he said he enjoyed doing whenever he

could. As a result, we made tentative plans to return in July

or August of 1994, if our schedule permitted.

In the meantime, however, tensions between North Korea

and the United States threatened to come to a boiling point

over the issue of the international inspection of their nuclear

facilities. The suspicion was that North Korea might be



developing nuclear weapons. Some Western political leaders

advocated a strict economic embargo if North Korea did not

comply; others even talked in terms of selectively bombing

the nuclear facilities.

These proposals alarmed me, because I was convinced

that such actions would only stiffen the resolve of North

Korea’s leaders and could easily pave the way to another

major war on the Korean Peninsula.

Once again I had no desire to get involved in the specific

issues, but could our relationship with President Kim make

some difference? He and I held diametrically opposite

religious and philosophical beliefs, but for some reason he

seemed to value our relationship. I knew that almost no one

else from the West had been granted that kind of access.

Accordingly, we scrapped our plans for a visit during the

summer of 1994 and instead accepted an invitation to

return to Pyong-yang for a few days following our January

1994 Crusade in Tokyo.

Before leaving the United States, I talked with President

Clinton and gave him a report of my planned visit to North

Korea. I also expressed a willingness to convey a message

to President Kim, and he said he would consider it carefully.

However, we had not heard from his office by the time we

left.

Once again Ned accompanied me. After Tokyo we spent

several days in Beijing, where I preached in two churches,

including one house church, and met with several

government leaders. The new American ambassador to

China, Stapleton Roy, had us to lunch and briefed us on the

North Korean situation from his perspective. We had first

met him at Ambassador Lord’s luncheon in Beijing in 1988;

he told us then that he had just flown in from Tibet.

Ambassador Roy conveyed to me a message of greeting

from President Clinton to President Kim and asked us to

deliver it if we were received by him. As before, the

announcement of our trip was withheld by mutual



agreement until only a few days before the trip was to take

place, and we still were not sure what our exact schedule

would be.

North Korea, which shared part of its northern border with

Siberia, had a reputation for being very cold in the winter.

But it was a clear and comparatively mild day when we

stepped off the plane in Pyongyang on January 27, and the

weather stayed that way the whole time we were there. “It

looks like the God you believe in has made good weather,”

one of our government guides said to a Team member with

a twinkle in his eyes.

Once again I was invited to give a lecture at Kim Il Sung

University, this time in their largest lecture hall. I spoke on

the major problems facing the world, comparing them to

mountains that had to be crossed before our world could

ever have peace. I pointed out that as a Christian, I was

convinced that the root of all our problems came from the

human heart, and that our greatest need was spiritual in

nature. We need to be changed in our inner beings, I said.

“When we come to know Christ by committing our lives to

Him,” I added, “God comes into our lives and begins to

change us from within.”

As before, they listened attentively; afterward several of

them went to a microphone and asked a number of

questions. While at the university, I also dropped by a class

in English for some informal discussion and visited a

museum devoted to the student days of President Kim’s

son, Kim Jong Il.

Early on Saturday, January 29, 1994, we got word that

Pres-ident Kim Il Sung would receive us that morning. We

journeyed through the now-familiar countryside to the same

residence where we had been received in 1992; and I found

him just as alert and friendly as before. He embraced me

and then, with the press corps still present, greeted me with

words that deeply touched me, particularly given the

differences in our points of view: “I consider it a great honor



to have a friend like you in the United States. You have

become like a member of our family.”

After the journalists were dismissed, we discussed a

number of topics of a general nature, including the

possibility of a visit by Ruth. Then we adjourned for a private

meeting, accompanied only by our interpreters. I conveyed

to President Kim the message President Clinton had asked

me to extend to him. In turn he asked me to convey a

confidential message to my President.

Unlike the brief message he had asked me to give to

President Bush during our previous visit, however, the one

to President Clinton was fairly extensive. Several times

Steve, who was interpreting for me, stopped to discuss the

exact meaning of certain phrases with President Kim’s

interpreter to be sure there was no misunderstanding. The

message included a specific proposal that President Kim felt

would break the logjam in the difficult discussions over the

nuclear issue.

I also took the opportunity to speak very directly about my

own faith in Christ—a faith that, I reminded him, his own

mother had professed. He acknowledged that she had taken

him to church sometimes when he was a boy, although he

admitted with a smile that he had always wanted to go

fishing instead. He listened respectfully to what I said but

made little comment.

This second visit to Pyongyang was filled with unexpected

events and opportunities. One day we went to the central

television studio for an unrehearsed interview by several

Korean journalists. Having never done anything quite like

that before, the people at the studio were intrigued by the

suggestions that our television director, Roger Flessing,

gave them to make the interview more spontaneous.

“Never before has a religious leader been given this much

public attention,” one of our hosts said later.

On Sunday morning, I preached in the recently opened

Chilgol Church, the third church building to be constructed



in Pyongyang. It was located at the edge of the city, beside

the birthplace of President Kim’s mother. Her birthplace was

preserved as a national monument, and we visited it in the

crisp morning air before the church service. We also visited

President Kim’s humble birthplace outside Pyongyang, a

national shrine to which hundreds of thousands of North

Koreans make a pilgrimage every year.

Sunday afternoon we had an unprecedented opportunity

to speak to a large gathering of about 1,000 at the main

lecture hall of the Great People’s Study House, which was

similar in function and prestige to America’s Library of

Congress. Never before had a foreigner been permitted to

speak there. Furthermore, we were told, it was the first time

in North Korea’s history that a meeting with a religious

emphasis had been held legally outside of a church building.

Steve and John knew from their discussions that the

decision to grant us permission to speak in a public place

was fiercely debated behind the scenes, but we had no idea

why the way had opened up. Whatever the reason, I was

grateful for the chance to present the Gospel to people who

would have had very little, if any, contact with the Christian

message in their lives.

I spoke on Jesus’ words in Matthew 5:13—“You are the salt

of the earth”—stressing the need for personal renewal

through the power of Christ if we were to be the kind of

people our world needs. Every seat in the auditorium was

taken. The audience, which we understood was made up

mainly of political and economic leaders, undoubtedly had

been carefully selected, but that did not bother me in the

least, for God could open the heart and mind of any person

by His Holy Spirit as the truth of the Gospel was presented.

As soon as possible, I detailed President Kim Il Sung’s

message in a private letter to President Clinton, along with

some of my own impressions. A few days later, at a press

conference in Hong Kong, reporters repeatedly tried to get

me to reveal at least something of the message’s content.



Of course, I refused. All I would say was that one of my staff

had already taken the first available plane back to the

United States to convey the letter to the White House. The

unexpected death of President Kim six months later made

his specific proposal obsolete, but in my view the general

principles behind it could still serve as a basis for future

contacts.

In late 1995, Ned was able to pay a further brief visit to

North Korea. And he returned in 1996 to deliver eight

hundred thousand pounds of American brown rice, provided

jointly by his organization, East Gates Ministries

International, and the World Emer-gency Fund of the BGEA.

North Korea was experiencing a serious food shortage due

to devastating floods the previous year. Vice Premier Kim

Yong Nam expressed his nation’s gratitude to Ned and

repeated the invitation for Ruth and other members of our

family, as well as friends from the Pyeng Yang Foreign

School, to visit the country.

We continue to have contact with North Korea, asking God

to give us wisdom as we seek to let the people of that

nation know not only of our own friendship but also of the

love of God in Jesus Christ.
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New Days, New Directions
The Internet, Television and Satellites, Evangelism Training, Outreach to Youth

1990s

 

THE INTERNET

 
I had spoken innumerable times to live audiences in every

conceivable type of place, from football stadiums and

cricket grounds to bullfighting rings and aircraft carriers. I

had also spoken countless times to invisible audiences over

radio and television. But this was a first for me. America

Online, in collaboration with Time magazine, had invited me

to visit its interactive electronic service shortly after my

seventy-fifth birthday in 1993.

I was in an electronic auditorium, participating by

computer in an hour-long live interactive program, or “chat

session.” The first 300 people who signed in were the

audience, typing questions on their computers. Seated at a

table to my right were some personnel from America Online,

including someone they hired to type my replies into their

central computer.

As I felt my way into the process, it seemed like a

cumbersome way to communicate. The setting was

awkward and unfamiliar. The room was dimly lit, and in front

of me questions flashed on a large screen. Next to me were

my Bible and a stack of reference works, just in case I

needed them.

I could answer only about a dozen questions during the

hour, and 300 people didn’t sound very impressive as an

audience. But then someone informed me that additional



thousands were standing “outside” the electronic

auditorium, observing every question and answer.

“If there was only one person in today’s world that you

could bring to Christ,” one participant asked, “who would it

be, and why?”

“Every person is important to the Lord,” I replied. “I don’t

think one person is more important than another person in

God’s sight.”

Occasionally, accuracy got sacrificed as my answers were

hurriedly typed in. “Prince of Peace” came out as “Prince of

Peach”!

It was a fascinating experiment, and I thoroughly enjoyed

it. A year or so later, Christianity Today established its own

service on America Online, making live interactive sessions

on Christian issues a daily occurrence. By 1996 the BGEA

had its own Internet website, and counseling for our

December 1996 Christmas television special was done

completely over the Internet (since the space normally

made available to us by churches for our telephone

counseling centers was being put to other uses during the

holiday season).

Fascinating though it was, the experiment with America

On-line was only an extension of what we had been doing

throughout much of our ministry: seeking to use every

means possible to extend the reach of the Gospel. The

message of the Gospel never changes—and for good

reason: God never changes, and neither does our basic

spiritual need nor His answer to that need. But the methods

of presenting that message do change—and in fact they

must change if we are to keep pace with a changing world.

If we fail to bridge the gap between us and those we hope to

reach, our message will not be communicated, and our

efforts will be in vain. During this century, God has given us

new tools to do His work—electronic and visual tools, such

as radio, films, television, telephones—and each of these



has played an important role in the expansion of our

ministry.

TELEVISION AND RADIO

 
My experience with the Internet brings to mind a number of

similar situations. Most preachers and teachers would say, I

think, that talking to a live audience stimulates the speaker.

It still astonishes me, however, to realize that I can be all

alone in front of a radio microphone or a television camera

and still reach more people than I ever could in a lifetime of

personal appearances. That is not only why we have put on

our own radio and television programs but also why I have

gone on a wide variety of commercial and secular programs

as a guest.

Over the years, I have been invited to make special guest

appearances on a variety of television shows—far too many

to recount here. I have accepted as many of them as I

could, everything from The Tonight Show with Johnny Carson

to Good Morning America. My friend Larry King has had me

on his nightly CNN interview program a number of times.

One of Phil Donahue’s earliest programs originated from the

Ohio Reformatory for Women, with the governor and me as

guests answering prisoners’ questions. I’ve also been on

shows starring the likes of Jack Benny and Joey Bishop, Bob

Hope and Steve Allen. (On these programs I was usually

cast in a skit.)

Some of the programs I’ve appeared on reach back almost

to the beginnings of national television in the 1950s and

1960s. Dave Garroway had me on frequently, and Hugh

Downs, the host of NBC’s Today program for years, also

interviewed me many times. Merv Griffin had me on his

show a number of times and became one of my friends in

the entertainment industry. One night during the program

he asked me to take over as emcee, and, if I wanted, even

to preach; I did end up giving a sermonette.



One of the ablest interviewers I have known is David Frost.

We first met when he came to our 1954 meetings in

London’s Harringay Arena. (David’s father was a Methodist

preacher, and his mother spent a vacation with Ruth and me

in our home.) Some of those I’ve met in the media have

become good friends. Paul Harvey, the radio commentator,

has probably been my best friend in the American media.

He has always been very supportive of us and often keeps

his many listeners informed about our work. We have been

guests in his home many times, with his delightful wife,

Angel.

Sometimes people have questioned whether a minister of

the Gospel should be on entertainment shows. When it was

announced that I was going to appear on Laugh-In— a

television show that sometimes included sketches that were

risqué or profane—we received so many letters from our

supporters that I had to draft a special response just to

answer their concerns.

“My sole purpose in accepting these invitations,” I wrote,

“is to witness for Christ in a totally secular environment.

Very few Christians have this opportunity. [It is important] to

keep contact with the millions of Americans that never

darken the door of a church. . . . It seems to me that this

was the method of our Lord. He went among publicans and

sinners.”

Did these television appearances make any spiritual

impact on the lives of the individuals who were watching?

That, of course, is difficult to measure. Only God knows the

answer. Time after time, however, we have heard of people

with no religious inclination whatsoever who came to a

Crusade meeting or tuned in to one of our television

specials just because they had first seen us on a secular

program. In their eyes (and, perhaps more important, in the

eyes of their peers), my having been on such programs took

away the stigma of going to a religious meeting to hear me

in person.



Once while in Florida, we were staying in a house on the

beach. A man walked by, recognized me, and came back to

say he had been converted to Christ after watching me on

The Jack Paar Show.

Some years ago, a university student from Berkeley flew

down to attend one of our meetings in Los Angeles. At

Invitation time, he came forward to accept Christ. “I became

convinced that you had something I wanted,” he told us

later, “when I saw you on Woody Allen’s show.”

SATELLITE TECHNOLOGY

 
With the advent of satellites that could take a signal from

one country or one continent and broadcast it instantly to

another, our television ministry took a significant leap.

In 1985 we used satellites for the first time, to

simultaneously broadcast our meetings from Sheffield,

England, all over Great Britain (which generally does not

permit the purchase of time for religious programming on

television and radio). We were building on the pattern first

established three decades before with the landline relays

during our London Crusade. Those 1985 telecasts went to all

kinds of venues, from theaters and civic auditoriums to

parish halls. In each location, a portable satellite dish

received the signal, and the images were projected on a

large screen.

From time to time, we had already used a similar pattern

of sending a television signal to auditoriums and halls

across a country if it was possible, using normal television

relay methods such as cable and microwave. For example,

during the Euro ’70 Crusade (April 1970), our meetings in

Dortmund, Germany, were relayed live to thirty-six cities

across the continent. However, satellite technology now

made it possible to relay images from a meeting to an

almost infinite number of locations.

After the Sheffield meeting, our staff drew up an ambitious

plan to extend our ministry across the world through



simultaneous live satellite links. I struggled with that

decision almost more than anything else in my ministry. On

the one hand, the idea of preaching the Gospel instantly to

hundreds of millions of people was very appealing. On the

other hand, the projected cost was enormous. As I relate

later, in 1987 our board decided to put it on hold. (God gave

project director Bob Williams and his staff added grace to

cope with the frustration of this period.) In retrospect, I

believe we made the right decision.

In the next few years, satellite technology leapfrogged. In

1989 we extended the outreach from our Crusade meetings

in London through satellites, reaching two hundred and fifty

locations in England, Scotland, Wales, Northern Ireland, and

the Republic of Ireland. Three of the services were relayed

by satellite to almost three hundred locations in thirty

countries in Africa—some by simultaneous transmission,

some by delayed broadcast. As part of this effort, we

inserted testimonies and musical segments that were

indigenous to Africa, and my message was dubbed into

eight languages.

Subsequent satellite outreaches from Hong Kong in 1990,

Buenos Aires in 1991, and Essen, Germany, in 1993 covered

thirty countries in Asia and the Pacific, almost all of Latin

America, and the continent of Europe, respectively. The

statistics were mindboggling. The Hong Kong telecasts, for

example, were translated into forty-eight languages and

reached an estimated 100 million viewers each night. A

spinoff was a separate program for India in 1991, using

eleven thousand sets of videotapes interpreted into twenty-

three languages and dialects that were circulated all over

that nation. Yet all of these were setting the stage for an

even greater outreach using satellite technology.

GLOBAL MISSION 1995

 
In March 1995, we went to San Juan, Puerto Rico, for a

Crusade in Hiram Bithorn Stadium. Next door to the



stadium, in a huge indoor arena, our staff oversaw the

installation of a dazzling array of technical equipment to

transmit the meetings via satellite to venues in one hundred

and eighty five countries and territories. One network

executive from a major international satellite corporation

said that our project was a more complex undertaking than

the broadcasts his organization had done of the Winter

Olympics from Norway the previous year. It may have been

the most extensive single evangelistic outreach in the

history of the Church.

Skilled interpreters in booths at the arena translated the

messages simultaneously into forty-eight languages.

Musical portions and testimonies appropriate for various

areas of the world were inserted into the regional programs.

For example, the Mandarin language version featured

Chinese Christian musical groups and a testimony by tennis

star Michael Chang. Some broadcasts went out on a “silent

channel”—that is, with silence during the time my message

was being interpreted into Spanish in San Juan, so that local

interpretation into other languages could be added.

Thousands of places around the world were set up to

receive the telecasts through small, inexpensive satellite

dishes or by means of videotape; the signals were then

projected onto large screens. Settings ranged from theaters

and sports palaces in the former Soviet Union to the refugee

camps of Rwanda and the rain forests of French Guiana.

In one African country that had recently undergone serious

political turmoil, the meetings took place in the main city

square. One local church leader said, “Three years ago we

would have been arrested for suggesting religious meetings

like this.”

In the capital of one eastern European country, the

meetings were held in the building formerly used by the

Communist Party for its annual conferences.

South Korea had one hundred and twenty locations. One

large Presbyterian church there trained every one of its



17,000 members to be counselors in the effort.

An estimated 1 million attended the meetings in South

Africa, with 50,000 commitment cards returned afterward.

A student at one of the satellite meetings in Kazakhstan

told her counselor, “I’ve tried everything, and now I turn to

God as the last hope. . . . Something happened for which

I’ve waited all my life.”

A prostitute in Mexico who had consistently abused her

children came forward in one meeting to confess her sins

and give her life to Christ in the presence of her children.

Later, videotapes of these Global Mission programs were

rebroadcast over national television networks in many

countries, extending the audience by additional tens of

millions. In some countries with a strong non-Christian

tradition, we did not advertise the programs in order to

avoid problems for the local sponsors; but we still heard

many stories of people who came to Christ in those places.

We were particularly surprised that the door opened in India

for a specially prepared program that made extensive use of

music and drama before the message.

Subsequent efforts have added new dimensions to our

outreach by satellite technology. In December 1996, for

example, a Christmas television special, taped in advance

and including my message on the meaning of Christmas,

was beamed by satellite in thirty-three languages to

thousands of locations in over two hundred countries and

territories.

TELEPHONE COUNSELING

 
In recent years, our television ministry in the United States

has extended its impact through another use of technology.

In 1980 we introduced a telephone-counseling service for

viewers, which was in operation when our telecasts were

being aired. Victor Nelson and the Reverend Noble

Scroggins, our director of spiritual counseling at the time,

saw it as a way to extend our ministry to people who



otherwise might never talk with someone seriously about

their spiritual or personal concerns.

Whenever we plan to air a television broadcast, several

telephone-counseling centers are set up across the country,

usually in churches or colleges that offer us their facilities.

Local volunteers are trained by our staff to handle calls from

people who want to discuss a spiritual problem or to commit

their lives to Christ. Each center might have as many as a

hundred telephones. Calls often continue many hours after

the telecast is over. The caller pays the cost of the

telephone call if it’s long-distance, a policy that has cut

down on frivolous calls. At no point are the telephones used

to solicit funds.

Terry Wilken, our present director of the telephone

ministry, estimates that half a million people called in during

the service’s first ten years of operation. One-fourth of those

indicated a desire to commit their lives to Jesus Christ.

Some calls came from people who were lonely and simply

wanted someone to talk to; others came from individuals

with deep personal problems. Calls were relayed to a

telephone counselor at random, but time after time God’s

sovereignty was seen in linking a caller to a telephone

counselor who had a special ability to speak to that person’s

need.

In one recent series, a man called to receive Christ, then

went on to share that he was an epileptic whose problems

were made worse by his weakness for eating too many

sweets. His counselor revealed that she too was an epileptic

and had struggled with the same problem. She shared with

the caller how she had found help with her self-discipline

through Christ.

Another caller spoke of her spiritual quest, which had led

her into a particular cult. Her telephone counselor had been

involved in the same cult before coming to Christ and was

able to lead the woman to a saving faith.



The potential of new technologies can hardly be

overestimated. True, the best witness for Jesus Christ will

always be the personal witness of one individual to another.

But vast sections of the world today still have little or no

indigenous Christian witness. God has given us new tools to

reach this generation. For centuries the preacher’s audience

was limited by the distance his voice could travel—a

distance measured at best in tens of yards. Now that

distance has become limitless.

EVANGELISM TRAINING

 
Evangelism has always been the heartbeat of our ministry;

it is what God has called us to do. But for many years, I

have been concerned about training others to carry on the

work of evangelism. No one person or organization can do

everything that needs to be done, nor did God intend it to

be that way.

As I noted in Chapter 31, this concern led to our

Amsterdam conferences for itinerant evangelists in 1983

and 1986. But evangelism takes place in all kinds of ways,

not just through itinerant evangelists. The training of

counselors in our Crusades, for example, has equipped a

host of men and women for more effective personal

evangelism. Time after time we have been told that even if

a Crusade never took place, the training that went on ahead

of time would have been more than worth the effort.

But early on, we were confronted with another question.

Did God want us to train people for evangelism in a more

systematic way? We sensed that the answer was yes, and

this led to several extensions of our ministry, especially in

recent years.

Schools of Evangelism

 
In 1957 California businessman Lowell Berry attended one

of our meetings in Madison Square Garden. Although he was

already an active church member, his life was particularly



touched by the New York City meetings. “All of a sudden, I

realized that many ministers weren’t making the Gospel

clear to their congregations,” he said.

During the 1958 San Francisco Crusade, he approached

me with the idea of some type of training program for

pastors. Teachers for such a program could very well be our

own staff and any pastors who had skills in evangelism. I

told him it sounded like a good idea, but we were involved in

so many other things that I soon forgot about it.

Some time later he tackled me again on the subject.

“Lowell, that’s a good idea,” I responded again. “But this

would cost a lot of money.”

Lowell looked me straight in the eye. “Well, I have a lot of

money,” he replied.

After talking with others and praying about the matter, we

became convinced that God was leading us to develop such

a program. I asked Victor Nelson and Bob Ferm to begin

planning. After a couple of limited efforts, we started our

first full-scale program during the 1967 Kansas City

Crusade. A thousand pastors and Christian workers enrolled.

For years the schools were held only in conjunction with

our Crusades. A school during our 1967 Japan Crusade, for

example, brought 3,000 pastors together for specialized

training in that largely non-Christian nation. As we were

finding in all of our Schools of Evangelism, those who

attended not only benefited from the training but also were

greatly encouraged by their fellowship with pastors whom

they never would have met otherwise.

We eventually expanded our schools to places where

Crusades were not being held, such as Africa, Nepal, Papua

New Guinea, and Malaysia, as well as cities in the United

States and Canada. Under Norm Mydske, our director for

Latin America, dozens of schools were held throughout

Central and South America.

Lowell was true to his word, generously underwriting the

program during his lifetime and after his death providing for



continued assistance through the Lowell Berry Foundation.

To date, 100,000 pastors and Christian workers have

attended a School of Evangelism under the leadership of

John Dillon and, in recent years, Larry Backlund.

The Cove

 
Many years ago, Ruth and I came to the conviction that a

large number of Christians, particularly laypeople, needed a

greater understanding of the Bible. But relatively few of

them had the opportunity to study the Bible in a systematic

and practical way. Even those who had gone to church all

their lives often had only a scattered, piecemeal view of the

Bible and its parts. We were also concerned about men and

women of high visibility who were coming to Christ. They

had no place to go to learn the Bible and be discipled quietly

and without interference. Most of these laypeople didn’t

have the time to get involved in an extended program of

study, let alone to enroll in a Bible college or seminary.

As we prayed about this problem and discussed it with

others, Ruth and I came to believe that a series of seminars

and programs, lasting anywhere from a weekend to a month

or more, should be taught by the finest Bible teachers in the

world. Our stated goal became “training people in God’s

Word to win others to Christ.” Thus was born the vision for

The Billy Graham Training Center.

What came into focus was something between a

conference center and a Bible school. We began to explore a

number of properties throughout the United States. An

extensive but bankrupt hotel complex in Wisconsin. A

venerable but aging resort in Asheville. And so on.

One day my brother, Melvin, discovered a pristine piece of

property right under our noses. It was less than a dozen

miles from our home in Montreat. A beautiful cove

surrounded by heavily forested mountains, it comprised

some fifteen hundred acres, now complete with an exit

ramp from the interstate highway. Ruth and I hiked as far as



we could over the property. The only structure on it was a

caretaker’s cabin. Praying as we walked, we sensed that this

was the place God had preserved for a Bible-training center.

When we inquired, we learned that the property was about

to be snatched up by developers. We moved quickly, and in

1973 we were able to complete the purchase of the whole

property at a fair price. But we could not move ahead

immediately with such a large project; we already had made

heavy commitments for the Lausanne and Amsterdam

conferences.

When we were finally able to turn our attention to the

property again, we decided to make it available to a Bible

college we believed had the skills to put together a

comprehensive, Bible-centered program for training

laypeople. As time went on, though, it became clear that the

financial commitment was beyond the college’s capability,

especially in light of their own institutional needs. Accord-

ingly, in 1987 the BGEA board approved the development of

the project under our own auspices.

The first director of The Billy Graham Training Center at

The Cove (usually shortened to “The Cove”) during its early

stages was one of our senior Crusade directors, Larry

Turner, with Tom Phillips as program director. They were

followed by Jerry Miller, a dedicated Christian layman who

had been a vice president with Texaco in Houston. He took

early retirement from his position, at a considerable

sacrifice in salary, to come with us. He brought in highly

experienced land-use planners and specialized architects,

and he oversaw construction. My son Franklin was asked by

the BGEA board to be chairman of the committee that would

monitor The Cove’s development.

Parenthetically, our treasurer, George Bennett, very wisely

suggested that for every $1 we put into building and

construction, we put $1 into endowment. We have

attempted to carry out that plan over the years.



The first new building to be completed was the chapel.

Donated by the Chatlos Foundation of Miami, it is one of the

most beautiful in the Carolinas. The stones for its walls were

quarried on the property. The next structures were the

training center building itself and two hotel-style inns,

Shepherd’s Inn and Pilgrim’s Inn. Under The Cove’s present

director, Neil Sellers, other buildings are in the planning

stages, although it is not our goal to become a large facility.

A youth camp on the property also serves hundreds of

young people each year, challenging them to a commitment

to Jesus Christ and giving them the practical tools to teach

them how to live for Christ and build their lives on His Word.

The only textbook at The Cove is the Bible. Everyone has

an opportunity not only to study one or more books of the

Bible but also to be trained in personal evangelism.

The Wheaton Center

 
Some years ago, we were approached by a major eastern

university, and then by the Library of Congress, asking what

we planned to do with the archives—the old letters, files,

and so on—of our organization. I had never given a thought

to it and I was surprised that anyone would be interested in

them, but the Library of Congress urged us to make definite

plans (whether we involved the Library or not). As with The

Cove, once we accepted the need for such a facility, we

investigated a number of possible sites. The city of

Charlotte urged us to house our archives there; a civic group

offered to purchase a tract of land near the new campus of

the University of North Carolina at Charlotte.

But Dr. Hudson Armerding, president of Wheaton College,

and the chair of the board, Dr. Ken Gieser, strongly urged us

to consider a site on their campus. An academic setting was

best suited for the archives, they argued, and what better

place than the college from which Ruth and I had

graduated? Furthermore, Wheaton College was widely

known for its high academic standards; in fact, it was often



called the “Harvard” of the evangelical world. Not only did

they promise a site, but Wheaton College agreed to raise

the necessary funds.

Although some of our board members had questions, I

supported the decision to place the project at Wheaton, and

the BGEA board gave its approval. In time, plans were

expanded to include within the same building not only the

archives but a library and museum devoted to evangelism,

seminar facilities, and space for the Wheaton College

Graduate School. (I have always had a special interest in the

graduate school; as a member of the college’s board when it

was considering a plan to close the graduate school, I was

among those who spoke against it.) The name finally chosen

—and approved by everyone but me—was the “Billy Graham

Center.”

While construction was still under way, Wheaton

determined that it was unable to raise sufficient funds for

the project and could not carry through on its commitment

to us after all. This presented us with a dilemma, partly

because several members of the BGEA board were also

members of the Wheaton College board. We found ourselves

pulled in two directions, therefore, but in the end the BGEA

board agreed to make it a joint effort, with most of the

resources for construction and maintenance raised by us.

The building is owned by Wheaton College, and a BGEA

liaison committee consults with the center as it develops

programs in the history and theology of evangelism and

evangelistic strategy. I am grateful that the college has seen

the center as a positive contribution to its aca-demic life,

and that it has enabled the graduate school to have an

expanded ministry.

Groundbreaking for the project took place in 1977; two

years later, the cornerstone was laid. In September 1980,

the five-story colonial-style building was completed. It was

certainly larger than I had envisioned, but it allowed ample

room for future program expansion.



The main speaker at the dedication was Ambassador

Charles Malik, a Lebanese Christian who had been president

of the United Nations General Assembly. In his address, he

noted the almost total secularization of the great

universities, many of which had been founded by Christians,

and discussed the negative impact this secularization has

had on Western civilization. He eloquently and forcefully

challenged evangelicals to take seriously their calling to

reclaim the intellectual initiative in our world.

“I must be frank with you,” he said. “The greatest danger

be-setting American Evangelical Christianity is the danger of

anti-intellectualism. . . . The result is that the arena of

creative thinking is abdicated and vacated to the enemy. . . .

At the heart [and mind] of the crisis in Western civilization

lies the state of mind and the spirit in the universities.

“Christ being the light of the world, His light must be

brought to bear on the problem of the formation of the

mind. . . . Therefore, how can evangelism consider its task

accomplished if it leaves the university unevangelized? This

is the great task, the historic task, the most needed task,

the task required loud and clear by the Holy Ghost Himself,

to which the Billy Graham Center most humbly addresses

itself.”

Today a major part of the Billy Graham Center houses the

Wheaton College Graduate School. The building also

includes a state-of-the-art archival facility, which houses not

only BGEA records but also the archives of a number of

other evangelical missions, agencies, and leaders from the

past.

A specialized library on evangelism is also located there;

with two hundred thousand items, it is one of the largest

collections of its type in the world.

A recently redesigned museum on the ground floor is

devoted to the history of American evangelism—including

our own ministry. Of the tens of thousands of visitors it



receives each year, many register a commitment to Jesus

Christ as they are challenged by the Gospel message.

The heart of the center, however, is its series of programs

aimed primarily at Christian leaders and heads of Christian

organizations. These leaders help develop strategies for

evangelism and missions through seminars, conferences,

and specialized research projects.

JAMMIN’ IN THE DOME

 
It was Saturday evening, October 29, 1994. On the stage of

Atlanta’s vast Georgia Dome, a high-energy rap musical

group called dc-Talk was belting out a number at top

volume, to the obvious delight of the 78,000 fans packing

the stadium, almost all of whom were under the age of

twenty-one. A high-tech light show flashed and pulsed from

a sixty-foot-high truss overhead, part of nine trailerloads of

equipment brought in especially for the production.

As I stepped onto the platform, I couldn’t help but recall

the rock concert I had attended in Miami twenty-five years

before. But this was a musical event with a difference. All

the artists were Christians. “Jammin’ in the Dome,” as it was

called, was a special youth-night outreach we had planned

as part of our Atlanta Crusade. Did some from the older

generation wonder if I, or they, had any business being

there? I suspect so.

Admittedly, it wasn’t really my kind of music, nor was it

what we have ordinarily featured in our meetings during

most of our ministry. But times change. As long as the

essential message of the Gospel is not obscured or

compromised, we must use every legitimate method we

can.

Just as Michael W. Smith and dc-Talk have captivated the

audience in several of our special youth meetings in recent

Crusades, so it was with the music in Atlanta. After the

concert, the young musicians introduced me, gave me big



bear hugs, then sat down behind me as I prepared to speak,

and the crowd of young people grew quiet.

I opened my Bible to the familiar words of John 3:16: “For

God so loved the world that he gave his one and only Son,

that whoever believes in him shall not perish but have

eternal life.”

After reading that passage, I lifted my head and

exclaimed, “Tonight Jesus Christ is alive!”

No sooner had I begun than the crowd interrupted me with

a roaring cheer. When they quieted down, I continued to talk

to them—not as a preacher but as an older man sharing

what he had learned with a group of young people who

wanted to listen. I told them the old and yet ever-new story

of God’s love for us in Jesus Christ.

At the Invitation, more than 5,000 came forward to make

their commitment to Christ.

They represented a new generation, with a new outlook on

life, and a new approach. As we had done so often in the

past, once again we had explored new ways of bridging the

gap, reaching out to a changing world with the unchanging

message of Jesus Christ.
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From Arkansas to Washington
President Bill Clinton

 

When Christianity Today commemorated the fiftieth

anniversary of my ministry with a special issue, dated

November 13, 1995, Pres-ident Bill Clinton sent the

following letter for publication.

“The first time I saw Billy Graham was in Arkansas when I

was about 11. He came right into the middle of our state’s

racial trouble to lead a Crusade and to spread a message of

God’s love and grace. When the citizen’s council tried to get

him to agree to segregate his meetings, he said, ‘If I have to

do that, I’m not coming.’

“I asked a Sunday school teacher in my church to drive me

50 miles to Little Rock so I could hear Dr. Graham preach

because he was trying to live by what he said. For a good

while thereafter, I tried to send a little bit of my allowance to

his Crusades because of the impression he made on me

then.

“I was elated when Billy came to Little Rock for another

Cru-sade a few years ago when I was Governor. We had the

chance to spend a good deal of time together, and I have

treasured his friendship as well as his prayers and counsel

ever since.

“I am grateful for the way his ministry and friendship have

touched my life and, even more, for the unparalleled impact

his Christian witness has had throughout the world.

“I am honored to be able to share this tribute with you and

your readers on this special occasion.”



His words touched me and reminded me also that none of

us who preach can ever know who may be in the audience—

even a future president.

I first met Bill Clinton while he was governor of Arkansas. I

had been invited to speak at the 1985 National Governors’

Confer-ence in Boise, Idaho, and he sought me out to ask if

we could spend some time together. We went out on the

lawn and talked for a couple of hours. His quick mind and

his warm personality impressed me immediately. We met

again during our September 1989 Crusade in Little Rock.

Shortly before the Crusade, Mary Anne Stephens (who at

the time was the wife of one of the wealthiest men in

Arkansas, Jack Stephens) flew over in their corporate jet to

pick me up and fly me to the Crusade. The plane was late

arriving in North Carolina.

“We were waiting for Hillary,” Mary Anne said with an

apology, “but she never showed up; that’s why we’re so

late.”

The plane was filled with socialites; and Hillary, I soon

learned, was the wife of the governor. She had been left

behind because of an unforeseen engagement, but when we

landed in Little Rock, she was there to greet me.

A day or two later, she asked me if we could have lunch

and talk.

“I would be delighted to,” I replied, “but I don’t have

private luncheons with beautiful ladies.”

“We could sit in the middle of the dining room at the

Capital Hotel where everybody would be able to see us,”

she said, “and still have a private conversation.”

Which we did. We talked first about Park Ridge, Illinois,

where she came from. She had attended a Methodist church

there, and I had preached in the church several times.

Herbert J. Taylor of Club Aluminum, who had been chairman

of both of our Chicago-area Crusades (as well as active in

other Christian causes), went to that church also.



I didn’t know much about Mrs. Clinton before that

meeting, except that she was a lawyer. She impressed me

as a genuine intellectual as we talked. She moved

knowledgeably from one subject to another—from some

government project or political issue to a family or personal

matter and back again. I left our luncheon greatly impressed

by her.

Governor Clinton was honorary chair of that Little Rock

Crusade. He and Hillary gave a luncheon for us, with a few

of the Crusade’s strongest supporters and leaders of the

state invited too, including former governor Orval Faubus.

During that time Clinton asked me a favor. “My pastor is

dying of cancer,” he said. “He lives several miles from here.

I’d like to drive you to his home, and we can read the Bible

to him and pray with him and encourage him. He has meant

a lot to me.”

His pastor turned out to be one of the leading evangelical

pastors in the Southern Baptist Convention, Dr. W. O.

Vaught, who had played a pivotal part in getting us to come

to Little Rock and was widely loved and respected.

The governor drove me out there, just the two of us. We

were greeted by the pastor’s wife and taken immediately

into his bedroom. He was propped up with pillows and had

his Bible open. He was down below a hundred pounds, and

we all knew his time on earth was short.

“W. O.,” I said in greeting. “We’re certainly praying for you

at this time, that if it is God’s will you will be healed.”

“I have something to say to you boys,” said W. O. “Sit

down.”

And he started in with his Scofield Bible on the Second

Coming of Christ and the hope of Heaven we have as

believers in Christ. In spite of his frailty, he gave us a real

Bible lesson that lasted thirty, perhaps forty minutes without

stopping. Finally, he finished.

“Now let’s have prayer,” he said. “Let’s each one of us

pray. We’ll pray for the Crusade.”



So Governor Clinton and I got down on our knees by the

bed. The governor prayed first, a wonderful prayer. Then I

prayed. Then Pastor Vaught closed. I know both Bill Clinton

and I felt that we had received far more encouragement

from our visit than we ever could have given to his pastor.

After Clinton’s election, some people criticized me for

agreeing to pray at his inauguration. On certain issues, the

new President had taken stands that disconcerted those

who were morally more conservative, including some

evangelical Christians. I felt it was important to keep my

commitment to pray, however, even if I did not agree with

everything he held. I also felt a warm personal affection for

Mr. Clinton, whatever his viewpoints.

I also wanted to assure Mr. Clinton of my prayers, for no

President stands outside the need for God’s constant help

and guidance. That is one reason I have always agreed to

lead prayers on such occasions whenever asked.

Furthermore, the Scripture commands us to pray “for kings

and all those in authority, that we may live peaceful and

quiet lives in all godliness and holiness. This is good, and

pleases God our Savior” (1 Timothy 2:2–3). When the

Apostle Paul wrote those words, a pagan emperor ruled the

Roman Empire, but that did not nullify the command. I

asked one person who tried to dissuade me, “Are you saying

you don’t think Mr. Clinton needs our prayers, or that we

shouldn’t pray for him?”

The night before the 1993 National Prayer Breakfast—

Clinton’s first as President—Ruth and I stayed at the White

House. The Clintons had the governor of Hawaii there too. At

dinner that evening, Hillary Clinton had me to her right and

the governor to her left; they talked much of the time about

health care, a deep concern of the First Lady’s. Ruth sat at

the other end of the table on the President’s right. My sister

Jean and her husband, Leighton Ford, were also dinner

guests. It was a delightful and informal time, almost like a

family gathering. The next morning, the President and I both



got up early and had quite a talk while he was getting ready

for his morning run.

Afterward we went together to the Washington Hilton for

the National Prayer Breakfast. My good friend Doug Coe

(who has done so much in his quiet way to work with

leaders and to foster the Prayer-Breakfast movement in the

United States and many other countries) escorted us to the

platform. I found the sincere words of both Vice President Al

Gore and President Clinton acknowledging their need of

God’s guidance very moving.

Two events from President Clinton’s first term in office will

always remain in my memory.

The first occurred in 1995, shortly after the tragic bombing

of the federal office building in Oklahoma City. By any

standard, that bombing—which resulted in the deaths of

168 men, women, and children, and injury to hundreds more

—was a senseless, barbaric act. The whole nation was in a

state of shock, but no one was touched so deeply as the

citizens of Oklahoma City and the state of Oklahoma.

The day after the bombing, I received an invitation to

participate in a special memorial service for the victims of

the disaster from Governor Frank Keating and his wife,

Cathy. Just a few weeks earlier she had been taken to our

San Juan, Puerto Rico, Crusade by Laura Bush, wife of

Governor George Bush of Texas. Mrs. Keating was

coordinating the Oklahoma service. President and Mrs.

Clinton came also, and in his simple but deeply moving

words he extended his and his wife’s sympathy to those

who had suffered the loss of a loved one. By his presence

and his speech, he also conveyed to everyone in Oklahoma

the clear message that the whole nation was standing with

them in their grief.

I spoke also to the assembled crowd—one of the most

difficult things I have done in my life—telling them frankly

that I did not understand why God allowed things like this to

happen. Our knowledge is limited, I pointed out, and there



are some things we will never understand this side of

eternity. I reminded them, however, that even though we do

not understand, God does not change. He is still the God of

love and mercy; and in the midst of our sorrow and pain, we

can turn to Him in faith and trust.

The service itself was unforgettable, but I will always

especially remember joining President and Mrs. Clinton as

we met privately with some of the families who had been

affected by the bombing. There were no television cameras

or reporters around, and Mr. Clinton had nothing to gain

politically by taking the time to be with them. And yet

seldom have I seen anyone express so movingly and

sincerely a genuine sense of compassion and sympathy to

those who were hurting. I felt that he, not I, was the real

pastor that day. I couldn’t help but wonder if his own years

of hardship and pain as a child had given him an

understanding of the heartache and pain of those who

suffer, whatever the cause.

The second occasion took place on May 2, 1996, when

Ruth and I were presented with the Congressional Gold

Medal, the highest honor the Congress of the United States

can bestow on a citizen. Our local congressional

representative from western North Carolina, Charles Taylor,

had first proposed the idea (without my knowledge) to the

congressional leadership. Then (still without my knowledge),

he had enlisted the support and help of my colleague T.W.

Wilson.

The medal itself depicted Ruth and me on one side, with

an image on the reverse of the new Ruth and Billy Graham

Children’s Health Center at Asheville’s Memorial Mission

Hospital. T.W. had worked with the hospital on the project,

and funds from the sale of bronze copies of the medal went

to help provide health care for poor children throughout

Appalachia.

I felt totally unworthy of the honor, which was first given

to George Washington in 1776; ours, we understood, was



only the 114th such medal awarded in America’s history.

And I was delighted that Ruth was included in the honor, for

without her partnership and encouragement over the years,

my own work would have been impossible.

The ceremony itself was held in the Capitol Rotunda, with

a number of officials from both parties participating,

including Vice President Al Gore, Speaker of the House Newt

Gingrich, Senate Majority Leader Bob Dole, Senate President

Pro Tem Strom Thurmond, and our two senators from North

Carolina, Jesse Helms and Lauch Faircloth.

Mr. Gore’s comments were especially gratifying, for they

pointed beyond Ruth and me to the sovereign purposes of

God. “You have touched the hearts of the American family,”

he said. “In presenting this Gold Medal of Honor, . . . the

United States of America makes a powerful statement about

what is truly important in our national life. You have touched

that part of the American spirit that knows Providence has a

greater purpose for our nation.”

(His comment about the American family reminded me of

a delightful evening I had spent in the Gores’ home some

months before. The Vice President proudly introduced me to

their children, and then he and I had a relaxing candlelight

dinner in their dining room.)

I was especially pleased that many members of our

families could be present in the Rotunda, including our five

children and a number of grandchildren.

In his remarks, Bob Dole, who has a terrific sense of

humor, quipped, “When the idea of awarding the

Congressional Gold Medal [to the Grahams] was first raised,

it received something rare in this building—unanimous

approval.”

On a more serious note, he kindly added that historians

would soon be issuing their conclusions about the most

influential people of the twentieth century, asserting that

“any such list will be incomplete if it does not include the

name of Billy Graham.”



Statements like that always humble me. If there is any

truth in what Mr. Dole said, it is only because many

thousands of people have prayed for our ministry and given

financially to make it pos-sible. I replied that Ruth and I were

accepting the medal on their behalf also, and that we both

felt very unworthy of all the remarks that had been made

and of the honor itself.

The previous day, President Clinton called and asked me

to stop by the White House. We ended up spending much of

the afternoon together, talking not only about the past and

current events but also about the Bible and what it says

about God’s plan for our lives. It was a time of warm

fellowship with a man who has not always won the approval

of his fellow Christians but who has in his heart a desire to

serve God and do His will.

After the award ceremony in the Capitol, Mr. Clinton

showed up at the dinner hosted by Memorial Mission

Hospital. “I hardly ever go to a place as President [that] Billy

Graham hadn’t been there before me preaching,” he

remarked to the crowd. Then he recalled again his boyhood

experience of going to our Crusade in Little Rock at a time

of great racial tension, and the impact it made on his life. He

also spoke of our visits together across the years. After his

remarks, he presented me with a framed copy of the

legislative bill that authorized the Congressional Gold Medal

for us, and the pen with which he had signed it. Afterward

we went backstage, and he gave me a long hug before

departing. It was a memorable conclusion to a memorable

day.

As the 1996 election approached, I faced what by now was

a familiar dilemma: two friends running against each other

for the same office. Some people who were strongly in favor

of one of the candidates particularly pressed me to come

out in support of their candidate, but I steadfastly refused to

do so. During the campaign, Elizabeth Dole (whom I had

known for many years) attended our Charlotte Crusade one



evening, and her presence was noted from the platform;

some people took that as an implied endorsement of her

husband. On the other hand, my appearances with the

President from time to time undoubtedly made other people

conclude that, by implication, I was endorsing him. My own

prayer was that God’s will would be done, and that He

would grant wisdom, compassion, and integrity to whoever

was elected to our highest office.

That was my prayer also as I stood on the podium on

January 20, 1997, as President Clinton and Vice President

Gore were inaugurated to their second term in office. It has

been my prayer for every president I have known, whether

casually or intimately. The burdens and responsibilities of

that office are enormous, and no person can ever fulfill its

demands with his own strength, but only with the grace and

help of Almighty God. President Clinton knows the reality of

that truth; and as America approaches the dawning of a new

century, I pray that all who follow him in that office may

know it as well.
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Leading in a Time of Crisis
President George W. Bush

 

Normally I don’t watch the early morning television shows

when I am home, preferring instead to use the first hours of

the day for contemplation and study. But the call that

morning from one of my associates was brief and to the

point: an airplane had just flown into one of the twin towers

of New York’s World Trade Center, and I might want to turn

on the television to follow developments. No one knew at

that stage if it was simply a tragic accident or part of

something more sinister, but soon we knew the answer: the

United States was under attack from a barbaric, shadowy

enemy who had no hesitancy in killing thousands of

innocent people.

Like most Americans that morning of September 11, 2001,

Ruth and I watched in horror as scene after appalling scene

unfolded: a second plane full of passengers slamming into

the other tower of the Trade Center; another hijacked plane

smashing into the Pentagon; still another Washington-bound

plane crashing instead into the Pennsylvania countryside

because of the courage of some of its passengers (one of

whom, Todd Beamer, was a recent graduate of Wheaton

College, our alma mater). Then those final, horrific moments

as the twin towers of the tallest building in the world

collapsed into a tangled mass of twisted steel and burning

rubble. Not since Pearl Harbor some sixty years before had

the territory of the United States been attacked so viciously

and so unexpectedly, and with such devastating effect.



As I watched those shocking events unfold that morning

my thoughts inevitably turned to President George W. Bush,

the man on whose shoulders would rest the responsibility

for meeting the challenge of this brutal act of terrorist

aggression. He had been in Florida when the attacks

occurred, and later some criticized him for not returning to

Washington immediately instead of remaining in the air for

some hours. But I knew he had little to say in the matter; he

was in the hands of the Secret Service, and at that stage no

one knew whether the White House might be the next

target.

Repeatedly I paused to pray for the people of New York

and Washington, and especially the President and our other

leaders—not only for their safety but for wisdom in the days

and months ahead. They would need it, I knew, for the

conflict we now faced was unlike anything we had ever

experienced. I had made a point of studying Islam’s history

and beliefs over the years. One of our gifted associate

evangelists, Dr. Akbar Abdul-Haqq, was a brilliant scholar

who knew the Islamic faith intimately, and had helped me

understand its basic teachings and inner divisions. I also

had met numerous Muslims in my travels, and just two

years previously a delegation of Christian and Islamic

leaders from Iraq had visited with me at Harvard University,

where I was speaking. The vast majority of Muslims, I knew,

were not driven by violence or hate; only a small minority of

extremists endorsed the fanaticism of al-Qaida and other

fringe groups. But this did not lessen the threat these

groups posed, or minimize the difficulties and challenges

President George W. Bush must now face.

I’m not sure exactly when I first met George W. Bush. As I

noted previously, I had known his grandparents, Senator

Prescott Bush and his wife, Dorothy, and later Ruth and I

became good friends with their son, George H. W. Bush, and

his wife, Barbara. Whenever we could, we accepted George



and Barbara’s annual invitation to spend a few days with

them at their vacation home in Kennebunkport, Maine, and

it was probably during one of those visits that I first met the

young man who one day would become the forty-third

President of the United States. By his own admission, he

came out of college with no clear direction to his life,

although the lively discussions that seemed to be part of

every family meal and the example of his parents’ deep

commitment to public service undoubtedly gave him an

unparalleled foundation for his later years. He also inherited

the Bush family’s love of athletics and their vigorous

lifestyle, traits that I have always felt gave him the physical

stamina and health he would need to meet the rigorous

demands of the presidency.

At Kennebunkport the Bushes were always surrounded by

family and friends, and several times they asked me to lead

a freewheeling question-and-answer session with them on

the Bible and religion. I also had many informal

conversations with various members of the family about

faith in Christ, and George W. Bush has said that God used

one of those times to stimulate his own commitment to

Christ. I do not remember the occasion specifically, but

afterward his life began to take on a new seriousness and a

clearer sense of direction.

In time he would follow his grandfather and father into

politics, and I was honored when he asked me to pray at his

inauguration as governor of Texas on January 17, 1995. Two

years later he spoke to the crowd at the opening meeting of

our April 1997 San Antonio Crusade, not only welcoming us

to Texas but taking the opportunity to give a brief testimony

to his personal faith in Christ. His ability to work with

politicians of different stripes and his administrative skills as

governor of a major state brought him to national attention,

and in November 2000 he was elected our forty-third

president. I regretted the controversy that erupted over that

election due to his razor-thin electoral margin and the



dispute over the recounts in Florida (particularly since his

opponent, Vice President Albert Gore, was also a friend), but

perhaps such conflicts are inevitable in a democracy. I

couldn’t help but recall Winston Churchill’s quip that

democracy is the worst possible form of government—with

the exception of all other forms! The new President kindly

asked me to deliver a prayer at his inauguration, which I

was forced to decline for reasons of health; at his invitation

my son Franklin was invited to take my place.

Future generations may find it hard to comprehend the

confusion and fear—even paranoia—that swept the nation

immediately following the September 11 assaults. Were

other attacks imminent? Was Washington (or any other

major city) really safe? What did this mean for America’s

future? These fears were compounded by a deep sense of

national grief over the loss of so many innocent people,

including hundreds of heroic emergency personnel

(although the final number of casualties wouldn’t be known

for weeks). Financial markets were closed; police across the

country went on high alert; the vice president and other key

leaders were removed to a secret location in case

Washington was attacked. In addition, all air traffic

throughout the country was halted. One friend of ours,

returning from a series of speaking engagements in Africa

and Europe, found herself stranded for over a week in a

remote Canadian airport. We all sensed that life would never

be the same, although no one knew exactly what shape it

might take. I stayed glued to the television, praying almost

constantly for our nation and its President.

Late the next day—September 12—the White House

telephoned to say that the President was calling a “National

Day of Prayer and Remembrance” for September 14. Could I

speak at the service planned for Washington’s National

Cathedral that morning? I readily agreed in spite of the

shortness of time, convinced the President was doing the



right thing by calling the nation to prayer during this time of

crisis.

The next thirty-six hours were among the most intense of

my life, as I tried to keep track of developments while

working diligently on multiple drafts of what I might say to

bring comfort and encouragement to the nation. Meanwhile

my executive assistant, David Bruce, scrambled to put

together travel arrangements, working with the White

House to get the ban on air travel lifted so a private plane—

kindly offered to me by my friend Steve Case—could take

me from North Carolina to Washington (the only way I could

make it in time). Clearly the White House staff was

operating under tremendous difficulty, and it wasn’t until

the next evening that David finally received word that we

could be on our way. However, even the White House could

not gain permission for us to land at Reagan National

Airport, just minutes from downtown Washington, so we

were directed instead to Dulles Airport in the Virginia

countryside about an hour away. As we landed it was

slightly unnerving to look out the window and realize we

were the only airplane moving at that normally busy airport.

In less than two months I would be celebrating my eighty-

third birthday, and the next morning—the day of the event—

I admittedly was feeling my age. Only the knowledge that

God would be with us, and that people around the world

were praying, sustained me. I knew too that any stress or

weariness I felt must be minimal compared with the

pressures facing the President. In a few hours my

responsibilities would be over and I could rest, but his would

continue long into an unpredictable future.

The drive from our hotel to National Cathedral gave us a

sobering glimpse of Washington’s nervousness and state of

alert. Streets around the White House and other important

government buildings were cordoned off, and we had to

change direction several times to get around the closed

areas. Armed troops were standing on almost every street



corner, it seemed, and when we arrived at the cathedral

security was extremely tight and it took us an extended

period of time to be admitted. All the way to the cathedral

my thoughts were focused on what I was going to say. My

daughter Anne had called that morning with an illustration I

wanted to use, and while David Bruce finished inserting it

into my notes, I jotted down some last-minute changes.

After we arrived, those of us who were participating in the

service gathered in the bishop’s chambers to await the

President’s arrival, after which we all stood in a circle and

prayed for God’s blessing on the service, and also for our

world. The service itself was unforgettable, with former

presidents and members of Congress joining President Bush

and other leaders in asking for God’s comfort on all who had

been touched by the tragedy, and for God’s wisdom and

courage in the days ahead. (The full text of Billy Graham’s

message at National Cathedral is reprinted in the Appendix.)

On January 21, 2005—over three years later—I was back at

National Cathedral, this time for a service of prayer called

by President Bush as part of his inauguration to a second

term in office. Some months before, I had broken my hip in

a fall and undergone hip replacement surgery at the Mayo

Clinic in Jacksonville, Florida, and then had fallen again just

as I was recovering and broken my pelvis. As a consequence

my mobility was limited and I had been forced to begin

using a walker, but the cathedral staff thoughtfully arranged

the service so I did not have to climb any steps. It was good

to see a number of old friends and acquaintances at the

prayer service, including Cardinal Theodore McCarrick of

Washington and National Security Adviser (and soon-to-be

secretary of state) Condoleezza Rice.

By then it was clear that the kind of terrorism that had

struck our nation in 2001 was global in scope, and would not

be defeated easily or quickly. Only history can judge the full

impact of President Bush’s war on terrorism, including the



overthrow of the Taliban regime in Afghanistan and the war

in Iraq; we are too near to those complex events to draw

any final conclusions. What I do know is that each of us who

participated in that service of prayer were convinced our

nation and its leaders needed God’s direction and strength

more than ever. I knew President Bush took such occasions

very seriously; for him prayer was not an occasional display

of public piety or a casual afterthought, but a daily, personal

reality springing from his sincere personal faith in Christ.

Inevitably any president is judged by his public actions,

particularly in this era of almost nonstop media exposure.

But presidents also have a private side, and what a leader

does away from the public eye may be just as revealing

about his personality and character as the decisions he

makes. In talking earlier about George W. Bush’s parents, I

noted their habit of staying in touch with Ruth and me

through occasional phone calls or handwritten notes—a

practice that continues to this day. The same has been true

of some other leaders I have known. Such acts will never be

noticed by the press (nor should they be), nor are they done

to gain any political advantage. They simply express a

person’s natural kindness and thoughtfulness, and

demonstrate a side of their character that I find

commendable. George W. Bush follows in the footsteps of

his parents in this regard, occasionally calling just to see

how we are doing or dropping us a quick note of

encouragement (in spite of what must be a crushing daily

schedule). Even as I was working on this chapter, he

expressed the hope that we could see each other in

Washington and have prayer together. Politicians, I’m afraid,

are notorious for trying to use or manipulate people for their

own political advantage, and I’m sure I have been the

unwitting victim of more than one such attempt. But I have

never felt either George W. Bush or his father was trying to

take advantage of our friendship, and I have been grateful

for this.



I will never forget one special occasion when Mr. Bush and

his wife, Laura, went out of their way to show kindness to

our family. On November 6, 2001—the night before my

eighty-third birthday, and less than two months after the

September 11 attacks—the Bushes invited Ruth and me,

along with our immediate family and a few close friends, to

have dinner with them at the White House. It was a

delightful and relaxed occasion, with the President playing

tour guide before we sat down to dinner, and then leading

the group in singing “Happy Birthday” as the waiters

brought in a cake baked by the White House chef.

One of President Bush’s traits that isn’t particularly known

is his strong sense of personal discipline. As the evening

wound down, he stood and said, “Time to go to bed!” and

we knew it was time to leave. He had a full schedule the

next day—as I recall he was meeting with British prime

minister Tony Blair—and he knew it was important that he

be rested and alert. The dinner was strictly a private and

low-profile affair, and as far as I know, it went unnoticed by

the press—as, I’m sure, the President intended. I was

especially pleased Ruth was able to attend; her back

problems had grown increasingly painful and travel was

difficult for her, but I think she wanted to make the trip as

much to express her respect for the President as to be with

our family.

George W. Bush is the eleventh president I have been

privileged to know over the years—some well, some less so.

Each brought to the office his own unique gifts and

personality, and I believe each made an impact on the world

that wasn’t necessarily obvious at the time (and may not be

fully appreciated for generations). They also confronted

challenges they could never have imagined at the beginning

of their terms, and each endured enormous pressures and

burdens the public would never know. No position on earth

is more complex or demanding, and in spite of their



differences, every president I have known was a uniquely

gifted and capable individual. Some possessed great

charisma and exceptional communication skills, able to

connect with the public and win a hearing for their points of

view, even with those who disagreed with them. Others

were less gifted that way—a fact, I’m afraid, that sometimes

obscured their extraordinary abilities and achievements.

That doesn’t mean the eleven presidents I have known

were perfect or that their decisions were always right.

Presidents are human, and while that doesn’t excuse them

from responsibility for bad decisions or wrong motives or

lapses in judgment (anymore than it does the rest of us), it

has made me realize that government has its limitations,

and no president or political party is ever going to solve all

our problems. I’m grateful for the sincere and deep faith

some of our presidents possessed, and I am convinced that

any president or other public official will be a better leader if

he realizes his inadequacies and humbly seeks God’s help.

But this is no guarantee their decisions will always be right,

or that their personal life will always be perfect.

In an increasingly complex and dangerous world, our

president and other world leaders need our prayers more

than ever. Over the years Ruth and I have sought to follow

the Apostle Paul’s injunction in 1 Timothy 2:1-3: “I urge,

then, first of all, that requests, prayers, intercession and

thanksgiving be made for everyone—for kings and all those

in authority, that we may live peaceful and quiet lives in all

godliness and holiness. This is good, and pleases God our

Savior.” I am convinced our world would be a far better

place if more of us followed this mandate.



Part Seven
Reflections
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A Team Effort
Those Who Made It Possible

 

Many decades ago, just as our work was beginning to

expand, one of the wealthiest men in America wanted to

meet me. He got in touch with me through my old mentor

from Florida Bible Institute, W. T. Watson. Dr. Watson took

me to Palm Beach to meet him.

“Well, Billy,” the gentleman said, “you should be able to

put all your time into the type of work you’re doing—revival

work and getting the Word out like you’re doing. You ought

not to be spending time trying to raise money.”

Then he added, “I’ll tell you what I’ll do. I’m willing to

underwrite your work so you won’t have to worry about

finances. Would you like me to?”

“I can’t accept that,” I replied immediately. “My work is

spiritual work. We are getting about fifteen to twenty

thousand letters a week. Most of those letters will have a

little money in them, maybe $1, maybe $5. But every one of

those letters is saying, ‘We’re praying for you.’ If they know

there’s a rich man underwriting my work, they’ll stop

praying, and my work will take a nosedive. So I can’t accept

it.”

The gentleman meant his offer sincerely, and I thanked

him for it at the time. But I have never regretted refusing it.

I tell this story to underline an important point. As I reflect

back over half a century, I realize more than ever that this

ministry has been a team effort. Without the help of others

—our supporters, our prayer partners, our Team and staff,



and our board of directors—this ministry would not have

been possible.

Lord Nelson, the British naval commander whose victories

around the turn of the nineteenth century made him a

national hero, once said (following Shakespeare) that it had

been his happiness to command a band of brothers. He

knew he had not gained his victories alone. That also has

been one of our secrets—a band of brothers and sisters

committed to Christ and to our ministry, whose support,

advice, counsel, work, and prayers through the years have

made it all possible. I could not have done it alone.

THE TEAM

 
Because the name of Billy Graham is usually so prominent

in the media, many people cannot understand that our

ministry has been a team effort. The dedicated men and

women working with us have been willing to do anything

and everything. More than once I have gone out to a

stadium or arena and found Cliff Barrows, Grady Wilson,

Charlie Riggs, or Walter Smyth putting chairs in place. Once

I discovered one of our senior Crusade directors cleaning

the toilet in the men’s restroom shortly before a service.

The central core of our Team has been with us almost

since the beginning. I will never be able to repay the debt I

owe them for their friendship and their sacrifice over the

years. Cliff Barrows, Grady Wilson, Walter Smyth, George

Wilson, Bev Shea, Tedd Smith, Esther LaDow, Charlie Riggs,

Russ Busby, T.W. Wilson—each has been with me for at least

three decades. In the case of Grady—now gone to be with

the Lord—and his brother T.W., the ties reach back to our

youth. Many others in the BGEA have been with us almost

as long; like Grady, some (such as Willis Haymaker) have

gone on to Heaven.

In order to do whatever needed to be done, they have

subordinated their personal privileges, reordered their

priorities, accepted disappointments and endless changes in



schedule, stretched their patience, absorbed criticism, and

exhausted their energy. They were the Heaven-sent ones

who propped me up when I was sagging and often protected

me from buffetings that would have scared me or scarred

me otherwise. They did not back away from correcting me

when I needed it or counseling me with their wisdom when I

faced decisions. I’m convinced that without them, burnout

would have left me nothing but a charred cinder within five

years of the 1949 Los Angeles Crusade.

Grady Wilson

 
As long as I live, I will miss having Grady Wilson at my side.

From the beginning of our friendship, he was my God-given

balance wheel. He left the pastorate to join Cliff and me in

our original Team, helping us part of the time in our Los

Angeles Crusade and coming with us permanently shortly

thereafter.

I can see him now in his favorite garb, wearing his white

ten-gallon Stetson hat, a western-style jacket, blue jeans,

and a pair of fancy cowboy boots. I can still hear that North

Carolina drawl of his, spinning a familiar tale that kept us all

fascinated—often because of the embellishments he added

every time he told it. His easygoing nature and his down-to-

earth sense of humor saved the day for me many times. He

refused to let any of us take ourselves too seriously, and his

humor defused more than one strained meeting or tense

situation.

He also took great delight in reminding us of our mistakes

—such as the time at a Crusade in Memphis when I noted a

sign on top of the city hall announcing how many days it

was since the city had a traffic death. I intended to say, “I

congratulate you on 157 days without a fatality.” Instead,

my twisted tongue said, “I congratulate you on 157 days

without a fertility!”

Whether he was playing a practical joke on a Team

member or reading the Scripture lesson on The Hour of



Decision broadcast, Grady’s accent carried not only the hint

of his beloved South but also, it seemed to me, the joy of

Heaven itself.

Through our decades together, Grady took the pulpit at

times when I was sick or had laryngitis. His style was

different from mine, but the Holy Spirit used him to point

people to Christ.

Even when major heart attacks and diabetes began to lay

him low, Grady never lost his sense of humor or the twinkle

in his eyes. Hardly able to get about at the end, he insisted

on coming to our Crusade in Columbia, South Carolina, in

1987. My next service with Grady was his funeral a few

months later. I say “with” because I know that Grady was

more alive on that day than ever, freed at last from his pain-

racked body and rejoicing in the presence of the Lord he

loved and served. The nurses and doctors in the hospital

where he spent his final days spoke of his sense of humor,

joyous attitude, and warm witness for Christ.

Cliff Barrows

 
From the moment I met Cliff Barrows, I knew he had a

rare combination of strengths. He loves music, and he

knows also the importance of music in touching the

hearts of an audience. His uncanny ability to lead a

Crusade choir of thousands of voices or an audience of a

hundred thousand voices in a great hymn or Gospel

chorus is absolutely unparalleled. When he leads the

choir in singing “Just As I Am” when I begin the

Invitation, he is just as much a part of what the Holy

Spirit is doing in people’s hearts as I could ever be. That

well-known Gospel hymn has been used by God in

Crusades all over the world to draw people to Himself,

not only in English but also in other languages as well:

Just as I am, without one plea,

But that Thy blood was shed for me,

And that Thou bidd’st me come to Thee,



O Lamb of God, I come! I come!

 
Like Billy Sunday’s famous song leader, Homer

Rodeheaver, Cliff played a trombone with the best of them—

a talent we often used in our earlier Crusades. Ruth

remembers one lady—someone recently returned from a

remote missionary post (where apparently the only musical

instrument was the drum)—who wondered how he managed

to slide that instrument up and down his throat so easily!

Cliff’s wide contacts with Christian musicians and other

artists have brought to our Crusade platforms some of the

most inspiring and gifted soloists, instrumentalists, and

ensembles in the world.

No one can keep the complicated Crusade platform

proceedings running more smoothly than he, whether it is

adjusting the pulpit up or down to accommodate a speaker’s

or singer’s height or cueing up a song that wasn’t part of

the advance plan for the service. He has a dramatic streak

in him too—one that has made him a spellbinding storyteller

in our children’s meetings (something we incorporated

regularly into our early Crusades and have reintroduced in

recent years).

Cliff has also overseen with great ability other aspects of

our work. Production of The Hour of Decision broadcasts,

with the assistance of Johnny Lenning, has been almost

entirely Cliff’s responsibility. He also has directed the work

of World Wide Pictures. At present he has oversight also of

the production of our television ministry, working with our

director of communications, television producer Roger

Flessing.

But all of that talent is not the secret of Cliff’s

effectiveness. It is his humility and his willingness to be a

servant, which spring from his devotional life and his daily

walk with Christ. The love of Christ so monopolizes his heart

and will that he never seeks his own advantage at the

expense of others or puts another person down. I trust Cliff,



and I love him like a brother. No one except Ruth (or

perhaps Grady and T.W.) has held so many of my

confidences. That does not mean he doesn’t have strong

convictions of his own, or that, like the other members of

our Team, he doesn’t express himself freely.

Cliff is a rugged man, equally at home horseback-riding in

the Rockies or clearing the brush around his house. But he

also has the gentleness and thoughtfulness of a loving

father or brother. He is a reconciler; he has held our Team

and Crusade workers together many times by enfolding

them in his own warm Christian spirit.

When Cliff’s hearing was threatened by a tumor a few

years ago, and then when his talented and gracious wife,

Billie, was diagnosed with incurable cancer, Ruth and I were

stricken. We rejoiced with them when Cliff’s problem was

alleviated, and we wept and prayed as Billie’s condition

gradually worsened over a period of several years. Her

funeral service was actually a celebration—a celebration not

only of her life but of the hope we have of eternal life in

Christ.

Billie and Cliff had five wonderful children whom Ruth and

I love almost as though they are our own.

Cliff now makes his home in Georgia with his wife Ann

whom God, in His grace, brought into Cliff’s life.

By Cliff’s side on every Crusade platform is a talented

team of musicians on the organ and piano. For years Don

Hustad played the organ; then he left to become professor

of church music at Southern Baptist Seminary in Louisville,

where he has trained a whole generation of church

musicians. For the past thirty years, John Innes, originally

from England, has brought his considerable talents to bear

on the organ for us (as well as serving as organist for a large

church in Atlanta).

But through the years, I have always known who would be

sitting at the piano on my right in virtually every crusade:

Tedd Smith. A native of Canada and a graduate of Toronto’s



Royal Conservatory of Music, Tedd first joined us in 1950.

One music critic in New Zealand said of his musical skills,

“He compels you to look, listen, and think” through his

music and poetry. Not only is he an accomplished

instrumentalist, but he’s also a talented composer and

arranger—and a poet too. Often he has worked with Cliff in

arranging music and coordinating musical programs. In the

last few years, Tedd has helped us develop our special

youth-night programs, which make use of contemporary

music to reach a new generation with the message of Christ.

George Beverly Shea

 
No discussion of our music team is complete without

mentioning Bev Shea. Like Tedd Smith, Bev was born in

Ontario, Canada, where his father was pastor of a Methodist

church. I have already told how we began working together

during my brief pastorate in Western Springs, Illinois.

Bev was the very first person I asked to join me in

evangelism. He was well known in the Midwest, but at the

same time he was humble; he couldn’t say no, even to a

Fuller Brush salesman! It was God who brought us together.

Bev will always be remembered as “America’s beloved

Gospel singer,” whose rich bass baritone voice has touched

the hearts of millions in our Crusades and through his sixty-

five recordings; one of them, “Songs of the Southland,” was

awarded a Grammy.

I have sometimes said that I would feel lost getting up to

preach if Bev were not there to prepare the way through an

appropriate song. But I will always be grateful not only for

his musical contributions to our Crusades but also for his

warm spirit and his personal friendship over the years. I

don’t believe I’ve ever heard him utter an unkind or critical

word about anyone.

In 1976 his wife, Erma, died after an extended illness.

They had a daughter, Elaine, and a son, Ron, who has

become a valuable member of our Crusade-preparation



staff. After repeated nudging by Team members, Bev began

to date one of the receptionists in our Montreat office.

Karlene and Bev were married in 1985 in a candlelight

ceremony in our home and now live only a mile from us.

Walter Smyth

 
Before there was a BGEA, I preached for Walter Smyth. That

was in Philadelphia with Youth for Christ. I had the privilege

of performing the wedding for him and Ethel many decades

ago. When we started Billy Graham Films, I asked Walter if

he would head the distribution department, to see that the

movies got the widest possible exposure. He agreed to

come, and we opened an office on Connecticut Avenue in

Washington, D.C.

Afterward, Walter was the overall director of all of our Cru-

sades, then our international director. He organized a

number of our Crusades himself and usually traveled with

me when I went overseas. Since his retirement, he has been

one of the people I have missed the most. I can’t put into

words all that he has meant to me both personally and in

the ministry.

T.W. Wilson

 
Grady’s older brother, T.W., has been so much a part of my

life since youth that I feel as if he has been with our ministry

forever. A gifted evangelist who held citywide meetings for

years before joining our Team, T.W. often is a wise and

practical counselor to people in trouble. His humor and his

willingness to work long hours have been a source of great

encouragement to all of us. I’ve leaned on him in practical

ways perhaps more than on any other person in recent

years. Blessed with good health, he also has another ability I

don’t have: he sleeps soundly every night.

Like many other members of our Team, T.W. has had other

responsibilities, including the supervision of our office staff

in Mon-treat and the oversight of our radio stations.



T.W. has often overseen another, less pleasant side of our

work: security. Unfortunately, anyone in the public eye has

to contend with threats from people who are mentally

unstable or, in our case, violently opposed to what we do. In

many Crusades, we have had threats against me or the

Team, and there have been repeated threats against my

family.

Some have had a humorous side to them.

Once, many years ago, when Ruth was pregnant, she

answered a knock at the door.

“I’m Jesus Christ,” the man said, trying to push his way

into the house.

“Well,” Ruth responded, “why did you have to knock? Why

didn’t you just come in through the closed door?”

He stopped and scratched his head, then got back into his

car and drove down the mountain.

Other threats were really attempts to disrupt meetings. In

1980 I was invited to speak at the Oxford Union, Oxford

University’s famed debating society. Not a few future British

prime ministers had honed their analytical skills while

members, in part by learning to dissect the views of visiting

speakers. Over the years, I was told, many distinguished

men and women had refused to appear as guest speakers

before the Union, fearing the merciless grilling they were

certain to get in the question-and-answer period.

Nevertheless, I accepted the invitation and found the

members very attentive. Their questions were thoughtful

and, I felt, reflected a personal search for answers to life’s

basic questions. I had only one question I didn’t know how

to answer: “Why don’t you pack up and go home?” Before I

could think of a reply, his fellow students hissed loudly, and

he sat down.

During that same visit to Oxford, I was speaking in the

Town Hall. Some students from an anarchist group set off

the fire alarm; others tried to shout me down. I just leaned

into the microphone and kept on going, and the other



students, ignoring the outbursts, listened all the more

intently. Some of the anarchists climbed on the roof and cut

the television cables through which we were transmitting to

five other venues. After that meeting, Maurice Rowlandson,

who represented us faithfully in Great Britain for many years

as director of our London office, found his car surrounded by

police, who were checking for a suspected bomb. It turned

out to be a hoax.

But God was still at work. Canon Michael Green, who was

active in coordinating those meetings, wrote me later that

the student who did most of the shouting came to Christ

later that night. Another student who made a commitment

during the week said he did so mainly because of the

emptiness he saw in the lives of those dissidents.

Still other threats were deadly in intent.

Once in Denver a man with a gun got into the stadium

posing as one of the security officers; he had plans to

assassinate me but was apprehended in time. In Cleveland

one night, police arrested three men who were attempting

to get on the platform at the Invitation—one with a knife,

two with pistols. On still another occasion, police spotted a

man with a rifle and telescopic sight in a tall building next to

the stadium; he escaped but some weeks later was arrested

on another charge.

In Oslo, Norway, a crowd of students blocked us wherever

we went. When I met with King Olav, he told me they had

done the same thing to him when he attended a church

service. Shortly after our meeting began, the students broke

out into shouts and screams. One man scaled the fence,

cutting his hand on the barbed wire, and ran for the

platform; he was determined to stop me. Team member

Ralph Bell, who had been a star football player in his youth,

tackled him just as he was about to reach the platform.

Not every threat has ended so happily. In Copenhagen,

Den-mark, a strong knock came at an arena door during the

service, and a security guard opened it. Thinking the guard



was me, someone threw acid in his face, and doctors had to

fight to save his sight. I visited the guard in the hospital,

thanking him for his faithfulness to his duties and lamenting

the stiff price he had paid.

I am grateful for all those who have helped us with

security over the years, although I can honestly say that I

have never been nervous about such threats or been

intimidated by them. My life is in God’s hands, not those of

someone who may oppose His work.

ORGANIZING THE CRUSADES

 
Every Crusade begins at the grassroots, usually with a group

of concerned Christians who are burdened for their

community and come together to seek God’s will about

reaching those around them for Christ. If they come to

believe that a Crusade may be an effective way of

accomplishing this, they contact our Minneapolis office.

For many years, Sterling Huston has been our director for

North America. After a Crusade request comes in, Sterling

visits the people who sent the request (if that seems

indicated), and he meets with as broad a cross section of

Christian and civic leaders as possible in the host city.

Others who have broad experience with our Crusades, such

as Larry Turner or Rick Marshall, also meet with local pastors

and look at the practical problems, such as a suitable

stadium, ease of access, and parking facilities. Those staff

who work with our Crusades have sacrificed much, often

being away from home for weeks at a time; and the debt I

owe them is enormous.

Sterling was an engineer with a major industrial

corporation before coming with us, and his analytical mind

and careful attention to detail have been invaluable to me.

He is a good example of a person who is gifted in ways I’m

not and who has willingly used his gifts for the furtherance

of our ministry. However, like everyone on our Team, he is

also spiritually sensitive and is always concerned that we



accept an invitation to a city only when God is clearly

opening the door there. One of his key criteria is the level of

prayer support in a city, for without that as a foundation,

little will be accomplished spiritually.

Once a Crusade invitation is accepted, a Crusade director

and a small support staff move to that city, often a year in

advance. Their purpose is to assist the local committee in

organizing every phase of the Crusade, from the recruitment

of staff, ushers, and the choir to the construction of the

platform and the raising of the budget. (The budget for each

Crusade, by the way, is raised locally; afterward the

finances are audited, and the audit is published in the local

newspapers.) Every Crusade involves thousands of

volunteers who have a deep burden for their community

and come together using their various talents. Without

them, an event of that size would be impossible. They are

just as much a part of the Team as those of us who stand on

the platform. And after each Crusade, it is our hope to leave

behind people who have been trained or better equipped to

use their gifts right there where they live.

ASSOCIATE EVANGELISTS

 
In an effort to reach as many parts of the world as possible,

we have had several men with us over the years as

associate evangelists. They have held hundreds of Crusades

in almost every corner of the world, often in very difficult

places. And during my Crusades, they have taken speaking

engagements I have been unable to accept. Some, like Joe

Blinco and Grady Wilson, have been called home to Heaven.

Others, like Lane Adams and Leighton Ford, have gone into

the pastorate or established their own ministries, and I

rejoice in God’s blessings on their work.

Grady was already with us when I asked young Leighton

Ford to join us. He wanted to become an evangelist, but he

was planning to go to the University of Toronto. I urged him

and his parents to consider Wheaton College, which would



train him for what he wanted to do. It was there that he met

my sister Jean and married her, and he has been a

wonderful brother-in-law ever since. After a career as a

powerful associate evangelist with us, he felt led to fulfill his

own vision of training small groups of evangelists.

Still others, like Roy Gustafson and Howard Jones, held

Crusades from time to time, until their recent retirement. As

our first black evangelist, Howard has had an impact not

only in the American black community and in Africa but also

in numerous citywide Crusades. His son-in-law, Norman

Sanders, has worked for us for many years, both in the U.S.

and in our international ministry. Roy knows the Middle East

and the Holy Land as few others do; he has led hundreds of

tours to the Holy Land that have made the Bible come alive

for thousands.

Roy has also had a great impact on my son Franklin’s

spiritual growth and on his eventual decision to become an

evangelist. He invited Franklin on several trips, helping him

to become very knowledgeable on the Middle East, both

religiously and politically. In the time since, Franklin has

been a guest of the prime minister of Israel, the king of

Jordan, and other leaders in that area.

Dr. Akbar Abdul-Haqq continues to hold Crusades in his

native India (where they are called “Good News Festivals”),

as well as in other countries. He has one master’s degree in

Oriental languages and another in philosophy. His doctoral

degree from Northwestern University is in the history of

religion, with a minor in systematic theology. For four years

he was president of the Henry Martyn School of Islamic

Studies. It is no wonder that he has been effective,

especially among university students.

Another native Indian, Dr. Robert Cunville, keeps a busy

schedule in his own country; he has held Crusades in many

other places too, from Nepal to Wales. His humble spirit and

his single-minded commitment to evangelism never cease

to inspire me.



Until a stroke interrupted his ministry, Dr. John Wesley

White held Crusades in countless towns and cities across

America as well as his native Canada, and he hosted his

own religious television program in Canada. With a D.Phil.

from Oxford, John could have had a brilliant career in the

academic world, but I have seldom met a man who had a

deeper burden for evangelism. His unique brand of eloquent

preaching is unforgettable. I have been especially grateful

for the way John has been a mentor to Franklin, encouraging

him and helping him develop his own skills as an effective

evangelist. In addition to his other responsibilities, Franklin

is now an associate evangelist with our Team. More than

once I have said he is a better preacher now than I was at

his age.

Another native of Canada, Ralph Bell, has substituted for

me on occasion when illness has prevented me from

preaching. A forceful and clear preacher of the Gospel,

Ralph has not only held numerous citywide and church

Crusades but has also had an especially fruitful ministry in

prisons, one of the most difficult places to preach.

An able staff assists the associate evangelists in working

with local churches and organizing their meetings. In

addition, a fine group of gifted musicians have devoted their

talents to the associate evangelists’ Crusades. Franklin has

experimented with new musical directions in his Crusades,

utilizing a variety of groups and artists, from the Gaither

Praise Band to singer Dennis Agajanian.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

 
In 1957, during the New York Crusade, I took a brief break

one day at insurance executive Roger Hull’s home. On the

way up the Connecticut turnpike, we talked about the

organizational burden I was carrying.

“Billy, someday you’re going to be embarrassed over

this,” he said to me. “You don’t have a strong board. You’ve

handled it well, but one of these days it’s going to catch up



with you. I think you ought to expand to a board of

responsible businessmen who’ll handle your finances.”

We took Roger’s advice, but in a way he hadn’t expected.

At the board meeting in November, we named him our first

outside board member. In addition, we named a number of

others, most of them businessmen: E. O. Spencer, Dr. V.

Raymond Edman, J. Colgate Buckbee, Carloss Morris,

Leighton Ford, Dr. Nelson Bell, and Dr. Roland Scherer. Cliff

voiced the strong conviction, in which all the Team and

board of directors concurred, that I should remain chairman

of the board.

Over the next decade, I turned over all authority to the

board. In time they appointed an executive committee. It

meets frequently—usually every six weeks—to oversee the

Association’s business in detail. No paid employee of the

BGEA—including myself—is a member of the executive

committee of nine men and women, and an employee can

attend an executive committee meeting only by invitation.

The board also has a number of working subcommittees,

such as the audit review committee and the personnel

committee; and unlike most nonprofit religious

organizations, we have an internal auditor.

Before anyone is officially invited to join the board, he or

she is asked to affirm their commitment to the BGEA’s

principles, theology, and goals. Each person is also required

to pledge that he or she will make the BGEA a priority and

won’t miss meetings, unless providentially hindered.

Most, if not all, have been busy men and women with

many other responsibilities. They have been generous in

their financial support, but we have never sought board

members because of their ability to give. The most valuable

assets they bring are their wise counsel and their practical

experience. We have a separate board in Canada to oversee

our work there. Our subsidiary organizations, such as World

Wide Pictures and our two radio station units, likewise have

separate boards.



I hesitate even to mention the names of some who have

served on our BGEA board over the years (because for lack

of space I have to omit many) whose contribution was

invaluable at some stage. Nevertheless, a number of board

members will always be uppermost in my memory. Allan

Emery, Jr., became chairman of the executive committee

and was later elected president of the BGEA. Financial

adviser George Bennett has been a valuable member of the

executive committee for many years; he was treasurer of

Harvard University and also served on the boards of Ford

Motor Company, Hewlett-Packard, and other major

corporations.

Among the others were Houston title company executive

Carloss Morris, Dallas baking company executive Bill Mead,

Los Angeles pastor and black community leader Dr. E. V. Hill,

department store executive Frank Coy, California

automobile dealer Guy Martin, newspaper publisher and

former ambassador to Spain Richard Capen, business

entrepreneur Mary Crowley, corporation president Bill

Pollard, Holiday Inns co-founder Bill Walton, seminary

president Dr. Arthur Johnston, and Dr. Roger James, who has

long been my local physician.

I miss those board members who have retired or gone

ahead into the Lord’s presence. Even if their names are not

included here, I am certain their mark on BGEA is lasting. I

am sure I have not been worthy of the professional interest

and prayerful involvement of the men and women—almost

seventy at last count—who have served at one time or

another on our board across the years. They have been

personally loyal to me, but they have cared enough for the

Lord’s work to put the welfare of the BGEA above my

agenda whenever that seemed wise.

Several of our Team continue on the board, such as Cliff

and T.W.; their wide experience in evangelism is invaluable.

Dr. John Corts, who is currently president and chief



operating officer of the BGEA, also serves on the board. I

have retained the position of chairman of the board.

My own son Franklin—who heads the Christian relief

organizations Samaritan’s Purse and World Medical Mission

—joined the board in 1979. In 1995 the board unanimously

elected Franklin as first vice chair, with the understanding

that he would take over the leadership of the BGEA in the

event of my incapacity or death. It was not an easy decision

and our board studied the whole matter carefully, but I have

been delighted at the way Franklin has matured in his new

responsibilities and his ability to preach. I never dreamed he

would become an evangelist in great demand in different

parts of the world. Franklin’s appointment not only ensures

the continuity of our organization, but it also signals a

renewed commitment by the board to the vision for world

evangelism that gave birth to the BGEA. As one of our

recent published annual reports stated, we’re “grateful for

our past, expectant for our future.”

My work style—if it can be called that—has been to

encourage free-wheeling discussion in board meetings and

then to try to bring about a consensus. I cannot think of a

major decision the board has ever made without coming to

full agreement. If after extensive discussion a minority has

still felt strongly opposed on any matter, that’s been reason

enough to question whether we really had the mind of the

Lord in the matter. Every one of us in the BGEA takes

seriously the admonition of Proverbs: “Plans fail for lack of

counsel, but with many advisers they succeed” (Proverbs

15:22).

Several years ago, when our staff was excited about going

on satellite television throughout the world, our executive

committee turned it down. However, when we took the

matter to the full board, they voted overwhelmingly to

override the executive committee. That is the only serious

division of vote I can ever remember us having in our

history.



Inexperienced in board politics as Franklin may have been

at the time, he urged the board to reconsider, suggesting

that instead of trying to go worldwide, we should take one

section of the world at a time and experiment to see

whether it worked. After reconsideration, that’s exactly what

we did. As things turned out, it was the right decision.

FINANCES

 
Like it or not, money is an essential part of any ministry, and

safeguards must be put in place to avoid abuses or

misunderstandings and to handle all finances with integrity

and openness. Most of our financial support comes from the

thousands of people who send contributions to us every

month. We have no large foundations behind us, and we are

dependent on relatively small gifts to meet our expenses

every year.

To maintain contact with those contributors, I write a

month-ly letter informing them of what we are doing and

requesting their prayers for our work. At the end of each

letter, I mention the financial picture and briefly invite them

to share the challenge. We have always felt we should tell

people straightforwardly what the financial situation is and

then trust God’s promise that He “will meet all your needs

according to his glorious riches in Christ Jesus” (Philippians

4:19).

I write each letter; we have always avoided hiring

professional fund-raising or public-relations organizations to

help us with them. We could make large sums of money by

selling or renting our mailing list to other organizations or

commercial companies, but we have strictly refused to do

so.

The other side of finances is expenses. Our executive

committee oversees the budget, and all expenses are

scrutinized carefully to be sure they are necessary. The

board has also instituted policies about major expenses or



the buying of equipment; approvals must be obtained

before these are purchased.

Several years ago, we asked one of the largest and most

distinguished law firms in America to assess our

organization and its affiliates in every possible detail. After a

two-year study, they reported that they had rarely found

any organization, secular or religious, with higher standards

or better financial controls. The Internal Revenue Service

has audited us exhaustively and each time has commended

us for our carefulness in financial matters. Our annual

audited report (done by a major national accounting firm) is

made public every year to anyone who desires it. Our able

vice president for finance, Joel Aarsvold, has been with us

for many years and constantly oversees our financial health

and integrity.

When a few highly publicized financial scandals rocked

some nonprofit organizations in America a few years back,

we helped found the Evangelical Council for Financial

Accountability, an independent agency to monitor the

financial integrity of its member organizations. George

Wilson was its first president.

MINNEAPOLIS AND MONTREAT

 
What goes on in the BGEA’s main office? Almost every part

of our ministry is supervised or coordinated from there. One

department handles the incoming mail and makes sure

letters are answered quickly and gifts are acknowledged

with a receipt. Another section, our Christian Guidance

Department, gives personal attention to letters from people

seeking answers to personal problems—everything from a

troubling Bible passage to a threatened suicide. Two

hundred thousand letters a year are answered by the staff

in this department; some are referred to people who can

provide specialized counseling service in various parts of

the country.



I can never say enough about the highly skilled and

dedicated people God has given us; I only wish I could list

them all, for they have been invaluable. When George

Edstrom, one of our key people in Minneapolis, died some

years ago, I honestly wondered whether the BGEA would

survive, so dependent had we all become on his sound

judgment and leadership with our staff.

Minneapolis is also the location of the staff of Decision

magazine, which has one of the largest circulations of any

Christian magazine in the world. Each issue is posted by our

large mailing department, as are our monthly letters. World

Wide Publications and World Wide Pictures are also

headquartered in our Minneapolis offices.

Still another department deals with our associate

evangelists and our Team, coordinating schedules and

arrangements and assisting with the associate Crusades.

Our Schools of Evangelism, which train several thousand

pastors a year, are also administered from Minneapolis.

On a much smaller scale is my personal office in Montreat,

which includes T.W. as office manager, my secretary, and

several other support staff. More than one businessman has

told me that his own work would have been impossible

without a good secretary, and that certainly has been true

of me. My longtime secretaries Luverne Gustavson and

Stephanie Wills each have brought their own personalities

and gifts to their responsibilities, as did Wanda Ann Mercer

and Martha Warkentin Bridges. I have marveled at their

patience and their abilities, even under the pressures that

often come with deadlines and unexpected events.

GEORGE WILSON

 
I can never think about our Minneapolis office without

thinking of George and Helen Wilson. George helped build

efficiency into our infant organization from the start. He

never made a major move without proper authorization,

keeping me fully informed of our activities, checking with



me on every hiring development, even getting my approval

for expenditures that I sometimes thought were trifling. As

the Crusades increased in number and size, and as our radio

and television ministries expanded and our mailing list

grew, the Minne-apolis office became indispensable. It also

freed me from negotiations with local committees about

Crusade accounting procedures and budgets; all of that,

George took over.

In 1951—the BGEA’s first full year of operation—we

received 180,000 letters. By 1954 we were forced to hire

about eighty employees to handle mail and take care of

other administrative duties. Soon we purchased an aging

office building in downtown Minneapolis, formerly used by

the Standard Oil Company. In addition, we opened small

offices in a number of foreign countries to handle film

distribution, publications, foreign language editions of

Decision magazine, and other evangelistic outreaches. At

one time, we had offices in such diverse places as Hong

Kong, Paris, London, Buenos Aires, Mexico City, Berlin, and

Sydney. All of those were eventually closed as the need for

them lessened. We had a thousand employees scattered

among our various offices; now we are down to about five

hundred full-time employees. We still maintain an office in

Winnipeg for our many Canadian supporters and friends.

Admittedly, our first few years were rather informal

organizationally. Often George and I would make major

decisions just talking in the hallway for a few minutes

whenever I was in town. We were flying by the seat of our

pants, uncertain what the future held and not having any

pattern to follow. No evangelist before us, for example, had

ever faced the problem of getting organized to answer mail

on such a scale. But we were constantly trying to keep pace

with the opportunities God was opening up for us, and we

were determined to maintain the strictest standards of

integrity and accountability, in line with the commitments

we had made several years before in Modesto.



George became a self-taught expert on office efficiency.

In-deed, the Wall Street Journal once ran a story on the

innovations he introduced to answer our mail and minimize

our administrative expenses. At times he could be stubborn

and determined. More than once I lost patience with him—

and he with me, I suspect! But no one was more loyal or

more committed to our ministry.

When George retired, Dr. John Corts was appointed by our

board to replace him. John had been with BGEA for a

number of years, involved in a wide range of

responsibilities. After several years as president of a

Christian college in Florida, he returned to oversee our

Minneapolis office. His skills and ability to encourage those

who work with him have been invaluable.

We have always refused, after holding a Crusade in a city,

to allow our name to be used to perpetuate any local

organizations or movements. Sometimes, for instance,

ushers or counselors have wanted to form a permanent

organization under the Graham name. That response is

gratifying testimony to the fellowship they have discovered,

and we’re thankful for it, but we have consistently refused

to allow any continuing organization to be formed using our

name. Our complete support goes to the local churches that

have invited us to come.

Much of my time over the years has actually been spent on

organizational matters. Hardly a day passes that I’m not

talking on the telephone or handling correspondence or

meeting in conference about an administrative matter or a

decision that can’t be made by anyone else. Yes, at times I

chafe under the load and yearn for the simpler days when

our organization consisted of little more than a secretary or

two. Because my heart is in the preaching, the ceaseless

pressure of running a large organization can be oppressive.

The key has been our Team—a faithful and gifted staff that

has carried the greatest part of the burden and relieved me



of all but the most pressing administrative decisions and

duties.
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A Half-Century of Friends
From Death Row to Buckingham Palace

 

“Velma, you’re going to beat us home. Tomorrow night you’ll

be in the arms of Jesus,” I said to her on my home telephone

just hours before her execution by lethal injection.

“Praise the Lord!” she replied with confidence in her voice.

Velma Barfield had become addicted to drugs and, by her

own admission, had poisoned four people—including her

mother—in cold blood. Now, after living on Death Row for

six years while waiting for the legal system to exhaust all

her appeals, she was about to become the first woman to be

executed in the United States in twenty years.

We had never met in person, but she certainly was no

stranger. For some time, Ruth had carried on a

correspondence with her and talked with her over the

telephone. Our daughter Anne visited her often in prison

near Raleigh, North Carolina, praying with her and leading

her in Bible studies. At Velma’s request, Anne would witness

her execution.

Velma turned in faith to Christ for forgiveness and became

a vibrant, committed Christian shortly after her arrest. Her

sins, she firmly believed, were completely forgiven by God.

All that was left for her to do was to pay society’s ultimate

price.

She did not take what she had done lightly; she had

committed horrible crimes, and she knew it. Nor did she

take God’s forgiveness lightly, for it had cost Christ His life

on the Cross. Yet through that death, she knew, God had



demonstrated His love for sinners—even for a wretched

sinner like herself.

“If I had the choice of living free on the outside [of prison]

without my Lord, or living on Death Row with Him,” she told

Anne repeatedly, “I would choose Death Row.”

Just a few months before her last day, Velma finished

writing, at Ruth’s urging, the story of her tragic life, a life

filled with turmoil, drugs, anger, depression, violence, and—

finally—the grace of God.

“I want my story told because I hope it will help people

understand what God can do in the life of one loathsome

and desperate human being,” she wrote. “I understand what

the Apostle [Paul] meant when he called himself the chief of

sinners.”

“God has turned your cell on Death Row into a most

unusual pulpit,” Ruth wrote her. “There are people who will

listen to what you have to say because of where you are. As

long as God has a ministry for you here, He will keep you

here.”

As I picked up my phone in Montreat to talk with her that

last day of her life, I made sure my Bible was open before

me on my desk. I knew she would want me to read some

passages to her.

The next day she went peacefully to her death, her lips

moving in silent prayer.

A month later, Anne and I slipped into the North Carolina

Correctional Institute for Women for a special service.

Virtually all the guards and inmates were present. I

preached from John 3:16, pointing to the life of Velma

Barfield as an example of what God can do in the life of a

person who is committed to Christ. Prison, I told them, was

one of the hardest places on earth to live as a Christian. A

person’s life is under constant scrutiny, and many inmates

are cynical about supposed religious conversions. But Velma

had demonstrated the reality of Christ through her life, and

everyone present at that service knew it.



When I gave the Invitation, 200 responded, including

several guards.

While there, I also went to the cell where Velma had been

held in maximum security before her execution. “You know,

since Velma’s death, I just couldn’t bring myself to come in

here,” the warden told me. “On the night of her execution,

she was the happiest, the most radiant human being I ever

met.”

Why do I begin this chapter on a half-century of friends

with the story of Velma Barfield?

One reason is that her life exemplified a central theme of

the Christian faith: God’s forgiveness in Christ is available to

all, no matter who we are or what we have done.

Another reason is to emphasize that most of my ministry

has not been spent with famous people, whether in the

entertainment field or the financial or political arenas. Over

the years, I have met so many of the rich and famous in

many countries that it’s impossible to mention—or even

remember—them all. But presidents and royalty aren’t

typical of the people I’ve had contact with. Velma isn’t

typical either, to be sure. Still, 98 percent of my time has

been spent with people who were never in the public eye.

Frankly, I’m reluctant to speak about the other 2 percent. I

don’t want to be accused of name-dropping. But I have

crossed paths with a wide spectrum of leaders from all kinds

of fields—politics, religion, business, education,

entertainment, sports. Richard Nixon once told an

interviewer that I knew more international leaders than he

did.

I did not know whether that was accurate at the time, but

it was probably inevitable that people came to that

conclusion. Whenever I played golf with a president or

visited with a prime minister or was seen with a leading

entertainer or sports figure, the media paid attention. In

reality, though, very little of my total time has been spent

with such people. It may sound impressive to say that we



have been with Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II on a dozen

different occasions—but those twelve occasions have been

spread over forty years.

If I seem to concentrate on some of those friendships, it is

only because I have come to know some of these leaders in

a pastoral way and others simply as friends. Although

people who are constantly in the public eye usually learn to

shield their inner thoughts, they have the same personal

problems and questions that we do. Sometimes such people

have felt free to talk intimately with me, knowing that I

would hold their remarks in confidence. Some of them have

had serious character flaws; and when I have been aware of

these, I have tried to do what I could, speaking to them

privately and pastorally from the standpoint of the Bible’s

moral standards.

If some readers of these pages are disappointed that I

have not titillated them with juicy tidbits of inside gossip, so

be it. Even when the pressure has been great to reveal what

went on in a private meeting, I have tried to answer only in

the most general terms.

After leaving a session once with Cardinal Lustiger, the

Archbishop of Paris, a reporter demanded to know what we

had talked about. I replied that he could assume we had

talked about religion. In spite of his insistence, that was all

he could get out of me. The Bible is clear: “Do not betray

another man’s confidence” (Proverbs 25:9).

I never go to see important people—or anyone else—

without having the deep realization that I am—first and

foremost—an ambassador of the King of kings and Lord of

lords. From the moment I enter the room, I am thinking

about how I can get the conversation around to the Gospel.

We may discuss a dozen peripheral things first, but I am

always thinking of ways I can share Christ and His message

of hope with them. I make every effort to be sensitive to

their position and their viewpoint, but I rarely leave without

attempting to explain the meaning of the Gospel unless God



clearly indicates to me that it is not the right time for this

person. No one has ever rebuffed me or refused to listen to

me.

One time, fairly early in my ministry, I did not do that. The

businessman I was visiting had great influence. Perhaps he

intimidated me, or perhaps I was concerned that I would

alienate him if I appeared to be too religious. At any rate, I

said little or nothing about Jesus Christ. Afterward I was so

disappointed in myself that I went back to my hotel room

and fell on my knees, praying that God would forgive me. I

begged Him for another chance, but I had absolutely no

reason to expect that our paths would cross again.

Unexpectedly, a couple of weeks later, that businessman

asked to see me. In the course of the conversation, I had a

very natural opportunity to present a clear-cut Gospel

witness. The whole incident made me resolve never again to

be hesitant about sharing my faith in Christ with anyone.

What have I learned from my contacts with people who

are leaders in their respective fields, from politics and

entertainment to sports and business?

Five things come to mind.

First, leadership has its own set of special burdens and

pressures. The life of a celebrated star or a powerful

politician may seem glamorous and exciting, but in reality it

seldom is.

From 1955 to 1960, I met with several dozen heads of

state, from the prime minister of Japan to the prime minister

of Israel. (In fact, in connection with our international

ministry, I have continued to meet a wide spectrum of

leaders over the years, including virtually every prime

minister of Japan and chancellor of Germany.) Almost

without exception, they were deeply pessimistic about the

future of the world and heavily burdened by their political

responsibilities.

Several years ago, I was talking to one prominent leader

who, I suddenly discovered, was on the verge of suicide



because he was so discouraged about the world and the

circumstances he faced. I tried to comfort him and point him

beyond his problems to God, and he seemed to find some

hope in that message.

Second, leadership can be very lonely. Many years ago, I

was at a White House dinner honoring the shah of Iran. As I

went through the receiving line, he greeted me warmly and

asked me to visit him in Iran. Following our meetings in

Nagaland, India, in 1972, we let him know that we would be

stopping over in Tehran. He invited me to join him for dinner

during that stopover. When I arrived, he was sitting all alone

in a large room watching a videotape of the previous night’s

news from the United States. As he turned the TV off, I could

see the loneliness and isolation etched in his face.

In the 1950s, when I was in New York City, I would

occasionally slip by to visit Dag Hammarskjöld, secretary-

general of the United Nations, and have prayer with him. He

was a very thoughtful, if lonely, man who was trying to

make a difference for world peace, in large part because of

his Christian convictions.

Third, people in positions of influence are often used by

others for their own selfish ends. As a result, they learn to

be on their guard. It happens all the time. But I have often

deliberately gone out of my way to avoid giving the

impression that I wanted to meet someone because of what

he or she could do for me.

This has especially been true of the business leaders I

have gotten to know. One night I was the houseguest of

Ross Perot, the billionaire industrialist. He was a member of

Highland Park Presbyterian Church in Dallas, which my

brother-in-law, Clayton Bell, pastors. I found him to be one

of the smartest men I had ever met.

“Ross,” I said as we chatted, “I want to get something

straight right now. I’ll never ask you for one dime of money. I

want our friendship just to be between you and me, and no

money involved.”



“You know,” he replied, “I’ve never had anybody say that

to me. They’re all coming here wanting money!”

Another extremely wealthy Texan I came to know fairly

well was oil billionaire H. L. Hunt. From time to time he

made a point of offering to support any special projects we

might have. But he had a different set of priorities from

mine. When plans for our pavilion at the New York World’s

Fair were taking shape, I showed them to him.

“Mr. Hunt,” I said, “this would be a good time for you to

invest in the kingdom of God.”

“Why don’t you have something against Communism up

there instead?” he asked. “I’d pay for that.”

“No,” I replied, “this is just going to be pro-Gospel. We’re

just going to preach the Gospel in this exhibit.”

He was disappointed and never gave us anything toward

the project.

Fourth, people in the public eye are often looked upon as

role models, even when they do not want to be seen in that

way.

Once a prominent media personality and I were at a hotel

in West Virginia together. We had been friends for years, but

at the time of this meeting he was, in his words, at a

crossroads. As he recounted later, “I was on the edge of

messing up my personal life.” Part of his problem was that

he was rebelling against the idea of being a leader and an

example to others. “I don’t want to be a leader,” he

exclaimed repeatedly.

“Well,” I told him finally, “it doesn’t make any difference

whether you want to be a leader or not. You are a leader.

Now all we’re going to do between now and daybreak is

decide whether you’re going to be a good one or a bad

one.”

As we talked and prayed, he yielded his will to Christ in a

fresh way.

A nationally known television talk-show host once

approached me about making a regular appearance on his



program. Shortly afterward, on his show, he asked me a

direct question about sexual morality. I answered from the

Bible as graciously but clearly as I could. Later I discovered

that he was involved in an extramarital affair at the time. He

never invited me back.

Sports and entertainment figures especially are seen as

role models in our society. Athletes like tennis star Michael

Chang, professional golfers Gary Player and Bernhard

Langer, and football coach Tom Landry have taken a stand

for Christ. They and many others have become friends of

mine over the years, and they have been involved in our

Crusades and our satellite television mission projects to

various parts of the world.

When Muhammad Ali, the heavyweight boxing champion,

came to visit us in Montreat, he couldn’t get over the fact

that we did not live in a mansion with liveried servants and

a chauffeur. He was also surprised when I met him at the

airport in my ten-year-old Oldsmobile.

I autographed a Bible for him. He accepted it graciously,

but when he looked at my unreadable scrawl, he asked T.W.,

“What does that say?”

“It says God Bless You , and it’s signed Billy Graham. ”

Ali handed the book back to me.

“How about printing Billy Graham under that. I want

people to know it’s you when I show it to them!”

I laughed and printed my name in big letters.

One entertainment personality whose friendship Ruth and

I have particularly valued is country music singer Johnny

Cash, along with his wife, June Carter Cash. Johnny has won

just about every award in his field, and his distinctive voice

is loved by millions around the world. Some years ago,

Johnny and June began coming to our Crusades to sing, and

their presence and witness to Christ have drawn countless

people to meetings who might not otherwise have come.

We have laughed together and cried together as families,

sharing each other’s burdens during times of illness and



heartache. We’ve been guests in each other’s homes on

many occasions and vacationed together from time to time.

We have no better friends than Johnny and June.

British pop music star Cliff Richard has likewise appeared

at a number of our Crusades to share his testimony of faith

in Christ. I will never forget a small dinner in London to

which I had invited a dozen people. One of the guests that

evening was a former prime minister, Sir Alec Douglas-

Home. Cliff Richard was also included, as well as a

prominent member of the royal family and her husband.

Most of the conversation that evening revolved around

Christian-ity—especially the deity of Jesus Christ. One of the

guests could not accept this; he had been reared in a sect

on the fringes of Christianity that denied the full divinity of

Jesus Christ. Cliff exhibited an astonishing knowledge of the

Bible and of theology that evening as they vigorously

discussed what the Bible taught. I ended up saying very

little, grateful for Cliff’s willingness to take a stand for Christ.

Fifth, many men and women who are leaders in secular

fields have given relatively little thought to God. They tend

to be preoccupied with this world instead of the next.

Occasionally, however, I do meet a leader who is perceptive

spiritually. One such, I recall, was President Figueres of

Costa Rica, whom I met in 1958.

“The problem of the world is very simple to me,” he

stated. “I am a Catholic, but I agree with you that the

problem of the world is here.” He pointed to his heart. “Until

we do something about the human heart, we cannot solve

the problems of the world.”

Even more memorable was German Chancellor Konrad

Adenauer. One time when I was preaching in Germany, he

invited me to his office. Coffee was served, but before my

first sip, he started in.

“Young man, do you believe in the resurrection of Jesus

Christ?”

“I most certainly do,” I replied.



“So do I. If Jesus Christ is not risen from the dead, there is

not one glimmer of hope for the human race. When I leave

office, I’m going to spend the rest of my life studying and

writing about the resurrection of Jesus Christ. It’s the most

important event in human history.”

Since so much of our ministry has been spent in Great

Britain, we have had more opportunities to meet a wide

spectrum of people in leadership positions there, including

almost all of the prime ministers since 1954.

Margaret Thatcher welcomed me to Number 10 Downing

Street. Both her parents were dedicated Methodists, and she

had great sympathy for our work.

Prime Minister Harold Wilson likewise was always very

cordial toward me. At our first meeting, we talked about the

fact that the British Labour movement had some of its roots

in the evangelical revivals of Moody and others in Great

Britain during the nineteenth century. (During our trips to

Britain I have tried to meet with people who are involved in

all kinds of political parties and social movements. I recall,

for instance, a serious but very friendly discussion I had with

Arthur Scargill, the head of the National Union of Mine

Workers, during a time of serious labor unrest.)

No one in Britain has been more cordial toward us than

Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II. Almost every occasion I

have been with her has been in a warm, informal setting,

such as a luncheon or dinner, either alone or with a few

family members or other close friends. Out of respect for

her privacy and that of her family, I will say little more.

Her official position has prevented her from openly

endorsing our Crusade meetings. But by welcoming us and

having me preach on several occasions to the royal family

at Windsor and Sandring-ham, she has gone out of her way

to be quietly supportive of our mission. She is

unquestionably one of the best-informed people on world

affairs I have ever met. Part of that knowledge comes from

the weekly in-depth briefings she is given by the prime



minister, of course, but I have always found her highly

intelligent and knowledgeable about a wide variety of

issues, not just politics.

Once, when visiting the royal family at Sandringham in

1984, Ruth and I walked past a woman wearing an old

raincoat, Welling-tons, and a scarf; she was bent over fixing

some food for the dogs. We thought at first she was one of

the housekeepers, but when she straightened up, we saw it

was the Queen!

At the end of that visit, a doorman came up to the car just

as we were departing. He had a box under his arm, which he

handed to our friend Maurice Rowlandson, who had come to

pick us up.

“A brace of pheasants from Her Majesty The Queen, for Mr.

and Mrs. Graham,” he said.

All the way back to London we debated what to do with

them. Maurice suggested we take them to the hotel chef to

be prepared and roasted. In the end, however, I decided

that would be a waste. I asked Maurice to arrange for them

to be stuffed by a taxidermist. Eventually, they arrived at

our Montreat home in a glass case—truly pheasant under

glass! Later Maurice admitted that shipping the case from

England and getting it through U.S. customs had been one

of the greater challenges of his life.

On one occasion when I was in Great Britain, the Queen

was preparing her annual Christmas address to be

broadcast on television around the world. To illustrate a

point, she wanted to toss a stone into a pond to show how

the ripples went out farther and farther. She asked me to

come and listen to her practice the speech by the pond and

give my impressions, which I did.

I always found her very interested in the Bible and its

message. After preaching at Windsor one Sunday, I was

sitting next to the Queen at lunch. I told her I had been

undecided until the last minute about my choice of sermon

and had almost preached on the healing of the crippled man



in John 5. Her eyes sparkled and she bubbled over with

enthusiasm, as she could do on occasion. “I wish you had!”

she exclaimed. “That is my favorite story.”

I believe one reason for the Queen’s spiritual interest was

the warm faith of her mother, Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth

the Queen Mother. The first time we were with her was at

Clarence House, her residence in London. She had invited

Ruth and me for coffee, and when we arrived she greeted us

warmly and introduced us to Princess Margaret. We were

there about an hour, and within five minutes we felt relaxed

because they both were so gracious.

The Queen Mother also impressed me with her sensitivity.

I recall how nervous I was the first time I preached at

Windsor, and afterward we went to the Queen Mother’s

lodge for a little reception. I was talking with her and

Princess Margaret when we were offered drinks. The Queen

Mother saw me hesitate slightly and immediately said, “I

think I will have tomato juice.” I said I would have the same.

I believe she had sensed that I probably would not take any

alcohol and had acted instantly to avoid any discomfort on

my part.

But more than anything, the Queen Mother always

impressed me with her quiet but firm faith. The last time I

preached at Windsor, as I walked in I saw her sitting over to

my right, with others in the royal family. She deliberately

caught my eye and gestured slightly to let me know she was

supporting me and praying for me.

One thing that has always impressed me about the British

royal family has been their patronage of numerous charities

and social agencies. In 1966 Ruth and I were invited by

Princess Margaret to attend a celebration at the Tower of

London honoring Dr. Barnardo’s Homes, an organization

founded to assist impoverished children and orphans. We

came directly from a Crusade service at Earls Court (which

Princess Alexandra had attended that night), and when we

entered I suspected some people wondered why we had



been invited. It was an elegant affair, and the guests were

dancing to the music of a live orchestra; I found out later it

was the first time a charity ball had been held at the Tower

of London.

Then Princess Margaret and Lord Snowdon entered as

everyone stood and the orchestra played a special piece.

They came over and sat at our table, and a little later she

leaned over to me and said, “Dr. Graham, would you mind

speaking to this audience for a few minutes?” That was the

first I knew I was to say anything, but I said I would be

happy to. Thankfully, I had just read the life of Dr. Thomas

Barnardo. Most people there, I realized, knew little about the

background of the organization, so I told them about

Barnardo’s conversion to Christ and how it had motivated

him to establish the homes. When I sat down, Princess

Margaret kindly said, “That was exactly what we needed to

hear.”

It has also been my privilege to meet a number of the

outstanding Christian leaders of our time, many of whom I

have already mentioned in these pages. One whom I have

yet to mention— and with whom I felt a special affinity—was

the Roman Catholic preacher Bishop Fulton J. Sheen. Like

me, he was something of an itinerant preacher. I vividly

recall the first time we met. . . .

Being in a private sleeping compartment on a train usually

gave the measure of quiet and rest I needed before an

important engagement. In fact, in the early years, I often

went from home by train, particularly if I was going to

Washington or New York. It would stop at Black Mountain

around four in the afternoon. By ten the next morning I

would be in New York. Going home, I could leave New York

at four in the afternoon and get to Black Mountain by ten or

eleven the following morning. I got to know the conductors

on the train, and I enjoyed those trips very much.

One night, on the train from Washington to New York, I

was just drifting off to sleep when a knock came on the



compartment door. I was too tired to answer it. It was, I

thought, probably someone seeking an autograph or a

photograph. In daytime I would have happily obliged, but

this was the middle of the night.

The knocker persisted. I finally unlocked the compartment

door and opened it a crack. There, greeting me, was one of

the most familiar faces in America—not just to Roman

Catholics but to everyone else. It was Bishop Sheen. We had

never met, although I had watched his television program

Life Is Worth Living from time to time and greatly admired

his gifts as a preacher and communicator. So did many

other Protestants. (Perhaps as many Protestants viewed his

prime-time television program as did Catholics.)

“Billy, I know it’s late,” he said, “but may I come in for a

chat and a prayer?”

I was in my pajamas, but I was delighted to see him and

invited him in. We talked about our ministries and our

common commitment to evangelism, and I told him how

grateful I was for his ministry and his focus on Christ.

As far as either of us knew, he was the first person ever to

conduct a religious service on television. It had taken place

on Long Island in 1940; at that time, there were only forty

television sets within range.

That first broadcast was a Mass, with him as celebrant—

but it was not the serene service he had anticipated. He had

barely begun when he noticed that the candles were

melting under the ferocious heat of the stage lights. The

technicians kept tripping over the cables, and the audio

began to screech. The whole disastrous affair, he said with a

twinkle, was hardly an auspicious introduction of television

as a medium through which to preach the Gospel!

We talked further and we prayed; and by the time he left, I

felt as if I had known him all my life. Our paths crossed a

number of times after that, and we became good friends.

The last time we met was in January 1979, at the National

Prayer Breakfast. By now Sheen was an archbishop, retired,



enduring the severe problems of a failing heart. He had

accepted the invitation against the advice of his

cardiologist, who reluctantly agreed to accompany him. The

organizers of the event had quietly asked me beforehand to

be prepared to fill in at the last minute in case he could not

carry on. Even as he made his halting way to the podium, I

silently prayed that God would grant him the necessary

physical and spiritual strength.

“Mr. President,” he began, turning toward President and

Mrs. Carter, “you are a sinner.”

Instantly, he had everyone’s undivided attention. Then,

pointing to himself, he said, “I am a sinner.”

“We are all sinners,” he said as he looked around the huge

ballroom at the sophisticated and influential audience, “and

we all need to turn to God. . . .”

He then went on to preach one of the most challenging

and eloquent sermons I have ever heard.

The following December he succumbed to the heart

disease that had plagued him for years. I determined to go

to New York to pay my respects at the funeral. I planned just

to slip into St. Patrick’s Cathedral and sit at the back.

Instead, I was escorted to the front of the church to sit near

the casket with the prelates who had known him and worked

with him.

I recall also one summer in Switzerland when I met Karl

Barth, the great theologian, with his son Markus; they were

also on vacation. He suggested we climb a mountain. I

climbed with him for a while—as far as my shortness of

breath allowed—and mentioned that I would be holding an

outdoor meeting in Basel.

“Don’t be disappointed if few people come,” he said,

trying to be kind.

I told him that people would indeed come, and that at the

end I would give the Invitation.

He warned that nobody would respond.



When I did hold the meeting in Basel, Karl Barth showed

up, in spite of the pouring rain. I recognized him huddled

under an umbrella. As many as 15,000 others also showed

up. I preached on the passage in the third chapter of John,

“Ye must be born again.” Hundreds streamed forward at the

Invitation.

“I agreed largely with your sermon,” he said afterward,

“but I did not like that word must. I wish you could change

that.”

“It’s a scriptural word, isn’t it?”

He had to agree that it was. He felt, though, that one

should not give an Invitation; one should just declare that

God had already acted.

I heard him out and then said I would stick to Scripture.

In spite of our theological differences, we remained good

friends.

When I was in Zurich with Emil Brunner, whose stature as

a theologian was next to Barth’s, he was warm, friendly, and

supportive. He disagreed with Barth’s views on this.

“Pay no attention to him,” he said. “Always put that word

must in. A man must be born again.”

And he was in favor of the Invitation.

Another cleric I have not mentioned so far in these pages

is Dr. Michael Ramsey, a giant of a man, a onetime

Archbishop of Canterbury, and a delightful person. We were

friends for many years. In 1961 we were sitting together on

the steps of the Assembly Building in New Delhi, where we

both were attending the World Council of Churches—he as a

delegate, I as an observer.

“Now Billy G”—he always called me Billy G or Billy Baptist

—“you know I don’t agree with your methods. And I don’t

always agree with your theology. And in fact, Billy G, you’ve

strengthened the evangelicals too much. That’s the thing

I’m afraid of.”

“Yes,” I replied, “I’m sure that may be one of the side

effects, and I rather hope it is. But Dr. Ramsey, could we—



you and I—be good personal friends? Do we have to part

company because we disagree in methods and theology?

Isn’t that the purpose of the ecumenical movement, to bring

together people of opposing views?”

A strong supporter of the ecumenical movement, he had

to smile and agree with my logic.

One memorable occasion he and I shared was a dialogue

held in Cambridge, England, in January 1981. (It was

advertised everywhere as a debate.) It gave me the

opportunity to organize in a more systematic way some

thoughts I had been having on the place of evangelism in

the modern church, and to focus my own thinking more

intently on the Christian church’s calling in the world.

Our hosts had booked us into the same hotel, and we

arrived the day before the dialogue. As dinnertime

approached, I called him on the house phone and asked if

he would like to dine with me. We ordered from the menu,

and as the dinner progressed, he revealed more and more

of the points he planned to make against me. I have seldom

been better prepared for a dialogue or a debate!

The following day, in Great St. Mary’s, the university

church—which was packed to overflowing—I fully

acknowledged the importance of the Church’s social

witness, but at the same time I stressed the biblical priority

and centrality of evangelism, a priority I felt was becoming

lost in some ecclesiastical circles.

“God created His Church to extend to His kingdom . . . ,” I

stated. “The proclamation of the Gospel lies at the very

heart of our mission to the world. That is why we must

recover the biblical meaning of evangelism in its deepest

sense and fullest scope. . . . Without proclamation, God’s

purpose will not come to pass, for without it, humanity will

never come to Christ, and to acknowledge him as Lord.”

Then I added my conviction: “Evangelism is not a calling

reserved exclusively for the clergy. I believe one of the



greatest priorities of the Church today is to mobilize the

laity to do the work of evangelism.”

Knowing a great number of people has its poignant side

also, as I hear of the death of someone whose friendship I

have valued and realize I will not see that person again.

Sometimes their passing is tragic, and I feel it very sharply. I

think, for example, of the death of Martin Luther King, Jr., in

1968. I was in Australia for a series of Crusades, and one

day I was just finishing a round of golf when several

journalists ran up.

“Dr. Martin Luther King has been shot,” they said. “We

would like your comments.” I was confused at first because I

did not know if it was the father (who had the same name)

or the son, and they did not know either. Then I realized it

must be Martin Jr., and I was almost in a state of shock. Not

only was I losing a friend through a vicious and senseless

killing, but America was losing a social leader and a prophet,

and I felt his death would be one of the greatest tragedies in

our history. There on the golf course I had all the journalists

and the others gathered around, and we bowed in prayer for

Dr. King’s family, for the United States, and for the healing

of the racial divisions of our world. I immediately looked into

canceling my schedule and returning for the funeral, but it

was impossible because of the great distance.

Yes, it has been a privilege to know some of the great men

and women of the latter part of this century—people

spanning the religious spectrum from Christianity to

Buddhism to Judaism to Islam to atheism. Let me stress

again, however, that most of my time has been spent with

people who will never be in the public eye and yet who are

just as important to God (and to us) as a queen or a

president.

True greatness is not measured by the headlines a person

commands or the wealth he or she accumulates. The inner



character of a person—the undergirding moral and spiritual

values and commitments—is the true measure of lasting

greatness.

Some years ago now, Ruth and I had a vivid illustration of

this on an island in the Caribbean. One of the wealthiest

men in the world asked us to come to his lavish home for

lunch. He was seventy-five years old, and throughout the

entire meal he seemed close to tears.

“I am the most miserable man in the world,” he said. “Out

there is my yacht. I can go anywhere I want to. I have my

private plane, my helicopters. I have everything I want to

make me happy. And yet I’m miserable as hell.”

We talked with him and had prayer with him, trying to

point him to Christ, who alone gives lasting meaning to life.

Then we went down the hill to the small cottage where we

were staying. That afternoon the pastor of the local Baptist

church came to call. He was an Englishman, and he too was

seventy-five. A widower, he spent most of his free time

taking care of his two invalid sisters. He reminded me of a

cricket—always jumping up and down, full of enthusiasm

and love for Christ and for others.

“I don’t have two pounds to my name,” he said with a

smile, “but I’m the happiest man on this island.”

“Who do you think is the richer man?” I asked Ruth after

he left.

We both knew the answer.



40

At Home
Reflections on My Family

 

One day, Ruth noticed that little Bunny—I think she can only

have been about three or four at the time—had more coins

in her little red pocketbook than her weekly allowance

allowed. She commented on this to Beatrice Long, who had

begun helping her. Beatrice suggested that she watch the

front yard the next time a car or bus stopped. Ruth did and

was appalled to see Bunny walk up to the gate with her little

red pocketbook over her arm. All she did was smile at the

people. But with that smile and the little red pocketbook,

the inevitable happened: the tourists slipped her some

coins. Ruth quickly put a stop to that!

Bunny’s harmless little exploit amused us, of course, but it

also pointed out an increasingly troublesome issue for us:

how to raise a family in the glare of constant public scrutiny.

In the early years of our marriage it was not a problem, of

course. Two years after Ruth and I left Illinois to live in North

Carolina (while I was traveling with Youth for Christ), we

managed to buy a little house on the Presbyterian

conference grounds of Montreat, two miles from the town of

Black Mountain. Montreat was a small, closeknit community,

mostly summer houses with a sprinkling of year-round

residents, including a number of retired ministers and

missionaries—a perfect place for us. The price of the house

was $4,500, and it was located right across the street from

Ruth’s parents’ home. It was really a summer house with a

large lot and a stream; Ruth remodeled it, and it became our

dream home.



It also was the home where most of our children spent

their early childhood. As I have mentioned earlier, Gigi was

born in 1945 while I was away. Having missed Gigi’s birth, I

was determined to be home during the births of our other

children, and I will always be grateful that this was possible.

Anne was born in 1948, and Ruth (always known to us as

“Bunny”) in December 1950. Every family should have a

Gigi, Ruth often said—a child who is as heartstrong as she is

headstrong. Gigi loved to manage things, especially her two

younger sisters as they arrived. Gigi, actually timid inside,

would think up mischief and then assign gentle Anne to

carry it out. Bunny was the quiet one, whimsical, always

well-behaved, the perfect third child. She had a wistful little

face and a delightful sense of humor. When the boys were

born—Franklin in 1952 and Ned in 1958—our family was

complete. I was even in the delivery room for Ned’s birth, an

unforgettable experience. Each little personality gave Ruth

and me a different joy, and a different challenge.

But as our ministry expanded and became well-known, we

began to experience serious problems with keeping our

privacy. Several denominational conference centers were

located in our area, and from time to time the attendees

(and other tourists) would seek out our home. Occasionally,

buses would even stop on the roadway, and curious people

would pour into our yard. When this happened, we had to

close the curtains hurriedly (or even crawl across the floor)

to avoid prying eyes. Often they called out our names,

asking us to come out and pose for photographs, and so on.

Some pressed their faces against the windows to see inside.

A few even took chips of wood from the rail fence or picked

up pebbles as souvenirs. People meant no harm, I am sure,

but it was disruptive, to say the least, and made a normal

family life difficult.

It became evident that our family needed more privacy,

especially with my being gone so much. Mike Wyly, business

manager of the Montreat Conference Center, knew of a



sizable piece of property up the mountain that had a couple

of old cabins on it. Two families lived there, but Mike felt

they would be willing to sell. He had a Jeep, which was just

about the only way up that rough road. On the ridge lay the

giant remains of old chestnut trees that had perished

because of the chestnut blight years before. The rest of the

woods had been culled for salable timber and had been

logged off. Now most of the mountain was covered with

pine, oak, and poplar.

“You should have a place where you can get away,” Mike

said on the way up.

“I’d like to, Mike, but I don’t know what in the world we’d

do with it. Besides, we don’t have that kind of money.”

The property itself covered about one hundred and fifty

acres. The cost was around $13.50 an acre, which sounded

exorbitant to us.

We went back down the hill to pick up Ruth. As soon as

she saw Little Piney Cove, as she named it, the wheels

began to spin in her mind about what she could do with

such a beautiful place.

As I was leaving for Los Angeles, I told Ruth I would leave

the decision about the mountain property up to her. While I

was away, she arranged with Mr. Hickey down at the Black

Mountain Northwestern Bank, which already held the

mortgage on our present house, to borrow the money.

As soon as the deal was closed, Ruth got to work on house

plans, determined to create a homey Appalachian log-and-

frame residence. She scoured the surrounding area to find

deserted cabins whose logs and planks might be salvaged.

(No one wanted old log cabins then.) Ruth also acquired

some quality lumber for a very reasonable price from a

Victorian mansion that was being demolished.

Exactly where to put the house became a subject of much

debate; there were only a few possible spots. The one we

finally selected had a magnificent view. There was a spring



that never went dry, we were told, so we fed it into two

reservoirs, which resulted in our having plenty of water.

“Before you build that house,” recommended a friend, E.O.

Spencer, a hotelier in Jackson, Mississippi, “I suggest you

get an architect to at least look it over.”

We thought that was a good idea, since much of the

property was steep and the ground might not be stable.

“I have a man who works with me on my hotel-building

project,” said E.O. “He has a lot of experience with land that

shifts.”

We agreed, and he sent his man, Joe Ware, an outstanding

architect from Mississippi, to Montreat.

Ruth wanted to build on a level area below the ridge line;

in fact, the builders had already cut into a hogback and

made a ledge where they thought we could build.

“You can’t do that,” Joe told us in no uncertain terms,

“unless you put pilings down to the bedrock.”

We agreed, and after the pilings were sunk into the

ground, a concrete slab was poured. Nine months later, we

had a log-and-frame house that fitted the Appalachian

mountain scenery, with smoke curling picturesquely out of

the stone chimney. Ruth loved it and filled it with antiques

she picked up at auctions, secondhand stores, and junk

shops.

In the forty years since, the place has seen “a heap o’

livin’ ” and has stood solid through all kinds of storms—

internal as well as external. Ruth made it a safe and happy

home for the children and a real refuge for me. She is

satisfied just to be able to live within the embrace of those

memory-mellowed walls, welcoming family and friends.

Our house on the mountain solved the problem of family

privacy once and for all. Home was a refuge for me, a place

I could truly relax. For that reason, we tended not to have

guests when I came home from a long trip. Ruth knew that I

needed rest and family time, as well as study time. But

whenever I leave Montreat, privacy once again becomes a



problem. I am recognized almost everywhere, and I am

approached constantly. By nature I am a shy person, and I

don’t enjoy going out much.

But when I do go out—for example, to a restaurant—I am

sometimes discovered, often (it seems) just when the meal

has been served. Although hearing testimonies and meeting

new people is an honor and an encouragement, it does have

its drawbacks! A person comes over to shake my hand, and

then another one to ask for an autograph, and then another

one who wants to share a problem, and so on. Not a few

times, after all the gracious conversation is done, I have

found that my companions have finished their meals and

mine has grown cold. This means that as a family, we can

seldom enjoy a meal out together unless we request a

private room. I remember being on vacation with our

children once in Vero Beach, Florida. After we had been

seated in the motel restaurant, a long line of people

gathered to greet us, making it impossible for us to finish

our meal.

We got used to the problem of dealing with intrusions,

while being careful not to cut ourselves off or to keep

ourselves from being open to people and their needs, even

when it was inconvenient. More than once I have been on an

airplane or sitting in a restaurant, returning from an

exhausting trip or wanting to relax, and have had someone

come up to share a personal problem or heartache with me.

I always have tried to be gracious and to see it as another

opportunity God was giving to help in whatever ways I

could.

A more implacable problem for my family and me,

however, was my constant travel. The only answer was to

try to make our times together as normal as possible, and to

concentrate on my family as much as possible during the

times I was home. Nevertheless, as our children grew, the

preaching Crusades occupied me, at times almost to the

exclusion of family claims.



This is a difficult subject for me to write about, but over

the years, the BGEA and the Team became my second

family without my realizing it. Ruth says those of us who

were off traveling missed the best part of our lives—

enjoying the children as they grew. She is probably right. I

was too busy preaching all over the world.

Only Ruth and the children can tell what those extended

times of separation meant to them. For myself, as I look

back, I now know that I came through those years much the

poorer both psychologically and emotionally. I missed so

much by not being home to see the children grow and

develop. The children must carry scars of those separations

too.

Recently, my children have told me that I have probably

been too hard on myself. They remember vividly the times

of fun we all had when I was at home. Gigi recalls how I

used to invent games, especially one called “Spider,” and

how I played Rook with them, a card game learned from

their grandparents, the Bells. Whenever I was home, I took

them to school or met them when the schoolbus dropped

them off in the afternoon, just so I could be with them as

they went up the mountain toward home.

I now warn young evangelists not to make the mistakes I

did. But Ruth reminds me that the situation is different

today. There are many more evangelists and far more

Christian programs on television and radio, so perhaps the

need for constant travel is less necessary. When I started

years ago, I was responding to an urgent need in the best

way I knew how. And God has been faithful.

God’s ideal for the home is to have both the father and

the mother available to their children throughout their

growing years. But sometimes separation can’t be avoided.

Military obligations, or employment transfers, or missionary

assignment, or jury duty—even prison sentences—

necessarily disrupt the ideal pattern. If the cause is as



irreversible as incurable illness, divorce, or death, the pain is

all the greater.

Given our own family situation, I have only respect and

sympathy for the courageous and committed single parents

who for a while (or for a lifetime) have to carry the burden

alone. The secret of Ruth’s survival was in her commitment

—not only her marriage commitment before God of her love

for me, but also her ministry commitment of the two of us to

the Lord’s purpose for our lives together. And Ruth will be

the first to say that she loved her part—staying home with

the children.

Our children could not possibly have missed their daddy

nearly as much as I missed them and their mother when I

was away. I wanted Ruth to be with me as often and as long

as possible. I’m afraid I sometimes applied a lot of pressure,

urging her to join me, which only added to her stress. Before

she agreed to come across the Atlantic and join me for part

of the All-Scotland Crusade in 1955, I wrote her

impassioned, impatient reminders.

Ruth did come to Scotland, and she brought Gigi with her.

She was nine years old then and could appreciate the visit

to another country. The other children stayed with their

grandparents.

Back at Montreat, whenever I had to leave, we gathered to

say good-bye. We held hands and prayed. As I boarded the

train, or later the plane, my heart would be heavy, and more

than once I drove down the mountain with tears in my eyes.

Maybe it was a little easier for the girls; they experienced

their mother’s constancy and shared so many of her

interests. And of course, Dr. and Mrs. Bell, Ruth’s parents,

were just across the street (and later down the hill). But the

boys, with four women in the house, needed their father at

home. Coming as the fourth child and my namesake,

Franklin especially may have craved my companionship.

During the lengthy Madison Square Garden Crusade in

1957, Franklin was five. Back home, Ruth listened to his



daily bedtime prayer before tucking him in. One night, after

he thanked God for me and others of the Team in New York,

he closed with, “And thank you for Mommy staying home.”

It sounds angelic. But the girls’ theme song around the

house, day in and day out, was “Mama, get Franklin!” On

Valentine’s Day that year, she wrote the following item in

her journal:

Four full-blooded little Grahams. I feel this A.M. it’s

gotten quite beyond me. They fight, they yell, they

answer back. Breakfast is dreadful. Franklin woke me at

4:15 thinking it was time to get up. . . . And when I did

get up at 6:15, so did Anne and Franklin, and fought

during the time I have with the Lord alone. Now they’ve

gone off to school looking nice enough (for once) and

with a good breakfast but with the scrappiest of family

prayers. Only a longer blessing and their last two weeks’

Bible verses yelled each above the other. Grumbling,

interrupting, slurring one another, impudent to me. So

now they’re off, I’m in bed with my Bible thinking it

through—or rather, trying to.

 
What I missed! And what Ruth missed by not having me to

help her.

Whenever I did get home for a short stay between

engagements, I would get a crash course in the agony and

ecstasy of parenting. If Ruth had not been convinced that

God had called her to fulfill that side of our partnership, and

had not resorted constantly to God’s Word for instruction

and to His grace for strength, I don’t see how she could

have survived.

Another entry in her journal:

Unlovingness and peevishness for any reason are

inexcusable in a mother. Weary little hearts, eager for

love and praise, unsure of themselves, wanting

desperately to look nice and be accepted, and receiving



unending correction, nagging, tongue-lashing—how can

any child flourish under it?

 
With this in mind, we did all we could to encourage the

children and give them memories of life together as a family

that would be warm and happy.

We have always been animal lovers, and we have had a

succession of dogs who have been with us both as loving

pets and loyal guards. A few of them have been real

characters.

Years ago, when I was preaching in New England, I read a

piece in a newspaper about the Great Pyrenees dogs; they

are similar to St. Bernards, only white. I called the place that

bred them and paid $75 for one we named Belshazzar. I had

the dog shipped from Massachusetts to North Carolina,

where the whole family fell in love with him. He was the

biggest dog we’d had up to that point, loyal and loving, but

he was a one-family dog and had little use for anyone else.

We had a Great Dane named Earl that I really liked, but he

always seemed on the verge of a nervous breakdown.

Maybe the fact that all five of our children had arrived by

then, and that we had a couple of other dogs, contributed to

Earl’s problems. The veterinarian suggested we take him to

a dog psychiatrist in New York City. We, his family, would be

required to go with him. Apparently, only group therapy

would help! We decided to let Earl work out his anxieties

through exercise instead.

We also kept sheep when the children were small. Gigi and

I were up on the mountain one time, picking apples. When

the ram set his sights on the same apples, I tried to shove

him off, but he managed to knock me down. I tried to get up

three times, but he knocked me down each time, and going

down the embankment I must have hurt my leg. When Earl

saw this, big coward though he was, he managed to drive

the ram off.



I was scheduled to preach at the Polo Grounds in New York

City two or three weeks later, with 80,000 expected. My

orthopedist said I had a very deep fracture in my knee and

must have a cast and walk with a cane.

I went to Hollywood not long after to speak at a charity

dinner emceed by Frank Freeman, president of Paramount.

On my way into the dinner, I ran into Jimmy Stewart and his

wife, Gloria. She had just broken her leg skiing and had a

cast and a crutch. So we limped in together—only to find

that the dinner had been scheduled partly to get me on the

live television program, Ralph Edwards’s “This Is Your Life.”

The strongest and most controversial dog we ever had

was Heidi, a short-haired St. Bernard from the St. Bernard

Pass. We were staying in Switzerland at the time, and we

picked her up when she was just a few weeks old. Once

when she was on the upstairs porch, she fell off, breaking a

leg. When Ruth tried to help her, she bit Ruth (as a wounded

dog will). But from then on she was the most protective of

all our dogs. She grew so big that when she leaned against

a small Volkswagen, she put a dent in it. She also had a

nasty habit: she liked to bite tires. Once she flattened three

out of the four tires on a visiting telephone company truck.

My assistant Lee Fisher never could make friends with

Heidi. And whenever Wanda Ann Mercer, my secretary at

the time, came up to the house, Heidi went after her. Once

Wanda Ann, whose voice was strong, just yelled back at her.

The dog fell on the pavement in a dead faint, all four feet in

the air.

In the early days, when I traveled by train frequently, Ruth

and the children came down to the station in Black Mountain

to welcome me home. I always got them some presents

while away, and almost their first words were, “Daddy, did

you bring us anything?” Ruth eventually broke them of that

habit, telling them it wasn’t polite. From then on, they would

hold off until we got to the house and then engagingly ask,

“Daddy, can we help you unpack your suitcase?”



Like most families, we had traditions we tried to keep on

the holidays, and favorite games we liked to play. Once Ruth

put the Thanksgiving turkey in front of me to carve, along

with a stack of plates. I was preoccupied with the

conversation, however, and after slicing one portion I put

the knife down, resumed the conversation, and started

eating from the top plate—much to the amusement of the

children and everyone else at the table.

Sometimes we went fishing or played croquet in the yard

or just tossed a ball around. When the children were

younger, they enjoyed having me read to them or just roll

around on the floor with them. I made a point of saying

goodnight to each of them before they went to sleep.

During the 1957 New York Crusade, I met a wealthy Swiss-

Armenian businessman and financier; he had read my book

Peace with God. He invited our family to spend a summer as

his guest in a house overlooking Lake Leman, as Lake

Geneva is known in Switzerland. That sounded good to me. I

was already committed to preach all over Europe the

summer of 1960. With the family in Switzerland, I would be

able to visit them frequently.

I left for Europe some weeks before Ruth and the children

did. When the first break appeared in my schedule, T.W. and

I drove from Germany to La Tour de Peilz, Switzerland.

Eventually, we found the lovely house that had been loaned

to us. As we drove into the yard, I saw a beautiful little child

wandering out to greet us. Even after I got out of the car, it

took some minutes before I realized that it was Ned. I hadn’t

seen him for many weeks.

Franklin was almost six by the time Ned came along; he

was named Nelson after Ruth’s father and Edman after the

president of Wheaton College, who was so beloved to both

of us. Ruth had already used her wedding veil in trimming

the old bassinet four times, so this newcomer had to make

do with a cradle.



With two boys in the household, my fathering was more

urgently needed than ever. Still, sometime I was away for

months at a time. What I did when I was away apparently

didn’t impress the children much. One time, when the

mountain house was being built, I was out in the yard

shoveling some dirt from one spot to another. Franklin,

watching intently, suddenly piped up and said, “Daddy, you

can work!”

The traveling ministry was a costly investment of my time

as far as my sons were concerned. Both of them, like many

of their generation in the sixties and seventies, went

through severe tests of their faith and standards. I tried to

let all five of the children know that I loved them, no matter

what they did; that I missed them when I was away; that I

supported their mother’s discipline of them; and that I

wanted them to discover God’s perfect plan for each of

them.

Ruth and I were not perfect parents; and when I had to

travel, Ruth sometimes felt like a single parent, with all the

problems that that entailed. We tried to discipline the

children fairly, but at the same time we tried not to lay

down a lot of rules and regulations. When I objected to

Franklin’s long hair, Ruth reminded me that it wasn’t a moral

issue—and I kept my mouth shut on that subject thereafter.

Actually, as Ruth pointed out with a twinkle in her eye,

Franklin was in the tradition of the prophets and apostles.

Only once, I think, did I directly interfere with Franklin’s

plans. That was when Ruth called me from France, where

she was visiting Gigi and her family. I was in Tokyo to

address the Baptist World Alliance. Franklin was working in

Nome, Alaska, and, after she talked to him on the phone,

Ruth begged me to call him and lay down the law. I was to

tell him how strenuously we opposed his engagement; we

were convinced they were too young and unsuited to each

other. Ruth cut short her visit with Gigi and returned to



Montreat, arriving when Franklin did. In two weeks’ time

their friendship was over, and we breathed more easily.

In a radio interview not many years ago, Franklin told

about his rebel years of drinking, drugs, smoking, girls, and

fast driving. These were things he said his mother and I

knew nothing about—or so he thought. And he said he

never forgot a conversation I had with him in Lausanne,

Switzerland, in 1974. I assured him of our love, no matter

what he did, where he went, or how he ended up. He knew

that he could always phone us, collect, from anywhere in

the world, and that whenever he wanted to come home, the

door would always be open. He also knew we would never

stop praying for him. It was actually during a trip to the

Middle East, while in Jerusalem, that he made his firm

decision to follow Christ.

Through it all, God did not let us lose hope. Ruth wrote

beautifully about these struggles in one of her poems, titled

“Sons.” When she wrote these words in 1978, she was

thinking about the sons of our Team members and the

families of other Christian workers whose fathers were

forced to be away from home for extended periods of time.

But

what of the ones

forsaken,

Lord,

even for You?

These sons

now grown

who’ve never known

fathers who

had undertaken

to leave all

and follow You?

Some sons,

wounded beyond repair,



bitter, confused, lost,

these are the ones

for whom

mothers weep,

bringing to You

in prayer

nights they cannot sleep—

these, Lord,

are what it cost.

 
Ned, as the youngest, may have gotten special privileges

from us, along with special pestering from his older brother,

whom he adored, and from his “mothering” sisters. He

didn’t seem as defensive as Franklin, though, and was more

happy and outgoing. As with all of our children, Ned

eventually went away to boarding school, but his school

experience in England was not a happy one; we brought him

back after only one year. His teen years too were troubled,

with complications—including drugs—in high school and

college. His many enthusiasms included photography,

swimming, tennis, and skiing, but studying didn’t make the

list.

PKs, as “preacher’s kids” are called, often have difficult, if

not disastrous, periods in their lives. Maybe people expect

too much of them because of their parentage. Or maybe

they themselves expect too much, making unreasonably

high demands on themselves in order to live up to others’

expectations. And our kids were given a double burden:

they were PKs with a well-known father. The girls would

marry and change their last name, but the boys would be

stuck with “Graham.” While the PK issue was only a part of

what we went through during the tumultuous years with the

boys, it certainly played a role. I have known a lot of PKs

who grew up resentful and rebellious, and not a few who

brought disgrace on those who loved them most. In all

fairness, though, it’s worth noting that a lot more of them



have distinguished themselves in adulthood and found their

way into Who’s Who listings instead of onto Wanted posters.

Certainly one of the great influences on our children was

their grandparents. This was especially true of Dr. and Mrs.

Bell. They lived nearby, and the children all felt a deep

sense of loss when Dr. Bell died of a heart attack in his sleep

in August 1973. Slightly over a year later, Mrs. Bell also

slipped into the presence of the Lord.

My own parents were only a few hours away in Charlotte,

and I was also thankful for their example of love and

godliness. My father was the first to die, in August 1962,

and that death made a deep impression on all of them—

especially Ned, who was only four.

My mother continued to live in their home after his death,

keeping active in her church and with her family. I visited

her every time I could. When her health declined, we were

fortunate enough to find a wonderful woman, Rose Adams,

who lived with her and looked after her faithfully night and

day. Rose said that every morning my mother would ask her

to read Scripture and have a prayer with her. My sisters,

Catherine and Jean, also spent much time with her.

Mother had asked the Lord that when it was time for her

to die, she might not suffer needlessly. As the end

approached, she slipped in and out of a coma. When I

visited her for what turned out to be the last time, along

with Melvin, we had a good talk with her, and she hugged

and kissed us both. On August 14, 1981, she quietly left this

earth in her sleep and entered Heaven. When word came, I

wept and yet rejoiced at the same time. Of all the people I

have ever known, she had the greatest influence on me. I

am sure one reason that the Lord has directed and

safeguarded me, as well as Ruth and the children, through

the years was the prayers of my mother and father.

Ruth and I found out that for us, worrying and praying

were not mutually exclusive. We trusted the Lord to bring

the children through somehow in His own way in due time.



On a day-to-day basis, however, we muddled through. But

God was faithful. Today each one of them is filled with faith

and fervor for the Lord’s service.

Not that their lives or the lives of their children (and now

their grandchildren) have been free from struggle or

heartache, for that has not been the case. I know of almost

no large family today that hasn’t been touched to some

extent by the anguish of a wayward child, or a life-

threatening illness, or drugs or alcohol, or conflict, or

divorce, or any one of a dozen other agonizing problems.

Our extended family is certainly no exception. In each case

the story is theirs to tell (or not tell, as they see fit)—but

whenever they have chosen to share their struggles

publicly, their motive always has been to help others who

might be facing similar problems. Ruth and I are grateful for

this concern. And no matter what they may be going

through, Ruth and I have tried to let our children and

grandchildren know that we will always love them and pray

for them, and will help them in whatever ways we can. We

may not always agree with their decisions, and may even

urge them to take another direction—but Ruth and I know

from personal experience that life isn’t perfect, and in the

midst of life’s turmoils and failures God’s grace is still at

work.

At the same time, we rejoice that each of our five children

is committed to Christ, and in their own individual way each

is seeking to serve Him. Our oldest daughter, Gigi, has also

been the most prolific author in our family while at the same

time raising her large family. She has published a number of

books that have brought encouragement and hope to their

readers, and now speaks on occasion in churches and

conferences about her own journey of faith.

Our daughter Anne, who founded AnGeL Ministries, is by

far one of the most effective Bible teachers I have ever

known, and her teaching and writing touches thousands

every year, and now extends to many countries across the



globe. I am especially grateful that on television, and on

every other occasion offered to her, she consistently gives a

winsome and yet clear presentation of the Gospel.

Our daughter Ruth gained valuable experience several

years ago as an acquisitions editor for a major publisher,

and now devotes herself to writing and speaking. Reflecting

some of her own struggles in life, her organization, Ruth

Graham & Friends, seeks to point people to Jesus Christ as

the ultimate answer to the deepest problems of life.

We are thankful for the unique gifts each of our daughters

has been given, and for their commitment to use them for

the furtherance of the Gospel.

As for the boys, two memorable occasions symbolize for

me the fulfillment of our prayers and the Lord’s persistent

pursuit of them.

One was January 10, 1982, in a church in Tempe, Arizona.

After preaching the sermon, I joined several other ministers

in laying my hands on the head of William Franklin Graham

III to ordain him for the Gospel ministry. History was

repeating itself some forty years after godly men had done

the same for me in a Florida country church.

In the strange ways of providence, God led Franklin into a

worldwide ministry to those who suffer from diseases and

disasters, through his leadership of two relief organizations,

Samaritan’s Purse and World Medical Mission. He might

have been inconsiderate of our feelings when he was

struggling to find himself in the early years, but his

sensitivity toward the physical and spiritual needs of others

now is his consuming passion. He is driven not only by

humanitarian generosity, but a real yearning to see people

come to know Christ.

History repeated itself again several years later when Ned

completed his seminary training and joined the pastoral

staff of a Baptist church in Auburn, Washington. As in my

case some fifty years before, Ned needed to satisfy the

denominational requirement of baptism by immersion, since



he came from a different church background, having grown

up in the Montreat Presbyterian Church. He invited me out

to do that. I prayed as he came up out of the baptismal

waters, he would feel the way I had back at Silver Lake in

Florida: that the power of God had come upon him in a fresh

way.

Ruth wasn’t able to make that trip with me, but she—ever

the Presbyterian—did give me a letter for Ned. Under her

signature, she scrawled the letters PTL. In many circles, that

stands for “Praise the Lord.” In this case, she explained, it

meant “Presbyterians That Last.” She admits that any

stubborn streak in our children was inherited from her.

In the mystery of divine leading, Ned later became

president of East Gates Ministries International, whose

ministry includes a strategic program to publish and

distribute Bibles to churches in the People’s Republic of

China, his mother’s birthplace. Ned has also become a

knowledgeable observer of China’s culture and history. As I

noted earlier, Ned’s organization has been able to distribute

millions of copies of the Scriptures in China. What it will

mean to have God’s Word available throughout that

enormous Communist country, only future historians will be

able to record.

The five children, and the Christian spouses whom they

married and whom Ruth and I have loved as if they were our

own, have given us nineteen grandchildren. And the number

of great-grandchildren keeps multiplying! When one family

group or another arrives for their annual visit with us, we

welcome them with open arms. By the time they leave,

those same arms have grown weary from all the tugging

and hugging, and our good-bye waves are weak—but

enthusiastic! They understand.

One day one of our daughters, who was discovering how

the little ripples of disagreement with her husband could

swell into crashing waves of confrontation, said to Ruth,



“Mother, I can’t remember ever hearing you and Daddy

argue.”

Ruth probably chuckled inside as some of our

“discussions” flashed across her memory. But her reply

revealed a principle we had followed: “We made it a point

never to argue in front of our children.”

We thought that concealing our disagreements would

spare them unnecessary pain and insecurity. Now I’m not so

sure our approach was entirely correct. The girls have said

that never seeing us argue left them wide open for surprise

and disillusionment when the inevitable conflicts flared

between them and their husbands. When the harmony of

their households was disrupted, they assumed that their

marriages weren’t normal. Well, if the television soap operas

and sitcoms set the current standard for marital bliss, I

much prefer the route Ruth and I chose, in spite of its

possible shortcomings.

Ruth and I don’t have a perfect marriage, but we do have

a great one. How can I say two things that seem so

contradictory? In a perfect marriage, everything is always

the finest and best imaginable; like a Greek statue, the

proportions are exact and the finish is unblemished. Who

knows any human beings like that? For a married couple to

expect perfection in each other is unrealistic. We learned

that even before we were married.

Being human, not one of us will ever have a relationship

with another person that doesn’t have a wrinkle or a wart on

it somewhere. The unblemished ideal exists only in “happily

ever after” fairy tales. I think that there is some merit to a

description I once read of a married couple as “happily

incompatible.” Ruth likes to say, “If two people agree on

everything, one of them is unnecessary.” The sooner we

accept that as a fact of life, the better we will be able to

adjust to each other and enjoy togetherness. “Happily

incompatible” is a good adjustment.



In many Crusades over the years, I have devoted at least

one message to the subject of the family. In my Depression-

era growing-up years, I suppose we Grahams on our North

Carolina dairy farm bore some resemblance to the fictional

Walton family on television. It’s easy to feel nostalgic about

simpler times, but they obviously were not easier times. Nor

were they necessarily happier times.

What we did have back then was family solidarity. We

really cared about each other, and we liked to do things

together. Jesus’ word picture of a hen gathering her brood

under her wing fits my mother. She saw to it that we

gathered frequently and regularly—and not just around the

dinner table or in front of the radio for favorite broadcasts.

She gathered us around herself and my father to listen to

Bible stories, to join in family prayers, and to share a sense

of the presence of God.

For many years, a Roman Catholic group sponsored an

excellent radio dramatic series that had as its slogan, “The

family that prays together, stays together.” Nothing can

bring people closer to each other than communal prayer.

Even if worship in the home is reluctantly endured by the

children as simply a religious routine, it builds a pattern that

they themselves will often follow when they have families of

their own. There is no reason why family devotions should

be either dry or long. One verse wisely chosen will be

remembered better than a whole chapter. Make it

interesting, says Ruth, and make it brief. That time together

is a gathering, a family reunion with Christ at the center. I

believe such gatherings can help strengthen families into

the most durable bond of our society and our civilization.

Except in emergencies, we never let a day go by but we

had Bible reading and prayer. As the children got older, we

asked them to participate. When I was home, I went up to

tuck them in and to pray with them. Sometimes Ruth would

stay up till one or two o’clock if one of them wanted to talk.



Some of the greatest conversations I’ve had with any of my

children have been late at night.

At other times, I remember taking a child out into the

woods for some time alone. We would sit on a log or a rock

and just talk. Many Sundays when I was home, I would take

Franklin up to a special spot on top of the mountain, where

we would spend time together.

Today we have our prayer in the evening with whoever is

in the home. We also read a short passage of Scripture. Ruth

wisely says late at night is not the time for long readings.

None of our children live in Montreat now. Some live only a

couple of hours away, some thousands of miles away, but

all seem to enjoy coming back to the home place when they

can. When Ruth and I pray together each night for our

children, our grandchildren, and now for our great-

grandchildren, our focus on God puts us right next to them

anywhere in the world, praying for each other and for us.

Ruth and I thought that when the children were grown, we

would be at the end of our parental responsibilities. We

could just sit back and enjoy the grandchildren and great-

grandchildren. But we’ve discovered that their concerns and

burdens are also ours. Like their parents before them, they

look to the older generation for advice, counsel, and help.

The same principles and promises we applied to our children

are still true for our grandchildren and great-grandchildren.

We pray for each one each day and spend hours each week

on the telephone with them.

Watching our children’s children (and their children)

growing up reawakens in Ruth and me both delightful

memories of our own early years and concerns about how

we raised the little ones God gave to us. Without question,

the regrets are greatly outnumbered by the delights. The

mistakes we did make were not fatal, and we both thank the

Lord for that. And that bolsters our faith that He will do the

same for the generations coming after us.
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A Decade of Grace

1997–2007

 

Ruth and I never thought we would live this long.

By God’s grace we have, however, and as I write these

words eighty-eight years have gone by since my birth in

1918. Ten years also have passed since the original

publication of these memoirs, and more than ever we have

learned to accept the gift of each day with thanksgiving.

Although these haven’t always been easy years, we have

discovered that God’s goodness and mercy never fail, no

matter what life brings our way. We have discovered too

that as we grow older God still has lessons to teach us, and

we can trust Him in every situation. In the midst of the ups

and downs of old age, the vows Ruth and I took on our

wedding day over sixty-three years ago have taken on new

meaning: “In plenty and in want; In joy and in sorrow; In

sickness and in health; As long as we both shall live.”

At the same time, as I reviewed these last ten years while

preparing to write this chapter I found myself filled mostly

with gratitude—gratitude for the evidences we have seen of

God’s grace, and gratitude also for the opportunities He has

given us during these years to continue serving Him.

As the years passed I began asking God to make clear to me

when my Crusade ministry should come to an end. God’s

work is not dependent on any one person, I knew, and some

day it would be time for me to step aside as God raised up

others to carry the Gospel to another generation. On one

hand, I didn’t want to finish my ministry before God wanted



it to end—but on the other hand, neither did I want to hold

on to it too long. I had seen others who kept clinging to their

ministries long after they should have retired, and I didn’t

want to be one of them. Nor did I want to end up being an

embarrassment to the cause of Christ—having to have

someone take me by the arm, for example, and lead me off

the platform because I didn’t know what I was saying. I

knew my life was in God’s hands, and that He could take me

to Himself even while I was standing in the pulpit. But I also

knew He might not choose to end my Crusade ministry this

way, and I wanted to be sensitive to His timing.

Somewhat to my amusement, in almost every Crusade we

held after I passed the age of seventy-five, at least one

reporter would speculate on whether this particular Crusade

was going to be our last. And yet in Crusade after Crusade

God seemed to confirm that that time had not yet arrived.

One of the biggest surprises was the number of young

people who came to the Crusade meetings—sometimes

over half the audience, many of whom responded to the

invitation to receive Christ. As my physical strength declined

I saw renewed evidence of something I had always believed:

the Gospel message carries within it its own spiritual power

—a power quite independent of the strength or eloquence of

the messenger. Repeatedly I found myself recalling the

Lord’s promise to Paul: “My grace is sufficient for you, for

my power is made perfect in weakness” (2 Corinthians

12:9). To conserve my strength we cut the Crusades down to

four days, and finally three. I also limited my outside

engagements during Crusades, no longer speaking to

groups like civic clubs or ministers, for example. To preserve

my strength I also began turning down other invitations I

might have accepted in my younger days.

Between 1998 and 2005 we had no less than a dozen and

a half Crusades. A few were in somewhat smaller cities,

such as Fresno and Louisville; others reached out to some of

our largest and most strategic metropolitan areas, including



San Diego, Dallas, Ottawa (Canada), and St. Louis. One

Crusade, the Bay Area Crusade (1997), actually consisted of

a cluster of meetings over a period of about a month, with

separate venues in San Jose, San Francisco, and Oakland.

One of the most memorable evangelistic events for me

personally during this period was in Albuquerque (1998), at

which my son Franklin preached the first two nights and I

spoke for the last two meetings. It reconfirmed in my own

mind that God’s hand was on Franklin in an unmistakable

way, and that he was uniquely gifted to reach a new

generation with the message of the Gospel. Since then

Franklin has kept a busy pace, accepting invitations for

evangelistic Crusades (which he calls “Festivals”) in dozens

of major cities in the United States and around the world. I

believe that his clear proclamation of Christ as the only way

of salvation coupled with his compassionate outreach to

those in need through the ministry of Samaritan’s Purse

have made him an effective messenger of the Gospel in this

generation.

In 2000 the board of the Billy Graham Evangelistic

Association appointed him chief executive officer, and a

year later elected him president, with me assuming the role

of chairman. His election not only assures a smooth

transition as BGEA faces the future, but his vision and

leadership—already evident in his role as president of

Samaritan’s Purse—are helping our organization set a

steady course for the future. One of Franklin’s first

responsibilities was overseeing the move of BGEA’s

headquarters from Minneapolis to Charlotte. Our office

facilities in Minneapolis had grown increasingly cramped,

and when the opportunity arose for us to obtain sixty-three

acres of undeveloped land near the Charlotte airport our

Board sensed God was leading us to make the move. We

broke ground for our new headquarters building in October

2002, and by the end of 2003 the transition was almost

complete. In May 2007, a second building was completed,



housing a museum and archival displays dedicated to our

ministry. Our hope is that the museum will be a continuing

Crusade, with visitors not only learning about our ministry

but coming face-to-face with the claims of Christ.

Two Crusades in particular stand out in my memory among

those dozen and a half we held during the last decade. The

reason is because they served almost as “bookends” to our

Crusade ministry. The first was the 2004 Greater Los

Angeles Crusade, held in the famed Rose Bowl. As I noted

earlier, it was in Los Angeles that our Crusade ministry first

came to public attention (in 1949). I have held several

Crusades there since then and had hoped to return one last

time to that dynamic part of the country. Los Angeles had

changed in the fifty-five years since those first meetings,

with large new immigrant communities from almost every

corner of the globe and numerous so-called mega-churches

(a word that hadn’t even been invented in 1949). One thing

had not changed, however, and that was the spiritual

hunger of the thousands who came to the meetings and

made their commitment to Christ.

The other “bookend” was the Greater New York Crusade,

held June 24–26, 2005, in Flushing Meadows Corona Park

(the site of the 1964–65 New York World’s Fair and the

location of the United Nations during the first five years of

its existence). If the 1949 Los Angeles Crusade marked the

beginning of our extended Crusade ministry, the 1957 New

York Crusade marked its most extensive outreach, lasting

sixteen weeks at Madison Square Garden and making an

impact for the Gospel not only on the New York metropolitan

area but on the entire nation through radio and television.

Now, almost half a century later, we accepted the invitation

of some 1,400 churches representing over 90

denominations to hold an evangelistic Crusade in the New

York City area—our eighth over the years. After much prayer



and thought, I let it be known that I expected this to be the

last full Crusade of my ministry.

Like Los Angeles, New York had changed since our first

Crusade there. Always a magnet for immigrants, by 2005

New York had become perhaps the most diverse city in the

world; I was told that within walking distance of Corona Park

people speaking 130 languages could be found. Spiritually

the city was different also, now home not only to a number

of historic churches but to some of America’s most creative

and fastest-growing congregations. The memory of the 9/11

attacks on the World Trade Center still haunted the city,

causing many (I sensed) to reevaluate their own lives and

seek answers to the deepest questions of the human spirit.

Although we held only three meetings this time, almost a

quarter of a million people braved an unexpected heat wave

to attend. I deeply appreciated the sympathetic interest of

the media.

In some ways this final Crusade was an emotional time for

me—although in other ways I had a deep sense of peace. A

number of family members came for the meetings (even

some of our great-grandchildren), as well as a number of old

friends (only some of whom I was able to see). The mayor of

New York, Michael Bloomberg, welcomed us warmly, as did

New York’s two senators, Charles Schumer and Hillary

Rodham Clinton (along with her husband, Bill). At my side

were my longtime Team members Cliff Barrows and George

Beverly Shea, and I couldn’t help but be moved once again

by their faithfulness to Christ and their commitment to our

work for over half a century. Our ministry throughout all

these years would not have been possible without the

efforts of an entire team. I want to emphasize again that

although my name has been so prominent (much to my

dismay), this has been a partnership, with Cliff especially,

and so many others who have stood side by side with Ruth

and me since the very beginning. What a remarkable Team

God had given me over the years! As I looked over the



crowd that last Sunday, I silently thanked God for the

privilege He had given me of proclaiming the Good News of

Jesus Christ for over six decades.

New York was my final Crusade, but I continue speaking or

preaching from time to time as God gives me strength. In

July 2006, I spoke on the final day of Franklin’s Festival in

Baltimore. Earlier that year (in March) Franklin and I had

joined hands to visit and preach in hurricane-ravaged New

Orleans. Samaritan’s Purse had been one of the very first

organizations to rush assistance to the Gulf Coast after

Hurricane Katrina struck, and both BGEA and Samaritan’s

Purse had continued bringing aid and comfort to the

survivors. As we toured the city (particularly the devastated

Ninth Ward), I realized that no amount of television

coverage could fully convey the appalling destruction that

historic city had suffered. Most remarkable, however, were

the stories we heard of the courage and determination of so

many of the survivors in the face of such daunting odds. I

was especially moved by some of the pastors we met, who

told of losing everything and yet staying on because they

believed God was calling them to do what they could to

rebuild their communities and minister to their scattered

flocks.

While the Crusades have always dominated my schedule,

other kinds of events have given me opportunities to

express my faith—sometimes in unusual contexts. One

memorable occasion during the past decade was what is

known as the TED Conference (“TED” standing for

Technology, Entertainment and Design). It is an annual

invitation-only event that brings together some of the most

creative and entrepreneurial people in the nation to talk

about the future from their perspective. I was apparently the

first person they had ever invited to speak from a religious

perspective, and admittedly I couldn’t help but feel a bit like

a fish out of water. In fact, I almost didn’t accept the



invitation, wondering what I could possibly contribute to

such an intellectual gathering. But finally I accepted—and

one reason, frankly, was because I was curious to learn what

insights these cutting-edge leaders might be able to give

me about the future. We live in a rapidly changing world,

and I have always believed that Christians should make use

of every new means God gives us for extending the

message of the Gospel.

After much prayer I decided to speak from Psalm 23 on

the spiritual questions that science and technology cannot

answer. I pointed out that David, the author of that Psalm,

lived in an age not unlike our own—a time of rapid technical

and economic change, brought about in his case by the

introduction of iron. And yet he discovered that only God

can give us the answers to humanity’s most basic

questions: Who are we? Where did we come from? Why are

we here? How should we live? Where are we going when we

die? The attendees could not have been kinder, and in our

private conversations I found great interest in the themes I

had tried to share. One person I met at the TED Conference

was Steve Case, the founder of America Online, who later

committed his life to Christ and has become a good friend.

Several other events of a different order deserve mention.

The first was the decision in 2001 of Her Majesty Queen

Elizabeth II to grant me the title of Honorary Knight

Commander of the Most Excellent Order of the British

Empire. I was especially humbled by this distinction—which I

felt I did not deserve, although I have always had a great

love for the British people and many of our most memorable

Crusades had taken place there. Shortly before Christmas

the British ambassador in Washington, Sir Christopher

Meyer, bestowed the award on me at a black-tie dinner at

the embassy, kindly including a number of friends and

family in the occasion. Among them were John Pollock and

his wife, Anne, from England; John is a gifted writer who has

devoted much of his life to chronicling our ministry.



A second event was the privilege of meeting Chinese

president Jiang Zemin in Los Angeles, at the conclusion of

his 1997 state visit to America. He had asked to meet me,

apparently to thank me for my interest in the Chinese

people—an interest, I was quick to point out, that had been

stimulated by Ruth’s childhood years in China. Our son Ned

was with me, and President Jiang seemed interested in the

work that Ned’s organization, East Gates Ministries

International, was doing to supply Bibles to the Christians of

China. While the president clearly possessed a strong

personality, he could not have been more cordial, and I

assured him that Ruth and I prayed regularly for his country

and its people.

Ruth and I will never forget another person who came to

visit us in 2002: the Irish rock musician Bono—arguably one

of the best-known celebrities on the planet. In recent years

Bono had become more and more vocal about his Christian

faith, and we spent a delightful afternoon learning about his

background and also hearing of his burden for those in less-

developed parts of the world who live under the crushing

weight of poverty and debt. He spoke warmly of the work

Samaritan’s Purse was doing in Africa to combat the AIDS

pandemic, and told of his determination to use his influence

to draw world attention to this terrible crisis. On the way to

our home, Bono composed a poem for us on the spur of the

moment—a vivid illustration of his creativity. Bono’s visit

reminded us both that God uses all kinds of people to get

His work done in the world, a fact for which I’m very

grateful.

Growing old, I’ve discovered, has both its joys and its

sorrows.

Among the joys has been watching our family grow and

develop, particularly as our grandchildren become older and

great-grandchildren come along (twenty-nine at the time of

this writing). Each has his or her own personality, and each



also faces the usual problems and issues of any young

person their age. We are thankful for each one of them, and

Ruth and I pray for them regularly. At times it seems like the

clock has been turned back forty or fifty years, with our old

log cabin reverberating to the sounds of children racing

through the halls or playing games at the top of their voices.

We also are thankful as we’ve watched our grandchildren

grow in their commitment to Christ (occasionally only after

years of struggle). Some even have felt led of God to go into

some type of ministry. Franklin’s oldest son, Will, for

example, has been a pastor and is now preaching in

evangelistic Crusades (which he calls “Celebrations”) of his

own. One of Gigi’s sons is pastor of a church in south

Florida, while the husband of one of her daughters is on the

pastoral staff of a dynamic church in South Carolina. Others

are seeking to serve God by raising their families or being

active in business or involved in other types of work—all

part of God’s plan for their lives. Ruth and I think often of

the Bible’s words in Proverbs 17:6: “Children’s children are a

crown to the aged, and parents are the pride of their

children.”

But old age also has its sorrows. One of the greatest is the

sadness of saying good-bye with increasing frequency

during the past decade to those who have meant so much

to us over the years, but now have been taken from us by

death. Some were members of our Team who played an

important part in our ministry, and whose faithful service

already has been recorded in these pages: T.W. Wilson,

George Wilson, Walter Smyth, Roy Gustafson, Bob Williams,

Alexander Haraszti, and many others whose service wasn’t

always as visible but was nevertheless indispensable to our

work. Others were individuals—too numerous to mention—

whose friendship and encouragement helped us more than

they ever realized. Each one had touched our lives, and

each one would be greatly missed.



But most poignant has been the loss of some of our

immediate family. Ruth’s brother, Clayton Bell, just hours

after preaching in Montreat on the hope we have of Heaven

because of Christ’s resurrection, was taken unexpectedly by

a massive heart attack—not unlike his father a generation

before. Just this past year her younger sister, Virginia

Somerville, succumbed after a courageous battle with

cancer. In 2001 the death of my sister Catherine’s husband,

Sam McElroy—a man whose quiet devotion to Christ was

always an example to me—reminded me of my own family’s

passing years, and whenever I could I tried to spend more

time with them. Nevertheless my only brother Melvin’s

unexpected death from a stroke in 2003 still came as a

shock; we had had lunch together only two weeks before. I

greatly miss his humor and his wise counsel—but most of all

I simply miss him. Three years later my sister Jean and I said

good-bye to our sister Catherine, whom the Lord took to be

with Himself after a period of declining health.

Yet with every loss, Ruth and I remind ourselves that our

separation from those who have gone before us into Heaven

is only temporary, and that someday we will be reunited

with them forever. And most of all we will be with Christ,

and we will join with all the heavenly host in singing,

“Worthy is the Lamb, who was slain, to receive power and

wealth and wisdom and strength and honor and glory and

praise!” (Revelation 5:12).

This is our hope, and old age only makes it more real.
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The Best Is Yet to Be
Looking to the Future

 

“I must be very honest with you,” the neurosurgeon said,

“Ruth’s condition is life-threatening, and she might not

survive. We need to do everything possible to save her.”

Dr. Ralph Loomis sketched out the main problems:

rampant infection, soaring fever, electrolytic imbalance,

physical debilitation. Most of all, the almost-certain

diagnosis of bacterial spinal meningitis, a dangerous

infection of the membrane surrounding the spine—an

infection that could easily invade the membrane around the

brain, causing disability or death. A generation or two ago,

the diagnosis of spinal meningitis was a virtual death

sentence; now, with new and powerful antibiotics, there was

at least some hope.

We were sitting in a small conference room in Asheville’s

Memorial Mission Hospital, an institution where Ruth’s father

had been a physician and leader on the staff. Two of our five

children were born there; our oldest daughter, Gigi,

commented that evening that her oldest son, Stephan-

Nelson, had entered the world there exactly thirty-two years

ago to the day.

Was this also to be the place where Ruth would end her

earthly pilgrimage?

“We’ll do all we can,” Dr. Loomis concluded, “but

ultimately she is in the good Lord’s hands.”

Normally, Ruth was a person who dismissed questions

about her health with a cheerful “I’m fine.” But for years she

had been battling chronic back pain, caused by a gradual



but progressive degeneration of the spine. In recent months,

the pain had gotten worse. The medication was gradually

increased in response, destroying her appetite and sending

her weight plummeting below a hundred pounds.

In recent weeks she admitted that her pain was growing in

intensity. Finally, in desperation, she submitted to an

operation. An orthopedic surgeon who had been

recommended by a friend implanted an anesthetic device

capable of injecting small amounts of painkiller directly into

her spinal area. Then infection set in. She was in agony and

barely able to speak when we took her in to Memorial

Mission. The only hope, Dr. Loomis stated, was emergency

surgery to remove the source of the infection and

counterattack the spinal meningitis.

As they wheeled her down the hall toward the operating

room, I asked the attendants if we could pause and have a

few moments together. I picked up a New Testament and

turned to 1 Peter: “Blessed be the God and Father of our

Lord Jesus Christ, which according to his abundant mercy

hath begotten us again unto a lively hope by the

resurrection of Jesus Christ from the dead, To an inheritance

incorruptible, and undefiled, and that fadeth not away,

reserved in heaven for you, Who are kept by the power of

God through faith unto salvation ready to be revealed in the

last time” (1 Peter 1:3-5, KJV).

Those words reminded us of the hope we have in Christ,

assuring us that whether Ruth survived the operation or not,

God would always keep her in His loving care. Then we held

hands and had a brief prayer before the doors closed behind

her.

As Gigi and a few of my friends waited with me in the

hospital conference room, my mind turned back to all the

experiences Ruth and I had shared together during the fifty-

two years of marriage God had given us to that point. How

dependent I had become on her counsel and support and

prayers! Our little group prayed together, humbly asking



that God would guide the surgeon’s hands and that His will

would be done.

It seemed like an eternity before the doctor returned from

the operating room.

“She’s in critical but stable condition,” he said, “and the

next twenty-four to forty-eight hours will be crucial. It’s

encouraging she has made it this far.”

“But she is so fragile,” I said.

“Yes, Dr. Graham, I know how fragile she is. I personally

carried her to the operating table. I held her in my arms,

and I know she is fragile.”

Shortly afterward, I slipped into the intensive-care unit to

see her, grateful that she had come through the surgery and

overjoyed at her weak but brave smile. Ruth remembers

nothing that happened during the worst of those days.

Her sister Virginia Somerville (a registered nurse) and our

daughter Gigi took turns sitting with her. The CAT scan the

next day showed no sign that the meningitis was spreading

to her brain. That was cause for great rejoicing. As news

spread of her condition, people all over the country were

praying, and we sensed their prayers upholding us both.

Former president Bush called to express his concern shortly

before leaving for a trip to the Middle East; Ruth’s long-time

friend June Carter Cash flew in to sit at the hospital and pray

for several hours and was able to spend a few minutes with

Ruth.

The day after the operation, Ruth’s condition was still

critical, but it had stabilized. To me, the most encouraging

sign was that her sense of humor had returned. When she

heard I was coming to visit her, she whispered to Gigi,

“Please get my hairbrush and lipstick.”

A day or two later, she asked for ice cream.

After a week, she was transferred out of the intensive-care

unit and into a private room. Although her progress would

be slow in the following weeks, we both knew that God had

brought her through the crisis. One of the happiest days of



my life was when she was finally released from the hospital

a month later and came back to our home, which had

seemed so empty without her.

This medical crisis, however, caused us both to pause and

remember God’s grace and mercy, not just in this crisis but

during our whole lives. One reason God allows times of

difficulty and suffering to come into our lives is so that we

will not take Him for granted but will remember in a deeper

way His faithfulness to us and our dependence on Him.

Repeatedly during those hospital days, Ruth and I recalled

the words of King David: “Bless the Lord, O my soul: and all

that is within me, bless his holy name. Bless the Lord, O my

soul, and forget not all his benefits” (Psalm 103:1-2, KJV).

As I write this, almost a dozen years have passed since

Ruth’s crisis, and almost every day we thank God for giving

us these unexpected years together. For much of our

marriage we had to be apart because of my travels,

sometimes for months at a time. Now I delight in spending

time with her, often holding hands as we talk or watch a

video, or simply sitting in silence and enjoying each other’s

company. I tell our children that my love for her is deeper

now than it has ever been—and they agree. It is a

profoundly satisfying and joyous time of life for us, and I am

grateful for it.

At the same time, these have not been easy years for

Ruth. The pain from the bone degeneration in her spine and

hip never entirely left her, and in recent years grew

increasingly debilitating. In spite of this she refused to give

in to her growing disability, writing several more books and

traveling as her health permitted. One of her most

memorable trips was to North Korea, along with our

daughter Gigi and son Ned. In the late 1930s she had

attended high school in North Korea at the Pyongyang

Foreign School, and when the way opened up for her to visit

the isolated nation in 1997, she jumped at the opportunity.

Although she found that modern, postwar Pyongyang bore



little resemblance to the quaint city of her childhood, she

was overwhelmed by the hospitality of the people and their

willingness to welcome her as a “daughter of Korea.” One

highlight was an unexpected visit to the Diamond

Mountains, an area of great natural beauty near the border

with South Korea seldom visited by tourists. The North

Korean government graciously supplied a Russian-built

helicopter to take her from Pyongyang to a nearby city, from

which the party was taken by car into the spectacular

mountainous region. All in all it was an exhausting trip (and

the last overseas journey she would ever take), but she

wouldn’t have missed it for the world.

Ruth is an invalid now, unable to walk by herself or sit in a

chair, except for brief periods of time. A dedicated team of

nurses and other staff are on hand to assist us, doing their

best to make Ruth comfortable and see after our needs. Our

children come by frequently, sometimes to stay for a period

of time. Recently Ruth’s older sister, Rosa, her only

surviving sibling, has been able to be here with us, and they

have spent many happy hours reminiscing about their

childhood years together in China. In spite of her pain and

her weakness Ruth remains upbeat, thankful that Christ is

with her even when life’s joys fade. Ruth has on her wall a

crown of thorns that came from Jerusalem, and hanging

inside it is a slave collar given to her by Johnny Cash. Many

times while looking at them she has said, “Christ suffered

for me far more than I ever will for Him. How can I

complain?”1

“What is the greatest surprise you have found about life?” a

university student asked me several years ago.

“Its brevity,” I replied without hesitation.

While working on this book, many of the things I have

recounted seem as if they happened only yesterday. Time

moves so quickly, and no matter who we are or what we

have done, the time will come when our lives will be over.



As Jesus said, “As long as it is day, we must do the work of

him who sent me. Night is coming, when no one can work”

(John 9:4). Life is short, and every day is a gift from God.

In a similar vein, old age has been a surprise to me.

“I’ve been taught as a Christian how to die,” my longtime

friend Allan Emery once said to me, “but I’m discovering I

haven’t been taught how to deal with old age—with the time

before we die.”

Most of us, when we are young, think that we are never

going to get old. I certainly admit feeling that way from time

to time. In the 1950s, I recall telling reporters that I doubted

if I would live too many more years; the pace I was keeping

was sure to kill me, I said. As I approached my sixties, I felt

the same way. I knew I was similar to my father physically

as well as emotionally, and he had experienced the first of a

series of strokes in his sixties.

And yet as I write this, God in His grace has granted me

eighty-eight years of life, and I know my time on earth will

not be over until He calls me home. I admit I don’t like the

burdens of old age—the slow decline in energy, the physical

annoyances and disabilities, the pain of losing loved ones,

the sadness of seeing friends decline. But old age also can

be a special time of life, and I have discovered that God still

has lessons to teach us.

Certainly, one lesson is to remind us of our responsibility

to be diligent in our service for God right now. I may not be

able to do everything I once did (nor does God expect me

to), but I am called to be faithful to what I can do.

Another lesson surely is to make us realize in a fuller way

that this world is not our final home. If our hope truly is in

Christ, we are pilgrims in this world, en route to our eternal

home in Heaven. Old age should make us look forward with

joyous anticipation to eternity. The apostle Paul put it this

way: “For our light and momentary troubles are achieving

for us an eternal glory that far outweighs them all. So we fix

our eyes not on what is seen, but on what is unseen. For



what is seen is temporary, but what is unseen is eternal” (2

Corinthians 4:17-18).

A few years ago, the passing of time came home to me in

a special way. For some years, I had sensed something was

wrong with me. I would tell Ruth about it in vague terms, but

I was never able to put my finger on it. For example, one

day in New York, T.W. and I were walking toward an

intersection. As I approached the curb, my brain said Stop!

but my legs kept going; I had to reach out and grab a light

pole to keep from stumbling into the heavy traffic. I noticed

also that my hands trembled at times and that my

handwriting—admittedly, never very good—seemed to be

getting worse.

Over the years, I’ve had a number of illnesses and

surgeries, only a few of which I have recounted in these

pages. Often they came just as we were about to embark on

a Crusade or other project, and I could not help but wonder

whether Satan was using them to attack our work in some

way (and I suspect that was true). At the same time,

though, God used them to teach me patience and to give

me time that I might otherwise not have taken to read and

contemplate.

Through those infirmities, God has also taught me to

appreciate the great gift of modern medicine and doctors,

several of whom became faithful friends and helpers. One

was Dr. Roger James in Asheville, who acted as my personal

physician until his untimely death; he was also a faithful

member of the BGEA board. Another has been Dr. E. Rolland

Dickson at the Mayo Clinic, who became, over a period of

time, one of my closest friends and confidants, while Dr.

Lucian Rice in Asheville has devoted many hours to both

Ruth and me during our times of need this past decade. I

have no doubt that their careful attention to my physical

condition gave me added years of ministry.

At the conclusion of a visit to the Mayo Clinic several years

ago, I got up to leave Dr. Dickson’s office. Immediately,



Rollie asked me to sit back down and get up again.

“Something looks not quite right about the way you’re

getting up out of that chair,” he said.

He made an appointment with one of the clinic’s

neurological specialists. After a battery of tests, the

neurologist diagnosed a probable case of Parkinson’s

disease. No one in my family had ever had it, as far as I was

aware, and I knew little about it.

The neurologist told me that Parkinson’s, a progressive

and incurable disease, slowly destroys the brain cells that

deal with muscle control. At the same time, he outlined the

new drugs that had been developed to slow its progress and

control its symptoms. He was right; for several years the

medications he prescribed reversed many of the symptoms I

was beginning to experience, undoubtedly giving me

additional years of ministry.

Nevertheless, as time went on my doctors began to

suspect that something other than Parkinson’s disease

might be at the root of my problems. They reminded me

that Parkinson’s can be notoriously difficult to diagnose, and

began searching for other possibilities. Further tests

revealed hydrocephalus, a dangerous buildup of fluid in the

brain that often produces symptoms similar to Parkinson’s

disease. After careful evaluation the decision was made to

insert a permanent tube directly into my brain to allow the

fluid to drain, and in the summer of 2000—shortly before

our third major conference for evangelists was scheduled to

begin in Amsterdam—I underwent a series of surgeries at

the Mayo Clinic in Rochester.

I had been warned in advance that any surgery involving

the brain was risky, including this one. For several days I felt

as though my life hung in the balance. One night a feeling of

dread came over me, and I sensed that I was hovering

between life and death. Was I ready for that final journey? It

was almost as if Satan were attacking me (and he may have

been), condemning me for my sins, and telling me I was not



worthy of a place in Heaven. I asked the Lord to help me,

and it seemed to me that there was a big screen, and on it

appeared a list of all my sins going back to childhood. Then

all of a sudden, under them appeared a verse of Scripture:

“The blood of Jesus Christ his Son cleanseth us from all sin”

(1 John 1:7, KJV) and I had a great peace that has not left me

to this day. Since then I have met everything that might

have become a crisis with peace, certain that God is in

control. Slowly but surely the feelings of condemnation left

me, and I knew beyond a shadow of a doubt that if I were to

die that night, I would go immediately into the presence of

God forever—not because of what I had done for Christ, but

because of what He had done for me on the cross. I will

never forget that experience.

Although I was unable to make the journey to Amsterdam

to be with the thousands of evangelists who had gathered

there, I still was able to follow the events and also address

the conference by satellite. Perhaps my obvious frailty

underlined to them the fact that God was now passing the

torch to a new generation of evangelists, calling and

equipping them to take the message of the Gospel to the

ends of the earth. I was in Rochester for over three months,

first in the hospital and then as physical therapists helped

me to begin to walk. I slowly regained strength and returned

home. I have had four operations related to this problem,

three of them at Mayo and one in Asheville, and was told by

the neurologists that I would never be completely well

again. From that point on, my pace of living and ministry

had to decline. I continue to have neurological and other

medical problems that must be monitored, including the

recent onset of age-related macular degeneration (which

has made it almost impossible for me to read, although a

new medical breakthrough appears to have halted its

progression). However, I am grateful for the measure of

strength God gives me each day.



Someone asked me recently if I didn’t think God was unfair,

allowing me to have various medical problems when I have

tried to serve Him faithfully. I replied that I did not see it that

way at all. Suffering is part of the human condition, and it

comes to us all. The key is how we react to it, either turning

away from God in anger and bitterness or growing closer to

Him in trust and confidence.

Ironically, just at the time I find my own strength waning,

God has provided new ways to extend our ministry through

technology. As I have said elsewhere in these pages, until

the twentieth century the extent of an evangelist’s outreach

was determined by the limits of his voice and the

distribution of his writings. Now modern technologies have

leapfrogged these barriers. In recent decades, it has literally

become possible to proclaim the Gospel to the entire world.

I am sure we would be staggered if we could see what will

be possible a hundred, fifty, even ten years from now. If

Jesus were here today, I have no doubt He would make use

of every means possible to declare His message.

I have often said that the first thing I am going to do when I

get to Heaven is to ask, “Why me, Lord? Why did You choose

a farmboy from North Carolina to preach to so many people,

to have such a wonderful team of associates, and to have a

part in what You were doing in the latter half of the

twentieth century—and beyond?”

I have thought about that question a great deal, but I

know also that only God knows the answer. “Now we see but

a poor reflection as in a mirror; then we shall see face to

face. Now I know in part; then I shall know fully, even as I

am fully known” (1 Corinthians 13:12).

Every day a host of men and women serve Christ far more

faithfully than I have done, often in hidden and difficult

places, and I cannot help wondering why God entrusted

such a highly visible ministry to us and not to them.



One of the joys of Heaven, I am convinced, will be

discovering the hidden ways that God in His sovereignty

acted in our lives on earth to protect us and guide us so as

to bring glory to His name, in spite of our frailty.

As I look back over the years, however, I know that my

deepest feeling is one of overwhelming gratitude. I cannot

take credit for whatever God has chosen to accomplish

through us and our ministry; only God deserves the glory,

and we can never thank Him enough for the great things He

has done.

Although I have much to be grateful for as I look back over

my life, I also have many regrets. I have failed many times,

and I would do many things differently.

For one thing, I would speak less and study more, and I

would spend more time with my family. When I look back

over the schedule I kept thirty or forty years ago, I am

staggered by all the things we did and the engagements we

kept. Sometimes we flitted from one part of the country to

another, even from one continent to another, in the course

of only a few days. Were all those engagements necessary?

Was I as discerning as I might have been about which ones

to take and which to turn down? I doubt it. Every day I was

absent from my family is gone forever. Although much of

that travel was necessary, some of it was not.

I would also spend more time in spiritual nurture, seeking

to grow closer to God so I could become more like Christ. I

would spend more time in prayer, not just for myself but for

others. I would spend more time studying the Bible and

meditating on its truth, not only for sermon preparation but

to apply its message to my life. It is far too easy for

someone in my position to read the Bible only with an eye

on a future sermon, overlooking the message God has for

me through its pages. And I would give more attention to

fellowship with other Christians, who could teach me and

encourage me (and even rebuke me when necessary).



If I had it to do over again, I would also avoid any

semblance of involvement in partisan politics. On the whole,

as I’ve already said, my primary concern in my contacts

with political leaders has been as a pastor and spiritual

counselor, not as a political adviser. When a president of the

United States, for example, wept in my presence, or knelt

with me to pray, or privately unburdened his concerns about

his family, I was not thinking about his political philosophy

or his personality but about his need for God’s help.

And yet there have been times when I undoubtedly

stepped over the line between politics and my calling as an

evangelist. An evangelist is called to do one thing, and one

thing only: to proclaim the Gospel. Becoming involved in

strictly political issues or partisan politics inevitably dilutes

the evangelist’s impact and compromises his message. It is

a lesson I wish I had learned earlier.

About one thing I have absolutely no regrets, however,

and that is my commitment many years ago to accept God’s

calling to serve Him as an evangelist of the Gospel of Christ.

We live in a world of confusion. Competing and often

contradictory intellectual and religious voices clamor for our

attention and allegiance. In the midst of so many

crosscurrents, how can we assert that anything is true? Is it

not arrogance or narrow-mindedness to claim that there is

only one way of salvation or that the way we follow is the

right way?

I think not. After all, do we fault a pilot for being narrow-

minded when he follows the instrument panel in landing in a

rainstorm or at a fogbound airport? No, we want him to

remain narrowly focused! And do we consider it arrogant or

narrow-minded when a doctor points us to the one medicine

that will cure us of a particular disease? The human race is

infected with a spiritual disease—the disease of sin—and

God has given us the remedy. Dare we do anything less than

urge people to apply that remedy to their lives?



Since I first committed my life to Jesus Christ some

seventy years ago, I have crossed paths with people who

hold virtually every kind of religious and philosophical view

imaginable. Often I am moved by the intensity of their

spiritual searching and by the depth of their commitment. At

the same time, as the years have gone by, I myself have

become even more convinced of the uniqueness and truth

of the Gospel of Christ.

Is that merely stubbornness on my part, or self-deception?

No, it comes first of all from a deeper and growing

understanding of who Jesus Christ was—and is. The Bible

says that Jesus Christ was God in human flesh, that two

thousand years ago God deliberately came down and took

upon Himself human form in the person of Jesus Christ.

Jesus was not just another great religious teacher, nor was

He only another in a long line of individuals seeking after

spiritual truth. He was, instead, truth itself. He was God

incarnate. He alone could say, “I am the way and the truth

and the life” (John 14:6).

The proof of that claim is that Christ broke the bonds of

death through His resurrection from the dead, an event that

was witnessed by hundreds. That sets Him apart from all

other persons who have ever lived.

When I seek to point people to Christ, it is because I am

convinced that He alone is God’s answer to life’s deepest

problems. I have seen Him bring change in the lives of

countless individuals who have turned to Him in true

repentance and faith. One of the New Testament’s most

compelling images of spiritual conversion is found in the

phrases “born again” or “new birth.” As I mentioned earlier,

Jesus used it in His interview with the religious leader

Nicodemus: “I tell you the truth, no one can see the

kingdom of God unless he is born again” (John 3:3). We each

need what Jesus was teaching: a spiritual rebirth or renewal

from within, by the power of God.

How is that possible?



Nicodemus asked the same question. Jesus replied that

from one standpoint it is a mystery, for a spiritual rebirth is

something only God can do. On the other hand, it takes

place as we turn in faith to Christ and submit ourselves to

Him. God Himself takes up residence in our lives through His

Holy Spirit. He begins to change us from within and gives us

a whole new reason for living. Whether it is a marriage that

is restored, or an alcoholic who is released from his or her

addiction, or a teenager who finds new direction and

meaning, it all happens because God is a work.

As I noted earlier, on May 2, 1996, the United States

Congress graciously presented Ruth and me with the

Congressional Gold Medal.

In my remarks that day, I spoke of the coming third

millennium of the Christian era and the moral and spiritual

challenges it would present. No doubt we will continue to

see staggering technological achievements in the future,

just as we have in the past one hundred years. And yet no

century, despite our progress in technology, was as bloody

and as tragic as the twentieth century. Why? Because our

basic problems come from the human heart—and our hearts

remain unchanged. That is one reason why the task of

evangelism will always be essential, because only God can

transform our hearts and replace our selfishness and greed

with love and contentment.

No one knows the future, of course; only God knows the

future, for it is in His hands.

What new opportunities await us in the future, if God

grants us more time before Christ comes again?

What new tyrannies will attempt to capture our world, and

what new ideologies will deceive humans to take the wrong

path in life?

Only God knows.

Certainly, some trends we see today may make

evangelism more difficult. American Christians will face new



challenges from living in a society that is increasingly

pluralistic, not just religiously but in its lifestyles and its

views about morality. Rampant, aggressive secularism may

force Christians onto the defensive, or even reduce them to

a despised minority. It has happened before. And the loss of

our children to drugs or sensualism or the moral relativism

propagated by mass entertainment does not bode well for

our future.

Developments in technology mean that the various

societies now influence one another in ways we never could

have envisioned a few generations ago. The world is

changing, and with it the methods of evangelism will

change also. But the message will not change, for it is

timeless, meant for every generation.

What is that message?

More than anything else, I yearn for people—including the

readers of these pages—to understand the message of

Christ and accept it as their own.

I recall an old Methodist preacher who came to Harringay

Arena in London in 1954. “I have come here every night for

ninety-three nights,” he told us, “and I have heard only one

message.” He meant it as a compliment, for he knew as I

did that there is only one Christian message.

The message is, first of all, a message about God. God

created us in His image. He created us and loves us so that

we may live in harmony and fellowship with Him. We are not

here by chance. God put us here for a purpose, and our lives

are never fulfilled and complete until His purpose becomes

the foundation and center of our lives.

The message is also about the human race, and about

each one of us. The Bible says that we have been separated

and alienated from God because we have willfully turned

our backs on Him and are determined to run our lives

without Him. This is what the Bible means by sin—choosing



our way instead of God’s way, and not giving Him the moral

chaos and heartache of our world. The headlines scream

every day that we live in a broken, sin-ravaged world.

But in addition, the message declares that God still loves

us. He yearns to forgive us and bring us back to Himself. He

wants to fill our lives with meaning and purpose right now.

Then He wants us to spend all eternity with Him in Heaven,

free forever from the pain and sorrow and death of this

world.

Moreover, God has done everything possible to reconcile

us to Himself. He did this in a way that staggers our

imagination. In God’s plan, by His death on the cross, Jesus

Christ paid the penalty for our sins, taking the judgment of

God that we deserve upon Himself when He died on the

cross. Now, by His resurrection from the dead, Christ has

broken the bonds of death and opened the way to eternal

life for us.

The resurrection also confirms for all time that Jesus was

in fact who He said He was: the unique Son of God, sent

from Heaven to save us from our sins. Now God freely offers

us the gift of forgiveness and eternal life.

Finally, this message is about our response. Like any other

gift, God’s gift of salvation does not become ours until we

accept it and make it our own. God has done everything

possible to provide salvation. But we must reach out in faith

and accept it.

How do we do this?

First, by confessing to God that we are sinners and in need

of His forgiveness; then by repenting of our sins and, with

God’s help, turning from them.

Second, by committing our lives to Jesus Christ as Lord

and Savior. The best-known verse in the New Testament

states the Gospel concisely: “For God so loved the world

that he gave his one and only Son, that whoever believes in

him shall not perish but have eternal life. For God did not

send his Son into the world to condemn the world, but to



save the world through him” (John 3:16-17). God in His

grace invites us to receive His Son into our lives today.

If you have never done so, I invite you to bow your head

right now and by a simple prayer of faith open your heart to

Jesus Christ. God receives us just as we are. No matter who

we are or what we have done, we are saved only because of

what Christ has done for us. I will not go to Heaven because

I have preached to great crowds. I will go to Heaven for one

reason: Jesus Christ died for me, and I am trusting Him

alone for my salvation. Christ died for you also, and He

freely offers you the gift of eternal life as you commit your

life to Him.

When you do, you become a child of God, adopted into His

family forever. He also comes to live within you and will

begin to change you from within. No one who truly gives his

or her life to Christ will ever be the same, for the promise of

His Word is true: “Therefore, if anyone is in Christ, he is a

new creation; the old has gone, the new has come! All this

is from God, who reconciled us to himself through Christ and

gave us the ministry of reconciliation” (2 Corinthians 5:17-

18).

We have seen this happen countless times all over the

world, and it can happen in your life as well. Open your life

to Christ today.

The year World War II ended, I became a full-time

evangelist. In the uncertainty of those times, many people

were ready for a message that pointed them to stability and

lasting values. In the providence of God, we were able to

take advantage of the spiritual hunger and search for values

that marked those years. Yet times changed, with

everything from the sexual revolution to the disillusionment

of the seventies sweeping our world and now the explosion

of the Internet and the reality of globalization, leading to

new challenges and new opportunities for evangelism.



The same will be true in the future. Yet one thing will not

change: God’s love for humanity and His desire to see men

and women yield their lives to Him and come to know Him

in a personal way. The human spirit is never satisfied in a

lasting way by anything less than God. We were made for

Him, and anything less than Him leaves the vacuum of the

human heart unfilled. The growing secularism and moral

chaos of our age may actually make many people more

open to the Gospel. As St. Augustine prayed to God many

centuries ago, “You have made us for Yourself, and our heart

is restless until it finds rest in You.” It will be an exciting time

to be alive.

No, I don’t know the future, but I do know this: the best is

yet to be! Heaven awaits us, and that will be far, far more

glorious than anything we can ever imagine. As the Bible

says, “Dear friends, now we are children of God, and what

we will be has not yet been made known. But we know that

when he appears, we shall be like him, for we shall see him

as he is” (1 John 3:2). This is the hope of every believer. It is

my hope, and I pray that it is your hope as well.

I know that soon my life will be over. I thank God for it,

and for all He has given me in this life.

But I look forward to Heaven.

I look forward to the reunion with friends and loved ones

who have gone on before.

I look forward to Heaven’s freedom from sorrow and pain.

I also look forward to serving God in ways we can’t begin

to imagine, for the Bible makes it clear that Heaven is not a

place of idleness.

And most of all, I look forward to seeing Christ and bowing

before Him in praise and gratitude for all He has done for us,

and for using me on this earth by His grace—just as I am.

1. On June 14, 2007, Ruth Bell Graham departed this life.

Her funeral service was held in Montreat (near the Grahams’



home), and she was buried on the grounds of the recently

completed Billy Graham Library in Charlotte, North Carolina.
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Sermon for National Day of Prayer and

Remembrance
Message by Billy Graham
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We come together today to affirm our conviction that God

cares for us, whatever our ethnic, religious, or political

background may be.

The Bible says that He is “the God of all comfort, who

comforts us in all our troubles” (2 Corinthians 1:3-4, NIV).

No matter how hard we try, words simply cannot express

the horror, the shock, and the revulsion we all feel over

what took place in this nation on September 11. It will go

down in our history as a day to remember.

We say to those who masterminded this cruel plot, and to

those who carried it out, that the spirit of this nation will not

be defeated by their twisted and diabolical schemes.

Someday those responsible will be brought to justice.

But we especially come together to confess our need of

God. We have always needed God from the very beginning

of this nation, but now we need Him especially. We’re facing

a new kind of enemy. We’re involved in a new kind of

warfare and we need the help of the Spirit of God.

The Bible’s words are our hope: “God is our refuge and

strength, an ever present help in trouble. Therefore we will

not fear, though the earth give way and the mountains fall

into the heart of the sea” (Psalm 46:1-2, NIV).

But how do we understand something like this? Why does

God allow evil like this to take place? Perhaps that is what

you are asking now. You may even be angry at God. I want



to assure you that God understands these feelings that you

may have.

We’ve seen so much on our televisions—stories that bring

tears to our eyes and make us all feel a sense of anger. But

God can be trusted, even when life seems at its darkest.

What are some of the lessons we can learn?

First, we are reminded of the mystery and reality of evil.

I have been asked hundreds of times in my life why God

allows tragedy and suffering. I really do not know the

answer totally, even to my own satisfaction. I have to

accept, by faith, that God is sovereign, and He is a God of

love and mercy and compassion in the midst of suffering.

The Bible says that God is not the author of evil. It speaks

of evil as a “mystery.” In 2 Thessalonians 2:7 (KJV), it talks

about “the mystery of iniquity.” The Old Testament prophet

Jeremiah said, “The heart is deceitful above all things and

beyond cure. Who can understand it?” (Jeremiah 17:9, NIV).

He asked that question, “Who can understand it?” And

that’s one reason we each need God in our lives.

The lesson of this event is not only about the mystery of

iniquity and evil, but secondly, it’s a lesson about our need

for each other.

What an example New York and Washington have been to

the world! None of us will ever forget the pictures of our

courageous firefighters and police, many of whom have lost

friends and colleagues, or the hundreds of people standing

patiently in line to donate blood.

A tragedy like this could have torn our country apart, but

instead it has united us and we’ve become a family. So

those perpetrators took this on to tear us apart, but it has

worked the other way. It’s backfired. We are more united

than ever before! I think this was exemplified in a very

moving way when the members of our Congress stood

shoulder to shoulder and sang, “God Bless America.”

Finally, difficult as it may be for us to see right now, this

even can give a message of hope—hope for the present,



and hope for the future.

Yes, there is hope. There is hope for the present, because I

believe the stage has already been set for a new spirit in our

nation.

One of the things we desperately need is a spiritual

renewal in this country. We need a spiritual revival in

America. And God has told us in His Word, time after time,

that we need to repent of our sins, and we’re to turn to Him

and He will bless us in a new way.

There is also hope for the future because of God’s

promises. As a Christian, I have hope, not just for this life,

but for Heaven and the life to come. And many of those

people who died this past week are in Heaven right now,

and they wouldn’t want to come back. It’s so glorious and so

wonderful. And that’s the hope for all of us who put our faith

in God. I pray that you will have this hope in your heart.

This event reminds us of the brevity and the uncertainty of

life. We never know when we too will be called into eternity.

I doubt if even one of those people who got on those planes,

or walked into the World Trade Center or the Pentagon that

Tuesday morning, thought it would be the last day of their

lives. It didn’t occur to them. And that’s why each of us

needs to face our own spiritual need and commit ourselves

to God and His will now.

Here in this majestic National Cathedral we see all around

us symbols of the cross. For the Christian, the cross tells us

that God understands our sin and our suffering, for He took

them upon Himself in the person of Jesus Christ. From the

cross, God declares, “I love you. I know the heartaches and

the sorrows and the pains that you feel. But I love you.”

The story does not end with the cross, for Easter points us

beyond the tragedy of the cross to the empty tomb. It tells

us that there is hope for eternal life, for Christ has

conquered evil and death and hell. Yes, there is hope!

I’ve preached all over the world and the older I get, the

more I cling to that hope that I started with many years ago,



and have proclaimed in many languages to many parts of

the world.

We all watched in horror as planes crashed into the steel

and glass of the World Trade Center. Those majestic towers,

built on solid foundations, were examples of the prosperity

and creativity of America. When damaged, those buildings

eventually plummeted to the ground, imploding in upon

themselves. Yet, underneath the debris is a foundation that

was not destroyed. Therein lies the truth of that old hymn,

“How Firm a Foundation.”

Yes, our nation has been attacked, buildings destroyed,

lives lost. But now we have a choice: whether to implode

and disintegrate emotionally and spiritually as a people and

a nation; or whether we choose to become stronger through

all of this struggle—to rebuild on a solid foundation. That

foundation is our trust in God. That’s what this service is all

about, and in that faith we have the strength to endure

something as difficult and horrendous as what we have

experienced this week.

And in the words of that familiar hymn:

Fear not, I am with thee; O be not dismayed,

For I am thy God, and will still give thee aid;

I’ll strengthen thee, help thee, and cause thee to stand,

Upheld by my righteous, omnipotent hand.

 
My prayer today is that we will feel the loving arms of God

wrapped around us, and will know in our hearts that He will

never forsake us as we trust in Him.

We also know that God is going to give wisdom and

courage and strength to the President and those around

him. And this is going to be a day that we will remember as

a day of victory.

May God bless you all.
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many of my associates. A serious heart attack limited the

time he was able to give to the task, but without his

diligence in helping me produce a first draft, this project

might never have been possible.
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in my ministry).

Over the years, Ruth has kept diaries, and she always

wrote long letters home to her parents when she was

traveling with me. These letters are a gold mine of stories

and descriptions. In addition, I had kept diaries (more,

actually, than I realized) on a number of our special trips

and written letters and reports back to Ruth, with no

thought that I would ever be using them in a book. There

also were a number of films and other records documenting

our ministry. All of these have refreshed my memory of

events and people that had dimmed with the years. Team

members and longtime friends have also contributed stories

and helped refresh my memory. In shaping those stories into

a narrative, I’ve consulted with other writers and solicited

their help from time to time.

By the time the book began to take shape, I had clippings

and writings all over my house and office, so I asked two of

my associates who lived in Montreat to take charge of the

project. I needed someone who could hold all the pieces



together and keep the various people working, and I knew

there was no one better qualified to do that than my

personal secretary of many years, Stephanie Wills. Her

meticulous attention to detail and her ability to keep track

of countless sources have been invaluable. How she has

kept up with this project in addition to all of her other

responsibilities I do not know. But I am indeed grateful.

On the editorial side, I asked my friend and colleague Dr.

John Akers if he would be responsible for helping me to fill in

many of the gaps and to rewrite certain sections. I was

delighted when he said yes.

During this time, two of my daughters, both with

experience in writing and publishing, urged me to consult a

friend of theirs in New Orleans, Bill Griffin, for the additional

help we would need. Bill is a publishing professional with

thirty-five years of experience as an editor with several

major New York publishers and as religion editor of

Publishers Weekly for a dozen years; he also has written a

biography of C. S. Lewis. I was surprised when he indicated

that he had been following our ministry for many years and

would be more than delighted to help in editing what my

staff and I were doing. He and John Akers became the

project’s editorial coordinators. They worked together as a

team to bring the enormous amount of written material

down to manageable size and to fill in the gaps that had not

been covered.

Perhaps one of their greatest accomplishments was doing

what I found it almost impossible to do: cut the manuscript

down. Because my mind and heart kept overflowing with

more memories of people and events, my tendency was to

keep adding material rather than to take a red pencil to

what we already had done. Several people (including Ruth)

were even of the opinion that we needed at least three

volumes—and that’s certainly where we were headed— but I

was afraid that if we did that we wouldn’t finish the project

in this lifetime!



Unfortunately, we had no choice but to leave out a

number of people and events that were extremely important

during our more than half-century of ministry. I apologize

especially to those staff who have worked with us with such

dedication in our various offices and ministries, and to all

those who have been our close friends and supporters,

whom we simply could not mention by name in these pages.

I think especially of our directors and other staff who have

labored tirelessly in setting up our Crusades, only a few of

whom are mentioned here. The countless people who

assisted in each city we visited—including the executive

committees, the finance committees, the volunteer helpers,

and so forth—likewise deserve a special word of

appreciation. I hope they all will understand and will accept

my deepest gratitude for all they have meant to me and to

our work over the years.

Many others have helped in significant ways as well. Most

of our archives are kept in the Billy Graham Center at

Wheaton College, so a great deal of the material that we

needed for this book was already available there. Bob

Shuster and Paul Erickson have been a tremendous help to

us in searching our archives and verifying or correcting

facts.

Diane Holmquist and Nina Engen in our Minneapolis office,

and Wanda Kiser and Elsie Brookshire in Montreat, not only

have done an invaluable job in collecting and saving

background material about our ministry, but have spent

many long hours in researching our files to help us complete

this manuscript.

I want to thank the staff in my personal office in Montreat,

including Dr. David Bruce and Maury Scobee, for the many

hours they have labored to help me on this book and for

enduring the many changes I have made in my schedule

and plans. That is one of my weaknesses, I know (and

occasionally, perhaps, one of my strengths)!



I am indebted to Dr. John Corts, president and chief

operating officer of our organization, for taking the

responsibility as liaison with Clayton Carlson and others at

HarperCollins; and to Russ Busby, who took most of the

photographs you see in this book. Terri Leonard and her staff

have also gone far beyond the call of duty to ensure the

accuracy of the final text.

I am especially grateful to all those unsung helpers who

have labored behind the scenes for many years—those who

have followed the ministry faithfully with daily prayers and

frequent financial support. This effort to document our work

is as much their ministry as it is ours.

Most of all, without my wife, Ruth, there would have been

no autobiography to write, for she has been vital to my life

and an integral part of our ministry.

I have read that Johann Sebastian Bach ended each

composition with these words: Soli Deo Gloria —“To God

alone be the glory.” Those are my words as well, at the end

of this project.



Photo Insert A

 

My embarrassing experience on the White House lawn

after meeting with President Truman, July 14, 1950. Jerry

Beavan, Cliff Barrows, Billy Graham, Grady Wilson.

 



Pyongyand, North Korea, April 2, 1992: presenting a

Bible to President Kim Il Sung. my son Ned.

 



My first known photograph at six months, with my

mother, Morrow Graham.

 



With my father, Frank Graham, and my sister Catherine

in Blowing Rock, North Carolina, August 20, 1925.

 



I was born on November 7, 1918, in the downstairs

bedroom of this frame farmhouse outside Charlotte,

North Carolina.

 



With my sister Catherine in our goat cart.

 



On extreme left, in black robe: At age six, graduating

from Sunday school primary department.

 



The main milking barn on the Graham farm, where I

milked cows twice a day.

 

Morrow and Frank Graham in later years.

 



The Graham family in Florida during Christmas, 1936,

shortly before I enrolled in Florida Bible Institute.

 



The W. F. Graham family in 1962, shortly before my

father’s death. With mother and father are Catherine,

Billy, Melvin, and Jean.

 



Perhaps the earliest photograph of me preaching, about

1939, at Lake Swan Bible Conference, Melrose (near

Palatka), Florida.

 



At Florida Bible Institute, with Dean John Minder and

visiting friend Jimmie Johnson.

 



Ruth and I pictured at Wheaton College, Illinois.

 



With Ruth on our wedding day, August 13, 1943,

Montreat Presbyterian Church, Montreat, North Carolina.

 



The young pastor and his wife, Western Springs, Illinois,

about 1944.

 



As Youth for Christ’s first full-time evangelist (at $75.00

per week).

 



Planning the first Youth for Christ trip to Europe, 1946,

with fellow evangelist Chuck Templeton and YFC founder

Tory Johnson.

 



America’s youngest college president with vice

president T. W. Wilson, Northwestern Schools,

Minneapolis, Minnesota, about 1949.

 

The young couple on a picnic near Montreat.



 

Ruth and the newborn Nelson Edman Graham (Ned),

with Franklin, Bunny, Gigi, Anne, and Billy, 1958.

 



Leaving on another trip and saying good-bye to Ruth as

Bunny looks on, mid-1950s. Back then, my trips often

lasted several months.

 



With my sons, Ned and Franklin, in the yard of our

home, 1965.

 



Gigi, Anne, Bunny, Ruth, and me at home with

Belshazzar, our Great Pyrenees dog.

 



Relaxing with a game of baseball. I always batted left-

handed but played golf right-handed.

 



The Los Angeles evangelistic campaign, corner of

Washington and Hill Streets, fall 1949, was the

beginning of our national press coverage and

recognition.

 



Preaching to 40,000 people at the Canadian National

Exhibition in Toronto, Ontario, Canada, September 1967.

 



The closing meeting of the sixteen-week New York

Crusade, Times Square, September 1, 1957.

 



Leaving Number 10 Downing Street after meeting with

Prime Minister Winston Churchill, following the 1954

London Crusade.

 



Preaching in Harlem, New York, August 1, 1957.

 



Enjoying lemonade and a lively discussion in an English

pub with newspaper columnist “Cassandra,” during the

1954 London Crusade.

 



With President and Mrs. Eisenhower at National

Presbyterian Church, Washington, D.C. At right is the

Reverend E.L.R. Elson, the church’s pastor.

 



Putting on a flak jacket before preaching to American

troops in Korea, Christmas day, 1952.

 



The Team, 1953. George Beverly Shea, Billy Graham,

Cliff Barrows; Grady Wilson, Paul Mickelson, Tedd Smith,

Lorne Sanny.

 



Live from Atlanta, Georgia, Crusade, the first radio

broadcast of The Hour of Decision, November 5, 1950.

 



Monitoring the first broadcast of The Hour of Decision,

1950. George Wilson, Walter Bennett, Fred Dienert.

 



With the associate evangelists, 1964. Grady Wilson, Joe

Blinco, Howard Jones, John Wesley White, Akbar Abdul-

Haqq. Roy Gustafson, Billy Graham, T. W. Wilson,

Leighton Ford, Ralph Bell.

 



With my father-in-law and mentor, Dr. L. Nelson Bell,

1972.
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Final 1962 Chicago Crusade meeting at Soldier Field,

where 116,000 people gathered in over 100-degree

heat.

 

With President John F. Kennedy in West Palm Beach,

Florida, for a game of golf, January 1961. In the

backseat is Florida Senator George Smathers.

 



Discussing my impressions of her country with the Prime

Minister of India, Mrs. Indira Gandhi, 1973.

 



In Israel, 1969, with Prime Minister Golda Meir.

 



Arriving in Chicago with Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., 1962,

after a plane trip together from Florida.

 



At the Kremlin with Politburo member Boris Ponomarev,

1984.

 



Being welcomed in 1964 by Cardinal Richard J. Cushing

of Boston, the first ranking Roman Catholic cleric to

extend recognition to our ministry.

 



Meeting with Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher of Great

Britain, 1989.

 



Preaching in the pouring rain to troops in Vietnam,

December 1966.

 



Speaking at the infamous Wall of Death at the former

Nazi concentration camp of Auschwitz, Poland, 1978.

 



Answering questions at the John F. Kennedy School of

Government, Harvard University, 1982.

 



Visiting the Indian state of Andhra Pradesh, December

1977, where 100,000 lost their lives in a devastating

cyclone and tidal wave.

 



Touring earthquake-damaged areas of Northern

California, October 1989. Behind is a collapsed section

of Interstate Highway 880 in Oakland.

 



On the streets of Belfast, Northern Ireland, minutes after

a bomb blast killed several people, 1972.

 



A first in Communist-dominated Europe: crowds legally

gathering on public property for an evangelistic service,

Pécs, Hungary, 1985.

 



Preaching to an impromptu gathering of people from the

Masai tribe during the 1960 African tour.

 



Closing meeting of the 1973 Seoul, Korea, Crusade in

Yoido Plaza with more than one million people, the

largest audience in our ministry.

 

Some 250,000 people gather to hear the gospel in

Central Park, New York, 1991.

 



Metropolitan (later Patriarch) Alexei listens as I preach in

the Orthodox Cathedral in Tallinn, Estonia, 1984.

 



A crowd estimated at 150,000 welcomes us to the

Orthodox Cathedral in Timisoara, Romania, 1985.

 



Following our discussions, Chinese Premier Li Peng

escorts Ruth and me to our car, 1988.

 



Japanese Christians welcome us to their country for a

series of Crusades, 1980. Left: Team members Walter

Smyth and Henry Holley.

 

Franklin, Ruth, and I visit Ruth’s childhood home in

Huaiyin, China, during our 1988 trip.

 



Singing with school children at the Great Wall of China,

1988.
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1996

 



With Grady Wilson and President Lyndon Johnson,

sharing a joke at the President’s Texas ranch.

 



Leading a prayer at the inauguration of President

Richard M. Nixon, January 20, 1969.

 



With President Ronald Reagan at the Presidential Medal

of Freedom Ceremony at the White House, 1983.

 



Golfing with President Gerald Ford, 1974.

 



Exchanging views with President Jimmy Carter during a

trip to Atlanta.

 



With President and Mrs. Bush the night the Persian Gulf

War began, January 16, 1991. The inscription reads,

“Billy—Thank you for being with us at this critical

moment in world history—Geo. Bush.”

 

With Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II, following a chapel

service at Sandringham, 1984.

 



George magazine editor-in-chief, John F. Kennedy, Jr.,

interviews me in New York, 1996.

 



Famed boxing champion Muhammad Ali visits us in our

Montreat home, 1979.

 



With Pope John Paul II at the Vatican, 1993.

 



Russian President Boris Yeltsin welcomes me to the

Kremlin following the close of the 1991 Moscow School

of Evangelism.

 



In the Kremlin office of President Mikhail Gorbachev of

the Soviet Union, 1991.

 



On our fiftieth wedding anniversary, August 13, 1993,

with children (from left) Ned, Gigi, Franklin, Ruth

(Bunny), and Anne. Ruth is wearing her original wedding

gown.

 



Speaking in the rotunda of the U.S. Capitol during the

presentation of the Congressional Gold Medal to Ruth

and me, May 2, 1996.

 



In the Oval Office with President Bill Clinton, 1996.

 



Relaxing at home, 1993.

 



Visiting with President Jiang Zemin of the People’s

Republic of China, during his state visit to the United

States, November 2, 1997.

 



Meeting in Boston with Christian and Muslim leaders

from Iraq, September 25, 1999.

 



Speaking in Amsterdam via satellite to twelve thousand

evangelists and church leaders from over two hundred

and ten countries, 2000.

 

Overflow crowds watched the New York Crusade

meetings via large screen projection in Flushing

Meadows, New York, June, 2005.  In the background is

the famous sculpture representing the earth from the

1964 New York World’s Fair.

 



A Nation in Mourning: Speaking at the National Day of

Prayer and Remembrance in the Washington National

Cathedral, September 14, 2001.

 



President and Mrs. George W. Bush, along with former

presidents and other national leaders, joined in the

National Day of Prayer and Remembrance, September

14, 2001.

 



President and Mrs. George W. Bush welcome us to the

White House to celebrate my 83rd birthday. In back is

our son, Franklin, with his wife, Jane, November, 2001.

 



Still a team after more than six decades: George Beverly

Shea and I welcome each other to our final crusade,

New York, June, 2005.

 



Ambassador Sir Christopher Meyer, acting on behalf of

Her Majesty the Queen, confers on me the Honorary

Knight Commander of the Most Excellent Order of the

British Empire (KBE), at the British Embassy in

Washington, December 6, 2001.

 



Fifty-five years after our 1949 Los Angeles meetings,

over three hundred thousand people gathered during

four days of meetings in Pasadena’s Rose Bowl for the

Greater Los Angeles Crusade, November, 2004.

 



Architect’s drawing of the new Billy Graham Library in

Charlotte, designed to resemble a typical dairy barn

from my childhood. In the foreground is my boyhood

home, reassembled brick-by-brick from its original

location on my father’s farm only a few miles away.

 



Billy Graham Crusades: 1947–1974

 

1947

 
Grand Rapids, Michigan

 
Charlotte, North Carolina

 

1948

 
Augusta, Georgia

 
Modesto, California

 

1949

 
Miami, Florida

 
Baltimore, Maryland

 
Altoona, Pennsylvania

 
Los Angeles, California

 

1950

 
Boston, Massachusetts

 
Columbia, South Carolina

 
Tour—New England States

 
Portland, Oregon

 
Minneapolis, Minnesota

 



Atlanta, Georgia

 

1951

 
Tour—Southern States

 
Fort Worth, Texas

 
Shreveport, Louisiana

 
Memphis, Tennessee

 
Seattle, Washington

 
Hollywood, California

 
Greensboro, North Carolina

 
Raleigh, North Carolina

 

1952

 
Washington, D.C.

 
Tour—American Cities

 
Houston, Texas

 
Jackson, Mississippi

 
Tour—American Cities

 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

 
Albuquerque, New Mexico

 

1953

 
Tour—Florida Cities

 
Chattanooga, Tennessee

 
St. Louis, Missouri



 
Dallas, Texas

 
Tour—West Texas

 
Syracuse, New York

 
Detroit, Michigan

 
Asheville, North Carolina

 

1954

 
London, England

 
Europe Tour

 
Amsterdam

 
Berlin

 
Copenhagen

 
Düsseldorf

 
Frankfurt

 
Helsinki

 
Paris

 
Stockholm

 
Nashville, Tennessee

 
New Orleans, Louisiana

 
Tour—West Coast

 

1955

 
Glasgow, Scotland

 



Tour—Scotland Cities

 
London, England

 
Paris, France

 
Zurich, Switzerland

 
Geneva, Switzerland

 
Mannheim, West Germany

 
Stuttgart, West Germany

 
Nürnberg, West Germany

 
Dortmund, West Germany

 
Frankfurt, West Germany

 
U.S. Service Bases

 
Rotterdam, The Netherlands

 
Oslo, Norway

 
Gothenburg, Sweden

 
Aarhus, Denmark

 
Toronto, Ontario, Canada

 

1956

 
Tour—India and the Far East

 
Richmond, Virginia

 
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

 
Louisville, Kentucky

 

1957



 
New York City, New York

 

1958

 
Caribbean Tour

 
San Francisco, California

 
Sacramento, California

 
Fresno, California

 
Santa Barbara, California

 
Los Angeles, California

 
San Diego, California

 
San Antonio, Texas

 
Charlotte, North Carolina

 

1959

 
Melbourne, Australia

 
Auckland, New Zealand

 
Sydney, Australia

 
Perth, Australia

 
Brisbane, Australia

 
Adelaide, Australia

 
Wellington, New Zealand

 
Christchurch, New Zealand

 
Canberra, Launceston, and

 



Hobart, Australia

 
Little Rock, Arkansas

 
Wheaton, Illinois

 
Indianapolis, Indiana

 

1960

 
Monrovia, Liberia

 
Accra, Ghana

 
Kumasi, Ghana

 
Lagos, Nigeria

 
Ibadan, Nigeria

 
Kaduna, Nigeria

 
Enugu, Nigeria

 
Jos, Nigeria

 
Bulawayo, South Rhodesia

 
Salisbury, Rhodesia

 
Kitwe, North Rhodesia

 
Moshi, Tanganyika

 
Kisumu, Kenya

 
Usumbura, Ruanda-Urundi

 
Nairobi, Kenya

 
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia

 
Cairo, Egypt



 
Tour—Middle East

 
Washington, D.C.

 
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

 
Bern, Switzerland

 
Zurich, Switzerland

 
Basel, Switzerland

 
Lausanne, Switzerland

 
Essen, West Germany

 
Hamburg, West Germany

 
Berlin, West Germany

 
New York City (Spanish)

 

1961

 
Jacksonville, Florida

 
Orlando, Florida

 
Clearwater, Florida

 
St. Petersburg, Florida

 
Tampa, Florida

 
Bradenton-Sarasota, Florida

 
Tallahassee, Florida

 
Gainesville, Florida

 
Miami, Florida

 
Cape Canaveral, Florida



 
West Palm Beach, Florida

 
Vero Beach, Florida

 
Peace River Park, Florida (Sunrise Service)

 
Boca Raton, Florida

 
Fort Lauderdale, Florida

 
Manchester, England

 
Glasgow, Scotland

 
Belfast, Ireland

 
Minneapolis, Minnesota

 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

 

1962

 
Tour—South America

 
Chicago, Illinois

 
Fresno, California

 
Redstone Arsenal, Alabama

 
Tour—South America

 
El Paso, Texas

 

1963

 
Paris, France

 
Lyon, France

 
Toulouse, France

 



Mulhouse, France

 
Nürnberg, West Germany

 
Stuttgart, West Germany

 
Los Angeles, California

 

1964

 
Birmingham, Alabama

 
Phoenix, Arizona

 
San Diego, California

 
Columbus, Ohio

 
Omaha, Nebraska

 
Boston, Massachusetts

 
Manchester, New Hampshire

 
Portland, Maine

 
Bangor, Maine

 
Providence, Rhode Island

 
Louisville, Kentucky

 

1965

 
Hawaiian Islands

 
Honolulu, Oahu

 
Kahului, Maui

 
Hilo, Hawaii

 
Lihue, Kauai



 
Dothan, Alabama

 
Tuscaloosa, Alabama

 
University of Alabama

 
Auburn, Alabama

 
Auburn University

 
Tuskegee Institute, Alabama

 
Montgomery, Alabama

 
Copenhagen, Denmark

 
Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada

 
Seattle, Washington

 
Denver, Colorado

 
Houston, Texas

 

1966

 
Greenville, South Carolina

 
London, England

 
Berlin, West Germany

 

1967

 
Ponce, Puerto Rico

 
San Juan, Puerto Rico

 
Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada

 
Great Britain

 



Turin, Italy

 
Zagreb, Yugoslavia

 
Toronto, Ontario, Canada

 
Kansas City, Missouri

 
Tokyo, Japan

 

1968

 
Brisbane, Australia

 
Sydney, Australia

 
Portland, Oregon

 
San Antonio, Texas

 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

 

1969

 
Auckland, New Zealand

 
Dunedin, New Zealand

 
Melbourne, Australia

 
New York City, New York

 
Anaheim, California

 

1970

 
Dortmund, West Germany

 
Knoxville, Tennessee

 
New York City, New York

 
Baton Rouge, Louisiana



 

1971

 
Lexington, Kentucky

 
Chicago, Illinois

 
Oakland, California

 
Dallas-Fort Worth, Texas

 

1972

 
Charlotte, North Carolina

 
Birmingham, Alabama

 
Cleveland, Ohio

 
Kohima, Nagaland, India

 

1973

 
Durban, South Africa

 
Johannesburg, South Africa

 
Seoul, Korea (South)

 
Atlanta, Georgia

 
Minneapolis-St. Paul, Minnesota

 
Raleigh, North Carolina

 
St. Louis, Missouri

 

1974

 
Phoenix, Arizona

 
Los Angeles, California (25th Anniversary Celebration)

 



Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

 
Norfolk-Hampton, Virginia

 

Billy Graham Crusades: 1975–2005

1975

 
Albuquerque, New Mexico

 
Jackson, Mississippi

 
Brussels, Belgium

 
Lubbock, Texas

 
Taipei, Taiwan

 
Hong Kong

 

1976

 
Seattle, Washington

 
Williamsburg, Virginia

 
San Diego, California

 
Detroit, Michigan

 
Nairobi, Kenya

 

1977

 
Gothenburg, Sweden

 
Asheville, North Carolina

 
South Bend, Indiana

 
Tour—Hungary

 
Cincinnati, Ohio



 
Manila, Philippines

 
Good News Festivals in India

 

1978

 
Las Vegas, Nevada

 
Memphis, Tennessee

 
Toronto, Ontario, Canada

 
Kansas City, Missouri

 
Oslo, Norway

 
Stockholm, Sweden

 
Tour—Poland

 
Singapore

 

1979

 
São Paulo, Brazil

 
Tampa, Florida

 
Sydney, Australia

 
Nashville, Tennessee

 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin

 
Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada

 

1980

 
Oxford, England

 
Cambridge, England

 



Indianapolis, Indiana

 
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada

 
Wheaton, Illinois

 
Okinawa, Japan

 
Osaka, Japan

 
Fukuoka, Japan

 
Tokyo, Japan

 
Reno, Nevada

 
Las Vegas, Nevada

 

1981

 
Mexico City, Mexico

 
Villahermosa, Mexico

 
Boca Raton, Florida

 
Baltimore, Maryland

 
Calgary, Alberta, Canada

 
San Jose, California

 
Houston, Texas

 

1982

 
Blackpool, England

 
Providence, Rhode Island

 
Burlington, Vermont

 
Portland, Maine



 
Springfield, Massachusetts

 
Manchester, New Hampshire

 
Hartford, Connecticut

 
New Haven, Connecticut

 

Summary of New England University and College

Lecture Tour

 
Boston, Massachusetts

 
Northeastern University

 
Amherst, Massachusetts

 
University of Massachusetts

 
New Haven, Connecticut

 
Yale University

 
Cambridge, Massachusetts

 
Harvard University

 
Newton, Massachusetts

 
Boston College

 
Cambridge, Massachusetts

 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

 
South Hamilton, Massachusetts

 
Gordon-Conwell Seminary

 
Hanover, New Hampshire

 
Dartmouth College



 
Boston, Massachusetts

 
Boise, Idaho

 
Spokane, Washington

 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina

 
German Democratic Republic

 
Wittenberg

 
Dresden (Saxony)

 
Görlitz

 
Stendal

 
Stralsund

 
Berlin

 
Czechoslovakia

 
Prague

 
Brno

 
Bratislava

 
Nassau, Bahamas

 

1983

 
Orlando, Florida

 
Tacoma, Washington

 
Sacramento, California

 
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

 



1984

 
Anchorage, Alaska

 

Mission England

 
Bristol

 
Sunderland

 
Norwich

 
Birmingham

 
Liverpool

 
Ipswich

 
Seoul, Korea (South)

 
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

 
Leningrad, Russia

 
Tallinn, Estonia

 
Novosibirsk, Siberia

 
Moscow, Russia

 
Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada

 

1985

 
Fort Lauderdale, Florida

 
Hartford, Connecticut

 
Sheffield, England

 
Anaheim, California

 
Romania



 
Suceava

 
Cluj-Napoca

 
Oradea

 
Arad

 
Timisoara

 
Sibiu

 
Bucharest

 
Hungary

 
Pecs

 
Budapest

 

1986

 
Washington, D.C.

 
Paris, France

 
Tallahassee, Florida

 

1987

 
Columbia, South Carolina

 
Cheyenne, Wyoming

 
Fargo, North Dakota

 
Billings, Montana

 
Sioux Falls, South Dakota

 
Denver, Colorado

 



Helsinki, Finland

 

1988

 
People’s Republic of China

 
Beijing

 
Huaiyin

 
Nanjing

 
Shanghai

 
Guangzhou

 
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

 
Zagorsk, Russia

 
Moscow, Russia

 
Kiev, Ukraine

 
Buffalo, New York

 
Rochester, New York

 
Hamilton, Ontario, Canada

 

1989

 
Syracuse, New York

 
London, England

 
Budapest, Hungary

 
Little Rock, Arkansas

 

1990

 
Berlin, West Germany



 
Albany, New York

 
Long Island, New York

 
Hong Kong

 

1991

 
Seattle and Tacoma, Washington

 
Scotland

 
Edinburgh

 
Aberdeen

 
Glasgow

 
East Rutherford, New Jersey

 
New York, New York (Central Park)

 
Buenos Aires, Argentina

 

1992

 
Pyongyang, Korea (North)

 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

 
Portland, Oregon

 
Moscow, Russia

 

1993

 
Essen, Germany

 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

 
Columbus, Ohio

 



1994

 
Tokyo, Japan

 
Beijing, P.R.C.

 
Pyongyang, Korea (North)

 
Cleveland, Ohio

 
Atlanta, Georgia

 

1995

 
San Juan, Puerto Rico

 
Toronto, Ontario, Canada

 
Sacramento, California

 

1996

 
Minneapolis-St. Paul, Minnesota

 
Charlotte, North Carolina

 

1996

 
Minneapolis-St. Paul, Minnesota

 
Charlotte, North Carolina

 

1997

 
San Antonio, Texas

 
San Jose, California

 
San Francisco, California

 
Oakland, California

 



1998

 
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada

 
Tampa, Florida

 

1999

 
Indianapolis, Indiana

 
St. Louis, Missouri

 

2000

 
Nashville, Tennessee

 
Jacksonville, Florida

 

2001

 
Louisville, Kentucky

 
Fresno, California

 

2002

 
Cincinnati, Ohio

 
Dallas/FortWorth, Texas

 

2003

 
San Diego, California

 
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

 

2004

 
Kansas City, Missouri

 
Los Angeles, California

 



2005

 
New York, New York
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